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Preface

Power semiconductor devices are attracting increasing attention as key components in a variety of power
electronic systems. The major applications of power devices include power supplies, motor controls,
renewable energy, transportation, telecommunications, heating, robotics, and electric utility transmis-
sion/distribution. The utilization of semiconductor power devices in these systems can enable significant
energy savings, increased conservation of fossil fuels, and reduced environmental pollution.

Power electronics has gained renewed attention in the past decade due to the emergence of several
new markets, including converters for photovoltaic and fuel cells, converters and inverters for electric
vehicles (EVs) and hybrid-electric vehicles (HEVs), and controls for smart electric utility distribution
grids. Currently, semiconductor power devices are one of the key enablers for global energy savings and
electric power management in the future.

Silicon power devices have improved significantly over the past several decades, but these devices
are now approaching performance limits imposed by the fundamental material properties of silicon, and
further progress can only be made by migrating to more robust semiconductors. Silicon carbide (SiC)
is a wide-bandgap semiconductor with superior physical and electrical properties that can serve as the
basis for the high-voltage, low-loss power electronics of the future.

SiC is a IV–IV compound semiconductor with a bandgap of 2.3–3.3 eV (depending on the crystal
structure, or polytype). It exhibits about 10 times higher breakdown electric field strength and 3
times higher thermal conductivity than silicon, making it especially attractive for high-power and
high-temperature devices. For example, the on-state resistance of SiC power devices is orders-of-
magnitude lower than that of silicon devices at a given blocking voltage, leading to much higher
efficiency in electric power conversion. The wide bandgap and high thermal stability make it possible
to operate certain types of SiC devices at junction temperatures of 300 ∘C or higher for indefinite
periods without measurable degradation. Among wide-bandgap semiconductors, SiC is exceptional
because it can be easily doped either p-type or n-type over a wide range, more than five orders-of-
magnitude. In addition, SiC is the only compound semiconductor whose native oxide is SiO2,
the same insulator as silicon. This makes it possible to fabricate the entire family of MOS-based
(metal-oxide-semiconductor) electronic devices in SiC.

Since the 1980s, sustained efforts have been directed toward developing SiC material and device tech-
nology. Based on a number of breakthroughs in the 1980s and 1990s, SiC Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs)
were released as commercial products in 2001. The market for SiC SBDs has grown rapidly over the last
several years. SBDs are employed in a variety of power systems, including switch-mode power supplies,
photovoltaic converters, air conditioners, and motor controls for elevators and subways. Commercial
production of SiC power switching devices, primarily JFETs (junction field-effect transistors) and MOS-
FETs (metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors), began in 2006–2010. These devices are well
accepted by the markets and many industries are now taking advantage of the benefits of SiC power
switches. As an example, the volume and weight of a power supply or inverter can be reduced by a factor
of 4–10, depending on the extent to which SiC components are employed. In addition to the size and
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weight reduction, there is also a substantial reduction in power dissipation, leading to improved efficiency
in electric power conversion systems due to the use of SiC components.

In recent years, the SiC professional community has grown rapidly in both academia and industry.
More and more companies are developing SiC wafer and/or device manufacturing capabilities and the
population of young scientists and engineers is increasing. Unfortunately, very few textbooks are yet
available that cover the broad spectrum of SiC technology from materials to devices to applications. Thus,
those scientists, engineers, and graduate students are potential readers of this text. The authors hope this
book will be timely and beneficial for such readers, and will enable them to rapidly acquire the essential
knowledge to practice in this field. Since this book covers both fundamentals and advanced concepts, a
minimum knowledge of semiconductor physics and devices is assumed, but a graduate student majoring
in material science or electrical engineering will have no difficulty in reading this book.

The main topics described in this book include SiC physical properties, bulk and epitaxial growth,
characterization of electrical and optical properties, extended and point defects, device processing, design
concepts of power rectifiers and switching devices, physics and features of unipolar/bipolar devices,
breakdown phenomena, high-frequency and high-temperature devices, and system applications of SiC
devices. Both fundamental concepts and state-of-art implementations are presented. In particular, we try
to explain all the subjects with an in-depth treatment, including basic physics, present understanding,
unaddressed issues, and future challenges.

Finally the authors acknowledge a number of colleagues and pioneers in this field, especially
Prof. W. J. Choyke (University of Pittsburgh), Emeritus Prof. H. Matsunami (Kyoto University), the
late Dr G. Pensl (University of Erlangen-Nürnberg), Prof. E. Janzén (Linköping University), and
Dr J. W. Palmour (Cree) for their valuable contributions to the field and to our understanding. We also
thank Mr. James Murphy and Ms. Clarissa Lim of Wiley for their guidance and patience. At last, we
thank our family for their kind encouragement and support in writing this book. Without their support
and understanding, this book would not have been published.

Kyoto and West Lafayette, September 2013
Tsunenobu Kimoto

James A. Cooper



1
Introduction

1.1 Progress in Electronics
Development of semiconductor materials and devices has been a strong driving force for a variety
of revolutionary changes and innovations in modern society. Since the invention of germanium
(Ge)-based bipolar transistors in 1947–1948 [1, 2] and the subsequent success of silicon (Si)-based
metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) [3], semiconductor devices have given
rise to a new field, solid state electronics. The invention of integrated circuits (ICs) made by planar
technology [4, 5] triggered rapid progress in microelectronics. Nowadays, Si-based large scale integrated
circuits (LSIs) are the key components in almost all electrical and electronic systems. Despite predictions
of physical limitations, remarkable progress continues to be made in Si-based LSIs, even today [6, 7].
Solar cells and various sensors are also mainly produced using silicon.

In the meantime, compound semiconductors have established unique positions in those applications
where Si devices cannot exhibit good performance because of the inherent material properties. In par-
ticular, III–V semiconductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) and indium phosphide (InP) have been
widely employed for high-frequency devices and light-emitting devices [8, 9]. In addition to the high
electron mobility and direct band structure of most III–V semiconductors, bandgap engineering and for-
mation of heterostructures can be utilized to enhance the performance of devices based on compound
semiconductors. Success in making blue and green light-emitting devices using gallium nitride (GaN)
and indium gallium nitride (InGaN) was also a great milestone in the history of semiconductors [10, 11].
Thus, optoelectronics is one of the most important fields of development, and relies on these III–V
semiconductors.

As our society continues to advance technologically, various demands for new functionalities for semi-
conductor devices have arisen, such as high-temperature operation and flexibility. High-temperature elec-
tronics is a field where wide bandgap semiconductors possess much promise [12]. Conversely, organic
semiconductors and oxide semiconductors have been developed for flexible electronics [13].

Improvement of energy efficiency (reduction of power consumption and dissipation) is one of the
most basic problems we are facing. In 2010, the world average ratio of electrical energy consumption to
total energy consumption is about 20% [14], and this ratio is expected to increase rapidly in the future.
Independent of the means by which electrical power is generated, power conditioning and conversion
are required for cost-effective and efficient delivery to the load. It is estimated that more than 50% of all
electrical power flows through some form of power conversion.

Power electronics, the concept of which was introduced by Newell in 1973 [15], involves conversion of
electric power using power semiconductor devices and circuits. Electric power is regulated and converted
so that the power can be supplied to the loads in the best form. Electric power conversion includes

Fundamentals of Silicon Carbide Technology: Growth, Characterization, Devices, and Applications, First Edition.
Tsunenobu Kimoto and James A. Cooper.
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Figure 1.1 Major application areas of power devices plotted as a function of rated voltage.

AC–DC, DC–AC, DC–DC (voltage conversion), and AC–AC (voltage or frequency conversion) [16].
The efficiency of power conversion is typically 85–95% using currently available technology, which
is not high enough, because approximately 10% of the electric power is lost as heat at every power
conversion. In AC–DC and DC–AC conversions, which are very common, the efficiency becomes as
low as about (0.9)2 ≈ 0.8.

In general, the efficiency of power electronics is limited by the performance of semiconductor devices,
capacitors, inductors, and packaging. In particular, power semiconductor devices have attracted increas-
ing attention as key components which limit the performance and size of power converters. As shown
in Figure 1.1, the major applications of power devices include power supplies, motor control, telecom-
munications, heating, robotics, electric/hybrid vehicles, traction, lighting ballasts, and electric power
transmission. Development of high-voltage and low-loss power devices is also essential for construction
of future smart grids.

Realization of high-performance power devices will lead not only to enormous energy saving but
also to conservation of fossil fuels and reduced environmental pollution. At present, Si is the most
commonly used semiconductor for power devices. The performance of Si power switching devices
has been significantly improved through development of power MOSFETs and IGBTs (insulated gate
bipolar transistors) [17, 18]. Progress in Si LSI technology and in advanced simulation technology has
had great impact on the development of Si power devices in recent decades. However, now that Si
power device technology is relatively mature, it is not easy to achieve innovative breakthroughs using
this technology. Silicon carbide (SiC) is an old but emerging semiconductor, which is promising for
advanced power devices because it has superior physical properties. SiC devices are also promising
for high-temperature and radiation-resistant operation. GaN is also attractive as a material for power
devices, and the intrinsic potential of GaN is very similar to that of SiC (since they have almost the
same bandgap and critical electric field strength). At present, however, growth and device-fabrication
technologies for SiC are more advanced, and SiC power devices exhibit better performance and relia-
bility. GaN-based lateral switching devices processed on heteroepitaxial GaN on Si show some promise
for relatively low-voltage (100–300 V) applications. When the GaN technology becomes more mature,
especially when large-diameter bulk growth is readily achieved, both SiC and GaN power devices will be
widely employed, depending on the performance and cost. For high-voltage bipolar device applications,
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however, SiC should be inherently superior because SiC has an indirect band structure, leading to an
inherently long carrier lifetime.

1.2 Features and Brief History of Silicon Carbide
Silicon carbide (SiC) is a IV–IV compound material with unique physical and chemical properties. The
strong chemical bonding between Si and C atoms gives this material very high hardness, chemical inert-
ness, and high thermal conductivity [19]. As a semiconductor, SiC exhibits a wide bandgap, high critical
electric field strength, and high saturation drift velocity. Both n- and p-type control across a wide doping
range is relatively easy in SiC; this makes SiC exceptional among wide bandgap semiconductors. The
ability of SiC to form silicon dioxide (SiO2) as a native oxide is an important advantage for device fabrica-
tion. Because of these properties, SiC is a promising semiconductor for high-power and high-temperature
electronics [20–22]; subsequent chapters will describe in detail the fundamentals of SiC technologies,
its properties, growth, characterization, device fabrication, and device characteristics.

The physical and chemical stability of SiC, however, has made crystal growth of SiC extremely diffi-
cult, and severely hampered development of SiC semiconductor devices and their electronic applications.
The existence of various SiC structures with different stacking sequences (otherwise known as polytyp-
ism) [23] has also hampered growth of electronic-grade SiC crystals. SiC polytypes such as 3C-, 4H-,
and 6H-SiC, are described in Section 2.1.

1.2.1 Early History

SiC itself is rare in nature, and synthesis of a compound material containing silicon–carbon bonds was
first reported by Berzelius in 1824 [24]. Acheson invented a process for the synthesis of SiC from silica,
carbon, and some additives (e.g., salt) in 1892 [25]. This process (Acheson process) provided volume
production of SiC powders used for cutting, grinding, and polishing, which was the first industrial appli-
cation of SiC. In the Acheson process, ingots which contain small single crystalline SiC platelets (mainly
6H-SiC) can be obtained as a by-product (Figure 1.2a). Although these SiC platelets are not pure, they
were used for some basic studies on the physical and chemical properties of SiC. One of the highlights of
this work was the first discovery of electroluminescence (emission of yellow light) from SiC by Round in
1907 [26]. In the meantime, Moissan discovered natural SiC and investigated this material as a mineral
[27]. This is why SiC is named “Moissanite” in mineralogy or in the field of gem stones.

(b)(a)

150 mm wafer 

100 mm wafer 

Figure 1.2 (a) SiC platelets (mainly 6H-SiC) obtained as a by-product in the Acheson process.
(b) 4H-SiC wafers with 100 and 150 mm in diameter.
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Lely successfully grew relatively pure SiC crystals by a sublimation technique (Lely method) in 1955
[28]. The crystals obtained are mostly 6H-SiC, but inclusions of foreign polytypes are often observed.
Owing to the relatively high crystal quality of the Lely platelets, the first wave of research into SiC as
a semiconductor emerged in the 1960s. During this period, the main target applications for semicon-
ductor SiC were the development of high-temperature devices and blue light-emitting diodes [29, 30].
Shockley participated in an international conference on SiC, and emphasized the promise of SiC for
high-temperature electronics [30]. Important academic studies on optical properties of SiC were exten-
sively performed by Choyke [31]. However, because of the small size of Lely platelets and unsteady
material supply, research and development of SiC semiconductors slowed down in the late 1970s, and
the technology remained immature. Conversely, polycrystalline SiC technology was developed, and
SiC-based ceramics, heating elements, passive components, and thermistors were commercialized.

1.2.2 Innovations in SiC Crystal Growth

In 1978–1981, Tairov and Tsvetkov invented a reproducible method for SiC boule growth [32, 33]. They
introduced a 6H-SiC seed into a sublimation growth furnace, and designed an appropriate temperature
gradient to control mass transport from the SiC source onto the seed crystal, based on thermodynamic
and kinetic considerations. This growth process is called the modified Lely method or seeded sublima-
tion method. Several groups followed and further developed the growth process to obtain SiC boules with
a larger diameter and a reduced density of extended defects. Davis and Carter significantly refined this
method [34]. The first commercialization of SiC (6H-SiC) wafers occurred in 1991 [35]. Through contin-
uous efforts, reasonably high-quality SiC wafers, 100–150 mm in diameter, are commercially available
from several vendors at present (Figure 1.2b). The availability of single crystalline wafers has driven
rapid development of SiC-based electronic devices.

Concerning epitaxial growth of SiC, liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) of 6H-SiC on Lely platelets was inves-
tigated in the 1980s, in research targeting blue light-emitting diodes [36, 37]. Heteroepitaxial growth of
3C-SiC on a Si substrate by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) was developed [38, 39] in the early 1980s,
but the performance of electronic devices (Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs), pn diodes, MOSFETs) was
far below that expected. This result can be attributed to a high density of stacking faults and dislocations,
which are generated because of large mismatches in the lattice constants and thermal expansion coef-
ficients. Therefore, a few groups started CVD growth of 3C-SiC on 6H-SiC{0001} (Lely or Acheson
platelets). Although the quality of 3C-SiC was much improved, it was still not satisfactory.

In 1987, Matsunami et al. discovered that high-quality 6H-SiC can be homoepitaxially grown
by CVD at relatively low growth temperature, when a several degree off-angle is introduced into
the 6H-SiC{0001} substrates (“step-controlled epitaxy”) [40]. Davis et al. also reported homoepi-
taxial growth of 6H-SiC on off-axis substrates [41]. Homoepitaxial growth of 6H-SiC on off-axis
6H-SiC{0001} became a standard technique in the SiC community because it yielded high purity, good
doping control, and uniformity. In 1993, a high mobility of over 700 cm2 V–1 s−1 was first reported
for 4H-SiC grown using this technique [42]. The combination of this result, the other superior physical
properties of SiC, the commercial release of 4H-SiC wafers, and demonstration of excellent 4H-SiC
devices made 4H-SiC the preferred choice for electronic device fabrication in the mid 1990s. In the
meantime, the doping control was drastically improved by exploiting the “site-competition” concept
proposed by Larkin et al. [43]. A hot-wall CVD reactor was proposed by Kordina et al. [44], and this
reactor design is currently the standard, because it allows superior control of temperature distribution,
has a much longer susceptor life, and better growth efficiency.

Since high-quality 4H- and 6H-SiC epitaxial layers (both n- and p-types) can be obtained, physi-
cal properties and defects of SiC have been extensively investigated in the University of Pittsburgh,
the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Linköping University, Kyoto University, Ioffe Physical Technical
Institute, Purdue University, the Naval Research Laboratory, the State University of New York at Stony
Brook, Carnegie Mellon University, AIST, and so on.
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1.2.3 Promise and Demonstration of SiC Power Devices

The outstanding potential of SiC-based power devices was suggested in 1989 by Baliga [45], and a
systematic theoretical analysis of the performance was published in 1993 by the same group [46]. These
papers have inspired and motivated scientists and engineers in this field.

As a result of the progress in homoepitaxial growth technology described above, lightly-doped hexago-
nal SiC epitaxial layers with reasonable quality became available in the early 1990s. Matus et al. reported
a 1 kV 6H-SiC pn diode and its rectification operation up to 600 ∘C [47]. Urushidani et al. in 1993 demon-
strated a 1 kV 6H-SiC SBD with a low specific on-resistance and 400 ∘C rectification [48]. In 1994, the
on-resistance of high-voltage SiC SBDs was significantly reduced by using 4H-SiC [49]. After structure
and process optimization, the first SiC SBD products were released in 2001 [50]. One of the typical appli-
cations of SiC SBDs was as fast diodes employed in a power-factor-correction circuit of switching-mode
power supplies. Because of the negligibly small reverse recovery of SiC SBDs, the switching loss can be
dramatically reduced and the switching frequency can be increased, leading to the downsizing of passive
components. SiC SBDs are currently employed in a broad spectrum of applications, such as industrial
motor control, photovoltaic converters, air conditioners, elevators, and traction (subway). In research and
development, the maximum blocking voltage of SiC diodes exceeded 20 kV [51, 52].

In conjunction with development of high-voltage SiC diodes, fabrication of vertical SiC switching
devices started in the early 1990s. In 1993, a vertical trench MOSFET of 6H-SiC was demonstrated
by Palmour et al. [53]. Palmour and coworkers also extensively developed 4H-SiC trench MOSFETs,
thyristors, and bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), as important steps toward high-power electronics [54].
In 1996 and 1997, the first planar double-implanted metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor
(DIMOSFET) of 4H-SiC with a blocking voltage of 760 V and low on-resistance was reported by Pur-
due University [55]. This group demonstrated a 1.4 kV–15 mΩ cm2 4H-SiC trench MOSFET with a
number of innovative design features in 1998 [56]. To avoid problems at the SiC MOS interface, vertical
junction field effect transistors (JFETs) were also developed [57], leading to the commercialization of
4H-SiC power JFETs in the mid 2000s [50]. After steady improvement of MOS channel mobility and
oxide reliability, 4H-SiC power DIMOSFETs have also been commercially available since 2010 [35, 58].
Figure 1.3 shows a picture of a 100 mm wafer after processing of SiC power MOSFETs. However, these

100 mm wafer

(Power MOSFETs processed)

Figure 1.3 100 mm 4H-SiC wafer after processing of power MOSFETs. Reproduced by courtesy of T.
Nakamura (Rohm).
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SiC power switching devices require further improvement in performance and cost reduction. The market
is slowly growing as these devices become more cost-effective. As far as ultrahigh-voltage switching
devices are concerned, 12–21 kV thyristors, IGBTs, and BJTs have been demonstrated [59–62].

1.3 Outline of This Book
As a result of the rapid progress in SiC growth and device technologies in the last decade, some SiC power
devices are now in commercial production. The major benefits of SiC devices include lower power dissi-
pation, smaller size, and simplified cooling units of power converters. A number of academic studies on
the materials science and device physics of SiC have been carried out, adding substantially to the scien-
tific knowledge in this area. In this book, fundamental physics, present understanding, and unaddressed
issues in SiC technology are summarized.

The outline of the chapters is as follows:

Chapter 2 describes the unique crystal structures and physical properties of SiC, and compares SiC with
Si and other semiconductors.

Chapter 3 focuses on bulk growth of SiC for wafer production. The basic principles and technology
development for sublimation growth are explained.

Chapter 4 gives the basics of homoepitaxial growth of hexagonal SiC by CVD. Doping control and
defects in SiC epitaxial layers are presented.

Chapter 5 is devoted to techniques used to characterize the electrical and optical properties of SiC. Detec-
tion of various defects in SiC and the nature of these defects are also described.

Chapter 6 discusses device processing technologies, such as ion implantation, etching, MOS interface,
and metallization. Both fundamental issues and practical considerations are given.

Chapter 7 describes the basic physics of power diodes, especially SBDs and pin diodes, and gives
examples of SiC-based diodes and their performance.

Chapter 8 explains the structure, design, and performance of unipolar power switching devices, such as
MOSFETs and JFETs. The oxide/SiC issues are also addressed.

Chapter 9 deals with bipolar power switching devices, such as BJTs, IGBTs, and thyristors.
Chapter 10 describes basic issues in the optimization of power devices, including design of blocking

voltage, edge termination. A performance comparison of various Si, SiC, and GaN devices is also
given.

Chapter 11 introduces applications of SiC devices in power systems. Basic circuits and operation of
power conversion, motor drive, inverter, DC–DC converter, power supply are described.

Chapter 12 focuses on specialized SiC devices other than power devices. The devices include
high-frequency devices, high-temperature devices, and sensors.

In a book this size it is difficult to completely cover the entire field of SiC materials and devices. The
authors have tried to focus on the fundamental science and the state-of-the-art technology. For example,
the description of solution growth of SiC boules, the heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC, the theoretical
study on defects in SiC, and latest device development is not very extensive. For additional detail, please
see the related books [63–69], review papers, and conference proceedings.
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2
Physical Properties of Silicon
Carbide

Silicon carbide (SiC) crystallizes in a wide variety of structures, each of which exhibits unique electrical,
optical, thermal, and mechanical properties. The physical properties of SiC are very important subjects
of academic study as well as critical parameters for accurate simulation of devices. This chapter briefly
reviews the physical properties of SiC.

2.1 Crystal Structure
SiC is a compound semiconductor, which means that only a rigid stoichiometry, 50% silicon (Si) and
50% carbon (C), is allowed. The electronic structures of neutral Si and C atoms in their ground states are:

Si, 14e− ∶ 1s22s22p63s23p2 (2.1)

C, 6e− ∶ 1s22s22p2 (2.2)

Both Si and C atoms are tetravalent elements and have four valence electrons in their outermost shells. Si
and C atoms are tetrahedrally bonded with covalent bonds by sharing electron pairs in sp3-hybrid orbitals
to form a SiC crystal. Each Si atom has exactly four C atom neighbors, and vice versa. The Si–C bond
energy is very high (4.6 eV), which gives SiC a variety of outstanding properties, as described below.

From a crystallographic point of view, SiC is the best known example of polytypism [1–5]. Polytypism
is the phenomenon where a material can adopt different crystal structures which vary in one dimension
(that is, in stacking sequence) without changes in chemical composition. The variation in the occupied
sites along the c-axis in a hexagonal close-packed system brings about different crystal structures, known
as polytypes. Consider the occupied sites in the hexagonal close-packed system, shown schematically in
Figure 2.1. There are three possible sites, denoted as A, B, and C. Two layers cannot successively occupy
the same site; the next layer on top of an “A” layer must occupy either “B” or “C” sites (and, similarly,
“A” or “C” is allowed over “B”). Though there exist, in principle, almost infinite variations of the stacking
sequence when stacking a number of layers; for most materials, only one stacking structure (often either
the zincblende or wurtzite structure) is usually stable. However, SiC crystallizes in surprisingly many
(more than 200) polytypes.

In Ramsdell’s notation, polytypes are represented by the number of Si-C bilayers in the unit cell and the
crystal system (C for cubic, H for hexagonal, and R for rhombohedral). 3C-SiC is often called β-SiC, and

Fundamentals of Silicon Carbide Technology: Growth, Characterization, Devices, and Applications, First Edition.
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Figure 2.1 Occupation sites (A, B, and C) in the hexagonal close-packed system.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic structures of popular SiC polytypes; (a) 3C-SiC, (b) 4H-SiC, and (c) 6H-SiC.
Open and closed circles denote Si and C atoms, respectively.

other polytypes are referred to as 𝛼-SiC. The structures of popular SiC polytypes; 3C-SiC, 4H-SiC, and
6H-SiC, are shown schematically in Figure 2.2, where open and closed circles denote Si and C atoms,
respectively. Here, A, B, and C are the potentially occupied sites in a hexagonal close-packed struc-
ture, as described above. These site names enable 3C-SiC to be described by the repeating sequence of
ABCABC, or simply ABC. In a similar manner, 4H- and 6H-SiC can be described by ABCB (or ABAC)
and ABCACB, respectively. The structures of these three SiC polytypes in a ball-stick model are shown
in Figure 2.3. Because there are several popular notations to define stacking structures [1], the major SiC
polytypes are described using Ramsdell’s, Zhdanov’s, and Jagodzinski’s notations in Table 2.1. Figure 2.4
shows the primitive cells and fundamental translation vectors of (a) cubic (3C) SiC and (b) hexagonal SiC.
The “3C” structure is equivalent to the zincblende structure, in which most III–V semiconductors like
GaAs and InP crystallize. The wurtzite structure, also found in GaN and ZnS, can be denoted by “2H”.
However, it is still not fully understood why so many SiC polytypes exist. In general, crystals with strong
covalent bonding crystallize in the zincblende structure, while the wurtzite structure is more stable for
crystals with high ionicity. The intermediate ionicity of SiC (11% according to Pauling’s definition) may
be a possible reason for the occurrence of SiC polytypism [6, 7]. The space groups are Td

2 for 3C-SiC,
C6v

4 for hexagonal polytypes, and C3v
4 for rhombohedral polytypes [8]. Hexagonal and rhombohedral

polytypes are uniaxial, and thus these polytypes exhibit unique polarized optical properties.
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Figure 2.3 Structures of (a) 3C-SiC, (b) 4H-SiC, and (c) 6H-SiC in a ball-stick model.

Table 2.1 Ramsdell’s, Zhdanov’s, and Jagodzinski’s notations of
major SiC polytypes.

Ramsdell’s notation Zhdanov’s notation Jagodzinski’s notation

2H 11 h
3C ∞ k
4H 22 hk
6H 33 hkk
15R (32)3 hkkhk

(b)(a)

Hexagonal SiC

a2
a1

a3

c

Cubic SiC

a1

a2

a3

Figure 2.4 Primitive cells and fundamental translation vectors of (a) cubic (3C) SiC and (b) hexago-
nal SiC.

Because of the variety of ways to stack Si-C bilayers, there are several lattice sites in SiC, which
differ in their structures of immediate neighbors. The lattice sites with hexagonal-structured surroundings
are denoted “hexagonal sites,” and those with cubic-structured surroundings are denoted “cubic sites.”
In Figure 2.2, hexagonal and cubic sites are indicated by “h” and “k,” respectively. 4H-SiC has one
hexagonal and one cubic site, and 6H-SiC one hexagonal and two inequivalent cubic sites, while 3C-SiC
contains only cubic sites. Hexagonal and cubic sites differ in the location of the second-nearest neighbors,
leading to different crystal fields. For example, the energy levels of dopants, impurities, and point defects
(such as vacancies) depend on the lattice site (hexagonal/cubic). This is called the “site effect” [9–11].
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Table 2.2 Lattice constants of major SiC polytypes at room
temperature [26].

Polytype a (Å) c (Å)

3C 4.3596 –
4H 3.0798 10.0820
6H 3.0805 15.1151

The stability and nucleation probability of SiC polytypes depend strongly on temperature [12]. For
example, 3C-SiC is not stable, and is transformed into hexagonal SiC polytypes such as 6H-SiC at very
high temperatures, above 1900–2000 ∘C [13]. This instability of 3C-SiC makes it difficult to grow large
3C-SiC ingots at a reasonable growth rate. 2H-SiC is also unstable at high temperature, and large 2H-SiC
crystals have not been obtained. Thus, 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC polytypes are very popular, and have been
extensively investigated to date [14–20]. 3C-SiC is another popular polytype because 3C-SiC can be
grown heteroepitaxially on Si substrates [21–23]. As well as these three main polytypes, 15R-SiC is
occasionally obtained, and has been studied to some extent [24, 25].

Table 2.2 shows the lattice constants of major SiC polytypes at room temperature [26]. Though the lat-
tice constants look very different for different SiC polytypes (because of their different crystal structures),
all SiC polytypes possess almost the same Si-C bond length (1.89 Å). Thus the height of the Si-C bilayer
along the c-axis (unit height) is 2.52 Å, although 3C-SiC and 2H-SiC have a slightly smaller height
(2.50 Å). The lattice constants vary with temperature and doping density, as is also observed for other
semiconductor materials. Figure 2.5 shows the c-axis lattice constant of 4H-SiC from room temperature
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Figure 2.5 c-axis lattice constant of 4H-SiC from room temperature to 1100 ∘C as a function of doping
density (nitrogen or aluminum).
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to 1100 ∘C as a function of doping density (doping with nitrogen or aluminum) [27, 28]. In general, very
high (>1019 cm−3) nitrogen doping causes lattice contraction, and lattice expansion is induced by very
high aluminum doping. This trend is more pronounced at temperatures above 1000 ∘C. Therefore, one
should expect mismatch-induced stress at the n−∕n+

, p−∕p+
, p+∕n−

, n+∕p−, and p+∕n+ interfaces, which
can lead to generation of extended defects such as basal plane dislocations. The axial thermal expansion
coefficients of SiC perpendicular (𝛼11) and parallel (𝛼33) to the c-axis have been measured [29], and the
temperature dependence for 4H-SiC is expressed by:

𝛼11 = 3.21 × 10−6 + 3.56 × 10−9T –1.62 × 10−12T2(K−1) (2.3)

𝛼33 = 3.09 × 10−6 + 2.63 × 10−9T –1.08 × 10−12T2(K−1) (2.4)

Here T is the absolute temperature. The thermal expansion coefficients of different SiC polytypes do not
deviate very much from each other.

Because all SiC polytypes consist of similar Si-C bonds, mechanical properties such as hardness are
very similar among different SiC polytypes [30]. However, different periodic potentials in different SiC
polytypes result in very different electronic band structures, and thus significant variation in optical and
electronic properties. This means that, for device applications, it is crucial to grow only the single desired
SiC polytype; polytype control is a vital aspect of crystal growth of SiC.

Except for 3C-SiC, crystal planes and directions in SiC polytypes are usually expressed by using four
Miller–Bravais indices [31]. A crystal plane (h1h2h3lh) is equivalent to a plane (h k l), defined by three
Miller indices in a monoclinic system, when the following relations are satisfied:

h1 = h, h2 = k, h3 = –(h + k), and lh = l. (2.5)

In a similar manner, a crystalline direction [u1u2u3𝑤h] is equivalent to a direction [u 𝑣 𝑤], defined by
three Miller indices in a monoclinic system, when the following relations are satisfied:

u1 = (2u–𝑣)∕3, u2 = (2𝑣–u)∕3, u3 = –(u + 𝑣)∕3, and 𝑤h = 𝑤. (2.6)

Because SiC is a compound semiconductor, the valence electrons are slightly localized near C atoms,
which are more electronegative than silicon (C: 2.5, Si: 1.8). In this sense, Si atoms can be referred to
as cations and C atoms as anions. This ionicity gives rise to polarity in SiC, which is of academic and
technological importance. Schematic illustrations of bond configurations in a hexagonal SiC polytype
are shown in Figure 2.6. In a hexagonal or rhombohedral structure, the (0001) face, where one bond from

Si atom

C atom

Si face, (0001)

C face, (0001)

[0001] 

Figure 2.6 Schematic illustrations of bond configurations in a hexagonal SiC polytype. SiC{0001} is
a polar face, either Si or C face.
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a2
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Figure 2.7 Definition of several major planes in a hexagonal SiC polytype.

a tetrahedrally-bonded Si atom is directed along the c-axis (<0001>), is called the “Si face,” while the
(0001) face, where one bond from a tetrahedrally-bonded C atom is directed along the c-axis, is called
the “C face.” In 3C-SiC, the (111) and (1 1 1) faces correspond to the Si face and C face, respectively;
these faces are similar to the “A face” and “B face” in III–V semiconductors. The definition relies on the
crystallographic orientation, and not on the terminating atoms on the surface. Figure 2.7 illustrates the
definition of several major planes in a hexagonal SiC polytype. Other than the Si and C faces, the {1120}
face is called the “A face (or a-face),” and the {1100} face the “M face (or m-face).” The surface energy,
chemical reactivity, and electronic properties are significantly dependent on these crystal faces, details
of which are described in the growth and device chapters. Standard wafers are SiC(0001) with several
degrees off-axis toward <1120> [32]; these are described in detail in Section 3.5.

2.2 Electrical and Optical Properties

2.2.1 Band Structure

Figure 2.8 shows the first Brillouin zones of (a) 3C-SiC and (b) a hexagonal SiC polytype [26, 30]. Note
that the height of the Brillouin zone shown in Figure 2.8b is different for different hexagonal polytypes
because of their different values of the lattice parameter, c.
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Figure 2.8 Brillouin zones of (a) 3C-SiC and (b) a hexagonal SiC polytype.
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Figure 2.9 Electronic band structures of (a) 3C-SiC, (b) 4H-SiC, and (c) 6H-SiC [37]. Note that the
absolute values of the bandgap are underestimated, due to a limitation of the theoretical calculation. ([37]
Reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

Figure 2.9 depicts the electronic band structures of (a) 3C-SiC, (b) 4H-SiC, and (c) 6H-SiC [33–37].
Note that the absolute values of the bandgap are underestimated in this figure, due to a limitation of the
theoretical calculation (density functional theory). All the SiC polytypes have an indirect band structure,
as is also the case for Si. The top of the valence band is located at theΓ point in the Brillouin zone, whereas
the conduction band minima appear at the Brillouin zone boundary. The conduction band minima are
located at the X point for 3C-SiC, M point for 4H-SiC, and U point (along the M–L line) for 6H-SiC.
Thus, the number of conduction band minima in the first Brillouin zone (Mc) is 3 for 3C-SiC, 3 for
4H-SiC, and 6 for 6H-SiC. Because Si-C covalent bonds are common to all SiC polytypes, the valence
band structure is similar amongst the different polytypes, except for the splitting. The top of the valence
band is doubly degenerate in 3C-SiC, as a result of its cubic symmetry, and the next valence band is
shifted 10 meV from the top by the spin–orbit interaction [38]. The crystal field, which exists in all
hexagonal polytypes, splits the valence band degeneracy. The magnitudes of the spin–orbit splitting and
crystal-field splitting for 4H-SiC are 6.8 and 60 meV, respectively [39].

Table 2.3 summarizes the effective masses of electrons and holes in 3C-, 4H-, and 6H-SiC [40–42].
The electron effective mass and its anisotropy depend strongly on the polytype, while the hole effective
mass exhibits a weak polytype dependence. The former leads to large variation of electron mobility in
different polytypes, and also to anisotropic electron transport, as explained in Section 2.2.4.

The exciton gaps of various SiC polytypes at 2 K are plotted as a function of “hexagonality” in
Figure 2.10 [35, 43]. Here, hexagonality means the ratio of the number of hexagonal sites to the total
number of Si-C bilayers (hexagonal and cubic sites) in a unit cell (the hexagonality is 1 for 2H-SiC,
0 for 3C-SiC, 1/2 for 4H-SiC, and 1/3 for 6H-SiC). It is interesting that the bandgap of SiC polytypes
increases monotonically with increasing hexagonality. The bandgap at room temperature is 2.36 eV for
3C-SiC, 3.26 eV for 4H-SiC, and 3.02 eV for 6H-SiC. Figure 2.11 shows the temperature dependence
of the bandgap for several SiC polytypes [44]. The bandgap (Eg) decreases with increasing tempera-
ture because of thermal expansion, and its temperature dependence can be semi-empirically expressed
as [45]:

Eg(T) = Eg0 −
𝛼T2

T + 𝛽
(2.7)

where Eg0 is the bandgap at 0 K, T the absolute temperature, and 𝛼 and 𝛽 are fitting parameters (𝛼 = 8.2 ×
10−4 eV K−1

, 𝛽 = 1.8 × 103 K). Note that the bandgap also depends on the doping density; very high
impurity doping, above 1019 cm−3, causes the bandgap to shrink because of the formation of pronounced
tail states near the band edges [46].
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Table 2.3 Effective masses of electrons and holes in 3C-, 4H-, and 6H-SiC
[40–42].

Polytype Effective mass Experiment (m0) Theory (m0)

Electron effective mass
3C-SiC m∕∕ 0.667 0.68

m⟂ 0.247 0.23
4H-SiC mML(= m∕∕) 0.33 0.31

mMΓ 0.58 0.57
mMK 0.31 0.28
m⟂ (= (mMΓ mMK)1∕2) 0.42 0.40

6H-SiC mML(= m∕∕) 2.0 1.83
mMΓ – 0.75
mMK – 0.24
m⟂ (= (mMΓ mMK)1∕2) 0.48 0.42

Hole effective mass
3C-SiC mΓX(= m[100]) – 0.59

mΓK(= m[110]) – 1.32
mΓL(= m[111]) – 1.64

4H-SiC m∕∕ 1.75 1.62
m⟂ 0.66 0.61

6H-SiC m∕∕ 1.85 1.65
m⟂ 0.66 0.60
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Figure 2.10 Exciton gaps of various SiC polytypes at 2 K versus hexagonality.

2.2.2 Optical Absorption Coefficient and Refractive Index

Figure 2.12 shows the optical absorption coefficients versus photon energy for the major SiC polytypes
[47, 48]. Because of the indirect band structure of SiC, the absorption coefficient (𝛼opt) slowly increases,
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Figure 2.12 Optical absorption coefficients versus photon energy for major SiC polytypes. ([47, 48]
Reproduced with permission from Springer-Verlag GmbH).

even when the photon energy exceeds the bandgap. Taking account of phonon absorption and emission,
the absorption coefficient can be approximated as [49]:

𝛼opt =
Aab

h𝜈

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(
h𝜈 − Eg + ℏ𝜔

)2

exp(h𝜈∕kT) − 1
+

(h𝜈 − Eg − ℏ𝜔)2

1 − exp(−h𝜈∕kT)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
(2.8)
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Figure 2.13 Refractive index of 4H-SiC versus wavelength across a wide range from ultraviolet to
infrared at various temperatures.

Here h𝜈 is the photon energy, ℏ𝜔 the energy of a phonon involved, k the Boltzmann constant, and Aab

the parameter. When several different phonons are involved, the sum of those contributions must be
calculated. The absorption coefficient of 4H-SiC at room temperature is 69 cm−1 at 365 nm (3.397 eV,
Hg lamp), 210 cm−1 at 355 nm (3.493 eV, 3HG Nd-YAG laser), 1350 cm−1 at 325 nm (3.815 eV, He-Cd
laser), and 14 200 cm−1 at 244 nm (5.082 eV, 2HG Ar ion laser). These values should be kept in mind
when SiC materials are characterized by any optical technique, or when SiC-based photodetectors are
fabricated. For example, the penetration depth, as defined by 1∕𝛼opt, is 145 μm at 365 nm, 7.4 μm at
325 nm, and 0.7 μm at 244 nm for 4H-SiC at room temperature.

Figure 2.13 shows the refractive index of 4H-SiC versus wavelength across a wide range, from ultra-
violet to infrared, at various temperatures [50]. This dispersion of the refractive index n(𝜆) is described
by a simple Sellmeier equation given by [51]:

n(𝜆) = A + B𝜆2

𝜆
2 − C2

(2.9)

where A,B, and C are parameters. The refractive index at a wavelength of 600 nm is 2.64 for 4H-SiC.
The thermo-optic coefficient, defined by dn∕dT , is (4.4–5.0) × 10−4 K−1 in the visible–infrared region
and increases to (7–8) × 10−4 K−1 near the ultraviolet region, due to the shrinkage of the bandgap at ele-
vated temperature [50]. The relative dielectric constant has also been reported for several SiC polytypes
[45, 52]. The relative dielectric constants in the high-frequency (100 kHz to 1 MHz) region for 4H-SiC
(6H-SiC) at room temperature are 9.76 (9.66) perpendicular to the c-axis and 10.32 (10.03) parallel to
the c-axis [52]. The dielectric constant of 3C-SiC is isotropic, 9.72.

2.2.3 Impurity Doping and Carrier Density

SiC is an exceptional wide bandgap semiconductor, in the sense that control of both n- and p-type doping
over a wide range is relatively easy. Nitrogen or phosphorus are employed for n-type doping and alu-
minum for p-type doping. Although boron was also previously employed as an acceptor, it is currently
not preferred because of its large ionization energy (∼350 meV) [53], generation of a boron-related deep
level (D center) [53, 54], and its abnormal diffusion [54, 55]. Gallium and arsenic work as acceptor and
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Table 2.4 Nonpolar covalent radii of Si, C, and major dopants for SiC [56].

Atom Si C N P B Al

Radius (Å) 1.17 0.77 0.74 1.10 0.82 1.26

Table 2.5 Ionization energies and the solubility limits of nitrogen, phosphorus,
aluminum, and boron in major SiC polytypes.

Nitrogen Phosphorus Aluminum Boron (shallow)

Ionization energy (meV)
3C-SiC 55 – 250 350
4H-SiC (hexagonal/cubic) 61/126 60/120 198/201 280
6H-SiC (hexagonal/cubic) 85/140 80/130 240 350

Solubility limit (cm−3) 2 × 1020 (∼1 × 1021) 1 × 1021 2 × 1019

donor, respectively, in SiC. Their ionization energies are, however, relatively large, and their solubility
limits are low. Nitrogen substitutes at the C sub-lattice site, while phosphorus, aluminum, and boron
substitute at the Si sub-lattice site.

Table 2.4 shows the nonpolar covalent radii of Si, C, and major dopants for SiC [56]. The ionization
energies and the solubility limits of nitrogen, phosphorus, and aluminum in major SiC polytypes are
summarized in Table 2.5 [10, 11, 53, 57–62]. In SiC, the ionization energies of dopants depend on the
lattice site, in particular, whether the site is hexagonal or cubic (site effect). In the case of nitrogen or
phosphorus doping, the ionization energy of the donors is relatively small, and the ionization ratio of
donors at room temperature is reasonably high, ranging from 50 to nearly 100%, depending on polytype
and doping density. Conversely, the ionization energy of aluminum is large (200–250 meV), and incom-
plete ionization (5–30%) of acceptors is observed at room temperature. Note that the ionization energy
decreases when the doping density is increased, as a result of bandgap shrinkage and formation of an
impurity band. The dependence of dopant ionization energy, 𝛥Edopant, on the dopant density is described
by Efros et al. [63]:

𝛥Edopant = 𝛥Edopant,0 –𝛼d(Ndopant)
1∕3 (2.10)

Here 𝛥Edopant,0 is the ionization energy in lightly-doped materials, Ndopant the dopant density, and 𝛼d

a parameter (𝛼d = (2–4) × 10−8 eV cm). When the dopant density exceeds 1019 cm−3, the ionization
energy decreases sharply. As a result, near-perfect ionization is observed in heavily aluminum-doped
SiC (>5 × 1020 cm−3), in spite of the relatively large ionization energy of aluminum [64].

Because the band structure (bandgap, effective mass) is known, one can calculate the effective densities
of states in the conduction band NC and valence band NV as well as the intrinsic carrier density ni as
follows [65]:

NC = 2MC

(
2πmde

∗kT

h2

)3∕2

(2.11)

NV = 2

(
2πmdh

∗kT

h2

)3∕2

(2.12)

ni =
√

NCNV exp

(
−

Eg

2kT

)
(2.13)
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Figure 2.14 Temperature dependence of (a) the effective densities of states in the bands and (b) the
intrinsic carrier density for major SiC polytypes, together with that of Si.

Here, MC is the number of conduction band minima, mde
∗ (mdh

∗) the density-of-state effective mass of
electrons (holes), and h the Planck constant. By using the density-of-state effective mass of electrons
(holes) and the number of conduction band minima, the NC and NV values for 4H-SiC at room tem-
perature are calculated as 1.8 × 1019 and 2.1 × 1019 cm−3, respectively. These values are important as
they allow us to estimate whether the material will be degenerate when heavy impurity doping is per-
formed. Figure 2.14 plots the temperature dependence of (a) the effective densities of states in the bands
and (b) the intrinsic carrier density for major SiC polytypes, together with that of Si. Here, the temper-
ature dependence of bandgaps is taken into account. The intrinsic carrier density at room temperature
is extremely low in SiC, because of the wide bandgap, about 0.13 cm−3 for 3C-SiC, 5 × 10−9 cm−3 for
4H-SiC, and 1 × 10−6 cm−3 for 6H-SiC. This is the main reason why SiC electronic devices can operate
at high temperatures with low leakage current.

Based on the Boltzmann approximation for a nondegenerate semiconductor, the neutrality equations
in a semiconductor containing one type of donor or acceptor are given by [66]:

n + Ncomp,A =
ND

1 +
(

gDn

NC

)
exp

(
ΔED

kT

) (2.14)

p + Ncomp,D =
NA

1 +
(

gAp

NV

)
exp

(
ΔEA

kT

) (2.15)

Here n(p) is the free electron (hole) density, Ncomp,A (Ncomp,D) the density of compensating acceptor
(donor) levels, ND (NA) the donor (acceptor) density, 𝛥ED (𝛥EA) the ionization energy of the donor
(acceptor), and gD (gA) are the degeneracy factors for donors (acceptors), respectively. When multiple
donor (or acceptor) levels exist, the sum for corresponding dopants must be considered in the right-hand
term of the equation. This is the case for hexagonal SiC polytypes, because the donor (and acceptor) impu-
rities at inequivalent lattice sites (e.g., i = k, h for 4H-SiC) exhibit different energy levels. The Arrhenius
plots of the free carrier density in (a) nitrogen-doped and (b) aluminum-doped 4H-SiC are shown in
Figure 2.15. Here, the temperature dependence of the bandgap and the doping-density dependence of the
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Figure 2.15 Arrhenius plots of the free carrier density in (a) nitrogen-doped and (b) aluminum-doped
4H-SiC. Here, the temperature dependence of the bandgap and the doping-density dependence of the
ionization energies are taken into account. A compensating-level density of 5 × 1013 cm−3 is assumed.

ionization energies are taken into account. A compensating-level density of 5 × 1013 cm−3 is assumed.
As shown in Figure 2.15, incomplete ionization is significant for p-type SiC. (See Appendix A.)

The position of the Fermi level EF in nondegenerate semiconductors is calculated by [65]:

EF = EC − kT ln

(
NC

n

)
(2.16)

EF = EV + kT ln

(
NV

p

)
(2.17)

Here EC (EV) is the energy of the conduction (valence) band edge. Figure 2.16 shows the Fermi level for
nitrogen- or aluminum-doped 4H-SiC as a function of temperature and impurity concentration, taking
into account the temperature dependence of the bandgap and the incomplete ionization of dopants at low
temperature. Because of the wide bandgap, the Fermi level does not approach the midgap (intrinsic level)
even at a fairly high temperature of 700–800 K; this is as expected from the very low intrinsic carrier
density shown in Figure 2.13.

2.2.4 Mobility

Figure 2.17 shows (a) the low-field electron mobility versus donor density and (b) the hole mobility
versus acceptor density for 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC at room temperature. The electron mobility of 4H-SiC
is almost double that of 6H-SiC at a given dopant density, and 4H-SiC exhibits a slightly higher hole
mobility than 6H-SiC. The low-field electron and hole mobilities can be expressed by Caughey–Thomas
equations as follows [64, 67–72]:

𝜇e(4H-SiC) = 1020

1 +
(

ND +NA

1.8× 1017

)0.6
(cm2V−1s−1) (2.18)

𝜇e(6H-SiC) = 450

1 +
(

ND +NA

2.5× 1017

)0.6
(cm2V−1s−1) (2.19)
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Figure 2.16 Fermi level for nitrogen- or aluminum-doped 4H-SiC as a function of temperature and
impurity concentration, taking into account the temperature dependence of the bandgap and the incom-
plete ionization of dopants at low temperature.

𝜇h(4H-SiC) = 118

1 +
(

ND+NA

2.2×1018

)0.7
(cm2V−1s) (2.20)

𝜇h(6H-SiC) = 98

1 +
(

ND+NA

2.4×1018

)0.7
(cm2V−1s−1) (2.21)

Here ND and NA are given in units of cm−3. The slight differences in the doping-dependence param-
eters between 4H- and 6H-SiC originate from the differences in ionization energies of the dopants. It
should be noted that hexagonal (and rhombohedral) SiC polytypes exhibit strong anisotropy in elec-
tron mobility [67, 73]. The data shown in Figure 2.17 are mobilities perpendicular to the c-axis. The
anisotropy is particularly notable in 6H-SiC, where the electron mobility along the c-axis direction is
only 20–25% of that perpendicular to the c-axis (the maximum electron mobility along the c-axis is
about 100 cm2V−1s−1 in 6H-SiC at room temperature) [67]. The mobility anisotropy is relatively small in
4H-SiC, where the electron mobility along the c-axis direction is approximately 1200 cm2V−1s−1 at room
temperature, which is 20% higher than that perpendicular to the c-axis. This is one of the major reasons
why 4H-SiC is the most attractive polytype for vertical power devices fabricated on SiC{0001} wafers.
The bulk mobility in 3C-SiC is isotropic. The electron mobility in lightly doped 3C-SiC is 750 cm2V−1s−1

in experiments [74] and is predicted to be 1000 cm2V−1s−1 in high-quality material [75]. In nondegen-
erate semiconductors, the diffusion coefficients of carriers (D) can be obtained by using the Einstein
relation [65]:

D = kT
q
𝜇 (2.22)

Here q is the elementary charge. If the carrier lifetime 𝜏 is given, the diffusion length is given by
L = (D𝜏)1∕2.

Figure 2.18 shows (a) the low-field electron mobility versus donor density and (b) the hole mobility
versus acceptor density for 4H-SiC at different temperatures [69–72]. At high temperature, the dop-
ing dependence of mobility becomes small, because the influence of impurity scattering decreases. In
general, the temperature dependence of mobility is discussed by using a relationship of 𝜇 ∼ T−n, where
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Figure 2.17 (a) Low-field electron mobility versus donor density and (b) hole mobility versus acceptor
density for 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC at room temperature.
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Figure 2.18 (a) Low-field electron mobility versus donor density and (b) hole mobility versus acceptor
density for 4H-SiC at different temperatures ([69–72] reproduced with permission from AIP Publish-
ing LLC).

𝜇 is the mobility and T the absolute temperature. As seen from Figure 2.18, the value n depends strongly
on the doping density, since the dominant scattering mechanism varies for SiC with different doping
density. For example, the n value is 2.6 for lightly-doped and 1.5 for highly-doped n-type 4H-SiC [70].

Figure 2.19 shows the resistivity versus doping density at 300 K for nitrogen- or aluminum-doped
4H-SiC [64, 69–72]. In very heavily doped materials, the resistivity decreases to 0.003 Ω cm for n-type
and 0.018 Ω cm for p-type. Note that the data shown in Figure 2.19 are obtained in high-quality epitaxial
layers. In ion-implanted SiC, where a high density of point and extended defects is created, the resistivity
is significantly higher than that shown in the figure for any given doping density. Substrates grown by
sublimation (or other techniques) also show higher resistivities than those shown in Figure 2.19 because
of a higher density of unwanted impurities and point defects.

The temperature dependence of electron mobility in nitrogen-doped 4H-SiC is shown in Figure 2.20,
for donor densities of (a) 3.5 × 1015 cm−3 and (b) 7.5 × 1017 cm−3 [69]. Carrier scattering processes
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Figure 2.20 Temperature dependence of electron mobility in nitrogen-doped 4H-SiC for donor densi-
ties of (a) 3.5 × 1015 cm−3 and (b) 7.5 × 1017 cm−3 ([69] reproduced with permission from AIP Publish-
ing LLC). Mobilities determined by several scattering processes are also plotted.

include acoustic-phonon scattering (ac), polar-optical-phonon scattering (pop), nonpolar-optical-phonon
scattering (npo), intervalley scattering by phonons (iph), ionized-impurity scattering (ii), and
neutral-impurity scattering (ni). In the figures, electron mobility determined by each scattering process
is indicated, and the total mobility (𝜇) is approximately expressed according to Matthiessen’s rule [76]:

1
𝜇

≅
∑

i

1
𝜇i

(2.23)

In lightly-doped n-type SiC, the electron mobility is mainly determined by acoustic phonon scattering
at low temperature (70–200 K) and by intervalley scattering at temperatures higher than 300 K, which
is similar to the case of Si. In heavily-doped n-type SiC, the major scattering process is neutral impurity
scattering at low temperature and intervalley scattering at high temperature.

Figure 2.21 shows the temperature dependence of hole mobility in aluminum-doped 4H-SiC with
acceptor densities of (a) 1.8 × 1017 cm−3 and (b) 2.7 × 1019 cm−3 [72]. Mobilities determined by several
scattering processes are also plotted. In moderately-doped p-type SiC, the hole mobility is mainly
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Figure 2.21 Temperature dependence of hole mobility in aluminum-doped 4H-SiC with acceptor den-
sities of (a) 1.8 × 1017 cm−3 and (b) 2.7 × 1019 cm−3 ([72] reproduced with permission from AIP Pub-
lishing LLC. Mobilities determined by several scattering processes are also plotted.

determined by acoustic phonon scattering at or below room temperature, and by nonpolar optical
phonon scattering at high temperature (>400 K). In heavily-doped p-type SiC, the major scattering
process is neutral impurity scattering over a wide temperature range, since most Al acceptors remain
neutral because of their large ionization energy.

2.2.5 Drift Velocity

At low electric fields, the drift velocity of carriers (𝜐d) is proportional to the electric field strength (E),
𝜐d = 𝜇E. When the electric field is high, the accelerated carriers transfer more energy to the lattice by
emitting more phonons, leading to nonlinear field dependence of drift velocity [76]. The electric field
dependence of the drift velocity is expressed by [76]:

𝜐d =
𝜇E{

1 +
(
𝜇E
𝜐s

)
𝛾
}1∕𝛾 (2.24)

where 𝜐s is the sound velocity in a semiconductor and 𝛾 the parameter. At sufficiently high electric
fields, carriers start to interact with optical phonons, and finally the drift velocity becomes saturated. The
saturated drift velocity (𝜐sat) is approximately given by [65, 76]:

𝜐sat =
√

8ℏ𝜔
3πm∗ (2.25)

where ℏ𝜔 is the energy of the optical phonon (LO (longitudinal optical) phonon) emitted. Figure 2.22
shows the measured drift velocity of electrons versus applied electric field for n-type (a) 4H-SiC and (b)
6H-SiC [77]. The measurements were conducted in a structure carefully designed to minimize inaccu-
racy in potential distribution. For 4H-SiC, a low-field mobility of 450 cm2V−1s−1 was determined from
the slope at low electric fields (<104 V cm−1) at room temperature; this agrees with the data shown in
Figure 2.17 for the donor density (2 × 1017 cm−3) of this particular sample. The saturated drift velocity is
determined as 2.2 × 107 cm s−1 at room temperature. This value is also in good agreement with that esti-
mated from Equation 2.25. As indicated in Figure 2.22, the saturated drift velocity decreases with increas-
ing temperature. Note that a so-called transferred-electron effect (Gunn effect) is not observed in SiC
because of its indirect band structure. The saturated drift velocity of electrons in 6H-SiC is experimentally
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Figure 2.22 Drift velocity of electrons versus applied electric field for n-type (a) 4H-SiC and
(b) 6H-SiC ([77] reproduced with permission from IEEE).

estimated as 1.9 × 107 cm s−1 [77, 78]. Although the saturated drift velocity of holes in SiC has not been
experimentally studied, it can be estimated at 1.3 × 107 cm s−1 for 4H-SiC from Equation 2.25.

2.2.6 Breakdown Electric Field Strength

When a very high electric field is applied to a pn junction or Schottky barrier in the reverse-bias direction,
the leakage current increases as a result of generation of electron–hole pairs, and the junction eventu-
ally breaks down. The breakdown mechanisms can be classified into (i) avalanche breakdown and (ii)
Zener (tunneling) breakdown [65, 79]. For junctions with a lightly-doped region, avalanche breakdown is
dominant; this is the case for most power devices. In avalanche breakdown, the carriers can gain enough
energy under very high electric fields to excite electron–hole pairs by impact ionization. The generation
of electron–hole pairs is multiplied inside the space-charge region of a junction, eventually leading to
breakdown.

Avalanche breakdown is well described by using the impact ionization coefficients of electrons and
holes [65, 79]. Breakdown can be defined as when the multiplication factor of the current approaches
infinity, which has been shown to be equivalent to the following relationship [65, 79]:

∫
W

0
𝛼h exp

{
−∫

x

0

(
𝛼h − 𝛼e

)
dx′

}
dx = 1 (2.26)

Here, 𝛼e and 𝛼h are the impact ionization coefficients for electrons and holes, respectively. Integration is
performed in the space charge region extending from x = 0 to x = W. The integral term of the equation is
called the ionization integral. Because the impact ionization coefficients depend strongly on the electric
field strength, and the field strength is not uniform inside the space-charge region, numerical calculation
is required to obtain the ionization integral given by Equation 2.26. Conversely, the impact ionization
coefficients can be determined by measuring the multiplication factor as a function of electric field in
properly designed pn junction diodes. In the measurements, light illumination is employed to increase the
current at low reverse-bias voltages, and thereby to minimize the influence of nonideal leakage current.
This is important for accurate determination of the multiplication factors. In general, the impact ionization
coefficients are approximately expressed by the Chynoweth equation [80]:

𝛼i = ai exp

(
−

bi

E

)
, (i ∶ e or h) (2.27)

where ai and bi are the parameters and E the electric field strength.
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Figure 2.23 Impact ionization coefficients for electrons and holes in 4H-SiC versus the inverse of elec-
tric field strength [81–84].

Figure 2.23 shows the impact ionization coefficients for electrons and holes in 4H-SiC versus the
inverse of electric field strength [81–84]. Different groups have reported similar but slightly different
impact ionization coefficients. The ionization coefficients for 4H-SiC are considerably lower than those
for Si owing to the wide bandgap of SiC. Another striking feature of Figure 2.23 is that the ionization
coefficient for holes is much larger than that for electrons (𝛼h > 𝛼e) in SiC, which is completely opposite
to the case of Si (𝛼e > 𝛼h). In 4H-SiC, the energy range of the conduction band is rather small because of
the folding effect in the E–k relationship, and the highest energy of hot electrons is limited by the upper
edge of the conduction band [85, 86]. This may be the reason why the ionization coefficient for electrons
is unusually low in 4H-SiC (and in 6H-SiC). Note that the data shown in Figure 2.23 are extrapolated
from several experimental data sets. In particular, the ionization coefficients at relatively low electric
fields need more careful investigation. The temperature dependence of the coefficients has been recently
reported [84]. It should also be noted that all data in Figure 2.23 are valid along the <0001> direction
because they were obtained from 4H-SiC pn diodes on off-axis {0001} substrates. Since the carrier
acceleration and scattering are strongly influenced by the energy band structure, the impact ionization
coefficients depend on the crystallographic orientation. In particular, hexagonal SiC polytypes exhibit
strong anisotropy in impact ionization and breakdown characteristics [82, 85, 86].

A semiconductor junction breaks down when the maximum electric field strength reaches a critical
value which is inherent to the material. This critical value is called the critical electric field strength or
breakdown electric field strength. The critical electric field strength EB can be determined by calculation
of the ionization integral using the impact ionization coefficients described above. Alternatively, it can be
obtained experimentally from the breakdown characteristics of devices in which electric field crowding
is perfectly suppressed. In n-type Schottky barrier diodes or a one-sided p+n junction, the breakdown
voltage VB is given by [65, 79]:

VB =
𝜀sEB

2

2qND

(2.28)

Here a non-punchthrough structure is considered. 𝜀s is the dielectric constant of a semiconductor.
Figure 2.24 shows the critical electric field strength versus doping density for 4H-SiC<0001>, 6H-SiC

<0001>, and 3C-SiC <111> [80, 81, 87, 88]. The data for Si are also shown for comparison. 4H- and
6H-SiC exhibit approximately eight times higher critical electric field strengths than Si at a given doping
density, while the field strength of 3C-SiC is only three or four times higher because this polytype has
a relatively small bandgap (similar to GaP). The high critical field strength of hexagonal SiC polytypes
is the main reason why SiC is very attractive for power device applications [20, 89, 90]. One must be
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aware of the fact that the critical field strength is strongly dependent on the doping density, as shown in
Figure 2.24. When the doping density is increased, the width of the space-charge region becomes small
and the distance for carriers to be accelerated becomes short. Furthermore, the mobility is reduced in
highly-doped materials because of enhanced impurity scattering. These are the reasons why the critical
electric field strength apparently increases with increasing doping. As shown in Figure 2.24, the critical
electric field of 6H-SiC <0001> is slightly higher than that of 4H-SiC <0001>, in spite of its smaller
bandgap (Eg = 3.02 eV for 6H-SiC and 3.26 eV for 4H-SiC). As described in Section 2.2.4, 6H-SiC
exhibits strong anisotropy in carrier transport, and the electron mobility along the <0001> direction is
unusually low, about 100 cm2V−1s−1 even in a high-purity material. The narrow width of the conduction
band in 6H-SiC also helps to increase the critical electric field strength of 6H-SiC <0001>. Conversely,
it is known that the critical field strength of 6H-SiC <1120> is only half that of 6H-SiC <0001> [85].
The anisotropy in critical field strength of 4H-SiC is smaller, and the field strength of 4H-SiC <1120>
is only 20–25% lower than that of 4H-SiC <0001> [82, 86].

The critical field strength is a convenient physical property when the ideal breakdown voltage is
estimated. However, it should be noted that the critical field strength is valid only for junctions with
non-punchthrough structures. When punchthrough structures are considered, the critical field strength
shown in Figure 2.24 does not give the correct breakdown voltage. In this case, simulation of leakage
current or calculation of the ionization integral using a device simulator is required to determine the ideal
breakdown voltage. Breakdown voltage is discussed in greater detail in Chapters 7 and 10.

2.3 Thermal and Mechanical Properties

2.3.1 Thermal Conductivity

Figure 2.25 shows the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity for SiC and Si [91, 92]. SiC, with
its significant contribution from phonons, has a much higher thermal conductivity (4.9 W cm−1 K−1

for high-purity SiC at room temperature) than Si. It has been reported that the thermal conductivity
is not sensitive to the SiC polytype, but depends on the doping density and the crystal direction [93].
In heavily-nitrogen-doped 4H-SiC substrates, which are usually employed as n+-substrates for vertical
power devices, the thermal conductivity along <0001> is 3.3 W cm−1 K−1 at room temperature [93].
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Figure 2.26 Phonon dispersion relationships for (a) 3C-SiC and (b) 4H-SiC.

2.3.2 Phonons

Figure 2.26 shows the phonon dispersion relationships for (a) 3C-SiC and (b) 4H-SiC [94, 95]. The basic
branches consist of TA (transverse acoustic), LA (longitudinal acoustic), TO (transverse optical), and LO
phonons, as in other semiconductors. Due to the large energy of Si-C bonds, the phonon frequencies in
SiC are high. The unit cell length of the nH polytype (n = 2, 4, 6 …) along the c-axis is n times larger than
the unit length (Si-C bilayer). Thus, the Brillouin zone in the direction of Γ–L is reduced to 1∕n of the
basic Brillouin zone [31]. The dispersion curves of the phonons propagating along the <0001> direction
in such polytypes can be approximated by folding the basic dispersion curve, as shown in Figure 2.24.
This zone folding provides new phonon modes at the Γ point, which are called “folded modes.” The
number of atoms in the unit cell is 2 for 3C-SiC, 8 for 4H-SiC, and 12 for 6H-SiC. Therefore, the number
of phonon branches is 6 for 3C-SiC, 24 for 4H-SiC, and 36 for 6H-SiC, neglecting the degeneracy.
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Table 2.6 Major mechanical and thermal properties of SiC and Si at room temperature [30, 45].

Properties 4H- or 6H-SiC Si

Density (g cm−3) 3.21 2.33
Young’s modulus (GPa) 390–690 160
Fracture strength (GPa) 21 7
Poisson’s ratio 0.21 0.22
Elastic constant (GPa)

c11 501 166
c12 111 64
c13 52 –
c33 553 –
c44 163 80

Specific heat (J g−1 K−1) 0.69 0.7
Thermal conductivity (W cm−1 K−1) 3.3–4.9 1.4–1.5

The major phonon energies (or wavenumber) can be directly observed by Raman scattering
spectroscopy. Different phonon frequencies in different SiC polytypes enable identification of individual
polytypes by Raman scattering measurements [96], detail of which is described in Section 5.1.2. It is
known that the observed frequency of LO phonons increases with increasing carrier density because of
a carrier–LO phonon coupling effect [97]. Phonon energies are also important in luminescence mea-
surements. In particular, photoluminescence (PL) at low temperature is a powerful tool to characterize
the purity and quality of SiC crystals [9, 10, 43, 98–102]. Because SiC has an indirect band structure,
phonons are intensively involved in carrier recombination processes. As a result, strong multiple phonon
replicas of a zero-phonon emission line are often observed in PL spectra of SiC. For example, the
energies of major phonons which create phonon replicas in PL from 4H-SiC{0001} are 36 (TA), 46, 51,
77 (LA), 95, 96 (TO), 104, and 107 meV (LO). Real PL spectra are described in Section 5.1.1.

2.3.3 Hardness and Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of SiC are also unique; SiC is one of the hardest known materials. Table 2.6
shows the major mechanical properties of SiC and Si [30, 45], where the polytype dependence is small.
The hardness and Young’s modulus (380–700 GPa [103]) of SiC are much higher than those of Si, while
the Poisson’s ratio (0.21) of SiC is very similar to that of other semiconductors. SiC retains its high
hardness and elasticity, even at very high temperatures. The yield (fracture) strength of SiC is as high
as 21 GPa at room temperature and is estimated to be 0.3 GPa at 1000 ∘C, while the yield strength of Si
falls to 0.05 GPa at 500 ∘C [104].

2.4 Summary
Table 2.7 summarizes the major physical properties of common SiC polytypes (also see Appendix C). The
table includes the low-frequency Baliga’s figure-of-merit (BFOM) 𝜀s𝜇EB

3 [105], normalized with respect
to the value for Si. For 4H- and 6H-SiC, vertical devices on {0001} wafers are considered in the BFOM
calculation. Owing to the high critical field strength and high electron mobility along the c-axis, 4H-SiC
exhibits a significantly higher BFOM than other SiC polytypes. This is the main reason why 4H-SiC
has been almost exclusively employed for power device applications [15, 17, 19, 20, 106–116]. Another
advantage of 4H-SiC is that it has slightly smaller donor and acceptor ionization energies compared
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Table 2.7 Major physical properties of common SiC polytypes at room temperature, including the
low-frequency Baliga’s figure-of-merit (BFOM) 𝜀s𝜇EB

3 normalized with respect to the value for Si.

Properties/polytype 3C-SiC 4H-SiC 6H-SiC

Bandgap (eV) 2.36 3.26 3.02
Electron mobility (cm2V−1s−1)
𝜇 perpendicular to c-axis 1000 1020 450
𝜇 parallel to c-axis 1000 1200 100
Hole mobility (cm2V−1s−1) 100 120 100
Electron saturated drift velocity (cm s−1) (∼2 × 107) 2.2 × 107 1.9 × 107

Hole saturated drift velocity (cm s−1) (∼1.3 × 107) (∼1.3 × 107) (∼1.3 × 107)
Breakdown electric field (MV cm−1)
EB perpendicular to c-axis 1.4 2.2 1.7
EB parallel to c-axis 1.4 2.8 3.0
Relative dielectric constant
𝜀s perpendicular to c-axis 9.72 9.76 9.66
𝜀s parallel to c-axis 9.72 10.32 10.03
BFOM (n-type, parallel to c-axis) normalized

by that of Si
61 626 63

BFOM (p-type, parallel to c-axis) normalized
by that of Si, taking account of incomplete
ionization of acceptors

2 25 19

with those of other SiC polytypes. Furthermore, the availability of single-crystalline 4H-SiC{0001}
wafers with relatively large diameters and reasonable quality has driven fabrication of 4H-SiC-based
electronic devices. In fact, the characteristics of commercial 4H-SiC power devices (Schottky barrier
diodes and field effect transistors) have already outperformed the theoretical limits of 3C- and 6H-SiC
unipolar devices. 3C-SiC is of academic interest to clarify the polytype dependence of physical prop-
erties. 3C-SiC may be attractive for relatively low-voltage (< 300 V) applications and high-temperature
sensors. For more details of physical properties, refer to the following review papers and handbooks
[30, 45, 117–125].
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3
Bulk Growth of Silicon Carbide

Bulk crystal growth is the essential technique for producing single-crystal wafers, the base material for
device fabrication. Recent progress in SiC device development relies on the availability of relatively
large SiC wafers with reasonable quality. At present, the standard technique for SiC bulk growth is the
seeded sublimation (or modified Lely) method. However, a few alternative growth techniques have been
intensively developed. This chapter describes fundamental aspects of SiC bulk growth and the associated
technology development.

3.1 Sublimation Growth

3.1.1 Phase Diagram of Si-C

Figure 3.1 shows the phase diagram of the Si-C binary system [1, 2]. Because there exists no stoichiomet-
ric SiC liquid phase, it is impossible to employ congruent melt growth for SiC bulk growth at technically
relevant system pressures. Instead, SiC sublimes at very high temperatures, above 1800–2000 ∘C. This
is the key process of source supply in sublimation growth of SiC. The phase diagram indicates that up
to 15% of carbon can be dissolved in a Si melt at about 2800 ∘C. Liquid phase (solution) growth, which
exploits this phenomenon, is described in Section 3.6.

Sublimation growth of SiC consists of three steps: (i) sublimation of the SiC source, (ii) mass transport
of sublimed species, and (iii) surface reaction and crystallization. Thus, this growth method is also called
“physical vapor transport (PVT)” growth. Figure 3.2 shows the partial pressures of sublimed species in
the (a) SiC + C and (b) SiC + Si systems at high temperature [3–5]. In the gas phase, the dominant
species are not stoichiometric SiC molecules but Si2C and SiC2 molecules and atomic Si.

3.1.2 Basic Phenomena Occurring during the Sublimation (Physical Vapor
Transport) Method

Growth of single crystalline SiC by sublimation was first achieved by Lely in 1955 [6]. Figure 3.3 shows
a schematic illustration of a crucible used in the Lely method. The SiC source is placed along the inner
walls of a cylindrical graphite crucible. The source material is usually SiC powder produced by the
Acheson process [7]. By heating the crucible to the process temperature of about 2500 ∘C, the SiC source
sublimes and is transported to the inner part of the crucible. Under this nearly isothermal condition,
many SiC platelets nucleate randomly along the vapor transport paths in the growth cavity. The grown
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Figure 3.2 Partial pressures of sublimed species from (a) SiC + C and (b) SiC + Si systems at high
temperature ([3–5] reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA).

SiC platelets are of high quality, and the typical dislocation density of good platelets is only several
100 cm−2. However, the platelets are very small and irregular in shape, with typical areas of 1–2 cm2

and thickness of 0.3–0.5 mm. The polytype of the platelets is mainly 6H-SiC, but occasionally 4H- or
15R-SiC polytypes are mixed. Although these SiC platelets are not suitable for device development, in
spite of their high quality, the platelets can be used as seed crystals for the early stage of the seeded
sublimation growth, as described below.

Tairov and Tsvetkov developed the seeded sublimation (or modified Lely) method by placing a seed
crystal at a slightly cooler place inside the crucible [8, 9]. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic illustration of a
crucible used for seeded sublimation growth of SiC. The SiC source (SiC powder or sintered polycrys-
talline SiC) is placed at the bottom of a cylindrical dense graphite crucible, and a SiC seed crystal is
placed near the lid of the crucible. The distance between the top of the SiC source and the seed crystal is
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Figure 3.3 Schematic illustration of a crucible used in the Lely method.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic illustration of a crucible used for seeded sublimation growth of SiC.

typically 20–40 mm. The crucible is heated by radio frequency (rf) induction or resistive heating up to
2300–2400 ∘C. The crucible is thermally insulated by graphite felt or porous graphite; by choosing an
appropriate frequency, direct heating of this insulation can be avoided. The seed temperature is fixed at
about 100 ∘C lower than the source temperature, so that sublimed SiC species condense and crystallize
on the seed. Growth is usually performed at low pressure to enhance the mass transport from the source
to the seed. A high-purity Ar (or He) flow is employed for growth. Remarkable improvement in growth
technology has been made in recent decades [10–24].

To grow high-quality SiC boule crystals, both thermodynamic and kinetic factors must be considered.
The process control to maintain optimum thermal and chemical conditions is also very critical. Several
aspects of each issue are described below.
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3.1.2.1 Thermodynamic Considerations

As shown in Figure 3.2, the main species transported from the SiC source to the seed are Si, Si2C, and
SiC2 at a growth temperature of 2300–2400 ∘C. Thus, the gas phase in sublimation growth is usually
Si-rich because of preferential evaporation of Si from the SiC source. This leaves the source more and
more C-rich, and graphitization of the source occurs during the growth. To avoid carbon inclusions in the
growing crystal, silicon is added to the source to maintain a stoichiometric or Si-rich source surface. This
is important because sufficient overpressure of Si is also required to avoid graphitization of the growing
surface on the seed. Carbon in the graphite crucible can evaporate and participate in the growth (this
can be reduced by using a TaC-coated crucible [19]). Taking into account these phenomena, the main
reactions during sublimation growth are summarized as follows [5]:

Si2C(g) + SiC2(g) ↔ 3 SiC(s) (3.1)

SiC2(g) + 3 Si(g) ↔ 2 Si2C(g) (3.2)

Si2C(g) ↔ 2 Si(g) + C(s) (3.3)

Si(g) ↔ Si(l) (3.4)

By using the thermodynamic properties of the relevant species, the equilibrium partial pressures of Si,
Si2C, and SiC2 can be calculated as a function of temperature. The calculated results agree well with the
experimental results shown in Figure 3.2 [5].

Figure 3.5 shows a diagram of the secondary phase formation during the sublimation growth of SiC
with a fixed carbon flux of 7 × 1014 cm−2 s−1 (calculated by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium of the
system) [5]. The area of stable growth appears in the region where a sufficient silicon flux is supplied.
When the silicon flux is lower than a critical value, surface graphitization takes place; this critical value
of silicon flux increases exponentially with temperature.

Glass et al. reported the temperature dependence of the partial pressure of the main components in the
phase diagram (SiC-C and SiC-Si) using the latest thermodynamic data [17]. The obtained relationships
between the partial pressure of Si and those of Si2C and SiC2 (in Pa) are:

PSi2C = 2.85 × 102 exp(–1.79 × 104∕T) × PSi (3.5)

PSiC2
= 9.41 × 1028 exp(–14.35 × 104∕T)∕PSi (3.6)
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Figure 3.5 Diagram of the secondary phase formation during the sublimation growth of SiC with a
fixed carbon flux of 7 × 1014 cm−2 s−1 (calculated by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium of the sys-
tem) ([5] reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA).
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Based on these equations, one can estimate the temperature dependence of the ratio of Si to C atoms in
the vapor phase. It should be noted that the condensation energy of SiC from the vapor phase is very
large, about 580 kJ mol−1, almost 10 times larger than that in Si melt growth. This factor must also be
considered in growth simulation and process design.

3.1.2.2 Kinetic Considerations

The growth rate in sublimation growth is mainly determined by the flux of the source supply (sublima-
tion rate) and the transport efficiency from the source to the seed. The sublimation rate is a function
of the source temperature, while the transport efficiency depends strongly on the growth pressure, the
temperature gradient, and the distance between the source and the seed. Figure 3.6 shows the pressure
dependence of the growth rate during sublimation growth of SiC at various source temperatures [25].
Because the mass transport is diffusion limited in sublimation growth, the growth rate is almost inversely
proportional to the growth pressure. In other words, as the pressure is reduced, the vapor diffusion rates
increase and constituents move rapidly along the concentration gradient from the source toward the seed.
Here, the concentration gradient is basically determined by the source and seed temperatures (tempera-
ture gradient). As a result, the growth rate is approximately proportional to the supersaturation on the
seed surface 𝜎g, which is given by:

𝜎g =
P − Pe

Pe

= P
Pe

− 1 (3.7)

where P and Pe are the vapor pressure on the seed and the equilibrium vapor pressure, respectively.
In the case of SiC, of course, the vapor pressures for Si and Si-C compounds must be considered. For
example, the seed temperature must be controlled to ensure that loss of Si from the surface is minimized
by maintaining the overpressure of the Si vapor near the seed. The source temperature and pressure must
be controlled to develop the appropriate temperature gradient and to ensure that the proper amounts of
Si and Si-C compounds are transported from the source to the seed. Any fluctuations in the temperature
profile and pressure can result in constitutional supercooling (e.g., Si droplet formation), surface graphi-
tization, and C inclusions. All these phenomena lead to the formation of macro- and micro-defects in
SiC boules. Defect formation in sublimation growth is described in Section 3.3.

In state-of-the-art growth technology, SiC boules are usually grown with a growth rate of
0.3–0.8 mm h−1 at several hundred pascals or even lower. Although the growth rate can be increased to
1–2 mm h−1, this faster growth often results in significant generation of extended defects in the grown
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Figure 3.6 Pressure dependence of the growth rate during sublimation growth of SiC at various source
temperatures ([25] reproduced with permission from Elsevier).
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crystal. One obvious obstacle in sublimation growth is the limitation of growth time. The source material
becomes C-rich as growth proceeds, for the reasons described above, and high-quality growth becomes
impossible after several days. At present, this limits the length of SiC boule crystals to 30–50 mm. To
overcome this problem, several modifications have been investigated. An additional gas pipe can be
introduced into the crucible, and the C/Si ratio inside the crucible can be adjusted by supplying Si- or
C-containing gas(es) [26]. Continuous feeding of polycrystalline SiC source during sublimation growth
has also been investigated [27].

3.1.3 Modeling and Simulation

In seeded sublimation growth of SiC, the growth is carried out in a quasi-closed graphite crucible, and
one can only control the process parameters such as the temperature and pressure from the outside, with-
out monitoring the inside. Although careful in-situ X-ray imaging experiments have been conducted to
visualize the phenomena inside the crucible [26], the insights obtained are still limited. Therefore, the
experimental approach alone is not sufficient to develop a well-controlled sublimation growth process. To
overcome this problem, modeling and simulation of SiC sublimation growth have been extensively inves-
tigated [21, 24, 28–33]. At present, calculation of heat and mass transport during sublimation growth of
SiC is standard technology and provides us with very good insights into what is happening inside the cru-
cible. These realistic simulations can be used to design crucible geometries and temperature profiles for
the growth of high-quality SiC boules. The next step in the development of the simulations is to include
chemistry inside the growth space. To treat chemical reactions in the gas phase and at the growing sur-
face, a reliable database for a number of chemical reactions at very high temperatures is mandatory, but
at present is a challenge. Nevertheless, a recent simulation package offers reasonably good agreement
with experimental results such as the growth rate and shape of a grown boule, and has been employed as
a powerful tool for crystal growers.

The temperature distribution is calculated, taking into account heat transfer by thermal conduction, gas
phase convection, and radiation. In the heat transfer calculation, the large crystallization energy of SiC
(that is, the latent heat of sublimation or condensation on the gas/solid interface) must be considered. Heat
transfer by radiation is a dominant process at very high temperature in sublimation growth. SiC crystals
are semitransparent to visible-infrared radiation, and the radiated light is absorbed by the growing SiC
boule, to some extent. This absorption depends strongly on the free carrier density and thus the impurities
present. For example, the temperature profile inside a growing boule heavily doped with nitrogen is very
different from that inside a high-purity boule. The thermal conductivity of SiC at the growth temperature
must be much smaller than that at room temperature [34]. Therefore, the absorption of radiation can form
a significant thermoelastic field inside the growing boule. It is important to control this thermoelastic field
to obtain a desirable boule shape and to reduce defect generation.

To predict the growth rate and boule shape, a mass transfer model must be coupled with the heat transfer
calculation and the thermodynamic database. In the gas phase, fluid transport is based on the low pressure
kinetic theory of gases. Diffusion coefficients, viscosity, conductivity, and specific heat of species are
calculated as a local function of temperature, pressure, and composition. The Stefan flow caused by the
phase change of SiC has to be considered. The thermodynamic calculation is performed by minimization
of the total free energy of the Si–C–Ar system at high temperature. Nine possible gaseous molecules are
usually considered (based on a literature survey): Si, Si2,Si3,C,C2,C3,SiC, Si2C,SiC2, in addition to Ar
[21, 29]. Calculations indicate that three particular species, Si,Si2C, and SiC2, are indeed important to
describe sublimation growth [21]. Modeling and simulation of chemistry during SiC sublimation growth
has also been developed. Large sets of multi-step gas and surface reactions are handled, based on the
most recent thermodynamic database. In the chemical simulation, “local thermodynamic equilibrium” is
usually assumed. Deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium can also be included [21].

Figure 3.7 shows the effect of a radiation shield plate along the periphery of the growth front, demon-
strating both experimental and simulation results [31]. By introducing the radiation shield plate (“flat
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Figure 3.7 Effect of a radiation shield plate along the periphery of the growth front, demonstrating
both experimental and simulation results, (a) without a shield and (b) with a shield ([31] reproduced
with permission from Elsevier). By introducing the radiation shield plate (“flat screen” in the figure), the
deposition of polycrystalline SiC around the main boule can be avoided.

screen” in the figure), the deposition of polycrystalline SiC around the main boule can be avoided because
the shield plate is at a higher temperature. The polycrystalline SiC deposition, as well as the shape of
the growth front, is reproduced well in the simulation. Figure 3.8 shows the improved geometry of the
crucible used to grow a large boule with a nearly constant diameter [32]. By optimizing the shape and
location of the “liner” inside the crucible, stable growth of a long boule with a constant diameter is
established. The simulation gives good guidance in designing the crucible geometry and the temperature
profile. Comparative studies of experiments and simulation have been done to investigate the optimiza-
tion of thermal insulators, influence of ambient gases, and scaling up of the reactor. In particular, recent
diameter enlargement of SiC wafers (boule crystals) is largely due to the development of the simula-
tion technique.

Another important role of simulation in the sublimation growth of SiC is the simulation of stress in
the boules. As will be described in Section 3.3, thermal stress plays a critical role in the generation
of extended defects in SiC boules. The causes of thermal stress include different thermal expansion
coefficients between SiC and the crucible (graphite), and radial or axial temperature inhomogeneity.
When the resolved shear stress on a primary slip system exceeds a critical resolved stress, glide and
multiplication of dislocations takes place, leading to a significantly increased dislocation density in the
boule. If the thermal stress becomes very high, crystal cracking can also occur. Figure 3.9 shows the
simulated thermal stress in SiC boules with (a) a convex growth front and (b) a flat growth front [35].
The convex front is formed when a radial temperature gradient exists (the peripheral temperature is higher
than that at the center). The flat surface is obtained when the radial temperature gradient is very small. As
shown in the figure, a very high peripheral component of the resolved shear stress (𝜎ϕϕ) appears along
the top-edge of the boule in the case of the convex growth. Indeed, this is the location where a crack
is observed in a large-diameter boule. Conversely, the shear stress is more than one-order-of-magnitude
smaller in the case of flat growth. Figure 3.10 shows (a) the distribution of calculated resolved shear stress
(magnitude) inside a boule and (b) the experimentally obtained distribution of dislocation density [36].
In this particular case, the dislocation density is high near the center (r∕r0 = 0) and near the wafer edge
(r∕r0 = 1). This distribution is consistent with the distribution of the shear stress. Thus, stress simulation
is a powerful tool to predict trends in dislocation density.
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Figure 3.8 Improved geometry of the crucible used to grow a large boule with a nearly constant diam-
eter, (a) with a cone-shaped liner and (b) with a vertical liner ([32] reproduced with permission from
Elsevier). By optimizing the shape and location of the “liner” inside the crucible, stable growth of a long
boule with a constant diameter is established.

3.2 Polytype Control in Sublimation Growth
For SiC wafers to be used in electronic applications, it is mandatory to grow a large SiC boule of a
desired single polytype. Because of the low stacking fault energy of SiC, however, polytype mixing
may happen during boule growth, when the growth conditions are not optimized. Knippenberg reported
empirical observations of the relative stability (or occurrence) of individual polytypes in SiC bulk growth,
as shown in Figure 3.11 [3]. According to this report, 3C-SiC is a metastable polytype, and 2H-SiC is
believed to occur at relatively low temperatures, 1300–1600 ∘C. At high temperatures, above 2000 ∘C, at
which sublimation growth is carried out, 6H-, 4H-, and 15R-SiC polytypes are often observed. However,
from a materials science viewpoint, the kinetic and thermodynamic factors which determine the polytype
actually grown are not well understood. Because SiC{0001} is usually employed as the seed crystal,
polytype switching, or nucleation of foreign polytypes may occur during growth, unless intentionally
controlled.

One obvious kinetic factor is the polytype replication through spiral growth around threading screw
dislocations, after stable spiral growth has been established in the bulk. Figure 3.12 shows typical surface
morphologies of a 6H-SiC boule taken with (a) an optical microscope and (b) an atomic force microscope.
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Figure 3.9 Simulated thermal stress in SiC boules with (a) a convex growth front and (b) a flat growth
front ([35] reproduced with permission from Trans Tech Publications).
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Figure 3.10 (a) Distribution of calculated resolved shear stress (magnitude) inside a boule and
(b) experimentally obtained distribution of dislocation density ([36] reproduced with permission from
Trans Tech Publications).
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Figure 3.11 Empirical observations of relative stability (or occurrence) of individual polytypes in SiC
bulk growth [3].
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Figure 3.12 Typical surface morphologies of a 6H-SiC boule taken with (a) an optical microscope and
(b) an atomic force microscope. (By courtesy of D. Nakamura and T. Mitsuoka, Toyota Central R&D
Laboratories.).

These images indicate that spiral growth, via steps with a six-bilayer height, is dominant on the growing
surface (in 6H-SiC growth). Along the step edges, the stacking information is provided, which ensures
replication of that polytype in the growing crystal. Because the core of a threading screw dislocation acts
as an infinite step source, this spiral growth is maintained throughout the growth, as long as the optimized
growth conditions are maintained. In this sense, polytype replication via a spiral growth mechanism will
become much more difficult in the future, when the threading screw dislocations in SiC boules are almost
eliminated. Polytype replication by step-flow growth is described in greater detail in Chapter 4.

Although spiral growth is favorable for polytype replication, nucleation on the terraces (flat regions
between steps) can naturally take place in the initial stages of growth as well as during growth. There-
fore, it is essential to understand and to control the key factors which stabilize a desired polytype. It has
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Figure 3.13 Influences of growth temperature and pressure on polytype stability in seeded sublimation
growth of SiC ([12] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC). 4H-SiC is preferentially
grown at relatively low temperature and low pressure.

been suggested that there exists a close relationship between the polytype stability and the C/Si ratio
(C enrichment) in the growth ambient (or atmosphere) [37]. When the growth ambient is C-rich, a poly-
type with a higher hexagonality becomes stable. For example, 4H-SiC (hexagonality: 0.5) is more stable
than 6H-SiC (hexagonality: 0.33) under C-rich growth conditions. In real experiments, the most striking
parameter determining the polytype is the polarity of the seed crystal. Sublimation growth on a SiC(0001)
(Si face) under adequate conditions gives a 6H-SiC boule, even if the seed is 4H-SiC(0001). In contrast,
a 4H-SiC boule is grown on a SiC(0001) (C face), irrespective of the seed polytype [13]. This result is
explained by the difference in surface energy between the Si and C faces. The growth temperature and
pressure also influence polytype stability, as shown in Figure 3.13 [12]. 4H-SiC is preferentially grown at
relatively low temperature and low pressure, while relatively high temperature and high pressure result in
6H-SiC growth (the growth temperature and pressure, of course, influence the C/Si ratio on the growing
surface). Another important factor is impurity incorporation. Nitrogen doping during the growth stabi-
lizes 4H-SiC, while aluminum doping leads to preferential growth of 6H-SiC. Because nitrogen atoms
occupy the carbon lattice sites, incorporation of nitrogen atoms will cause the growth environment to
become slightly C-rich, which favors the growth of 4H-SiC. Furthermore, it is reported that impurity
additives such as Sc and Ce stabilize 4H-SiC [37, 38]; this can also be explained by a shift in the growth
ambient toward C-rich conditions.

In spite of poor understanding of the mechanism, 4H-SiC boules without polytype mixing can be repro-
ducibly produced by sublimation growth on 4H-SiC(0001) under optimized conditions with intentional
nitrogen doping. Thus, it is easy to produce heavily-nitrogen-doped n-type 4H-SiC wafers, whereas pro-
duction of low-resistivity p-type 4H-SiC wafers heavily doped with aluminum is a challenge in terms of
polytype control.

When SiC(1120) or SiC(1100) is employed as the seed, instead of SiC{0001}, perfect polytype repli-
cation can be achieved across a wide range of growth conditions [18]. This is also explained by the
mechanism that the stacking information appears on the (1120) and (1100) surfaces, and the grown
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crystal inherits this stacking sequence. Although generation of stacking faults was a critical issue in sub-
limation growth on these faces, this problem has been considerably suppressed by using a SiC(1120)
seed and optimizing growth conditions. Because of the limited availability of these seed crystals, boule
growth on non-basal planes is not very common. This growth technique is, however, a key for reduction
of extended defects, as described in Section 3.3.

Because 3C-SiC is only stable at relatively low temperature, it is not easy to grow 3C-SiC boules by
sublimation. Sublimation growth on a 3C-SiC(001) or (111) seed at 1700–2100 ∘C has been investigated
[39, 40]. The growth rate is low, 0.1–0.2 mm h−1, as a result of the low growth temperature. When the
temperature is increased above 1900–2000 ∘C, a polytype transformation into 6H-SiC takes place [41],
making 3C-SiC bulk growth difficult [42].

3.3 Defect Evolution and Reduction in Sublimation Growth
SiC boule crystals and wafers contain a variety of crystal imperfections, both extended defects and point
defects. This subsection describes the evolution and reduction of extended defects. The density of point
defects in SiC boules is rather high, in the 1014 –1016 cm−3 range. The nature and properties of these
point defects are described in Section 3.4 and Chapter 5.

Table 3.1 shows the major extended defects observed in SiC boules and wafers. The Burgers vector,
the major direction, and the typical density of the extended defects in boules (wafers) prepared using
state-of-art technology (for n-type 4H-SiC) are shown with additional comments. Note that, through
recent efforts, three-dimensional defects such as large carbon inclusions and voids [43] are now
eliminated.

3.3.1 Stacking Faults

Stacking faults are common defects because of the low stacking fault energy (14 mJ m−2 for 4H-SiC
and 2.9 mJ m−2 for 6H-SiC) [44] and the occurrence of many polytypes in SiC. Typical stacking faults
are 3C- or 6H-like laminar regions in 4H-SiC boules. Generation of double Shockley stacking faults
observed in heavily-nitrogen-doped SiC is described in Section 3.4.2. Through the recent progress in
polytype control, inclusions of foreign polytypes and stacking faults have been greatly reduced. The
typical stacking fault density along the c-axis is well below 1 cm−1. Generation of stacking faults during
SiC epitaxial growth is one of the remaining issues.

Table 3.1 Major extended defects observed in SiC boules and wafers. The Burgers vector, major
direction, and typical density of the extended defects in boules (wafers) prepared using state-of-art
technology (for n-type 4H-SiC) are shown.

Dislocation Burgers vector Major direction Typical density (cm−2)

Micropipe n <0001> (n > 2) <0001> 0–0.1
Threading screw

dislocation (TSD)
n <0001> (n = 1, 2) <0001> 300–600

Threading edge
dislocation (TED)

<1120>∕3 <0001> 2000–5000

(Perfect) Basal plane
dislocation (BPD)

<1120>∕3 in {0001} plane
(preferably <1120>)

500–3000
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3.3.2 Micropipe Defects

A micropipe defect is a hollow core associated with a superscrew dislocation. When the magnitude of the
Burgers vector is very large, the strain field around the dislocation core becomes extremely high (propor-
tional to |b|2, where b: Burgers vector), and a microscopic pinhole is formed by breaking bonds [45, 46].
Micropipe defects are indeed located at the center of a large spiral on the surface of the SiC boule, and
the diameters of the pinholes range from 0.5 μm to several micrometers. In SiC, the Burgers vector of
an elementary threading screw dislocation (TSD) is already very large because the length of 1c corre-
sponds to 1.0 nm for 4H-SiC and 1.5 nm for 6H-SiC, which is much larger than that for Si (∼0.24 nm).
The magnitudes of the Burgers vector for micropipes have been investigated in great detail, and the min-
imum values were determined as |3c| for 4H-SiC and |2c| for 6H-SiC [47, 48], both of which correspond
to 3 nm. In old wafers, a large micropipe with a Burgers vector of 8–12c was also observed. Frank con-
sidered an energy balance between the elastic strain energy released by formation of a hollow core and
the energy of the free surface created along the hollow core, and proposed that the radius of a hollow
core (or in this case, micropipe) rMP, assuming isotropic linear elasticity, is given by [45]:

rMP = 𝜇|b|2
8π𝛾

(3.8)

Here 𝜇 is the shear modulus and 𝛾 the surface energy of the hollow core. This equation is almost satisfied
for micropipes in SiC [49]. Figure 3.14 shows an example of a micropipe in a 4H-SiC(0001) wafer,
as observed by (a) optical microscopy and (b) atomic force microscopy. Near the center, a pinhole is
discernible as a dark spot. When the wafer is observed in transmission mode, a dark line running along
the c-axis can be traced.

Because a micropipe is a pinhole extending along the <0001> direction through the entire SiC wafer,
it is not surprising that SiC devices which contain a micropipe exhibit severely degraded performance,
such as excessive leakage current and premature breakdown [50, 51]. Micropipes also act as a source
of impurity contamination in epitaxial growth and device processing. Thus, micropipes were identi-
fied as the most important killer defects, and growth technology has now been developed to eliminate
micropipes.

Table 3.2 shows the possible causes of micropipe generation during the sublimation growth of SiC
[17]. These possible causes can be classified into fundamental and technological issues. The fundamen-
tal issues include thermodynamic mechanisms such as thermoelastic stress arising from non-uniform

(a) (b)

50 μm 10 μm

Z range:

10 nm

Figure 3.14 Micropipe in a 4H-SiC(0001) wafer, as observed by (a) optical microscopy and (b) atomic
force microscopy. (By courtesy of D. Nakamura and T. Mitsuoka, Toyota Central R&D Laboratories.).
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Table 3.2 Possible causes of micropipe generation during the
sublimation growth of SiC ([17] reproduced with permission from
Wiley-VCH Verlag KmbH).

Fundamental

Thermodynamic Kinetic
Thermal field uniformity Nucleation processes
Dislocation formation Inhomogeneous supersaturation
Solid-state transformation Constitutional supercooling
Vapor phase composition Growth face morphology
Vacancy supersaturation Capture of gas phase bubbles

Technological

Process instabilities Seed preparation Contamination

temperature distribution, and kinetic mechanisms such as an unwanted nucleation process. Technologi-
cal issues such as process instabilities, imperfect surface preparation of a seed, and carbon inclusions also
need to be considered. Inclusion of foreign polytypes causes severe mismatch in the stacking sequence
when such an island meets the host polytype. This stacking mismatch and the associated large strains also
trigger micropipe formation [52]. When elementary screw dislocations are introduced for some reason,
the spiral steps emanating from them interact with each other. Because of the strong repulsive interac-
tion between steps, the energetic bunching of spiral steps promotes the coalescence of adjacent screw
dislocations, leading to micropipe formation [52]. Accumulation of screw dislocations around a surface
depression [53], and the interaction between screw dislocations and twist-type misorientation [54] have
also been suggested as mechanisms of micropipe formation.

Major approaches to micropipe elimination are summarized as follows:

1. Micropipe-free seed: Because micropipes in a seed crystal are basically replicated in the grown boule
crystal, the use of a micropipe-free seed is a requirement to obtain a micropipe-free boule. The
micropipe-free seed can be a selected SiC platelet produced by the Lely method. Another candidate
is a SiC{0001} wafer prepared by slicing a boule grown on (1120) or (1100), which is inherently free
of micropipes [18].

2. Stable growth under optimized conditions: As mentioned above, any fluctuations in the temperature
profile or pressure in a crucible may cause unintentional supercooling and/or deviation of the C/Si
ratio at the growing surface. Degradation of the source material (e.g., graphitization) also perturbs
the control of the C/Si ratio. Because all these factors will result in micropipe generation, even on a
micropipe-free seed, the growth conditions must be optimized and carefully maintained throughout
the long sublimation growth.

3. Micropipe closing (dissociation): In liquid phase epitaxy [55] and chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
of SiC under Si-rich conditions [56], a micropipe with a Burgers vector of nc (n = 3, 4, 5, …
in 4H-SiC) can dissociate into multiple elementary (closed-core) screw dislocations, each with a
Burgers vector of 1c. As a result, the micropipe (pinhole) becomes closed during growth. Similar
phenomena are observed during the sublimation growth of SiC [57], and in some cases, this
micropipe closing is intentionally enhanced by adjusting the growth conditions. Because the elastic
energy associated with a dislocation is proportional to |b|2 [58], a micropipe is not energetically
favorable, based upon thermodynamic considerations. If we consider the Burgers vectors and elastic
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energies of a micropipe (b = nc) and multiple elementary screw dislocations (b = 1c), the following
equations are satisfied:

nc(micropipe) = n × 1c (n × elementary screw dislocations) (3.9)

|nc|2 > n × |1c|2 (n = 3, 4, 5, … in 4H-SiC) (3.10)

This implies that a micropipe can be closed by dissociation into several elementary threading screw
dislocations, if the potential barrier is overcome. The main driving force for micropipe dissociation
is believed to be lateral growth, and subsequent interaction between macrosteps and the core of a
micropipe.

Through these approaches, micropipe defects have been almost eliminated (micropipe density = 0
or <0.01 cm−2) [35, 59, 60]. At present, micropipe-free wafers are commercially available from most
vendors.

3.3.3 Threading Screw Dislocation

A threading screw dislocation (TSD) is located at the center of spiral growth during sublimation growth
on a SiC{0001} surface. Figure 3.15 shows a schematic illustration of an elementary TSD in SiC.
Although a threading dislocation in Si or GaAs usually creates a spiral with one-bilayer-height step,
the step height of a spiral in 4H-SiC{0001} is four Si-C bilayers, corresponding to |1c| (the step often
splits into two spiral steps with two-bilayer-height steps). The TSDs usually propagate almost along
the <0001> direction, but occasionally they are bent toward the basal planes (and sometimes again bent
back toward <0001>) [61]. When they are bent and lie in the basal plane, Frank-type stacking faults
are formed because the Burgers vector (1c or 2c) must be conserved. Recent studies using synchrotron
X-ray topography revealed that most TSDs possess a Burgers vector of 1c + a [62, 63]. This means that
the majority of TSDs are not pure screw dislocations, but instead are mixed dislocations.

<0001>
TSD

B
C
B
A

B
C
B
A

B
C
B
A

{0001}

b = 1 c

Figure 3.15 Schematic illustration of an elementary threading screw dislocation in SiC.
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Figure 3.16 Generation of a half loop at the initial stage of bulk growth (a possible cause of
threading-screw-dislocation nucleation in SiC sublimation growth). (a) Distribution of dislocation pits
formed by KOH etching ([66] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC), (b) schematic
illustration of a mechanism of threading-screw-dislocation nucleation.

Threading screw dislocations are basically replicated from a seed crystal, as also occurs for micropipes.
A major cause of threading-screw-dislocation nucleation in SiC sublimation growth is the generation of
a half loop at the initial stage of bulk growth, as shown in Figure 3.16. It is reported that the number
of TSDs with a Burgers vector of +1c is almost the same as that with −1c, and that +1c and −1c dis-
locations are often observed nearby as if they are a pair [64]. At the very initial stage of growth, stable
spiral growth or layer-by-layer growth is not well established. When the growth conditions (e.g., effec-
tive C/Si ratio, temperature profile, and other factors) deviate from the optimum conditions, nucleation
of foreign polytypes may occur at a microscopic scale. In this case, TSDs can be generated because of
stacking mismatch (e.g., between a 4H-SiC host and a small 6H-SiC island), although the microscopic
islands will eventually be overgrown [65]. In a similar manner, when a surface precipitate is overgrown,
the growth fronts meet at the precipitate and coalesce with misalignment under the influence of stress.
To accommodate this misalignment, a pair of screw dislocations of opposite signs is generated [65, 66].
The surface quality of the seed is also important. Polishing-induced damage and surface graphitization
during temperature ramping should be completely eliminated. Furthermore, micropipe dissociation dur-
ing growth is another source of TSDs, as described above. Under optimized conditions, the density of
TSDs clearly decreases with increasing boule length [67]. There are two reasons for this: (i) pairs of +1c
and −1c TSDs can merge and annihilate and (ii) TSDss can be bent to the basal planes and eventually
reach the periphery of the boule.

3.3.4 Threading Edge Dislocation and Basal Plane Dislocation

A threading edge dislocation (TED) and basal plane dislocation (BPD) possess the same Burgers vector
of a(<1120>∕3). Figure 3.17 shows the two slip vectors, (a) <1120>∕3 and (b) <1100>∕3, in the basal
plane of a close-packed system. A slip of <1120>∕3 results in an extra half plane or a missing half plane,
while keeping the stacking structure. Conversely, a slip of <1100>∕3 causes a fault in the stacking, a
change of the occupation site in a layer from “A” to “B,” for example. This kind of defect is called a
Shockley-type stacking fault (SSF) [58], and plays an important role in bipolar degradation phenomena,
as described in Chapter 5. Figure 3.18a shows a schematic illustration of an extra (or missing) half plane
introduced into a boule crystal. In this case, a dislocation with a Burgers vector of [1120]∕3 exists along
the edge of the extra half plane. As seen from the figure, the dislocation lying in the basal plane (line AB)
is defined as a “BPD” (pure edge-type), and the dislocation lying along the <0001> direction (line BC) is
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Figure 3.17 Two slip vectors in the basal plane of a close-packed system. (a) <1120>∕3 and
(b) <1100>∕3.
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Figure 3.18 (a) Schematic illustration of an extra (or missing) half plane introduced into a SiC crystal.
(b) Typical configuration of threading edge and basal plane dislocations, where the basal plane dislocation
lies along a <1120> direction.

defined as a “TEDn”. Therefore, “BPD” and “TED” have the same basic nature; the name simply differs
depending on the dislocation direction. In fact, inside the boule crystals, conversion from BPD to TED
and from TED to BPD is often observed [61, 68]. Note that pure edge-type BPDs are not very abundant,
and quite often BPDs lie along the <1120> directions, as shown in Figure 3.18b, probably due to the
Peierls potential [58]. In this particular case (Figure 3.18b), the BPD (line A′B) is a 60∘ dislocation.
(The angle between the Burgers vector and the dislocation line is 60∘.)

Both TEDs and BPDs in a seed are replicated in the SiC boule, though dislocation conversion may
occur, as mentioned above. It is, however, more important to consider the nucleation of dislocations
(grown-in dislocations) to reduce the dislocation density. As in the case of nucleation of screw dislo-
cations, a pair of edge dislocations is generated at a faulted region or a surface precipitate, especially
during the initial stage of sublimation growth [66]. When the partial dislocation encompassing the stack-
ing fault is a Shockley type, the resulting threading dislocation will have an edge character. Conversely,
a Frank-type partial dislocation will result in a TSD. In addition to the kinetics during the initial stage
of growth, thermal stress is another important factor for dislocation nucleation. BPDs are relatively
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easily introduced into the growing boule when the resolved shear stress exceeds a certain (critical) value.
A major source of the stress is thermal stress, which develops during sublimation growth when the tem-
perature profile is not appropriate. Both radial and axial temperature gradients cause inhomogeneous
thermal expansion inside the boule. Furthermore, the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients of
the SiC and graphite parts causes severe thermal stress during cooling. Figure 3.19 shows a schematic
illustration of the shear stress, the associated dislocations, and the bending of a basal plane in a growing
SiC boule, taking into account typical radial and axial temperature gradients [69]. The temperature is
higher along the periphery of the boule than in the center because of radiation from the crucible walls.
The temperature of the growing surface is higher than the seed temperature because of the temperature
gradient designed to promote mass transport from the source to the seed. Under these circumstances,
thermal expansion is not uniform inside the boule; this causes significant thermal stress and bending of
basal planes. Consider the components of stress inside a boule grown along <0001> (Figure 3.20). The
resolved shear stress (𝜎RZ) along <1120> inside a basal plane is expressed by [58]:

𝜎RZ = (𝜎rr + 𝜎rz) cos𝜙–𝜎
𝜙𝜙

sin𝜙 (3.11)

where 𝜎rr, 𝜎rz, and 𝜎ϕϕ are the components of shear stress, as shown in Figure 3.20 [20]. The resolved
shear stress is a direct cause of dislocation nucleation, while too high a value of 𝜎ϕϕ can also lead to
cracking of SiC boules.

Figure 3.21 shows the critical stress in 6H-SiC as a function of temperature [70]. One has to con-
sider two different critical stresses, (i) the critical shear stress resolved to a basal plane, which induces
basal plane slip and (ii) the critical normal stress, which induces prism plane slip. In SiC, the critical
shear stress along a basal plane is much smaller, and the value decreases greatly at high temperature.
Therefore, at the temperature of sublimation growth (over 2200 ∘C), the critical shear stress becomes

radiation

window

basal plane

bending

growing

crystal

seed

growth

direction

Figure 3.19 Schematic illustration of the shear stress, the associated dislocations, and the bending of
a basal plane in a growing SiC boule, taking into account typical radial and axial temperature gradients
([69] reproduced with permission from Trans Tech Publications).
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Figure 3.20 Components of stress inside a boule grown along <0001>.
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Figure 3.21 Critical stress in 6H-SiC as a function of temperature ([70] reproduced with permission
from Taylor & Francis).

very low, and BPDs are easily introduced into SiC boules. In fact, arrays of BPDs are often observed in
SiC boules; these can be ascribed to the basal slip bands [71]. Prismatic slip bands are also observed,
but with smaller density [72]. However, Wellmann and coworkers discovered that the strain relaxation
mechanism is different between n-type and p-type SiC crystals [73]. The BPD density is extremely low in
p-type SiC, and thus thermoelastic strain relaxation in p-type SiC may take place, favoring the generation
of TSDs instead of BPDs. This phenomenon is explained by doping-induced change of lattice hardness
and electrostatic energy consideration [24]. Furthermore, multiplication of BPDs can take place via the
Frank–Read mechanism [58], when the thermal stress is significant [74]. It is found that the densities
of BPDs and TSDs exhibit a positive correlation; SiC crystals that contain more TSDs generally show
a higher BPD density [74]. This correlation can be attributed to the multiplication process of BPDs via
interaction between gliding BPDs and TSDs. For further reduction of the residual stress, ingot anneal or
wafer anneal have been investigated. Most TEDs are formed by conversion from BPDs along the growth
direction during growth.

Crystal mosaicity was commonly observed in SiC boules [75, 76]. Mosaicity comes from slightly
misoriented domains bordered by regions with high dislocation density. When this is the case, edge
dislocation walls aligned along the <1100> directions are present, especially near the periphery of SiC
wafers [77]. Through improvement of crucible geometry and process conditions, mosaicity is now greatly
reduced.

Figure 3.22 shows a schematic illustration of dislocation networks observed in SiC boules, as revealed
by plane-view and cross-sectional synchrotron X-ray topography [68]. Threading dislocations are mostly
propagating along the <0001> direction, and BPDs often connect neighboring TSDs. BPDs tend to align
along the <1120> directions. TEDs and BPDs are transformed into each other, as described above.

3.3.5 Defect Reduction

One of the most striking techniques to reduce extended defects in SiC boules is the so-called “repeated
a-face growth (RAF)” method [78]. Figure 3.23 schematically illustrates the RAF process. The main
concept is the preparation of an almost dislocation-free seed and subsequent sublimation growth on the
high-quality seed under stabilized conditions. The first step is normal sublimation growth on a SiC{0001}
seed. By slicing the boule parallel to the growth direction, a SiC(1120) (or (1100)) plate is obtained
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Figure 3.22 Schematic illustration of dislocation networks observed in SiC boules, as revealed by
(a) plane-view and (b) cross-sectional synchrotron X-ray topography ([68] reproduced with permission
from Elsevier).
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Figure 3.23 (a–d) Schematic illustration of the repeated a-face process in SiC boule growth.

(Figure 3.23a). Because most dislocations are propagating along the growth direction, only a limited
number of dislocations (mainly BPDs) appear on the surface of this SiC(1120) (or (1100)) plate. Then,
sublimation growth is performed using this plate as the seed, which gives a SiC(1120) (or (1100)) boule
crystal. Inside this SiC boule, the density of elementary screw dislocations (b = 1c) and TEDs is low,
and the majority of dislocations are BPDs propagating along the growth direction (<1120> or <1100>).
Next, an SiC(1100) (or (1120)) plate is prepared by slicing the SiC(1120) (or (1100)) boule, as shown in
Figure 3.23b. In this SiC plate, elementary screw dislocations (b = 1c) are almost eliminated, while some
BPDs remain. And again, sublimation growth is carried out on this SiC plate, which results in a SiC boule
grown with an extremely low dislocation density (though some BPDs and SFs remain). Then an off-axis
SiC{0001} plate is obtained by slicing the SiC(1100) (or (1120)) boule (Figure 3.23c). This SiC plate
still contains BPDs (and stacking faults) but contains almost no TSDs and TEDs (and no micropipes). As
a final step, sublimation growth is performed on the off-axis SiC{0001} seed, under stable, and optimized
conditions. As shown in Figure 3.23d, the BPDs in the off-axis SiC{0001} seed mostly propagate in the
basal plane of the grown boule. Above this region, an almost dislocation-free crystal can be grown, as
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Figure 3.24 Total density of dislocations as a function of the number of a-face (or m-face) growth
steps [78].

long as continuous supply of steps is assured. In particular, the density of threading screw dislocations
can be extremely low. This is one reason why an off-axis {0001} seed is employed to ensure polytype
replication in the boule crystal. Once this RAF process is successful, one does not have to repeat these
complicated processes because high-quality SiC{0001} seed crystals can be directly obtained by slicing
the high-quality boule. Figure 3.24 shows the total density of dislocations as a function of the number
of a-face (or m-face) growth steps [78]. The dislocation density shows rapid decrease as the growth
is repeated on (1120) or (1100) faces. An impressively low total dislocation density of 75 cm−2, was
achieved by employing this technique [78].

3.4 Doping Control in Sublimation Growth

3.4.1 Impurity Incorporation

For fabrication of vertical devices, low-resistivity wafers are required to minimize the series resistance,
while high-resistivity wafers are desired for fabrication of lateral high-frequency devices, to reduce the
parasitic impedance. In the sublimation growth of SiC, nitrogen and aluminum are the dopants of prefer-
ence for growth of n- and p-type boules, respectively. Semi-insulating SiC boules can also be obtained.
However, the purity or background impurity density, of SiC boules grown by the sublimation method
should be carefully taken into account. The purity of SiC boules grown by sublimation is strongly depen-
dent on the purity of the SiC source and graphite parts. The nature and amount of impurity atoms (i.e.,
those that are not the desired dopants), vary for different manufacturers; typical impurities include Ti, V,
Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, and S [17]. The density of these metallic impurities is in the range of 1013 –1015 cm−3.
The density of these impurities in the grown boules is usually lower than that of the source by a factor of
2–100. As well as the metallic impurities, N, B, and Al are commonly incorporated in the boule crystals,
at densities of 1014 –1016 cm−3, even in nondoped growth. Therefore, nondoped SiC boules can be either
n- or p-type, depending on the growth conditions and the environmental purity. The net doping density
of nondoped boules ranges from a mid 1015 to a mid 1016 cm−3.

In general, the dopant incorporation in SiC sublimation growth follows the trends observed for CVD
of SiC: nitrogen incorporation is significantly higher for sublimation growth on (0001) than on (0001),
and the opposite tendency (higher on (0001)) occurs for aluminum incorporation. This polarity effect
originates from the surface kinetics, and is independent of the gas-phase composition. Because nitrogen
substitutes at the carbon lattice site, a nitrogen atom adsorbed onto a (0001) surface is bound to three
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underlying silicon atoms, while it is only bound to one silicon atom on a (0001) surface. Thus, desorption
of the nitrogen atoms absorbed on (0001) must be much less than on (0001) (note that the nitrogen vapor
pressure is very high at the growth temperature). This is the main reason why nitrogen incorporation
is higher on (0001) [79]. The higher aluminum incorporation on (0001) can be explained in a similar
manner. Impurity incorporation is also influenced by the C/Si ratio, as in the case of SiC CVD (site com-
petition effect [80]). It is, however, difficult to control the C/Si ratio during standard sublimation growth,
independently of the other process parameters. For example, nitrogen incorporation usually decreases
with increasing growth temperature while aluminum incorporation increases. This can be attributed to
the shift in the effective C/Si ratio caused by changing the growth temperature.

Because of the wide bandgaps of SiC, some, or perhaps even all, visible light is not absorbed by
SiC. The wavelength of absorbed light is determined by the bandgap, the major impurity levels, and
the intra-band excitation levels. The carrier absorption in the conduction band is well known for most
SiC polytypes [81], and occurs at about 460 nm (blue light) for n-type 4H-SiC and 620 nm (red light)
for n-type 6H-SiC. High-purity 4H- and 6H-SiC, which possess very wide bandgaps, are colorless and
transparent, like glass. However, n- or p-type doping causes carrier absorption in the visible region. Its
individual light absorption and transmission characteristics give each SiC crystal a unique color. Table 3.3
summarizes the colors of major SiC polytypes, for different types of doping. Because the color of SiC
crystals becomes darker when the dopant density is increased, the color and its darkness are good indica-
tions of the dopant type and density. The color of SiC crystals is also a good sign to identify the polytype
for n-type materials.

The dopant density is usually higher in the center region of a SiC{0001} wafer, as observed as the
darker color at the center. This is because of the enhanced impurity incorporation that occurs during
facet growth, as shown in Figure 3.25. During sublimation growth of SiC{0001} boules, a {0001} facet
appears near the center of the boule. On the {0001} facet, fast spiral growth takes place, but the growth
rate along the <0001> direction is relatively slow. Therefore, impurity incorporation is enhanced on the
{0001} facet region. Thus, the dopant density at the center (the facet region) of a wafer is usually 20–50%

Table 3.3 Color of major SiC polytypes.

Polytype High-purity n-type p-type

3C-SiC Yellow Yellow Gray-brown
4H-SiC Colorless Amber Blue
6H-SiC Colorless Green Blue
15R-SiC Colorless Yellow Blue

{0001} facet

seed crystal

grown boule

<0001>

off-axis (0001) wafer

higher nitrogen

incorporation

Figure 3.25 Enhanced impurity incorporation that occurs on the {0001} facet during SiC boule growth.
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higher than that of the outer region of the wafer. This phenomenon means that radial doping uniformity
of SiC{0001} wafers should be improved.

3.4.2 n-Type Doping

Nitrogen doping is performed simply by introducing some nitrogen gas into the growth ambient (or
atmosphere), using, for example, a mixture of Ar and N2. The nitrogen density in the grown boule is
approximately proportional to the square root of the nitrogen partial pressure during growth, and is
almost independent of growth rate. This result indicates that nitrogen incorporation is determined by
the equilibrium between nitrogen in the gas phase and nitrogen adsorbed on the growing surface [82].
Figure 3.26 shows the resistivity versus nitrogen dopant density for 4H- and 6H-SiC boules [17, 83, 84].
The nitrogen dopant density can be increased to 1020 cm−3, which results in a very low resistivity,
0.005 Ω cm. However, the typical resistivities of commercial n-type 4H-SiC wafers range from 0.015 to
0.025 Ω cm (nitrogen dopant density range: 6 × 1018 –1.5 × 1019 cm−3). The electron mobility is rather
low, 10–30 cm2 V–1 s−1 for 4H-SiC because of the heavy doping. In low-resistivity n-type SiC wafers,
there are several different deep levels or electron traps, at a relatively high density of 1014 –1015 cm−3

[85, 86].
It is known that stacking faults are formed when heavily-doped 4H-SiC wafers are oxidized or annealed

in Ar at temperatures higher than 1000–1100 ∘C [84, 87–91]. Stacking fault formation becomes pro-
nounced when the nitrogen density exceeds (2–3) × 1019 cm−3, and the structure of the stacking fault
has been identified as (6,2) in Zhdanov’s notation [88, 89]. Another name for this defect is a “double
Shockley stacking fault”. It has been suggested that the electrostatic potential energy of the crystal can be
lowered by formation of quantum-well-like stacking faults and subsequent electron trapping near these
faults [89]. After several models were proposed and examined, the major trigger for generation of stack-
ing faults is now believed to be stress in the crystal; in particular, polishing-induced damage can act as
generation sites [91].

3.4.3 p-Type Doping

Aluminum doping is obtained by adding aluminum (or an aluminum-containing compound) to the SiC
source. Aluminum doping is much more difficult than nitrogen doping during sublimation growth of SiC
because severe depletion of the aluminum source occurs during growth. The aluminum incorporation is
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Figure 3.26 Resistivity versus nitrogen dopant density for 4H- and 6H-SiC boules [17, 83, 84].
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almost in proportion to the aluminum vapor pressure inside the crucible. In 4H-SiC boule growth, heavy
aluminum doping creates a condition favorable for 6H-SiC stabilization, as described in Section 3.2.
Thus, sublimation growth of p+-type 4H-SiC is a challenge. The dopant density and resistivity of typical
p-type 4H-SiC wafers heavily doped with aluminum are (0.5–2) × 1018 cm−3 and 1–5 Ω cm, respec-
tively, at present. Although deep levels in p-type SiC boules have not been studied in detail, persistent
photoconductivity at room temperature is observed for p-type SiC wafers (but not for n-type at room
temperature) [92, 93].

3.4.4 Semi-Insulating

High-resistivity wafers are required for fabrication of SiC- or GaN-based high-frequency devices to mini-
mize the parasitic capacitances between the terminals, including the ground. The concept used to produce
high-resistivity SiC wafers is basically the same as that employed for III–V compound semiconductors
[94]. Because it is very difficult to reduce the background dopant density below 1010 cm−3 by purification
processes, compensation of dopants (donors/acceptors) is used to decrease the density of free carriers in
the bands. Consider an n-type material with donor density ND. When a deep level (electron trap) ener-
getically located at EC − ET (EC: the bottom of the conduction band) is introduced, the Fermi level EF is
changed, depending on the density of the deep level or electron trap (NT). This is shown schematically
in Figure 3.27. When the trap density is much smaller than the donor density (ND >> NT), as shown in
Figure 3.27a, only a small portion of the electrons supplied from the donors is trapped, and the Fermi
level is located slightly below the donor level. When the trap density is close to (but slightly lower than)
the donor density, the Fermi level moves to an energy level between the donor level and the trap level.
The situation changes dramatically when the trap density is sufficiently higher than the donor density
(ND < NT): all the electrons supplied from the donors are captured by the traps, and the Fermi level is
pinned near the trap level, as shown in Figure 3.27b. Although some electrons can be thermally excited
from the deep levels to the conduction band, the free electron density is lower than the donor density
by many orders of magnitude. When the trap level is deep enough, this compensated material shows
semi-insulating properties.

In a nondegenerate semiconductor including a compensated material (such as that described above),
the free electron density (n) can be estimated by using classical carrier statistics for a semiconductor
[95]:

n = NC exp

(
−

EC − EF

kT

)
(3.12)

(a) (b)

EC

EV

EF

EC

EV

EF

electron

deep level

(electron trap)

ND >> NT ND << NT

donor donor

Figure 3.27 Schematic band diagram of an n-type semiconductor. (a) ND >> NT and (b) ND < NT (ND:
donor density, NT: trap density).
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where NC is the effective density of states in the conduction band, k the Boltzmann constant, and T the
absolute temperature. In this n-type semiconductor, the free hole density (p) is p = ni

2∕n, where ni is the
intrinsic carrier density. Thus, the resistivity of this semiconductor (𝜌) is:

𝜌 = 1∕(qn𝜇e + qp𝜇h) (3.13)

here, 𝜇e and 𝜇h are the mobilities for electrons and holes, respectively. In the same manner, the free hole
density (p) in a compensated p-type semiconductor is:

p = NV exp

(
−

EF − EV

kT

)
(3.14)

where NV is the effective density of states in the valence band and EV is the energy of the top of the
valence band. Figure 3.28 shows the majority carrier density in the band and the estimated resistivity,
as a function of the position of the Fermi level within the bandgap. 4H-SiC at a temperature of 300 K is
considered in this figure; the mobilities for electrons and holes were taken as 500 and 50 cm2 V–1 s−1,
respectively (these values vary, depending on the impurity density, but this variation does not have a
major impact on the estimated resistivity). One must bear in mind that the Fermi level is pinned at the
deep level responsible for compensation, as described above. The estimated resistivity at room tem-
perature is about 105 Ω cm when the Fermi level is located at EC − 0.5 eV (or EV + 0.4 eV), indicating
semi-insulating properties. Owing to the wide bandgap of SiC, the resistivity can exceed 1015 Ω cm
when the Fermi level is located at EC − 1.1 eV (or EV + 1.0 eV) or deeper. Therefore, the main approach
to obtain semi-insulating boule crystals is (i) to reduce the background impurities as much as possible
and (ii) to intentionally introduce deep levels, which can then act as efficient trap centers (energetically
deeper levels are preferable).

In SiC, vanadium was the first element used as a compensating center to create semi-insulating wafers
[96, 97]. Vanadium is an amphoteric impurity in SiC; it acts as an acceptor-like (−∕0) trap in n-type
SiC and a donor-like (0∕+) trap in p-type SiC. The acceptor levels of vanadium are EC − 0.65∕0.72 eV
in 6H-SiC and EC − (0.81–0.97) eV in 4H-SiC, while the donor levels of vanadium are estimated
as EV + (1.3–1.5) eV for both 6H- and 4H-SiC [98–101]. Because the donor level is deeper for
vanadium in SiC, vanadium doping was performed for slightly p-type SiC boules to achieve very
high resistivity. The resistivity of the semi-insulating SiC wafers is about 1012 –1015 Ω cm at room
temperature, and Arrhenius plots of the resistivity give activation energies of 1.2–1.4 eV [16, 96, 97].
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Figure 3.28 Majority carrier density in the band and the estimated resistivity, as a function of the posi-
tion of the Fermi level within the bandgap of 4H-SiC.
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The solubility limit of vanadium in SiC is not very high, in the mid 1017 cm−3, while the residual dopant
density in SiC boules can be 1016 cm−3. Thus, precise control of vanadium doping is required during
sublimation growth.

To overcome the difficulty in vanadium doping, use of intrinsic point defects, which create deep levels,
has been investigated, and high-purity semi-insulating (HPSI) wafers have now been obtained [102, 103].
In this case, the density of residual dopants (especially nitrogen, boron, and aluminum) must be reduced
by both source purification and the use of high-purity graphite. Intrinsic point defects can be introduced
by adjusting the growth conditions or by high-energy particle irradiation after growth [104]. The obtained
resistivity exceeds 1012 Ω cm at room temperature; the activation energy of the resistivity was found to
vary significantly for different wafers, and ranges from 0.8 to 1.5 eV [102, 103]. Therefore, it is con-
sidered that there exist several different deep levels (point defects) responsible for the semi-insulating
behavior. Recent studies based on electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements revealed that
(i) silicon vacancies (VSi) are the dominant traps in HPSI wafers with activation energies of 0.8–0.9 eV,
(ii) carbon antisite–carbon vacancy pairs (CSi-VC) or carbon vacancies (VC) are dominant in wafers with
an activation energy of 1.1–1.3 eV, and (iii) VC or divacancies (VC-VSi) are the main traps in wafers with
an activation energy of 1.5 eV [105, 106]. After annealing HPSI wafers of types (i) and (ii) mentioned
above at 1600 ∘C, the resistivity and the activation energy decrease to 105 –106 Ω cm and about 0.6 eV,
respectively [106]. However, the type (iii) HPSI wafers, which originally had an activation energy of
1.5 eV, are more thermally stable.

3.5 High-Temperature Chemical Vapor Deposition
To overcome the limitations of the sublimation method of SiC, high-temperature chemical vapor depo-
sition (HTCVD) was proposed and has been developed [107–109]. Figure 3.29 schematically illustrates
a reactor and an approximate temperature profile used for HTCVD of SiC. The SiC boule growth is
performed in a vertical crucible made of graphite, where the precursor gases are fed upwards through
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Figure 3.29 Schematic illustrations of a reactor and approximate temperature profile used for HTCVD
of SiC.
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a heating zone to the seed crystal holder placed at the top. The precursor gases are SiH4 and a hydro-
carbon, such as C2H4 and C3H8, diluted in a carrier gas. The geometry is similar to that of the ver-
tical CVD reactors used for epitaxial growth, but the typical growth temperature is extremely high,
2100–2300 ∘C. Inside the hot zone, the precursors are completely decomposed and several reactions
proceed. As a result, Si and SiC clusters are formed via homogeneous nucleation because of the high
supersaturation in the gas phase. These clusters act as a virtual source for SiC boule growth on the
seed. Therefore, it is important to establish an appropriate temperature gradient from the gas inlet to
the seed. The temperature of the gas-cracking zone and the walls should be slightly higher than that of
the seed crystal, to ensure mass transport and condensation on the seed. The choice of the carrier gas
is also very important. The carrier gas should not attack nor react with the graphite walls, even at very
high temperature. The carrier gas should be immediately heated so as not to form a cold jet onto the
seed surface. Helium can fulfill these requirements, and is usually employed in HTCVD of SiC (hydro-
gen carrier gas is also employed by a few groups). The typical growth pressures and growth rates are
200–700 m bar and 0.3–0.7 mm h−1, respectively [107–109]. The HTCVD process can benefit from
the knowledge and insights already obtained for sublimation growth of SiC boules and epitaxial growth
of SiC by normal CVD. Modeling and simulation of heat transfer, chemical reactions, and the growth
process have been developed [110]. In some cases, chlorinated precursors are employed to reduce homo-
geneous nucleation in the gas phase; this growth process then becomes very similar to that found in
pure CVD [111].

The major advantages of HTCVD compared with the sublimation method are summarized as follows:

1. High purity: The source purity is obviously much higher in HTCVD, and the residual impurity density
can be reduced by 1–2 orders of magnitude. The density of residual impurities is in the mid 1014 cm−3

for nitrogen and boron, and is much lower for other impurities. Because of this purity, it is relatively
easy to produce HPSI wafers by HTCVD [112].

2. C/Si control: In sublimation growth, the C/Si ratio cannot be changed as an independent process
parameter. In HTCVD, however, the C/Si ratio, at least at the gas inlet, can be controlled indepen-
dently across a relatively wide range. A low C/Si ratio is preferable for enhancing micropipe closing
[56] or to increase nitrogen incorporation, while a high C/Si ratio is effective in decreasing nitrogen
incorporation. Formation of intrinsic point defects can also be controlled by controlling the C/Si ratio
during growth.

3. Continuous supply of the source material: In principle, the supply of source material in HTCVD is
very stable in terms of both the absolute amount and the C/Si ratio, and it can be maintained for a
very long period without source depletion. This should enable growth of very long SiC boules of
uniformly high quality. In actual growth systems, however, a few technical problems remain to be
solved, such as inlet and outlet closure during long growth. Stable supply of dopant impurities, which
leads to uniform doping along the growth direction, is another advantage of HTCVD. In particular,
very stable aluminum doping is achieved in HTCVD by using trimethylaluminum (TMA) as a dopant
source. In n-type doping, nitrogen gas is mixed into the precursors.

Simulation of HTCVD has also been performed, including heat transfer, gas phase reactions, and sur-
face reactions [110]. The main species in the gas phase obtained in the simulation are Si,Si2C,SiC2, and
C2H2. Significant etching of SiC by hydrogen at very high temperature should be considered. Figure 3.30
shows the temperature dependence of the growth rate during HTCVD of SiC [110]. Because the simu-
lated data show good agreement with experiments, simulation is a powerful tool for designing HTCVD
reactors and processes.

Although reports on HTCVD of SiC are still limited compared with sublimation growth, this method
possesses much potential for production of high-quality, long SiC boules. At present, at least one manu-
facturer is producing SiC wafers using this technique.
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Figure 3.30 Temperature dependence of the growth rate during HTCVD of SiC ([110] reproduced with
permission from Trans Tech Publications).

3.6 Solution Growth
Boule growth from the congruent melt (solution) is a standard technique for preparing ingots of other
semiconductors [113]. One might expect solution growth of SiC to be a very promising way of obtaining
high-quality boules because the supersaturation at the growing surface could be controlled well once the
technology becomes mature. Figure 3.31 shows a schematic illustration of a furnace and temperature
profile used for solution growth of SiC. A graphite crucible is filled with Si-based melt, and the seed
crystal is placed in contact with the melt surface (top seeded solution growth, TSSG). The seed tempera-
ture is slightly lower than the melt, and this provides a driving force for growth. Growth is carried out in
an inert atmosphere, such as under Ar. The seed and crucible are usually rotated in opposite directions.
The growth temperature ranges from 1750 to 2100 ∘C.

In spite of the great promise, solution growth of SiC faces several difficulties. As described in
Section 3.1.1, there exists no stoichiometric SiC liquid phase at atmospheric pressure, and the solubility
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Figure 3.31 Schematic illustration of a furnace and temperature profile used for solution growth of
SiC.
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of carbon in the Si melt is only 15%, even at 2800 ∘C. At such high temperature, evaporation of Si
is significant because of the high Si vapor pressure, making continuous growth almost impossible.
Furthermore, the Si melt reacts significantly with the graphite crucible (which in turn acts as a carbon
source for the growth), which presents another challenge for long growth. Solution growth of SiC boules
is still in the early stages of development and has only been investigated intensively in recent years.
Although large-diameter SiC wafers have not yet been produced using this technique, progress in this
field is remarkable. A few approaches are briefly described below:

1. High-pressure solution growth: Because the Si evaporation can be suppressed at high pressure, solu-
tion growth under high Ar pressure (∼100 bar) was investigated [114]. The growth rate is below
0.5 mm h−1 at 2200–2300 ∘C. The diameter and length of the SiC boule crystals grown are very
limited at present.

2. Solution growth with metal-added solvent: It is known that the carbon solubility can be increased by
adding rare-earth or transition metals such as Sc, Pr, Fe, Ti, or Cr. By using Si-Sc-C or Si-Ti-C solvent,
for example, reasonable growth rates of about 0.3 mm h−1 were attained at relatively low temperatures
of 1750–1900 ∘C [115–119]. These studies already demonstrate low dislocation density in the grown
crystals. Micropipes are easily closed, and TSDs are mostly converted to Frank-type stacking faults in
the basal planes [120]. Metallic contamination from the solvent could be a problem, and this subject
is now being investigated.

By controlling the meniscus near the growing surface, remarkable diameter enlargement has been
achieved without degradation of quality [121]. A trade-off between high growth rate and growth insta-
bility is currently being investigated.

Progress in solution growth of SiC bulk crystals is so rapid that the readers are encouraged to survey
the latest papers in journals and conferences. For example, a “dislocation free” 4H-SiC boule was suc-
cessfully demonstrated by solution growth on a (0001) seed sliced from a <1100>-grown boule [122].
Though the crystal size is still small, this must be a milestone in the development of SiC crystal growth.

3.7 3C-SiC Wafers Grown by Chemical Vapor Deposition
Because 3C-SiC is unstable at very high temperature, growth of large 3C-SiC bulk crystals by the subli-
mation method is difficult. Instead, free-standing 3C-SiC films have been demonstrated by fast epitaxial
growth of 3C-SiC on Si wafers, and subsequent etching of Si [123, 124]. In general, 3C-SiC layers grown
on Si substrates contain a high density of stacking faults and microtwins, resulting from large mismatches
of the crystal lattice (20%) and thermal expansion coefficient (8%) [125, 126]. Nagasawa and coworkers
developed the technique to grow a very thick (∼200 μm) 3C-SiC (001) layer with reduced density of
stacking faults on a 6 in. Si wafer [124]. The growth of 3C-SiC is carried out by CVD at 1350 ∘C, using
SiH2Cl2 and C2H2 as precursors, which yields a growth rate of 40 μm h−1. The {111} stacking faults are
considerably reduced by using an “undulant” Si substrate, where a submicron-scale ridge-valley structure
is formed on the surface. The details of stacking fault reduction are described in the literature [123]. The
crystal quality is much improved, compared with that of normal 3C-SiC films heteroepitaxially grown
on Si, but further reduction in defects is required for production of high-performance electronic devices.

3.8 Wafering and Polishing
The process for production of SiC wafers from boule crystals is basically the same as that used for
other semiconductors. SiC boules are usually grown on SiC {0001}, and the grown boules are cylin-
drical in shape, with a length of 20–50 mm. The crystallographic orientations of the boules, the exact
<0001>,<1120>, and <1100> directions, are accurately determined by X-ray diffraction. After this
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Figure 3.32 Schematic illustration of a standard SiC (0001) wafer defined by the SEMI standard.

process, the boules are sliced into a number of wafers which are carefully polished and cleaned before
delivery.

Figure 3.32 shows a schematic illustration of a standard SiC (0001) wafer defined by the SEMI stan-
dard [127]. The prime and secondary orientation flats of the wafer are formed along [1120] and [1100], as
shown in the figure. For subsequent SiC epitaxial growth and device fabrication, the off-axis (off-angle)
is introduced to ensure high-quality homoepitaxial growth [128]. When the off-axis is introduced, the
[0001] axis is tilted toward [1120]. The off-axis is typically 4∘ toward [1120], and there is a trend that the
off-angle becomes smaller with progress in epitaxial growth technology. Note that the SiC growth behav-
ior and device performance are not perfectly isotropic inside the wafer because of the large anisotropy
of the physical properties of SiC. It is important to keep it in mind that physical phenomena in epitaxial
growth, device fabrication processes, and device operation depend on these orientations. Wafers to be
used for other purposes, such as GaN growth, are usually cut on-axis (0001).

Because of the exceptional hardness and chemical inertness of SiC, both slicing and polishing are
challenges. The SiC boules are usually sliced using a multi-wire saw embedded with diamond abrasives.
Slicing using electric discharge is currently being investigated to improve the process speed and to reduce
slicing-induced damage [129].

The quality of the wafer surface after the polishing process is critical for high-quality epitaxial growth
with suppressed generation of extended defects. The surface quality includes the flatness, the sub-surface
dislocations, and the residual stress. Many groups have reported and confirmed that improved surface
flatness of SiC substrates naturally results in superior surface flatness of epitaxial layers grown on these
substrates. To suppress defect generation during the initial stage of epitaxial growth, the surface must be
stress-free, without sub-surface dislocations. If the residual damage near the surface is not sufficiently
removed, epitaxial growth on the substrate leads to the generation of macroscopic defects, including
3C-SiC nucleation, generation of extended defects (dislocation half loops, etc.), and severe step bunch-
ing. It is difficult to completely remove the surface damage by in situ H2 or HCl∕H2 etching prior to
epitaxial growth because the defect generation and/or macrostep bunching have already begun during
the heating process, and proceed further during high-temperature etching. Therefore, it is important to
know the removal rate, the thickness of the removed layer, and the depth of any damaged layer for a
particular polishing process. In general, the polishing process consists of several steps: it starts with a
few mechanical polishing steps using abrasive powders of progressively smaller size, and finishes with
chemo-mechanical polishing (CMP). The CMP process is particularly important for SiC because wet
etching is almost impossible. CMP of SiC is carried out using a colloidal silica slurry at a slightly ele-
vated temperature (∼50 ∘C) and at high pH (>10) [130] or by adding H2O2 [131]. The recipe of the CMP
process is modified in individual groups [132]. Note that SiC wafers are usually polished on both front and
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Table 3.4 Latest results and technological aspects of major techniques for growth of SiC boules.

Aspects Seeded sublimation HTCVD Solution growth

Diameter (mm) + + (150) +(100) −(<100)
Growth rate (mm h−1) +(∼0.5) +(∼0.4) −(∼0.1)
Boule length + + −
Defect reduction + + ++
Purity (cm−3) +(∼1016) + + (∼1014) +(∼1016)
n-type doping (cm−3) +(∼1019) +(∼1019) +(∼1019)
p-type doping (cm−3) −(∼1018) +(∼1018) + + (∼1019)
Process control + ++ +
Cost ++ − +

back sides to minimize wafer warpage due to the Twyman effect [133]. In recent years, a catalyst-referred
etching (CARE) method has been proposed [134]. In this technique, no abrasives are used; instead, SiC
is removed by catalytic etching. Preparation of atomically flat surfaces without dislocation pits has been
demonstrated [135].

3.9 Summary
Table 3.4 summarizes the latest results and technological aspects of major techniques for the growth of
SiC boules [22–24, 136, 137]. At present, the seeded sublimation method is the most mature, and is the
choice for SiC wafer production because of superior growth rate, process stability, and cost. Understand-
ing of thermodynamic phenomena during sublimation growth has been rapidly updated [138]. However,
progress in the other methods is also so rapid that one cannot predict which process will be adopted in
the future. In particular, a reasonable growth rate and high quality have been achieved simultaneously
using solution growth. If a stable and continuous supply of source materials can be established in solu-
tion growth, it will become a realistic method to produce long SiC boules with very low dislocation
density. The main advantage of HTCVD is high purity; this method has much potential for production
of HPSI wafers.

Growth of long SiC boules with low defect density is still one of the most important challenges in SiC
technology. Because 150-mm-diameter SiC wafers are now commercially available, diameter enlarge-
ment will not be a major problem. Through recent efforts in boule growth, large SiC wafers with a very
low dislocation density (TSD density <50 cm−2, TED density <1000 cm−2, BPD density <200 cm−2)
have been demonstrated. However, understanding of defect generation and reduction in SiC is still very
limited. Generation, movement, and interaction of dislocations in SiC during high-temperature growth
and cooling still need to be clarified. Further refinement of growth simulation is required to assist in
controlling the thermal stress and surface stoichiometry to allow dislocation engineering in SiC.
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4
Epitaxial Growth of Silicon
Carbide

In SiC, epitaxial growth is essential to produce active layers with designed doping density and thickness.
Homoepitaxial growth technology by chemical vapor deposition has shown remarkable progress, with
polytype replication and wide-range doping control achieved by using step-flow growth and controlling
the C/Si ratio, respectively. In this chapter, fundamental aspects and technological developments for
hexagonal SiC homoepitaxial growth are described. Heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC is also briefly
introduced.

4.1 Fundamentals of SiC Homoepitaxy
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of a hexagonal SiC polytype on off-axis SiC{0001} of the identi-
cal polytype is the standard technology for SiC device development. Monosilane (SiH4) and propane
(C3H8) or ethylene (C2H4) are usually employed as the precursors. The carrier gas is hydrogen (H2),
and argon (Ar) is sometimes added. The typical growth temperature and growth rate are 1500–1650 ∘C
and 3–15 μm h−1, respectively. The CVD growth process for SiC usually consists of (i) in situ etching
and (ii) main epitaxial growth. The in situ etching is performed with pure H2, HCl∕H2, hydrocarbon/H2,
or SiH4∕H2 at very high temperature, typically the same temperature as used for the main growth. The
purpose of in situ etching is to remove the subsurface damage and to obtain regular step structures.
Immediately after the etching, the main growth of n-type or p-type SiC (or their multilayers) is per-
formed. In this section, fundamentals of SiC homoepitaxy (focusing on CVD) are described. Advanced
growth technologies such as fast epitaxy are described in the subsequent sections.

4.1.1 Polytype Replication in SiC Epitaxy

As described in Chapter 2, 4H-SiC is the polytype chosen for major device applications. The polytyp-
ism of SiC means that perfect polytype control is an essential aspect of epitaxial growth of SiC. Early
epitaxial growth of α-SiC (mainly 6H-SiC at that time) was performed by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE)
[1, 2] or CVD methods [3–6]. Although advantages of CVD include precise control and uniformities
of epilayer thickness and impurity doping, polytype mixing was a serious problem. For example, in the
case of 6H-SiC CVD on {0001} basal planes of 6H-SiC Lely platelets, a growth temperature as high
as 1800 ∘C was required for reproducible homoepitaxy, with twinned crystalline 3C-SiC grown at lower
temperatures [3–6].
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The concept of perfect polytype replication in 6H-SiC epitaxial layers on 6H-SiC substrates was
proposed by Matsunami et al. in 1987 [7, 8]. They investigated the polytype of SiC layers grown on
SiC{0001} substrates with various off-angles and different off-directions, and proposed the optimum
off-direction and off-angle to achieve high-quality homoepitaxy of 6H-SiC [7]. Davis et al. also reported
homoepitaxial growth of 6H-SiC on an off-axis substrate in 1987 [9, 10]. Using step-flow growth on 2–6∘
off-axis 6H-SiC{0001}, homoepitaxial growth of 6H-SiC with a very smooth surface was achieved by
CVD at 1450–1550 ∘C. In the same manner, homoepitaxial CVD growth of 4H-SiC was demonstrated
on 5–6∘ off-axis 4H-SiC{0001} [11]. This growth technique is applicable to homoepitaxy of other
polytypes such as 15R-SiC and 21R-SiC. The success of 4H-SiC homoepitaxy and demonstration of
high-performance 4H-SiC Schottky barrier diodes on the homoepitaxial layers [12, 13] triggered the
exclusive development of 4H-SiC for power device applications. This epitaxial growth technique was
named “step-controlled epitaxy”, since the polytype of the epilayers can be controlled by surface steps
existing on the off-axis substrates. Homoepitaxial growth of high-quality SiC on off-axis SiC{0001}
substrates has been reviewed in numerous papers [14–26].

Figure 4.1 shows the surface morphology (a, d), <1120>-azimuth reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) pattern (b, e), and surfaces after etching with molten KOH (c, f) for epilayers
grown on on-axis and 6∘ off-axis 6H-SiC(0001) substrates at 1500 ∘C at a growth rate of 3 μm h−1

[15]. On an on-axis (0001) face, the epilayer exhibits a mosaic-like surface morphology, and relatively
smooth domains are separated by step- or groove-like boundaries. From the RHEED analysis, the grown
layer is identified as 3C-SiC(111) with twinning. Triangular etch pits indicating threefold symmetry are

on-axis (0001)

surface

morphology

KOH-etched

surface

RHEED

pattern

50 μm 50 μm

off-axis (0001)

(a) (d)

(c) (f)
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5 μm 50 μm

Figure 4.1 Surface morphology (a, d), <1120>-azimuth reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) pattern (b, e), and surfaces after etching with molten KOH (c, f) for SiC epitaxial layers
grown on on-axis and 6∘ off-axis 6H-SiC(0001) substrates at 1500 ∘C at a growth rate of 3 μm h−1 ([15]
reproduced with permission from Elsevier).
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observed, which suggests the growth of cubic phase. Note that the etch pits are rotated by 180∘ relative
to each other across the groove boundaries. This result means that the neighboring domains separated by
the boundaries have a twin relationship, and form a so-called “double positioning twin” [27]. In contrast,
the epilayers on off-axis substrates exhibit specular smooth surfaces, and the RHEED pattern shows the
growth of single crystalline 6H-SiC(0001). The polytypes of the grown layers were verified by transmis-
sion electron microscope (TEM) observation, Raman scattering, and photoluminescence. Homoepitaxial
layers with smooth surface morphology can also be obtained on an off-axis (0001) face.

The preferred off-direction is <1120>, because CVD growth on off-axis (0001) substrates inclined
toward <1100> often exhibit a stripe-like morphology, which is caused by pronounced step bunching
[8, 10]. The inclusion of 3C-SiC domains is occasionally observed after prolonged growth times on
off-axis (0001) substrates inclined toward <1100>. Although successful epitaxial growth on off-axis
(0001) inclined toward <1100> was reported [28], several degree (typically 4∘) off-axis toward <1120>
is the standard used in the state-of-the-art technology.

Figure 4.2 shows a schematic illustration of growth modes and stacking sequences of the layers grown
on (a) on-axis 6H-SiC(0001) and (b) off-axis 6H-SiC(0001). The bond configuration near an atomic
step and on the (0001) terrace is also shown in Figure 4.2c. The precursors are heated and decom-
posed in the gas phase or near the substrate, and the source species diffuse toward the substrate surface.
Adsorbed species migrate on the surface and are incorporated into a crystal at steps and/or kinks where
the potential is low. However, there exists another competitive growth process of nucleation on terraces,
which takes place when the supersaturation is high enough. The detailed descriptions of both growth
processes follow:

1. On on-axis {0001}, the step density is very low, and large {0001} terraces exist. Then, crystal growth
may initially occur on terraces through two-dimensional nucleation because of high supersaturation.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic illustration of growth modes and stacking sequences of SiC layers grown on
(a) on-axis 6H-SiC(0001) and (b) off-axis 6H-SiC(0001). (c) Bond configuration near an atomic step
and on the (0001) terrace.
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The polytype of the grown layers is determined by growth conditions, especially the growth
temperature. This leads to the growth of 3C-SiC, which is stable at low temperature [29]. This
phenomenon has been predicted by theoretical studies using a quantum-mechanical energy calcu-
lation [30] and an electrostatic model [31]. It is pointed out that defects such as polishing-induced
damage on the surface can trigger 3C-SiC nucleation when the supersaturation is high [32]. Because
the stacking order of 6H-SiC is ABCACB… , the growing 3C-SiC can take two possible stacking
orders of ABCABC… and ACBACB… , as shown in Figure 4.2a.

2. On off-axis {0001}, the step density is high, and the terrace width is narrow enough for adsorbed
species to migrate and reach steps. At a step, the incorporation site (A, B, C) is uniquely determined
by bonds from the step, as shown in Figure 4.2b. Hence, homoepitaxy can be achieved through the
lateral growth from steps (step-flow growth), inheriting the stacking order of the substrate. Homoepi-
taxy with greatly improved crystal quality by using off-axis substrates has also been observed in
sandwich-sublimation growth [33], LPE [34], and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [35] of hexagonal
SiC. In general, step-flow growth on off-axis (vicinal) substrates has been extensively studied in many
materials. In SiC epitaxy, the polytype of SiC epilayers can be controlled by the step density of sub-
strates. The surface steps serve as a template, which forces the replication of the substrate polytype
in the epilayer. This is the origin of the term “step-controlled epitaxy” [15].

Homoepitaxial growth of hexagonal SiC{0001} at lower temperature has been investigated. The
growth temperature can be reduced to 1200 ∘C or even lower without 3C-SiC inclusions [36, 37],
but the density of surface defects, such as triangular defects, increases significantly with decreasing
growth temperature. At such a low growth temperature, the growth rate must be kept low, below a few
μm h−1, to minimize 3C-SiC inclusions. A larger off-angle is helpful to achieve SiC homoepitaxy at low
temperature. These results are described in a quantitative manner in the next subsection. Another severe
problem that occurs during low-temperature growth is the considerable increase in the background
nitrogen doping density. For example, the donor density of undoped SiC(0001) epilayers grown
at 1200 ∘C is approximately (3–8) × 1017 cm−3 [38], which is completely unacceptable for device
fabrication.

4.1.2 Theoretical Model of SiC Homoepitaxy

A simple surface diffusion model based on the BCF (Burton, Cabrera, and Frank) theory [39] is con-
sidered, where steps with height h are separated by an equal distance 𝜆0 as shown in Figure 4.3. The
adsorbed species diffuse on terraces toward steps. Some of the adsorbed species can reach steps and are
incorporated into the crystal, and the others re-evaporate to the vapor. When nucleation on terraces does
not occur, the continuity equation of adsorbed species is expressed by [39]:

−DS

d2nS(y)
dy2

= J −
nS(y)
𝜏S

(4.1)

where ns(y) is the number of adsorbed species per unit area on the surface (hereafter, ns(y) is described as
the adatom density), J the flux of reactants arriving at the surface, 𝜏s the mean residence time of adsorbed
species, and Ds the surface diffusion coefficient. Here, the steps are assumed to be uniform and to act as
perfect sinks for the incoming species, that is, the capture probability of adsorbed species at steps is unity,
independent of the direction from which the adsorbed species approach the steps. Under the boundary
condition that the supersaturation ratio 𝛼s(= ns∕ns0) equals unity at steps: ns = ns0 at y = ±𝜆0∕2, the
adatom density on the terraces can be given as a solution of Equation 4.1:

nS(y) = J𝜏S + (nS0 − J𝜏S)
cosh(y∕𝜆S)

cosh(𝜆0∕2𝜆S)
, (–𝜆0∕2 ≤ y ≤ +𝜆0∕2) (4.2)
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Figure 4.3 Surface diffusion model based on the BCF theory, where steps with height h are separated
by an equal distance 𝜆0 ([40] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

where ns0 is the adatom density at equilibrium and 𝜆s is the surface diffusion length of adsorbed species,
which is given by the following equation [39]:

𝜆S =
√

DS𝜏S = a exp

(
Edes − Ediff

2kT

)
(4.3)

Here, a, k, and T are the jump distance (interatomic distance), the Boltzmann constant, and the absolute
temperature, respectively. Edes and Ediff are the activation energies for desorption and surface diffusion.
This 𝜆s is an average length for adsorbed species to migrate on a “step-free” surface before desorption. In
step-flow growth, the growth rate (R) is given by the product of the step velocity (𝑣step) and tan𝜃(= h∕𝜆0),
where 𝜃 is the substrate’s off-angle. Thus, the following equation is satisfied:

R = 𝑣step tan 𝜃 =
2h𝜆S

n0𝜆0

(
J −

nS0

𝜏S

)
tanh

(
𝜆0

2𝜆S

)
(4.4)

Here, n0 is the density of adsorption sites on the surface (1.21 × 1015 cm−2 for SiC{0001}).
Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of adatom density and the supersaturation ratio (𝛼s) on a surface.

Since 𝛼s takes a maximum value 𝛼s max at the center of a terrace, nucleation occurs most easily at this
location. Based on Equations 4.2 and 4.4, 𝛼s max can be expressed by [39]:

𝛼s max = 1 +
𝜆0n0R𝜏S

2𝜆SnS0h
tanh

(
𝜆0

4𝜆S

)
(4.5)

𝛼s max depends on experimental conditions, such as the growth rate, growth temperature, and ter-
race width, and is an essential parameter that determines whether the growth mode is step-flow or
two-dimensional nucleation. Because the two-dimensional nucleation rate Jnuc increases exponentially
with the supersaturation ratio on a surface, nucleation becomes significant when 𝛼s max exceeds a critical
value 𝛼s crit. Thus, the growth modes are determined according to the relationship between 𝛼s max and
𝛼s crit as follows:

𝛼s max > 𝛼s crit ∶ t𝑤o-dimensional nucleation (4.6)

𝛼s max < 𝛼s crit ∶ step-flo𝑤 (4.7)
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In the case of hexagonal SiC homoepitaxy on off-axis SiC{0001}, stable step-flow growth is required
to ensure homoepitaxy, as described above. Two-dimensional nucleation on terraces or “defect sites” is
likely to lead to inclusions of 3C-SiC or other foreign polytypes.

Under the critical growth condition, 𝛼s max should be equal to 𝛼s crit, which means that [40]

𝜆0

4𝜆S

tanh

(
𝜆0

4𝜆S

)
=

(𝛼s crit − 1)h
2n0R

nS0

𝜏S

(4.8)

This is the basic equation that describes the growth mode on an off-axis substrate. In this equation, R
and 𝜆0 are determined by growth conditions, h is also dependent on the growth condition, due to the
occurrence of step bunching, while n0 is an inherent parameter of a material. If the values of ns0∕𝜏s and
𝛼s crit are known and several critical conditions are found experimentally, the surface diffusion length can
be estimated from Equation 4.8. ns0∕𝜏s can be calculated from the equilibrium vapor pressure P0 using
Knudsen’s equation (from the kinetic theory of gases) [41]. Here, P0 can be calculated from the chemical
equilibrium constants of the reaction system [40]. Because the supply of Si species mainly controls the
growth in the present case, P0 in SiC CVD growth can be assumed to be an equilibrium vapor pressure
of the Si species that undergo surface reactions [36, 42]. The equilibrium vapor pressure of Si (PSi) as a
function of temperature is obtained from the equilibrium equations for several reactions between Si and
hydrocarbon species [40].

Nucleation on terraces becomes dominant when 𝛼s max exceeds a critical supersaturation ratio 𝛼s crit.
When the critical nucleation rate Jnuc is assumed to be 1010 cm−2 s−1, for example, which corresponds to
one nucleation per unit time on a 100 nm × 100 nm area, 𝛼s crit for a disk-shaped nucleus is given by the
following equation [43]:

𝛼s crit = exp

{
𝜋h0𝜎

2
𝛺

(65 − ln 1010) k2T2

}
(4.9)

where 𝛺 and 𝜎 are the volume of a Si-C pair (2.07 × 10−23 cm3) and the surface free energy. The sur-
face free energy values of hexagonal SiC{0001} have been calculated as 2220 and 300 erg cm−2 for
(0001) and (0001), respectively [44]. The step height (h0) can be determined by atomic force microscopy
(AFM), and typically ranges from c/2 to several c. The temperature dependence of 𝛼s crit for (0001)Si
and (0001)C faces is shown in Figure 4.5. The 𝛼s crit for (0001)C face takes very low values, indicating
that nucleation occurs much more frequently on the (0001)C face than on the (0001)Si face under the
same supersaturation conditions.

Critical growth conditions can be found through CVD growth experiments under various growth con-
ditions. The growth temperature and off-angle are varied in the range of 1100–1700 ∘C and 0.2–10∘,
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Table 4.1 Some of the critical growth conditions at various
growth temperatures for epitaxial growth of 4H-SiC(0001).

Growth temperature ( ∘C) Off-angle (∘) Growth rate (μm h−1)

1100 6 0.8
1200 4 2.4
1400 1 14
1500 0.2 6
1600 2 90

respectively. Table 4.1 summarizes some of the critical growth conditions at various growth temperatures
for epitaxial growth of 4H-SiC(0001). These data are updated from an old reference [40]. Higher growth
temperature, larger off-angle, and lower growth rate are preferable for homoepitaxy of 4H-SiC (step-flow
growth). Furthermore, CVD growth with a low C/Si ratio (the ratio of carbon and silicon atoms in the
supplied precursors) is beneficial to promote homoepitaxy [42].

Figure 4.6 shows the temperature dependence of surface diffusion length (𝜆s) on 4H-SiC(0001), calcu-
lated from Equation 4.8 using several data points, as discussed above. In the figure, a dotted line denotes
results of fitting to Equation 4.3. Since the surface diffusion lengths obtained in this study are the average
lengths to migrate on a “step-free” surface before desorption, they decrease at high temperatures, where
desorption is enhanced. The surface diffusion length on the C face has not been estimated due to the lack
of various growth data. In an old study on 6H-SiC{0001}, the diffusion length on the C face is much
longer than that on the Si face [40]. Although nucleation occurs much more easily on the C faces, the
longer surface diffusion lengths on the C face may compensate for the frequent nucleation on the terraces.

Because the temperature dependences of ns0∕𝜏s, 𝛼s crit, and 𝜆s have been obtained, critical growth
conditions can be predicted using Equation 4.8. For example, if the growth temperature and off-angle
of substrates (terrace width) are fixed, a critical growth rate (maximum growth rate to realize step-flow)
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can be calculated. Curves for these critical growth conditions are shown in Figure 4.7 for substrates with
off-angles of 0.2∘, 1∘, 4∘, and 8∘. Note that this chart has been significantly updated from one presented
in reference [40], because recent experimental data were employed in the analyses. In the figure, the
top-left and bottom-right regions separated by the curves correspond to the two-dimensional nucleation
(severe 3C-SiC inclusions) and step-flow growth (homoepitaxy) conditions, respectively. Growth with
a high growth rate and small off-angle can proceed via a step-flow mode at high growth temperatures.
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At 1700 ∘C, a very small off-angle of 0.2∘, which yields almost “on-axis” {0001}, is sufficient to achieve
step-flow growth with a growth rate of about 50 μm h−1. The role of surface defects in nucleation of
3C-SiC becomes important on SiC{0001} substrates with small off-angles [32]. Note that spiral growth
around threading screw dislocations (TSDs) is not considered in the present model. Spiral growth nat-
urally promotes homoepitaxial growth, and this effect is pronounced on SiC{0001} with very small
off-angles. Conversely, large off-angles greater than 4∘ are needed to achieve homoepitaxy at a low
temperature of 1200 ∘C with a reasonable growth rate (>1 μm h−1).

4.1.3 Growth Rate and Modeling

Under typical conditions for CVD growth of SiC, differences in the growth rates on different SiC faces
such as (0001), (0001), and (1120) are very small, indicating that the SiC growth is diffusion limited, and
the supply of source species onto the growing surface is the rate-determining step [36].

Figure 4.8a shows the C/Si ratio dependence of the growth rate for CVD of off-axis 4H-SiC(0001)
[45]. In this particular experiment, the C/Si ratio was varied by changing the C3H8 flow rate while fixing
the SiH4 flow rate. When the C/Si ratio is lower than 1.0–1.3, the growth rate increases with increasing
C/Si ratio (C3H8 flow rate). Above some C/Si ratio, the growth rate does not change if the C/Si ratio
(C3H8 flow rate) is increased. In this saturation region, the growth rate is almost proportional to the SiH4

flow rate. These are common trends in CVD growth of compound semiconductors. When the ambient is
Si-rich, the growth rate is dominated by the carbon supply, whereas the growth rate is mainly determined
by the silicon supply under C-rich conditions. Near the “kink point” (C/Si ratio = 1.0–1.3), a nearly
stoichiometric condition must be established on the growing surface. In general, very good surface mor-
phology is obtained near this stoichiometric condition. When the C/Si ratio is too low, the surface suffers
from formation of severe macrosteps and Si droplets. In contrast, surface morphological defects, such
as triangular defects, are easily generated when the C/Si ratio is too high. The change in surface stoi-
chiometry and supersaturation by changing the ratio of C and Si source supply was modeled and shown
in Figure 4.8b.

Figure 4.9 shows the growth rate at 1650 ∘C versus SiH4 flow rate at a fixed C/Si ratio of 1.2 [46].
The growth rate increases almost in proportion to the SiH4 flow rate, and reaches 50 μm h−1 at a SiH4
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Figure 4.9 Growth rate of 4H-SiC at 1650 ∘C versus SiH4 flow rate at a fixed C/Si ratio of 1.2.

flow rate of 20 sccm. However, at higher flow rates, the growth rate exhibits a sub-linear dependence on
the SiH4 flow rate and tends to saturate, when the growth was performed at 11 kPa. This is caused by
Si polymerization in the gas phase, and is further discussed in the context of fast epitaxy (Section 4.4).
This Si polymerization can be reduced by decreasing the growth pressure (4 kPa), and a high growth rate
over 80 μm h−1 can be attained. The intercept of the vertical axis in Figure 4.9 gives a negative value,
which implies that etching of SiC by H2 is faster than growth when the SiH4 flow rate is very small. The
etching rate of SiC by H2 at 1600–1650 ∘C is estimated at 0.2–0.4 μm h−1 when the pressure is 4 kPa.

Interaction between SiC and H2 at high temperature is of academic and technological interest. At
temperatures of 1500–1700 ∘C, silicon is removed by desorption because of its high equilibrium pressure,
while carbon is removed as CH4 (or CH2) through reaction with H2.

Si(s) → Si(g) (4.10)

C(s) + 2H2 → CH4(g) (4.11)

Here “g” and “s” mean the gas phase and solid phase, respectively. Therefore, the etching becomes faster
as the process pressure is decreased (because silicon desorption is enhanced at lower pressures), as long
as sufficient H2 is supplied for carbon removal. Conversely, silicon desorption is hampered at relatively
high pressures, such as atmospheric pressure, although carbon removal is enhanced further at higher H2

pressures. Thus, preferential etching of carbon proceeds at high pressure (and high temperature), leading
to formation of silicon droplets. These silicon droplets are, of course, harmful for subsequent epitaxial
growth. Addition of a small amount of HCl [19, 20, 47, 48] or hydrocarbon [49, 50] during H2 etching is
an effective way to obtain a clean SiC surface without silicon droplets. However, carbon removal by H2,
as expressed by Equation 4.11, becomes extremely slow below 1200 ∘C. Therefore, when SiC is etched
with H2 at low pressure and at 900–1200 ∘C, preferential desorption of silicon takes place, leading to
surface graphitization. Annealing SiC in vacuum at high temperature is one way to form graphene on the
SiC surface [51–53]. By H2 treatment of SiC at atmospheric pressure and about 1000 ∘C, a clean SiC
surface passivated with hydrogen can be obtained [54].

Chemistries in SiC CVD have been studied intensively. Allendorf and Kee analyzed gas-phase and
surface reactions at 1200–1600 ∘C in a SiH4 –C3H8 –H2 system [55]. Stinespring and Wohmhoudt also
reported similar analysis of gas-phase kinetics [56]. Their analyses have shown that the dominant species
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that contribute to SiC growth are Si, SiH2, and Si2H2 species from SiH4, and CH4,C2H2, and C2H4

molecules from C3H8. These simulation results suggest that Si (or SiH2) may be preferentially adsorbed
and then migrates on the surface. In fact, very little deposition of carbon films occurs in a standard CVD
system if SiH4 is not supplied.

Nishizawa and Pons [57–60] and Danielsson et al. [61, 62] established accurate simulation models
for SiC CVD. In these models, the heat transfer and mass transfer equations are solved, as in the case
of SiC boule growth (see Section 3.1.3). In simulation of CVD, however, a complete set of complicated
chemical reactions must be taken into account. Although the CVD process is more easily controlled
than the sublimation growth process, one has no way of knowing the real C/Si ratio on the growing
surface, and how this varies when the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet is changed. Simulation of SiC CVD gives
very important insights into the temperature distribution of wafers, surface kinetics (including actual
C/Si ratio, doping efficiency), and guidelines for up-scaling a reactor. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the major
chemical reactions in the gas phase (homogeneous) and on the surface (heterogeneous), respectively [57].
In the simulation, the temperature dependence of individual chemical reaction constants is, of course,
considered. The effects of changes in the precursor supply, the C/Si ratio, the growth temperature, and
the pressure on growth rate can be well predicted. Figure 4.10 shows the real C/Si ratio on the SiC surface
simulated for SiC CVD growth at 25 kPa [57]. The figure shows the dependence of C/Si ratio on C3H8

flow rate for a few fixed SiH4 flow rates. The real C/Si ratio is defined as the ratio of the C- and Si-molar
fractions on the growing surface (not at the gas inlet) calculated by using the simulation model. Note that
the increase in the C/Si ratio is nonlinear when the C3H8 flow rate is increased. Furthermore, the real C/Si
ratio decreases significantly when the growth temperature is elevated (1783 K → 1823 K → 1873 K) at
fixed SiH4 and C3H8 flow rates. Figure 4.11 shows the real C/Si ratio as a function of the SiH4 flow rate
simulated for a few fixed C/Si ratios at the gas inlet [57]. The growth temperature and pressure are 1873 K

Table 4.2 Major chemical reactions in the gas phase
(homogeneous) considered in the simulation of SiC CVD ([57]
reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH).

Major homogeneous reactions

SiH4 ↔ SiH2 + H2

Si2H6 ↔ SiH2 + SiH4

SiH2 ↔ Si + H2

2H + H2 ↔ 2H2

C3H8 ↔ CH3 + C2H5

CH4 + H ↔ CH3 + H2

C2H5 + H ↔ 2CH3

2CH3 ↔ C2H6

C2H4 + H ↔ C2H5

C2H4 ↔ C2H2 + H2

H3SiCH3 ↔ SiH2 + CH4

H3SiCH3 ↔ HSiCH3 + H2

Si2 ↔ 2Si
Si2 + CH4 ↔ Si2C + 2H2

SiH2 + Si ↔ Si2 + H2

CH3 + Si ↔ SiCH2 + H
SiCH2 + SiH2 ↔ Si2C + 2H2
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Table 4.3 Major chemical reactions on the surface
(heterogeneous) considered in the simulation of SiC(0001) CVD
([57] reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH).

Major heterogeneous reactions

Cvol + Sisurf + H2 ↔ SiH2 + Csurf

2Sivol + 2Csurf + H2 ↔ C2H2 + 2Sisurf

SiH4 + Csurf ↔ SiH2surf + H2 + Cvol

SiH2surf ↔ H2 + Sisurf

SiH2 + Csurf ↔ SiH2surf + Cvol

Si + Csurf ↔ Sisurf + Cvol

C2H4 + Sisurf ↔ 2Csurf + 2H2 + Sivol

C2H4 + 2Sisurf ↔ 2Csurf + 2H2 + 2Sivol

CH4 + Sisurf ↔ Csurf + 2H2 + Sivol

H3SiCH3 + Csurf ↔ Sisurf + H2 + H + CH3 + Cvol

CH3 + Sisurf ↔ Csurf + 1.5H2 + Sivol

Si2 + 2Csurf ↔ 2Sisurf + 2Cvol

Si2C + Sisurf ↔ Si2 + Csurf + Sivol

SiCH2 + Csurf ↔ Sisurf + CH2 + Cvol

CH2 + Sisurf ↔ Csurf + H2 + Sivol
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and 25 kPa, respectively. Even if the C/Si ratio at the inlet is fixed at 1.0, the real C/Si ratio on the growing
surface exhibits a continuous decrease as the precursor flows are increased to obtain high growth rates.
When the C/Si ratio at the inlet is 0.5 (Si rich) or 1.5 (C rich), the real C/Si ratio is considerably shifted
toward the Si-rich or C-rich condition, respectively, as the precursor flows increase. These results are
important to understand the changes in surface morphology and impurity incorporation when the growth
conditions are varied. The dependence of nitrogen and aluminum doping on the growth conditions has
also been well described using simulation results [57, 60].

4.1.4 Surface Morphology and Step Dynamics

The surfaces of SiC homoepitaxial layers are smooth when the growth process is optimized [20, 22,
23, 48]. Figure 4.12 shows the surface morphology of a 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer observed by (a)
Nomarski microscopy and (b) AFM. The surface is mostly featureless, and the density of macroscopic
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Figure 4.12 Surface morphology of a 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer observed by (a) Nomarski
microscopy and (b) atomic force microscopy (AFM).
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surface defects is typically 0.1–0.5 cm−2. The surface roughness defined by the root mean square (rrms)
is 0.14–0.22 nm for a scan area of 10 × 10 μm2. Although the surface roughness tends to increase
in thick (>50 μm) layers, chemical mechanical polishing of substrates, and optimized etching and
growth conditions greatly improve the surface morphology, even for very thick (>100 μm) layers. When
4H-SiC(0001) with small off-angles (2–4∘) is employed, formation of macrosteps is often observed
[63–65]. Macrostep formation is not desirable because electric field crowding can take place, especially
in gate oxides formed on such a surface. CVD growth under Si-rich conditions [64, 65] or the use
of (0001) substrates [65, 66] is effective at suppressing macrostep formation. Surface morphological
defects are described in Section 4.3.1.

Step bunching in step-flow growth on off-axis substrates is an interesting and important aspect of both
crystal growth and surface science. The step structure of 6H- and 4H-SiC{0001} homoepitaxial layers
has been studied using AFM and TEM. In AFM observations, a distinctive difference in surface structures
was observed on the (0001)Si and (0001)C faces. SiC epitaxial growth on the off-axis (0001)Si face yields
apparent macrosteps with a terrace width of 200–600 nm and a step height of 2–8 nm. In high-resolution
observation, each macrostep is not a single multiple-height step but is instead composed of a number of
microsteps as shown in Figure 4.13a [67]. This phenomenon is pronounced in 4H-SiC(0001) growth on
substrates with a small off-angle (2–4∘) or under C-rich conditions [64, 65]. On the off-axis (0001)C
face, however, the surface is rather flat, and macrosteps are rarely observed, as shown in Figure 4.13b.
Although the mechanism of apparent macrostep formation is not very clear, the surface is similar to
the so-called hill-and-valley (or faceted) structure often observed in step-flow growth of other materials
[68, 69]. The off-axis SiC(0001) surface may spontaneously rearrange to minimize the total surface
energy by increasing the area of a low-energy surface. When one looks at the heights of the steps, SiC
exhibits unique step structures for each particular polytype. Figure 4.14 shows the histograms of step
heights for the surfaces of (a) 4H-SiC and (b) 6H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layers grown on 3.5∘ or 8∘ off-axis
substrates, respectively [48]. For 4H-SiC, the majority of the surface steps exhibit a two-bilayer height
(half unit cell of 4H-SiC), though four-bilayer-height (full unit cell) steps are also observed. In the case
of 6H-SiC, most steps possess a three-bilayer height (half unit cell of 6H-SiC). The distribution of step
heights is, of course, dependent on the growth condition, but the appearance of half- or full-unit-cell
height (c/2 or c) steps is common on SiC epitaxial layers grown by CVD.

Similar observations have been reported for 6H-SiC surfaces grown by the Lely method [70] and MBE
[35]. 4H- and 6H-SiC surfaces around a TSD (or micropipe) also exhibit a similar step structure: the step
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Figure 4.13 High-resolution section analyses of the surface of a 4H-SiC epitaxial layer grown on
(a) (0001) and (b) (0001) faces ([67] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).
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Figure 4.14 Histograms of step heights for the surfaces of (a) 4H-SiC and (b) 6H-SiC(0001) epitaxial
layers grown on 3.5∘ or 8∘ off-axis substrates, respectively ([48] reproduced with permission from The
Japan Society of Applied Physics).

height is c along the <1100> direction and c/2 along the <1120> direction [71, 72]. Thus, the formation
of surface steps with a c/2 or c height seems to be an inherent aspect of 4H- and 6H-SiC growth. In
15R-SiC growth, the dominant step heights are two, three, and five bilayers, which corresponds to the
zigzag stacking structure of 15R-SiC [48]. Heine et al. suggested that the surface energy is different for
each SiC bilayer plane because of the peculiar stacking sequence [30]. Different surface energies may
lead to different step velocities for each Si-C bilayer, thereby causing “structurally-induced macrostep
formation” [73].

4.1.5 Reactor Design for SiC Epitaxy

Because very high temperature (1500–1700 ∘C) is required in SiC CVD, several unique reactor designs
have been proposed. For example, buoyancy-driven convection is significant at these temperatures. A
low growth pressure with a high carrier gas flow is an effective way to reduce the thermal convection.
Note that radiation dominates as the main mechanism for temperature (heat) loss in this temperature
range. Figure 4.15 shows schematic illustrations of several typical reactors employed for SiC CVD.
Conventional horizontal [16, 19] and vertical [17] cold-wall CVD reactors are shown in Figure 4.15a,b,
respectively. These conventional reactors are simple in configuration but possess some disadvantages
when used for SiC CVD. Because of the high growth temperature, the temperature gradient normal to
the wafer surface becomes very large (>100 K mm−1), which causes severe warpage of SiC wafers [74]. It
is difficult to establish uniform temperature distributions over a large scale at such high temperatures with
this reactor configuration. The heating efficiency is very poor, since significant heat is lost by radiation.

These problems have been overcome by introduction of the hot-wall CVD concept by Kordina, Henry,
Janzen, and coworkers [18, 23, 75]. In hot-wall CVD reactors, SiC wafers are placed inside a gas-flow
channel formed in a susceptor. The susceptor is made of dense graphite coated with polycrystalline
SiC or TaC. This susceptor is surrounded by a thermal insulator, such as porous graphite. By adjusting
the frequency employed for rf-induction (rf: radio frequency) heating, the susceptor can be efficiently
heated with minimal loss in the thermal insulator. The thermal insulation is so good that water cooling
of the outer quartz tube is usually not necessary, in spite of the high growth temperature. In hot-wall
CVD reactors, SiC wafers are heated from both sides, by radiation from the front side and by con-
duction (as well as radiation) from the back side. Therefore, the temperature gradient is considerably
reduced (<10 K mm−1), and good temperature uniformity can easily be established, which is critical
for large-scale production of high-quality epitaxial wafers. The heating efficiency is also very high in
hot-wall CVD (the required rf power is much smaller than that in cold-wall CVD). Since the horizontal
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Figure 4.15 Schematic illustrations of several typical reactors employed for SiC CVD. (a) Horizon-
tal cold-wall reactor, (b) vertical cold-wall reactor, (c) horizontal hot-wall reactor, (d) hot-wall (or
warm-wall) planetary reactor, and (e) vertical chimney-type reactor.

hot-wall CVD reactor was proposed, several other hot-wall (or warm-wall) configurations have been
proposed, as shown in Figure 4.15c [18, 21, 76, 77], (d) [78, 79], and (e) [80]. Among these reactor
designs, a horizontal hot-wall CVD reactor with a rotating holder and a planetary warm-wall CVD reactor
are commonly used for mass production of SiC epitaxial wafers.

4.2 Doping Control in SiC CVD
The site-competition effect discovered by Larkin et al. is a key concept for achieving wide-range doping
control in SiC CVD [81, 82]. The doping efficiency of nitrogen is remarkably enhanced under Si-rich
(low C/Si ratio) conditions and is reduced under C-rich (high C/Si ratio) conditions. This phenomenon
can be explained by the competition between nitrogen and carbon atoms on the growing surface, because
nitrogen atoms substitute the carbon lattice site in SiC. Low carbon-atom coverage on the growing surface
promotes nitrogen incorporation into the lattice, while high carbon-atom coverage prevents nitrogen
incorporation. Conversely, the doping of aluminum and boron, which substitute the silicon lattice site,
shows the opposite trend: aluminum and boron incorporation are reduced under Si-rich conditions and
enhanced under C-rich conditions.

4.2.1 Background Doping

Through process optimization and purification of source materials, the purity of nominally undoped (or
unintentionally doped) SiC epitaxial layers is very high. The major source of unintentional dopants is
nitrogen, for obvious reasons. Key ways to obtain high purity are to (i) increase the C/Si ratio [81, 82]
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ial layers grown by hot-wall CVD.

and (ii) decrease the growth pressure [83, 84]. Figure 4.16 shows the C/Si ratio dependence of the doping
density of nominally undoped 4H-SiC{0001} epitaxial layers grown by hot-wall CVD. In the case of a
C/Si ratio of 0.5, the donor density is about 5 × 1015 cm−3, irrespective of the substrate polarity. On the
(0001)Si face, the donor density can be drastically reduced by increasing the C/Si ratio; for example,
it reaches 5 × 1012 cm−3 for growth with a C/Si ratio of 2. Further increase in the C/Si ratio causes a
switch of the conduction type from n-type to p-type in the nominally undoped epitaxial layers. Here, the
p-type materials are obtained by reduction of nitrogen incorporation and enhancement of aluminum or
boron incorporation, being consistent with the site competition concept. On the (0001)C face, however,
the C/Si ratio dependence of the doping density is much smaller, and the lowest donor density is about
8 × 1014 cm−3 in this particular case. Higher nitrogen incorporation (and lower aluminum incorporation)
on the C face is commonly observed in SiC CVD [81, 85–87] as well as in other growth techniques,
including bulk growth. This result can be qualitatively explained by the different bond configurations on
SiC(0001) and (0001) faces, as described in Section 3.4. Figure 4.17 shows the growth pressure depen-
dence of the doping density of nominally undoped and nitrogen-doped 4H-SiC{0001} epitaxial layers
grown by hot-wall CVD [83]. Nitrogen incorporation is clearly suppressed when the growth pressure is
decreased. This is partly attributed to an increase in the actual C/Si ratio on the growing surface at low
pressure, mainly because of enhanced desorption of silicon atoms. Desorption of nitrogen atoms during
surface migration may also be enhanced at low pressure.

4.2.2 n-Type Doping

In situ n-type doping is easily achieved by the introduction of N2 during CVD growth. Figure 4.18 shows
the donor density versus N2 flow rate in hot-wall CVD of 4H-SiC(0001) at 1550 ∘C. The donor density
determined from capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics is proportional to the N2 flow rate over a
wide range for CVD on both (0001)Si and (0001)C faces. When the growth temperature and pressure
are fixed, the N2 flow rate and the C/Si ratio are important parameters to achieve wide-range control of
nitrogen doping (1 × 1014 –2 × 1019 cm−3). The pressure dependence of nitrogen doping was investigated
in detail [88]. The temperature dependence of nitrogen doping is more complicated. In cold-wall CVD
of SiC, the nitrogen incorporation is suppressed on both the (0001) and (0001) faces, when the growth
temperature is elevated [89]. In hot-wall CVD, however, the nitrogen incorporation increases on (0001)
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and decreases on (0001) as the growth temperature is increased [87]. Growth simulation gives useful
insights, but the detailed mechanism is still not fully understood. Although phosphorus doping has been
investigated, it seems to be difficult to achieve high doping density [90].

4.2.3 p-Type Doping

The addition of a small amount of trimethylaluminum (TMA: Al(CH3)3) is effective for in situ
p-type doping in SiC CVD [91]. Figure 4.19 shows the acceptor density versus the TMA flow rate in
hot-wall CVD of 4H-SiC{0001} at 1550 ∘C. The acceptor density determined from C–V measurements
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agrees well with the aluminum atom density determined by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)
measurements. The doping efficiency is much higher (by a factor of 10–80) on the Si face than on the C
face; again, this can be explained by the occupation site of aluminum atoms and the bond configuration.
On the Si face, the acceptor density increases super-linearly with the TMA supply. This super-linearity
may be attributed to the increased effective C/Si ratio under high TMA flow conditions, because the
supply of TMA causes the growth conditions to become more C-rich as a result of release of CH3 species
from TMA molecules. The accessible range of aluminum doping is about 2 × 1014 –5 × 1020 cm−3 on
SiC(0001). It is noted that heavily-doped p-type layers can be easily grown only on the Si face, while
it is difficult to grow heavily-doped p-type layers on the C face. When the TMA supply is high, growth
on the C face suffers from two- or three-dimensional nucleation, leading to a rough surface. Details
of the dependence of aluminum doping on the growth conditions (temperature, pressure) are found in
references [87, 92]. Other p-type dopants include boron (B) and gallium (Ga), which can be doped using
B2H6 gas [93] or trimethylgallium (TMG), respectively [94]. However, boron- or gallium-doped SiC
exhibits high resistivity, because of the large ionization energy of these dopants. Abnormal diffusion of
boron atoms also causes problems in device processing [95].

Thus, the doping range can be greatly expanded by controlling the C/Si ratio during CVD. Further-
more, control of the C/Si ratio is an effective way to obtain a sharp transition between n-type and p-type
epitaxial layers [96]. By synchronizing the change in the C/Si ratio to a dopant switch (from nitrogen to
aluminum, for example), abrupt depth profiles of dopant atoms can easily be formed.

4.3 Defects in SiC Epitaxial Layers

4.3.1 Extended Defects

Various kinds of extended defects are present in SiC epitaxial layers. Some defects come from the
substrates, while other defects are instead created during the epitaxial process. In this subsection, the
classification and nature of extended defects observed in hexagonal SiC epitaxial layers are described.

4.3.1.1 Surface Morphological Defects

Except step bunching, SiC epitaxial layers grown on off-axis {0001} substrates exhibit several types
of surface defects. Figure 4.20 shows the typical surface defects observed in 4H- and 6H-SiC{0001}
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Figure 4.20 Typical surface defects observed in 4H- and 6H-SiC{0001} homoepitaxial layers: (a) “car-
rot” defect and shallow pit, (b) triangular defect, and (c) down-fall.

homoepitaxial layers, (a) “carrot” defect [23, 97–100] and shallow pit [20, 48], (b) triangular defect
[99–101], and (c) down-fall. Although the exact formation mechanisms of these defects are not fully
understood, they are usually created by technical issues such as incomplete removal of polishing damage
or non-optimized growth processes. The down-fall is generated by a SiC particle initially formed on the
susceptor wall falling down. The density of these defects is mostly influenced by the surface quality of
the substrates and the conditions used for the growth process. The density of these defects depends only
slightly on the substrate quality.

The carrot (in some case “comet” depending on the defect shape and structure), and triangular defects
are usually elongated along the down-step direction of step-flow growth, which is a sign of disturbance
of step-flow growth. As schematically shown in Figure 4.21, the defect length along the off-direction (L)
is very close to the length of a basal plane in the epilayer when projected onto the surface, taking into
account the substrate off-angle (𝜃):

L ≈ depi∕ tan 𝜃 (4.12)

where depi is the epilayer thickness. This observation has a very important implication – these defects are
nucleated at the very initial stage of epitaxial growth. If these defects are observed (though they are not
desirable), the epilayer thickness can be estimated from the defect length.

Careful TEM studies revealed that the carrot (and comet) defects contain both a basal plane fault and
a prismatic plane fault [97–100]. It was also clarified that several types of carrot defects exist, where
each has a slightly different arrangement of extended defects [98]. Figure 4.22 shows schematically the
structure of a typical carrot defect [98], where a TSD (b = 1c) in a substrate is dissociated into two
components of c∕4 and 3c∕4. The c∕4 component is deflected into a basal plane and forms a Frank
partial dislocation with the insertion of a single bilayer. This insertion naturally induces a basal slip, and
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the Burgers vector of this Frank partial dislocation is expected as [0001]∕4 + [1100]∕3 = [4403]∕12.
The other 3c∕4 component penetrates into an epitaxial layer as a threading dislocation. Because of a
stacking sequence mismatch, a prismatic fault is formed on (1100) in the case of off-direction toward
[1120]. Note that only a limited number (<1%) of TSDs in the substrate become nucleation sites for carrot
(or comet) defects. Though the mechanism of the defect formation is not very clear, small pits created
during in situ etching prior to CVD may play a key role in the carrot/comet defect formation [102]. It
is also reported that a TSD in the substrate is not always necessary for nucleation of carrot (or comet)
defects. Instead, generation of a TSD and a carrot (or comet) defect can occur simultaneously [98]. The
triangular defects also exhibit a variety of structures. In some triangular defects, the triangular region is
indeed 3C-SiC, while in other triangular defects only a 3C-like laminar region with a thickness of several
Si-C bilayers is extended in the basal plane [100, 101]. In some cases, no 3C-SiC regions are observed,
and a partial dislocation runs along the two sides of the triangular shape. So far, extended defects are
not always observed beneath the shallow pits (typical depth: 20–100 nm), such as the one shown in
Figure 4.20d. It is of interest that higher densities of carrot (or comet) defects and triangular defects are
generated when the epitaxial layers are grown under Si-rich and C-rich conditions, respectively. Under
Si-rich conditions, TSDs tend to be deflected into basal planes, forming Frank-type stacking faults. On the
other hand, the migration length of adsorbed species decreases [103] and the supersaturation is increased
under C-rich conditions [42]. These phenomena may influence the formation of carrot and triangular
defects, respectively.

The typical density of these macroscopic defects in SiC homoepitaxial layers is approximately
0.02–2 cm−2. The generation of shallow pits can be suppressed by minimizing the formation of Si
droplets during the in situ etching process [20, 48]. When SiC devices include carrot (or comet)
defects or triangular defects, the devices exhibit excessive leakage currents and significantly decreased
breakdown voltages, while the impacts of shallow pits are negligibly small [104]. This is not surprising,
because the stacking faults involved in carrot, comet, and triangular defects (in both basal and prismatic
planes) should behave as leakage paths. Figure 4.23 shows the surface morphology of a 4H-SiC
epitaxial layer observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [105]. The image is taken with low
acceleration voltage SEM to enhance the resolution. It is found that small depressions, 0.5–1 μm in
size, are formed at the locations of TSDs and threading edge dislocations (TEDs) (it is hard to observe
these depressions by normal optical microscopy). These depressions must be formed by disturbance of
step flow at the dislocations. The depressions are shallow, about 3–20 nm in depth. Note that the shape
and depth of these depressions depend greatly on the growth conditions including in situ etching and
cooling processes. If deep depressions are formed, geometric effects, such as electric field crowding,
significantly affect the device characteristics, as further described in Section 5.2.3.
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4.3.1.2 Micropipes

In SiC CVD, most micropipes in a SiC substrate are replicated in the epitaxial layer grown on the sub-
strate. Kamata et al. discovered that micropipes in an off-axis SiC(0001) substrate can be dissociated
into several elementary closed-core screw dislocations during CVD growth, leading to “micropipe clos-
ing” [106, 107]. The mechanism is the same as that described for micropipe closing during bulk growth
(Section 3.3.2). As shown in Figure 4.24, part of a superscrew dislocation, the core of a micropipe, is
deflected into the basal plane through interaction with the lateral growth of steps. The deflected screw
dislocation tends to change direction again and thread along the<0001> direction; the overall outcome is
that one elementary screw dislocation has been separated from the superscrew dislocation. By repeating
this conversion process several times, a micropipe is completely dissociated into individual elementary
screw dislocations. The probability of micropipe closing depends strongl on the C/Si ratio during CVD;
Si-rich conditions enhance micropipe closing [107]. By decreasing the C/Si ratio to 0.7, the micropipe
closing probability reaches 99% or even higher. On the growing surface, competition exists between spi-
ral growth around a micropipe and step-flow growth as a result of the off-axis substrate. It is believed that
micropipe closing takes place when step-flow growth is dominant, even near the core of a micropipe, and
the core is directly swept by steps proceeding in the lateral direction [107]. Under Si-rich growth con-
ditions, step-flow growth is enhanced, while spiral growth is promoted under C-rich conditions [108].
Although micropipes are now almost eliminated in the substrates (wafers), micropipe closing during
epitaxial growth is an interesting phenomenon from the viewpoint of defect engineering.

4.3.1.3 Dislocations

Now that the micropipe density in SiC wafers has been reduced down to well below 0.1 cm−2 (almost
eliminated), normal dislocations and epi-induced defects such as carrot defects remain important quality
issues in SiC epitaxial layers. Most dislocations in 4H-SiC homoepitaxial layers originate from dislo-
cations in 4H-SiC substrates. Therefore, the dislocation density of a SiC homoepitaxial layer depends
greatly on the quality of the substrate, assuming that the epitaxial growth process is sufficiently opti-
mized. Major dislocations in SiC substrates include TSDs, TEDs, and basal plane dislocations (BPDs),
as described in Section 3.3.

Figure 4.25 illustrates the dislocation replication and conversion typically observed in 4H-SiC epitaxial
layers grown on off-axis {0001} by CVD [25, 77]. Almost all the TSDs in a substrate are replicated in
an epilayer, but a small portion (typically <2%) of TSDs are converted to Frank-type partial dislocations
[109]. A TSD in the substrate can act as a nucleation site for a carrot defect, as described above.
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Figure 4.25 Schematic illustration of dislocation replication and conversion typically observed in
4H-SiC epitaxial layers grown on off-axis {0001} by CVD.

Behavior of BPDs during epitaxial growth is much more complicated. A BPD is a detrimental defect
for SiC bipolar devices because it can be the source of a Shockley-type stacking fault upon carrier injec-
tion, and such a stacking fault causes local reduction of carrier lifetimes (increase of on-resistance) and
increase in leakage current [110–112]. This is called “bipolar degradation”, and is treated in a separate
section (Section 5.2.2). Here, two important phenomena related to BPDs are described.

Conversion of BPD to TED
BPDs and TEDs possess the same Burgers vector <1120>∕3); the naming is different depending on the
dislocation direction (perpendicular or parallel to the c-axis). When a BPD is replicated in an epitaxial
layer, it extends in a basal plane, which is inclined by several degrees from the crystal surface. Since the
elastic energy of a dislocation is naturally proportional to the dislocation length [113], BPD replication in
an epitaxial layer grown on off-axis {0001} results in a large increase in elastic energy of the dislocation.
This energy is greatly decreased by conversion of a BPD to a TED, by which process the dislocation
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Figure 4.26 Split of a Burgers vector of a perfect BPD into two partial dislocations.

length is considerably shortened by a factor of cot𝜃 (where 𝜃 is the off-angle). This dislocation conversion
can be explained by a so-called “image force” applied to a BPD [113].

In reality, most (>90%) BPDs in the substrate are converted to TEDs within a few micrometers of an
initial epitaxial layer without any special treatment [114–116]. Some BPDs are, however, replicated in a
SiC epitaxial layer. It has been discovered that all these BPDs propagating in basal planes of an epitaxial
layer are of a screw character [25, 117, 118]. It is known that a perfect BPD in SiC is dissociated into two
partial dislocations, and a single Shockley-type stacking fault is created between the two partials [111,
119, 120]. This is expressed by using the Burgers vector as follows (also see Figure 4.26):

[1120]
3

(bBPD) →
[1010]

3
(bSSF1) +

[0110]
3

(bSSF2) (4.13)

The schematic illustration of the BPD split is shown in Figure 4.27. The created stacking fault has a
structure of (31) in Zhdanov’s notation. This dissociation of a BPD takes place because of the energy
gain. In a simple model, the energy balance per unit length is expressed by:

c1|bBPD|2 > c2|bSSF1|2 + c2|bSSF2|2 + 𝜎SFASF (4.14)

where 𝜎SF is the stacking fault energy per unit area and ASF the stacking fault area. c1 and c2 are the propor-
tion constants associated with the shear modulus and defect geometry. Because the stacking fault energy
in SiC is low, the relationship shown in Equation 4.14 is satisfied. The width of the Shockley-type stacking
faults is typically 30–70 nm [119], and depends on the dislocation direction inside a basal plane as well as
the doping density. The Shockley-type stacking fault width is usually wider for heavily-nitrogen-doped
SiC; this arises from a gain in electrostatic energy caused by capture of free electrons at the localized
level of the stacking faults. Because the two partial dislocations and the Shockley-type stacking fault
between them cannot be directly deflected to the c-axis, it is supposed that the two partial disloca-
tions must merge into a perfect BPD (b = <1120>∕3) before conversion to a TED. This has recently
been confirmed by three-dimensional synchrotron X-ray topography analyses [121] and a careful TEM
study [122].

Conversion from BPDs to TEDs is enhanced by several techniques, such as molten KOH etching
[123–125] or H2 etching [126] prior to epitaxial growth or interruption during growth [127]. These
techniques form depressions at the location where BPDs intersect with the surface. Inside the depressions,
the advance of surface steps is three-dimensional and two partial dislocations are forced to merge into
a perfect BPD [125]. The use of a substrate with a lower off-angle is naturally effective to enhance the
conversion, owing to the increased image force [128]. High-temperature (∼1800 ∘C) annealing in Ar
induces spontaneous conversion from a BPD to a TED near the surface (without growth) [129], which is
consistent with the energy balance according to Equation 4.14. Furthermore, increasing the growth rate
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Figure 4.27 Schematic illustration of BPD split. A perfect BPD in SiC is dissociated into two partial
dislocations, and a single Shockley-type stacking fault is created between the two partials.

also effectively enhances the BPD-TED conversion [46]. By combining these techniques, the conversion
ratio has been increased to 99.8% or even higher. Thus, if the BPD density in a substrate is 1000 cm−2,
the density of BPDs replicated in an epitaxial layer is about 1 − 2 cm−2.

Formation of Interface Dislocation
BPDs easily glide under stress, because the critical resolved shear stress is relatively low in SiC, espe-
cially at high temperature, as described in Section 3.3. The glide motion of BPDs during epitaxial growth
has in fact been observed by X-ray topography [130–133]. Figure 4.28a illustrates schematically the
glide of a BPD during epitaxial growth of SiC [130]. A BPD replicated in an epitaxial layer is deflected
to the direction normal to the step flow and the BPD often lies near the interface between a lightly-doped
epitaxial layer and a heavily-doped substrate [130]. Thus, a BPD lying at the epitaxial layer/substrate
interface is called an “interface dislocation”. Note that this is not a pure misfit dislocation resulting from
lattice relaxation caused by doping-induced misfit strain [134], because such interface dislocations are
not observed, even for more than 100 μm-thick n−-type SiC epitaxial layers, when they are grown under
appropriate conditions. A large temperature inhomogeneity can induce significant thermal stress, and
when this stress is added to the misfit stress (i.e., acts in the same direction) pre-existing BPDs glide for
lattice relaxation [133]. The direction of glide motion depends on the Burgers vector of the BPD and
the stress direction. The situation is more complicated when a BPD is converted to a TED in the initial
stage of epitaxial growth. The BPD component existing near the epitaxial layer/substrate interface glides,
and a number of half-loop dislocations are created along the glide direction, as shown in Figure 4.28b
[130, 135]. As a result, an array of half-loop dislocations is formed along [1100] when the off-direction
is [1120]. These dislocations can be identified as an array of TED pairs on the surface, as shown in
Figure 4.28.

(a) (b)

Interfacial

dislocation Array of TED pairs

step flow

100 μm

epilayer

interface

substrate

step-flow

pair array

B
P

D

ID

Figure 4.28 (a) Glide of a BPD during epitaxial growth of SiC and (b) formation of half-loop disloca-
tions associated with the BPD glide ([130] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).
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Figure 4.29 Micro-PL spectra acquired from several areas with and without in-grown stacking faults in
a thick, high-purity 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer at room temperature ([141] reproduced with permission
from Elsevier).

4.3.1.4 In-Grown Stacking Faults

Nucleation of stacking faults (SFs) takes place during epitaxial growth, even if the substrate is free of
stacking faults. In an early study, the existence of microscopic stacking faults in “high-quality” SiC epi-
taxial layers has been suggested, based on the observation of various abnormal photoluminescence peaks
[136]. So far, several types of in-grown SFs have been identified by cross-sectional TEM. A majority of
these SFs are caused by slips in basal planes (Shockley type). Note that most in-grown SFs are invisi-
ble in optical microscopy but photoluminescence (PL) mapping/imaging is a powerful method to detect
these defects [137–140].

Figure 4.29 shows the micro-PL spectra acquired from several areas with and without in-grown SFs
in a thick, high-purity 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer at room temperature [141]. In the spectrum of the
4H-SiC matrix without SFs only one peak is observed, located at 390 nm and assigned to free excitons.
In the spectra from the SF regions, however, distinct PL peaks at 455, 480, and 500 nm were observed,
in addition to the weak band edge (free exciton) peak at 390 nm. Thus, PL-intensity mapping at a wave-
length specific to each SF gives detailed information (location, shape, and density) about in-grown SFs.
Figure 4.30 shows examples of PL-intensity maps taken at (a) 455, (b) 480, and (c) 500 nm from the same
location [141]. The optical microscope image is also shown in Figure 4.30d. As shown in Figure 4.30,
the shape of those SFs that show PL peaks at 455 nm is a right-angled triangle with its apex pointed
toward the upstream side of the step flow. Conversely, the shape of the SF that shows 480 nm emis-
sion is an isosceles triangle, elongated along the off-direction. The lengths of all these SFs along the
off-direction again agree with the projected length of a basal plane in the epitaxial layer, as was the
case for carrot defects. This result implies that these SFs also nucleated in the initial stage of epitaxial
growth. Although misalignment of atoms during step-flow growth has been suggested as the nucleation
mechanism for SFs [142, 143], the detailed mechanism is not very clear at present. Figure 4.31 shows
high-resolution TEM images taken from the major in-grown SFs that exhibit PL peaks at (a) 455, (b)
480, and (c) 500 nm [141]. The stacking sequences have been determined as (44), (53), and (62) types,
respectively, in Zhdanov’s notation. One-to-one correlation has been established between the PL peak
position and the stacking sequence.
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Figure 4.30 PL-intensity maps taken at (a) 455, (b) 480, and (c) 500 nm from the same location of a
4H-SiC (0001) epitaxial layer ([141] reproduced with permission from Elsevier). The surface morphol-
ogy at the same location is shown in (d).
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Figure 4.31 High-resolution TEM images taken from the major in-grown SFs that exhibit PL peaks at
(a) 455, (b) 480, and (c) 500 nm, respectively ([141] reproduced with permission from Elsevier).

These in-grown SFs adversely affect device characteristics, for example, increase of leakage current
[144]. Optimization of in situ H2 etching and using lower growth rates at the start of epitaxial growth
effectively reduce the density of these SFs. The total density of SFs is typically in the range 0.05–0.5 cm−2

for epilayers grown at a standard growth rate (5–15 μm h−1); the SF density usually increases when the
growth rate is increased [143]. Several kinds of Frank-type stacking faults (stacking sequences: (50),
(42), and (41) in Zhdanov’s notation) have also been identified [145]. Each Frank-type stacking fault
also exhibits a luminescence peak at a particular wavelength. Elimination of Shockley- and Frank-type
SFs remains an important issue in fast epitaxy of SiC.

4.3.2 Deep Levels

Another important type of defect in epitaxial layers is point defects, which create deep level(s) in a
bandgap [146]. Deep levels are usually characterized by deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)
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Figure 4.32 Typical DLTS spectra obtained from (a) n-type and (b) p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers with
a doping density of about 2 × 1015 cm−3 ([168] reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH).

measurements [147, 148] on SiC Schottky structures. The density of deep levels in lightly-doped
as-grown 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layers is typically 5 × 1012 –2 × 1013 cm−3, depending on the growth
conditions. This value is fairly low, for a compound semiconductor and is acceptable for fabrication of
unipolar devices. In fabrication of power metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs),
for example, deep levels created by ion implantation are more important. For bipolar device applications,
however, the above-mentioned density is not low enough, especially when a long carrier lifetime is
required. Details are described in Section 5.3.

Figure 4.32 shows the typical DLTS spectra obtained from (a) n-type and (b) p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial
layers with a doping density of about 2 × 1015 cm−3. Figure 4.33 illustrates the energy levels of major
deep levels observed in as-grown n-type and p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers [149–154]. Among these
levels, the Z1∕2(Ec − 0.63 eV) [149] and EH6/7 (Ec − 1.55 eV) [150] centers are the dominant defects
(commonly observed at densities of ((0.3–2) × 1013 cm−3) in all as-grown epitaxial layers by CVD.
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Figure 4.33 Energy levels of major deep levels observed in as-grown n-type and p-type 4H-SiC epi-
taxial layers.
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Both centers are extremely stable against high-temperature (∼1700 ∘C) annealing. In the lower half of
the bandgap, the HK2 (Ev + 0.84 eV), HK3 (Ev + 1.24 eV), and HK4 (Ev + 1.44 eV) [153] centers are
dominant deep levels. The densities of HK2, HK3, and HK4 centers are typically in the range (1–4) ×
1012 cm−3. Because the HK2, HK3, and HK4 centers almost disappear upon annealing at 1450–1550 ∘C
[153], the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers are more important. Indeed, the Z1∕2 center has been identified as the
dominant lifetime killer, at least for n-type 4H-SiC [155, 156]. Thus, it is very important to reduce and
control the density of the Z1∕2 center to optimize the carrier lifetime in SiC bipolar devices. Note that the
Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers are also dominant in ion-implanted regions and dry-etched regions of 4H-SiC
[149, 157–159]. As well as these levels, a few impurity-related levels are often observed in as-grown
SiC epitaxial layers. For example, boron is a typical impurity that can be unintentionally doped from
reactor parts (such as graphite susceptors). Boron (B) contamination creates the boron acceptor level
(Ev + 0.35 eV) [160] and the boron-related “D center” (Ev + 0.55 eV) [160]. Another common impurity
is titanium, which also comes from graphite parts as well as from pumping oil. Titanium (Ti) creates very
shallow electron traps (Ec − 0.11∕0.17 eV) in 4H-SiC [161]. The typical impurity density in CVD-grown
4H-SiC epitaxial layers is about (1–5) × 1013 cm−3 for boron and (0.5–5) × 1012 cm−3 for titanium.

The densities of Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers are strongly dependent on the C/Si ratio and growth temper-
ature; however, the growth rate only has a minor effect on defect generation, even if the growth rate is
changed from 5 to 80 μm h−1 [83, 162–164]. Figure 4.34 shows the C/Si ratio dependence of the densi-
ties of Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers in as-grown n-type 4H-SiC(0001) and (0001) epitaxial layers [165]. Both
the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 densities can be considerably reduced by increasing the C/Si ratio during CVD on
(0001). In recent years, the origin of these centers has been identified as a carbon monovacancy with
different charge states [166, 167]. Therefore, it is reasonable that the Z1∕2 density is high under Si-rich
conditions and low under C-rich conditions. It is difficult to obtain a low Z1∕2 density in as-grown epi-

layers on the (0001) face. The growth-temperature dependence of the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 densities is shown
in Figure 4.35. The density of both defects exhibits significant increase with increasing growth tempera-
ture. This can be attributed to a higher equilibrium density of the carbon vacancy at higher temperatures,
as described in detail in Section 5.3.1. In general, a higher growth temperature is preferable to obtain
good surface morphology with a reduced density of extended defects (such as carrot-defects, in-grown
SFs). However, high-temperature growth results in a high density of the Z1∕2 center, leading to a short
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carrier lifetime. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the low density of extended defects and a long
carrier lifetime in as-grown epitaxial layers. After optimization of growth conditions, the typical density
of the Z1∕2 center is about (3–6) × 1012 cm−3 in as-grown n-type 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layers, which
gives a high-injection carrier lifetime of about 2–5 μs [168]. Enhancement of carrier lifetimes by defect
reduction is described in Section 5.3.

4.4 Fast Homoepitaxy of SiC
Fast epitaxial growth of SiC is beneficial to increase the throughput, and thereby decrease the cost, of an
epitaxial process. This is especially true for fabrication of very high voltage (>5 kV) devices, because
the standard growth rate for mass production is 5–15 μm h−1 at present. As described in Chapter 7,
lightly-doped voltage-blocking layers with thicknesses of about 40 and 80 μm are required to obtain
blocking voltages of 5 and 10 kV, respectively. The CVD growth rate can, in principle, be increased by
increasing the supply of precursors. In fast epitaxy of SiC, however, a few unique problems arise:

1. Homogeneous nucleation of Si clusters in the gas phase. In conventional CVD of SiC, SiH4, and
C3H8 (or C2H4) are employed as Si and C sources, respectively. Hydrocarbon molecules are rather
stable and start to decompose at relatively high temperatures, above 1000–1200 ∘C. However, the
decomposition temperature of SiH4 molecules is much lower, as one can deposit amorphous or poly-
crystalline Si thin films by thermal CVD at 400 ∘C using SiH4 as a precursor [169]. When the SiH4

partial pressure becomes high (to increase the growth rate) in SiC CVD at 1550–1700 ∘C, the SiH4

molecules introduced into a hot zone immediately decompose and start polymerizing via homoge-
neous nucleation (nSi → Sin). This is called Si-cluster (in some cases, Si-droplet) formation. Because
Si clusters can grow to a significant size (in excess of several tens of nm), such Si clusters have
detrimental impacts on atomic-level epitaxial growth.

2. Unstable step-flow growth on the growing surface. Even if Si clusters are not formed in the gas phase,
the supersaturation on the growing surface must be minimized to ensure stable step-flow growth in
SiC. Very high supersaturation causes unwanted nucleation of a 3C-SiC phase on {0001} terraces or
defect sites, which is also detrimental to high-quality homoepitaxy of 4H-SiC.
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Several successful approaches that circumvent these problems have been reported. To overcome
homogeneous nucleation in the gas phase: (i) decrease in the growth pressure [46, 170, 171], (ii) use
of chlorine-based chemistry [24, 26, 172–174], and (iii) increase in the growth temperature [175–177]
are effective. For stable step-flow growth, increase in growth temperature is also beneficial, but CVD
growth at temperatures above 1750 ∘C can result in a high density of Z1∕2 centers, as described in Section
4.3.2. CVD growth on SiC{0001} substrates with a larger off-angle (8∘ rather than 4∘) is another way
to ensure stable step-flow growth, though this is not desirable in the recent trend.

In the first approach (decrease in growth pressure), the partial pressure of SiH4 is reduced, which
naturally hinders Si-cluster formation in the gas phase. As a result, more Si species are supplied
onto the substrate surface, with minimal loss in the gas phase, resulting in a higher growth rate and
improved morphology as the growth pressure is decreased. In fact, a remarkable improvement in surface
morphology in fast epitaxy of 4H-SiC(0001) has been attained, with growth rates of 50–250 μm h−1

[46, 170, 171]. In this technique, all the knowledge obtained in conventional CVD processes can
be transferred. Doping of nitrogen (n-type) and aluminum (p-type) across a wide range of densities
(1014 –1019 cm−3) is achieved, as is also the case for CVD at standard growth rates. A major drawback
to this approach is the low growth efficiency. Because of the high gas flow rate and low pressure, the gas
velocity is very high. As a consequence, most of the precursors and Si clusters formed in the gas phase
are pushed away from the susceptor zone to the outlet. This may cause problems in the pumping and
exhaust systems.

The second approach (using chlorine-based chemistry) can be more elegant, because the chemistry
is more suitable for fast epitaxy. The larger bonding energy of Si-Cl compared with that of Si-H and
Si-Si, means that appropriate precursors containing chlorine greatly suppress formation of Si clusters.
Such precursors include SiCl4 [178], SiHCl3 [179], SiH2Cl2 [180], and SiH3Cl [181]. These precursors
do not decompose below 800 ∘C (cf. 400 ∘C for SiH4) and start to form SiClx (mainly x = 2) above about
1000 ∘C in a H2 ambient [182]. CH3Cl [183] and SiCH3Cl3 [184, 185] have also been used successfully
for fast epitaxy of SiC. Another way is to simply add HCl into a conventional SiH4-based chemistry [76,
172, 173, 186], though formation of Si clusters takes place to some extent. By using the chlorine-based
chemistry, very high growth rates of 50–170 μm h−1 have been reported, while maintaining good mor-
phology [24, 26]. The optimum Cl/Si ratio is dependent on the precursors and growth temperature, and
is typically 1.5–3 (or 3–5 in the case of HCl addition). Because SiHxCly is a standard precursor in epi-
taxial growth of Si at a mass production level [187], the purity and safety of these precursors should
not be a concern. Incorporation of chlorine atoms or generation of chlorine-related deep levels has not
been observed in the epitaxial layers. Nitrogen doping is easy (as is the case for more standard chem-
istry), but aluminum incorporation often exhibits a saturation in the range of 1018 cm−3 [188]. This may be
ascribed to formation of stable AlCl3 molecules in the gas phase when an aluminum source is introduced.
Chlorine-based CVD of SiC has been reviewed in [26].

In the third approach, the growth temperature is increased from 1550–1650 ∘C to 1750–1900 ∘C
[175–177], while using a conventional chemistry. At such high temperature, the formed Si clusters can
decompose in a hot zone, leading to supply of more Si species. To avoid thermal convection at such a
temperature, a chimney-type CVD reactor has been developed [175]. High growth rates of 30–70 μm h−1

and good morphology are obtained.
Figure 4.36 shows the growth rate versus the concentration of Si-precursors in the gas supply, for

4H-SiC growth using various gas chemistries reported in the literature. It is not easy to judge which
chemistry is the best because different reactor designs with different sizes are employed. The process of
fast epitaxy of SiC is still being developed, and further improvements will occur.

The extent of step bunching and other morphological instabilities in fast epitaxy of 4H-SiC have been
considerably reduced by process optimization. When the growth rate is increased, the density of in-grown
stacking faults tends to increase [142], most likely because the probability of misalignment of adatoms
near surface steps increases. As an unexpected benefit of fast epitaxy, enhanced conversion from BPDs in
a substrate to TEDs in an epitaxial layer is observed [46]. With regard to the deep levels, the growth-rate
dependence of the Z1∕2 density is very small. However, a new deep level, UT1 (Ec − 1.39 eV), appears
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Figure 4.36 Growth rate versus concentration of Si-precursors in the gas supply, for 4H-SiC growth
using various gas chemistries reported in literature.

and increases in number with increasing growth rate [46]. Thus, defect reduction is an important issue
in fast epitaxy.

4.5 SiC Homoepitaxy on Non-standard Planes

4.5.1 SiC Homoepitaxy on Nearly On-Axis {0001}
A major driving force for developing SiC homoepitaxy on nearly on-axis {0001} substrates is elimination
of BPDs in the epitaxial layers. The wafer cost may be reduced by using nearly on-axis {0001} wafers
when the SiC boules are grown on on-axis {0001} seeds. It is, however, not very easy to ensure stable
step-flow growth if the substrate’s off-angle becomes smaller than 2∘, as shown in Figure 4.7. This is
especially true in fast epitaxy on nearly on-axis substrates. The disturbance or instability of step-flow
growth can result in nucleation of 3C-SiC and/or stacking fault generation.

In an early study by Powell et al. [32], homoepitaxy of 6H-SiC on 0.2∘ off-axis 6H-SiC(0001)
was demonstrated by removal of defective sites by appropriate in situ HCl∕H2 etching. This process
was refined, and relatively large area homoepitaxy of 6H-SiC on nearly on-axis (0001) substrates was
achieved under Si-rich conditions [189]. CVD growth under Si-rich (low C/Si ratio) conditions is a
common approach in homoepitaxial growth of SiC on {0001} substrates with low off-angles. This is
because Si-rich conditions increase the surface migration length of adsorbed species, and thus result in
low supersaturation on the growing surface [103]. The major drawback of CVD under Si-rich conditions
is greater nitrogen incorporation in SiC epitaxial layers. Neudeck et al. developed homoepitaxy of
dislocation-free 4H- and 6H-SiC(0001) by using small (0.4 mm × 0.4 mm) mesa structures [190, 191].

More recently, Kojima et al. discovered that 4H-SiC without 3C-SiC inclusions can be homoepitaxially
grown on nearly on-axis (about 0.3∘ off-axis) 4H-SiC(0001) [66, 192]. Although the reasons for this
success are unclear at present, the difference in the surface energy is suggested (this is also the reason
that bulk 4H-SiC can be easily grown on a (0001) seed by sublimation) [193]. Homoepitaxy on nearly
on-axis 4H-SiC(0001) has been significantly improved by adopting in-situ etching with SiH4 addition
prior to CVD growth [194]. Figure 4.37 shows optical microscopy images of 4H-SiC epitaxial layers
grown on (a) 4H-SiC(0001) and (b) (0001) substrates with various off-angles from 0.24∘ to 0.79∘ [194].
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Figure 4.37 Optical microscopy images of 4H-SiC epitaxial layers grown on 4H-SiC (a) (0001) and
(b) (0001) substrates with various off-angles from 0.24∘ to 0.79∘ ([194] reproduced with permission from
Trans Tech Publications).

Here, the growth temperature and growth rate are 1600 ∘C and about 5 μm h−1, respectively. Homoepitaxy
of 4H-SiC with good morphology is attained on 0.3∘ off-axis (0001) and 0.79∘ off-axis (0001). The use
of chlorine-based chemistry for 4H-SiC homoepitaxy on nearly on-axis (0001) substrates is also very
effective, and homoepitaxy at high growth rates, over 100 μm h−1, was realized [195–197]. Chlorine
may preferentially etch defective islands and/or 3C-SiC inclusions during growth.

Achieving wide-range doping control capability and characterizing defects in more detail remain
issues. Another concern is the role of TSDs. Spiral growth around TSDs naturally enables polytype
replication in SiC epitaxial layers because the stacking sequence appears perfectly along the step edges
created by the spiral. In the future, however, the density of TSDs will be greatly reduced by improve-
ments in bulk growth technology. Therefore, homoepitaxy on nearly on-axis {0001} will become more
difficult when TSDs in SiC wafers are almost eliminated.

4.5.2 SiC Homoepitaxy on Non-basal Planes

The typical non-basal planes used for epitaxy include 4H-SiC (1120), (1100), and {0338} (equivalent
to {0114} in 6H-SiC) faces. Note that the (1120) face is crystallographically equivalent to the (110)
face in a cubic crystal, and the {0338} face is semi-equivalent to the (001) face [198]. In an early study,
low-temperature (1200–1350 ∘C) homoepitaxy by CVD was demonstrated on 6H-SiC(1120) [199] and
(0114) [200]. The stacking sequence of 6H-SiC (ABCACB… ) appears directly on the surfaces of these
faces, and no intentional off-angles are required to realize homoepitaxy of 6H- or 4H-SiC on these
non-basal planes. As a consequence, the occupation site of adsorbed species is uniquely fixed by the
bonds at any site on the surface, enabling homoepitaxy at low temperature. However, the range of
optimum values for other conditions (such as the C/Si ratio) become narrow with decreasing growth tem-
perature and macroscopic defects are easily generated. The residual nitrogen density also increases in
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SiC epitaxial layers grown at low temperature [89]. Thus, low-temperature homoepitaxy is not attractive
for power device applications.

The growth rates on the non-basal planes are almost the same as that on off-axis (0001) under the same
conditions, indicating that the growth is controlled by mass transport [201]. The 4H-SiC(1120), (1100),
and {0338} epitaxial layers exhibit very good morphology and a small surface roughness of
0.12–0.22 nm in a 10 × 10 μm2 area, without any of the triangular defects and “carrot” defects that
occasionally appear on off-axis SiC(0001) epitaxial layers [201–203]. No signs of “step-flow” growth
(such as step bunching) have been observed for these epilayers, suggesting layer-by-layer growth.

The doping efficiencies of nitrogen and aluminum in CVD growth on these non-basal planes are
in between those on off-axis (0001) and (0001) faces. The typical background doping density is 2 ×
1013 cm−3 on off-axis (0001), 3 × 1014 cm−3 on (1120) and (0338), and 8 × 1014 cm−3 on off-axis (0001).
When nitrogen is introduced during CVD, the epitaxial layers grown on 4H-SiC (1120), (1100), and
(0338) always show higher donor densities than those of the layers grown on off-axis (0001). Figure 4.38
shows the C/Si ratio dependence of nitrogen density, determined by SIMS, for 4H-SiC epitaxial layers
grown by hot-wall CVD on (1120), (0338), and off-axis (0001) and (0001) faces. The nitrogen incor-
poration is significantly reduced by increasing the C/Si ratio on (1120), (0338), and off-axis (0001), as
a result of the site competition effect. The C/Si ratio dependence is the largest on (0001), while (1120)
and (0338) faces show smaller changes in nitrogen incorporation. On the (0001) face, however, a higher
C/Si ratio does not always lead to lower nitrogen density. In aluminum doping, the doping efficiency
on these non-basal planes is lower than that on (0001) and higher than that on (0001). Interestingly, the
densities of the major deep levels, Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers, in 4H-SiC epitaxial layers on (1120), (1100),
and (0338) are higher than those on (0001) and lower than those on (0001) [165].

Major extended defects observed in 4H-SiC (1120) and (1100) epitaxial layers are BPDs replicated
from the substrates. Stacking faults are also often observed in these epitaxial layers [204]. In CVD growth
of 4H-SiC {0338}, the situation is more complicated. Threading screw and edge dislocations tend to
deflect into basal planes under Si-rich conditions, whereas they propagate along nearly <0001> under
C-rich conditions [205].
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Figure 4.38 C/Si ratio dependence of nitrogen density, determined by SIMS, for nitrogen-doped
4H-SiC epitaxial layers grown by hot-wall CVD on (1120), (0338), and off-axis (0001) and (0001)
faces ([201] reproduced with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 4.39 Cross-sectional TEM image of SiC trenches filled by embedded epitaxy ([211] reproduced
with permission from Trans Tech Publications).

4.5.3 Embedded Homoepitaxy of SiC

Embedded homoepitaxial growth of SiC is useful for fabricating unique structures without needing ion
implantation. Examples of such structures include the channel regions of vertical static induction tran-
sistors (or junction field effect transistors) [206, 207] and of lateral metal-semiconductor field effect
transistors [208]. Reports of homoepitaxial growth of SiC on trench structures have been published
[209–211]. When a trench is formed on off-axis SiC(0001), homoepitaxial growth takes place from the
trench bottom, as well as from the trench sidewalls. In general, the growth rate and impurity incorpora-
tion for the layer grown from the bottom are different from those for the layers grown from the sidewalls.
Furthermore, the crystal planes of trench sidewalls are important, because the crystalline quality and
impurity incorporation also depend on these planes. When the off-axis is introduced along the [1120]
direction, (1100) and (1100) are typical planes of trench sidewalls (if the sidewall angle is nearly 90∘).
Another set of trench sidewalls can be (1120) and (1120), but in this case, the actual sidewall planes are
tilted from the original (1120) and (1120) by the off-angle (typically 4∘). It is reported that SiC pn junc-
tions formed by embedded epitaxy exhibit lower leakage current when the sidewalls are {1120} rather
than {1100} [212]. Selective embedded epitaxy by using carbon [213] or TaC [214] as masking materials
has also been reported.

Figure 4.39 shows a cross-sectional TEM image of SiC trenches filled by embedded epitaxy [211].
When the CVD growth was carried out with a standard C/Si ratio (C∕Si = 1.5) at a growth temperature
of 1550 ∘C, the epitaxial layer near the top of a trench became thicker, leading to formation of a void
inside the trench (not shown). In contrast, a low C/Si ratio (C∕Si = 1.0) and a high growth temperature of
1650 ∘C were employed in Figure 4.39, where complete trench filling without voids is achieved. In CVD
growth under Si-rich conditions at high temperature, surface migration of adsorbed atoms is enhanced.
Thus, a trench is filled from the bottom region, because of the greater surface migration, leading to
complete filling.

4.6 SiC Homoepitaxy by Other Techniques
Although CVD is the standard technique for epitaxial growth of SiC, other growth techniques have been
also investigated. Such techniques include LPE, sublimation epitaxy, and MBE.

As described in Chapter 3, there is no stoichiometric SiC liquid phase, which means that it is impos-
sible to employ congruent liquid phase epitaxial growth of SiC. LPE growth of SiC is performed by
dipping SiC substrates into a Si-based melt contained in a graphite crucible [1, 2, 215, 216]. A small
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amount of the graphite is dissolved into the Si melt and transported to the SiC substrate, where it acts
as a carbon source. Typical growth temperatures and growth rates are 1550–1700 ∘C and 5–30 μm h−1,
respectively. Micropipe closing during SiC epitaxial growth was first reported in LPE [216, 217], and
later the micropipe-closing technique was refined in CVD. The capability of performing homoepitaxial
growth of 4H-SiC on nearly on-axis {0001} substrates is a major advantage of LPE. However, control of
the C/Si ratio during epitaxial growth is limited, and incorporation of impurities from the graphite cru-
cible must be significantly reduced to obtain high-purity SiC epitaxial layers. Formation of macrosteps
on the surface is another issue. Scale-up of the equipment and development of a multi-wafer growth
system (such as one that can treat 6 × 150 mm. wafers), which is critical for volume production of SiC
devices, will be a challenge in LPE.

A modified LPE technique, so-called metastable solvent epitaxy (MSE) has been reported [218]. In
the MSE technique, a polycrystalline 3C-SiC plate is employed as the source material, and a Si melt is
formed between the source and a SiC substrate. Because of the difference in chemical potential between
3C-SiC and 4H-SiC, 4H-SiC is homoepitaxially grown on the 4H-SiC substrate.

In sublimation epitaxy, the physical phenomena are similar to those for sublimation growth of SiC
boule crystals, as described in Chapter 3. The epitaxial growth consists of three steps: (i) sublimation
of the SiC source, (ii) mass transport of sublimed species, and (iii) surface reaction and crystallization
[219]. In sublimation epitaxy, however, the distance between the SiC source and substrate is very small,
typically 2–5 mm. Typical growth temperatures and pressure are 1600–1800 ∘C and 10−3 Pa, respec-
tively. Fast epitaxial growth of high-quality SiC is possible on a nearly on-axis {0001} substrate with
a growth rate of 30–80 μm h−1 [220, 221]. The purity of SiC epitaxial layers is mainly limited by the
purity of the SiC source (usually polycrystalline SiC plate), and it is not easy to obtain a very low back-
ground doping density of 1013 –1014 cm−3. Wide range doping control (both n- and p-types) has not yet
been demonstrated using sublimation epitaxy. Formation of epitaxial pn junctions is also difficult with
this technique.

The main benefits of MBE include atomic-level control of epitaxial growth and the ability to monitor
the surface by in situ electron diffraction. In MBE growth of SiC, either solid sources (silicon, graphite)
[222, 223] or gas sources (SiH4, Si2H6, C2H4, C3H8) [224] are employed. Intentional polytype control
during MBE growth of SiC has been investigated to realize hetero-polytypic junctions such as 4H/6H and
3C/4H [223]. However, growth at very high temperatures, above 1500 ∘C, as required for homoepitaxy of
high-quality 4H-SiC, is technologically difficult in MBE, because of the limited ability in heating com-
ponents. Furthermore, the surface of SiC is immediately graphitized in vacuum at temperatures above
1000 ∘C. Although high-quality homoepitaxy of 6H-SiC has been reported, the growth rate is very low,
about 0.05–0.2 μm h−1 [224]. Nevertheless, MBE of SiC will be useful to obtain insights into the mech-
anisms of SiC epitaxy.

4.7 Heteroepitaxy of 3C-SiC
Because of the instability of 3C-SiC at very high temperature, growth of large 3C-SiC bulk crystals by
the sublimation method is difficult, as described in Chapter 3. Instead, heteroepitaxial growth of SiC on
a foreign substrate has been intensively investigated. The major substrates employed for 3C-SiC growth
are silicon and hexagonal SiC. Heteroepitaxial growth is usually performed by a CVD technique.

4.7.1 Heteroepitaxial Growth of 3C-SiC on Si

Heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC on Si must overcome large mismatches of the crystal lattice (20%)
and thermal expansion coefficient (8%). The growth temperature is restricted to below 1350 ∘C because
of the melting point of Si (1415 ∘C). Substantial slip lines can be introduced into the Si substrate during
growth close to the melting point. Nevertheless, growth of monocrystalline 3C-SiC layers is achieved
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Figure 4.40 Typical growth program employed for CVD of 3C-SiC on Si. In the first step, the surface
of Si is cleaned by in situ HCl∕H2 etching and a “carbonized buffer layer” is formed by introduction of
hydrocarbon.

by a two-step growth program [225–233]. Figure 4.40 shows the typical growth program employed for
CVD of 3C-SiC on Si. In the first step, the surface of Si is cleaned by in situ HCl/H2 etching and a
“carbonized buffer layer” is formed by introduction of hydrocarbon [225]. This step is immediately fol-
lowed by the second step, which is the main growth of 3C-SiC. The carbonized buffer layer is actually
very thin monocrystalline 3C-SiC [227, 230]. This layer must be free of pinholes and grain boundaries.
If some pinholes and grain boundaries exist, Si atoms are supplied from the substrate underneath dur-
ing subsequent CVD growth [234], leading to formation of voids below the 3C-SiC layer as well as
to abnormal growth on the surface. To seal off the Si supply from the substrate, the nucleation density
must be very high and the grown buffer layer should be of high crystal quality. To satisfy these require-
ments, hydrocarbon is introduced from relatively low temperatures, and the temperature ramp rate must
be sufficiently high. By using this two-step growth, 3C-SiC can be heteroepitaxially grown on Si in a
reproducible manner [225, 226]. When a Si(001) substrate is employed, a 3C-SiC(001) layer is obtained,
and 3C-SiC(111) is grown on Si(111). The typical growth temperature and growth rates are 1350 ∘C and
1–5 μm h−1, respectively.

Inside the buffer layer and the initial 3C-SiC layer grown on it, a high density of dislocations
(>109 –1010 cm−2) and stacking faults exist. These extended defects meet each other and can be consid-
erably reduced after the first several-100-nm-thick layer [230, 235, 236]. As a result, monocrystalline
3C-SiC with much improved quality is grown on Si. The density of dislocations in subsequent 3C-SiC
layers is 107 –108 cm−2. Various types of stacking faults and microtwins are also observed in the
3C-SiC layers. Although these stacking faults can be reduced by employing “undulant Si substrates”
[237, 238], as described in Chapter 3, the stacking fault density is still far from a satisfactory level.
Another issue is severe wafer warpage because of the significant stress caused by the lattice and thermal
expansion mismatch.

Another type of extended defect in 3C-SiC grown on Si is anti-phase domains (APDs). These are
common defects that appear in many compound semiconductors grown on element semiconductors, such
as GaAs on Si and GaAs on Ge [27]. Figure 4.41 shows a schematic illustration of the bond configuration
near the 3C-SiC(001)/Si(001) interface, where the lattice mismatch has been neglected. On the Si(001)
surface, atomic steps naturally exist after in situ cleaning prior to CVD growth, and the height of some
steps can be that of a monoatomic layer. When SiC is grown on this face, the monolayers of carbon
can misalign with each other because of the atomic steps. At the domain boundaries (called anti-phase
boundaries (APBs)), a number of Si-Si or C-C bonds are formed. Remarkable reduction of APDs in
3C-SiC layers has been attained by the use of a Si(001) substrate with a few degrees off-axis toward the
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Figure 4.41 Schematic illustrations of the bond configuration near the 3C-SiC(001)/Si(001) interface.
(a) 3C-SiC growth on on-axis Si (001) and (b) 3C-SiC growth on off-axis Si(001) ([228] reproduced with
permission from Elsevier).
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Figure 4.42 Nomarski microscope images of 3C-SiC layers grown on (a) on-axis Si(001) and 2∘
off-axis Si(001) ([239] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

[110] direction [239]. Figure 4.42 shows Nomarski microscope images of 3C-SiC layers grown on (a)
on-axis Si(001) and (b) 2∘ off-axis Si(001). The cross-hatched morphology is changed to a stripe-like
morphology by the introduction of an off-axis, and structural characterization by TEM and molten KOH
etching revealed that APDs are mostly eliminated on the off-axis substrate. More recently, it has been
reported that APDs can be almost eliminated by low-pressure CVD [240, 241].

In spite of these efforts, the density of extended defects in 3C-SiC grown on Si is still high. 3C-SiC
pn junctions and Schottky barrier diodes fabricated on these heteroepitaxial layers exhibit large leakage
currents and low breakdown voltages. The relatively high level of background nitrogen doping in 3C-SiC
(typically in the mid 1015 cm−3) because of the relatively low growth temperature is another issue that
must be solved. Considerable efforts are being made, aiming at drastic improvement of the crystal quality.
A thin 3C-SiC layer grown on Si is an attractive material for MEMS (microelectromechanical system)
applications [242, 243].
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4.7.2 Heteroepitaxial Growth of 3C-SiC on Hexagonal SiC

Hexagonal SiC{0001} is an attractive substrate for 3C-SiC growth, because it has a very small lattice
mismatch. There is a definite difference in the lattice constants (or Si-C bond lengths) between 3C-SiC
and hexagonal SiC (see Chapter 2), but the mismatch is much smaller than that for 3C-SiC/Si. From the
crystallographic point of view, 3C-SiC(111) can be coherently grown on 4H- or 6H-SiC(0001). Another
advantage of using SiC substrates is that high growth temperatures can be employed (without the restric-
tion of the Si melting point), which makes it easier to obtain high-quality, high-purity 3C-SiC. Growth
of 3C-SiC on 4H- or 6H-SiC(0001) has been performed using almost the same reactors and conditions
as those employed for homoepitaxy of 4H- or 6H-SiC. Typical growth temperatures and growth rates are
1500–1600 ∘C and 2–5 μm h−1, respectively. Of course, the 4H- and 6H-SiC(0001) substrates must be
on-axis in this case, to suppress step-flow growth that would result in homoepitaxy of 4H- or 6H-SiC.
Furthermore, hexagonal SiC(0001) is the substrate chosen, because three-dimensional growth often takes
place on SiC(0001), because of the much higher nucleation probability on this face [15, 40].

In addition to replication of threading dislocations from the hexagonal SiC substrates, new extended
defects are generated during the heteroepitaxial growth. The most common type of defect is {111} stack-
ing faults. In 3C-SiC, {111} is the main plane for stacking fault generation. Because of the low stacking
fault energy of SiC, 3C-SiC always suffers from generation of a high density of {111} stacking faults,
but the exact mechanism of stacking fault generation is not clear at present. These stacking faults are the
main cause of large leakage currents in electronic devices fabricated on 3C-SiC(111) grown on hexagonal
SiC(0001) (although leakage currents are much smaller than those in devices fabricated on 3C-SiC/Si).

Another type of extended defect observed in 3C-SiC grown on hexagonal SiC is double positioning
domains (DPDs). As briefly explained in Figure 4.2a, 3C-SiC grown on on-axis 6H-SiC(0001) can take
two possible stacking orders, ABCABC… and ACBACB… [244, 245], because the stacking order of
6H-SiC is ABCACB. The situation is similar when on-axis 4H-SiC(0001) is employed as a substrate.
The domain with ABC stacking is rotated by 180∘ with respect to the domain with ACB stacking, and
the domain boundary is called a double positioning boundary (DPB). When devices are fabricated on
SiC that contains DPBs, unacceptably large leakage currents are observed. It has been revealed that the
ABC and ACB stacking domains follow the stacking sequence of the top surface in the substrate; this
phenomenon has been discussed, considering minimization of stacking energy in SiC polytypes [245].
The area of (0001) terraces with an ABC stacking must be identical to that with an ACB stacking for
6H-SiC (stacking: ABCACB), and the situation is similar for 4H-SiC. This area ratio can be 3 : 2 when
15R-SiC(0001) is employed as a substrate. In fact, remarkable reduction of DPBs has been reported in
thick 3C-SiC growth on 15R-SiC(0001) [246]. However, so far, DPBs have not been completely elim-
inated. Ideally, DPBs can be eliminated if 3C-SiC is grown on a perfect SiC(0001) face, which is free
of any atomic steps. Although this has been demonstrated on a small scale using small (0.4 × 0.4 mm)
mesas [190, 191], it is not very realistic to prepare perfectly step-free surfaces across the entire area of
150-mm-diameter SiC(0001) wafers.

Thus, significant improvement in quality and doping control is required before 3C-SiC is suitable for
electronic applications. In the future, an attractive approach may be to grow 3C-SiC on high-quality
free-standing 3C-SiC substrates, produced by fast epitaxial growth of 3C-SiC on Si wafers and subse-
quent etching of Si.

4.8 Summary
Basic technologies of homoepitaxial growth of 4H- and 6H-SiC by CVD have been established, and
recent developments in the epitaxial process have driven mass production of SiC power devices. Poly-
type replication in epitaxial layers is ensured by step-flow growth on off-axis SiC{0001} substrates.
Growth of very pure SiC with a net doping density below 5 × 1013 cm−3 and wide-range control of
both n-type (nitrogen doping: 1014 –1019 cm−3) and p-type (aluminum doping: 1014 –1020 cm−3) doping
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has been achieved using the site-competition effect and optimization of growth conditions. The density
of deep levels is rather low as a compound semiconductor, in the range of (3–10) × 1012 cm−3. The
basic behavior of extended defects during SiC epitaxial growth has been intensively investigated. Though
significant reduction of defect density has been attained, further reduction in defects and physical under-
standing of defect behavior are required. In particular, enhanced conversion from BPDs to TEDs dur-
ing epitaxial growth and elimination of epitaxial-induced extended defects (such as triangular defects,
carrot defects, and in-grown stacking faults) are important challenges, because relatively large chip areas
(3 × 3 mm2 –10 × 10 mm2) are needed for power devices. Industry is leading the drive to increase pro-
cess throughput and improve uniformity of SiC epitaxial growth. Major advanced epitaxial technologies
include very fast (>100 μm h−1) epitaxial growth and homoepitaxial growth on nearly on-axis SiC{0001}
substrates.
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5
Characterization Techniques
and Defects in Silicon Carbide

Characterization of the physical properties, doping densities, and defects in SiC epitaxial layers and
substrates is a fundamental step in the development of SiC devices. Accurate determination of the phys-
ical properties and identification of defect structures as well as their behavior are important subjects of
academic study. For example, many of the physical properties of SiC that should be used in device simula-
tions are still unknown. It is essential to fully understand the nature of the various defects that are present
in SiC, because any of these defects could affect device performance and reliability. In this chapter,
the fundamentals of important material characterization techniques are described, and an overview of
extended and point defects in SiC is given.

5.1 Characterization Techniques
Almost all the material characterization techniques commonly used are applicable to SiC although spe-
cial care is often required. The major points that are unique to SiC characterization are summarized
as follows:

1. Sample structures (underlying substrate): Characterization of properties or defects in SiC epitaxial
layers is often intended because they are likely to be directly linked to the device performance. How-
ever, SiC epitaxial layers are often relatively thin (5–10 μm), and the influence of the underlying
substrates therefore cannot be neglected. Thus, it is important to be aware of the thickness that is
actually monitored by each individual characterization technique. The effects of the substrate must
often be taken into account even when the epitaxial layers are relatively thick (30–50 μm).

2. Wide bandgap: When optical excitation is required during characterization, the conventional
systems that were designed for characterization of Si and GaAs must be modified substantially.
For example, ultraviolet light with a wavelength that is shorter than 370 nm is required as an
“above-bandgap” excitation source (e.g., lamp, laser) to characterize 4H-SiC at room temperature.
Because SiC has an indirect band structure, the optical absorption coefficient is small, even when
the photon energy is considerably larger than the bandgap, as described in Section 2.2.2. Also, when
thermal excitation is used in the characterization process, very high temperatures (>450 ∘C) are
required to monitor the midgap states because the bandgap of 4H-SiC is approximately three times
larger than that of Si.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of typical recombination paths of excess carriers in SiC.

In this section, the major techniques that can be used for characterization of the physical properties
and detection of the defects in SiC are briefly introduced, together with typical example data. For a more
detailed description of these characterization techniques, see the excellent book by Schroder [1].

5.1.1 Photoluminescence

Some of the excess carriers that are excited by appropriate light exhibit radiative recombination (pho-
toluminescence, PL). The photon energy of the excitation source is usually larger than the bandgap
(above-gap excitation). For example, He-Cd lasers (𝜆 = 325 nm) or frequency-doubled Ar+ lasers (𝜆 =
244 nm) are often used. The absorption coefficients and penetration depths of the excitation light sources
are described in Section 2.2.2. If the material under test is a perfect single crystal with extremely high
purity, then only band-to-band or free exciton peaks are observed. However, because defects and/or impu-
rities are present in real materials, multiple recombination paths compete with each other, leading to a
variety of emission peaks in the PL spectra. PL is therefore a powerful technique for assessment of both
the defects and the purity of semiconductor materials [1]. PL measurements are usually conducted at
low temperatures (2, 4.2, or 77 K) to minimize peak broadening, and the temperature dependence of
the PL spectra is helpful in the understanding of the recombination paths. Figure 5.1 shows schemat-
ically the typical recombination paths for excess carriers in SiC. The basic physics of the process is
common to semiconductors, and has been well documented [2]. In SiC, however, an impurity or a point
defect can substitute at certain inequivalent sites, leading to several different energy levels (site effect),
as described in Section 2.1. This phenomenon makes the PL spectra of SiC more complex than those of
other semiconductors. Several review papers on PL measurements of SiC have been published [3–7].

5.1.1.1 Free Excitons

Because SiC has an indirect band structure, direct band-to-band recombination without phonon involve-
ment is prohibited. Additionally, because of the high binding energy of free excitons in SiC (Ex =
20–27 meV [3, 8]), the free excitons survive even at room temperature. Figure 5.2 shows typical PL
spectra measured at 2 K for high-purity (a) 4H-SiC and (b) 6H-SiC epitaxial layers [7]. Here the PL
peaks labeled by the I series originate from recombination of free excitons. In the peak assignment, the
phonon energies (in meV) associated with the recombination processes are given as subscripts to the peak
labels. The absence of a zero-phonon line of free exciton peaks reflects the indirect band structure, and
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Figure 5.2 Typical photoluminescence (PL) spectra measured at 2 K for high-purity (a) 4H-SiC and
(b) 6H-SiC epitaxial layers ([7] reproduced with permission from Taylor & Francis).

all free exciton peaks appear as phonon replicas. The energies of major phonons which create phonon
replicas in PL from 4H-SiC{0001} are 36 (transverse acoustic (TA)), 46, 51, 77 (longitudinal acoustic
(LA)), 95, 96 (transverse optical (TO)), 104, and 107 meV (longitudinal optical (LO)). The energy loca-
tion of the zero-phonon line of free exciton peaks is called the exciton gap, and is often denoted by Egx.
The exciton gap is 2.390 eV for 3C-SiC, 3.265 eV for 4H-SiC, and 3.023 eV for 6H-SiC at 2–4 K [3, 6].
Note that the bandgap Eg is given by Eg = Egx + Ex. The free exciton peaks are observed in lightly doped
SiC (e.g., below 1 × 1017 cm−3), and the relative intensity compared to that of an exciton peak bound to
a dopant impurity can be used as a measure to estimate the purity of the material [9, 10]. The shapes
of the free exciton peaks are highly asymmetrical, especially at temperatures higher than 10 K. When
taking account of the kinetic energy and the density of states of the free excitons, the intensity of one
free exciton peak (IFE) as a function of the photon energy (E = h𝜈) can be expressed approximately by
the following equation [11]:

IFE = C
√

E exp
(
− E

kT

)
(5.1)

Here, C is a proportional constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the change in the free-exciton-peak spectrum that was calculated with Equation 5.1
[12]. The peak energy increases with increasing temperature, and the peak broadening becomes more
significant toward the high-energy side. These results originate from the increase in the kinetic energy
of the free excitons.

5.1.1.2 Excitons Bound to Neutral Dopant Impurities

PL peaks that were attributed to excitons bound to neutral nitrogen donors have been investigated exten-
sively in many SiC polytypes [13–15]. Typical PL spectra of excitons bound to neutral nitrogen donors
in (a) 3C-SiC, (b) 4H-SiC, and (c) 6H-SiC and measured at 2 K are shown in Figure 5.4 [7]. The phonon
energies (in meV) associated with the recombination processes are given as subscripts to the peak labels.
Two series, denoted by P and Q, for 4H-SiC, and three series, denoted by P, R, and S, for 6H-SiC are
observed because of the site effect (the P series corresponds to the hexagonal site). In the case of bound
excitons, the wavefunction is spread out in the reciprocal space, and the direct recombination process
is allowed, which leads to the appearance of strong zero-phonon line(s). The energy difference between
the exciton gap and the zero-phonon line gives the binding energy of the excitons to the impurity/defect
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Figure 5.3 Change in the free-exciton-peak spectrum that was calculated with Equation 5.1 [12].

(a neutral nitrogen donor in the present case). As shown in Figure 5.4, the bound excitons with the
smallest binding energy (the P series in both 4H- and 6H-SiC) are dominated by phonon replicas, while
those with the largest binding energy (the Q series for 4H-SiC and the S series for 6H-SiC) are dom-
inated by the zero-phonon lines. This can also be determined from the spreading of the wavefunction.
Figure 5.5 shows the PL spectra measured for a high-purity 4H-SiC epitaxial layer at 4.2–300 K [16].
At a relatively low temperature, both the free exciton peaks and the nitrogen-bound exciton peaks are
dominant. The nitrogen-bound exciton peaks are thermally quenched at approximately 10 K for the P
series and 40 K for the Q series, forming more free excitons. In the temperature range from 50 to 60 K
up to room temperature only the free exciton peaks dominate. Although PL peaks are also observed for
the excitons that are bound to neutral phosphorus donors [17], the spectrum structure is less understood
when compared with the nitrogen-bound exciton peaks.

Figure 5.6 shows the typical PL spectra of excitons that were bound to neutral aluminum or gal-
lium acceptors in 4H-SiC, measured at 2 K [7, 18, 19]. The bound exciton spectrum consists of two
zero-phonon lines that correspond to the hexagonal and cubic sites. The peak energies are slightly higher
than that of Q0 for aluminum, but slightly lower than that of Q0 for gallium. Each zero-phonon line actu-
ally splits into three lines, as observed in high-resolution measurements, and this number is consistent
with the result of a prediction based on group theory [7]. In high-purity aluminum-doped p-type SiC, the
aluminum-acceptor bound exciton peaks (and the free exciton peaks) become dominant. In these mate-
rials, the PL peaks of excitons that are bound to neutral donors are hardly observed, because the donors
act as compensating levels and are ionized even at low temperatures. The PL spectra of excitons that are
bound to boron atoms require further investigation [20].

5.1.1.3 Donor–Acceptor Pair Recombination

When the wavefunction of an electron that is bound to a donor can interact with that of a hole that is
bound to an acceptor, then donor–acceptor pair (DAP) recombination occurs. The photon energy of
DAP luminescence is expressed using the following equation [2]:

h𝑣 = Eg − ΔED − ΔEA + e2

4π𝜀sr
(5.2)

Here, 𝛥ED and 𝛥EA are the ionization energies of the donor and acceptor, respectively. The fourth term
is the gain of the Coulomb potential, and is a function of the donor-acceptor distance (r). e and 𝜀s are the
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Figure 5.4 Typical PL spectra of excitons bound to neutral nitrogen donors in (a) 3C-SiC, (b) 4H-SiC,
and (c) 6H-SiC, measured at 2 K ([7] reproduced with permission from Taylor & Francis).

elementary charge and the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, respectively. The recombination rate
is high for DAPs separated by a short distance, and this rate decreases rapidly with increasing distance.
As a result, the decay curves of the PL intensity of the DAP peaks generally show not a single exponential
decay but a decay in the form of t−m, where t and m are the time and the power factor of the decay [21],
respectively.

DAP luminescence in various SiC polytypes was extensively studied in the 1970–1980s [22–24].
Figure 5.7 shows typical DAP luminescence spectra that were observed for 4H-SiC at (a) 4.2 and (b) 77 K
[24]. In this figure, the nitrogen-aluminum, nitrogen-gallium, and nitrogen-boron DAP PL spectra are
shown. Since the aluminum acceptor levels are relatively shallow and the boron levels very deep, the
nitrogen-aluminum DAP PL peaks are located in the relatively high-energy region and the nitrogen-boron
DAP appears in the low-energy region. As described in Section 2.2.3, boron incorporation into SiC
induces two boron-related levels: shallow boron and deep boron. In the nitrogen-boron PL, the deep
boron centers are mainly involved in radiative recombination [20, 25]. Because of the rather high ion-
ization energy of the deep boron center, boron-related DAP, or free-to-acceptor (FA) PL survives at
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Figure 5.6 Typical PL spectra of excitons that are bound to neutral aluminum or gallium acceptors in
(a) 4H-SiC and (b) 6H-SiC, measured at 2 K ([7] reproduced with permission from Taylor & Francis).

temperatures up to room temperature, yielding yellowish-green luminescence in 4H-SiC. Because of
the large site effect of the nitrogen donors in hexagonal SiC polytypes, the DAP peaks of the nitrogen
donors at the hexagonal site (B series) and those of nitrogen at the cubic site(s) (C series) appear at
different photon energies. A fine nitrogen-aluminum DAP PL spectrum has been resolved and analyzed
using Equation 5.2 [26]. Based on this analysis, the ionization energies of the nitrogen donors in 4H-SiC
have been accurately determined to be 61 meV for the hexagonal site and 126 meV for the cubic site, and
those of the aluminum acceptors to be 198 and 201 meV for the hexagonal and cubic sites, respectively.
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Figure 5.8 Typical donor–acceptor-pair (DAP) luminescence spectra observed for 6H-SiC at (a) 4.2 K
and (b) 77 K ([24] reproduced with permission from American Physical Society).

When the measurement temperature is elevated, the ionization of the nitrogen donors proceeds while
the acceptors remain unchanged, retaining holes, and thus recombination between the free electrons and
holes that are bound to acceptors (FA) becomes dominant. Typical DAP luminescence spectra that were
observed for 6H-SiC are shown in Figure 5.8. The trends are very similar to the case of 4H-SiC, but the
PL peaks are shifted to the low-energy side, due to the smaller bandgap and the larger ionization energies
of acceptors in 6H-SiC.

5.1.1.4 Other Impurities

Among the various impurities in SiC, titanium (Ti) incorporation, and its unique PL are well known
[27–29]. Figure 5.9 shows typical PL spectra, showing the effects of Ti contamination of (a) 4H-SiC and
(b) 6H-SiC, that were measured at 2 K [7]. Two zero-phonon lines (the A1 and B1 peaks) are observed
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Figure 5.9 Example of PL spectra showing Ti contamination of (a) 4H-SiC and (b) 6H-SiC measured
at 2 K ([7] reproduced with permission from Taylor & Francis).

Table 5.1 Energies of major impurity-related PL peaks observed in 4H- and 6H-SiC [7].

Defect 4H-SiC (eV) 6H-SiC (eV)

Nitrogen bound exciton 3.2580 (P0), 3.2448 (Q0) 3.006.9 (P0), 2.9923 (R0),
2.9905 (S0)

Aluminum bound exciton 3.2465–3.2490 2.9989–3.0045
Titanium (Ti) 2.8492 (A1), 2.7898 (B1) 2.8608 (A1), 2.8197 (B1),

2.7854 (C1)
Chromium (Cr) 1.1898, 1.1583 1.1886, 1.1797, 1.1557
Molybdenum (Mo) 1.1521 1.1057
Tungsten (W: formerly UD-1) 1.0595, 1.0586 1.0019, 1.0014, 0.9951
Vanadium (V) 0.9703, 0.9695, 0.9681, 0.9673,

0.9284
0.9482, 0.9475, 0.9460, 0.9453,

0.9170, 0.8931
Hydrogen-related 3.1611, 3.1446 3.0134, 3.0065, 2.9559

at 2.8492 and 2.7898 eV, and are assigned to Ti at the hexagonal and cubic Si-lattice sites, respectively.
Unique phonon replicas with the involvement of a localized phonon (90 meV) are relatively intense in
the Ti-related PL. A very broad band with a peak located at 2.58–2.48 eV (480–500 nm) can also be
observed. These PL peaks originate from excitons that reside at an isoelectronic center of Ti in SiC, and
exhibit a long decay time of about 100 μs [30].

Many PL peaks caused by other metallic impurities in SiC have been identified. These metallic impu-
rities include vanadium (V) [31–33], chromium (Cr) [34], molybdenum (Mo) [35], and tungsten (W)
[36], and they exhibit very sharp PL peaks in the near infrared region. Table 5.1 summarizes the energies
of major PL peaks that have been observed in 4H- and 6H-SiC [7].

5.1.1.5 Intrinsic Point Defects

Extensive studies have been conducted to identify intrinsic point defects by PL, optical absorption, elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) measurements,
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Table 5.2 Energy positions of the optical transition for the major intrinsic point defects in 4H- and
6H-SiC at 2–4 K.

Defect 4H-SiC (eV) 6H-SiC (eV)

Silicon vacancy (VSi) 1.438, 1.352 1.438, 1.398, 1.366
Divacancy (VSi –VC) 1.0539, 1.0507, 1.0136, 0.9975 1.0746, 1.0487, 1.0300, 1.0119,

0.9887
DI center 2.901 (L1) 2.6245 (L1), 2.589 (L2),

2.569 (L3)
DII center 3.2045 2.9459
UD-2 (may contain impurity) 1.1496, 1.1194, 1.0968, 1.0953 1.1345, 1.1342, 1.1196, 1.1033,

1.0928, 1.0882
UD-3 (may contain impurity) 1.3557 1.3433
UD-4 (may contain impurity) 1.4646, 1.3952, 1.3944 1.426, 1.371

and through theoretical calculations [7]. The energy positions of the optical transition for the major
intrinsic point defects in 4H- and 6H-SiC at 2–4 K are summarized in Table 5.2 [7, 37–40]. In the table,
the peak positions of several unidentified defects (UDs) are also indicated. Note that the origin of these
UD centers may contain an impurity.

Other than the PL peaks described above, three types of defect luminescence that are attributed to
intrinsic point defects are often observed in SiC: these are the so-called alphabet lines, the DI center,
and the DII center [4, 6, 7]. The alphabet lines consist of 12 zero-phonon lines in the 2.80–2.91 eV
range and their phonon replicas in 4H-SiC [41–43]. These lines are not usually observed in as-grown
materials, but emerge after particle bombardment, such as electron irradiation. Low-energy (<200 keV)
electron irradiation, under which only carbon atoms are displaced in SiC, induces the appearance of these
alphabet lines. The lines start to anneal out at approximately 650 ∘C, and almost completely disappear
after annealing at 1000 ∘C [41]. Based on these observations, carbon Frenkel pairs or carbon interstitials
have been suggested as the origins of the lines [41, 44].

After the alphabet lines are removed by annealing irradiated (or implanted) SiC at 900–1000 ∘C, strong
luminescence caused by the DI center is observed [45–47]. Figure 5.10a shows typical PL spectra of the
DI center for 4H- and 6H-SiC [7]. One strong zero-phonon line (L1 peak: 2.901 eV) and its phonon
replicas are observed in 4H-SiC, while three zero-phonon lines (L1, L2, and L3 peaks) and their phonon
replicas appear in 6H-SiC. Note that the DI center is often observed, even in as-grown materials (both
bulk crystals and epitaxial layers), and it has been shown that the intensity of the L1 peak increases in
SiC epitaxial layers that are grown at higher temperatures [48]. This defect center remains thermally
stable at temperatures as high as 1800–2000 ∘C, and the L1 peak intensity tends to be enhanced by
high-temperature annealing [49]. This isoelectronic defect has a “pseudo-donor” property [50], and a
level acting as a hole trap (HS1 center) located at 0.35 eV above the valence band edge has been proposed
as being responsible for the luminescence, as shown in Figure 5.10b. Although the origin of the DI

center remains unclear, antisite pairs (SiC –CSi) [51] and an isolated silicon antisite (SiC) [52] have been
suggested as possible origins.

The DII center yields a strong zero-phonon line at 3.2045 eV in 4H-SiC and 2.9459 eV in 6H-SiC
[53, 54]. This center is also stable against high-temperature (>1600 ∘C) annealing. Because the DII cen-
ter appears only after ion implantation (and not after low-energy electron irradiation) and subsequent
annealing, it has been suggested that the origin of the center must contain a large complex, such as a
dicarbon antisite [54] or carbon antisite clusters [55].

Thus, PL is a very powerful technique for assessment of material quality. However, the origins of many
PL peaks in SiC are still unassigned. To determine the absolute densities of the defects or impurities, other
characterization techniques must be used in combination.
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Figure 5.10 (a) Typical PL spectra of the DI center for 4H- and 6H-SiC [7] and (b) pseudo-donor model
of the luminescence taking account of a hole trap (HS1 center) [50] reproduced with permission from
Taylor & Francis.

5.1.2 Raman Scattering

Raman scattering spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopic technique that enables a wide range of infor-
mation about a material to be acquired. When light is scattered from a solid material, the scattered light
mainly contains the wavelengths that were incident on the material, which is called Rayleigh scattering.
However, the scattered light also contains different wavelengths at much lower intensities, caused by the
interaction of the light with the material. A typical example is the interaction of the light with phonons,
and this scattering is called Raman scattering [1]. The scattered light, which has an energy that is lower
than that of the incident light by an amount equal to the energies of the emitted phonons (Stokes-shifted
Raman scattering), is monitored in Raman scattering spectroscopy. An intense laser such as an argon ion
laser is used as an excitation source, and a high-resolution double monochromator is used to exclude the
Rayleigh scattered light.

Because Raman scattered light contains detailed information about the phonons, Raman scattering
spectroscopy is a powerful tool for identification of the material polytype and characterization of the
stress or the defects in SiC [56–59]. Because of the wide bandgaps of the SiC polytypes, 4H-SiC is com-
pletely transparent to conventional excitation light (e.g., 488 nm from Ar+ laser). In this case, the Raman
scattering signals have poor depth resolution. A confocal configuration and deep ultraviolet Raman scat-
tering (using a frequency-doubled Ar+ laser (244 nm)) have been proposed as methods to improve the
depth resolution [60, 61]. In contrast, the lateral resolution is good, because the incident light can be
focused to a small spot diameter (∼1 μm), and mapping measurements are possible.

As briefly described in Section 2.3.2, group theory analysis predicts a number of phonon modes at the
Γ point for the higher polytypes (folded modes). For the hexagonal (and rhombohedral) SiC polytypes,
the phonon modes are divided into axial and planar modes, in which the atoms are displaced along the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, respectively. For nH-SiC, a folded mode at the Γ
point corresponds to a phonon mode with a reduced wave number x = q∕qB = 2 m∕n along the <111>
direction in the basic Brillouin zone of 3C-SiC, where m is an integer that is less than or equal to n∕2, and
qB is the wavenumber at the edge of the basic Brillouin zone [58]. The planar modes in nH-SiC consist
of Raman active E1 and E2 modes, and the axial modes consist of Raman active A1 and inactive B1

modes. It should be noted that the Raman scattering spectra that are observed depend on the scattering
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Figure 5.11 Raman scattering spectra of (a) 3C-, (b) 4H-, and (c) 6H-SiC polytypes observed with
the back scattering geometries of {0001} crystals ([58] reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH).

geometry. In the typical back scattering geometry for hexagonal SiC{0001}, E2-type TO (folded
transverse optical, FTO), and A1-type LO (folded longitudinal optical, FLO) modes are allowed, while
the E1-type LO (FLO) mode is prohibited (the E1-type LO peak is weakly observed when the sample has
an off-angle).

Figure 5.11 shows the Raman scattering spectra of the 3C-, 4H-, and 6H-SiC polytypes, which are
observed with the back scattering geometries of {0001} crystals. In the low-frequency region below
280 cm−1, Raman peaks attributed to the TA (folded transverse acoustic, FTA) modes are observed,
except in 3C-SiC. Intense Raman peaks caused by the TO and LO modes appear at wavenumbers of
approximately 770–800 and 960–970 cm−1, respectively, but the peak positions differ slightly for the
different SiC polytypes. Table 5.3 summarizes the Raman wavenumbers of the TA, LA, TO, and LO
modes observed for 3C-, 4H-, and 6H-SiC [58]. Raman scattering is thus a useful and nondestructive
technique for unambiguous identification of the SiC polytypes. Raman modes for other SiC polytypes
can be found in a review paper by Nakashima and Harima [58]. Because the Raman scattering spectra
are sensitive to the stacking structures, the existence of stacking faults can cause the appearance of extra
peaks and/or distortion of the Raman peaks.

In a polar semiconductor like SiC, free carriers interact with the LO phonons, forming the longitudinal
optical phonon-plasmon coupled (LOPC) mode. Thus, the Raman peak due to the LO mode is affected
by the carrier density in the monitored region. As the carrier density increases, the LO peak shifts toward
the high wavenumber side with peak broadening. The carrier density can then be estimated by fitting this
LO peak while taking the plasmon coupling into account [62]. The determination of the carrier density
without use of contacts is a clear merit, although this method is only applicable for relatively highly
doped n-type SiC.
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Table 5.3 Major Raman wavenumbers of the TA, LA, TO, and LO modes
observed for 3C-, 4H-, and 6H-SiC [58].

Polytype TA (cm−1)
(planar acoustic)

LA (cm−1)
(axial acoustic)

TO (cm−1)
(planar optic)

LO (cm−1)
(axial optic)

3C-SiC – – 796 972
4H-SiC 196, 204 610 776, 796 964
6H-SiC 145, 150 504, 514 767, 789, 797 965

Because Raman scattering is sensitive to strain, local stresses can also be characterized. The stress
can be quantitatively determined based on the shift of a Raman peak from its original position. Stress
characterization by Raman scattering is receiving increasing attention in the Si and III–V semiconductor
fields [63]. Similarly, Raman scattering is likely to be used extensively for stress characterization of SiC
in the future.

5.1.3 Hall Effect and Capacitance–Voltage Measurements

Hall effect measurements give the free carrier density (electron density n or hole density p) and mobility
of the material, whereas capacitance–voltage ( C–V) measurements on Schottky structures give the net
doping density, which is ND –NA for n-type and NA –ND for p-type, where ND and NA are the donor
and acceptor densities, respectively. Because of the relatively large ionization energies of acceptors in
SiC, Hall effect and C–V measurements on p-type SiC give very different values for the densities (p <
NA − ND) at room temperature. Only the hole density changes when the measurement temperature is
changed, while the net doping density remains almost constant, as expected.

For Hall effect measurements of SiC homoepitaxial layers, careful sample preparation is required.
Figure 5.12 schematically shows sample structures that are suitable for Hall effect measurements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(side view)

semi-insulating

substrate

n-type SiC

ohmic contact

n-type substrate

n-type SiC

p-type SiC

n+-type SiC

n+-type SiC

ohmic contact

(top view)

Figure 5.12 Schematic sample structures suitable for Hall effect measurements. Electrical isolation is
achieved by using (a) semi-insulating substrate or (b) pn junction.
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The SiC epitaxial layer to be measured must be electrically isolated from the substrate. One way to do
this is to use semi-insulating substrates for electrical isolation, as shown in Figure 5.12a. Another way
is to use a pn junction for the isolation, as shown in Figure 5.12b. In the former case, the resistance
of the epitaxial layer to be measured must be carefully compared with that of the substrate at the
measurement temperatures to ensure that the leakage current through the substrate is negligibly small.
In the latter case, the underlying layer of the opposite conduction type must be heavily-doped and must
be thick enough to avoid punch-through. The junction leakage over a relatively large area must be kept
sufficiently low. It is also important to prepare a clover-leaf pattern for accurate measurements [1]. It
is useful to form the heavily-doped regions only beneath the ohmic contacts to avoid the occurrence of
nonohmic contacts in the low-temperature measurements.

The measured temperature dependence of the carrier density can be fitted using Equations 2.14 or
2.15. Here, at least two types of donor level (cubic/hexagonal sites) must be considered to fit the tem-
perature dependence of the electron density in hexagonal SiC, and it is important to account for the
compensating defects. The compensating defects are residual acceptors (donors) and deep levels in n-type
(p-type) materials, and these defects have typical densities of 1 × 1013 to 5 × 1013 cm−3 in lightly-doped
4H-SiC epitaxial layers. Methods for analysis of the measured data have been proposed, such as DHES
(differential Hall effect spectroscopy) [64] and FCCS (free carrier concentration spectroscopy) [65]. In
these methods, the energy levels and the donor (or acceptor) density can be obtained analytically with-
out ambiguous data fitting. A Hall scattering factor of unity is usually used to calculate the data in Hall
effect measurements of SiC. Although a few basic studies of the Hall scattering factor have been reported
[66], the scattering factor varies, depending on the doping density, the compensating defect density, and
the temperature.

In C–V measurements, Schottky barriers are formed by deposition of metal electrodes on top of the
SiC samples. The net doping density can be determined from the slope of a 1∕C2 –V plot [1]. If the
doping density is not uniform throughout the depth, then the depth profile of the doping density can
be obtained from the differential slope of the plot [1]. In this case, the monitored depth (d) is simply
determined from d = 𝜀s∕Cd. Here, 𝜀s and Cd are the dielectric constant and the depletion capacitance per
unit area of the semiconductor, respectively. Because this sample structure consists of a Schottky barrier
and a series resistance (RS), selection of the probe frequency requires care. For accurate measurement
of the capacitance of the space-charge region, C, it is important to satisfy the condition 𝜔CRS ≪ 1,
where 𝜔 is the angular probe frequency in the C–V measurements. For example, the probe frequency
must be lowered in C–V measurements of lightly-doped p-type SiC because of the relatively high series
resistance. Basic equations for the C–V characteristics can be found in a book on semiconductor physics
[67] and in Section 6.4.1 in this book.

5.1.4 Carrier Lifetime Measurements

The carrier lifetime is an important physical property that determines the performance of bipolar devices,
and fundamental studies had already been performed on carrier lifetimes in SiC in the 1990s [68]. In this
subsection, several lifetime measurement methods are summarized. Important issues in interpretation of
the measured data are also described. For example, the decay curve of the measured signals (I(t)) can be
expressed using the following equation:

I(t) = I0 exp

(
− t
𝜏decay

)
(5.3)

Here, I0 and 𝜏decay are the initial signal intensity and the decay time, respectively. However, the decay
time (𝜏decay) is not always equivalent to the carrier lifetime, as described below. Furthermore, the decay
curve often does not follow a single exponential function (𝜏decay is not constant).
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Table 5.4 Relationship between the carrier lifetime (𝜏) and the decay time (𝜏decay) obtained in
several measurement techniques (The decay time obtained in individual measurements is indicated).

Injection level Time-resolved PL Photoconductance Reverse recovery

High injection 𝜏∕2 𝜏 𝜏 (often limited by surface
recombination)

Low injection 𝜏 𝜇nd(Δn)∕dt + 𝜇p d(Δp)∕dt ≈ 𝜏

(when Δn = Δp)
𝜏 (often limited by surface

recombination)

5.1.4.1 Time-Resolved Photoluminescence (TRPL)

The PL intensity of the free exciton peaks is proportional to the number of excess free carriers, although
the majority of the free carriers and excitons recombine via nonradiative recombination in SiC because
of its indirect band structure. The carrier lifetime can therefore be determined from the decay curve of
the PL intensity for the free exciton peaks (∼390 nm at room temperature). No preparatory processing,
such as contact formation, is required prior to the measurements, and it is easy to acquire maps of the
carrier lifetimes of SiC wafers with high spatial resolution using a conventional PL mapping stage. The
temperature dependence of the carrier lifetimes can also be measured easily. Assuming the density of the
excess carriers as Δn, the intensity of the free exciton peaks is proportional to (n + Δn)(p + Δn) ≈ (Δn)2
whenΔn is higher than the equilibrium carrier density (high-injection conditions), while it is proportional
toΔn whenΔn is lower than the equilibrium density (low-injection conditions). Therefore, the decay time
obtained (𝜏decay) gives 𝜏∕2 under high-injection conditions and 𝜏 under low-injection conditions (where
𝜏 is the carrier lifetime) [69], as shown in Table 5.4.

5.1.4.2 Photoconductance Decay (PCD)

By measuring the transient electrical conductance of a semiconductor after a photo-excitation pulse, it is
possible to determine the carrier lifetime. The conductance can be monitored by either direct measure-
ment of the electrical properties after deposition of ohmic contacts or measurement of the intensity of an
electromagnetic wave that has been reflected from the sample surface. In the latter case no processing
is required, which enables mapping measurements. Microwaves are often used for the electromagnetic
waves, and this method is called microwave photoconductance decay ( μ-PCD) measurement. Figure 5.13
shows a schematic illustration of a differential μ-PCD measurement set-up. The traveling microwave
(frequency of e.g., 26 GHz) is split into two by a magic-T, and a laser pulse is used to irradiate a sam-
ple surface that is facing one of the two waveguide openings. The signal-to-noise ratio can be greatly
improved by using a differential signal of the reflected microwave intensity from a photo-irradiated
region and a nonirradiated region. The photoconductance is a direct measure of the number of excess
carriers, and this method has been used as a standard technique for lifetime measurements in Si [1]. The
signal intensity, which corresponds to the photoconductance, is proportional to Δn𝜇n + Δp𝜇p, where Δn
and Δp are the densities of the excess electrons and the excess holes, respectively. 𝜇n and 𝜇p are the
electron and hole mobilities, respectively. When “above-bandgap” excitation is used and recombination
of the electron–hole pairs is dominant (normal case), Δn = Δp is basically satisfied. When differential
μ-PCD measurements are performed, the obtained signal intensity must be in proportion to Δn (= Δp),
and the obtained decay time (𝜏decay) gives 𝜏, irrespective of the injection conditions.

5.1.4.3 Reverse Recovery (RR)

During turn-off operation of a pn diode, the injected carriers do not disappear immediately and
significant numbers of carriers are stored inside the diode for a certain period. During this period
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Figure 5.13 Schematic illustration of a differential μ-PCD measurement set-up.
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Figure 5.14 Turn-off characteristics (current waveform) of a pn diode. (a) Abruptly switching and
(b) switching with a constant dI∕dt.

(storage time), the diode remains conductive, and a reverse current passes through the diode until the
stored carriers disappear by either recombination or diffusion (reverse recovery characteristics), as
shown in Figure 5.14. The carrier lifetime can then be estimated from this current turn-off waveform [1].
When the current is abruptly switched, as shown in Figure 5.14a, the diode current transient I(t) can be
divided into the nearly constant-current storage phase (where 0 ≤ t ≤ ts) and the reverse recovery phase
(where t > ts). The carrier lifetime (𝜏) is linked to the storage time (ts) by the following equation [1]:

erf

√
ts

𝜏

= 1
1 + IR∕IF

(5.4)

Here, “erf,” IF, and IR are the error function, the forward current, and the reverse current during the storage
time, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.14a. A diode is often turned off with a constant current-damping
rate (dI∕dt), as shown in Figure 5.14b. In this case, the lifetime can be approximately given by [1]:

𝜏 ≅
√
(t2 − t1)(t3 − t1) (5.5)

Here, t1 and t2 are as indicated in Figure 5.14b. t3 is defined as the time where I(t) = 0.1IR.
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Although full processing of the pn diodes is required, this method can measure the carrier lifetime
inside the completed device structures. The carrier lifetimes obtained are, however, often underestimated
because of the influence of surface recombination. Also, it must be remembered that the obtained 𝜏 value
contains information on the lifetime in the heavily-doped emitter region. Thus, the deduced 𝜏 value is
always much shorter than the bulk lifetime in the lightly-doped region. As a modification of this method,
the open-circuit voltage decay (OCVD) method has been proposed [1]. In this method, the open-circuit
voltage of a pn diode, rather than the reverse recovery current, is monitored. The merits and demerits of
this method are almost the same as those for measurements of reverse-recovery current.

5.1.4.4 Effects of Carrier Recombination at the Surface and in the Substrate

As described above, the decay times obtained in carrier lifetime measurements are not always the true car-
rier lifetimes for several reasons. In carrier lifetime measurements of SiC homoepitaxial layers, the effects
of carrier recombination at the surface and in the substrate must be taken adequately into account [70].

Numerical simulations based on an excess carrier diffusion equation are useful for interpretation of
the obtained decay curves [71]. In the simulation, a two-layer model of a SiC epitaxial layer (thickness ∶
Wepi) on a substrate (thickness ∶ Wsub) is considered, and the distribution (i.e., the depth profile) of the
excess carrier density is calculated as a function of time, while taking account of both bulk recombi-
nation and surface recombination. The diffusion equation and the boundary conditions are given by the
following equations [70, 71]:

𝜕ne

𝜕t
= D

𝜕
2ne

𝜕x2
−

ne

𝜏

(5.6)

Boundary conditions:

D
dne

dx
|x=0 = SRne (5.7)

Here, ne is the excess carrier density in the semiconductor (= Δn), D is the diffusion constant, and 𝜏 is the
bulk lifetime. The origin of the x coordinates is taken to be at the surface of the epitaxial layer. SR is the
surface recombination velocity (SRV) at the surface of the epitaxial layer. The recombination velocity
on the back of the substrate is not important because of the large thickness and short carrier lifetimes
of the substrates. Note that the bulk lifetime in the SiC substrate (𝜏sub) is very short, with typical values
of 0.01–0.04 μs [70]. Under high-injection conditions, carrier diffusion in the epitaxial layer can be
assumed to proceed in an ambipolar mode [1]. An ambipolar diffusion constant of 4.2 cm2 s−1 [72] is
used for the epitaxial layer in the simulation, while a standard hole diffusion constant of 0.3 cm2 s−1 is
assumed for the substrate, because of the high doping density.

Figure 5.15 shows depth profiles of the excess carrier density in a 4H-SiC epitaxial layer on a substrate
as a function of time (from t = 0 to t = 5 μs, at time intervals of 0.5 μs) [70]. Here, a YLF-third harmonic
generation laser (𝜆 = 349 nm) is assumed to be the excitation source. The photon density during excita-
tion is 1 × 1014 cm−2. In this case, the bulk lifetime in the epitaxial layer and the SRV (SR) are assumed
to be 5.0 μs and 1 × 103 cm s−1, respectively. The epitaxial layer thicknesses are (a) 50 and (b) 200 μm.
Because of the short carrier lifetime in the substrate (0.01–0.04 μs), the excess carriers generated in
the substrate disappear almost completely within the first 0.1–0.2 μs, and the carriers in the epitaxial
layer near the substrate diffuse toward the substrate, because of a large carrier density gradient. For the
50-μm-thick epitaxial layer, a significant number (about 30–35%) of the generated carriers recombine
within the substrate in the short time of 0.5 μs after the excitation pulse. Because of the relatively large
SRV, approximately 15% of the generated carriers are killed at the surface in the first 0.5 μs. The carrier
profile continues to be dominated heavily by recombination at the surface and in the substrate as time
passes, as shown in Figure 5.15a. After 5 μs, which corresponds to the bulk lifetime of the epitaxial layer,
about 98% of the generated carriers have already been lost. However, in the 200-μm-thick epitaxial layer,
the effect of substrate recombination on the carrier profile is much smaller. Although fast recombination
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Figure 5.15 Depth profiles of the excess carrier density in a 4H-SiC epitaxial layer on a substrate as a
function of time (from t = 0 to t = 5 μs, time intervals: 0.5 μs) [70]. In this case, the bulk lifetime in the
epitaxial layer and the surface recombination velocity (SR) are assumed to be 5.0 μs and 1 × 103 cm s−1,
respectively. The epitaxial layer thicknesses are (a) 50 and (b) 200 μm ([70] reproduced with permission
from AIP Publishing LLC).

in the substrate also occurs, the number of carriers that recombine in the substrate is only 1–2% of the
total number of generated carriers in the first 0.5 μs, as shown in Figure 5.15b. The surface recombi-
nation has a comparatively large influence on the carrier profile when the epitaxial layer is very thick,
as expected.

Based on the time-dependent depth profiles of the excess carriers, the decay curves can be calculated
by integration of the excess carrier density in 4H-SiC as a function of time. Figure 5.16 shows the decay
curves of the excess carrier density in 4H-SiC for different surface recombination velocities [70]. In
this particular case, a carrier lifetime of 5.0 μs was used as the bulk lifetime in the (a) 50-μm-thick and
(b) 200-μm-thick epitaxial layers. All the decay curves are normalized to the integrated carrier density
at t = 0. In these figures, a single exponential decay with a lifetime of 5.0 μs is plotted using a broken
line as a reference. When the epitaxial layer is 50 μm thick (Figure 5.16a), the decay curves exhibit fast
decay with much steeper slopes than that of the broken line (5.0 μs exponential curve) at the beginning,
even if the SRV is 0 cm s−1. Note that the difference between the decay curve for the zero-SRV and
the 5.0 μs exponential curve is attributed to carrier recombination in the substrate. Thus, the effect of
recombination in the substrate can be clearly separated from that of surface and bulk recombination. In
addition to substrate recombination, surface recombination severely affects the decay curves when the
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Figure 5.16 Decay curves of the excess carrier density in 4H-SiC for different surface recombina-
tion velocities ([70] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC). In this particular case, a
carrier lifetime of 5.0 μs was used as the bulk lifetime in the (a) 50-μm-thick and (b) 200-μm-thick
epitaxial layers.

SRV is higher than 1000 cm s−1. The “effective carrier lifetime,” which is defined from the slope of the
simulated main decay curve (after the fast initial decay), is estimated to be 2.1, 1.3, and 0.77 μs for SR

values of 0, 103, and 105 cm s−1, respectively. The situation is quite different in the case where there are
very thick epitaxial layers. As shown in Figure 5.16b, the simulated decay curve is close to the 5.0 μs
exponential curve (broken line) when the SRV is 0 cm s−1, indicating that the substrate recombination
has little influence. However, the surface recombination governs the effective lifetime, especially when
the SRV is higher than 103 cm s−1.

The effective lifetimes obtained from the simulated decay curves are plotted as a function of the bulk
lifetime of the epitaxial layers in Figure 5.17 [70]. In this simulation, the epitaxial layer thickness is also
varied as a parameter, while the SRV is fixed at 1000 cm s−1. When the epitaxial layer is 50 μm thick
and the bulk lifetime of the epitaxial layer is shorter than 0.5 μs, the effective lifetime is nearly equal
to the bulk lifetime of the epitaxial layer. However, the effective lifetime saturates at a value of 1.8 μs
for the 50-μm-thick epitaxial layers when the bulk lifetime exceeds 30 μs. At a 10 μs bulk lifetime,
for example, the effective lifetime is only 1.5 μs, which indicates almost detrimental underestimation.
When the bulk lifetime is long, for example, 10 μs, then the effective lifetime increases with increasing
epitaxial layer thickness, and reaches 8.5 μs for a thickness of 300 μm. If a very long bulk lifetime is
achieved, then a very thick epitaxial layer with low SRV is required for accurate evaluation of the carrier
lifetimes. In other words, it is very difficult to obtain accurate bulk lifetimes for 10–30-μm-thick epitaxial
layers. These are the major problems in carrier lifetime measurements of SiC. From Figure 5.17, one can
estimate the minimum epitaxial layer thickness required for accurate lifetime measurements. Because
the measured lifetimes are always underestimated, it is assumed that 20% underestimation is acceptable.
The minimum epilayer thickness required to obtain 80% of the bulk lifetime (0.8 𝜏epi) can be estimated
as being approximately four times larger than the ambipolar diffusion length (Wepi > 4 La). Note that the
required epilayer thickness decreases slightly if the SRV decreases, and vice versa.

5.1.5 Detection of Extended Defects

5.1.5.1 Chemical Etching

Chemical etching techniques are commonly used to create dislocation-induced etch pits [73]. SiC is an
extremely inert material, but can be etched by molten KOH, NaOH, or Na2O2 at 450–600 ∘C. In these
melts, the SiC surface is oxidized and the oxide that forms is subsequently removed by the melt [74].
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Figure 5.17 Effective lifetimes obtained from the simulated decay curves are plotted as a function of
the bulk lifetime of the epitaxial layers ([70] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

At the intersection points of the dislocations or the stacking faults with the surface, the etching rate is
different (usually faster), because of the high strain, leading to the formation of the etch pits.

Figure 5.18 shows an off-axis 4H-SiC(0001) surface after etching in molten KOH at 500 ∘C for 10 min.
A large hexagonal hole is created at the location of a micropipe defect [75], but micropipe defects are
rarely observed in state-of-the-art wafers. In Figure 5.18, at least three types of etch pits are observed,
that is, (i) a large hexagonal pit, (ii) a small hexagonal pit, and (iii) an oval (or shell-shaped) pit. It
has been found that these etch pits correspond to the threading screw dislocation (TSD), the threading
edge dislocation (TED), and the basal plane dislocation (BPD) [75, 76], respectively. Figure 5.19 shows
cross-sections near the etch pits which were formed on off-axis SiC(0001), where the lines for the TSD,
TED, and BPD are indicated by broken lines. The shapes of the etch pits are determined by the angle of
the dislocation with respect to the SiC surface and also by the lattice symmetry. The TSD and TED, which
propagate almost along the c-axis, intersect with the surface at an angle that is close to 90∘, although the
dislocation line is slightly tilted because of the off-angle (typically 4∘). Thus, the hexagonal etch pits
are formed at the locations of the TSDs and TEDs, and the pit size is much larger for the TSD, because
the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and thereby the strain field, is much larger for TSDs. In contrast,
the BPD intersects the surface at the off-angle of the substrate. Therefore, etching creates an oval pit
at the BPD location. The direction along which the oval pit exhibits the long depression corresponds

50 μm

TED

TSD

BPD

[1120] step-flow direction

Figure 5.18 Off-axis 4H-SiC(0001) surface after etching in molten KOH at 500 ∘C for 10 min.
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Figure 5.19 Cross-sections near the etch pits which were formed on off-axis SiC(0001), where the
lines for the TSD, TED, and BPD are indicated by broken lines.
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Figure 5.20 Surface of a 4H-SiC epitaxial layer on off-axis (0001), after etching in molten KOH. When
a stacking fault (SF) intersects with the surface, a groove is formed by the etching process, and at the end
of the groove, an oval etch pit that corresponds to a partial dislocation is created.

to the direction of the BPD near the surface. However, it is difficult to identify the Burgers vector of a
dislocation (e.g., pure TSD or mixed dislocation) through simple observation of the etch pits.

When the donor density is very high, as in the case of the n+-type substrates, the discrimination of TSDs
from TEDs then becomes difficult, because both dislocations yield etch pits of similar size and shape.
In this case, etching using a mixture of KOH and Na2O2 is useful for discrimination of the dislocations
[77]. It is known that a long wet oxidation process creates surface pits at the locations of dislocations,
because of the enhanced oxidation near the dislocation cores [78, 79].

When a stacking fault (SF) in either the basal plane or the prismatic plane intersects with the surface,
a groove is formed by the etching process, and at the end of the groove, an oval etch pit that corresponds
to a partial dislocation is created, as shown in Figure 5.20. It is obvious that the BPDs and basal-plane
SFs cannot be detected by etching of on-axis SiC{0001}.

On the SiC(0001) face, hillocks are formed at the dislocation locations after etching with molten KOH
at 450–500 ∘C [80]. When vaporized KOH is used at 950–1000 ∘C, three types of etch pit are formed
that correspond to the TSDs, TED, and BPDs [81].

5.1.5.2 X-Ray Topography

X-ray topography is a nondestructive technique that is useful for the characterization of extended defects
in crystals [82]. An X-ray beam with a linear cross-section irradiates the crystal, and the X-ray that is
diffracted from the crystal is recorded on a high-resolution film. By moving the crystal and the film in
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Figure 5.21 Schematic configurations for (a) grazing-incidence reflection X-ray topography and (b)
transmission X-ray topography.

the appropriate manner, the entire picture of the diffracted X-ray image for the crystal (i.e., a topography
image) can be acquired. Either reflection topography (e.g., the Berg–Barrett method) or transmission
topography (e.g., the Lang method) techniques are used, depending on the purpose of the character-
ization process [1, 82]. The X-ray penetration depth (typically 10–50 μm) must also be taken into
account when analyzing the topography images obtained. Figure 5.21 shows schematics of the configu-
rations for (a) grazing-incidence reflection X-ray topography and (b) transmission X-ray topography. In
grazing-incidence X-ray topography of hexagonal SiC{0001}, a diffraction vector g = 1128 has often
been used, which takes the structures of the major extended defects and the imaging sensitivity into
account [83]. By using synchrotron X-rays, the spatial resolution and the exposure time can be improved
significantly [83–85].

As in the case of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the Burgers vector of a dislocation can be
determined by using the following invisibility criteria [82]:

g • b = 0 (5.8)

(t × g) • b = 0 (5.9)

Here, b and t are the Burgers vector and the unit vector along the dislocation, respectively. Figure 5.22
shows transmission X-ray topography images that were taken with different diffraction vectors of (a)
g = 1120, (b) g = 1210, (c) g = 2110, (d) g = 1100, (e) g = 1010, and (f) g = 0110 at the same loca-
tion on a 4H-SiC(0001) free-standing epitaxial layer [86]. The dark spots and dark curves in the images
correspond to threading dislocations and BPDs, respectively. Note that all the BPDs are invisible for
g = 1100 (Figure 5.22d), while they are in contrast for the other conditions. This result means that
all these BPDs possess Burgers vectors that are parallel to the [1120] step-flow direction. Because the
BPDs in the epitaxial layer propagate roughly toward the [1120] step-flow direction, these BPDs have a
screw-type character [86, 87].

Figure 5.23 shows another synchrotron grazing-incidence X-ray topography image that was taken
with g = 1128 for a 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer [88]. In the image, a relatively large, circular contrast
corresponds to a TSD. Smaller dot-like contrasts labeled (a–f) correspond to the TEDs. The six differ-
ent contrasts observed for the TEDs originate from the difference in the Burgers vector of the TEDs.
A topographic image of the dislocations can be simulated by ray-tracing simulation. The simulated
topography images (g = 1128) for TEDs in 4H-SiC(0001) are shown in Figure 5.24 [88], where the
direction of the Burgers vector (b) is rotated every 60∘ with respect to the g vector in the basal plane.
The vectors b and g and the angle between them are indicated in the figures. As shown in these images,
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Figure 5.22 Transmission X-ray topography images that were taken with different diffraction vectors:
g = 1120, 1210, 2110, 1100, 1010, and 0110 at the same location on a 4H-SiC(0001) free-standing epi-
taxial layer ([86] reproduced with permission from Trans Tech Publications).
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Figure 5.23 Synchrotron grazing-incidence X-ray topography image that was taken with g = 1128 for
a 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer ([88] reproduced with permission from Elsevier). In the image, a relatively
large, circular contrast corresponds to a TSD (g). Smaller dot-like contrasts labeled (a–f) correspond to
the TEDs.
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Figure 5.24 (a–f) Simulated topography images (g = 1128) for TEDs in 4H-SiC(0001) ([88] repro-
duced with permission from Elsevier), which agree with the experimental observations shown in
Figure 5.23.

the Burgers vector of individual TEDs can be determined simply from the contrast shape shown in the
topography images without the need to apply the invisibility criteria described above.

The Burgers vector magnitude and sense (+1c or − 1c) of the TSDs in SiC can be determined unam-
biguously by synchrotron X-ray section topography [89]. Three-dimensional synchrotron X-ray topog-
raphy analysis has also been proposed for visualization of the propagation behavior of dislocations [90].

5.1.5.3 Photoluminescence Mapping/Imaging

Because any kind of active defect can affect carrier recombination, PL measurement with high spatial
resolution provides a powerful method to detect extended defects in semiconductors [1]. In this tech-
nique, full wafer characterization is possible without any chemical etching or contact formation. The
measurement set-up is rather simple, and this method can be used as a routine wafer characterization pro-
cess. Two different approaches have been demonstrated, called PL mapping and PL imaging; schematics
of the measurement set-ups of these approaches are shown in Figure 5.25a and b, respectively.

PL Mapping
In this technique, the excitation laser beam is focused to a spot size of a few micrometers, and the sample
is selectively excited with the laser beam. The detection set-up is similar to that used for normal PL
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Figure 5.25 Schematics of the measurement set-ups for (a) PL mapping and (b) PL imaging techniques.

measurements. PL from the excited area is typically dispersed with a monochromator and detected using
a photomultiplier. The optical alignment is usually fixed, and a high-resolution X –Y stage is moved by
digital motor drives to enable PL mapping. The typical step (pitch) of the stage movement is 1–20 μm.
When the PL intensity at a specific wavelength is acquired, this technique is called PL-intensity mapping
[91–94]. A PL spectrum can also be acquired at each point, and this is called PL-spectrum mapping.
Obtaining the PL decay curves at individual points means that carrier-lifetime mapping is also possible
[68, 95]. Although PL mapping is quite time-consuming when the measurement pitch is reduced to
1–2 μm to improve the spatial resolution, the PL information that is acquired from each point perfectly
reflects the radiative recombination taking place at that location.

Figure 5.26a shows PL-intensity mapping images taken from a 72-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC(0001) with
a doping density of 1 × 1015 cm−3 [96]. The PL intensity at 390 nm (for the free exciton peaks) at room
temperature was mapped with a pitch of 1 μm. In the PL mapping image, three circular areas are observed
with reduced PL intensity, in contrast to the matrix, indicating the locations of significant nonradiative
recombination centers. Among the three circular areas, two areas are of a larger size than the other area.
Figure 5.26b presents an optical microscopy image of the sample surface (at the same location) after

100

TSD

TED

20

50 μm 50 μm

(a) (b)

Figure 5.26 (a) PL-intensity mapping images at 390 nm taken from a 72-μm-thick n-type
4H-SiC(0001) with a doping density of 1 × 1015 cm−3. (b) Optical microscopy image of the sample
surface (at the same location) after molten KOH etching at 480 ∘C for 10 min ([96] reproduced with
permission from APL Publishing LLC).
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molten KOH etching at 480 ∘C for 10 min. There is a one-to-one correlation between the circular areas
with reduced PL intensity and the threading dislocations. A TSD is indicated in PL-intensity mapping
by a larger and darker circular area than that of a TED, suggesting that TSDs have a more pronounced
impact on nonradiative recombination activity than TEDs. BPD detection is easy, because long dark
lines along the off-direction can be observed during PL mapping; in many cases, a BPD is dissociated
into two partial dislocations and a Shockley-type stacking fault (SSF) forms between them during PL
measurements. It should be noted that these contrasts are more pronounced in epitaxial layers with longer
carrier lifetimes [96].

PL Imaging
In PL imaging, a relatively large area (∼1 to 5 mm2) of a sample is illuminated with ultraviolet (UV)
light, and “PL pictures” with a typical size of 1 mm × 1 mm (this size depends on the magnification of the
objective lens) are acquired with a highly-sensitive charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, as in the case
of optical microscopy [97–100]. The spatial resolution is about 1 μm (1 mm/1024 pixels). To acquire PL
images at a specific wavelength, a band-pass filter is attached to the objective lens of the microscope. A
sample (or wafer) is placed on an X –Y stage, and the movement pitch is adjusted to match the picture
size (e.g., 1 mm × 1 mm), which is much larger than that used in PL mapping. A short exposure time of
0.5 s is sufficient to obtain a clear PL image, and thus this technique provides very fast characterization.
The PL images obtained contain “continuous” PL data from the targeted area, while the data is discrete
(at every X –Y pitch-size) in PL mapping. However, one must be aware that the PL-image data at any
(x, y) point in the picture also contains some information about the PL that is emitted in the vicinity of
the (x, y) point.

Figure 5.27 shows (a) a typical PL image taken from a 180-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial
layer at 880 nm and (b) the optical photograph of the same location after molten KOH etching. In PL
images taken at the band-edge emission (390 nm), threading dislocations, BPDs, and stacking faults
appear as dark spots, dark lines, and dark areas (not shown), respectively, which is consistent with the
results of PL-intensity mapping at 390 nm. In contrast, the infrared PL image shows bright spots and
bright lines, and these features have been identified as the locations of threading dislocations and BPDs,
as shown in Figure 5.27b. TSDs produce much more intense PL in the infrared region (750–900 nm)
than TEDs, which makes it possible to discriminate between TSDs and TEDs. While the mechanism
of luminescence from dislocations is not clear at present, localized states that are generated near the

(a) (b)

BPD
TED

TED

TED

TED
TSD

TSD

[1120] off-direction
100 μm

Figure 5.27 (a) Typical PL image taken from a 180-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer at
880 nm. (b) Optical photograph of the same location after molten KOH etching.
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dislocation cores [101] may be responsible for the infrared luminescence. PL spectra observed near the
dislocation cores in SiC have been investigated [102, 103]. PL imaging is also powerful for the detection
of stacking faults, because each stacking fault has a unique PL band that depends on the stacking structure,
as described in Section 4.3.1.

5.1.5.4 High-Resolution Mapping of Surface Morphology

Extended defects in SiC epitaxial layers usually cause some surface irregularities, because the step-flow
growth is disturbed by extended defects. Because it is difficult to detect sub-micron-sized surface irreg-
ularities by conventional optical microscopy, an advanced laser scattering technique has been developed
for this purpose. The very small surface depressions caused by TSDs and TEDs can also be detected with
this technique in a quick and nondestructive manner [104].

5.1.6 Detection of Point Defects

Another important defect type that is present in semiconductors is a point defect, which often creates
a deep level in the bandgap [105]. Electrically active levels can be monitored by deep level transient
spectroscopy (DLTS). If a point defect has a spin (unpaired electron), then it is detectable by electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) or electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).

5.1.6.1 Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy

In DLTS measurements, the capacitance transients of a junction are monitored, and the transient signals
are analyzed numerically to obtain the density, the energy position, and the capture cross-section of a
deep level [106]. Figure 5.28 shows the typical bias voltage sequence that is applied during DLTS mea-
surements of an n-type semiconductor (Schottky structure), along with the energy band diagrams, which
correspond to (a) the steady state under a reverse bias voltage, (b) during application of a pulse voltage,
and (c) after application of the pulse voltage, respectively. In the steady state condition, the capacitance
is determined by the width of the space charge region (xR), which, in turn, depends on the doping density
(ND) and the bias voltage (V). In this condition, the deep levels inside the space charge region are empty
except in the region near the edge of the space charge region, as shown in Figure 5.28a. The deep levels
are then filled with electrons by the applied pulse voltage, from the deep region to that near the surface, as
shown in Figure 5.28b. Immediately after the pulse voltage is removed, the space charge region expands
to a depth that is larger than the steady state value (xR), because the trapped electrons cannot be emitted
immediately, and the net doping density in the space charge region is reduced. The trapped electrons are
gradually emitted to the conduction band with time, as shown in Figure 5.28c. Therefore, the width of
the space charge region gradually decreases and the capacitance gradually increases with time, and both
reach steady-state values given sufficient time. Thus, the capacitance transient after the pulse voltage
contains information about the thermal emission of the carriers from the deep levels to the band.

The emission time constants (𝜏e) for electrons and holes are given by the following equations [1, 105]:
For electrons:

𝜏e =
1

NC𝑣thn𝜎e

exp

(
EC − ET

kT

)
(5.10)

For holes:

𝜏e =
1

NV𝑣thp𝜎h

exp

(
ET − EV

kT

)
(5.11)

Here, NC and NV are the effective density of states in the conduction and valence bands, respectively.
𝑣thn∕𝑣thp and 𝜎e∕𝜎h are the thermal velocities of electrons/holes and the capture cross-sections of deep
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Figure 5.28 Typical bias voltage sequence that is applied during DLTS measurements of an n-type
semiconductor (Schottky structure), along with the energy band diagrams, which correspond to (a) the
steady state under a reverse bias voltage, (b) during application of a pulse voltage, and (c) after application
of the pulse voltage, respectively.

levels for electrons/holes, respectively. ET is the energy position of the deep level, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The capture cross-section depends strongly on the charge
state and the trapping process of the deep level, and usually has a value of 10−16 to 10−14 cm2 for neutral
deep levels and 10−13 to 10−12 cm2 for deep levels where Coulomb attraction works between the carriers
and the deep levels.

When an n-type Schottky structure is considered, the capacitance transient after the pulse voltage is
given by the following equation [1, 106]:

C(t) =

√
𝜀Sq{ND − nT(t)}

2(Vd − VR)
= Cst

√
1 −

nT(t)
ND

= Cst

√
1 −

NT exp(−t∕𝜏e)
ND

(5.12)

where Cst is the steady state capacitance given by:

Cst =

√
𝜀SqND

2(Vd − VR)
(5.13)

Here, ND and nT(t) are the donor density and the density of the electrons trapped at the deep levels, respec-
tively. Vd and 𝜀s are the built-in potential and the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, respectively.
VR is the bias voltage (usually in reverse bias) under the steady state. In Equation 5.12, it is assumed that
only one type of deep level contributes to the electron emission under the condition studied. When the
density of the deep levels is much smaller than the donor density (NT ≪ ND), Equation 5.12 can then be
expressed approximately by:

C(t) ≅ Cst

{
1 −

NT exp
(
−t∕𝜏e

)
2ND

}
(5.14)
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Figure 5.29 Schematic illustrations of the capacitance transient of an n-type Schottky structure and the
DLTS signal ΔC = C(t2) − C(t1), where t2 > t1.

Figure 5.29 illustrates schematically the capacitance transient of an n-type Schottky structure and the
DLTS signal ΔC = C(t2) − C(t1), where t2 > t1. The DLTS signal ΔC is close to zero at sufficiently
low temperatures, because almost no electron emission occurs. The DLTS signal is also nearly zero at
sufficiently high temperatures because almost all the trapped electrons have already been emitted at time
t1. As a result, the DLTS signal has a maximum value when the following condition is satisfied:

𝜏e =
t2 − t1

ln(t2∕t1)
(5.15)

After DLTS measurements with a number of (t1, t2) values, the sets of the emission time constant
(𝜏e) and the temperature of the DLTS peak (Tp) that were obtained are analyzed using an Arrhenius
plot; an example of this is shown in Figure 5.30. Because NC (or NV) is proportional to T3∕2 and 𝑣thn

(or 𝑣thp) is proportional to T1∕2, ln(𝜏eT
2) is usually plotted against the inverse of the absolute temperature.

Based on Equations 5.10 or 5.11, the slope and ordinate intercept of this plot yield the activation energy
(the energy level from the band edge) and the capture cross-section of the deep level, respectively, by
assuming a temperature-independent capture cross-section. Note that the capture cross-section is not
actually constant but is a function of temperature. Additionally, the capture cross-section that is estimated
from the intercept is highly inaccurate. To obtain accurate capture cross-sections, the trap filling by
changing the filling-pulse width must be analyzed [1]. From this basic concept, a variety of analysis
methods, such as Fourier transform DLTS [107], Laplace DLTS [108], and ICTS (isothermal capacitance
transient spectroscopy) [109] have been proposed.

In the DLTS spectra, the signal intensity of each peak is proportional to the NT∕ND ratio (and not
to NT itself), and the peak temperature roughly corresponds to the energy position (i.e., the energetic
depth) of the deep levels. Thus, the detection limit of defect density is determined by the NT∕ND ratio. In
standard DLTS, this ratio is approximately 10−4, which means that the detection limit is approximately
1 × 1011 cm−3 when the doping density of the sample is 1 × 1015 cm−3. The deep level density obtained
in this way is highly accurate, and all kinds of electrically active defects can be detected as long as the
appropriate measurement conditions are used (in PL, only the defects that exhibit radiative recombination
can be detected). The monitored depth from the surface is determined by the space charge region, the
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Figure 5.30 Example of Arrhenius plot of emission time constant (𝜏e) in DLTS measurements. Because
NC (or NV) is proportional to T3∕2 and 𝑣thn (or 𝑣thp) is proportional to T1∕2, ln(𝜏eT

2) is usually plotted
against the inverse of the absolute temperature.

width of which, in turn, depends on both the doping density and the bias voltage. Double-correlated
deep level transient spectroscopy (DDLTS) [110] has proved useful in obtaining accurate depth profiles
of deep levels.

When DLTS measurements are conducted on an n-type Schottky structure, the DLTS signals reflect the
capture of electrons at the deep levels and the emission of electrons from the deep levels to the conduction
band. Thus, the DLTS peaks correspond to “electron traps”. In contrast, DLTS peaks acquired from a
p-type Schottky structure originate from hole interactions between the valence band and the deep levels,
and thus correspond to “hole traps”. In the case of DLTS measurements on pn junctions, the nature of
the DLTS signals depends on the bias voltage of the filling pulse. When a reverse bias is maintained,
then only the majority-carrier traps can be detected. If a sufficiently large forward voltage is applied by
the filling pulse, then the minority carriers are injected during the DLTS measurements. In this case, the
minority-carrier traps (hole traps in n-type materials and electron traps in p-type materials) are detectable
in addition to the majority-carrier traps. The DLTS signals of these minority-carrier traps exhibit the
opposite sign (+∕−) to those of the majority-carrier traps, and can thus be identified immediately [1, 106].

In DLTS measurements of SiC, the transient curves must be acquired over a wide temperature range,
typically from 100 to 750 K, to monitor both shallow and deep levels, because of the wide bandgap of
SiC. To obtain accurate DLTS signals, the leakage current of the diodes (Schottky diodes or pn diodes)
must be minimized. Schottky metals that are suitable for n-type and p-type SiC Schottky diodes are, for
example, Ni and Ti, respectively, which give large Schottky barrier heights and thermal stability up to
at least 800 K. Examples of typical DLTS spectra are shown in Section 4.3.2. However, it is necessary
to be aware of another limitation of the energy range that is monitored in DLTS. When the Schottky
barrier used for DLTS has a barrier height ϕB, any deep levels that lie deeper than ϕB cannot be detected.
Because these deep levels are energetically located below the quasi-Fermi level (in the n-type case),
electron emission from these levels does not occur, leading to the absence of the corresponding DLTS
peaks [111]. The situation is similar for deep hole traps in p-type.

5.1.6.2 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

When an unpaired electron exists at a point defect, the electron spin can be detected by EPR
measurements. The application of an external magnetic field provides a magnetic potential energy which
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Figure 5.31 Principle of electron paramagnetic resonance measurement. The application of an external
magnetic field provides a magnetic potential energy which splits the spin states into two, depending on
the spin value (Zeeman effect). The magnetic potential energy (U) of an electron spin is proportional to
the strength of the magnetic field (B).

splits the spin states into two, depending on the spin value (Zeeman effect). The magnetic potential
energy (U) of an electron spin is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field (B), as shown in
Figure 5.31, and is expressed by [112]:

U = ±1
2

g𝜇BB (5.16)

Here, g is the electron spin g-factor (or gyromagnetic ratio) and 𝜇B is the Bohr magneton. Thus, the radi-
ation of an electromagnetic wave with a suitable frequency (usually in the microwave range) causes a
transition from one spin state to another, which is observed as the absorption of the incident electromag-
netic wave. The g-factor obtained by EPR provides important information that helps to identify the origin
of the defect, because this value can be directly compared with that determined by theoretical calculations
for each point defect. The EPR signals from isotope atoms such as 29Si and 13C are also useful for defect
identification. Additionally, by measuring the angular dependence of the EPR signals, the symmetry of
a measured defect can be determined, which provides another important insight for identification of the
microscopic structure. Detailed discussion on the hyperfine splitting and fine splitting structures can be
found in the literature [112].

Although the absolute spin density (defect density) can be determined by EPR measurements, this
technique has almost no spatial resolution. The spin number obtained is the total number of spins present
in the entire volume of the sample under test. Thus, either bulk materials or thick free-standing epilayers
are required for EPR measurements. If the sample under test consists of a SiC homoepitaxial layer grown
on a SiC substrate, all the spin information from both the epitaxial layer and the substrate are mixed, and
the resulting data are less useful. Another deficiency of EPR measurements is the relatively poor detection
limit for spins (point defects). The detection limit of point defect density is roughly in the 1015 –1016 cm−3

range, depending on the sample size. This is often close to the doping density of the samples used. Point
defects that do not have an unpaired electron are, of course, EPR-inactive and are thus not detectable.

Major point defects in 4H-SiC have been identified using EPR measurements. These defects include
the carbon vacancy (VC) [113], the silicon vacancy (VSi) [114], the carbon antisite-carbon vacancy pair
(CSi-VC), the divacancy (VSi-VC) [115], the dicarbon antisite ((C2)Si), the carbon split interstitial ((C2)C)
[116], and several metallic impurities. Figure 5.32 shows the typical EPR spectra obtained from three
different high-purity semi-insulating (HPSI) 4H-SiC samples [40]. The measurements were conducted
under illumination (h𝜈 = 2.0–2.8 eV) and at 77 K. It is known that HPSI 4H-SiC can be categorized
into at least three material types, because of the three different activation energies of the resistivity. The
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Figure 5.32 (a–c) Typical EPR spectra obtained from three different high-purity semi-insulating
(HPSI) 4H-SiC samples ([40] reproduced with permission from American Physical Society). The mea-
surements were conducted under illumination (h𝜈 = 2.0–2.8 eV) and at 77 K.

activation energy (Ea) values observed were (a) 0.8–0.9, (b) 1.1–1.3, and (c) ∼1.5 eV, which correspond
to the EPR spectra in Figure 5.32a–c, respectively. For the HPSI sample with Ea = 0.8–0.9 eV, the
negatively charged VSi exhibits the highest density (low 1015 cm−3). In the HPSI sample with Ea =
1.1–1.3 eV, however, the positively charged VC or the negatively charged CSi-VC are dominant. In the
HPSI sample with Ea = 1.5 eV, the positively charged VC and VC-VSi are dominant (mid 1015 cm−3).
These EPR data suggest the main defects which are responsible for the compensation. The resistivity of
HPSI sample (a) (Ea = 0.8–0.9 eV) significantly decreases after annealing at 1600 ∘C, while the resis-
tivity of HPSI sample (c) (Ea = 1.5 eV) is stable, even after high-temperature annealing. Note that these
activation energies are well correlated with the energy levels of the individual point defects. From the
defect engineering viewpoint, an increase in VC density and reduction of the VSi density are important
to enable thermally stable and high-resistivity HPSI 4H-SiC to be obtained [40]. For further reference, a
recent comprehensive review describes EPR analysis of defects in SiC in detail [117].

As described in Section 5.1.1.5, PL is also useful in the detection of point defects, as far as the
defects exhibit radiative carrier recombination. Thus, a comparison study based on EPR, DLTS, and
PL is desirable for fundamental defect characterization. It should be noted that EPR can also be useful
in the identification of defects at the oxide/SiC interface [118].

5.2 Extended Defects in SiC

5.2.1 Major Extended Defects in SiC

Classification of the major extended defects (micropipes, TSDs, TEDs, and BPDs) in SiC wafers and
their generation mechanism were summarized in Section 3.3. Basic information on the major extended
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Table 5.5 Basic information on the major extended defects in 4H-SiC epitaxial layers.

Dislocation Burgers vector Major direction Typical density (cm−2)

Micropipe n<0001> (n>2) <0001> 0–0.02
Threading screw

dislocation (TSD)
n<0001> (n = 1, 2) <0001> 300–600

Threading edge
dislocation (TED)

<1120>∕3 <0001> 3000–6000

(Perfect) Basal plane
dislocation (BPD)

<1120>∕3 in {0001} plane
(predominantly <1120>)

1–10

Stacking faults (SF) Shockley: <1100>∕3 in {0001} plane 0.1–1
Frank: <0001>∕n

defects in 4H-SiC epitaxial layers is summarized in Table 5.5. The dislocation behavior during epitax-
ial growth and the macroscopic defects generated during epitaxial growth (including triangular defects,
carrot defects, in-grown stacking faults, and particles) were explained in Section 4.3.1. In the following
subsections, the bipolar degradation caused by BPDs and the more general effects of extended defects
on SiC device performance are described.

5.2.2 Bipolar Degradation

After carrier injection (or excitation) followed by recombination, nucleation and expansion of a single
SSF (Shockley Stacking Fault) takes place at the location of a BPD or at a basal plane segment of other
dislocations [119–121]. The expanded SSF causes a significant reduction in the carrier lifetimes (and
probably in the formation of potential barriers for carrier transport) [119], leading to an increase in the
forward voltage drop in SiC bipolar devices such as pin diodes, bipolar junction transistors, and thyris-
tors. The expanded SSF also acts as a severe leakage current path in the reverse-biased junction [122].
These phenomena are called “bipolar degradation”, which is detrimental to the reliability of SiC-based
bipolar devices. Note that pure SiC unipolar devices, such as Schottky barrier diodes, do not exhibit this
degradation because of the lack of carrier injection. A well-documented overview of bipolar degradation
in SiC is available [123].

Figure 5.33 shows examples of bipolar degradation that were observed in 4H-SiC pin diodes, where (a)
the forward current–voltage characteristics and (b) the change in the forward voltage drop at 100 A cm−2

as a function of the stress time. In this experiment, the diodes were stressed under constant current
conditions (100 A cm−2). The forward voltage drop exhibits irregular increases at several different times,
and it can reach 6 V or higher in some diodes. Even a low current density of 1–10 A cm−2 is sufficient
to cause this degradation. Figure 5.34 shows a panchromatic cathodoluminescence image of a degraded
pin diode measured at low temperature [120]. The dark triangular regions correspond to the expanded
stacking fault planes, clearly indicating the reduced carrier lifetimes in the stacking faults.

The exact stacking structure of the expanded stacking faults has been identified by cross-sectional
TEM [124]. Figure 5.35 shows (a) a high-resolution TEM image of the fault region of a 4H-SiC(0001)
pin diode, (b) the schematic stacking sequence of the observed structure, and (c) that of a perfect 4H-SiC.
The stacking fault can be denoted by the (31) structure using Zhdanov’s notation, while the perfect
4H-SiC has the (22) structure. In the case of 6H-SiC (the (33) structure), the fault region exhibits the
(42) structure. Thus, the observed degradation can be directly linked to the expansion of the SSFs.

The nucleation sites for SSFs were carefully investigated, and it was found that a BPD or a basal
plane segment of a dislocation is always present at the origin of the SSF expansion. As described in
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[1120]

Figure 5.34 Panchromatic cathodoluminescence image of a degraded pin diode measured at low tem-
perature ([120] reproduced with permission from Trans Tech Publications).

Section 4.3.1, a BPD is already dissociated into two partial dislocations with a SSF between them in
SiC [125]. Expansion of the SSF can be interpreted as the recombination-enhanced glide of partial dis-
location(s). When the initial stage of SSF expansion is observed, a common morphology of the SSFs
is a rhombus shape with sides along the <1120> directions and angles of 60∘ and 120∘, as shown in
Figure 5.36a [126]. The fault region is bounded by a 30∘ partial dislocation loop. Figure 5.36b shows
schematically the evolution of the SSF into the rhombus shape from a point source. It should be noted
that among the four bounding partial dislocations of the rhombus-shaped fault, only two of the partials
move and exhibit bright red-infrared luminescence (peak wavelength∼700 nm). The other two partials
are immobile and only emit very weak luminescence. Extensive TEM studies revealed that the core of
the mobile (and bright) partials is composed of Si-Si bonds, while that of the immobile (and dark) par-
tials is composed of C-C bonds [127]. Thus, the former are called Si-core partial dislocations and the
latter C-core partial dislocations. In general, a partial dislocation loop in hexagonal SiC polytypes can
be illustrated as shown in Figure 5.37a, where each segment lies along the <1120> directions because of
the Peierls potential [73]. Because the mobility of 90∘ partials is usually higher than that of 30∘ partials,
the 90∘ partials disappear, leaving only the 30∘ partials, as shown in Figure 5.37b. This is the reason why
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Figure 5.35 (a) High-resolution TEM image of the fault region of a 4H-SiC(0001) pin diode, (b)
schematic stacking sequence of the observed structure, and (c) stacking sequence of a perfect 4H-SiC
[124] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC). The stacking fault can be denoted by the
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Figure 5.36 Expansion of a single Shockley-type stacking fault (SSF) from a point source. (a) Infrared
electroluminescence image and (b) schematic illustration of SSF evolution into a rhombus shape ([123]
reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

the glide motion of the partials results in the evolution of the rhombus-shaped SSFs [123]. In Figure 5.37c,
the bond configurations for Si-core and C-core partial dislocations are shown. At the Si-core partial, Si-Si
bonds are formed along the core, while C-C bonds are aligned in the C-core partial. The bonding energy
of Si-Si is much smaller than that of C-C, and this is a main reason why the Si-core partials can glide
more easily.

The expansion of SSFs occurs because the activation energy for the glide motion of the partials
is significantly reduced by the energy transfer of the electron–hole recombination process. This
phenomenon is thus not only observed during the on-state operation of SiC bipolar devices but also
during PL or cathodoluminescence measurements. In real SiC bipolar devices, however, the morphology
of the expanded SSFs is influenced by the device structure. In SiC pin (p+∕i∕n+ structure) diodes,
for example, carrier recombination mainly occurs within the lightly-doped i-region, where a high
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Figure 5.37 (a) Partial dislocation loop in a hexagonal SiC polytype, (b) glide motion of the partials
results in the evolution of a rhombus-shaped SSF, and (c) bond configurations for a Si-core and C-core
partial dislocations ([123] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

density electron–hole plasma is created by forward biasing (carrier recombination also occurs inside
the p+-anode and n+-cathode, roughly within a distance equivalent to the diffusion length in individual
highly-doped regions). Therefore, the expansion of the SSFs almost ends when the fronts of the gliding
partials reach the p+∕i or i∕n+ interfaces. Schematic illustrations of SSF expansion are shown in
Figure 5.38. In this figure, SSF expansion from a screw-type BPD (b = [1120]∕3, dislocation line
∕∕[1120]) is shown in (a), while SSF expansion inside a SiC pin diode is shown in (b). In a pin diode,
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Figure 5.38 (a) SSF expansion from a screw-type BPD (b = [1120]∕3, dislocation line ∕∕[1120]) and
(b) schematic illustration of SSF expansion in a SiC pin diode.
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the SSF expansion is restricted by not only the C-core partial but also the electron–hole recombination
region. For the reasons described above, the majority of the expanded SSFs in pin diodes (or other
devices) is triangular in shape.

The Si-core partials exhibit strong red-infrared luminescence with a peak wavelength of about 700 nm
(1.8 eV) at room temperature. The SSF area forms a quasi-quantum well, and bright violet luminescence
is observed from the faulted region. Figure 5.39 shows PL spectra that were measured at a SSF location
at various temperatures [128]. The PL peak is located at 422–424 nm at room temperature. The energy
position of the electronic states formed by a SSF in 4H-SiC is calculated to be EC − 0.22 eV [129],
which is consistent with the experimentally observed value. Recombination of excess carriers via this
state may be responsible for the reduced lifetimes inside the fault region. Trapping of electrons at these
states naturally causes the formation of a space-charge region in the vicinity of the SSF, which may
create a potential barrier to electron transport. It has been reported that the expanded SSFs can shrink by
annealing at moderate temperatures above 250–300 ∘C [130, 131]. This interpretation takes account of
the electrostatic energy of the electrons [131]. However, the shrunken SSFs expand again upon carrier
injection at room temperature.

The driving force behind the SSF expansion has been studied, and seems to be intrinsic to the material
and not caused by stress [123]. Therefore, complete elimination of the nucleation sites is essential for
the development of SiC bipolar devices. Possible nucleation sites include BPDs, dislocation half-loop
arrays [132], and the basal plane segments of other types of dislocations.

Bipolar degradation is the most serious problem in the development of SiC bipolar devices, and
can also be harmful to SiC field effect transistors when the body diodes (p+ body∕n− drift layer) are
forward-biased. Reduction of BPDs in bulk growth, enhanced conversion from BPDs to TEDs during
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epitaxial growth, and elimination of BPD nucleation during device processing are the most important
remaining issues in SiC technology.

5.2.3 Effects of Extended Defects on SiC Device Performance

Extended defects can affect the performance and reliability of semiconductor devices [133]. In SiC,
however, the knowledge and understanding of the effects of extended defects are still limited, despite
intensive studies over the last decade. In this subsection, the current understanding of the effects of
extended defects on SiC device performance and reliability is summarized (Table 5.6).

All kinds of macroscopic defects that are generated during epitaxial growth cause considerable
increase in leakage current and reduction of blocking voltage, and are detrimental to SiC devices.
These defects include triangular defects, carrot defects [134], and macro-defects induced by particles
(“down-falls”). These defects usually contain stacking faults in a basal plane and/or a prismatic plane, or
contain a 3C-lamella, as described in Section 4.3.1. The density of these defects is typically 0.1–1 cm−2,
and tends to increase in thick epitaxial layers.

In-grown stacking faults also cause increased leakage current and reduce the blocking voltage of SiC
devices. It has been predicted theoretically that the bandgap is locally reduced at an in-grown stacking
fault [135]. When SiC Schottky barrier diodes contain an in-grown stacking fault, the barrier height is
locally reduced, leading to excessive leakage currents [136]. The density of the in-grown stacking faults
is 0.1–3 cm−2, and increases with increasing growth rate, especially at rates above 50 μm h−1.

A micropipe defect associated with a superscrew dislocation was previously a typical device-killing
defect in SiC [137], but this defect has almost been eliminated and is no longer a concern for device
development.

Table 5.6 Current understanding of impacts of extended defects on SiC device performance and
reliability.

Defects/Devices SBD MOSFET, JFET pin, BJT, Thyristor, IGBT

TSD (without pit) No No No, but causes local
reduction of carrier
lifetime

TED (without pit) No No No, but causes local
reduction of carrier
lifetime

BPD (including interface
dislocation, half-loop
array)

No, but can cause
degradation of MPS
diode

No, but can cause
degradation of body
diode

Bipolar degradation
(increase of
on-resistance and
leakage current)

In-grown SF VB reduction
(by 20–50%)

VB reduction
(by 20–50%)

VB reduction
(by 20–50%)

Carrot, triangular defects VB reduction
(by 30–70%)

VB reduction
(by 30–70%)

VB reduction
(by 30–70%)

Down-fall VB reduction
(by 50–90%)

VB reduction
(by 50–90%)

VB reduction
(by 50–90%)

SBD= Schottky barrier diode; MOSFET=metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor;
JFET= junction field effect transistor; BJT= bipolar junction transistor; IGBT= insulated gate
bipolar transistor; MPS=merged pin-Schottky.
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Any kind of BPDs (including interface dislocations and a basal plane segment of a dislocation
half-loop) act as nucleation sites for SSFs upon minority-carrier injection and recombination, as
described in the previous subsection. The expanded stacking fault causes a significant reduction in the
carrier lifetime and a severe increase in the leakage current, as described in Section 5.2.2.

The effects of TSDs and TEDs on device characteristics have been investigated, but some conflicting
results have been reported. Neudeck et al. clarified the effects of a TSD on SiC(0001) pn diodes by
direct comparison between the diode characteristics and the locations of dislocations that were obtained
by synchrotron X-ray topography [138]. Figure 5.40a shows the reverse characteristics of 4H-SiC
pn diodes with or without a TSD. When a diode contains one TSD, the leakage current is abruptly
increased at a bias voltage that is slightly lower than the breakdown voltage. Along with the increase
in leakage current, microplasma is simultaneously observed at the location of the TSD. However, the
breakdown voltage itself is hardly affected by the existence of a single TSD. The local reduction of
the breakdown electric field strength (by enhanced impact ionization) at the TSD may cause the onset
of avalanche, leading to the formation of the microplasma. This microplasma may cause the diode
to be locally heated. However, this local heating does not result in the physical destruction of the
diode. This may be attributed to efficient heat conduction because of the high thermal conductivity
of SiC and/or a positive temperature dependence of the breakdown voltage (the breakdown voltage
increases at elevated temperature). Extensive comparisons between the characteristics of 4H-SiC
Schottky barrier diodes and the locations of their dislocations have also been conducted by several
groups [139, 140]. However, no direct evidence for the negative effects of TSDs and TEDs on the diode
characteristics was obtained. An example of such results is shown in Figure 5.40b. The leakage current
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of Ni/4H-SiC Schottky barrier diodes which contain 15–20 TSDs is almost identical to that of TSD-free
diodes. Similar results are also obtained for SiC pn diodes, where the quantum tunneling effect is
very small.

In early studies, a few groups reported that the breakdown voltage and leakage currents of SiC diodes
are adversely affected by TSDs (but not by TEDs) [141, 142]. However, one should be cautious before
making a conclusive judgment for two reasons:

1. Influence of other defects: In early papers on the subject, variation of the number of dislocations inside
SiC devices was often linked to the variation of the active area (different sizes). When we consider
devices that contain large numbers of dislocations, the area of the corresponding devices is actually
large. In this case, other types of defects, such as triangular defects and particles, can be incorporated.
This type of investigation can therefore provide misleading results.

2. Influence of surface pits: In recent years, the SiC community has learned that surface pits can be
formed at the locations of the TSDs and TEDs. The depth of these pits is typically 3–20 nm, and the
pits are deeper for TSDs than for TEDs [143]. When the pits are created, local electric field crowding
occurs, simply because of a geometric effect [144]. Fujiwara et al. clarified that the negative effects of
TSDs on the diode characteristics can almost be eliminated when the formation of dislocation-induced
pits is suppressed [145]. The size and depth of these dislocation-induced pits depend strongly on the
growth conditions and processing conditions. This may be the main reason why slightly different
results for the effects of dislocations have been observed by different groups. In summary, the negative
effects of dislocations can be minimized to a satisfactory level by suppressing pit formation or by
preparing pit-free surfaces via polishing.

When the pure effects of dislocations (without surface pits) on SiC devices are considered, a change in
the electronic states near the dislocation cores must be taken into account. Chung et al. conducted electron
holography measurements for TSDs in n-type 4H-SiC and reported that a deep state (EC − 0.89 eV) is
formed near a TSD core [101]. Because the chemical bonds are severely distorted (or broken) near a
dislocation core, which is a major disturbance in the periodic potential inherent to SiC, localized states
and/or local change of the bandgap are expected to occur near the dislocation core [133]. The states
associated with these dislocations must be, of course, active under high electric fields, making them
potential candidates for excessive leakage currents. The total leakage current of a SiC junction (Ileakage)
can be expressed approximately using the following equation:

Ileakage = I0 + Igen +
∑

i

Ii(dislocation) (5.17)

Here, I0 is the ideal leakage current that was determined for a defect-free SiC junction. Igen is the gen-
eration current, which is dominated by bulk carrier generation via the deep levels and by surface carrier
generation via the surface states. Ii(dislocation) is the leakage (generation) current caused by the ith
dislocation inside the junction. The ideal leakage current (I0) of a pn diode is proportional to ni

2 (ni:
the intrinsic carrier density), while the generation current via the point defects, surface states, and dis-
locations is basically in proportion to ni [67, 133]. Because of the very low intrinsic carrier density of
4H-SiC (∼10−9 cm−3at 297 K), the ideal leakage current (I0) of 4H-SiC pn diodes is estimated to be in the
10−40 A cm−2 range or lower. Therefore, the observed leakage current of SiC pn diodes must definitely be
governed by the generation current (via the point defects, surface states, and dislocations). The dominant
leakage path depends on the densities of the defects (point defects, surface states, and dislocations). In
state-of-the-art SiC epitaxial wafers, the contribution of dislocations to the leakage current is not always
a major factor because of the relatively small numbers of dislocations in these wafers, unless a very high
electric field that is close to the breakdown field is applied. In other words, each dislocation (TSD or
TED) adds a small component of generation current to the leakage current, but these dislocations do
not have a detrimental impact on SiC devices because of their relatively low density. The third term of
Equation 5.17 can be unacceptably large when the dislocation density is much higher (≫ 106 cm−2), as in
the case of heteroepitaxial materials. For SiC Schottky barrier diodes, the ideal leakage current is much
higher than that of pn diodes, because of the quantum tunneling effect, as explained in Section 6.4.1.
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Thus, the generation current caused by the dislocations tends to be hidden by the relatively large ideal
leakage current as far as pit formation at the dislocations is suppressed.

It is quite often found that the leakage current density of SiC devices increases significantly while
the breakdown voltage decreases rapidly when the device area is scaled up. Although a larger device
contains more dislocations, the relative contribution of the generation current (or the leakage current den-
sity (A cm−2)) caused by the dislocations does not change much because the dislocation density (cm−2)
remains almost the same. In such large devices, the probability that the device contains macroscopic
defects which were generated by epitaxial growth (triangular defects, carrot defects, in-grown stack-
ing faults, and particles) increases. In fact, many groups have observed that those epitaxially-induced
defects actually have detrimental effects on SiC devices. Figure 5.40c shows the histograms of break-
down voltage of 1500 V class 4H-SiC pn diodes which contain these epitaxially-induced defects. One
can immediately see how detrimental these defects are. This is the main reason why increasing numbers
of devices exhibit high leakage current densities and low breakdown voltages as the device area is scaled
up. Therefore, the dominant device-killing defects are not TSDs or TEDs but those epitaxially-induced
defects in the state-of-the-art SiC epitaxial wafers.

The correlation between gate-oxide reliability and the dislocations in SiC has been investigated by
several groups [146–149]. In the early studies, it was found that TSDs and BPDs severely degrade
the oxide reliability (reduction of the mean failure time under high electric fields or reduction of the
charge-to-breakdown) [146–149]. In more recent studies, it was found that these negative effects
can be minimized by removing the surface pits that were created at the dislocation sites [150]. The
epitaxially-induced defects are far more detrimental to the dielectric properties of the gate oxides.

Thus, TSDs and TEDs are not considered to be detrimental to most SiC device types, as long as the
maximum junction temperature is not very high (roughly<250–300 ∘C). However, there is a lack of basic
knowledge about the effects of dislocations if device operation is considered at much higher temperatures
(>400–500 ∘C). BPDs, however, are clearly detrimental to any SiC bipolar devices, because BPDs cause
the bipolar degradation phenomenon following carrier injection.

Assuming uniform distribution of the device-killing defects, the yield(Y), which is defined as the num-
ber of good devices divided by the number of fabricated devices, can be expressed using the following
equation [151]:

Y = exp(−DA) (5.18)

Here, D and A are the device-killing defect density and the device area, respectively. Figure 5.41 shows the
device yield versus the device area that was calculated from Equation 5.18 by varying the device-killing
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defect density (D) as a parameter. In the figure, the rough value of the rated current is plotted on the
upper horizontal axis, assuming a current density of 200 A cm−2. If the device-killing defect density
is 10 cm−2, then to attain a high yield of 80% the maximum device area must be less than 2 mm2,
which corresponds to a maximum rated current of only 4 A. To make 100 A devices (with device area
∼50 mm2) with an 80% yield, the device-killing defect density must be reduced to 0.4 cm−2. Based on
the discussion above, the main device-killing defects in state-of-the-art SiC epitaxial wafers can thus
be assumed to be the epitaxially-induced defects (including triangular defects, carrot defects, in-grown
stacking faults, and particles) for unipolar devices, and the sum of the epitaxially-induced-defects and
the BPDs for bipolar devices.

5.3 Point Defects in SiC

5.3.1 Major Deep Levels in SiC

5.3.1.1 Intrinsic Defects

The major deep levels that are observed in as-grown n-type and p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers are mostly
intrinsic defects, and their energy positions in the bandgap are as shown in Figure 4.33. Among them,
the Z1∕2 (EC − 0.63 eV) [152] and EH6/7 (EC − 1.55 eV) [153] centers are the dominant thermally stable
defects that are most commonly observed with the highest concentration (2 × 1012 to 2 × 1013 cm−3)
in all as-grown epitaxial layers. These levels are also dominant in ion-implanted, plasma-etched, or
particle-irradiated SiC, as described in Chapter 6. Although a few hole traps, which may originate from
the intrinsic defects, are observed, such as HK4 (or P1) (EV + 1.44 eV) [154], they can be annealed out
at 1450–1550 ∘C. Thus, the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers are the most common and important deep levels
in SiC. Note that the signals from the EH6 and EH7 centers usually overlap severely in normal DLTS
spectra, and these two defect levels are thus often treated as the single EH6/7 center, though the EH7
component is dominant in the “EH6/7 peak”. Laplace-DLTS measurements succeeded in resolving this
peak, demonstrating that, in terms of generation upon particle irradiation and thermal stability, there are
slight differences between the EH6 and EH7 centers [155]. Here, the features of the Z1∕2 and EH6/7
centers are summarized.

1. The Z1∕2 center exhibits the so-called “negative-U” property, as indicated in Figure 5.42 [156]. One
DLTS peak usually reflects the carrier emission from a single deep level unless multiple peaks are
overlapping. In the case of the Z1∕2 center, however, two electrons are emitted simultaneously from the
defect level. In the carrier capture process, two electrons are captured almost simultaneously against
the Coulomb repulsion between the two electrons, because of the large Jahn–Teller effect [157]. Thus,
the intensity of the DLTS signal from the Z1∕2 center is exactly double that of the real density of the
Z1∕2 center.

2. The Z1∕2 center and the EH6/7 center (or at least the EH7 center) are observed with almost identical
density in almost all the 4H-SiC samples. Figure 5.43 plots the densities of the Z1∕2 center versus those
of the EH6/7 center for as-grown, electron-irradiated, and annealed 4H-SiC [158, 159]. The densities
of both deep levels are varied by changing the epitaxial growth conditions, the electron energy and
fluence during irradiation, and the annealing conditions. The Z1∕2 center density is almost identical
to the EH6/7 density for each sample over a wide range from 1011 to 1014 cm−3. This result suggests
that the Z1∕2 center and the EH6/7 (at least the EH7) centers originate from the same defect center but
with different charge states.

3. The origin of the Z1∕2 center and the EH7 center was unambiguously identified as a carbon
vacancy with different charge states, based on the results of theoretical calculations [160] and
a comparison study using DLTS and EPR [161, 162]. Figure 5.44a shows the area density of a
single-negatively-charged carbon vacancy (VC(−)) that was determined by EPR versus the area
density of the Z1∕2 center taken from the depth profile that was determined by DLTS measurements
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Figure 5.43 Densities of the Z1∕2 center versus those of the EH6/7 center for as-grown,
electron-irradiated, and annealed 4H-SiC [158, 159]. The densities of both deep levels are varied by
changing the epitaxial growth conditions, the electron energy and fluence during irradiation, and the
annealing conditions.

[163]. Here, photo-excitation is necessary to observe VC(−), because the carbon vacancy also has
a negative-U nature and stabilizes as VC(2−) by capturing two electrons. Because VC(2−) is not
EPR-active (because it contains no unpaired electrons), the VC density is estimated by producing
VC(−) through photo-excitation of n-type SiC. As shown in Figure 5.44a, the VC density is very
close to the Z1∕2 center density for a series of samples. Considering this correspondence and the
negative-U nature described above, the origin of the Z1∕2 center was identified as the acceptor levels
of a carbon vacancy. In Figure 5.44b, the acceptor and donor levels of the carbon vacancy in 4H-SiC
that were determined by photo-EPR and those from theoretical calculations are also shown. As
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shown in Figure 5.44b, the EH7 center has been identified as the donor level of a carbon vacancy,
based on these experimental results and theoretical study [160].

4. Systematic DLTS studies have shown that the E1/E2 (EC − 0.45 eV) and R centers (EC − 1.25 eV)
that are observed in 6H-SiC are equivalent to the Z1∕2 and EH7 centers in 4H-SiC, respectively [159].
Additionally, the K3 center (EC − 0.73 eV) that is observed in 3C-SiC should have the same origin
as that of the EH7 center in 4H-SiC [164], that is, a carbon vacancy. Figure 5.45 shows the energy
positions of these deep levels in three SiC polytypes. The energy positions for the different charge
states of carbon vacancies in the different SiC polytypes are aligned with respect to the valence band
edge, and are thus scaled with respect to the conduction band edge according to the bandgap. This is
expected, because the vacancy causes a localized disturbance of the valence electrons.

5. The Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers in 4H-SiC are generated through low-energy electron irradiation, by
which only the carbon atoms are displaced, and no thermal treatment is required after the irradiation
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Figure 5.46 Generation rate of the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers versus irradiation energy of electrons ([166]
reproduced with permission fromAIP Publishing LLC).

process to form the defect centers [158, 165]. The threshold electron energy for the generation of
these levels is around 95–100 keV, which agrees with the threshold energy that was theoretically
estimated for carbon-atom displacement (102 keV), as shown in Figure 5.46 [166]. Although sev-
eral carbon-interstitial-related deep levels are also created by the electron irradiation, these levels are
annealed out by thermal treatment at 1000 ∘C, probably because of the out-diffusion of the carbon
interstitials. The densities of both the carbon-vacancy-related and carbon-interstitial-related defects
are almost in proportion to the electron fluence, and the defect density can exceed that of any impurities
in the SiC epitaxial layers, indicating the exclusion of the involvement of impurities.

6. In the as-grown epilayers, the densities of the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers increase significantly when the
epilayer is grown under Si-rich conditions, but decrease when grown under C-rich conditions [167,
168], which is consistent with the identified defect origin (carbon vacancy).

7. The Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers in 4H-SiC are thermally stable [152, 169], but the densities of the Z1∕2

and EH6/7 centers in the epitaxial layers are found to increase rapidly through thermal annealing in
Ar at temperatures above 1750 ∘C [170]. Figure 5.47a shows the density of the Z1∕2 center in several
4H-SiC epitaxial layers annealed at various temperatures. The Arrhenius plot of the density of the Z1∕2

center as a function of the inverse of the annealing temperature is also shown in Figure 5.47b. Here,
the annealing was performed in pure Ar for 30 min. When an epitaxial layer with a very low initial
Z1∕2 center density (∼1011 cm−3) was used, the Z1∕2 density had already started to increase when the
annealing temperature was 1600 ∘C. When the initial Z1∕2 density was rather high (∼1014 cm−3), the
Z1∕2 density gradually decreased until the temperature reached 1700 ∘C, but then increased remarkably
after reaching a minimum value. After annealing at temperatures of more than 1750 ∘C, the Z1∕2

densities for all samples fall into the same line, as shown in Figure 5.47. The activation energy obtained
from the slope is approximately 5.8 eV.

8. As described in Section 4.3.2, the densities of the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers in the epitaxial layers depend
strongly on the growth temperature. Figure 5.48 shows the Z1∕2 density for as-grown 4H-SiC(0001)
epitaxial layers that were grown at various temperatures. The densities of the Z1∕2 (and EH6/7) centers
are reduced with increasing the high C/Si ratio, and the minimum Z1∕2 density obtained at each growth
temperature actually coincides with the data obtained from the annealing experiment (Figure 5.47):
the dotted line in Figure 5.48 is the same as that plotted in Figure 5.47a. Therefore, this line, with an
activation energy of about 5.8 eV, is universal in SiC, and may correspond to the equilibrium density
of the carbon vacancy in SiC.
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Figure 5.48 Z1∕2 density for as-grown 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layers grown at various temperatures.

The Z1∕2 center is the most important defect, because of its abundance and because of its property of
being a major carrier-lifetime killer [171, 172]. To obtain a long carrier lifetime, which is beneficial for
reduction of the on-resistance in bipolar devices, the density of the Z1∕2 center must be decreased to the
order of 3 × 1012 cm−3 or lower. Thus far, two successful techniques have been proposed to eliminate the
Z1∕2 center.

In the first technique, excess carbon atoms are introduced from the outside and the diffusion of these
carbon atoms into the bulk region is promoted by high-temperature annealing [173, 174]. This can
actually be achieved by carbon ion-implantation and subsequent annealing in Ar at 1650–1700 ∘C.
Figure 5.49 shows the DLTS spectra obtained from n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers before and after car-
bon ion-implantation followed by high-temperature Ar annealing. Both the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers are
eliminated by this process down to the detection limit (approximately 1 × 1011 cm−3 in this case). Because
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Figure 5.49 DLTS spectra obtained from n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers before and after carbon
ion-implantation followed by high-temperature Ar annealing [173].

the created carbon interstitials have large diffusion coefficients above 1400–1500 ∘C, the excess carbon
interstitials diffuse and fill the carbon vacancies, leading to the elimination of the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers
from the surface region to the bulk. After annealing, the defective implanted region near the surface is
removed by plasma etching.

In the second technique, thermal oxidation of SiC under appropriate conditions results in the elimina-
tion of the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers. During thermal oxidation, the carbon atoms are mostly removed by
the creation of carbon monoxide (CO). However, some portion of the carbon atoms is emitted to the bulk
region and diffuses into a deep region of SiC. Because silicon atoms are emitted during thermal oxida-
tion of Si [175], it is expected that carbon (and also silicon) atoms will be emitted during the thermal
oxidation of SiC. As in the case of the carbon ion implantation, the diffusion coefficient of the carbon
interstitials is so large that the depth to which the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers are eliminated can exceed
100 μm, by either the combination of oxidation and subsequent high-temperature Ar annealing or by
high-temperature oxidation (1300–1400 ∘C) [176–178]. Note that the thermal oxide is removed before
Ar annealing. It was also reported that the migration energy of the carbon interstitials is much smaller
than that of the silicon interstitials [179], and the self-diffusion coefficient of carbon is much larger than
that of silicon [180]. Figure 5.50 shows the depth profile of the Z1∕2 density for the 4H-SiC epitaxial
layers after various thermal treatments (e.g., oxidation, Ar annealing) [178]. By extending the oxidation
time or raising the oxidation temperature, the “Z1∕2 –free” region extending from the surface becomes
thicker (100 μm or even thicker).

In both the deep-level reduction techniques (carbon ion implantation and thermal oxidation), the depth
of the “Z1∕2 − free” region depends not only on the process conditions but also on the initial Z1∕2 density.
When the initial Z1∕2 density is relatively low (<5 × 1012 cm−3), it is easy to eliminate these deep levels
in 100–200 μm-thick regions. However, a thick “Z1∕2-free” region can hardly be obtained if the initial
Z1∕2 density is high (>1 × 1014 cm−3). The depth profiles of the Z1∕2 density after these defect-reduction
processes can be predicted through numerical simulation of the carbon diffusion process [178]. It was
noted that carbon diffusion into the SiC bulk region results in the generation of a few new deep levels,
such as the ON1 (EC − 0.84 eV), ON2 (EC − 1.1 eV), and HK0 (EV + 0.78 eV) centers [181, 182], which
are commonly observed near the surface in both carbon-implanted SiC and oxidized SiC. The HK0
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Figure 5.50 (a,b) Depth profile of the Z1∕2 density for the 4H-SiC epitaxial layers after various thermal
treatments (e.g., oxidation, Ar annealing) ([178] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

center is annealed out by thermal treatment at temperatures above 1350–1400 ∘C, while the ON1/ON2
centers (the same defect, but with different charge states) survive even after annealing at 1800 ∘C. A
carbon-interstitial-related defect such as the carbon di-interstitial (Ci)2 was suggested as the origin of the
HK0 center [182].

For details of other intrinsic deep levels in SiC, such as RD1∕2 (EC − 0.93 eV) [152], UT1 (EC −
1.45 eV) [183], HS2 (EV + 0.47 eV) [165], and HK4 (EV + 1.44 eV) [154], please see the individual ref-
erences provided or review papers [152, 184]. The exact correlation between the observed deep levels and
a specific defect structure (e.g., silicon vacancy, antisite) has not yet been established. Figure 5.51 shows
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the energy positions of the various intrinsic defects that are expected in 4H-SiC, which were obtained
through theoretical calculations [179, 185, 186]. The energy levels of the silicon vacancy (VSi), the carbon
antisite–carbon vacancy pair (CSi –VC), the carbon di-interstitial (Ci –Ci), and other defects have been
reported. The diffusion of these intrinsic defects has also been investigated through calculations [179].
However, the experimental assignment of actual deep levels to these defects has not yet been achieved.

5.3.1.2 Impurities

The purity of the SiC epitaxial layers grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is rather high, although
the substrates do contain various impurities, including heavy metals. Other than the intentional dopants,
the major impurities that are present in SiC epitaxial layers are boron and titanium, as described in
Section 4.3.2. The typical densities of these impurities are (1–5) × 1013 cm−3 for boron and (0.5–5) ×
1012 cm−3 for titanium. Several other impurities are also occasionally observed. Figure 5.52 shows the
energy positions of the major metallic impurity-related deep levels that are observed in 4H-SiC.

Boron (B) atoms substituting the silicon lattice sites create boron acceptors (EV + 0.35 eV) [187].
However, some boron atoms form pairs with carbon vacancies (BSi –VC) [188], leading to the formation
of a “deep boron” level; this is the D center in 4H-SiC (EV + 0.45 eV) [187]. The energy position of the
D center is deeper in 6H-SiC (EV + 0.55 eV). The D center is also acceptor-like [189], and contributes
to the DAP luminescence at relatively long wavelengths. The generation of the D center in SiC epitaxial
layers is enhanced under Si-rich growth conditions and is reduced under C-rich conditions [20]. The
D center is thermally stable, but can be reduced by thermal oxidation or by carbon ion implantation,
which is reasonable because interaction of the D center (BSi –VC) with a carbon interstitial will naturally
annihilate the defect.

Oxygen (O) is a common impurity in almost all semiconductor materials, including Si and GaAs.
Because nitrogen is a dominant residual impurity in high-purity SiC, oxygen contamination is naturally
expected. However, it was found that oxygen is hardly incorporated in SiC during epitaxial growth, even
when an oxygen-containing gas is intentionally introduced into the CVD reactor [190, 191]. Etching
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of Si-O or Si-C-O by hydrogen that is supplied as a carrier gas, or decomposition of SiO2 at the high
growth temperatures may suppress oxygen incorporation. No deep levels that could be attributed to pure
oxygen-related defects have been identified. The oxygen density in SiC seems to be very low (∼1012 cm−3

or lower).
Titanium (Ti) is another common impurity in SiC, and it creates very shallow electron traps near the

conduction band edge (EC − 0.11∕0.17 eV) in 4H-SiC [29]. Figure 5.53 shows schematically the energy
positions of the Ti levels in the different SiC polytypes. The Ti levels with respect to EV are almost
identical when plotted in the bandgaps of the different polytypes, indicating that the Langer–Heinrich
rule [192] is valid for Ti in SiC. Ti is electrically active in 4H-SiC, but its acceptor levels are resonant
in the conduction band for 6H-, 15R-, and 3C-SiC. As described in Section 5.1.1, Ti exhibits a unique
greenish luminescence in 4H-, 6H-, and 15R-SiC, but not in 3C-SiC.

Vanadium (V) is an amphoteric impurity, and it forms an acceptor level in the upper half of the bandgap
and a donor level in the lower half of the bandgap. In 4H-SiC, the acceptor level and the donor level are
located at EC − (0.81–0.97) eV and EV + 1.4 eV, respectively [31]. Thus, vanadium creates a very deep
level, especially in p-type SiC, and is thermally stable. This is why vanadium doping can be used to form
semi-insulating SiC, as described in Section 3.4.4. In SiC epitaxial layers grown by CVD, however, the
vanadium density is usually less than 1 × 1012 cm−3.

The deep levels of chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo), tungsten (W), and iron (Fe) in 4H-SiC have
been identified [7, 193–195]. In infrared PL spectra from 4H-SiC, the sharp PL peaks at 1170 and
1171 nm (1.0586 and 1.0595 eV) are well known and have been assigned to a UD center (UD1). In
recent years, systematic investigations of this defect center by PL, EPR, DLTS, and theoretical calcula-
tions have revealed that the origin of UD1 is actually tungsten [36]. In high-purity SiC epitaxial layers,
however, the densities of Cr, Mo, W, and Fe are lower than 1 × 1012 cm−3. It was demonstrated that
some transition metals such as Ni and Cr exhibit significant diffusion in SiC at temperatures higher than
1500 ∘C [196].
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Figure 5.54 Inverse of the carrier lifetime versus the measured density of the Z1∕2 center for
50-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers [172, 198].

5.3.2 Carrier Lifetime Killer

Correlation between the carrier lifetimes and the density of the Z1∕2 center was suggested at an early
stage of the studies of SiC [167, 197] and, in recent years, the Z1∕2 center has been unambiguously
identified as a major carrier lifetime killer, at least, in n-type 4H-SiC [171, 172]. Figure 5.54 shows
the inverse of the carrier lifetime versus the measured density of the Z1∕2 center for 50-μm-thick n-type
4H-SiC epitaxial layers [172, 198]. When the Z1∕2 density is higher than (1–2) × 1013 cm−3, the inverse
of the carrier lifetime is proportional to the Z1∕2 density, indicating that the lifetime is governed by
Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombination via the Z1∕2 center. However, the correlation between the
lifetime and the Z1∕2 density is unclear when the Z1∕2 density is in the 1011 –1012 cm−3 range. As described
in Section 5.1.4, multiple recombination processes exist, including SRH recombination and several other
recombination processes. Thus, the carrier lifetime (𝜏) can be expressed by the following equation:

1
𝜏

= 1
𝜏SRH

+ 1
𝜏other

(5.19)

where 𝜏SRH is the SRH lifetime governed by the recombination centers, and 𝜏other is the carrier lifetime
that is governed by the other recombination processes, such as surface recombination, recombination in
the substrate, Auger recombination, and recombination at extended defects. Here, the inverse of 𝜏SRH is
proportional to the density of the recombination centers (1∕𝜏SRH = a NZ1∕2, where a is a constant, and
NZ1∕2 is the density of the Z1∕2 center), while 𝜏other can be assumed to be independent of the Z1∕2 density.
By using the model expressed by Equation 5.19, the experimental data can be fitted. The fitted result is
shown in Figure 5.54 as a solid line for 1∕𝜏SRH + 1∕𝜏other, and as two broken lines for 1∕𝜏SRH and 1∕𝜏other.
Here the 1∕𝜏other line is determined by recombination at the surface and in the substrate, due to the limited
thickness of epitaxial layers (50 μm in this plot), and this component decreases by using thicker epitaxial
layers. The detail was explained in Section 5.1.4.4.

Based on the results described above, a simple relationship between the high-injection bulk lifetime
(𝜏SRH) and the Z1∕2 density (NZ1∕2) can be established as follows:

𝜏SRH[μs] = 1.6 × 1013

NZ1∕2[cm-3]
(5.20)

Note that this equation is valid when Auger recombination and the recombination at extended defects are
less important, and it is independent of both the epilayer thickness and the SRV (surface recombination
velocity). Instead, the factor of 1.6 × 1013 is a function of the excitation intensity (i.e., the injection level)
and the temperature.
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In semiconductor textbooks, it is stated that a midgap level is an effective recombination center and can
thus be a lifetime killer [157]. In 4H-SiC, however, the midgap level of the EH6/7 (EC − 1.55 eV) center
does not work as a carrier lifetime killer [199]. This can be deduced by accounting for the properties of
the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 (EH7) centers. As described in Section 5.3.1, the origin of both the Z1∕2 and EH7
centers is a carbon vacancy (VC) with different charge states:

Z𝟏 ∕ 𝟐 ∶VC(2–∕0), negative U (trap and emit two electrons), EC –0.63 eV
EH𝟕 ∶VC(0∕+),EC –1.55 eV.

In n-type 4H-SiC, the Fermi level is well above the Z1∕2 center, and the VC defect is charged to
2−. When excess electron–hole pairs are generated, a hole is first captured at the VC defect, because
of the large hole capture cross-section (the attractive Coulomb force between VC (2−) and the hole).
Then, the VC defect changes its charge state as follows: VC(2−) + hole → VC(−). If the hole density
is extremely high, then VC(−) + hole → VC(0) may proceed. Under these circumstances, the capture
cross-sections of the electrons for VC(−) and VC(0) are very large, because of its negative-U property.
Thus, the VC defect immediately tends to revert to the original state; VC(−) + electron → VC(2−) or
VC(0) + electron → VC(−), and subsequently VC(−) + electron → VC(2−). These capture and recombi-
nation processes are repeated upon electron–hole excitation. Therefore, only the Z1∕2 center (2−∕0) is
involved in the recombination process. The EH7 center (VC(0∕+) defect) does not appear during this
process. This is why the EH7 center is not important in carrier recombination in n-type 4H-SiC. The
EH7 center may, however, be important in p-type 4H-SiC, where the Fermi level is close to the valence
band and the VC defect is charged to+ .

Figure 5.55 shows the μ-PCD decay curves at room temperature that were obtained from a
220-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layer [100]. The decay curves for the as-grown material and that
after Z1∕2-center reduction through thermal oxidation at 1400 ∘C for 48 h are shown. For the as-grown
epitaxial layer, the measured lifetime is 1.1 μs, while the lifetime has improved remarkably to 26.1 μs
after the defect reduction process. The depth of the Z1∕2-eliminated region of this particular sample is
estimated to be about 230 μm, indicating that the defect is eliminated throughout the entire thickness
of the epitaxial layer. After lifetime measurement of the defect-eliminated sample, the surface was
passivated with a 20-nm-thick deposited oxide and annealed in nitric oxide (NO) at 1250 ∘C for 30 min.
After this surface passivation, the lifetime increased to 33.2 μs, and the lifetime increased further to 47 μs
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Figure 5.55 μ-PCD decay curves at room temperature obtained from a 220-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC
epitaxial layer ([100] reproduced with permission from The Japan Society of Applied Physics). The
decay curves for the as-grown material and that after Z1∕2-center reduction through thermal oxidation at
1400 ∘C for 48 h are shown.
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Figure 5.56 Measured lifetimes versus epitaxial layer thickness. The results for samples taken before
oxidation (as-grown), after oxidation, and with the subsequent surface passivation are indicated by closed
circles, open circles, and closed triangles, respectively.

at a measurement temperature of 200 ∘C. Because a relatively low interface state density is obtained
over the whole energy range of the bandgap by this passivation process [200], surface recombination
may be suppressed, leading to a longer carrier lifetime. Similar carrier lifetimes can be achieved by
carbon ion implantation and subsequent Ar annealing [201].

In general, the experimentally determined carrier lifetimes are underestimated, because of parasitic
recombination paths, as described in Section 5.1.4. In Figure 5.56, the measured lifetimes are plotted as
a function of the epitaxial layer thickness. The results for samples taken before oxidation (as-grown), after
oxidation, and with the subsequent surface passivation are indicated by closed circles, open circles, and
closed triangles, respectively. In the oxidized samples, sufficiently long-term oxidation was performed at
1300–1400 ∘C to ensure that the Z1∕2 center is eliminated throughout the entire thickness of the epitaxial
layers. The lifetimes of the oxidized samples increase rapidly with increasing epitaxial layer thickness,
while the thickness dependence is very small for the as-grown samples. This result indicates that the
measured lifetime is severely affected by the carrier recombination in the substrate (or near the epitaxial
layer/substrate interface) when the bulk lifetime becomes very long because of Z1∕2 elimination, which
is consistent with Figure 5.17. In Figure 5.56, the simulated dependence of the lifetime on the epilayer
thickness is also indicated by dashed lines for the various bulk lifetimes of the epitaxial layers. The SRV
was assumed to be 1000 cm s−1. As determined from Figure 5.56, the real bulk lifetime (𝜏) will be longer
than 50 μs. The ambipolar diffusion length La is given by the following equation [1, 151]:

La =
√

Da𝜏 (5.21)

Da =
2DnDp

Dn + Dp

(5.22)

Here, Dn and Dp are the diffusion coefficients of the electrons and the holes, respectively. Ambipolar
diffusion is described in greater detail in Section 7.3.1. By accounting for the diffusion coefficients and
assuming a long carrier lifetime of 50 μs, the diffusion length of the carriers is estimated to be longer
than 150 μm in the Z1∕2-eliminated region.

In Si, heavy metallic impurities, such as Au, Pt, and Fe, create midgap levels that act as efficient
recombination centers [151]. Although the deep levels of several metallic impurities (V, Cr, W) are known
in SiC, the densities of these impurity levels determined by DLTS measurements are usually close to the
detection limit (about 5 × 1011 cm−3). Therefore, it can be concluded that the SRH recombination center
(i.e., the lifetime killer) is indeed the Z1∕2 center in n-type 4H-SiC.
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Figure 5.57 μ-PCD decay curves at room temperature obtained from a 147-μm-thick, lightly-doped
p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layer [202, 203]. The decay curves for the as-grown material and for the material
after carbon-vacancy reduction via thermal oxidation at 1400 ∘C for 48 h are shown.

The carrier lifetime in p-type SiC is more complicated. Because the Fermi level is close to the valence
band in p-type SiC, the carbon vacancy defect must be positively charged (VC(+): EH7 center) in equilib-
rium. Thus, it is expected that any excess electrons are quickly trapped by the defect, and the charge state
will change to neutral. However, accurate capture cross-sections for the electrons and holes are not yet
known for this neutral defect. Figure 5.57 shows the μ-PCD decay curves at room temperature that were
obtained from a 147-μm-thick, lightly-doped p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layer [202, 203]. The decay curves
for the as-grown material and for the material after carbon-vacancy reduction via thermal oxidation at
1400 ∘C for 48 h are shown. The measured lifetime of the as-grown epilayer is 0.9 μs, and the lifetime
increased to 2.4 μs after the defect reduction process. The lifetime improved slightly to 2.6 μs following
surface passivation with a nitrided oxide [202, 203]. Carbon ion implantation followed by Ar annealing
at 1650 ∘C, instead of thermal oxidation, provides a very similar result. Thus, reduction of the carbon
vacancies (i.e., the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers) is effective for improving the carrier lifetimes in p-type SiC,
but the level of improvement is much smaller than that in n-type SiC. Further investigations are required
to identify the lifetime killer and enhance the carrier lifetime in p-type SiC.

The effects of extended defects on carrier lifetimes have also been investigated [68, 204, 205]. All the
extended defects cause local reduction of the carrier lifetimes near the defects. This is already indicated
in the PL mapping data shown in Figure 5.26, where the PL intensities of the free exciton peaks are
greatly reduced near the dislocations. The magnitude of the reduction in PL intensity is much larger near
TSDs than TEDs. Figure 5.58 shows the PL decay curves that were measured from a 180-μm-thick n-type
4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial layer at room temperature. The measurements were conducted at a defect-free
region, near a TSD core, a TED core, and inside a single SSF expanded from a BPD. The carrier lifetime
obtained from the PL decay was 4.6 μs from the defect-free region, 1.8 μs near the TED, 1.2 μs near the
TSD, and 0.3 μs for the SSF. Thus, the stacking faults (nucleated from BPDs) and the TSDs are the most
detrimental defects for the carrier lifetimes in SiC. The effects of these extended defects depend strongly
on the crystal quality, and are relatively larger in high-quality SiC with long carrier lifetimes.

5.3.2.1 Lifetime Control

Because the density of the Z1∕2 (and the EH6/7) center can be intentionally increased by low-energy
electron irradiation [158, 165], lifetime control is easily achieved in n-type SiC. Although several deep
levels, which may be ascribed to the interstitial-related defects, are also generated by electron irradiation,
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Figure 5.58 PL decay curves that were measured from a 180-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC(0001) epitaxial
layer at room temperature. The measurements were conducted at a defect-free region, near a TSD core,
a TED core, and inside a single SSF expanded from a BPD.
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Figure 5.59 Density of the Z1∕2 center generated by electron irradiation (after 950 ∘C annealing) versus
the electron fluence [158, 163]. The electron irradiation was carried out at energies of 116, 160, 200, or
250 keV.

any deep levels other than the Z1∕2 and EH6/7 centers are eliminated by annealing at 900–1000 ∘C [159,
165]. Figure 5.59 shows the density of the Z1∕2 center generated by electron irradiation (after 950 ∘C
annealing) versus the electron fluence [158, 163]. The electron irradiation was carried out at energies
of 116, 160, 200, or 250 keV. In either case, the Z1∕2 center density increases almost in proportion to
the electron fluence. By increasing the fluence from 3 × 1015 to 1 × 1019 cm−2 along with the irradiation
energy, the Z1∕2 center density can be controlled over a very wide range from approximately 1 × 1012 to
3 × 1017 cm−3.

Figure 5.60 shows a map of the carrier lifetimes for n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers after electron irra-
diation and subsequent annealing in Ar at 950 ∘C for 30 min. The starting material was a 70-μm-thick
4H-SiC epitaxial layer, grown on an n-type substrate and doped to 1 × 1015 cm−3. Electron irradia-
tion was performed at 160 keV with the fluence range from 1 × 1015 to 1.5 × 1017 cm−2 on the sample
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Figure 5.60 (a) Electron fluence and resulting Z1∕2 center density in a 70-μm-thick n-type 4H-SiC
epitaxial layer doped to 1 × 1015 cm−3 and (b) map of the carrier lifetimes for the selectively irradiated
4H-SiC epitaxial layers after electron irradiation and subsequent annealing in Ar at 950 ∘C for 30 min.

being controlled by using a copper mask during irradiation. Because selective electron irradiation was
performed, different Z1∕2-center densities ranging from 1 × 1012 to 2 × 1014 cm−3 over six different areas
were realized in the sample. The carrier lifetime is shorter in the area where the electron fluence is higher
(i.e., the Z1∕2-center density is higher). More importantly, a highly uniform carrier lifetime can be real-
ized in each area. These results indicate that the carrier lifetime can be controlled reasonably well by
the electron irradiation process. This technique is useful for obtaining very uniform carrier lifetimes or
for the reduction of the switching losses in SiC bipolar devices. Control of the carrier lifetimes by sim-
ilar low-energy electron irradiation is also possible for p-type 4H-SiC [203], suggesting that a carbon
vacancy (e.g., the Z1∕2 or EH6/7 centers) can be a lifetime killer when its density is sufficiently high
(>3 × 1013 cm−3).

5.4 Summary
Basic characterization techniques have been described in this chapter with emphasis placed on the spe-
cial care that is required for the characterization of SiC. PL is a powerful technique for characterization
of optical properties, and can reflect the incorporation of specific impurities (including dopants), point
defects, and any other localized levels. Raman scattering is useful for the identification of the SiC
polytypes and for characterization of strains. C–V measurements give the net doping density (ND −
NA or NA − ND), while the carrier density (n or p) can be measured directly only by Hall effect mea-
surements. The carrier lifetimes can be determined by several techniques, but the decay time obtained
does not always mean the carrier lifetime. Special attention must also be paid to the effects of surface
recombination and recombination in the underlying substrate.

Extended defects have been detected via destructive methods such as molten KOH etching.
High-resolution X-ray topography and PL mapping/imaging serve as attractive techniques for non-
destructive identification of the locations and types of extended defects. Deep levels, which originate
from point defects or impurities, can be characterized by DLTS, and high-temperature (up to 800 K)
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measurements are required to monitor the midgap levels in SiC. To identify the origin of a deep level,
a detailed comparison study of the results of DLTS, EPR measurements, and theoretical calculations is
required.

Because micropipe defects have been eliminated, the macroscopic defects that are generated during
epitaxial growth, such as triangular defects, carrot defects, in-grown stacking faults, and particles, are
the most detrimental defects for any SiC device. A BPD is split into two partial dislocations with a single
SSF in between them. This stacking fault is then expanded upon carrier injection and recombination,
leading to a considerable reduction of the carrier lifetimes and increased leakage current. Therefore,
BPDs cause the degradation of bipolar-type SiC devices (but not unipolar devices). The effects of TSDs
on the breakdown voltage and leakage current are very small when no surface pits are formed at the
TSD locations. The effects of TEDs are mostly negligibly small. The major carrier lifetime killer has
been identified as the Z1∕2 center (EC − 0.63 eV), which is the acceptor level of a carbon vacancy, in
n-type 4H-SiC. In p-type 4H-SiC, however, the carrier-lifetime killers have not yet been conclusively
identified. TSDs and TEDs cause local reduction of the carrier lifetimes, while BPDs induce expansion
of the SSFs upon carrier injection, leading to significant reduction of the carrier lifetimes in the fault
region. However, further investigations are required to fully clarify and understand the behavior of the
extended and point defects in SiC.

The present chapter did not describe the characterization of SiC by other techniques, such as standard
X-ray diffraction, TEM, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). These techniques are frequently used for material char-
acterization but special care and unique analyses are not always required for SiC. Please see individual
textbooks for details of these techniques.
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6
Device Processing of Silicon
Carbide

After epitaxial growth of SiC several processing steps are performed to fabricate electronic devices. Such
processing steps include doping by ion implantation, etching, oxidation, and metallization. Figure 6.1
shows a schematic of a trench-type vertical metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOS-
FET). The contribution of each individual process to the complete structure can be seen. The pro-
cess flow in SiC device fabrication is similar to that in Si technology, but several unique technologies,
with particular requirements, are also needed because of the unique physical and chemical properties
of SiC.

6.1 Ion Implantation
Ion implantation is a key process in fabrication of almost all kinds of SiC devices. Wide-range doping
control of both n- and p-type conductivity can be achieved by ion implantation. The major differences
between ion implantation technologies for SiC and for Si are summarized as follows:

1. Because of the extremely low diffusion constants of dopants within SiC, selective doping by a diffu-
sion process is not realistic. Diffusion of most implanted impurities during post-implantation anneal-
ing is negligibly small.

2. If the as-implanted lattice damage is of near-amorphous level, lattice recovery (that is, repairing this
damage) is very difficult. Therefore, implantation at elevated temperature is often employed, espe-
cially when the implant dose is very high. On the other hand, implantation at room temperature is
sufficient when the implant dose is not very high, as long as appropriate annealing is carried out.

3. Irrespective of the implant dose and the implantation temperature, post-implantation annealing at very
high temperature (>1500–1600 ∘C) is required to attain lattice recovery and high electrical activation
ratios. Such high-temperature annealing may cause incongruent evaporation of silicon and surface
roughening.

One can find review papers and books on ion implantation into SiC [1–6]. In this section, common
features observed in ion implantation of SiC are described.

Fundamentals of Silicon Carbide Technology: Growth, Characterization, Devices, and Applications, First Edition.
Tsunenobu Kimoto and James A. Cooper.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd. Published 2014 by John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd.
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of a trench-type vertical metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor.
Examples of device processing required to fabricate this device are shown.

6.1.1 Selective Doping Techniques

In Si and most III–V semiconductors both diffusion and ion implantation techniques are employed for
selective doping. In general, a diffusion process introduces less lattice damage than ion implantation, in
which bombardment with high-energy ions creates a variety of point and extended defects in the host
material. Formation of deep junctions is easier in a diffusion process when the diffusion constant of a
dopant is relatively large. On the other hand, a more flexible and accurate doping profile can be formed by
ion implantation. The thermal budget is generally smaller in ion implantation because post-implantation
annealing can be conducted in a rapid thermal process (RTP) [7].

Examples of selective doping in the fabrication of SiC devices are summarized in Table 6.1, where the
typical doping densities and junction depths are indicated. In SiC, because of its very strong chemical
bonding, diffusion constants of dopant impurities are extremely small, even above 1600 ∘C. Figure 6.2
shows the Arrhenius plot of diffusion constants for major dopants in SiC and Si [8, 9]. Diffusion constants
for atoms other than boron are very small in SiC, ranging from 10−17 to 10−15 cm2 s−1 at temperatures as
high as 1800 ∘C. Extremely high temperature, above 2000 ∘C, is required to obtain reasonable diffusion
constants. This fact makes diffusion processing of SiC unrealistic because such a high-temperature pro-
cess causes generation of a high density of deep levels [10] and glide of basal-plane dislocations [11].
There exist no appropriate masking materials for a diffusion process at such high temperature. There-
fore, selective doping of SiC has almost exclusively been performed using ion implantation. However,

Table 6.1 Examples of selective doping in fabrication of SiC devices.

Region Depth (μm) Doping density (cm−3)

Source/drain 0.2–0.3 1019 –1020

p-body of FET 0.4–0.7 1017 –1018

p+ contact 0.2–0.3 1019 –1020

Junction termination 0.4–0.8 1016 –1017

Channel doping (optional) 0.1–0.2 1016 –1017
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Figure 6.2 Arrhenius plot of diffusion constants for major dopants in SiC and Si [8, 9].

diffusion mechanisms of small impurities like hydrogen should be investigated [12] because SiC epitaxial
layers grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) contain some hydrogen atoms. Furthermore, it is
known that several transition metals, such as chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni), exhibit significant diffusion
above 1500 ∘C [13]. Although boron diffusion for p-type doping has been investigated to some extent
[14, 15], a high density of boron-related deep levels (D center [16]) is generated, which hampers good
electrical activation of boron acceptors. In fact, the tail of the boron-diffused region is highly resistive,
which is not suitable for pn junctions of real devices. Abnormal diffusion of boron atoms, which is also
encountered in boron ion implantation [6], is another problem.

6.1.2 Formation of an n-Type Region by Ion Implantation

Nitrogen or phosphorus ions are implanted to selectively form n-type regions in SiC. The implant profiles
can be predicted well by Monte Carlo simulations, such as SRIM (stopping and range of ions in matter)
[17]. Figure 6.3 shows depth profiles of the density of nitrogen atoms implanted into SiC(0001) with
various implant angle [18]. In this particular case, the implant energy and dose are 100 keV and 1 ×
1015 cm−2, respectively. The open circles denote the nitrogen depth profile simulated by a SRIM code,
assuming a mass density of 3.21 g cm−3 for SiC. The dashed and dotted lines represent the depth profiles
determined by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) in samples implanted at various angles (with
respect to <0001>). Here, a channeling effect can be suppressed by increasing the implantation angle
to 7∘. Ideally, the implantation angle should be larger than 5∘ from the <0001> axis (not normal to the
wafer surface). Note that SRIM does not simulate channeling of the implanted ions accurately, leading to
deviation in the implant-tail region. Implant profiles can also be designed using the Pearson distribution
[19]. In the Pearson distribution an asymmetric Gaussian distribution is considered, and characterized by
the projected range (mean), the straggle (standard deviation), the skewness, and kurtosis [19]. Figure 6.4
shows the projected mean range and straggle versus the implant energy in nitrogen and phosphorus ion
implantation into SiC [20–23]. Because of the higher atom density of SiC ([Si]: 4.8 × 1022 cm−3, [C]:
4.8 × 1022 cm−3, total: 9.6 × 1022 cm−3), a higher implant energy is required to obtain a given depth or
peak position compared with the energy required for ion implantation into Si.

Figure 6.5 shows the depth profiles of phosphorus atoms which were implanted with multistep ener-
gies to form a 200-nm-deep box profile. The depth profiles before (as-implanted) and after annealing
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in Ar at 1600 ∘C for 30 min are presented. The dopant profile exhibits very little diffusion during such
high-temperature annealing, retaining the as-implanted profile. This is expected from the very small
diffusion constants of phosphorus (also for nitrogen as shown in Figure 6.2), and any enhancement of
impurity diffusion via implantation-induced defects is negligible. The lack of dopant diffusion makes it
relatively easy to form a shallow junction, but difficult to form a very deep junction, in SiC.
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Figure 6.6 shows typical sample structures employed for electrical characterization of implanted
regions. In Figure 6.6a, the cross-section of a sample for van der Pauw and Hall effect measurements
is illustrated. The implanted n-type layer is electrically isolated from the substrate by the np junction
(n-type implanted layer/lightly-doped p-type epitaxial layer). The implanted region is processed into
a clover-leaf pattern to improve the accuracy. By using this kind of sample the sheet resistance, the
carrier density, and the mobility can be determined. In another type of test sample, a Schottky barrier
is formed on the top of the implanted n-type layer, as shown in Figure 6.6b. In this case, electrical
isolation is not necessary, and the implantation is conducted into a lightly-doped n-type epitaxial
layer grown on an n-type substrate. From the capacitance–voltage characteristics, the depth profile
of the net doping density (not the carrier density) is determined. This method is powerful when the
doping density is relatively low because analysis of the deep levels can be performed on the same
samples. For characterization of high-dose implanted samples, however, this technique is not very useful
because formation of good Schottky barriers becomes difficult. For characterization of aluminum- or
boron-implanted samples, the n- and p-type regions in Figure 6.6 should be inverted.

Figure 6.7 shows the annealing-temperature dependence of the electrical activation ratio in nitrogen-
or phosphorus-implanted SiC. In this case, a box profile with a depth of about 400 nm was formed by
multi-step ion implantation, and the total implant dose was 1 × 1014 cm−2, which corresponds to a dopant
atom density of 2 × 1018 cm−3 inside the box profile. The implantation was conducted into lightly-doped
n-type epitaxial layers without intentional sample heating, and the samples were annealed at various
temperatures in Ar for 30 min to promote electrical activation. The active donor density was determined
by capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics of Ni/SiC Schottky structures. It should be noted that
the C–V measurements do not give the carrier density but rather the net doping density, as further
described in Section 6.4.1. As shown in Figure 6.7, the activation ratio is very low (<10%) after annealing
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Figure 6.7 Annealing-temperature dependence of electrical activation ratio in nitrogen- or
phosphorus-implanted SiC. The implantations were performed at room temperature (total implant
dose: 1 × 1014 cm−2).

at 1400 ∘C, and a high-temperature annealing at 1600 ∘C or higher is required to obtain nearly perfect
(>95%) activation ratios. Note that the annealing temperature cannot be reduced very much, even if the
implantation is performed at elevated temperatures (300–800 ∘C). In other words, hot implantation is not
very effective to reduce the temperature required for post-implantation annealing. This can be understood
by considering the thermal stability of the compensating deep levels generated by ion implantation, as
described in Section 6.1.6.

When the implant dose becomes high (>1015 cm−2), the situation is significantly changed. Striking
differences are observed between room-temperature implantation and hot implantation, and also between
nitrogen implantation and phosphorus implantation. This is especially true when, to improve contact
characteristics, heavily-doped n+-regions are formed by ion implantation, as described below.

Figure 6.8 shows the 𝜒min value determined by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)
channeling measurements as a function of the implant dose. The results are obtained from SiC(0001)
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1600 ∘C-annealed samples are shown (200-nm-deep box profile).

samples implanted with nitrogen ions at (a) room temperature and (b) 500 ∘C. The 𝜒min values for both
as-implanted and 1600 ∘C-annealed samples are shown (200-nm-deep box profile) [5]. In these RBS
measurements, a 2.0 MeV He2+ beam was employed with a backscattering angle of 170∘. The lattice
damage is monitored by the so-called 𝜒min value, which is the integrated scattering yield in the damaged
region of a channeling spectrum divided by the integrated yield of a random spectrum. In the case of
implantation at room temperature, the 𝜒min value from the implanted region reaches almost 100%,
indicating complete amorphization by implantation-induced damage, when the implant dose is higher
than (3–4) × 1015 cm−2 (this is called the critical implant dose for amorphization). The high 𝜒min value
is not decreased very much after annealing at 1600 ∘C (𝜒min > 90% in Figure 6.8a). In contrast, the
𝜒min value remains rather low for an as-grown sample implanted at elevated temperature, owing to the
in situ annealing effect, and it decreases significantly with further annealing (𝜒min < 3% in Figure 6.8b).
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) observations and other structural analyses demonstrate that
the surface region is indeed amorphous for as-implanted samples after room-temperature implantation,
and the implanted region contains polycrystalline 3C-SiC grains after annealing [24–28].

The damage accumulation during ion implantation is approximately proportional to the implant
dose until complete amorphization occurs [29]. When the implant dose is low, disordering of the
carbon sub-lattice proceeds at a higher rate than for the silicon sub-lattice, as a result of the lower
threshold-displacement energies for carbon atoms. However, amorphization of the carbon and silicon
sub-lattices occurs at almost the same implant dose [30]. In the case of hot implantation, the implanted
region can retain the original polytype structure and can be easily recovered. Very similar results are
obtained for phosphorus, aluminum, and boron ion implantation. Therefore, this is a consistent and
unique feature of ion implantation into hexagonal SiC polytypes. Because of the complicated polytypism
and low stacking-fault energy in SiC, it is important to maintain the original crystalline structure during
ion implantation [5, 6, 31–34]. Once the implanted region becomes completely amorphous, as a result
of high-dose implantation, lattice recovery to the original polytype is not guaranteed. This is the main
reason why hot implantation of SiC is employed, especially when the implant dose is high. The critical
implant dose, above which the implanted region becomes amorphous, is approximately low to mid
1015 cm−2 for room-temperature implantation, though it depends on the implanted species and implant
energy. It should be noted that the benefits of hot implantation are small when the implant dose is
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4H-SiC(0001) annealed at 1700 ∘C for 30 min.

relatively low and thus the implanted region is not severely damaged. For example, hot implantation
is not always necessary when the implant dose is in the range of 1013 –1014 cm−2 (and below), which is
further supported by the data on electrical properties.

Figure 6.9 shows the sheet resistance versus the total implant dose for nitrogen- or phosphorus-
implanted 4H-SiC(0001) annealed at 1700 ∘C for 30 min [35]. Multistep implantation at room tem-
perature or 500 ∘C was performed to form a 200-nm-deep box profile. Here, high-dose implantation
to form an n+-region is considered. The sheet resistance is usually measured by the van der Pauw
method. When the implant dose is relatively low (<3 × 1014 cm−2), there exist no striking differences
in sheet resistances, irrespective of implant species (N+ or P+) or implantation temperature (RT or
500 ∘C). In the case of room temperature implantation, the sheet resistance exhibits a minimum value
at an implant dose of approximately 0.7–1 × 1015 cm−2, and increases when the implant dose is further
increased. In this high-dose region, the lattice damage caused by room temperature implantation
is so severe that the implanted region contains a high density of stacking faults and 3C-SiC grains
after activation annealing, as described above. On the other hand, a continuous decrease in the sheet
resistance is observed for hot implantation. The sheet resistance of the nitrogen-implanted region is
almost saturated at 300 Ω∕◽, which may be limited by the relatively low solubility limit of nitrogen
atoms in SiC. A much lower sheet resistance of 30–50 Ω∕◽ can be obtained by hot implantation
of phosphorus owing to its higher solubility limit [35–37]. It is reported that high-dose arsenic ion
implantation also gives a low sheet resistance, below 200 Ω∕◽ [38]. Systematic data on nitrogen
or phosphorus implantation into SiC are found in a number of papers [39–46]. The obtained sheet
resistance is low enough for most device fabrication. It is noteworthy that very good lattice recovery and
high activation ratio are obtained, even in high-dose implantation at room temperature, when SiC(1120)
is employed [47]. To increase the process throughput and to minimize formation of extended defects,
rapid thermal annealing using a high-power infrared lamp [48] or microwave heating [49] has been
investigated.

Based on these results, phosphorus implantation at elevated temperature is preferred when a
heavily-doped n+-region (≫1019 cm−3) must be formed. For formation of a moderately-doped n-region,
selection of the implant species and implantation temperature is not critical.
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aluminum and boron ion implantation into SiC [20–23].

6.1.3 Formation of a p-Type Region by Ion Implantation

Aluminum is the main acceptor used in SiC, and the situation is the same in ion implantation. As described
below, boron implantation can cause several unwanted phenomena and is not usually employed for device
fabrication in industry. As in the case of n-type doping, the implant profiles (apart from the tail region)
can be predicted well by a SRIM code. Figure 6.10 presents (a) the implant profiles of aluminum ion
implantation and (b) the projected range (Rp) and straggle (ΔRp) versus the implant energy for aluminum
and boron ion implantation into SiC [20–23]. As was found for nitrogen or phosphorus ion implanta-
tion, implanted aluminum atoms exhibit very little diffusion, even after high-temperature annealing at
1600–1700 ∘C. Implanted boron atoms, however, show significant out-diffusion and in-diffusion during
the activation annealing [6, 50]. As a result of the out-diffusion, some portion of the implanted boron
atoms is lost; the in-diffusion makes the junction depth extremely large compared with the designed
depth. It has been accepted that diffusion of boron atoms is enhanced by implantation-induced damage via
a kick-out mechanism [51, 52]. Boron interstitials created by implantation have a large diffusion constant,
and can diffuse already at 1400–1500 ∘C. Damage-enhanced diffusion is also observed in boron-doped
epitaxial layers. When any kind of ion is implanted into boron-doped epilayers, the boron atoms show
abnormal diffusion during subsequent annealing at 1600–1800 ∘C [53], this diffusion means that the
designed depth profile of acceptor density is completely destroyed. Thus, boron is not a good choice,
even when producing p-type epitaxial layers for device development.

Figure 6.11 depicts the annealing-temperature dependence of the electrical activation ratio in
aluminum- or boron-implanted SiC [54]. A 400-nm-deep box profile was formed by multistep ion
implantation, and the total implant dose was 1 × 1014 cm−2, which corresponds to a dopant atom density
of 2 × 1018 cm−3 inside the box profile. The implantation was conducted into lightly-doped p-type
epitaxial layers at room temperature, followed by activation annealing at various temperatures in Ar for
30 min. The electrically active acceptor density was determined from the C–V characteristics of Ti/SiC
Schottky structures. The implanted region is highly resistive after annealing at temperatures lower than
1400 ∘C. High-temperature annealing at 1600 ∘C or higher is required to obtain nearly perfect (>90%)
activation ratios, in agreement with the results of nitrogen or phosphorus ion implantation (Figure 6.7).
Rapid thermal annealing has also been investigated [55].

High-temperature annealing is indeed required, not only for high electrical activation, but also
for good junction characteristics in device fabrication [56–58]. Figure 6.12 shows the histograms of
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leakage current density in Al+-implanted 4H-SiC pn junction diodes annealed at various temperatures.
Lightly-doped n-type epitaxial layers, 8 μm thick, were prepared, and pn junctions were formed
by Al+ implantation. The leakage current was monitored at a reverse voltage of 500 V. Though the
breakdown voltage of these diodes was about 1400 V, exhibiting very little dependence on the annealing
temperature, the distribution of leakage current is clearly dependent on the annealing temperature, as
shown in Figure 6.12. The leakage current is rather high for the diodes annealed at 1550 ∘C, and it is
significantly reduced in diodes which were formed by activation annealing at 1700 ∘C or higher.

Figure 6.13 shows the depth profiles of (a) aluminum and (b) boron atoms, which were implanted with
multistep energies to form a 200-nm-deep box profile [59]. The depth profiles before (as-implanted)
and after annealing in Ar at 1700 ∘C for 1 or 30 min are presented in both cases. In the figure, the depth
profile of electrically active acceptor density is also plotted (the symbols). The depth profile of acceptor
density was determined from the C–V characteristics of the Ti/SiC Schottky structure measured at
different bias voltages. In this experiment, lightly-doped p-type epilayers (NA = 7 × 1015 cm−3) were
employed to investigate the activation ratio in the implant tail region [59]. In aluminum ion implantation
(Figure 6.13a), the implanted aluminum profile does not change during annealing (that is, the aluminum
atoms exhibit very little diffusion) and the depth profile of acceptor density completely matches that
of implanted atom density determined by SIMS. This result indicates that the electrical activation of
implanted aluminum atoms is nearly perfect (>95%) inside the box-profile region as well as in the
tail region. In boron ion implantation (Figure 6.13b), however, substantial out- and in-diffusion are
observed, as mentioned above. The depth profile of active acceptor density shows a clear dip near the
implant tail region (∼0.3 μm), though the activation ratio is relatively high in the deeper (>0.5 μm)
region. Analysis of the defects using deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements revealed
that a high density (>1015 cm−3) of D centers (Ev + 0.45 eV) is generated near the tail region [59].
Although carbon co-implantation is effective to reduce the abnormal diffusion of boron atoms and
generation of D centers [6, 50, 60], the suppression is not complete. Furthermore, the high ionization
energy of boron acceptors hampers the formation of low-resistance p-type SiC by boron implantation
[6, 60, 61].
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Figure 6.12 Histograms of leakage current density in Al+-implanted 4H-SiC pn junction diodes
annealed at (a) 1550, (b) 1650 and (c) 1750 ∘C. The Al+-implantation was conducted at room temperature.
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Figure 6.14 Sheet resistance versus the total implant dose for aluminum-implanted 4H-SiC(0001)
annealed at 1800 ∘C for 30 min [62].

Figure 6.14 shows the sheet resistance versus the total implant dose for aluminum-implanted
4H-SiC(0001) annealed at 1800 ∘C for 30 min [62]. Multistep implantation at room temperature or
500 ∘C was performed to form a 200-nm-deep box profile. Here, high-dose implantation to form a
p+-region is considered. As in the case of nitrogen or phosphorus implantation, effects of hot implanta-
tion become remarkable when the implant dose is higher than 1 × 1015 cm−2. For hot implantation, the
sheet resistance of the aluminum-implanted region is almost saturated at approximately 3 kΩ∕◽. Carbon
co-implantation gives a slightly lower sheet resistance, probably because carbon enrichment may
enhance substitution of implanted aluminum atoms at the Si sites. The relatively high sheet resistance
can be partly ascribed to the low hole mobility in SiC. The intrinsic mobility is further decreased by
implantation-induced defects. Detailed characterization is found in the literature [63–67]. Although
ion implantation of gallium [68] and beryllium [69] into SiC has been investigated for obtaining p-type
conductivity, the obtained sheet resistances are relatively high because of the high ionization energy of
the dopants.

Thus, aluminum implantation at elevated temperature is required when a heavily-doped p+-region (> >
1019 cm−3) must be formed. However, the resistivity of aluminum-implanted regions is still relatively
high, and this must be carefully considered in design and characterization of SiC devices. To form a
moderately-doped p-region, aluminum implantation at room temperature followed by high-temperature
annealing is sufficient.

6.1.4 Formation of a Semi-Insulating Region by Ion Implantation

There are two different approaches to form semi-insulating regions by ion implantation. The first
approach is creation of intrinsic defects, which form a very deep level in the bandgap, by ion bom-
bardment. The second approach is implantation of a special impurity which forms a very deep level.
In the former case, either protons [70, 71] or inert atoms, such as helium, neon, or argon [72], or the
host element (silicon or carbon) [73] ions have been investigated. When a high enough density of deep
levels has been created, the dopants are completely compensated and the Fermi level is pinned near a
dominant deep level. A high resistivity of over 105 Ω cm is obtained when these ions are implanted into
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Figure 6.15 Current density–voltage characteristics of vanadium-implanted (a) n+∕n−∕n+ and (b)
p+∕p−∕p+ 6H-SiC structures ([76] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

n-type 4H- or 6H-SiC. The semi-insulating property is maintained after high-temperature annealing
when the implant dose is high. The dominant deep level(s) generated by ion implantation are described
in Section 6.1.6.

It is known that a few metallic impurities form very deep levels in SiC and the most widely-used impu-
rity for this purpose is vanadium [74]. Vanadium doping is also effective in producing semi-insulating
SiC wafers in sublimation growth [75], as described in Section 3.4.4. Therefore, vanadium ion implan-
tation is another approach to obtain semi-insulating SiC. Figure 6.15 shows the current density–voltage
characteristics of vanadium-implanted (a) n+∕n−∕n+ and (b) p+∕p−∕p+ 6H-SiC structures [76]. In either
case, vanadium ions were implanted into lightly-doped epitaxial layers to form a 300-nm-deep box pro-
file. The vanadium density in the box profile is approximately (2–3) × 1017 cm−3, which is higher than
the doping density of the epitaxial layers (4 × 1016 cm−3) and lower than the solubility limit of vanadium
(∼4 × 1017 cm−3). After post-implantation annealing at 1500 ∘C for 30 min, implanted vanadium atoms
were electrically activated, and the resistivity of the implanted region increased to 106 Ω cm for n-type
and over 1011 Ω cm for p-type SiC. Vanadium creates an acceptor-like level at Ec − 0.7 eV in n-type and
a donor-like level at Ev + 1.5 eV in p-type 6H-SiC [74]. Because of the deeper energy level of vanadium
in p-type SiC, the Fermi level is pinned near the midgap in vanadium-implanted p-type SiC, leading to
the higher resistivity.

Though ion implantation is useful to selectively form semi-insulating regions, the depth of the
semi-insulating region formed in this way is restricted to less than about 1–2 μm. If a very thick
semi-insulating region is required then electron irradiation is a more powerful technique. 200–400 keV
electron irradiation can create semi-insulating regions that are several tens of microns thick [77]. The
semi-insulating property is stable even after high-temperature annealing at 1700 ∘C when the electron
fluence is high enough.

6.1.5 High-Temperature Annealing and Surface Roughening

As described in previous subsections, post-implantation annealing must be carried out at very high tem-
peratures of 1600–1700 ∘C to achieve reasonable lattice recovery and high electrical activation. The
annealing temperature cannot be reduced, even if the implantation is conducted at elevated temperatures
of 500–1000 ∘C. One of the main reasons for this is the thermal stability of several deep levels which
are generated by ion implantation and cause compensation of dopants.
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During high-temperature annealing one can usually observe surface degradation of SiC. Without
special precautions the mirror-like surface is completely lost during annealing [78]. There are at least
two mechanisms which cause surface degradation:

1. Si desorption from the SiC surface
Si desorption leads to surface graphitization as well as severe roughening. This is naturally
enhanced when SiC is annealed in vacuum (significant Si desorption in vacuum can already start
at 900–1000 ∘C, even for unimplanted SiC surfaces). In the early stage, supply of Si overpressure
was investigated with some success. For example, addition of SiH4 flow into pure Ar ambient
or introduction of Si pieces near the SiC samples during annealing was tried, and improvement
of surface roughness was demonstrated [79, 80]. It is, however, difficult to suppress the second
mechanism mentioned below with this technique.

2. Migration of surface atoms
Migration of surface atoms at high temperature can take place in Si [81] and any other materials. The
main driving force for surface migration is minimization of the surface energy of the crystal. In the
case of hexagonal SiC polytypes, a several-degree off-angle is chosen for the SiC(0001) wafers to
enable high-quality homoepitaxy. Since the SiC(0001) has a relatively high surface energy, signifi-
cant migration of surface atoms occurs at high temperature and results in formation of macrosteps to
minimize the total surface energy. Capping the surface with an appropriate material effectively sup-
presses this phenomenon because the surface atoms lose the freedom to migrate. Proper capping is
also useful to minimize Si desorption from the SiC surface. So far, several capping materials have
been investigated, such as SiO2, Si3N4, AlN [82], and carbon [35]. A SiC face-to-face configuration
was also investigated. Among these materials, a carbon cap gives the most successful results [35] and
is employed for production of SiC devices in most industries.

Figure 6.16 shows the atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of Al+-implanted off-axis 4H
SiC(0001) annealed at 1800 ∘C for 5 min (a) with and (b) without a carbon cap. The total implant dose
is 1 × 1016 cm−2. The surface roughness, as defined by the root mean square (rrms) value of height
deviation, is 1.0 nm in a 10 × 10 μm2 area for the sample capped with carbon, while the unprotected
sample exhibits a much higher surface roughness (rrms = 16.4 nm), because of macrostep formation.
Figure 6.17 depicts the implant-dose dependence of the surface roughness (10 × 10 μm2 area) for

(a) (b)

without a carbon cap with a carbon cap

10 μm

200 nm 200 nm

10 μm

Figure 6.16 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of Al+-implanted off-axis 4H-SiC(0001)
annealed at 1800 ∘C for 5 min (a) without and (b) with a carbon cap. The total implant dose is
1 × 1016 cm−2.
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Figure 6.17 Implant-dose dependence of the surface roughness (10 × 10 μm2 area) for P+-implanted
SiC(0001) annealed at 1700 ∘C for 20 min with and without a carbon cap.

P+-implanted SiC(0001) annealed at 1700 ∘C for 20 min with and without a carbon cap. When the
surface is not protected, the roughness increases significantly with increasing implant dose. Higher-dose
implantation creates more broken bonds and more atoms can migrate at lower temperature (that is, the
migration barrier is reduced by implantation-induced damage). In contrast, the surface roughness can be
minimized by using a carbon cap, even for high-dose implantation. The carbon cap can be formed by RF
sputtering or graphitization of a photoresist. During high-temperature annealing, no chemical reactions
are observed at the carbon/SiC interface. After annealing, the carbon cap can be easily removed by
O2 plasma (ashing) or low-temperature (700–800 ∘C) oxidation; in these processes, the SiC is only
minimally oxidized (less than a few nanometers).

6.1.6 Defect Formation by Ion Implantation and Subsequent Annealing

High-energy ion bombardment during ion implantation causes considerable displacement of Si and C
atoms. Si and C atoms are kicked out from their lattice positions, and the kicked-out atoms reside to a large
extent on interstitial sites, leaving vacancies behind. In SiC, C displacement occurs more easily than Si
displacement. Created vacancies and interstitials become mobile during post-implantation annealing and
can form complex point defects, such as vacancy clusters, interstitial clusters, antisite-vacancy pairs, and
so forth. The profile of interstitial and vacancy densities generated by ion implantation can be estimated
by an SRIM code. The vacancies, interstitials and antisites can also combine with implanted impurities
or dopant atoms in the host material. All these point defects can create localized levels (shallow or deep
levels) in the bandgap. Furthermore, the density of generated point defects is so high that they often
segregate inside the implanted region during annealing, leading to formation of extended defects, such
as dislocation loops and stacking faults. Since the activation annealing is carried out at high temperature,
additional stress can be introduced in the material, leading to generation of new dislocations and/or
movement of pre-existing dislocations.

The shallow and deep levels generated by ion-implantation processes have been investigated in detail
[83–86]. Figure 6.18 shows the DLTS spectra obtained from Al+-implanted (a) n-type and (b) p-type
4H-SiC epitaxial layers [86]. Here, Al+ implantation was conducted at room temperature, followed by
annealing at 1700 ∘C for 20 min. The total implant dose is low, 6 × 1010 cm−2, which corresponds to an
impurity density of about 1 × 1015 cm−3. Therefore, the samples retain their original conduction type
(n or p) after implantation. The major deep levels generated by the implantation are Z1∕2 (Ec − 0.63 eV)
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Figure 6.18 DLTS spectra obtained from Al+-implanted (a) n-type and (b) p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial lay-
ers [86]. Here, Al+ implantation was conducted at room temperature (total implant dose: 6 × 1010 cm−2),
followed by annealing at 1700 ∘C for 20 min.

[83], EH6/7 center (Ec − 1.55 eV) [87], and HK4 center (Ev + 1.45 eV) [88]. It should be noted that these
deep levels are commonly observed in 4H-SiC samples implanted with any kinds of ions, such as Al+,
N+, P+, Ne+, and Ar+. Furthermore, the density of generated deep levels can exceed that of implanted
ions. These results indicate that these major deep levels generated by low-dose ion implantation originate
from intrinsic defects, which do not contain a specific impurity.

Figure 6.19 shows the depth profiles of the density of Z1∕2 centers in Al+-, N+-, P+-, and Ne+-implanted
4H-SiC [86]. In the ion implantation, an 800-nm-deep box profile, indicated by a dashed line in the figure,
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Figure 6.19 Depth profiles of the density of Z1∕2 centers in Al+-,N+-,P+-, and Ne+-implanted 4H-SiC
([86] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC). In the ion implantation, an 800-nm-deep
box profile, indicated by a dashed line in the figure, was formed by multistep implantation of all
ion species.
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Figure 6.20 DLTS spectra obtained from (a) P+-implanted n-type and (b) Al+-implanted p-type
4H-SiC epitaxial layers [86]. The total implant dose is relatively high, 8 × 1013 cm−2, which corresponds
to an impurity density of about 1 × 1018 cm−3. The implantation was carried out at room temperature and
subsequent annealing was done at 1700 ∘C for 20 min.

was formed by multistep implantation of all ion species. The Z1∕2 center density inside the box profile is
higher than the density of implanted ions and the depth profile extends much further into the sample than
the implantation tail. Since the Z1∕2 center works as a carrier lifetime killer, as described in Section 5.3.2,
this is one of the main reasons why pn junctions formed by ion implantation exhibit higher on-resistance
and faster switching speed than epitaxial pn junctions [89, 90]. The high density of Z1∕2 centers can be
reduced by a factor of 10–30 if appropriate thermal oxidation is performed after activation annealing [91].

Figure 6.20 depicts the DLTS spectra obtained from (a) P+-implanted n-type and (b) Al+-implanted
p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers [86]. The total implant dose is relatively high in this case, 8 × 1013 cm−2,
which corresponds to an impurity density of about 1 × 1018 cm−3. The implantation was carried out at
room temperature, and subsequent annealing was done at 1700 ∘C for 20 min. DLTS spectra consist of
several overlapping peaks, indicating that various deep levels with similar energies exist. The total density
of observed deep levels reaches low 1016 cm−3, which corresponds to about 3–10% of the implanted atom
density. Thus, these levels work as carrier-trapping centers, increasing the resistance of the implanted
regions. Thermal oxidation can also substantially reduce these deep levels, indicating that these defects
contain a carbon vacancy [91].

Extended defects in implanted SiC have been investigated by TEM and X-ray topography [92–95].
Figure 6.21 shows a typical cross-sectional TEM image taken from implanted 4H-SiC [93]. Al+ implan-
tation (total implant dose: 7 × 1014 cm−2) was performed at room temperature, followed by annealing
at 1700 ∘C for 30 min. Inside the implanted region, one can observe a high density of small dark areas.
Although the density and size of dark areas depend on the implant dose, annealing temperature, and also
implanted species, these are common features of TEM observations of implanted SiC.

Figure 6.22 shows the high-resolution cross-sectional TEM image of B+-implanted 6H-SiC [93]. Note
that a similar structure is always observed when the dark areas shown in Figure 6.21 are magnified.
There exists an extrinsic stacking fault (extra plane) in a {0001} basal plane, and a Frank-type par-
tial dislocation is observed at the edge of the stacking fault. Furthermore, basal planes are distorted
around both ends of the stacking fault. Figure 6.23 shows the implant-dose dependence of the number
of atoms existing in the extra planes generated by ion implantation and annealing [93]. It is striking
that the total number of atoms in the extra planes is proportional to the implant dose, and the abso-
lute number is almost identical to that of the number of implanted ions. This result suggests that Si
and C atoms kicked out by ion bombardment become mobile and segregate in the basal planes dur-
ing annealing, leading to formation of extra planes. Furthermore, high-dose implanted regions exhibit
a lattice tilt with respect to the original c-axis [96]. Figure 6.24 shows the reciprocal space mapping
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Figure 6.21 Typical cross-sectional TEM image taken from implanted 4H-SiC [93]. Al+ implantation
(total implant dose: 7 × 1014 cm−2) was performed at room temperature, followed by annealing at 1700 ∘C
for 30 min.
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Figure 6.22 High-resolution cross-sectional TEM image of B+-implanted 6H-SiC ([93] reproduced
with permission from AIP Publishing LLC). Note that a similar structure is always observed when the
dark areas shown in Figure 6.21 are magnified.
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by ion implantation and annealing ([93] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).
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Figure 6.24 Reciprocal space mapping (RSM) images for the (0008) reflection of P+-implanted
4H-SiC with a phosphorus density of (a) 1 × 1019, (b) 5 × 1019, and (c) 1 × 1020 atoms cm−3 ([96] repro-
duced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

(RSM) images for the (0008) reflection of P+-implanted 4H-SiC with a phosphorus density of (a) 1 ×
1019, (b) 5 × 1019, and (c) 1 × 1020 atoms cm−3. Post-implantation annealing is performed at 1800 ∘C
for 10 min. In the RSM images taken from high-dose implanted samples, two distinct reflection peaks,
originating from the implanted layer and the epitaxial layer, respectively, are observed. These images
reveal an increase in the c-lattice constant (decrease in qz ∶ [0001]) of the implanted layers. Furthermore,
the peaks from the implanted layers are located at slightly different qx values (qx ∶ [1120]), indicating
the lattice tilt. The tilt angle increases with increasing implant dose, and the tilt direction is always
along the upstream side of the off-direction, irrespective of the implanted species (N+

,P+
, and Al+)

[96]. These kinds of extended defects, of course, affect the carrier transport in the implanted regions
[97, 98].
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Figure 6.25 Schematic illustration of dislocation behaviors observed in implanted SiC annealed at
1600–1800 ∘C ([11, 99] reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag KmbH).

During high-temperature activation annealing, new dislocations can be generated from the surface,
and glide motion of pre-existing dislocations is also observed in SiC. Figure 6.25 shows a schematic
illustration of typical phenomena observed in implanted SiC annealed at 1600–1800 ∘C [11, 99]. (i) A
new dislocation half-loop is introduced in a basal plane from the surface. The bottom of this dislocation
half-loop is often located at the implanted region/epilayer interface. (ii) Pre-existing basal-plane disloca-
tions can migrate (glide motion) near the surface as well as near the epilayer/substrate interface, which
results in formation of interface dislocations. Furthermore, (iii) Shockley-type stacking faults can be
formed near the surface (not shown). Regarding (i) and (ii), misfit stress (caused by a large difference in
dopant density) and thermal stress may be driving forces for dislocation nucleation or glide motion [100].
By improving the temperature gradient inside the annealing furnace, the glide of pre-existing basal-plane
dislocations can be suppressed [101].

6.2 Etching
SiC is an extremely inert material against chemical solvents and wet etching of SiC is very difficult.
SiC single crystals are attacked by neither acids nor alkali solutions at room temperature. Reactive ion
etching (RIE) is widely employed to form mesa structures and trenches in SiC. A few review papers on
dry etching of SiC have been published [102, 103]. Gas etching at high temperature can be useful for
some applications.

6.2.1 Reactive Ion Etching

RIE of SiC is relatively easy, and commercial RIE systems developed for Si and other semiconductors
can be used for etching SiC. Neither a very special etching gas nor high temperature is required for RIE
of SiC, though the etching rates are relatively low compared with those of Si. In RIE, active radicals
generated in a plasma diffuse toward the SiC surface and induce chemical etching. Positive ions are
accelerated in a plasma sheath and ion bombardment onto the SiC surface induces physical etching.
Capacitively-coupled plasma reactive ion etching (CCP-RIE) [104–111], inductively-coupled plasma
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reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) [112–116], and electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma [117–120]
etching of SiC have been investigated.

Etching gas systems can be categorized into (i) fluorine-based, (ii) chlorine-based, and (iii) bromine-
based gases as follows:

1. Fluorine-based: SF6,CF4,NF3,BF3,CHF3

2. Chlorine-based: Cl2,SiCl4,BCl3

3. Bromine-based: Br2, IBr.

O2 or Ar is often added to enhance removal of carbon atoms or to increase active species, especially in
fluorine-based chemistry. The control of carbon removal is the main difference between the RIE of SiC
and that of Si. Regarding the etching rate, fluorine-based chemistries generally give higher rates. In dry
etching of SiC, the dominant mechanism is determined by the volatility of the reaction by-products and
the energy of the ionized species. In practice, this translates into choices of the etching gases, the plasma
pressure, and the bias voltage (or power) of the sample electrode [121]. Table 6.2 shows the boiling points
of potential etch products in SiC RIE using fluorine- or chlorine-based chemistries. The fluorinated prod-
ucts are more volatile than the chlorinated ones, which may be one reason why higher etching rates are
obtained with fluorine-based chemistries. Figure 6.26 shows the etching rate versus the gas composition
in CCP-RIE with various fluorinated gas mixtures (a) without and (b) with H2 additive [110]. Etching of
SiC by NF3 gives a high etching rate, though NF3 is a toxic gas. Addition of O2 promotes the etching,
while the presence of H2 results in decreased etching rate. Note that almost the same etching rates are
obtained on (0001) and (0001) faces.

Table 6.2 Boiling points of potential etch products in SiC RIE using fluorine- or
chlorine-based chemistries.

Etching product SiF4 SiCl4 CF4 CCl4 CO2 CO

Boiling point ( ∘C) −86 58 −128 77 −79 −192
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Figure 6.26 Etching rate of SiC versus the gas composition in CCP-RIE with various fluorinated gas
mixtures (a) without and (b) with H2 additive [110].
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Figure 6.27 Etching rate of SiC as a function of self-bias power in ICP-RIE with a Cl2 –Ar system.

The etching rate of SiC can usually be increased with high-density plasma sources, such as ICP, heli-
con plasma, or ECR plasma. In particular, ICP-RIE offers an attractive etching technique, because the
generation of high-density plasma and the RF bias to the samples (ion energy) can be independently con-
trolled [121]. Figure 6.27 shows the etching rate of SiC as a function of self-bias power in ICP-RIE with
a Cl2 –Ar system. The self-bias is a critical parameter, which determines the etching rate. By increasing
the self-bias power, the etching is significantly enhanced, although it causes more surface damage. It has
been reported that several deep levels are generated by RIE processes in n- and p-type SiC [122]. These
defects can be generated at depths up to a few microns and affect the doping concentration, especially in
p-type SiC. The densities of most of these deep levels can be reduced by more than 1 order of magnitude
via thermal oxidation [122]. Exact surface reactions during RIE of SiC are not known and basic study of
the etching mechanism is strongly desired.

Although dry etching of SiC itself is easy, obtaining high selectivity against a masking material is
a challenge. Table 6.3 summarizes typical selectivities of SiC etching against that of various masking
materials. Photoresist, which is often employed in RIE of Si, is not a good choice, because of very low
selectivity. This is inevitable, because the etching gases and conditions for RIE of SiC have been adjusted
to promote carbon etching. A high selectivity (over 10) is easily obtained by using metals, such as Al,
Ni, or Cr, as the mask. However, nonvolatile by-products such as Al2O3 are formed during RIE, and
small particles of these materials can be adsorbed on the surface. These particles work as a “micromask”
and pillar-like hillocks are formed, leading to considerable surface roughening. This phenomenon is
well known in the RIE of Si and other semiconductors [121]. By using a graphite plate on the cath-
ode electrode, the micromasking effect can be greatly reduced [106]. The micromasking effect can also
be reduced by adding a H2 flow, because the H2 supply promotes formation of volatile AlH3, which
effectively removes Al particles sputtered from the Al mask or the reactor walls [108, 110, 115]. One
drawback of this process is degradation of the etching selectivity. In real device fabrication in industry,
metallic contamination should be minimized throughout device processing. Therefore, metal masks are
not usually employed in the fabrication of SiC devices. A common masking material in the RIE of SiC
is SiO2 deposited by CVD. By using slightly oxygen-rich conditions, or by increasing the self-bias, the
selectivity of SiC against SiO2 can be increased to 5–10 or even higher.

Control of etching profiles is as important as etching rates and selectivity. Figure 6.28 shows examples
of etched SiC, as observed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM). In Figure 6.28a, a trench with an
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Table 6.3 Typical selectivity of SiC etching against various masking materials.

Mask SiO2 ITO Al Ni Photoresist

F-based RIE 0.8–3 10–20 5–30 >50 <0.5
Cl-based RIE 4–15 3–10 2–10 – <0.8

(a) (b)

2 μm

SiC

70°

Figure 6.28 Examples of etched SiC, as observed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM). (a) Trench
with an aspect ratio of 3 formed by ICP-RIE with a SiO2 mask ([123] reproduced with permission
from The Japan Society of Applied Physics), (b) mesa structure with a rounded bottom formed by
CCP-RIE [124].

aspect ratio of 3 was formed by ICP-RIE with a SiO2 mask [123], where the angle of the side walls is
about 85∘. In Figure 6.28b, a mesa structure with a rounded bottom was formed by CCP-RIE [124]. This
structure was formed by using a SiO2 mask, which was etched by a wet process. The rounded shape
formed by the wet etching was transferred to SiC by RIE with a relatively low-selectivity condition. This
mesa structure can be applied to an edge termination combined with implanted junction termination
extension [124]. Furthermore, mesa structures with a very shallow bevel angle, which are also useful
as termination structures, can be formed by using a thick photoresist baked at high temperature as an
etching mask [125]. Dry etching is widely employed to fabricate SiC microelectromechanical systems
(MEMSs) [126–128].

Thus, RIE processes of SiC have been developed to some extent but the etching mechanism is still not
fully understood. The improvement of etching selectivity and reduction of surface roughness (of both
the etched SiC surface and trench/mesa sidewalls) are remaining issues.

6.2.2 High-Temperature Gas Etching

Gas etching of SiC at high temperature has been investigated since the 1960s. Typical gases employed
for etching are H2 [129–131], HCl + H2 [132–134] and Cl2 + O2 [135, 136]. Figure 6.29 shows Arrhe-
nius plots of the etching rate of SiC by H2 [131], HCl + H2 [134], and Cl2 + O2 [136]. It is reported
that ClF3 is effective to obtain a very high etching rate [137]. Etching with H2 or HCl + H2 is routinely
employed as in situ etching of substrates prior to epitaxial growth. At 1500 ∘C, the etching rate is about
0.05–0.1 μm min−1 for H2 and 0.5–1 μm min−1 for HCl(0.1%)∕H2, though the etching rate also depends
on the process pressure. These etching processes give very flat surfaces, with periodic step-terrace struc-
tures formed on off-axis SiC{0001} [130, 134]. On the other hand, the etching rate by Cl2 + O2 is about
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Figure 6.29 Arrhenius plots of etching rate of SiC by H2 [131], HCl + H2 [134], and Cl2 + O2 [136].

0.03 μm min−1 on (0001) and 1 μm min−1 on (0001) at 1000 ∘C. However, this etching process leads to
relatively large etch pits at dislocation sites on the (0001) face. Although high-temperature gas etching
will not be employed as a main etching process (for formation of mesa or trench structures) in SiC device
fabrication, it may be very effective in obtaining smooth side-walls of trenches [123, 136].

6.2.3 Wet Etching

SiC can be etched by molten KOH, NaOH, or Na2O2 at 450–600 ∘C. In these melts, SiC is oxidized
and the formed oxide is subsequently removed by the melt [138]. However, this etching process usually
creates dislocation pits or hillocks on the surface, as described in Section 5.1.5. Severe contamination
from K or Na must be avoided in subsequent device processing, especially in oxidation.

SiC can be etched by electrochemical (or photoelectrochemical) etching. In these etching processes,
holes must be supplied to the surface to induce oxidation. Therefore, p-type SiC can be selectively etched
in electrochemical etching, when the sample is correctly biased, but etching of n-type SiC is suppressed
because of the lack of holes [139, 140]. On the other hand, selective etching of n-type SiC is possi-
ble under illumination of above-bandgap photons. Under this illumination, photo-generated holes are
accumulated at the electrolyte/n-type SiC interface as a result of surface band bending, leading to oxi-
dation and subsequent etching of the oxide by the solution [141–145]. Since holes are depleted at the
electrolyte/p-type SiC interface, p-type SiC is not etched in this process. Although this etching selec-
tivity (n-type versus p-type) is of interest, these etching processes are not very suitable for fabrication
of electronic devices. Major disadvantages include a fairly rough etched surface, the inability to pattern
small-dimension features, and poor etching uniformity across entire wafers.

6.3 Oxidation and Oxide/SiC Interface Characteristics
A unique advantage of SiC is that it is the only compound semiconductor that can be thermally oxi-
dized to give high-quality SiO2. Therefore, thermal oxides of SiC are utilized as a gate dielectric in
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metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices as well as to passivate the SiC surface. However, the most
striking difference from Si technology is, of course, carbon atoms, which are one of the host elements
in SiC. A number of review papers on SiC MOS have been published [146–156]. In spite of continuous
improvement of the SiC MOS interface, the quality, and the community’s understanding of the factors
which control this quality, is still at far from a satisfactory level. This subsection describes the common
features, present understanding, and problems in SiC MOS technology.

6.3.1 Oxidation Rate

Thermal oxidation of SiC is expressed by the following simple equation:

SiC + 3∕2 O2 → SiO2 + CO (6.1)

Therefore, a thermal oxide of SiC is SiO2, the formation of which can be confirmed by X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES). Taking into account the Si density in SiC, the amount consumed during thermal oxidation of SiC
can be calculated as 46%, which is close to the value for thermal oxidation of Si. For example, to grow
100 nm of SiO2 on SiC, 46 nm of SiC are consumed. During thermal oxidation, most of the carbon atoms
in SiC are removed and diffuse out as carbon monoxide (CO) molecules, and a small portion of carbon
atoms diffuses into the SiC bulk region, leading to reduction of carbon-vacancy-related defects [157].
However, the thermal oxide is not completely free of carbon, and it is believed that carbon atoms remain
near the oxide/SiC interface. More detail is given in Section 6.3.4.

Figure 6.30 shows the oxide thickness versus the oxidation time for thermal oxidation of SiC at various
temperatures for (a) (0001) and (b) (0001). The oxidation was performed in 100% dry O2, and results on
(0001) and (0001) faces are plotted. Oxidation on the (0001) face is about 8–15 times faster than that on
the (0001) face. This phenomenon can be used to identify the polarity of unknown crystal faces [158].
The oxide thickness shown in Figure 6.30 can be reasonably explained by the Deal–Grove model, which
was developed for Si technology [159, 160]:

dox
2 + A dox = Bt (6.2)

where dox is the oxide thickness and t the oxidation time. B and B∕A are called the parabolic rate constant
and linear rate constant, respectively. Note that a modified Deal–Grove model gives a better agreement
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Figure 6.30 Oxide thickness versus the oxidation time for thermal oxidation of SiC at various temper-
atures for (a) (0001) and (b) (0001) ([161] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).
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with experimental results [161]. The oxide thickness is almost proportional to the oxidation time when
the oxide is very thin (surface-reaction-limited regime). The oxidation gradually exhibits slowdown,
and the oxide thickness becomes almost proportional to the square root of the oxidation time when the
oxide becomes thick (diffusion-limited regime) [161–164]. However, there is large scatter in the reported
values of the activation energies of the linear rate constant (B∕A) and the parabolic rate constant (B) in
the literature. In recent years, a clear deviation of experimental results from this model has been pointed
out and a modified model has been proposed [165]. In this model, emission of silicon and carbon atoms
from the oxidation interface is considered and the abnormally fast oxidation rate in the initial stage can
be qualitatively explained. This model explains well the oxidation rate of SiC(0001) and (0001) under
a wide range of oxidation conditions. However, the exact reactions during thermal oxidation of SiC at a
microscopic level have not yet been fully clarified.

As is the case in Si technology, wet (including pyrogenic) oxidation results in a faster oxidation rate
than dry oxidation. It is known that long wet oxidation can create surface pits at the locations of dislo-
cations, because of enhanced oxidation near the dislocation cores [166, 167], while the pit formation is
much smaller in dry oxidation. Enhanced oxidation is also observed at the implanted region. Even after
post-implantation annealing at 1600–1700 ∘C, an implanted region contains weak Si-C bonds and can
be oxidized at a faster rate. The oxides grown on the implanted regions are usually 10–40% thicker than
those on the non-implanted regions; the enhancement factor depends on the implantation, annealing, and
oxidation conditions.

As described above, the oxidation rate depends strongly on the crystal face in SiC [158, 168–170], and
this anisotropy must be carefully taken into account in device fabrication. Under any oxidation conditions
(dry/wet, any temperature), oxidation is the fastest on (0001) and the slowest on (0001). The oxidation
rates on the (1120) or (1100) faces are in between those on (0001) and (0001). An example of this
is shown in Figure 6.31, where the oxide thickness is plotted as a function of the angle from the (0001)
face. This strong anisotropy is particularly important in the fabrication of trench MOSFETs. When trench
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Figure 6.32 Current density–electric field (J –E) characteristics for 40-nm-thick thermal oxides
grown on n-type 4H-SiC(0001) and (0001) surfaces. The oxides were formed by dry oxidation
at 1200 ∘C.

MOSFETs are processed on a SiC(0001) wafer, the oxide thickness is largest on the trench sidewalls and
smallest near the bottom (and top) of a trench. Thus, a special design and structure must be employed to
avoid breakdown of gate oxides near the trench bottom. In the case of trench MOSFETs on SiC(0001),
the profile of oxide thickness in the trench is ideal, the thickness is smallest on the sidewalls and largest
near the trench bottom [170].

6.3.2 Dielectric Properties of Oxides

Figure 6.32 shows the current density–electric field (J –E) characteristics for 40-nm-thick thermal oxides
grown on n-type 4H-SiC(0001) and (0001) surfaces. The oxides were formed by dry oxidation at 1200 ∘C.
The J –E characteristics were obtained by applying positive voltage to the gate of n-type MOS capacitors
(accumulation state). Thermal oxides adequately formed on high-quality SiC exhibit very good dielectric
properties, with a resistivity over 1016 Ω cm at low electric field (<3 MV cm−1). The breakdown electric
field of thermal oxides on SiC is approximately 9–13 MV cm−1, which depends strongly on the oxidation
condition, gate material, and surface roughness [171–174].

In the high-field region, the current through an oxide is governed by the Fowler–Nordheim tunneling
current (JFN), which is expressed by the following equation [8, 175].

JFN =
q3E2

16πℏ𝜙B

exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
−

4
√

2m∗
𝜙B

3

3qℏE

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
(6.3)

Here, E is the electric field strength in the oxide, m∗ is the effective mass of an electron in the oxide, 𝜙B is
the barrier height, or the conduction band offset (ΔEc) between the oxide and semiconductor. The barrier
height can be estimated from the slope of a Fowler–Nordheim (ln (J∕E2) − 1∕E) plot. The barrier height
is also obtained from high-resolution XPS [176] or internal photoemission (IPE) measurements [177]. As
shown in Figure 6.32, the onset electric fields for FN tunneling current are about 5.5–6.0 MV cm−1 for
4H-SiC(0001), 4.0–4.5 MV cm−1 for 4H-SiC(0001), and 6.0 MV cm−1 for Si. This difference is caused
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Publications).

by different band structures, as shown in Figure 6.33 [176]. Figure 6.33 shows the band line-ups for dry
oxide/n-type 4H-SiC(0001) and (0001) structures which were determined from synchrotron-radiation
XPS. Because of the wider bandgap and smaller electron affinity of SiC compared with those of Si, the
barrier height (𝜙B or ΔEc) is inherently smaller in SiC. It has been argued that this smaller barrier height
may limit the oxide reliability of SiC MOSFETs, especially at high electric field and high temperature
[178]. Furthermore, the barrier height for SiC is dependent on the crystal face. Since SiC{0001} is a
polar face, there exists a significant dipole at the oxide∕SiC{0001} interface. As a result, the barrier
height on 4H-SiC(0001) (2.7–2.8 eV) is higher than that on (0001) (2.4–2.5 eV). This trend is valid
for any SiO2∕SiC system, though the absolute values of barrier height vary for different processes (for
example, the barrier height is increased on (0001) in the case of wet oxidation).

Oxide reliability under high electric field has been extensively investigated [173, 179–182]. The oxide
reliability in terms of dielectric properties is usually evaluated by time-dependent dielectric breakdown
(TDDB) tests [183]. For example, a number of MOS capacitors are biased at very high electric field
(>8 MV cm−1) in the accumulation state, to force the Fowler–Nordheim tunneling current. The capacitors
are either maintained at a fixed voltage (constant field stress) or constant current density (constant current
stress). Either the time time-to-breakdown, tBD, or the charge-to-breakdown, QBD (which is the integrated
current until breakdown) is monitored for each capacitor. After collecting these data, the distribution of
tBD or QBD is analyzed by using a Weibull plot [183]:

ln{− ln(1–F)} = 𝛽 ln(t∕𝜏) (6.4)

Here F is the cumulative failure probability, t the time-to-failure for each device. 𝜏 is the characteris-
tic time-to-failure and 𝛽 the shape parameter (or Weibull slope). When F = 0.63212 (= 1 − e−1), the
left-hand side of Equation 6.4 goes to zero, indicating that the characteristic time-to-failure (𝜏) is the
time for 63.212% of the devices to fail. When a number of devices with different areas are compared,
the Weibull plot scaled by the area is useful [183, 184]:

ln{− ln(1–F2)}– ln{− ln(1–F1)} = ln(A2∕A1) (6.5)

Here A1 and A2 are the areas of the test devices, F1 and F2 are their cumulative failure probabilities. In
TDDB tests on SiC MOS capacitors, dislocations and particles can affect the oxide reliability, and the
tBD and QBD tend to become smaller with increasing device area. When the area-scaled Weibull plot is
employed, a more universal trend appears [184].
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Figure 6.34 Weibull plots of QBD for several oxides formed on n-type 4H-SiC(0001) [185].

Figure 6.34 shows Weibull plots of QBD for several oxides formed on n-type 4H-SiC(0001) [185].
In this case, a high mean value of QBD and its steep slope (tight distribution) are desirable to ensure
the oxide reliability. The oxide reliability depends strongly on the oxidation/annealing conditions, the
quality (defect density) of SiC, the surface roughness, the device area, and the gate material, as well as
other factors. In spite of several concerns pointed out in the early stages, the oxide reliability reported
in the literature is rather promising, at least for temperatures below 300 ∘C. A few groups reported that
screw and basal-plane dislocations in SiC epilayers cause severe reduction in tBD and QBD of the thermal
oxides formed on these areas [173, 181]. It was eventually discovered that these dislocations themselves
are not always harmful to the oxide reliability. During the post-epitaxial growth (cooling down) process
and other processing steps, surface pits can form at these dislocation sites. The surface pits cause electric
field crowding of the oxides grown on them, leading to degraded oxide reliability. By suppressing the
surface-pit formation or by surface planarization prior to thermal oxidation, very good oxide reliability
has been achieved, even on the areas which contain dislocations [186]. Another approach to improve the
oxide reliability is the usage of deposited oxides. By using an oxide–nitride–oxide (ONO) stack or a
deposited oxide nitrided in NO or N2O at high temperature, high breakdown fields over 12 MV cm−1 and
very high QBD values of 50–150 C cm−2 have been attained [185, 187–189]. The oxide reliability at high
temperature is also described in Section 8.2.11. Owing to rapid progress in SiC process technology, the
data on oxide reliability is still being updated. Please refer to the latest papers and conference proceedings
for the state-of-the-art in this field.

6.3.3 Structural and Physical Characterization of Thermal Oxides

Structure analyses of the SiO2∕SiC interface are not straightforward and several conflicting results have
been reported. One main concern is the detection of carbon, which may remain near the interface as well
as in the thermal oxide. The density of carbon atoms is usually below the detection limits of XPS and AES.
In early SIMS measurements, carbon contamination in thermal oxides in the range of 1018 –1019 cm−3

was claimed. However, more recently, it has been confirmed that the residual carbon inside the oxides
is close to the detection limit of SIMS when the oxides are grown under appropriate conditions, such
as at high temperature and an appropriate nitridation process is conducted. The detection of carbon near
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Figure 6.35 (a) Typical cross-sectional TEM image and (b) intensity profiles of Si, C, and O signals in
EELS measurements on a 4H-SiC(0001) MOS structure with a 40-nm-thick thermal oxide.

the interface by SIMS is difficult, because the interface is rather abrupt and the secondary ion yield is
very sensitive to the host material. An early EELS analysis suggested that sp2-like carbon exists near the
interface [190], but this result has not always been reproduced in recent investigations. More recently,
several groups tried careful TEM/EELS studies of SiO2∕SiC structures. One group showed a carbon-rich
transition layer near the interface [191, 192], while another group claimed that the interface is very
abrupt (the thickness of the transition layer is less than 1–2 nm) and that it is hard to detect it by EELS
[193]. Figure 6.35 shows (a) a typical cross-sectional TEM image and (b) intensity profiles of Si, C,
and O signals in EELS measurements on a 4H-SiC(0001) MOS structure with a 40-nm-thick thermal
oxide. The oxide was grown by dry oxidation at 1300 ∘C. In the TEM image, neither significant disorder
nor a thick transition layer is observed. A slightly darker contrast near the interface in the SiC lattice
shown in literature originates from a slight “overfocus” in TEM observation, and this does not mean a
transition layer. The contrast can be darker or brighter, depending on the focus condition of the TEM. In
the intensity profile of EELS (Figure 6.35b), the measurement point was swept normal to the interface
with a resolution below 1 nm. All the Si, C, and O signal intensities exhibit a reasonably abrupt change
at the interface, and accumulation of C atoms near the interface is not observed within the resolution of
EELS. The thickness of a transition layer, even if it exists, is smaller than 2 nm.

The interface structure has also been investigated by high-resolution XPS [194–196], including syn-
chrotron XPS. In these studies, the interface is more abrupt than one expects, and the existence of only a
few monolayer sub-oxides is indicated [196]. Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements suggested that
the interface is rather abrupt, with a very thin (< 2 nm) transition layer at the SiC side of the interface
[197]. A high-resolution medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) analysis also revealed a fairly abrupt
SiO2∕SiC interface [198]. It is important to reveal how the interface structure is changed when the
oxidation/annealing conditions are varied. Cathodoluminescence (CL) and attenuated-total-reflectance
Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy measurements have been applied to characterize
SiO2∕SiC structures. In CL measurements, luminescence peaks, which are attributed to oxygen-vacancy
centers, were detected at 460 and 490 nm, and some correlation with interface state density was reported
[199]. Theoretical studies [200–205] should be linked to experimental investigations to reveal the real
microscopic structure of the SiC MOS interface. Furthermore, one must be aware of the limitation of
characterization techniques. In normal structural analyses such as XPS, AES, and EELS, the detection
limit of foreign elements is not very good (0.3–1% of the host elements). On the other hand, imperfec-
tion of 0.1% of the host elements will cause a huge number of electronic defects, which are detectable
in electrical characterization.
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Regarding the relative dielectric constant of thermal oxides, it has been assumed to be identical to that
of thermal oxides grown on Si (𝜀ox = 3.9). Figure 6.36 shows the relationship between the equivalent
oxide thickness (EOT) and the physical oxide thickness for SiC MOS structures [206]. The EOT and
physical thickness were determined by the accumulation capacitance and AFM, respectively. From this
plot, the relative dielectric constant of thermal oxides on SiC is estimated to be 3.51. The physical reason
for this low value is not clear at present.

6.3.4 Electrical Characterization Techniques and Their Limitations

6.3.4.1 Basic Phenomena Specific to SiC

To assess the quality of MOS interfaces, electrical characterization such as C–V and conductance mea-
surements of MOS capacitors is performed. In electrical characterization of SiC MOS capacitors, one
has to bear the following points in mind:

1. Since the intrinsic carrier density and the carrier generation rate are extremely low at room tem-
perature, no inversion layers are created in normal SiC MOS capacitors. Thus, C–V curves exhibit
“deep depletion”, even in quasi-static (low-frequency) C–V measurements, unless illuminated with
appropriate light.

2. Because of its wide bandgap, the majority of interface states are energetically very deep. The emission
time constant of electrons from interface states 𝜏(E) follows the simple equation [146, 207]:

𝜏(E) = 1
𝜎n𝑣thNC

exp

(
EC − E

kT

)
(6.6)

where 𝜎n is the capture cross section, 𝑣th the thermal velocity of electrons, Nc the effective density
of states of the conduction band, and Ec the energy of the conduction band edge, k the Boltzmann
constant, and T the absolute temperature. Figure 6.37 shows the emission time constant from the
interface states as a function of the energy level, assuming a capture cross section of 1 × 10−15 cm2.
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Figure 6.37 Emission time constant from the interface states as a function of the energy level, assuming
a capture cross section of 1 × 10−15 cm2 ([146] reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH).

For example, the emission time constant of an interface state at Ec − 1.0 eV is as long as 6 × 105 s
(about seven days) at room temperature. This means that electrons trapped at such deep states are
never emitted to the conduction band and, unless appropriate illumination, or heating is used, stay
trapped for the entire measurement period. In other words, such deep states are frozen and do not
respond to any probe frequency or voltage sweep rate employed in the measurements. It should be
noted that the capture cross section of interface states is strongly dependent on the energy level, and
the emission time constant in actual MOS structures does not change as that shown in Figure 6.37.
More accurate discussion is described in Section 6.3.4.7.

Note that these situations are similar to the case of Si MOS at very low temperatures (30–77 K)
[208, 209].

Figure 6.38 shows the high-frequency (100 kHz) C–V curves of MOS capacitors fabricated on (a)
n-type and (b) p-type 4H-SiC(0001). Gate oxides, about 40 nm thick, were formed by either dry or wet
oxidation at 1200 ∘C. Post-oxidation annealing (POA) was carried out in Ar at the same temperature for
30 min. In general, a positive shift in C–V curves is observed for n-type SiC MOS capacitors, while
a negative shift is seen for p-type MOS capacitors. From the voltage shift at the flat band (ΔVFB), the
effective fixed (or oxide) charge density (Qeff) can be determined by the following equation [160]:

Qeff = CoxΔVFB = Cox(VFB,theory –VFB,exp) (6.7)

where Cox is the oxide capacitance, and VFB,theory and VFB,exp are the theoretical and experimental flat-band
voltages, respectively. Since carriers trapped at deep interface states are frozen and act as fixed charges at
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(b) p-type 4H-SiC(0001). About 40 nm-thick gate oxides were formed by either dry or wet oxidation at
1200 ∘C.

the interface, Qeff is the sum of real fixed charges (positive or negative) and the charges of trapped carriers
(negative (electrons) in n-type and positive (holes) in p-type MOS). This is the reason why this is called
the effective fixed charge density. In this particular case (Figure 6.38), the effective fixed charge density
is calculated to be 8 × 1011 cm−2 (negative) for the dry oxide and 2 × 1012 cm−2 (negative) for the wet
oxide on n-type 4H-SiC(0001). In the case of p-type MOS capacitors, the effective fixed charge density
is calculated to be 5 × 1012 cm−2 for the dry oxide and 2 × 1012 cm−2 (both positive) for the wet oxide.

Separation of real fixed charge (positive or negative) and charges of trapped carriers can be achieved
by illuminating MOS capacitors with appropriate below-gap light (so-called “photo C–V”). Figure 6.39
shows the high-frequency C–V curves of a MOS capacitor with a dry oxide on p-type 4H-SiC(0001)
[146]. The voltage is first swept from accumulation to deep depletion in darkness. Light from a Xe lamp
was then shone on the capacitor while it was held at a bias voltage of +10 V, leading to formation of
an inversion layer. After stabilization the voltage sweep was started. The C–V curve exhibits a large
hysteresis in the deep depletion region: After light illumination, the C–V curve from 0 V to about −3 V
is shifted significantly and approaches the theoretical curve; this change can be attributed to the greatly
reduced positive interface charge upon illumination. From the voltage shift in the deep depletion (ΔVDD),
the charge density of holes trapped at deep donor-like interface states can be estimated to be approxi-
mately 4 × 1012 cm−2. Thus, the majority of interface charges in p-type MOS structures originate from
holes trapped at deep interface states, rather than real fixed charges. Note that the density of effective
fixed charges (mostly negative in n-type and positive in p-type) is still rather high, (0.4–2) × 1012 cm−2,
even after process optimization [153, 154], and can affect MOSFET characteristics. The effective charges
at the oxide (passivation layer)/SiC interface also affect the charge balance in the junction termination
region [210].

In general, ion motion shows a clockwise hysteresis in C–V curves of MOS capacitors, while
carrier injection (trapping) produces a counterclockwise hysteresis, regardless of the conduction
type [160]. C–V curves of SiC MOS capacitors, especially on n-type 4H-SiC(0001), often exhibit a
carrier-injection-type hysteresis to some extent. The hysteresis depends on the probe frequency, the
voltage sweep rate, and the maximum applied voltage during the accumulation [211, 212]. Figure 6.40a
shows an example of high-frequency C–V curves of a MOS capacitor with a dry oxide on n-type
4H-SiC(0001) [211]. As the maximum bias voltage is increased, the C–V curve from accumulation to
depletion is shifted toward the positive direction. This result originates from the increase in electron
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Figure 6.41 Equivalent circuits for (a) depletion to weak accumulation and (b) strong accumu-
lation, where Cox,CD,CIT,GIT, and Z are the oxide capacitance, the semiconductor capacitance,
the interface-state capacitance, the interface-state conductance, and the series parasitic impedance,
respectively.

trapping at shallow (but slow) interface states and/or oxide traps near the interface when a higher
positive voltage is applied. This phenomenon is markedly pronounced when C–V measurements are
performed at low temperature, as shown in Figure 6.40b [212]. This is a useful technique to monitor
such trapping but is an obstacle for accurate characterization when using C–V curves.

The interface state density can be characterized by several techniques, which possess their own merits
and limitations [146, 160, 207]. Several characterization techniques are summarized below.

6.3.4.2 Equivalent Circuit of a MOS Capacitor

Before describing the characterization techniques, an equivalent circuit of a MOS capacitor must be
understood. Figure 6.41 shows the equivalent circuits for (a) depletion to weak accumulation and
(b) strong accumulation, where Cox,CD,CIT,GIT, and Z are the oxide capacitance, the semiconductor
capacitance, the interface-state capacitance, the interface-state conductance, and the series parasitic
impedance, respectively. The value of Z(𝜔) is determined for each frequency with an impedance
analyzer. In strong accumulation, CD,CIT, and GIT can be ignored because of the infinitely large CD,
and the measured capacitance, and conductance are almost independent of the gate voltage. Under
moderately biased conditions, the effects of CIT and GIT become prominent.

6.3.4.3 Determination of the Surface Potential

It is important to accurately determine the surface potential 𝜓s, because it determines the energy position
of the interface states and is required in all of the characterization techniques described below. The deter-
mination of the surface potential is critical for SiC because the interface state density usually exhibits a
sharp increase near the band edge, especially on SiC(0001). According to a theory in MOS physics, the
surface potential (𝜓S) can be calculated from the low-frequency C–V curves using [160, 207]:

𝜓S(VG) = ∫ (1 − CLF∕Cox) dVG + A (6.8)

where CLF is the low-frequency (usually quasi-static) capacitance and VG is the gate voltage. Here, a
certain ambiguity exists in the determination of the integration constant (A). For example, this constant
is often determined based on the flat-band capacitance in high-frequency measurements, by assuming that
𝜓s = 0 (flat band) when the high-frequency capacitance CHF equals the ideal flat-band capacitance (CFB).
This is correct only when the high-frequency capacitance does not include any contribution from the
interface states. If the probe frequency is not high enough, the flatband capacitance contains a component
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from the fast interface states, leading to an error in the surface potential. This method results in a relatively
large error of 0.06–0.15 eV when a high density of fast interface states exists, as is the case in SiC MOS
structures. Some evidence for this is shown in Figure 6.42, where the high-frequency C–V curves of
a MOS capacitor on n-type 4H-SiC(0001) at various probe frequencies are shown (The influence of
parasitic impedance at very high frequency was calibrated). There exists clear frequency dispersion in
the C–V curves, and the voltage at which the ideal flat-band capacitance CFB is obtained clearly depends
on the probe frequency. This result suggests that some interface states respond to such high frequency,
and that the interface-state capacitance is involved in the high-frequency capacitance.

Taking account of the Cox and Z values, CD + CIT can be determined by using the equivalent cir-
cuit shown in Figure 6.41a. On the other hand, the surface potential 𝜓S(VG) can be obtained using
Equation 6.8, except for the integration constant A. The integration constant A can be uniquely deter-
mined, as shown in Figure 6.43, where 1∕(CD + CIT)2 is plotted against 𝜓S. In Figure 6.43, a linear
correlation is evident for sufficiently negative 𝜓S (in the depletion region). At a sufficiently high fre-
quency, and upon depletion, the interface states do not respond and no inversion carriers are generated
at the SiC MOS interface. Therefore, CD + CIT can be approximated as the depletion capacitance (Cdep),
and a linear relationship can be established between 1∕(CD + CIT)2 and 𝜓S [160, 207, 213]:

1
(CD + CIT)2

≈ 1

Cdep
2
= −

2𝜓s

𝜀sqNDS2
(6.9)

where 𝜀s is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, ND the donor density, and S the area of the
gate electrode. Based on Equation 6.9, the constant A can be determined so that extrapolation of the
straight line should intersect the origin of the plot, as shown in Figure 6.43 [213]. The donor density is
simultaneously determined from the slope of the plot.

6.3.4.4 Terman Method

In the Terman method, a voltage shift of a high-frequency C–V curve from the ideal curve is extracted
and then the interface state density is determined for each energy level (surface potential) [160, 207]. This
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method is based on the assumption that the interface states do not respond to the high frequency and,
therefore, the high-frequency capacitance does not include any contribution from the interface states.
However, this assumption is usually not valid. Furthermore, the extracted interface state density includes
a relatively large error because a slight deviation in the surface potential or doping density results in a
large change in the extracted interface state density. Thus, this method has been employed only when the
interface state density is extremely high (>1012 cm−2 eV−1), and is not a preferred method to characterize
the interface state density.

6.3.4.5 High–Low Method

In the high-low (or often hi–lo) method, the frequency response of interface states is utilized. The essen-
tial assumption is that the interface states fully respond to a frequency used for low-frequency C–V
measurements and do not respond at all to a frequency used for high-frequency C–V . If this condition is
satisfied, then the low-frequency capacitance includes contributions from all the interface states, while
the high-frequency capacitance does not include any interface state contributions. Under this assumption,
the interface state density DIT is given by [160, 207]

DIT =
(CD + CIT)LF − (CD + CIT)HF

q2S
≈

(CD + CIT)LF − (CD)HF

q2S
(6.10)

where (CD + CIT)HF is the CD + CIT measured at high frequency and is assumed to be CD (CIT ≈ 0 at high
frequency). The low- and high-frequency C–V measurements are usually performed in the quasi-static
(QS) mode and at between 100 kHz and 1 MHz, respectively. To minimize the voltage shift in C–V
curves caused by carrier trapping during the accumulation state, “simultaneous high–low” measurements
are employed, where the high-frequency and quasi-static capacitances are measured at every bias point
before changing the bias voltage. Figure 6.44 shows the typical high-frequency (1 MHz) and quasi-static
C–V characteristics measured on a MOS capacitor with a dry oxide on n-type 4H-SiC(0001). The larger
value of the quasi-static capacitance than the high-frequency capacitance reflects the interface state
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density. This is a convenient technique to extract the interface state density, because a theoretical C–V
curve is not necessary and the technique is rather easy. Therefore, the high–low method has been a pop-
ular technique to determine the interface state density in many semiconductors, including SiC. However,
it must be pointed out that the essential assumption described above is valid only in a very limited range
of energy and measurement conditions. Problems that may occur are described below [146, 207, 214]:

1. The quasi-static capacitance does not include the capacitance of the interface states (CIT) which
possess slow emission rates. For example, the interface states located at energy levels deeper than
Ec − 0.5 eV or Ev + 0.5 eV exhibit very long emission time constants (roughly >0.1–1 s) at room
temperature and do not contribute to the quasi-static capacitance. Therefore, the interface state density
in the energetically deep region is severely underestimated (or almost impossible to be monitored).

2. The high-frequency capacitance may include the capacitance of the interface states which possess fast
emission rates. For example, the interface states located at energy levels shallower than Ec − 0.2 eV or
Ev + 0.2 eV exhibit very short emission time constants (roughly <10−5 to 10−6 s) at room temperature
and thus contribute to the high-frequency capacitance. It is reported that even deep interface states
can respond to a high frequency of 1 MHz at room temperature when the interface is nitrided [215].
Therefore, the interface state density in the energetically shallow region is severely underestimated.
This is particularly detrimental in SiC, because a high density of shallow interface states is usually
responsible for the low channel mobility.

3. Another important character of SiC MOS structures is that they can show a large standard devia-
tion of surface potential 𝜎s and thereby a large dispersion of the time constant [146, 148, 216, 217].
This large dispersion can broaden the frequency range over which the transition from high-frequency
to low-frequency behavior takes place. This leads to severe underestimation of the interface state
density [214].

Figure 6.45 shows the limitations in the determination of the interface state density by the
high–low method [214]. A typical distribution of interface state density and standard deviation of
surface potential (𝜎s = 4) are assumed. In Figure 6.45a, the interface state density deduced from the
high(1 MHz)–low(0.5 Hz) method is plotted, together with the assumed distribution. The relative
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reproduced with permission from IEEE). A typical distribution state density and standardof interface
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accuracy of the deduced interface state density is shown in the inset. CIT versus angular frequency 𝜔
at bias points A, B, and C in (a) are shown in Figure 6.45b. The large time-constant dispersion causes
a very gradual transition from low- to high-frequency behavior. Thus, there is only a narrow range of
energy where the interface state density can be reasonably estimated. The high–low method at room
temperature monitors the interface states in a rather narrow energy range within the bandgap, typically
between 0.2 and 0.45 eV from the majority carrier band edge; often the range can be even narrower.

To improve the accuracy in extraction of the interface state density, the measurements must be per-
formed over a wider temperature range. Low-temperature C–V measurements should be used to monitor
fast interface states and high-temperature C–V measurements to monitor slow states. This approach,
however, still does not provide a very satisfactory result, as shown in Figure 6.46 [214]. To characterize
shallow or fast interface states more accurately, the high-frequency measurements can be done at a much
higher frequency, such as 100 MHz [213].

6.3.4.6 C–𝝍 s Method

This is a modified version of the high–low method [213]. By using the theoretical capacitance, the
high-frequency limit is considerably extended. Using the obtained surface potential, the theoretical semi-
conductor capacitance (CD,theory) of n-type MOS capacitor can be calculated by [207, 213]:

CD,theory(𝜓S) =
SqND

||||exp
(q𝜓S

kT

)
− 1

||||√
2kTND

𝜀S

{
exp

(q𝜓S

kT

)
−

q𝜓S

kT
− 1

} (6.11)

assuming that there are no holes in the n-type semiconductor. Figure 6.47 shows the CD + CIT values
plotted against the surface potential 𝜓S measured for an n-type 4H-SiC MOS capacitor at different fre-
quencies, where CD, theory calculated from Equation 6.11 is also plotted. In this particular MOS capacitor, a
32-nm-thick dry oxide was formed on 4H-SiC(0001). The measured CD + CIT approached CD,theory as the
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frequency increased, because the carriers trapped at the interface states hardly respond once the frequency
is sufficiently high (CIT ≈ 0). A definite difference exists between CD + CIT at 1 MHz and CD,theory, indi-
cating that a significant portion of the fast interface states respond at 1 MHz. In contrast, 100 MHz seems
to be almost sufficient for the interface carriers to not respond (in the case of dry oxides). The interface
state density DIT is given by:

DIT =
(CD + CIT)LF − CD, theory

q2S
(6.12)

where (CD + CIT)LF is CD + CIT measured under quasi-static conditions. This method is superior to the
other methods from two points of view. (i) The C–𝜓S method can detect fast interface states almost
without frequency limits. (ii) The C–𝜓S method requires simple measurements (similar to those needed
in the high–low method). An almost continuous DIT distribution (as opposed to a point by point mea-
surement) can be obtained by this method. However, it is difficult to monitor very slow states, which
cannot respond to the voltage sweep; this problem also occurs with the other techniques. Furthermore,
this method can result in an erroneous DIT distribution when an accurate surface potential cannot be deter-
mined. For example, if the doping density varies significantly along the depth, it is difficult to obtain a
good plot (such as the one shown in Figure 6.43). In such a case, erroneous surface potentials give a
wrong CD,theory –𝜓S curve, leading to an incorrect DIT distribution.

6.3.4.7 Conductance Method

As expected from the equivalent circuit of a MOS capacitor (Figure 6.41), the conductance–frequency
(G– f ) characteristics of the MOS capacitor should give a peak at a specific frequency, originating from
the interface states. The interface state density is related to G∕𝜔 (𝜔: angular frequency) by [160, 207]:

G
𝜔

= q2SDIT∫
+∞

−∞

ln(1 + (𝜔𝜏 exp(𝜂))2)
2𝜔𝜏 exp(𝜂)

1√
2π𝜎2

exp

(
− 𝜂

2

2𝜎2

)
d𝜂 (6.13)

where the interface state density (DIT), the time constant of the interface states (𝜏), and the standard
deviation (𝜎) are fitting parameters. And 𝜂 = us− < us >, where us is the surface potential normalized to
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kT∕q. This technique is regarded as the most sensitive method to determine the interface state density,
and a DIT of 109 cm−2 eV−1 can be measured in Si, though this method is time-consuming when com-
pared with C–V analyses [207]. All the interface states give definite peaks in G∕𝜔– f curves and can be
monitored, as long as the inverse of the response time is roughly within the range of the probe frequency
(typically from 1 kHz to 10 MHz). However, it is difficult to monitor very slow states, which cannot
respond to these frequencies, and very fast states, which show sufficient response to the highest probe
frequency, because no conductance peaks appear in these cases. Since there are lower and upper limits
of the probe frequency in the conductance measurements, it is important to perform the conductance
measurements over a wide range of temperatures. In other words, however, this is one of the advantages
of the conductance technique, because it does not provide data under conditions when that data would
be invalid (i.e., the observed peaks give valid data).

It should also be noted that other very important information is obtained from the conductance method,
namely, the time constant of the interface states and the standard deviation of the surface potential. The
time constant is a useful indicator of the nature of the interface states, and the standard deviation reflects
the microscopic fluctuations of the interface structure. Both are essential to understanding the low channel
mobility in SiC MOSFETs. The time constant for transitions between interface states and the conduction
band is given by

𝜏(E) = 1
𝜎N𝑣thns

(6.14)

where 𝜎N is the capture cross section of the state for electrons, 𝑣th the thermal velocity, and nS the volume
density of electrons at the interface. Given the position E of the Fermi level at the surface, the electron
density is given by

ns = NC exp

(
E − EC

kT

)
(6.15)

Inserting Equation 6.15 into Equation 6.14 shows that the interface state time constant increases expo-
nentially as the Fermi level moves further from the conduction band. However, it is routinely observed
for both Si and 4H-SiC that the capture cross section 𝜎N decreases exponentially with energy toward the
majority carrier band edge. This exponential dependence can be characterized by a slope factor 𝛾 ,

𝜎N(E) = 𝜎N0 exp{𝛾(EC − E)} (6.16)

where 𝜎N0 is a constant. In Si, the capture cross sections also fall exponentially toward the band edges,
but are typically constant near the middle of the bandgap [218]. In 4H-SiC, no clear indication of a
constant region been observed. Figure 6.48 shows capture cross sections from several studies, along
with the associated 𝛾 values [219, 220]. The strong energy dependence in Equation 6.16 tends to cancel
the energy dependence in Equation 6.15, making the time constant only weakly dependent on energy. If
𝛾 is close to unity, as observed in Figure 6.48, the energy dependence of the time constants becomes very
small. In this situation the G(𝜔)∕𝜔 curves shift very little in frequency as the bias is changed, making
it possible to obtain data over a wider energy range in the bandgap. This also makes the G(𝜔)∕𝜔 curves
narrower [221], so that the apparent surface potential variation 𝜎 is less than the true surface potential
variation. The apparent 𝜎 in 4H-SiC is typically between 4 and 5, so the actual 𝜎 is even larger. To date,
the true standard deviation of surface potential has not been accurately determined.

Figure 6.49 shows the frequency dependence of G∕𝜔 at various surface potentials for a MOS capacitor
with a dry oxide on n-type 4H-SiC(0001). Bell-shaped peaks originate from the interface states, and the
bold lines in Figure 6.49 are the G∕𝜔– f curves calculated from Equation 6.13 to fit the experimental
results. It is noted that these data were acquired by conductance measurements at up to 100 MHz using
a special probe. Figure 6.50 shows the 𝜏 and 𝜎 values obtained from fitting. The time constant is about
3 × 10−6 s at Ec − 0.2 eV and becomes longer for deeper states, 6 × 10−5 s at Ec − 0.4 eV. The standard
deviation in SiC MOS structures (typically between 4 and 5) is much higher than that in Si MOS structures
(∼2), indicating inhomogeneity of the SiC MOS interface.
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Figure 6.51a shows the interface state densities obtained by the high(1 MHz)–low method, the
high(100 MHz)–low method, the C–𝜓S method, and the conductance method, where the Ec − ET (ET:
energy level of interface traps) of the horizontal axis is determined from the surface potential calculated
by Equation 6.9 [213]. In the conductance measurements, the highest probe frequency was 100 MHz.
All the measurements were performed on the same MOS capacitor with a 32-nm-thick dry oxide formed
on n-type 4H-SiC(0001). The DIT distribution obtained by the C–𝜓S method agrees very well with that
obtained by the conductance method. The high(100 MHz)–low method also gave the same interface
state density, because 100 MHz is almost sufficient for the fast states not to respond. However, the DIT

distribution obtained by the conventional high(1 MHz)–low method is two or three times lower than
that from the other methods, because fast interface states that respond to higher than 1 MHz are not
detected. The interface state density of SiC MOS structures is very high, about 1 × 1013 cm−2 eV−1 at
Ec − 0.2 eV. It should be noted that this underestimation of interface state density by the conventional
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Figure 6.51 (a) Interface state density (DIT) obtained by the high(1 MHz)–low method, the
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ments were performed on the same MOS capacitor with a 32-nm-thick dry oxide formed on n-type
4H-SiC(0001). (b) Comparison of DIT distributions obtained by several methods for a 4H-SiC(0001)
MOS structure annealed in NO ([213] reproduced with permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

high(1 MHz)–low method is more severe in nitrided SiC MOS structures [215]. Figure 6.51b shows
comparison of DIT distributions obtained by several methods for a 4H-SiC(0001) MOS structure
annealed in NO. The DIT values near the conduction band edge determined by the high(1 MHz)–low
method are one-order-of-magnitude lower than those determined by the C–𝜓S method. Improvement of
interface properties is described in Section 6.3.5.
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6.3.4.8 Other Methods

Several other techniques have been applied to characterize the interface properties of SiC MOS structures.
The charge pumping method monitors charge emission from the interface states by applying repetitive
pulses to the gate [207, 222–224]. Although this technique gives total density of interface states inside the
bandgap, it is difficult to accurately determine the energy distribution. A variety of DLTS measurements,
such as constant-capacitance deep level transient spectroscopy (CC-DLTS) have been tried [225, 226]. In
this technique, carrier emission from interface states, oxide traps, and bulk traps can be distinguished by
carefully designed biasing. For example, two oxide traps, energetically located at Ec − 0.15 eV and Ec −
0.39 eV, are detected in n-type 4H-SiC(0001) MOS capacitors by CC-DLTS [226]. However, the energy
position of interface states cannot be determined directly and is usually estimated by assuming a constant
capture cross section of interface states, except for distinct peaks in CC-DLTS spectra. The situation is
very similar in the thermal dielectric relaxation current (TDRC) method [212]. In the Zerbst method a
voltage pulse is applied so that a MOS capacitor reaches deep depletion, and the capacitance transient to
recover its steady state is monitored. The generation rate via the interface states can be obtained, but it
is difficult to determine the DIT distribution [160, 227, 228].

As described in Section 6.3.3, no inversion states appear in normal SiC MOS capacitors, even when
large gate bias (negative for n-type, positive for p-type) is applied, because of the extremely low gen-
eration rate of minority carriers. A gate-controlled diode (GCD) is a test structure, where the inversion
layer is induced and, thereby, the interface states near the minority carrier band edge can be character-
ized. Figure 6.52 shows the terminal connection of a GCD for C–V measurements. The basic structure is
a planar MOSFET and the gate capacitance is measured by sweeping the gate voltage. In these measure-
ments, the source and drain terminals are connected to the grounded p-base. When sufficiently positive
gate bias is applied, electrons are quickly injected from the source and drain, leading to the formation of
an inversion layer underneath the gate oxide (in the case of an n-channel MOSFET). Figure 6.53 shows
examples of low-frequency (20 Hz) C–V characteristics obtained from a 4H-SiC(0001) GCD with a (a)
dry oxide followed by wet-annealing and (b) dry oxide annealed in NO [151]. As in the case of Si MOS
capacitors at room temperature, the low-frequency C–V curve reaches the oxide capacitance Cox when
the gate voltage is sufficiently larger than the threshold voltage. The high-frequency C–V curve exhibits
a saturated capacitance determined by the maximum width of the space-charge region (not shown). From
the C–V curve, the DIT distribution near the conduction band edge can be extracted [229]. It is very use-
ful to determine the DIT distribution using the MOSFET structure, because direct comparison between

Gate

Ground

p-epilayer

p-substrate

n+ n+

gate oxide

Figure 6.52 Terminal connection of a gate-controlled diode (GCD) for C–V measurements.
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the interface properties and the channel mobility is possible on the same sample. However, this method
possesses the same limitations as the conventional high–low method, in that both very fast states and
very slow states cannot be detected.

6.3.5 Properties of the Oxide/SiC Interface and Their Improvement

6.3.5.1 Distribution of Interface States

In spite of the limited capability of characterization techniques described above, a rough picture of the
interface state distribution inside the SiC bandgap has been revealed. Figure 6.54 shows schematic dis-
tributions of interface states inside the bandgaps of various SiC polytypes. It is known that the energy
position of the valence band top is almost aligned for different SiC polytypes and that of the conduction
band bottom is scaled according to the individual bandgaps [177].

When looking at the interface states in the lower half of the bandgap, most of these states are donor-like.
These states are positively charged by trapped holes when the states are located above the Fermi level.
These donor-like states, especially those located in the deep energy region, capture holes in p-type
SiC and do not emit holes at room temperature. Thus, holes trapped at deep interface states behave
as if they were “positive fixed charges”. The density of these donor-like states is extremely high (>5 ×
1012 cm−2 eV−1) in MOS structures formed by dry oxidation, and can be remarkably reduced by wet
oxidation [230]. These donor-like states do contribute to the negative shift of C–V curves for p-type SiC
MOS capacitors (and p-channel mobility). However, the donor-like states do not directly affect n-channel
mobility, because these states become neutral when the Fermi level moves up [230, 231]. This behavior
is common for the various SiC polytypes.

The interface state distribution seems to be intrinsic and common for all SiC polytypes. Thus, the
distribution near the conduction band edge is determined by the intrinsic distribution and the location
of the conduction band bottom for each polytype, as shown in Figure 6.54. Most of these states near
the conduction band edge are acceptor-like. These states are negatively charged by trapped electrons
when the states are located below the Fermi level. Electrons trapped at deep acceptor levels act as if
they were “negative fixed charges”. Note that the charge neutrality level in SiC MOS structures is not
known at present. Furthermore, the existence of donor-like states near the conduction band edge in “ni-
trided” 4H-SiC MOS structures has been suggested. On 𝛼-SiC(0001), the interface state density increases
almost exponentially toward the conduction band edge [232–234]. Because of this rapid increment with
increasing energy level, the interface state density near the band edge is very high for 4H-SiC(0001)
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and relatively low for 3C-SiC(111). In n-channel MOSFETs, electrons in the inversion layer induced by
the gate bias are trapped at these interface states and become almost immobile. The trapped electrons
also act as Coulomb scattering centers. Therefore, the acceptor-like states near the conduction band
edge are detrimental to n-channel mobility. This is why 4H-SiC(0001) MOSFETs usually exhibit poor
channel mobility (5–8 cm2V–1s−1 without appropriate annealing), while high channel mobility (over
100 cm2V–1s−1) can be obtained easily for 3C-SiC MOSFETs [235–237].

The exact origins of high interface state density for SiC are not very well understood. In the case of
Si MOS structures, dangling bonds at the interface are dominant defects (for example, the Pb center)
[160, 175]. Since the interface state density of thermal oxide/Si structures is in the 109 –1010 cm−2 eV−1

range, it is unlikely that the high interface state density (1012 –1013 cm−2 eV−1) of SiC MOS structures
can be attributed simply to dangling bonds. Afanas’ev et al. suggested that the donor-like interface states
in the lower half of the bandgap may originate from carbon clusters (carbon-cluster model), based on
IPE spectroscopy studies of SiC MOS structures and graphite [147, 238]. Although the role of residual
carbon near the interface has been argued, a direct link between the carbon density near the interface
and the interface state density has not been proven. The abnormally high interface state density near the
conduction band edge of 4H-SiC(0001) is also a mystery. To explain this phenomenon, “near-interface
traps” (NITs) were proposed as the origin of the shallow states [147]. NITs are traps existing inside the
oxide near the interface and, because of their nature, their response can be very slow. It is also claimed
that NITs are intrinsic to SiO2 rather than only to the thermal oxide/SiC system. It is, however, not very
easy to explain the experimental facts that a high density of shallow states is not observed in thermal
oxide∕4H-SiC(0001) [239] and (1120) [233], and that such shallow states are observed even when other
dielectric materials (Si3N4,Al2O3, and AlN) are employed. Systematic theoretical studies are required
to clarify the origins of the interface states and NITs.

6.3.5.2 Post-Oxidation Annealing

POA and post-metallization annealing (PMA) are crucial to obtain high-quality MOS interfaces in
any semiconductor materials. In Si technology, one major technique to reduce the interface state
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density is hydrogen passivation of dangling bonds near the interface; this can be achieved by PMA in
a hydrogen-containing gas, like a N2 –H2 mixture, at about 400–500 ∘C [8, 160, 175]. As a result, the
interface state density can be reduced down to values as low as 109 cm−2 eV−1. In the case of SiC,
however, impacts of hydrogen annealing at 400 ∘C on the interface state density are very small, which
suggests that the essential problem in SiC MOS is totally different from that in Si. It has been reported
that hydrogen annealing at much higher temperatures, 800–1000 ∘C, is beneficial to reduce the interface
state density [240], but the exact mechanism is not clear.

To reduce deep interface states, especially those lying in the lower half of the bandgap, “re-oxidation”
annealing is effective [241]. The key step of this technique is POA at relatively low temperature (typically
950 ∘C) in a wet ambient in which additional oxidation is negligibly small. After this re-oxidation anneal-
ing, the final interface state density seems to be similar irrespective of the oxidation process (dry or wet).
The interface properties are also dependent on the H2O content in the vapor during re-oxidation anneal-
ing. By re-oxidation annealing with a high H2O vapor content, the n-channel mobility is improved to
50 cm2V–1s−1 for 4H-SiC(0001) and 98 cm2V–1s−1 for 6H-SiC(0001) [242]. As mentioned above, this
process also reduces the deep interface state density near the valence band edge, leading to enhancement
of p-channel mobility of SiC MOSFETs [243]. The physical reasons for this improvement, however, are
still unknown.

Annealing oxides in an inert gas (Ar or N2) immediately after thermal oxidation is a popular process in
SiC technology. So far, this inert POA is usually carried out at almost the same temperature as oxidation
(1100–1200 ∘C). This step is believed to aid removal of excess carbon from the oxide or the interface,
but no direct evidence for the out-diffusion of carbon has been given. Nevertheless, appropriate Ar POA
improves the dielectric properties and reliability of oxides [216], and has been widely employed. In
recent years, Ar POA at a very high temperature of 1300–1350 ∘C was tried to enhance diffusion of
excess carbon interstitials based on a deep level study [244]. Although clear reduction in the interface
state density, and enhancement of n-channel mobility are attained after high-temperature Ar POA, the
improvement is still not satisfactory.

The oxidation condition itself has been investigated to improve the interface quality. As far as the
SiC(0001) face is concerned, the oxidation atmosphere (dry versus wet) does not give striking differ-
ences in the interface state density near the conduction band edge and, thereby, the n-channel mobility.
In general, wet oxidation results in a slightly lower interface state density near the conduction band edge,
a significantly lower interface state density near the valence band edge, and improved p-channel mobility,
as shown in Figure 6.54. Generation of negative charges near the interface in wet oxidation is also sug-
gested. Note that the effects of wet oxidation become much greater when MOS structures are formed on
SiC(0001) [239] and non-basal planes like (1120) [233]. High-temperature dry oxidation of SiC(0001)
at 1250–1300 ∘C is effective to reduce the interface state density near the conduction band edge and to
improve the n-channel mobility [245, 246]. It has been reported that the interface quality is degraded once
the thickness of the thermal oxide exceeds about 20 nm, as shown in Figure 6.55 [196]. In the figure, a
sudden increase in interface state density and a change in the slope of the flatband-voltage are observed
when the oxide thickness exceeds 20 nm. This degradation of the interface quality is correlated with an
increase in the amount of intermediate (suboxide-like) structures, as determined by synchrotron XPS
[196]. Despite the various studies described above, we do not at present understand the physical basis
for the effects of oxidation.

6.3.5.3 Interface Nitridation

One promising process is post-oxidation nitridation in a nitrogen-containing gas such as nitric oxide
(NO) [247–261], nitrous oxide (N2O) [262–264], or ammonia (NH3) [265, 266], or in the presence of
nitrogen radicals [267]. Direct oxidation in N2O or NO is also proposed. In particular, interface nitridation
by NO or N2O is widely employed in academic research, as well as in mass production of SiC power
MOSFETs. Figure 6.56 shows the distribution of interface state density near the conduction and valence
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band edges obtained from n- and p-type 4H-SiC(0001) MOS capacitors, respectively [154]. The interface
state densities of MOS structures formed by dry oxidation, and dry oxidation followed by nitridation
in NO or N2O are plotted. In this figure, the interface state density was evaluated by a conventional
high (1 MHz)–low method. It is very clear that reduction in the interface state density over the entire
range of energies within the bandgap is achieved by nitridation. As a result, the effective mobility of
n-channel 4H-SiC(0001) MOSFETs fabricated on lightly-doped p-type epilayers has been enhanced from
a single digit (4–8 cm2V–1s−1) for dry oxides to 25–35 cm2 V−1s−1 for N2O-nitrided oxides [262–264],
and to 40–52 cm2V–1s−1 for NO-nitrided oxides [250, 252, 253]. The effective mobility of p-channel
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MOSFETs is also improved from 1–2 cm2V–1s−1 for dry oxides to 7–12 cm2V–1s−1 for nitrided oxides
[268].

Annealing in NO or N2O naturally results in a pile-up of nitrogen at the SiO2∕SiC interface. The
nitrogen atom density at the interface depends strongly on the nitridation conditions, and can reach 5 ×
1020 cm−3 or even higher. Correlation between the increase in the nitrogen density at the interface and
reduction in the interface state density has been presented by several groups [153, 260, 263]. Furthermore,
it has been reported that the nitridation process causes not only reduction of the interface state density near
the conduction band edge but also increase in the number of hole traps [269]. Thus, excessive nitridation
is not desirable because of pronounced hole-trapping effects. Again, it is unclear how the interface defects
are passivated by nitridation. Passivation of dangling bonds with nitrogen or a simple shift of defect levels
by nitridation is unlikely, based on the considerations mentioned above. More efficient removal of carbon
from the interface by the nitridation annealing has been suggested; there is some experimental evidence
supporting this [151, 192, 263].

Comparison between nitridation by NO and that by N2O is of interest. Historically, the first reported
success in nitridation used NO [247, 249]. Because of the highly toxic nature of NO, N2O nitridation,
or direct oxidation in N2O was proposed as an alternative technique [262]. It seems that nitridation by
NO gives a slightly better result than that by N2O after process optimization. This result can be quali-
tatively interpreted by considering the chemical reactions in the gas phase. N2O molecules are stable at
temperatures below 1100 ∘C, and start to be decomposed at about 1200 ∘C according to the following
reactions [270]:

N2O → N2 + O (6.17)

N2O + O → 2 NO (6.18)

Since N2O molecules are larger, the diffusion coefficient of N2O inside SiO2 must be much lower than
those of NO or O2. Therefore, interface nitridation must proceed not by N2O itself but by the NO which
is created from N2O in the gas phase above about 1200 ∘C. This is consistent with the observation that
relatively high temperatures of 1250–1300 ∘C are required to achieve reasonable nitridation effects using
N2O. However, when the NO is generated from N2O, atomic oxygen or oxygen molecules are also pro-
duced and thus must also be present in the gas phase. This means that simultaneous oxidation takes place
during interface nitridation by N2O. This is supported by the observation that noticeable increase in the
oxide thickness is observed after nitridation in N2O. On the other hand, NO molecules start to be decom-
posed at about 1300 ∘C, according to the following reaction (This decomposition is not desirable.) [271]:

2NO → N2 + O2 (6.19)

Therefore, significant nitridation can be achieved at a lower temperature of 1150–1250 ∘C when NO is
used, and additional oxidation (increase of oxide thickness) during nitridation in NO is minimal.

It has been found that a high density of very fast interface states is generated near the conduction band
edge by nitridation annealing [215]. The very fast states can respond to a probe frequency of 100 MHz or
even higher (>GHz) at room temperature. Such very fast states cannot be monitored by the conventional
high–low method at room temperature, and were characterized by the C–𝜓s method or conductance
measurements at low temperature (40–150 K). Measurements confirmed that the density of such very
fast states is low in MOS structures without nitridation annealing, and that the states are indeed created
by nitridation in NO or N2O. Figure 6.57 shows the density of interface states at Ec − 0.3 eV versus the
area density of nitrogen atoms near the interface [215]. These data were acquired from 4H-SiC(0001)
MOS structures with dry oxides, that had been annealed in NO at various temperatures (1150–1350 ∘C).
Here, the densities of relatively slow (<1 MHz) states, very fast states (>100 MHz), and all the states are
plotted. The density of slow states decreases with increasing nitrogen density at the interface. In contrast,
the density of very fast states increases almost in proportion to the nitrogen area density. Therefore, the
very fast states are linked to interface nitridation. As a result, the total interface state density exhibits
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a minimum at a nitrogen area density of 3.0 × 1014 cm−2, which was obtained by nitridation in NO at
1250 ∘C for 70 min. When n-channel MOSFETs were fabricated by the same process as that used for the
samples characterized in Figure 6.57, the effective channel mobility showed a maximum when the sum
of fast and slow interface state density takes a minimum (nitridation in NO at 1250 ∘C for 70 min). Thus,
the very fast interface states are also responsible for limiting the channel mobility. More details are given
in Section 6.3.7.

6.3.5.4 Other Approaches

Significant reduction of interface state density and improvement of n-channel mobility are achieved by
POA in POCl3 [272, 273]. By annealing in POCl3 at 1000 ∘C for 10 min, a high channel mobility of
89 cm2V–1s−1 is attained. The mobility can be further improved to 101 cm2V–1s−1 by two-step annealing
in POCl3 at 1000 ∘C and forming gas at 700 ∘C [274]; this is one of the highest channel mobilities reported
for 4H-SiC(0001) MOSFETs. The phosphorus atoms are almost uniformly distributed with a density in
excess of 1 × 1021 cm−3 inside the gate oxide after the POCl3 annealing. The interface state density and
the subthreshold swing of MOSFETs are also significantly improved by the POCl3 annealing.

Another striking technique to enhance the channel mobility is “sodium-contaminated” oxidation
[275, 276]. In the initial reports on high channel mobility of 120–150 cm2V–1s−1 for 4H-SiC(0001)
MOSFETs, an Al2O3 tube was used for gate oxidation. It turned out later that the furnace and
oxides were highly contaminated with sodium (Na). An accelerated oxidation rate is reported for this
Na-contaminated oxidation. Dipping SiC samples in Na-containing solutions prior to normal oxidation
in a clean furnace gave very similar results (high oxidation rate and high channel mobility) [277]. This
technique cannot be employed for device manufacturing because the processed MOSFETs exhibit
clear instability in their threshold voltage, as is also well known in Si technology. It is, however, worth
investigating this mechanism in detail to acquire important insights into mobility-limiting factors.

Deposited oxides, followed by appropriate processing, have been investigated with success. The oxide
is typically formed by deposition of SiO2 and subsequent annealing in NO or N2O [185, 187, 278, 279].
The obtained interface state density is lower and the channel mobility is higher compared with those
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of thermal oxides annealed in NO or N2O. Since the barrier height at the SiO2∕4H-SiC interface is
smaller than that of a SiO2∕Si system, the tunneling current at high electric field and high temperature
is inherently higher in the case of SiC MOS structures, which can limit the oxide reliability at high
temperature. In this sense, high-𝜅 dielectrics show definite promise [150]. The physical thickness of
gate insulators can be increased while keeping the same gate capacitance, because the material itself has
a higher relative dielectric constant. Figure 6.58 shows the relative dielectric constant and bandgap for
major high-𝜅 dielectrics. Although HfO2 has been intensively studied in advanced Si MOS, it may not be
a good choice for SiC because of the small barrier height at the HfO2∕SiC interface. High-𝜅 dielectrics
which have relatively large bandgaps, such as Al2O3, AlN, and AlON are attractive for SiC MOSFETs
[280–284]. A high channel mobility of 100–200 cm2V–1s−1 [281, 283] or a high breakdown electric
field of 12–15 MV cm−1 has been reported [284].

Buried channel structures have been investigated to alleviate the adverse influence of interface states.
A thin (0.1–0.3 μm) n-type layer is formed by epitaxial growth [285, 286] or ion implantation [287–289]
beneath the gate oxide. Since the buried channel is thicker than a normal inversion channel, high channel
mobility is obtained, especially at low gate bias. The mobility significantly decreases at high gate bias
because the energy band diagram of a MOSFET with a buried channel approaches that of a normal
MOSFET at high gate bias, so once again the electron transport is severely affected by the interface
states. The thickness and doping density of the channel must be carefully designed to ensure normally-off
operation. Even though high peak mobilities of 80–170 cm2V–1s−1 have been reported, it is not easy to
retain a high threshold voltage at elevated temperature or with a short channel length.

So far, relatively high channel mobilities have been demonstrated for the peak mobility of MOSFETs
on lightly-doped p-type SiC epitaxial layers. From a technological point of view, however, it is important
to attain high channel mobility in MOSFETs fabricated on moderately-doped (>1017 cm−3) p-type bodies
formed by aluminum implantation. Furthermore, high channel mobility should be obtained at high gate
bias (oxide field > 2 MV cm−1).

It should be noted that surface cleaning of SiC prior to thermal oxidation or oxide deposition has
not been studied in great detail. A standard cleaning process employed in the SiC community is RCA
cleaning followed by a dip in an HF-solution to remove the native oxide [290]. Ozone cleaning [291] and
high-temperature hydrogen treatment [292] were also investigated. So far, the essential problems with
SiC MOS interfaces are not solved by altering the cleaning process. Nevertheless, fundamental study on
surface cleaning of SiC is required for full control of device fabrication.
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6.3.5.5 Interface Instability

Though the channel mobility can be improved by several techniques, the instability of the threshold
voltage remains a problem, as mentioned earlier. The instability is caused by, at least, two different
phenomena; (i) charge injection into the oxide (or carrier trapping at slow states) and (ii) mobile ions.
Since there exists a high density of interface states near the conduction band edge and oxide traps in SiC
MOS structures, a large positive gate bias induces severe electron injection and trapping, leading to a
large positive shift in threshold voltage (or flatband voltage) [212, 293]. Figure 6.59 shows the threshold
voltage shift of various 4H-SiC MOSFETs when stressed with a gate oxide field of ±3 MV cm−1 [294].
The threshold voltage shift increases with increasing the bias voltage during the stress. It is of interest
that the 20-μs-long gate ramp used to measure the gate characteristics gives a much larger threshold
voltage instability than the measurements with a 1-s-long gate ramp. These results can be interpreted by
electron tunneling in and out of near-interface oxide traps [294]. As shown in Figure 6.59, MOSFETs
with nitrided gate oxides exhibit an improved instability. More recently, another type of instability was
found. When a negative gate bias is applied, the threshold voltage exhibits a significant negative shift
and a stretch-out of the gate characteristics [295]. This shift is pronounced at elevated temperature. This
instability is attributed to hole trapping near the MOS interface under a negative gate bias. Since interface
nitridation creates more hole traps [269], optimization of the nitridation process is crucial.

Another instability is so-called bias-temperature instability, which is often observed in SiC MOS
structures [296–298]. This phenomenon is caused by mobile ions; positive mobile ions accumulate at
the SiO2∕SiC interface under positive bias-temperature (∼200 ∘C) stress (PBTS), and result in a negative
shift of the threshold voltage (or flatband voltage); conversely, positive mobile ions accumulate at the
gate∕SiO2 interface under negative bias-temperature stress (NBTS), leading to a positive shift in threshold
voltage. Thus, C–V curves exhibit an ion-drift-type hysteresis. Annealing in a hydrogen-containing gas,
such as forming gas, at high temperature (>700 ∘C) results in enhanced bias-temperature instability [298].

6.3.6 Interface Properties of Oxide/SiC on Various Faces

The densities and distributions of interface states are very different when different crystal faces (other than
off-axis 4H-SiC(0001)) are employed. The major crystal faces described here are off-axis 4H-SiC(0001),
on-axis 4H-SiC(1120), and 4H-SiC(1100).
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Figure 6.60 Interface state density distributions obtained from n-type 4H-SiC(0001), (0001), (1120),
and (1100) MOS structures prepared by (a) dry and (b) wet oxidation.

In SiC (0001), (1120), and (1100) MOS structures, the atmosphere used for oxidation gives strik-
ing differences in the distribution of interface states near the conduction band edge. Figure 6.60 shows
the interface state density distributions obtained from n-type 4H-SiC(0001), (0001), (1120), and (1100)
MOS structures prepared by (a) dry and (b) wet oxidation. Here, the interface state density is evaluated
by the conventional high(1 MHz)–low method. On 4H-SiC(0001), the interface state density near the
conduction band edge is not very sensitive to the oxidation conditions (dry/wet). On the other faces, dry
oxidation results in very high interface state density, while much lower interface state density can be
obtained using wet oxidation (or by POA in the presence of water vapor) [239, 299]. It is reported that
the effects of hydrogen annealing at 800–900 ∘C are much larger on SiC(0001) [239] and (1120) [300].
Another important result in Figure 6.60 is the lack of sharp increase in interface state density toward the
conduction band edge for these non-standard faces. In other words, the distributions of interface states
are rather flat on SiC(0001), (1120), and (1100). High mobilities of 120 cm2V–1s−1 on (0001) [239] and
100–240 cm2V–1s−1 on (1120) [300–302] have been achieved.

Post-oxidation nitridation or direct oxidation in a nitrogen-containing gas is also effective in reduction
of interface state density on SiC(0001), (1120), and (1100) [263, 303, 304]. Figure 6.61 shows the inter-
face state density distributions obtained from n-type 4H-SiC(0001), (0001), (1120), and (1100) MOS
structures prepared by dry oxidation and subsequent nitridation in NO. In spite of dry oxidation, the
interface state density is drastically reduced by nitridation in NO (or N2O). Again, the distributions of
interface states are rather flat on SiC(0001), (1120), and (1100). Note that the interface state density near
the valence band edge can be also decreased by nitridation of the interface [268].

Figure 6.62 shows the field-effect mobility as a function of the gate voltage of n-channel MOS-
FETs fabricated on 4H-SiC(0001), (0001), (1120), and (1100) [304]. About 40-nm-thick oxides
were grown by dry oxidation, and subsequent nitridation was performed in a NO(10%)∕N2(90%)
atmosphere at 1250 ∘C. The obtained channel mobility is reasonably high, 46 cm2V–1s−1, on
(0001), and very high, 95–115 cm2V–1s−1, on (1120) and (1100). The latter result is promising
for development of trench MOSFETs on SiC(0001) wafers [305, 306]. The effects of the tilt angle
on the channel mobility of 4H-SiC MOSFETs with (1120) and (1100) sidewalls have also been
investigated [307].
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Figure 6.62 Field-effect mobility as a function of the gate voltage of n-channel MOSFETs fabricated
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dation, and subsequent nitridation was performed in a NO(10%)∕N2(90%) atmosphere at 1250 ∘C.
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6.3.7 Mobility-Limiting Factors

The physical reason for low channel mobility of SiC MOSFETs has been debated. In Si MOSFETs, the
main factors limiting the channel mobility are the fixed charge and surface roughness [308], because
the interface state density in Si MOS structures formed by adequate processes is low enough not to
limit channel mobility. In SiC MOSFETs, Coulomb scattering had often been proposed as the main
limiting factor. This is because the channel mobility of 4H-SiC(0001) MOSFETs usually shows a positive
temperature coefficient (increases at elevated temperature). However, this is a misleading interpretation,
and thermally activated transport or electron localization in inversion layers [148, 309, 310] are more
likely to be responsible. In recent years, deeper insights have been provided based on a few careful
investigations. One can also see a detailed description of channel mobility in Section 8.2.10.

The channel mobility (n-channel) in the linear region is usually estimated from the following
equations [311]:

Field-effect mobility 𝜇FE: 𝜇FE = L
WCOXVD

dID

dVG

(6.20)

Effective mobility 𝜇eff : 𝜇eff =
L

WCOX(VG − VT)
dID

dVD

(6.21)

Here ID and VD are the drain current and drain voltage, respectively. L and W are the channel length and
the channel width, respectively. In these estimates, it is assumed that all the electrons in the inversion
layer are mobile, traveling in the conduction band from the source to the drain. In other words, the sheet
electron density in the inversion layer, nsheet, is approximately given by Cox(VG − VT), where Cox is the
oxide capacitance, VG the gate voltage, and VT the threshold voltage. However, the interface state density
in SiC MOS structures is so high that the integrated density of interface states can be of the same order as
the induced sheet electron density (∼1012 cm−2). Electrons trapped at the interface states must be almost
immobile. If 90% of induced electrons are trapped, for example, only 10% of induced electrons can travel
and contribute to the drain current. Even if the mobile electrons drift with a mobility of 100 cm2V–1s−1,
the overall channel mobility is calculated as 10 cm2V–1s−1, according to Equation 6.20 or 6.21. In this
circumstance, more and more electrons are excited to the conduction band and become mobile with
increasing temperature. As a result, the calculated channel mobility exhibits a positive temperature coef-
ficient. In this case “Coulomb scattering” is a misleading explanation for the mobility-limiting factor.
A more correct term is “electron trapping effect”. Therefore, the temperature dependence of field-effect
mobility or effective mobility calculated from Equation 6.20 or 6.21 does not give clear insight into the
scattering mechanisms involved in carrier transport.

As described above, the total density of induced electrons (ntotal) is given by:

ntotal = nmobile + ntrap (6.22)

where nmobile and ntrap are the densities of mobile electrons and of electrons trapped at interface states,
respectively. The real mobility of mobile electrons (𝜇real) and the calculated mobility (𝜇ch) are linked by
the following equation:

𝜇ch = 𝜇real

nmobile

nmobile + ntrap

(6.23)

The real mobility of mobile electrons in the conduction band can be obtained by MOS-Hall effect
measurements [152, 260, 312, 313]. Figure 6.63 shows the typical pattern configuration for Hall effect
measurements of a MOSFET. A long channel region is formed and three or four additional terminals
are made for Hall effect measurements. In MOS-Hall effect measurements, not only the real mobility,
but also the real mobile electron density (nmobile), can be determined. Since the total density of induced
electrons (ntotal) is calculated as Cox(VG − VT), the degree of electron trapping ((ntotal − nmobile)∕ntotal) can
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Figure 6.63 Typical pattern configuration for Hall effect measurements of a MOSFET.

be estimated. In a different manner, the field-effect mobility 𝜇FE can be expressed as [313]:

𝜇FE =
𝜇real

1 +
dQT∕dEF

dQinv∕dEF

=
𝜇real

1 + q2DIT(EF)
Cinv

(6.24)

Here QT is the trapped charge density, Qinv the total charge in the inversion layer, DIT(EF) the interface
state density at a Fermi level (EF), and Cinv the differential capacitance of the inversion layer. Thus,
the estimated channel mobility is much smaller than the real value when DIT(EF) > Cinv∕q2 because of
electron trapping. If the interface state density increases rapidly near the band edge, as is the case for
SiC(0001), this trapping effect applies for almost the whole range of gate bias. It is reported, however,
that the trapping effect is not very significant after recent optimization of the nitridation process [260].

Figure 6.64 shows examples of real mobility (as a function of gate bias) determined by MOS-Hall
effect measurements on an n-channel (a) 6H- and (b) 4H-SiC(0001) MOSFETs [152, 312]. There exists
a certain discrepancy between the Hall mobility and the calculated effective channel mobility, and the
degree of electron trapping can be estimated to be about 30–50% for 6H-SiC and 70–85% for 4H-SiC
MOSFETs. By MOS-Hall effect measurements, the sheet density of mobile carriers can be directly deter-
mined as a function of gate bias. Therefore, this is a powerful technique to investigate carrier transport
in SiC MOSFETs.

In SiC MOSFETs, one often observes a negative correlation between the channel mobility and the
threshold voltage determined by linear extrapolation of the transfer characteristics. The channel mobility
decreases when the threshold voltage increases in MOSFETs, the oxides of which were formed by the
same process but under slightly different conditions (e.g., nitridation at different temperatures or for dif-
ferent periods). This phenomenon is partly attributable to a problem in determining the threshold voltage
and can be interpreted by considering the electron trapping, as shown schematically in Figure 6.65. As
the interface state density near the conduction band increases, more and more of the electrons induced
by the gate bias are trapped at the interface. This leads to a decrease in drain current as well as the grad-
ual (not abrupt) increase near the threshold. Thus, the threshold voltage becomes artificially high when
determined by linear extrapolation.

When the interface state density is very high, one can see a clear correlation between the n-channel
mobility and the interface state density near the conduction band edge [151–154, 229, 314]. However,
there is still debate about what the main mobility-limiting factor is once the interface state density has
been reduced by nitridation or wet re-oxidation. For example, on SiC(0001), the interface state density at
Ec − (0.2–0.3) eV can be reduced from mid 1012 cm−2 eV−1 to low 1011 cm−2 eV−1 (as evaluated by the
high–low method) by appropriate nitridation, but the resulting n-channel mobility is 30–50 cm2V–1s−1,
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which corresponds to only 3–5% of the bulk mobility. Figure 6.66 shows the n-channel mobility versus
the interface state density at Ec − 0.2 eV determined by (a) the high (1 MHz)–low method and (b) the
C–𝜓s method. The data were obtained from 4H-SiC MOSFETs and MOS capacitors processed under
various conditions. In Figure 6.66a, there exists large scatter, though a correlation is observed to some
extent. For example, at an interface state density of about 1 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1, the channel mobility of
one MOSFET on (0001) is 8 cm2V–1s−1 and the other is 17 cm2V–1s−1. Furthermore, the MOSFET
on (1120) with a similar interface state density is as high as 71 cm2V–1s−1. It is hard to explain this
mobility difference simply by the difference in surface roughness between two crystal faces. In addition,
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Figure 6.66 n-channel mobility versus the interface state density at Ec − 0.2 eV determined by (a) the
high (1 MHz)–low method and (b) the C–𝜓s method.

the improvement of channel mobility in MOSFETs on (0001) is not very significant (only a factor of 10),
in spite of the remarkable reduction of interface state density by process optimization (a factor of 100).
On the other hand, a very clear trend can be seen in Figure 6.66b, where the slope of the plot is nearly
−1. This result indicates the following:

1. The n-channel mobility is still limited mainly by very high interface state density, even after recent
process optimization.

2. Very fast interface states, which can be detected by the C–𝜓s method (not detectable by the
high(1 MHz)–low method) affect the channel mobility.

In general, SiC MOSFETs exhibit poor subthreshold slopes, 200–500 mV/decade, much larger than
the ideal value, approximately 60 mV/decade at room temperature. The poor subthreshold slope can
be reproduced well using the distribution of interface state density determined by the C–𝜓s method.
Figure 6.67 depicts the correlation between the interface state densities determined from C–V data of
MOS capacitors and those from the subthreshold slope of MOSFETs. The interface state densities deter-
mined from the subthreshold slope are much higher than those determined by the high(1 MHz)–low
method (Figure 6.67a), which was a mystery in this field. However, the interface state densities deter-
mined by the C–𝜓s method show good agreement with those obtained from the subthreshold slope, as
shown in Figure 6.67b. This result indicates that fast interface states indeed affect the performance of
MOSFETs.

However, the mechanism of channel conduction in SiC MOSFETs must be much more complicated. In
SiC, the surface roughness is much larger compared with that of Si because of the use of off-axis {0001}
wafers and immature surface preparation technology. The roughness scattering may be prominent when
the interface state density is further reduced. This is especially important at high gate bias, where real
MOS devices operate. The influence of real (not effective) fixed charge on the channel mobility has not
yet been clarified.

Another possible problem is the large fluctuation of surface potential, as indicated by the conductance
measurements [216]. Since the interface structure of SiC MOS structures can be highly inhomogeneous,
the surface potential can fluctuate inside the MOS channel. Thus the total conduction in the inver-
sion layer may be limited by microscopic regions where the conductivity is greatly suppressed by the
fluctuation. Furthermore, recent defect studies indicate that excess carbon atoms are emitted from the
oxidation interface into the SiC bulk region during thermal oxidation [157] and form defect levels near
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the conduction and valence band edges [315, 316]. Ab initio calculation has predicted that interstitial
carbon dimers are formed in the presence of carbon interstitials in SiC, and that these carbon dimers
form a shallow acceptor level at Ec − 0.2 eV [317]. Thus, the bulk mobility just near the interface may
be severely affected by such defects. Figure 6.68 shows the charge transition levels of various possible
defects near the SiO2∕SiC interface predicted by a hybrid-density function theory [318]. According to
this study, C-C and Si2-C-O defects may be responsible for the levels near the conduction band edge of
4H-SiC. However, more fundamental studies are required to reveal the nature of interface defects and
carrier transport properties in the inversion layers.

6.4 Metallization
Schottky contacts are the key component of Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs) and metal-semiconductor
field effect transistors (MESFETs). The basic theory and knowledge of Schottky contacts are
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also important in understanding ohmic contacts. Formation of ohmic contacts is essential in any
semiconductor devices. Both types of contacts are required for a variety of electrical characterization
techniques of materials, including I –V ,C–V, DLTS, and Hall effect measurements. Several review
papers on Schottky contacts [319–321] and ohmic contacts [320, 322–327] on SiC have been published.

6.4.1 Schottky Contacts on n-Type and p-Type SiC

6.4.1.1 Fundamentals

In the case of SiC, most metals deposited on SiC work as Schottky contacts, as long as the SiC material
is not heavily doped and high-temperature (>700 ∘C) contact sintering is not performed. When a metal
and a semiconductor are brought into contact, the Fermi levels of the two materials line up at equilibrium
(zero bias). The energy band diagrams of a Schottky barrier on (a) n-type and (b) p-type semiconductor
at zero bias are shown in Figure 6.69. Here, 𝜙B is the barrier height, Vd the built-in potential, and ΔEfn

(or ΔEfp) the position of the Fermi level from the conduction band (or valence band) edge. From the band
diagram, the following equation is satisfied:

𝜙B = qVd + ΔEfn(n-type); 𝜙B = qVd + ΔEfp(p-type) (6.25)

In an ideal model, the barrier height is determined simply by the difference in the work function between
the metal and the semiconductor. In actual semiconductors, however, the barrier height is affected by the
surface states [8, 328]. The barrier height can be determined by several techniques, including I –V ,C–V,
IPE, and XPS.

Figure 6.70 shows the forward current density versus bias voltage for Ti, Ni, and Au/n-type
4H-SiC(0001) SBDs at room temperature [329]. The current density can be expressed by [8, 328]:

J = A∗T2 exp

(
−
𝜙B

kT

){
exp

(
qV

nkT

)
− 1

}
(6.26)

where n is the ideality factor and A∗ is the effective Richardson’s constant for the semiconductor, given by:

A∗ =
4πqmn

∗k2

h3
(6.27)

Here mn
∗ (or mp

∗) is the majority carrier effective mass and h is the Planck constant. In SBDs on n-type
4H-SiC(0001), A∗ is determined as 146 A cm−2 K−2 by using an Mc of 3 and mn

∗ of 0.4 m0 [329]. This
value agrees with that obtained from a careful experiment [330]. Note that the effective Richardson’s
constant depends on the crystal face as well as on the conductivity type (n-type, p-type). Therefore, the
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tky barrier diodes (SBDs) at room temperature ([329] reproduced with permission from IEEE).

barrier height can be extracted from the J-intercept (J0) of the semilogarithmic plot shown in Figure 6.70.
Figure 6.71 shows the extracted barrier height versus the ideality factor for Ni/n-type 4H-SiC SBDs
fabricated by the same process. It is clear that the barrier height is severely underestimated when the
ideality factor is larger than 1.10–1.15. Thus, the barrier height extracted from the J-intercept (J0) can
be reliable only when the ideality factor is smaller than 1.10. Even when a relatively good ideality factor
of 1.05 is obtained, the extracted barrier height is clearly smaller than the real value. The ideality factor
is degraded by several reasons including inhomogeneity of the barrier height and imperfections (such as
contamination) at the interface [331–333].

The capacitance of the space-charge region of SBDs (n-type) per unit area is given by:

C =

√
𝜀sqND

2(Vd − V)
(6.28)

where ND is the donor density and 𝜀s the dielectric constant of the semiconductor [8, 328]. Squaring and
inverting this equation, one obtains:

1
C2

=
2(Vd − V)
𝜀sqND

(6.29)

By plotting 1∕C2 versus the bias voltage, the built-in potential (Vd) can be determined from the
V-intercept of the plot. Figure 6.72 shows 1∕C2 versus bias voltage for Ti, Ni, and Au/n-type
4H-SiC(0001) SBDs. From the built-in potential and the calculated Fermi level (ΔEfn), the barrier
height can be extracted using 𝜙B = qVd + ΔEfn. The Schottky barrier heights determined from C–V
measurements are slightly higher than those extracted from I –V measurements. This is natural – local
lowering of Schottky barrier height makes a significant difference in I –V measurements, because the
current depends exponentially on the barrier height while C–V measurements yield the value averaged
over the entire contact area and are thus less affected by local variation.

Furthermore, the net donor density (ND − NA) can be determined from the inverse slope of the plot.
Again, note that this is the net doping density, not “the carrier density.” Inside the space-charge region
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(except near the edge of the space-charge region) all the dopants are ionized, and the width of the
space-charge region determines the capacitance. This is not very important in Si owing to nearly per-
fect ionization of dopants at room temperature. In SiC, however, the carrier density can be much lower
than the doping density, especially for p-type materials at room temperature. Thus, one has to be aware of
the fact that C–V measurements always give the net doping density. This can be easily confirmed by very
little change in the density obtained from C–V measurements on p-type SBDs at different temperatures
(e.g., from RT to 300 ∘C or from −100 ∘C to RT).

Another technique to determine the barrier height is IPE. In this technique, semi-transparent (<20 nm)
Schottky contacts must be prepared. Monochromatic light is projected through the contact, and the pho-
tocurrent is monitored as the wavelength of the light is changed. When the photon energy (h𝜈) is larger
than the barrier height, the square root of the photocurrent yield (photocurrent divided by the photon
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Figure 6.73 Square root of photocurrent yield versus the photon energy for Ti, Ni, and Au/n-type
4H-SiC(0001) SBDs (internal photoemission measurements) [334].

number) Y is linearly dependent on the photon energy as follows:

Y = A(h𝑣–𝜙B)
2 (6.30)

where A is a proportionality constant. The linearity in the square root of photocurrent comes from the
energy dependence of the density of states in the energy band. Figure 6.73 shows the square root of pho-
tocurrent yield versus the photon energy for Ti, Ni, and Au/n-type 4H-SiC(0001) SBDs [334]. The barrier
height can be directly determined from the h𝜈 intercept of the plot. IPE gives the most reliable values of
Schottky barrier heights, though it requires special equipment and semi-transparent Schottky contacts.

6.4.1.2 Schottky Contacts on SiC

Figure 6.74 shows the barrier height versus metal work function for n-type 4H-SiC SBDs with vari-
ous metals [334–336]. Data for 4H-SiC(0001), (0001), and (1120) are plotted. For a given metal, the
barrier height is slightly higher on (0001), slightly lower on (0001), and that on (1120) is in between.
This difference may be attributed to the existence of polarity-dependent dipoles at the interface and/or
different distribution of surface states. The slope of this plot is 0.8–0.9, indicating that the metal/SiC
interface is free from Fermi-level pinning, and is close to the Schottky–Mott limit [328, 337]. To obtain
this kind of data, of course, high-quality materials and careful surface cleaning are necessary. The bar-
rier heights can be slightly changed by employing different processes, such as surface treatment, prior
to metal deposition. It is noted that the ideality factor and reproducibility are improved by annealing at
relatively low temperatures (200–500 ∘C) after metal deposition. When the Schottky barrier height on
n-type 4H-SiC is compared with that on n-type 6H-SiC [338] for a given Schottky metal, the barrier
height on 4H-SiC is about 0.2 eV higher, which corresponds to the difference in the bandgaps of the two
polytypes. The barrier height is also discussed in Section 7.2.

Schottky barrier heights on p-type SiC have been much less studied [339]. Figure 6.75 shows the
barrier height versus the metal work function for p-type 4H-SiC(0001) SBDs with various metals. The
slope of the plot is about−0.8, and the sum of Schottky barrier heights on n- and p-type SiC for a Schottky
metal material is close to the bandgap (Eg):

𝜙Bn + 𝜙Bp ≈ Eg (6.31)

Therefore, a metal having a small work function, such as Ti, gives a high barrier height on p-type SiC.
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Figure 6.75 Barrier height versus the metal work function for p-type 4H-SiC(0001) SBDs with various
metals.

Unique device physics is involved in the reverse leakage current of SiC SBDs. In SiC, the electric
field strength in the space-charge region can be almost 10 times higher than in space-charge regions
of Si-based devices. Therefore, the band bending can be so sharp that the potential barrier can be very
thin. Figure 6.76 shows the band diagram of an n-type SiC Schottky barrier under high reverse bias.
In Si SBDs, the reverse leakage current is well described by a thermionic emission model, taking into
account the barrier height lowering by the image force [8, 328], unless the semiconductor is heavily
doped. In SiC SBDs, however, the observed leakage current density is many orders of magnitude higher
than the value calculated by the thermionic emission model (taking into account barrier height lowering).
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Figure 6.76 Band diagram of an n-type SiC Schottky barrier under high reverse bias.

At first, leakage current through crystalline defects or severe local lowering of Schottky barrier heights
was suspected. However, it turns out that there is an essential reason for the relatively large leakage
current in SiC SBDs. In SiC, the triangular-like potential barrier can be very thin because of the high
electric field (slope of the band diagram), and the leakage current is governed by thermionic field emission
(TFE) [340, 341], as shown in Figure 6.76. The leakage current density based on a TFE model can be
expressed by the following equation [341]:

JTFE =
A∗TqℏE

k

√
π

2m∗kT
exp

[
− 1

kT

{
𝜙B −

(qℏE)2

24m∗(kT)2

}]
(6.32)

Here m∗ and E are the tunneling mass of carriers and the electric field strength, respectively. Figure 6.77
shows an example of reverse I –V characteristics of a Ti/4H-SiC(n-type) SBD at various temperatures
[341]. The considerable increase in leakage current with increasing bias voltage, as well as the small
temperature dependence, can be reproduced by the TFE model. It has been reported that the leakage
current of SBDs formed on high-quality GaN(0001) can also be reproduced by the TFE model [342].
Thus, the TFE current will be dominant in SBDs on any wide-bandgap materials which exhibit high
electric field strength, such as SiC, GaN, Ga2O3, and diamond.

When the barrier height is highly inhomogeneous, abnormal I –V characteristics are observed
[343, 344]. Such an example is shown in Figure 6.78, where forward I –V characteristics of a Ti/SiC
SBD at various temperatures are plotted [344]. At room temperature, a small shoulder-like feature
is seen in the I –V characteristics, suggesting non-ideal behavior and a non-unity ideality factor. The
shoulder becomes distinct at low temperature, because the slope of the log I versus V plot (q∕nkT)
indicated in Equation 6.26 becomes sharp at low temperature. In this case, there exist small regions
where the local barrier height (𝜙B,local) is considerably lower than the main Schottky barrier (𝜙B). The
ratio of the low-𝜙B region and the total contact region is estimated from the ratio of the almost-saturated
current of the low-𝜙B component and that of the main Schottky barrier (the “saturation” is caused by a
series resistance). The ratio is approximately 10−5 in Figure 6.78. Note that the ideality factor is close
to unity for both the low-𝜙B region and the main diode. When the value of the low 𝜙B is estimated, the
corresponding area (not the main area) should be employed for the calculation. Furthermore, such a
low 𝜙B region can cause considerably increased leakage under reverse bias [345, 346]. The diode can be
regarded as a parallel connection of the main diode and a diode with low 𝜙B. Thus, the reverse leakage
current is governed by TFE through the low-𝜙B region of the diode. Note that it is difficult to detect a
low-𝜙B region by C–V or IPE measurements, since these techniques measure the average values.
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6.4.2 Ohmic Contacts to n-Type and p-Type SiC

6.4.2.1 Fundamentals

The characteristics required for ohmic contacts include low contact resistivity (or specific contact resis-
tance), surface flatness, and long-term stability. In particular, the contact resistivity is a key electrical
parameter. This is the contact resistance per unit area, measured in Ω cm2, and the voltage drop across
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the contact is thus calculated by multiplying the contact resistance by the current density (A cm−2). The
contact resistance should be negligibly small (<1%) compared with the total resistance between two main
terminals of devices (e.g., anode-cathode and drain-source). In the cathode contact of a SBD and the drain
contact of a vertical field-effect transistor (FET), the contact can cover almost all the device area (active
area). In the source contact of a vertical FET and the emitter contact of a bipolar junction transistor,
however, the contact area is usually much smaller (<20–30% of the device area), meaning that very low
contact resistivity in the range of 10−6 Ω cm2 is generally required.

Because of the wide bandgap of SiC, one can find very few contact metals with very low barrier heights.
Figure 6.79 shows the band diagram of 4H-SiC, including the vacuum level. Since the electron affinity
of 4H-SiC is about 3.8 eV [147, 176] and the bandgap 3.26 eV at room temperature, a contact metal with
a work function lower than about 4 eV is ideal for an ohmic contact to n-type 4H-SiC, and that with a
work function higher than about 7 eV is ideal for a contact to p-type. This rough sketch clearly shows
the difficulty in formation of ohmic contacts, especially on p-type 4H-SiC.

Ohmic behavior is usually achieved by using the tunneling current through the thin potential barrier in
SiC. When the tunneling current is caused primarily by electrons with energies near the Fermi level (that
is, in the case of relatively low temperature or low barrier height), the tunneling is called field emission
(FE). In the FE regime, the contact resistivity 𝜌c for an n-type semiconductor is given approximately by
the following equation [8, 347]:

𝜌C ≈
k sin(πc1kT)

A∗πqT
exp

(
𝜙B

E00

)
(6.33)

E00 =
qℏ

2

√
ND

m∗
𝜀S

(6.34)

c1 = 1
2E00

log

{
−

4
(
𝜙B − qV

)
ΔEFn

}
(6.35)

As the temperature increases, an appreciable number of electrons with energies above the Fermi level
can contribute to the tunneling. This thermally-assisted tunneling is called thermionic field emission. In
the TFE regime, the contact resistivity 𝜌c for an n-type semiconductor is given approximately by the
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following equation [8, 347]:

𝜌C ≈
k
√

E00 cosh

(
E00

kT

)
coth

(
E00

kT

)
A∗qT

√
πq(𝜙B − ΔEFn)

exp

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
𝜙B − ΔEFn

E00 coth

(
E00

kT

) +
ΔEFn

kT

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(6.36)

As seen in Equations 6.33 and 6.36, the contact resistivity is proportional to exp{𝜙B∕(ND)1∕2} in both
cases. More detailed modeling in the case of SiC is found in the literature [348, 349]. In general, the pure
FE mechanism is dominant when E00 > kT , and TFE becomes important when E00 < kT [347].

Therefore, the strategy for obtaining low contact resistivity is, in principle, simple: (i) increase the sur-
face doping density and (ii) select a metal which forms a low barrier height. In SiC, however, complicated
interface reactions are involved to reduce the high barrier heights commonly observed. Figure 6.80 shows
the contact resistivity versus the dopant density for barrier heights from 0.3 to 1.0 eV, calculated for the
contacts on n-type 4H-SiC, taking both FE and TFE currents into account. In almost all the regime, the
TFE mechanism dominates. It is clear that heavy doping (>5 × 1018 cm−3) is necessary to obtain a low
contact resistivity of 1 × 10−6 Ω cm2 for a metal with a barrier height of 0.5 eV.

A special test structure must be prepared to measure the contact resistivity. The most common struc-
ture is shown in Figure 6.81. On the top of a rectangular mesa structure, multiple rectangular contacts
are formed with varying spacing. The resistance between two terminals is measured with four probes
(two for current, two for voltage), and the measured resistance is plotted against the contact spacing.
Figure 6.82 shows an example of this plot for Ni/n-type 4H-SiC sintered at 1000 ∘C. Since the mea-
sured resistance (RT) consists of the two contact resistances and the resistance of the semiconductor, the
following equation is satisfied [207]:

RT = Rsh
d
𝑤

+ 2RC (6.37)
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where Rsh is the sheet resistance of the semiconductor, d the spacing between contacts, 𝑤 the contact
width, and RC the contact resistance given by the RT-axis intercept. LT, the linear transfer length, can be
extracted from the d-axis intercept of the plot, as shown in Figure 6.81. The contact resistivity (𝜌c) is
given by:

𝜌c = RCLT𝑤 (6.38)

Note that the sheet resistance can also be determined from the slope of the plot. This measurement is
called the linear transfer length method (TLM). This method is based on the linear transmission line
model, which takes into account the voltage and current distribution beneath contacts [207]. If the contacts
exhibit non-ohmic characteristics, some modification is required [350]. With the TLM method, con-
tact resistivities down to about 10−6 Ω cm2 can be evaluated. For more accurate measurements of the
contact resistivity in the 10−7 to 10−8 Ω cm2 range, so-called Kelvin structures must be formed [207].

In formation of good ohmic contacts, the metal chosen, and sintering after metal deposition are critical.
In the case of SiC, one must be aware of reactions between the metal and Si or C as a function of
temperature. In this sense, contact metals are classified into (i) metals which form only silicide(s) (no
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Table 6.4 Typical ohmic contacts for n- and p-type SiC
reported in the literature.

n-type p-type

Ohmic contacts Ni (sintered) Al/Ti (sintered)
Ti (sintered) Al/Ni/Ti (sintered)
Al (sintered) Al/Ti/Al (sintered)
Mo (sintered) Al/Ti/Ge (sintered)
W (sintered) AlSi (sintered)
Al/Ni (sintered) Pt (sintered)
Al/Ti (sintered) Ni (sintered)
Ni/Ti/Al (sintered) Pd (sintered)
TiC (sintered) Ta (sintered)
TiW (sintered) Si/Co (sintered)
NiCr (sintered) –

carbides), (ii) metals which form only carbide(s) (no silicides), and (iii) metals which form both silicide(s)
and carbide(s). Therefore, a metal-Si-C phase diagram is useful for selection of contact metals, and
for obtaining insights into the ohmic behavior. However, formation of silicide(s) or carbide(s) is not
always sufficient to ensure ohmic behavior in SiC, and more complicated phenomena, such as vacancy
formation and associated diffusion of carbon (or silicon) must occur to attain good ohmic contacts. This
is evidenced by the observation that non-sintered, as-deposited metal silicide or carbide on SiC usually
exhibits Schottky characteristics.

Because of the chemical inertness of SiC, the sintering process to obtain ohmic contacts is typically
performed at 900–1000 ∘C. It is a challenge to control the structure and thickness of the chemically
reacted layer at the interface. Furthermore, the reaction between the metal and SiC can lead to surface
roughening [351] which makes wire bonding difficult. Thus, the contact metal must be thin enough to
minimize the surface roughening, and additional thick layers of metals (both a barrier metal and an inter-
connecting metal) are deposited as overlays after high-temperature sintering, as shown in Figure 6.83.

So far, a variety of metals and annealing processes have been investigated for both n- and p-type SiC.
Table 6.4 shows typical ohmic contacts reported in the literature. Because of the limited space, the next
sections mainly describe common ohmic contacts: Ni for n-type SiC and Al/Ti for p-type SiC. For a
survey of ohmic contacts on SiC, please see review papers [322–327].

6.4.2.2 Ohmic Contacts to n-Type SiC

Ni is a good Schottky contact when the sintering temperature is lower than 500 ∘C on lightly doped SiC.
When sintering is carried out at above 700–800 ∘C on relatively heavily doped n-type SiC, Ni forms a
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Figure 6.84 Contact resistivity as a function of sintering temperature for Ni/n-type 4H-SiC. The thick-
ness of deposited Ni is 100 nm, and the donor density of SiC is about 2 × 1019 cm−3.

good ohmic contact [322–327, 352–358]. Figure 6.84 shows the contact resistivity as a function of sinter-
ing temperature for Ni/n-type 4H-SiC. Sintering was done for 2 min by a RTP. The thickness of deposited
Ni is 100 nm, and the donor density of SiC is about 2 × 1019 cm−3. The contact resistivity decreases sig-
nificantly with increasing sintering temperature, and is almost saturated at about 1 × 10−6 Ω cm2 above
1000 ∘C. Since Ni does not form carbides, a carbon film or clusters can be formed near the interface as
well as the metal surface. The carbon layer on the metal surface must be carefully removed (if formed)
to ensure low contact resistivity and to improve adhesion of the subsequent layer of metals. When the Ni
layer is too thin, the contact resistivity is increased. On the other hand, the surface is severely roughened
when the Ni layer is too thick. Optimum Ni thickness is about 50–100 nm. Figure 6.85 shows the contact
resistivity of Ni versus the donor density of 4H-SiC; sintering was performed at 1000 ∘C for 2 min by
RTP. To obtain a low contact resistivity (<1 × 10−5 Ω cm2), the doping concentration should be increased
to ≥1 × 1019 cm−3.

In spite of its long history, the mechanism of ohmic behavior for Ni contacts to n-type SiC is not
fully understood. Physical characterization by RBS and AES showed that Ni and SiC react to form Ni2Si
during sintering [353]. Ni2Si formation already occurs at a sintering temperature of 600 ∘C, although
the resultant contact is not ohmic. To achieve good ohmic characteristics, further sintering (typically at
higher temperature) is required. During this sintering, some carbon is accumulated near the interface and
some carbon moves up to the surface. It is suggested that the excess carbon formed near the interface
by high-temperature sintering yields a low barrier height on n-type 4H-SiC, and a role for intermediate
carbon in the ohmic behavior is argued [359]. However, further basic studies are required to elucidate
the ohmic mechanism.

Since Ni does not form carbides, the control of excess carbon is a critical issue. To overcome this issue,
Ni-Cr [360], Ti-based alloys [361, 362], Ta-based alloys [363], W-based alloys [364, 365], Co-based
alloys [366], and several multilayer structures have been investigated. At present, however, Ni is the
most popular metal for ohmic contacts employed in real device fabrication, though modifications are
made in different groups.

As predicted from the contact theory, a metal with a very low barrier height can work as an ohmic
contact without sintering (as-deposited ohmic contact) if the doping density of the semiconductor is
sufficiently high. This is true even in n-type SiC. Al and Ti are good ohmic contacts without a sintering
process if the donor density is higher than (1–2) × 1019 cm−3. The contact resistivity is approximately
10−3 to 10−4 Ω cm2 for as-deposited contacts and it can be reduced by high-temperature sintering.
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Figure 6.85 Contact resistivity of Ni versus the donor density of 4H-SiC. The sintering was performed
at 1000 ∘C for 2 min by a rapid thermal process.

In power MOSFETs and junction field-effect transistors (JFETs), a contact, which exhibits ohmic
behavior to both n-type and p-type SiC, is required to simplify the fabrication process. Such a simulta-
neous ohmic contact can be formed by using Ni when the p-type SiC is heavily doped [357, 358]. TiW
[367] or Al/Ti/Ni [368], sintered at 900–950 ∘C, also form simultaneous ohmic contacts.

6.4.2.3 Ohmic Contacts to p-Type SiC

An Al-based metal is a good ohmic contact to p-type SiC after sintering at 900–1000 ∘C. Although alu-
minum is an effective acceptor in SiC, no direct evidence on Al doping after sintering has been reported.
An obvious problem in this system is the low melting point of Al (about 630 ∘C). Because of severe
segregation of Al during high-temperature sintering, it is difficult to form uniform ohmic contacts using
a pure Al metal sintered at high temperature. To solve this problem, AlSi alloy or Al/Ti stacks have been
commonly employed [369–371]. In particular, Al/Ti and its modification (e.g., Al/Ni/Ti) are the standard
ohmic contacts to p-type SiC [369–376]. An optimized stack structure is Al (300 nm)/Ti (80 nm)/SiC
[325, 357]. Figure 6.86 shows the contact resistivity of Al/Ti versus the acceptor density of 4H-SiC; sin-
tering was performed at 1000 ∘C for 2 min by RTP. To obtain a contact resistivity <1 × 10−5 Ω cm2, the
doping concentration should be increased to ≥3 × 1019 cm−3. TEM observation revealed that Ti3SiC2

is the main phase in contact with SiC after the sintering process [377, 378]. It is, however, not very
clear how this compound contributes to the ohmic behavior. On p-type SiC, as-deposited ohmic contacts
can be obtained if the acceptor concentration is extremely high (>2 × 1020 cm−3). However, the contact
resistivity on heavily doped p-type SiC formed by Al+ implantation is always much higher than that
on heavily Al-doped epitaxial layers with the same acceptor density. Other than Al/Ti, Pd-based met-
als [379], Ni-based metals [380, 381], Ti-based metals [362], and an Al/Ti/Ge stack [377] have been
investigated.

The long-term stability of ohmic contacts has been assessed. The contact resistivity and the surface
roughness are monitored after high-temperature aging in an inert atmosphere and promising results are
reported. For example, no degradation is observed after aging at 300 ∘C for 5000 h nor at 500 ∘C for
500 h for both Ni/n-SiC and Al/Ti/p-SiC contacts [323, 325, 357]. Therefore, the ohmic contacts are
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Figure 6.86 Contact resistivity of Al/Ti versus the acceptor density of 4H-SiC. The sintering was per-
formed at 1000 ∘C for 2 min by rapid thermal process ([371] reproduced with permission from AIP
Publishing LLC).

rather stable, and the contact reliability will not be limited by degradation of ohmic contacts themselves.
Reactions between the interconnecting metal and a dielectric layer are of more concern.

6.5 Summary
Basic issues of device process technologies in SiC were described. Selective doping of donors and
acceptors by ion implantation is feasible, and relatively high activation ratio values over 90% are
obtained unless the implant dose is very high (>5 × 1015 cm−2). Formation of heavily-doped n-type SiC
is successful (sheet resistance < 100 Ω∕◽ by high-dose phosphorus implantation), while the resistivity
of heavily-doped p-type SiC formed by aluminum implantation needs further improvement. The surface
roughening during high-temperature (∼1700 ∘C) activation annealing has been greatly reduced by
employing a carbon cap. The pn junctions formed by aluminum implantation into n-type SiC and np
junctions formed by nitrogen or phosphorus implantation into p-type SiC exhibit good characteristics.
However, a high density of extended and point defects are generated inside the implanted region as well
as the tail region. Impacts of these defects on SiC device performance should be carefully investigated.
To produce lightly-doped n-type SiC with high uniformity, neutron transmutation doping (NTD), which
utilizes conversion from 29Si to 31P by neutron irradiation, is promising for the future [382].

Dry etching is relatively easy in SiC, while wet etching is not a choice for device fabrication. Both
fluorine and chlorine chemistries give reasonable results for SiC etching. SiO2 deposited by CVD is
the preferred masking material. Remaining issues include increasing the etching rate and improving the
etching selectivity against the mask material. Control of etching profiles has been tried.

Control of MOS interfaces and their accurate characterization are still big challenges. In spite of
extensive efforts to improve interface quality, the interface state density of 4H-SiC is still very high.
Although the n-channel mobility has been improved to about 40–80 cm2V–1s−1 on 4H-SiC(0001),
60–120 cm2V–1s−1 on 4H-SiC(0001), and 100–240 cm2V–1s−1 on 4H-SiC(1120) and (1100), the
mobility is significantly lower in processed power MOSFETs. Both thermal oxides and deposited oxides
have individual advantages and disadvantages. Importantly, the improvement of interface properties has
been achieved by process optimization without solid understanding of the underlying physics. Insights
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into the origin of interface states as well as the physical/chemical structure of the SiC MOS interface are
very limited. Therefore, many more fundamental experimental and theoretical studies are required in the
future. Regarding the oxide reliability, continuous progress has been made, and a sufficiently long life
(>100 years) at elevated temperature of 200–250 ∘C has been reported by several groups. However, this
still needs to be proven in real MOS devices with a large chip size.

A basic process to form Schottky and ohmic contacts has been established. Owing to the lack of surface
Fermi-level pinning, the Schottky barrier height can be well controlled over a wide range for both n-type
and p-type SiC. Ni and Al/Ti are the standard ohmic contacts to n-type and p-type SiC, respectively. To
obtain a low contact resistivity (10−6 Ω cm2), however, sintering at 950–1000 ∘C and high doping density
are required. The physical/chemical mechanism of ohmic behaviors is not fully understood at present.
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7
Unipolar and Bipolar Power Diodes

7.1 Introduction to SiC Power Switching Devices
The majority of silicon carbide devices developed to date can be grouped into three general classes: power
switching devices, microwave devices, and specialty devices (sensors, high-temperature integrated cir-
cuits, etc.). Of these, by far the most important and most fully developed are the power switching devices.
Accordingly, Chapters 7–11 will be devoted to SiC power devices, and other SiC device applications will
be considered in Chapter 12.

Power switching devices attempt to emulate an ideal switch. An ideal switch carries infinite current in
the on state with zero voltage drop, and hence zero power dissipation. In the off state it blocks infinite
voltage with zero leakage current, and it switches instantly between states using zero switching energy.
Of course, real semiconductor switches only approach these ideals, and the degree to which they achieve
these goals is indicated by the performance specifications of the device. Most critical of these are blocking
voltage, maximum on-state current, on-state and off-state power dissipation, and switching loss. Since
maximizing performance involves trade-offs between parameters, researchers have developed figures of
merit (FOMs) that define the theoretical envelope of maximum performance and quantify the degree
to which actual devices approach these theoretical limits. Device performance depends on fundamental
material parameters, as well as on device parameters such as dopings, physical dimensions, and so on.
SiC is of interest because its fundamental material parameters, especially its high breakdown field, result
in theoretical performance that is orders of magnitude higher than silicon.

To begin, let us consider blocking voltage, and the relationship between blocking voltage and on-state
power dissipation. Since all power devices support their terminal voltage in the off-state by means of
a reverse-biased pn junction (or a reverse-biased metal–semiconductor junction), we will first consider
the voltage limits of reverse-biased pn junctions.

7.1.1 Blocking Voltage

Consider a p+∕n− one-sided step junction under reverse bias. If the doping is highly asymmetrical, we
can assume all the depletion occurs on the n− side, and the electric field profile is as shown in Figure 7.1.
The reverse voltage can be increased until the maximum field EM equals the critical field for avalanche
breakdown EC, at which point breakdown occurs. The blocking voltage is the integral of the electric field
at this point, or

VB = ECxDB∕2 (7.1)

Fundamentals of Silicon Carbide Technology: Growth, Characterization, Devices, and Applications, First Edition.
Tsunenobu Kimoto and James A. Cooper.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd. Published 2014 by John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd.
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Figure 7.1 Electric field profile in a p+∕n− one-sided step junction. The maximum field EM occurs at
the junction, and the depletion width into the n− region is xD.
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Figure 7.2 Electric field profiles at breakdown in a p+∕n−∕n+ diode for several dopings. As the doping
in the n− region is reduced, the depletion region becomes wider and eventually reaches the n+ region,
whereupon the field profile becomes trapezoidal.

where xDB is the depletion width at breakdown. If the blocking voltage is large compared to the built-in
potential, the depletion width of a one-sided step junction at breakdown can be written

xDB =
√

2𝜀SVB∕(qND) (7.2)

where 𝜀S is the semiconductor dielectric constant and ND is the doping on the lightly-doped side. Using
Equation 7.1 to eliminate xDB in Equation 7.2 allows us to solve for VB,

VB = (𝜀SE2
C)∕(2qND) (7.3)

Equation 7.3 tells us that the blocking voltage of a p+∕n− junction of a given doping is proportional to
the square of the critical field. The critical field in SiC is almost an order-of-magnitude higher than in
silicon, so the blocking voltage for a given doping will be almost two orders-of-magnitude higher than
in silicon.

Suppose the n− region is designed with a finite thickness WN. Using Equation 7.3 we can get a rela-
tionship between blocking voltage and doping as a function of WN. To see the basic features, let’s first
assume that the critical field is independent of doping, that is, a known constant. In this case, Equation 7.3
tells us that blocking voltage is inversely proportional to doping, that is, we can double the blocking volt-
age by halving the doping. However, each time we do this, Equation 7.2 tells us we also double the
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Figure 7.3 Blocking voltage as a function of doping with epilayer width as a parameter ([1] reproduced
with permission from IEEE).

depletion width at breakdown xDB. Eventually xDB will exceed WN, at which point our simple picture has
to be revised. If the n− region is terminated in a heavily-doped n+ region, the depletion region will not
extend very far into the n+ region, and the field profile will go from triangular to trapezoidal, as shown
in Figure 7.2. As we further reduce the doping, the field trapezoid will approach a rectangle of height EC

and width WN, whereupon the blocking voltage will become

VB,MAX = ECWN (7.4)

Figure 7.3 shows a plot of VB versus doping in 4H-SiC for several fixed values of WN. These curves are
calculated using the ionization integral (to be discussed in Section 10.1), and include the actual doping
dependence of EC. The maximum possible blocking voltage for a fixed WN is achieved by making the
doping small. However, this has an undesirable effect on the on-state power dissipation, as explained next.

For a unipolar device, where current flow is due solely to majority carriers, the analysis is particularly
simple. Assuming negligible contribution from the junction voltage drop, the on-state power dissipation
per unit area within the device can be written

PON = RON,SPJ2
ON (7.5)

where JON is the on-state current density and RON,SP is the specific on-resistance, defined as the
resistance-area product, in units of Ω cm2. For the p+∕n− one-sided step-junction, the on-resistance
arises primarily from the resistance of the lightly-doped n− region, and we can write

RON,SP = 𝜌WN = WN∕(q𝜇NN+
D) (7.6)

where 𝜌 is the resistivity, 𝜇N the electron mobility in the direction of current flow, and ND
+ the ionized

dopant concentration in the n− region. Clearly, reducing ND to achieve the maximum blocking voltage
increases the specific on-resistance and the on-state power dissipation. As designers, how do we decide
where the optimum lies? The answer is to maximize the unipolar power device figure of merit (FOM).
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7.1.2 Unipolar Power Device Figure of Merit

A useful figure of merit for all power devices is the product of blocking voltage and on-state current,
since an “ideal” power switch would maximize both. Thus we can write

FOM = IONVB = AJONVB (7.7)

where A is the area of the device and JON is the on-state current density. The maximum allowable power
dissipation PMAX is determined by the thermal capability of the package, the heat sink temperature, and
the maximum allowable junction temperature of the device. For a unipolar device we can attribute the
majority of power dissipation to the on-state power PON. In this case, the maximum JON is obtained from
Equation 7.5 as

JON =
√

PMAX∕RON,SP (7.8)

and our FOM can be written

FOM = A
√

PMAX

(
V2

B∕RON,SP

)
(7.9)

There are three factors in this FOM. The device area A is limited by material quality and fabri-
cation technology, and ultimately by manufacturing yield. The maximum power dissipation PMAX

is limited by the thermal capability of the package and the maximum junction temperature of the
device; using a package with a lower thermal resistance would increase the FOM. The remaining
factor, V2

B∕RON,SP, represents the unipolar device FOM, and it is the goal of the designer to maximize
this ratio.

The device FOM for a unipolar device can be calculated as follows. From Equation 7.3 we can write

ND =
(
𝜀SE2

C

)
∕
(
2qVB

)
(7.10)

We assume a non-punch-through design, such as shown in Figure 7.1, where the electric field profile is
triangular. To minimize on-resistance, we reduce the n− region thickness WN so that it just equals xDB.
In this case, Equation 7.1 yields

WN = 2VB∕EC (7.11)

Now inserting Equations 7.10 and 7.11 into Equation 7.6, and assuming complete ionization of the donor
impurities, we have

RON.SP =
(
4V2

B

)
∕
(
𝜇N𝜀SE3

C

)
(7.12)

Equation 7.12 tells us that the specific on-resistance of an optimally designed non-punch-through unipo-
lar device increases as the square of the desired blocking voltage, and is inversely proportional to the
cube of the critical field. Since the critical field in 4H-SiC is almost an order-of-magnitude higher than
in silicon, the on-resistance for a given blocking voltage will be almost 1000 times lower. This accounts
for the great interest in developing power devices in this material (although the actual reduction in RON,SP

is closer to 400× due to the lower 𝜇N in SiC.) Finally, to write the desired unipolar device FOM, we can
rearrange Equation 7.12 to yield

V2
B∕RON,SP =

(
𝜇N𝜀SE3

C

)
∕4 (7.13)

Equation 7.13 represents the maximum possible FOM for an optimally designed non-punch-through
unipolar device [for a punch-through design, replace the 4 by (3/2)3]. Real devices can only approach
this theoretical limit, and comparing the actual measured V2

B∕RON,SP to the theoretical limit given by
Equation 7.13 is a useful indication of design and processing optimization. Note that the theoretical FOM
depends on fundamental material constants, and not on specific device parameters. We will discuss how
to achieve an optimal design in Section 10.2.
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7.1.3 Bipolar Power Device Figure of Merit

The above discussion provides guidelines for optimizing the performance of unipolar devices, but how do
we modify our thinking when dealing with bipolar devices, and how do we compare unipolar and bipolar
devices for the same application? In bipolar devices, current flow involves both majority and minority
carriers. A simple example is a p+∕n −∕n+ diode. If the n− region is very lightly doped, we can think
of this as a p +∕“intrinsic”∕n+ or “pin” diode. In the previous discussion we assumed the current in the
n− region consisted only of majority carrier electrons, but in a pin diode the current in the middle region
includes both holes injected from the p+ region and electrons injected from the n+ region. The presence
of both types of carriers in this region significantly reduces the resistivity 𝜌 given by

𝜌 = 1∕(q𝜇Nn + q𝜇Pp) (7.14)

This “conductivity modulation” can lead to a large reduction in the on-state power dissipation, as shown
by inserting Equation 7.14 into Equation 7.6, and Equation 7.6 into Equation 7.5. However, in a bipo-
lar device we also have to consider power dissipation due to switching transients. This is because the
minority carriers stored in the lightly-doped region need to be removed when the device turns off. This
removal process involves recombination, drift, and diffusion, and as long as the carrier density remains
high, the resistivity remains low. The low resistivity allows a significant reverse current to flow until all
carriers have been removed. This reverse current, in turn, leads to a significant transient power dissi-
pation. A quantitative analysis typically requires transient computer simulations that include the power
dissipation in the external circuit elements, but the main point here is that power is dissipated during
each switching event. It is convenient to consider the integral of the transient power over the switching
event, or the switching energy ESW. It is important to include both turn-on and turn-off events, although
the turn-off energy is usually much larger than the turn-on energy. The switching power dissipation is
then proportional to switching frequency f ,

PSW = ESWf (7.15)

We can now generalize our power device FOM given by Equation 7.7. The switching energy is a
function of the carrier densities in the n− region established during the on state, and these densities
depend on the on-state current JON, so we can write

ESW = EOFF

(
JON

)
+ EON

(
JON

)
(7.16)

where the exact dependence of EOFF and EON on the on-state current JON is best established by transient
computer simulations. The total power dissipation is the sum of the on-state power, off-state power, and
switching power, so we can write

PTOTAL = PON

(
JON

)
𝛿 + POFF (1 − 𝛿) + ESW

(
JON

)
f (7.17)

where δ is the duty cycle. In the case of a unipolar device, PON is given by Equation 7.5, POFF is usually
negligible, and ESW(JON) is established by computer simulations. In the case of a bipolar device, PON

may be a nonlinear function of JON (such as in a pn diode), and ESW(JON) is established by computer
simulations. Again, POFF is usually negligible. In any event, setting PTOTAL in Equation 7.17 equal to the
power dissipation limit of the package establishes an upper limit for JON at a given switching frequency
f and duty cycle 𝛿. At very low frequencies the switching loss can be ignored, but at high frequencies
the switching loss can become the dominant loss.

Although the analysis for a bipolar device is more complicated than for a unipolar device, the basic
procedure is similar. For a given desired blocking voltage, the bipolar device that meets that blocking
voltage is evaluated to determine how PON and ESW depend on JON. Given the switching frequency, we
can calculate PTOTAL(JON) using Equation 7.17 and adjust JON so that PTOTAL equals the power dissipation
limit of the package. The resulting current density JON then becomes our FOM; the device with the highest
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current density at the required switching frequency and blocking voltage wins. This technique can be used
to compare bipolar devices to other bipolar devices, or to make a fair comparison between bipolar and
unipolar devices for the same intended application.

A critical aspect of device design is to achieve a blocking voltage as close as possible to the theoretical
plane-junction blocking voltage in Figure 7.3. Every real device has edges, and field crowding at the
edges can reduce the actual blocking voltage to a small fraction of the value in Figure 7.3. This problem
is mitigated by various types of edge terminations, as will be discussed in Section 10.1.

Having presented the general considerations in the design and optimization of unipolar and bipolar
devices, we now turn to a discussion of specific devices, beginning with the Schottky diode.

7.2 Schottky Barrier Diodes (SBDs)
The Schottky barrier diode (SBD) is a rectifying metal–semiconductor contact whose band diagram is
illustrated in Figure 7.4. The main features that distinguish a Schottky diode from an ohmic contact
are the work function 𝛷M of the metal and the doping of the semiconductor. In a Schottky contact,
the work function places the metal Fermi level near the middle of the semiconductor bandgap. This
creates a barrier to carrier injection from the metal into either band of the semiconductor, so current
can only flow by the injection of majority carriers from the semiconductor into the metal. This insures
unidirectionality of current and produces a rectifying current–voltage relationship. Likewise, the doping
of the semiconductor must not be too high. If the doping is high, the depletion width in the semiconductor
will be very small, and electrons can tunnel between the majority carrier band of the semiconductor and
states at the same energy in the metal, leading to ohmic, or non-rectifying, behavior.

The theory of current flow in the SBD is developed in many textbooks, and the derivation will not be
repeated here. The current density can be written

J = A∗T2 exp(−𝛷B∕kT)[exp(qVJ∕kT) − 1] (7.18)

where A∗ is the modified Richardson’s constant for the semiconductor given by

A∗ = 4πqm∗
Nk2∕h3 (7.19)

Here 𝛷B is the metal–semiconductor barrier height shown in Figure 7.4, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T
is absolute temperature, mN

∗ (or mP
∗) is the majority carrier effective mass, h is Planck’s constant, and

VJ is the voltage drop (or the offset in Fermi levels) across the junction. A∗ is usually determined by
experiment, and for 4H-SiC is approximately 145 A cm−2 K−2 [2]. The factors preceding the term in
square brackets in Equation 7.18 constitute the saturation current, and it is notable that the current scales

EC

EV

EF

EVAC

ψBI

χ

𝜙M

𝜙B

Figure 7.4 Band diagram of a Schottky diode on an n-type semiconductor. EVAC is the vacuum level,
𝛷M is the metal work function, 𝜒 is the electron affinity of the semiconductor, 𝛷B is the barrier height
for electrons, and 𝜓BI is the built-in potential of the junction.
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Table 7.1 Experimentally measured 𝛷B0 of metals on 4H-SiC.

Metal Face 𝛷B0(C − V) 𝛷B0(I − V) References

Ni Si 1.70 1.60 [3]
Ni Si – 1.30 [1]
Ni Si – 1.4–1.5 [4]
Au Si 1.80 1.73 [3]
Ti Si 1.15 1.10 [3]
Ti Si – 0.80 [1]
Ni C – 1.55 [5]
Au C – 1.88 [5]
Ti C – 1.20 [5]

exponentially with barrier height 𝛷B. Clearly, reducing the barrier height increases both forward and
reverse current dramatically.

An important correction needs to be made to Equation 7.18 to account for Schottky barrier lowering,
in which the effective barrier height𝛷B is reduced by the electric field at the surface of the semiconductor.
This is especially important when the electric field is high, as under reverse-bias conditions. The effective
barrier height can be written as

𝛷B = 𝛷B0 − q
√

q|ES|∕(4π𝜀S) (7.20)

where 𝛷B0 is the barrier height at zero field, ES is the electric field in the semiconductor at the surface,
and 𝜀S is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor. With this correction, the reverse current in the
SBD does not saturate, but continues to increase gradually until breakdown. Since the second term in
Equation 7.20 is independent of barrier height, the effect is more pronounced when the zero-field barrier
height𝛷B0 is low. For this reason it is important to ensure adequate𝛷B0. Table 7.1 lists the barrier height
of various metals on 4H-SiC as measured by both C–V and I –V techniques.

The on-state voltage drop of a Schottky diode consists of the junction drop VJ plus the voltage drop
across the lightly-doped drift region and the heavily-doped substrate. VJ for a given JON is given by
Equation 7.18, and the voltage drop across the drift region and substrate is

(VDR + VSUB) = JON(RDR,SP + RSUB,SP) (7.21)

where RDR,SP is given by Equation 7.6. Figure 7.5 shows measured forward current–voltage characteris-
tics of Ni and Ti Schottky diodes as a function of temperature [1]. The higher current of the Ti diode is due
to its lower barrier height, and the current increases with temperature, as predicted by Equation 7.18. The
current saturation at high forward currents is due to the resistance of the drift region. This occurs because
VDR in Equation 7.21 increases linearly with current, while the junction voltage VJ in Equation 7.18
increases as the logarithm of current. At sufficiently high current the drift region voltage dominates, and
the current–voltage characteristic becomes linear. In this region the specific on-resistance becomes the
limiting factor, and must be minimized. Minimization of RON,SP in unipolar devices for a given blocking
voltage will be discussed in Section 10.2.

A major advantage of the Schottky diode over the pin diode is the lower VJ at a given JON. Roughly
speaking, the junction voltage drop in a SiC pin diode at high currents is close to the bandgap energy,
or about 3 V, whereas in a Schottky diode it is close to the barrier height, or around 0.5–1 V. Figure 7.6
shows the current–voltage characteristics of a SiC SBD and a SiC pin diode for a designed blocking volt-
age of 2400 V. The bend-over in the SBD characteristics at high currents is due to the resistance of the
lightly-doped drift region. In the case of the pin diode, the drift region resistance is reduced by conduc-
tivity modulation, as will be discussed in the next section. We see that for currents below 1000 A cm−2,
the SBD has a lower voltage drop, and hence a lower on-state power dissipation at a given current.
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perature ([1] reproduced with permission from IEEE). The lower turn-on voltage of the titanium diode is
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culated using Equations 7.51 and 7.57–7.59.

The most important advantage of the SBD over the pin diode, and the main reason for using the Schot-
tky diode, is the lack of minority carrier injection, leading to a very fast turn-off and low switching energy
ESW. For this reason, SiC SBDs are now being used in place of silicon pin diodes in high-frequency
applications such as switched-mode power supplies, where switching loss is an issue. This is illus-
trated in Figure 7.7, which shows reverse recovery transients for a silicon pin diode and a Ni/4H-SiC
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Figure 7.8 Reverse current–voltage relationships of Ni and Ti Schottky diodes as a function of tem-
perature ([1] reproduced with permission from IEEE). The higher reverse current in the Ti diodes results
from the lower barrier height 𝛷B0.

Schottky diode at 150 ∘C in an inductively-loaded test circuit driven by a silicon IGBT (insulated gate
bipolar transistor) [6]. The recovery transient of the Schottky diode is very short due to its lack of
stored charge.

The very small switching loss of the SBD has to be balanced against the larger reverse leakage cur-
rent that can lead to non-negligible off-state power dissipation. Reverse leakage in a Schottky diode is
primarily due to thermionic field emission of carriers from the metal into the semiconductor, and is exac-
erbated by the barrier-lowering effect. The reverse currents of Ni and Ti Schottky diodes on 4H-SiC are
shown in Figure 7.8 at several temperatures [1]. The reverse current is higher for the Ti diode due to its
lower barrier height 𝛷B0, and the current increases with temperature, as predicted by Equation 7.18. By
comparison, the reverse leakage in a pin diode is due primarily to thermal generation, and is extremely
small in SiC due to the wide bandgap.
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Figure 7.9 Loci of equal performance for Schottky and pin diodes as a function of the power dissipation
limit of the package ([7] reproduced with permission from IEEE). For areas to the left and above the loci,
the Schottky diode provides the highest current density, and hence is the preferred device. For areas below
the loci, the pin diode is preferred.

Taking all these factors into account, the performance of SiC SBDs can be quantitatively compared to
SiC pin diodes as follows: First select a blocking voltage VB, and design both SBD and pin diode to meet
this VB specification. Then calculate the on-state power dissipation PON as a function of on-state current
density JON. Next calculate the switching energy ESW as a function of JON using computer simulations.
Then use Equation 7.17 to calculate the maximum current density JON at each frequency such that the
total power dissipation PTOTAL equals the specified package limit, for example, 300 W cm−2. At any given
switching frequency and blocking voltage, the device with the higher current density is the preferred
device. Using this procedure we can construct a map of relative performance of the SiC SBD and SiC
pin diode in a two-dimensional parameter space of blocking voltage and switching frequency. Such a
comparison is shown in Figure 7.9 [7]. Here we compare 4H-SiC Schottky diodes and pin diodes at
several package thermal limits, assuming a 50% duty cycle and a 50% derating factor on blocking voltage.
In regions above the lines, the SBD meets the blocking voltage and switching frequency specifications
with a higher JON than the pin diode, and hence is the preferred device. The SBD is the better device at
low blocking voltages and high switching frequencies, whereas the pin diode is better at high blocking
voltages and low frequencies. For a package thermal limit of 200 W/cm2, the SBD is preferred at any
blocking voltage if the switching frequency is above about 8 kHz.

It is reasonable to ask, “If Schottky diodes are preferred over pin diodes at high switching frequencies,
why not simply use silicon Schottky diodes?” It turns out that silicon SBDs are not suitable for high-voltage
applications because of their high reverse leakage currents. SiC Schottky diodes have a significant advan-
tage over silicon SBDs in terms of reverse leakage current due to the higher barrier heights in SiC. In
4H-SiC, 𝛷B0 can theoretically be as large as half the bandgap, or 1.6 V, whereas in silicon𝛷B0 is limited
to 0.56 V. Since reverse leakage scales exponentially with 𝛷B, the additional ∼1 V of barrier height in
SiC reduces the reverse current by 17 orders of magnitude at room temperature. The limited barrier height
effectively restricts silicon SBDs to applications where the required blocking voltage is very low.

7.3 pn and pin Junction Diodes
PN and pin diodes are junction diodes whose doping profiles and band diagrams are shown in Figure 7.10.
PN diode theory is covered in elementary semiconductor device textbooks and the equations will not
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Figure 7.10 Structure, doping profile, and band diagrams of (a) pn and (b) pin diodes in equilibrium.

be derived here. Because of their importance in power switching applications, our discussion will
concentrate on pin diodes. PiN diodes are used for power switching because a thick, lightly-doped
region is needed to produce a high blocking voltage, as can be seen in Figure 7.3. As an illustrative
example, Figure 7.3 shows that to achieve a plane-junction breakdown of 3.5 kV requires a 20 μm thick
drift region doped below ∼1015 cm−3. In practical terms, we will refer to such a lightly-doped region as
an “i” region, even though it is not truly intrinsic.

In a pn diode under forward bias, the applied terminal voltage lowers the potential barriers confining
electrons to the n region and holes to the p region. As a result, electrons from the n region flow into the p
region where they are minority carriers, while holes from the p region flow into the n region where they
are minority carriers. The current is determined by the rate at which electrons injected into the p region
and holes injected into the n region can diffuse away from the junction. Assuming the minority carrier
densities are low compared to the majority carrier densities (“low-level injection”), these diffusion rates
are calculated by solving the minority carrier diffusion equations in the respective n and p neutral regions.
To do this, it is convenient to express the electron and hole densities in terms of their equilibrium values
plus their deviations from equilibrium,

n = n0 + Δn p = p0 + Δp (7.22)

where n, p are the total carrier densities, n0, p0 are the carrier densities in equilibrium, and Δn,Δp are the
excess carrier densities, that is, the deviations from equilibrium. The minority carrier diffusion equations
in one dimension can then be written

𝜕Δn
𝜕t

= DN
𝜕

2Δn
𝜕x2

− Δn
𝜏N

+ GL, p-type material

𝜕Δp

𝜕t
= DP

𝜕
2Δp

𝜕x2
−

Δp

𝜏P

+ GL, n-type material

(7.23)

where DN,P are the diffusion coefficients for electrons and holes, 𝜏N,P are the lifetimes of electrons and
holes as minority carriers, and GL is the generation rate due to light, if the sample is illuminated. The
first term on the right-hand side is the rate of change of the carrier density due to diffusion, the second
term is the rate of change due to recombination/generation, and the third term is the rate of change due
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to photogeneration. In steady-state, the time derivatives on the left-hand side are zero, and the general
solutions can be written:

Δn (x) = A1 exp
(
x∕LN

)
+ A2 exp

(
−x∕LN

)
+ 𝜏NGL, LN =

√
DN𝜏N

Δp (x) = B1 exp
(
x∕LP

)
+ B2 exp

(
−x∕LP

)
+ 𝜏PGL, LP =

√
DP𝜏P

(7.24)

where LN,P are defined as the minority carrier diffusion lengths. The constants A1,2 and B1,2 are chosen
so that the solutions satisfy the boundary condition imposed by the “law of the junction”, namely that
the pn product within the depletion region be given by

pn = n2
i exp

(
qVJ∕kT

)
(7.25)

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration and VJ is the applied voltage, or equivalently, the splitting
of the quasi-Fermi levels across the junction. Solution of the minority carrier diffusion equations subject
to these boundary conditions in the dark (GL = 0) leads directly to the Shockley diode equation

J = qn2
i

(
DN

LNN−
A

+
DP

LPN+
D

)[
exp

(
qVJ∕kT

)
− 1

]
(7.26)

Here, N−
A and N+

D are the ionized doping concentrations of the p- and n-sides of the junction, respectively.
In 4H-SiC, the p-type dopants have relatively high ionization energies, and are not fully ionized at room
temperature. The n-type dopants are shallow levels, and are nearly 100% ionized at room temperature
and above. Incomplete ionization in 4H-SiC is discussed more fully in Appendix A. The diffusion lengths
in Equation 7.26 are given by

LN,P =
√

DN,P𝜏N,P (7.27)

where 𝜏N,P are the electron and hole minority carrier lifetimes. Equation 7.26 accounts for diffusion
currents under both forward- and reverse-bias conditions, provided low-level injection can be assumed,
that is, the forward voltage is not too large. An additional term needs to be added to account for
generation–recombination in the depletion region, but this term is only important at low currents and
will not be needed for this discussion.

Similarly, in a pin diode, forward current consists of electrons that flow from the n+ region into the “i”
layer and holes that flow from the p+ region into the “i” layer. Here the similarity to the pn diode ends,
because the minority carrier densities in the “i” layer immediately exceed the doping density, result-
ing in high-level injection conditions that preclude the use of the minority carrier diffusion equations.
Instead, we must solve the electron and hole continuity equations in a self-consistent manner. Fortu-
nately, by making some simple assumptions we can arrive at the high-level equivalent of the minority
carrier diffusion equations, namely, the ambipolar diffusion equation. This equation can then be solved
in the “i” region to obtain information on carrier densities, electrostatic potential, and current. The devel-
opment is straightforward, but the reader who is more interested in the “bottom line” can skip ahead to
Equation 7.39 without loss of understanding.

7.3.1 High-Level Injection and the Ambipolar Diffusion Equation

Assuming uniform doping and one-dimensional current flow, the continuity equations for electrons and
holes can be written

𝜕Δn
𝜕t

= 1
q

𝜕JN

𝜕x
+ G

𝜕Δp

𝜕t
= −1

q

𝜕JP

𝜕x
+ G

(7.28)
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where G is the local electron-hole net generation rate (or recombination rate, if negative), and JN,P are
the electron and hole current densities given by

JN = q𝜇NnE + qDN
𝜕Δn
𝜕x

JP = q𝜇PpE − qDP

𝜕Δp

𝜕x

(7.29)

Inserting Equation 7.29 into Equation 7.28 yields

𝜕Δn
𝜕t

= 𝜇N
𝜕

𝜕x
(nE) + DN

𝜕
2Δn
𝜕x2

+ G

𝜕Δp

𝜕t
= −𝜇P

𝜕

𝜕x
(pE) + DP

𝜕
2Δp

𝜕x2
+ G

(7.30)

We now assume that charge neutrality holds at every point, that is, that the electron and hole densities
adjust so that at every point Δn(x) ≈ Δp(x). This is equivalent to assuming the electric field is uniform
with position. For simplicity, we also assume the sample is in the dark, so G only consists of thermal
generation/recombination. We then multiply Equations 7.30 by (𝜇P p) and (𝜇N n) respectively, add the two
equations, and use the Einstein relation: DN,P = kT∕q 𝜇N,P. The result is the desired ambipolar diffusion
equation,

𝜕Δp

𝜕t
= DA

𝜕
2Δp

𝜕x2
−

Δp

𝜏A

−

(
n − p

n∕𝜇p + p∕𝜇N

)
E
𝜕Δp

𝜕x
(7.31)

Here, DA is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient given by

DA =
n + p

n∕DP + p∕DN

(7.32)

and 𝜏A is the ambipolar lifetime given by

𝜏A = −Δp∕G (7.33)

Equation 7.31 is written in terms of Δp, but since we have assumed Δn = Δp, it applies to Δn as well.
To apply Equation 7.31 to the “i” region of a pin diode under forward bias in the dark, we assume

high-level injection exists so that the excess carrier densities are much larger than their equilibrium val-
ues, that is, Δn ≫ n0 and Δp ≫ p0. This allows us to set n(x) ≈ Δn(x) and p(x) ≈ Δp(x). Assuming
charge neutrality, Δn(x) ≈ Δp(x), and we can write

DA =
(

Δn + Δp

Δn∕DP + Δp∕DN

)
=

2DNDP

DN + DP

(7.34)

The Shockley–Read–Hall thermal generation/recombination rate is given by

G =
n2

i − pn

𝜏P(n + n1) + 𝜏N(p + p1)
(7.35)

where
n1 = ni exp

[(
ET − Ei

)
∕kT

]
p1 = ni exp

[(
Ei − ET

)
∕kT

] (7.36)

for R–G centers at energy ET in the bandgap. Under high-level injection conditions, Equation 7.35 can
be simplified to

G =
−Δp2

𝜏PΔp + 𝜏NΔp
= −

Δp

𝜏N + 𝜏p

= −
Δp

𝜏A

(7.37)
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where the ambipolar lifetime defined by Equation 7.33 becomes

𝜏A = 𝜏N + 𝜏P (7.38)

The ambipolar diffusion equation given by Equation 7.31 can now be written

𝜕Δp

𝜕t
= DA

𝜕
2Δp

𝜕x2
−

Δp

𝜏A

(7.39)

Equation 7.39 has the same form as the familiar minority-carrier diffusion equations used under low-level
injection conditions, Equation 7.23, with the DN,P coefficients replaced by DA, the 𝜏N,P coefficients
replaced by 𝜏A, and GL set to zero. DA and 𝜏A are computable constants given by Equations 7.34 and
7.38, respectively.

7.3.2 Carrier Densities in the “i” Region

Having derived the ambipolar diffusion equation in a form to describe the “i” region of the pin diode under
high-level injection conditions, we now wish to solve Equation 7.39 subject to the appropriate boundary
conditions. The situation is illustrated in Figure 7.11, where an x coordinate system is defined. Assuming
steady-state conditions so that 𝜕Δp∕𝜕t = 0, the general solution to Equation 7.39 can be written

Δn (x) = Δp (x) = C1 sinh
(
x∕LA

)
+ C2 cosh

(
x∕LA

)
(7.40)

where LA is the ambipolar diffusion length given by

LA =
√

DA𝜏A (7.41)

and C1 and C2 are constants to be determined by the boundary conditions. Equation 7.40 and many of the
equations to be developed below are written using hyperbolic functions. These functions are a convenient
shorthand for the sum or difference of two exponential terms. Properties of hyperbolic functions and
identities involving hyperbolic functions can be found in Appendix B. That Equation 7.40 is a solution
to Equation 7.39 can be confirmed by direct substitution. We now assume unity injection efficiency at the
boundaries x = ±d. This allows us to set JN(−d) = JP(+d) = 0. With this insight, we can set JTOTAL =
JN(+d) = JP(−d) and note that JTOTAL is uniform throughout the “i” region in steady state.

To establish the boundary condition at x = +d, we note that

JN (+d) = JTOTAL = q𝜇Nn (d)E (d) + qDN
𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=d

JP (+d) = 0 = q𝜇Pp (d)E (d) − qDP

𝜕p

𝜕x

||||x=d

(7.42)

p+ n+i

+d–d 0

x

JN(+d)JP(–d)
JTOTAL

VA >> 0

Figure 7.11 Structure of the pin diode with the x coordinate system and injected carriers depicted.
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Making use of the fact that n(x) ≈ p(x) in the “i” region due to charge neutrality, we can solve the second
equation for the electric field at x = +d:

E(d) = kT
q

1
n(d)

𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=d
(7.43)

Substituting Equation 7.43 into the first Equation 7.42 and solving for 𝜕n∕𝜕x at x = +d yields the desired
boundary condition at x = +d,

𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=d
=

JTOTAL

2qDN

(7.44)

Using a similar approach at x = −d, we obtain the second boundary condition as

𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=−d
= −

JTOTAL

2qDP

(7.45)

Returning to the general solution, Equation 7.40, we apply the boundary conditions in Equations 7.44
and 7.45 to eliminate the constants C1 and C2, and after some algebra we find that

Δn(x) = Δp(x) =
𝜏AJTOTAL

2qLA

[
cosh

(
x∕LA

)
sinh(d∕LA)

− B
sinh(x∕LA)
cosh(d∕LA)

]
(7.46)

where
B =

𝜇N − 𝜇P

𝜇N + 𝜇P

(7.47)

represents the fractional asymmetry in electron and hole mobilities. Figure 7.12 shows the carrier den-
sities in the “i” region normalized to the pre-factor in Equation 7.46, for several ratios of b = 𝜇N∕𝜇P.

The carrier distributions become asymmetrical when 𝜇N ≠ 𝜇P due to the second term in brackets in
Equation 7.46.
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Figure 7.12 Δn(x) ≈ Δp(x) in the “i” region of a pin diode as a function of b = 𝜇N∕𝜇P for d∕LA = 0.5
and 2.0. In 4H-SiC, b ≈ 7.5.
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7.3.3 Potential Drop across the “i” Region

Having solved for the carrier densities in the “i” region as a function of current, we now wish to determine
the total electrostatic potential drop Δ𝜓i across the “i” region. To do this, we first solve for the electric
field E(x) in the “i” region. Let’s rewrite the current Equation 7.29 in the form

JN(x) = q𝜇N

(
nE + kT

q
𝜕n
𝜕x

)

JP(x) = q𝜇P

(
nE − kT

q
𝜕n
𝜕x

) (7.48)

Adding the two equations to get the total current,

JTOTAL = qn(𝜇N + 𝜇P)E + kT(𝜇N − 𝜇P)
𝜕n
𝜕x

(7.49)

Solving Equation 7.49 for the electric field E(x) yields

E(x) =
JTOTAL

q(𝜇N + 𝜇P)n
− kT

q
B

1
n
𝜕n
𝜕x

(7.50)

The first term in Equation 7.50 is the ohmic voltage drop due to the resistivity of the “i” region with carrier
densities n(x) ≈ p(x), and the second term represents the asymmetry due to unequal electron and hole
mobilities. Note that since n(x) ≈ Δn(x) is proportional to current JTOTAL, as shown by Equation 7.46,
the electric field E(x) is independent of current so long as high-level injection conditions prevail. This
is remarkable, because it suggests that in high-level injection the voltage drop across the “i” region is
independent of current. The total electrostatic potential drop across the “i” region can be obtained by
integrating Equation 7.50 with respect to distance from x = −d to x = +d. Inserting Equation 7.46 into
Equation 7.50 and integrating, we arrive at the desired result:

Δ𝜓i =
kT
q

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
8b

(b + 1)2

sinh(d∕LA)√
1 − B2tanh2(d∕LA)

tan−1[
√

1 − B2tanh2(d∕LA) sinh(d∕LA)]

+B ln

[
1 + Btanh2 (d∕LA

)
1 − Btanh2(d∕LA)

]⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
(7.51)

We use 𝜓 for electrostatic potentials (or band banding) and V for voltages (electrochemical potentials,
or equivalently, Fermi levels). Equation 7.51 is unwieldy, but it depends only upon device parameters
and material constants, and is clearly independent of current. Figure 7.13 is a plot of Equation 7.51 for
several values of the mobility ratio b = 𝜇N∕𝜇P. For lightly-doped 4H-SiC, b ≈ 7.5.

Figure 7.14 is a plot of electric field and electrostatic potential versus position for d∕LA = 2, using
Equation 7.50 and material parameters typical of lightly-doped 4H-SiC at room temperature. The asym-
metry in E(x) is due to the difference in electron and hole mobilities. Under high-level injection, the
electric field in the “i” region is independent of current, and the magnitude is small (≤26 V cm−1). It is
also positive, indicating the electric field sends electrons toward the p+ region and holes toward the n+
region. This is opposite to the field polarity under low-level injection. The total potential drop across the
“i” layer is about 172 mV, as can be verified using Equation 7.51.
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Figure 7.14 Electric field and electrostatic potential versus position for d∕LA = 2. The electric field is
asymmetrical because of the difference in electron and hole mobilities.

7.3.4 Current–Voltage Relationship

To complete our analysis of the forward-bias current in the pin diode, we need to add to Δ𝜓i the potential
drops across the p+∕i and n+∕i junctions. To aid in this analysis, we refer to the schematic band dia-
gram of Figure 7.15 showing the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels throughout the structure. The total
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Figure 7.15 Band diagram of the pin diode under forward bias. The electric field in the “i” region is
positive, taking electrons toward the p+ side and holes toward the n+ side. The terminal voltage VA is
the sum of VP(−d),Δ𝜓i, and VN(+d).

voltage drop across the junctions is the offset between FP on the left side and FN on the right side. The
electrostatic potential drop across the “i” region Δ𝜓i given by Equation 7.51 is the total band bending
across the “i” region. We designate VP(−d) as the difference between FP and Ei at x = −d, and VN(+d)
as the difference between FN and Ei at x = +d. These are known as the chemical potentials for holes
and electrons, respectively. We can obtain the total voltage drop by adding VP(−d),Δ𝜓i, and VN(+d).
Working first on the p+∕i junction, we note that

p(−d) = ni exp
[
qVP (−d) ∕kT

]
(7.52)

which can be rearranged to yield

VP (−d) = kT
q

ln

[
n (−d)

ni

]
(7.53)

Similarly, at the n+∕i junction we find that

VN(+d) = kT
q

ln

[
n (+d)

ni

]
(7.54)

Clearly

VP(−d) + VN(+d) = kT
q

ln

[
n (−d) n(+d)

n2
i

]
(7.55)

where n(−d) and n(+d) can be obtained from Equation 7.46. When evaluated in equilibrium,
Equation 7.55 represents the built-in potential of the junction. Equation 7.55 can be rearranged to yield

n(−d)n(+d) = n2
i exp

[
q
(
VA − Δ𝜓i

)
∕kT

]
(7.56)

where VA is the applied terminal voltage, and we have made use of the fact that (VA − Δ𝜓i) = VP(−d) +
VN(+d). Obtaining expressions for n(−d) and n(+d) from Equation 7.46 and inserting into Equation 7.56,
we find that the left side of Equation 7.56 is proportional to JTOTAL

2. Taking the square root and solving
for JTOTAL yields

JTOTAL = J0 exp(qVA∕2kT) (7.57)
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Figure 7.16 Electron, hole, and total currents versus position for JTOTAL = 50 A cm−2 and d∕LA = 2.
On the p+ end of the “i” region, all the current is carried by holes, while on the n+ end all the current is
carried by electrons.

where J0 is given by

J0 =
(

2qni

LA

𝜏A

𝜃

)
exp(−qΔ𝜓i∕2kT) (7.58)

and 𝜃 is given by

𝜃 =
{[

coth
(
d∕LA

)
+ B tanh

(
d∕LA

)]
[coth

(
d∕LA

)
− B tanh

(
d∕LA

)
]
}−1∕2

(7.59)

Equation 7.59 evaluates to a constant that depends only on device and material parameters. Likewise, J0

evaluates to a constant, using Equation 7.51 for Δ𝜓i. The current–voltage relationship is then given by
Equation 7.57 (to which must be added the voltage drop across the substrate). Note the ideality factor of
2 in the exponent of Equation 7.57. This is typical of conduction under high-level injection conditions.

Figure 7.16 shows electron current, hole current, and total current as a function of position for
d∕LA = 2.0 at a total current density of 50 A cm−2. The electron and hole currents are computed using
Equation 7.48, with n(x) ≈ Δn(x) ≈ p(x) ≈ Δp(x) given by Equation 7.46. Note that the electron current
goes to zero at the p+ end of the “i” region, x = −d, where the total current is carried by holes. Similarly,
the hole current goes to zero at the n+ end of the “i” region, x = +d, where the total current is carried
by electrons.

All our results depend on carrier lifetimes and mobilities in different regions of the device. In general,
lifetimes increase and mobilities decrease with temperature. Mobility also decreases with doping con-
centration. Table 9.1 gives empirical equations for hole and electron mobilities and ambipolar lifetime
as a function of doping and temperature in 4H-SiC.
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7.4 Junction-Barrier Schottky (JBS) and
Merged pin-Schottky (MPS) Diodes

The junction-barrier-controlled Schottky (JBS) diode and merged pin-Schottky (MPS) diode are struc-
tures that combine pin and Schottky diodes in a way that takes advantage of the best characteristics of
both. At moderate forward currents the Schottky diode has a lower forward voltage drop than the pin
diode, as shown in Figure 7.6. Since the SBD is a unipolar device, there is essentially no minority carrier
charge storage, and the turn-off transient is very fast, as seen in Figure 7.7. These are desirable qualities,
and make SBD the preferred device for blocking voltages below 2–3 kV or switching frequencies above
8–10 kHz, as shown in Figure 7.9. The main disadvantage of the SBD is the relatively large reverse
leakage current caused by Schottky barrier lowering at high reverse biases, as seen in Figure 7.8. Even a
small leakage current can lead to a large power dissipation in the off state, due to the high reverse voltage
across the diode. This is not an issue in the pin diode, which has very low reverse leakage. With this in
mind, the JBS diode is designed to behave like a Schottky diode under forward bias (to minimize on-state
and switching losses) and like a pin diode under reverse bias (to minimize off-state losses). The MPS
diode operates in a different mode under forward bias. We will discuss the JBS mode of operation first,
then consider the MPS mode.

The structure of the JBS/MPS diode is illustrated in Figure 7.17. The metal layer on top forms ohmic
contacts to the p+ regions and Schottky contacts to the n− regions, so the overall device consists of
interdigitated Schottky and pin diodes connected in parallel. The p+ anode regions are spaced far enough
apart that their depletion regions do not touch under zero or forward bias. This leaves a conductive
path through the n− drift region between each Schottky contact and the n+ substrate. As forward bias
is applied, the Schottky regions conduct first since, as shown in Figure 7.6, the current density of the
SBD is orders of magnitude higher than the pin diode at the same forward voltage. The Schottky regions
therefore effectively clamp the voltage drop across the pin regions, and the pin regions do not conduct. As
a result, virtually all the forward current is due to electrons injected from the n− drift region through the
Schottky contact into the metal. Since the p+ regions do not inject holes into the drift region, no minority
carrier charge is stored and the turn-off transient is fast, minimizing switching loss. With no conductivity
modulation, the series resistance of the drift region is determined by its thickness and doping, as given by
Equation 7.6. This relatively high resistance leads to a voltage drop VDR that dominates the total voltage
drop at high currents, as illustrated by the SBD characteristics in Figure 7.6.

Before proceeding further, it is important to note that unlike the Schottky and pin diodes considered
in the previous sections, the JBS/MPS diode has an interdigitated (or cellular) structure in which the
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Figure 7.17 Structure of the JBS/MPS diode, consisting of interdigitated pin and Schottky diodes,
electrically connected in parallel.
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n-Drift Region
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Figure 7.18 Current flow (dashed) and equipotential (solid) lines in the JBS/MPS diode under forward
bias. As the current increases, a potential drop develops between points A and B, as illustrated, allowing
the p+ diode to turn on. Note that the p+ anode and the Schottky metal, points C, are at the same potential.

lateral dimensions of the surface features are comparable to (or less than) the vertical thickness of the
drift region. By comparison, Schottky and pin diodes are large-area devices, and within the interior of the
diodes the current flow and electric field lines can be considered one-dimensional. Indeed, Figures 7.1
and 7.10 illustrate one-dimensional structures, and all our previous analyses were one-dimensional. The
JBS/MPS diode is the first device we have considered where the one-dimensional assumption is not valid.
This will also be true of the remaining power devices covered in later chapters, including the JFET (junc-
tion field-effect transistor), MOSFET (metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor), BJT (bipolar
junction transistor), IGBT, and thyristor. Like the JBS/MPS diode, all these devices have interdigitated or
cellular structures that require two-dimensional analysis, usually performed by computer simulation. As
we study these devices, we will use one-dimensional approximations to obtain qualitative understanding,
keeping in mind that a quantitative analysis must include the two-dimensional effects within the device.

With this in mind, let us now consider forward conduction in the JBS/MPS diode. Figure 7.18 illus-
trates the current flow lines and equipotential lines in the JBS/MPS diode under forward bias. As seen, the
current spreads laterally under the p+ anodes and the flow is decidedly two-dimensional in this region.
The true specific on-resistance is higher than Equation 7.6 because the surface area that conducts is less
than the total area, but the area ratio cannot be used directly because of the current spreading under the p+
anodes. In practice, the on-resistance is best determined by computer analysis, but we can obtain a qual-
itative understanding by imagining (for the moment) that current flow in the pin and Schottky sections
is one-dimensional in the vertical direction, and no carriers cross the dashed lines in Figure 7.17.

Proceeding under this assumption, for a given current density J we can use Equations 7.46, 7.51, 7.53,
and 7.54 to calculate the voltage drop across the pin diode, assuming full conductivity modulation in the
pin section and no hole flow into the Schottky section. Likewise, we can calculate the voltage drop across
the Schottky contact using Equation 7.18, and across the (unmodulated) n− drift region of the SBD using
Equation 7.21. These voltage drops are plotted as a function of forward current in Figure 7.19. In the pin
diode, the potential drop Δ𝜓i is independent of current, and is negligible. The voltage drops VP and VN

across the p+ and n+ junctions are almost equal, and have logarithmic slopes of q∕kT . The total voltage
VPIN is the sum of Δ𝜓i,VP, and VN, and has a logarithmic slope of q∕2kT . In the SBD, the potential drop
across the Schottky junction VJ has slope q∕kT , and is smaller in magnitude than either VP or VN. The
voltage drop across the un-modulated drift region VDR is linear with current, and causes the total drop
VSBD (dashed line) to deviate from VJ for currents above about 100 A cm−2.

If we think now about the real two-dimensional JBS/MPS structure in Figure 7.18, we note that the
potential VP across the p+ junction (points C to A) and the potential VJ across the Schottky junction
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Figure 7.19 Voltage drops in unconnected pin and Schottky diodes as a function of forward current.
Both diodes are designed for a plane-junction blocking voltage of 2.4 kV.

(points C to B) are the same, provided there is no potential drop in the n− drift region between points A
and B. This will certainly be true when the current is very low. From Figure 7.19, assuming VP and VJ

are the same, the current crossing the p+ junction will be orders of magnitude lower than that crossing
the Schottky junction. Thus there will be very little hole injection into the drift region, and negligible
conductivity modulation. However, as the current increases, a lateral voltage drop will develop between
points A and B. This is illustrated in Figure 7.18, where it is apparent by counting equipotential lines that
the potential at point A is closer to ground (the substrate potential) than the potential at point B. Thus,
the potential drop across the p+ junction (points C and A) is greater than across the Schottky junction
(points C and B). This causes the p+ junction to begin injecting holes into the drift region, and these
holes spread laterally throughout the drift region, modulating its conductivity. As current is increased,
the p+ junction accounts for an increasing fraction of the total current, and the terminal current follows
the heavy shaded line in Figure 7.19.

It is important to remember that the potentials shown in Figure 7.19 are calculated ignoring the
two-dimensional nature of the device, and are not quantitatively correct. However, this description
helps illustrate the processes occurring in the real device. Figure 7.19 is calculated for a device with a
plane-junction blocking voltage of 2.4 kV, and for currents below about 1 kA cm−2 most of the current
flows through the SBD section and negligible minority charge is injected into the drift region. At
higher currents, the lateral voltage drops under the p+ regions are large enough that the p+ junction
turns on, injecting holes into the drift region. This reduces RON,SP and allows the current to follow the
characteristics of a pin diode. The regime below the cross-over point is the JBS regime, where negligible
minority charge storage takes place. The regime above the cross-over point is the MPS regime, where
significant minority charge storage occurs. Operation in the MPS regime reduces the on-state loss at
high current densities, but the stored charge increases the switching loss.

The transition between JBS and MPS regimes depends on the design blocking voltage, and can be
understood as follows. When the drift region is unmodulated, RON,SP increases as the square of the
designed blocking voltage, as given by Equation 7.12. This happens because, to achieve a higher blocking
voltage, the drift region must be thicker and more lightly doped, both of which increase the on-resistance.
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Figure 7.20 (a,b) Current–voltage characteristics of the JBS/MPS diode for two different blocking
voltages: (a) 1.2 and (b) 12 kV.

For diodes with low blocking voltages, Equation 7.12 shows that RON,SP is small, so a much higher
current is needed before the p+ diode turns on. Therefore, the cross-over between JBS and MPS regimes
occurs at high currents (say, above 1 kA cm−2). On the other hand, when the blocking voltage is high,
Equation 7.12 shows that RON,SP is large, and the cross-over between JBS and MPS regimes occurs at
lower currents (10–50 A cm−2). For this reason, low-voltage JBS/MPS diodes typically operate in the
JBS regime, whereas high-voltage JBS/MPS diodes operate in the MPS regime. This is illustrated in
Figure 7.20, where the characteristics of a 1.2 and a 12 kV JBS/MPS diode are compared. At a current
density of 200 A cm−2 for example, the 1.2 kV diode is in the JBS regime, whereas the 12 kV diode is in
the MPS regime.

As reverse bias is applied to the JBS/MPS structure, the depletion regions of the p+ anodes quickly
merge under the M–S contacts, then spread downward toward the n+ substrate. If the field lines were
one-dimensional, the electric field would vary linearly with depth, as in Figure 7.1 or 7.2. In this case,
the high surface field under the Schottky contact would lead to significant barrier lowering, as given by
Equation 7.20. In the JBS/MPS structure, however, the electric field near the surface is two-dimensional,
with many field lines terminating on the p+ anodes, as illustrated in Figure 7.21. This reduces the surface

p+ p+

n- Drift Region

pin

Portion

Schottky

Portion

Figure 7.21 Illustration of field lines in the JBS diode under reverse bias. The width of the Schottky
portion must be small enough that most field lines terminate on the surrounding p+ regions, and the pin
regions should be small to minimize the total diode area.
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field under the Schottky contacts, minimizing barrier lowering, and reducing the reverse leakage to levels
approaching a pure pin diode. As a result, the JBS/MPS structure exhibits the desirable low reverse
leakage current of a pin diode.

As with all diodes, proper edge terminations are critical to achieve a blocking voltage close to the
theoretical plane-junction value. Techniques for edge terminations will be discussed in Section 10.1.
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8
Unipolar Power Switching Devices

8.1 Junction Field-Effect Transistors (JFETs)
We turn now to the first of the three-terminal power devices, the junction field-effect transistor, or JFET.
As discussed in Section 7.1, three-terminal power switching devices emulate ideal switches, that is, they
attempt to carry high current with minimal voltage drop in the on state and to block high voltages with
minimal leakage current in the off state.

The basic operation of the JFET can be understood by reference to the schematic cross-section in
Figure 8.1. The prototype n-channel JFET consists of two p+ gate regions on either side of an n-type
channel region. Each end of the channel is connected to an ohmic contact, designated the source and the
drain. A depletion region exists at each gate-channel p+∕n junction, and the width of this depletion region
increases as the square root of the gate-to-channel voltage. Assuming a p+∕n one-sided step junction,
the depletion width can be written

xD =
√

2𝜀S(𝜓BI − VJ)∕(qND) (8.1)

where VJ is the voltage difference (or Fermi level splitting) between the gate and the channel, ND is
the channel doping, and 𝜓BI is the built-in potential (or band bending) of the gate-to-channel junction,
given by

𝜓BI =
kT
q

ln

(
N−

AN+
D

n2
i

)
(8.2)

where N−
A and N+

D are the ionized doping concentrations of the p+ gate and the n-type channel, respec-
tively (see Appendix A for a discussion of incomplete ionization in 4H-SiC. Note that ND in Equation 8.1
is the total dopant concentration in the channel.) If a non-zero drain voltage VD > 0 is applied and the
channel is not pinched-off by the depletion regions from the gate, an electron current will flow from
the grounded source to the positive drain, and a voltage drop will exist along the channel from source to
drain. Let us designate the voltage at point y in the channel as V(y). In this case, VJ and xD in Equation 8.1
become functions of y, and VJ can be written

VJ = VG − V (y) (8.3)

Clearly, at the grounded source V(y) = 0 and VJ(0) = VG, while at the drain V(L) = VD and VJ(L) =
VG − VD.

The JFET current–voltage relation is derived in many textbooks, but most treatments assume the top
and bottom gates in Figure 8.1 are at the same potential. This is often not the case in practice, and we wish
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Figure 8.1 Schematic cross-section of a basic JFET. The width in the direction into the paper is W. For
generality, we assume the two p+ gates may be at different potentials.

to allow the top and bottom gates to be at different potentials, say VG1 and VG2. There are two practical
configurations of interest for power JFETs: (i) the double-gated configuration where both gates are tied
together, that is, VG1 = VG2 = VG, and (ii) the single-gated configuration where one gate is grounded
and the other gate modulates the channel, for example, VG1 = VG and VG2 = 0. We will consider both
configurations in this chapter.

8.1.1 Pinch-Off Voltage

Before deriving the current–voltage relations, we should define the pinch-off voltage VP as the gate
voltage that just pinches off the channel at the source. VP can be regarded as the turn-on voltage or
threshold voltage of the JFET, since for gate voltages more negative than VP there can be no current in
the channel. VP can be calculated using Equations 8.1 and 8.3 by setting (xD1 + xD2) = 2a with V(y) = 0
in Equation 8.3. For the double-gated configuration, we find

VP = 𝜓BI −
qNDa2

2𝜀s

(8.4)

and for the single-gated configuration,

VP

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
=

2qNDa2

𝜀S

(√
2𝜀S𝜓BI

qNDa2
− 1

)
, NDa2 ≥ 𝜀S𝜓BI

2q

> 𝜓BI, NDa2
<

𝜀S𝜓BI

2q

(8.5)

Caution is required in evaluating Equation 8.5. This is because whenever NDa2
< 𝜀S𝜓BI∕(2q) the actual

VP in the single-gated configuration exceeds 𝜓BI, meaning it would require a positive gate bias in excess
of 𝜓BI to prevent the depletion regions from touching at the source. Such a gate bias would lead to
extremely high gate current and is not permitted.
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8.1.2 Current–Voltage Relationship

Turning now to the JFET current–voltage relationship, we can write the y-directed electron current den-
sity JN at point y in the channel as

JN(y) = q𝜇NN+
DEy(y) = −q𝜇NN+

D
dV
dy

(8.6)

where Ey(y) is the y-directed electric field in the channel at point y. The total drain current ID can be
obtained by integrating JN(y) over the cross-sectional area of the channel at any point y,

ID = −∫ ∫ JN(y)dxdz = −W∫
2a−xD2

xD1

JN(y)dx = W∫
2a−xD2

xD1

q𝜇NN+
D

dV
dy

dx (8.7)

where xD1 and xD2 are given by Equations 8.1–8.3 with VG1 or VG2 used in Equation 8.3, as appropriate. A
minus sign precedes the integral because ID is defined as positive into the drain. Noting that the integrand
in Equation 8.7 is independent of x, we may write

ID = q𝜇NWN+
D

dV
dy

(
2a − xD1 − xD2

)
(8.8)

Since ID is uniform along the channel, independent of y, we can integrate Equation 8.8 with respect to y
from source to drain,

∫
L

0
IDdy = IDL = q𝜇NWN+

D∫
L

0

(
2a − xD1 − xD2

) dV
dy

dy

IDL = q𝜇NWN+
D∫

VD

0

(
2a − xD1 − xD2

)
dV (8.9)

ID = q𝜇NN+
D

W
L ∫

VD

0

(
2a − xD1 − xD2

)
dV

where in the second and third lines we have converted the integral over y to an integral over channel
voltage V . Substituting for xD1(V) and xD2(V) using Equations 8.1–8.3 and performing the indicated
integration, we obtain the desired current expression:

ID = q𝜇N

(
2aN+

D

) W
L

{
VD − 2

3

√
2𝜀S∕qND

(2a)

[(
𝜓BI − VG2 + VD

)2∕3

−
(
𝜓BI − VG2

)3∕2 +
(
𝜓BI − VG1 + VD

)3∕2 −
(
𝜓BI − VG1

)3∕2
]} (8.10)

We can simplify Equation 8.10 for the double-gated configuration where both gates are tied together, and
the single-gated configuration where one gate is grounded and the other gate modulates the channel. For
double-gated operation we can set VG1 = VG2 = VG in Equation 8.10 and obtain

ID = q𝜇N

(
2aN+

D

) W
L

{
VD − 4

3

√
2𝜀S∕qND

(2a)

[(
𝜓BI − VG + VD

)3∕2 −
(
𝜓BI − VG

)3∕2
]}

(8.11)
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For single-gated operation we set VG1 = VG and VG2 = 0 in Equation 8.10 and obtain

ID = q𝜇N

(
2aN+

D

) W
L

{
VD − 2

3

√
2𝜀S∕qND

(2a)

[(
𝜓BI + VD

)3∕2

−
(
𝜓BI

)3∕2 +
(
𝜓BI − VG + VD

)3∕2 −
(
𝜓BI − VG

)3∕2
]} (8.12)

Equation 8.11 is the form of the ID − VD equation that appears in most device textbooks.
Let us now examine the ID − VD relations in more detail. As VD increases, the second terms in curly

brackets in Equations 8.11 and 8.12 can no longer be neglected, and the current increases sub-linearly
with VD. The second terms in Equations 8.11 and 8.12 represent the widening of the gate-channel deple-
tion regions xD1 and xD2 at the drain end of the channel as VD increases, as illustrated in Figure 8.1.
Eventually depletion regions xD1 and xD2 just touch at the drain end y = L. The drain voltage at which
this occurs is called the saturation drain voltage VD,SAT, because for VD > VD,SAT the current saturates at
the value it had at VD = VD,SAT. Further increases in VD simply move the punch-through point slightly
toward the source. Since the channel voltage at the punch-through point where (xD1 + xD2) = 2a is always
VD,SAT, the voltage drop between the source and the punch-through point remains constant at VD,SAT. If
the punch-through point does not move appreciably toward the source as VD is increased, the channel
current remains constant at the saturation current ID(VD,SAT) = ID,SAT.

8.1.3 Saturation Drain Voltage

The saturation drain voltage VD,SAT can be derived for a given gate voltage by setting xD1(L) + xD2(L) =
2a. Using Equations 8.1 and 8.3 for the depletion widths, we can write√

2𝜀S(𝜓BI − VG1 + VD,SAT)∕(qND) +
√

2𝜀S(𝜓BI − VG2 + VD,SAT)∕(qND) = 2a (8.13)

For the double-gated case where VG1 = VG2 = VG, we can solve Equation 8.13 for VD,SAT as

VD,SAT =
(

qNDa2

2𝜀S

+ VG − 𝜓BI

)
(VG1 = VG2 = VG) (8.14)

For the single-gated case where VG2 = 0 and VG1 = VG, we have

VD,SAT =
qNDa2

2𝜀S

(
𝜀SVG

2qNDa2
+ 1

)
− 𝜓BI (VG2 = 0,VG1 = VG) (8.15)

The saturation voltage for the double-gated case can also be written as VD,SAT = (VG − VP), as can be veri-
fied by substituting Equation 8.4 into Equation 8.14. For drain voltages VD > VD,SAT the drain current sat-
urates at the value ID,SAT. ID,SAT can be calculated for the double-gated case by substituting Equation 8.14
for VD into Equation 8.11, and for the single-gated case by substituting Equation 8.15 for VD into
Equation 8.12. Derivation of the resulting analytical equations for ID,SAT will be left to the reader.

The ID − VD characteristics for the double-gated and single-gated configurations are illustrated
in Figure 8.2. We note immediately that the currents are higher in the double-gated configuration
for the same channel parameters ND and a. A careful examination reveals that the saturation drain
voltages VD,SAT are also higher in the double-gated configuration. This can be seen more clearly in
Figure 8.3, where we plot VD,SAT and ID,SAT versus (VG − VP). For the double-gated configuration,
VD,SAT = (VG − VP), as pointed out above. For the single-gated configuration, VD,SAT is smaller and the
corresponding ID,SATis smaller as well. This is because a smaller saturation voltage across the same
channel will produce a smaller saturation current, as seen in the figure. All these differences arise
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Figure 8.2 Current–voltage characteristics of a JFET in the double-gated configuration (a) and the
single-gated configuration (b). The curves are calculated using Equations 8.11 and 8.12 respectively,
with 𝜇N = 800 cm2 V−1 s−1

,ND = 2 × 1016 cm−3
, 2a = 1 μm, and L = 2 μm.

because the double-gated configuration modulates the channel from both sides, producing a higher
transconductance gM = dID∕dVG, whereas the single-gated configuration modulates from only one
side, resulting in less channel modulation for the same ΔVG. This also results in a lower pinch-off
(or threshold) voltage for the double-gated configuration compared to the single-gated configuration.
Pinch-off voltages for the two configurations are indicated on the individual plots in Figure 8.2.

8.1.4 Specific On-Resistance

An important parameter for power JFETs is the differential on-resistance, defined as the reciprocal slope
of the ID − VD relation at the origin,

1
RON

=
dID

dVD

|||||VD=0

(8.16)
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the double- and single-gated configurations, calculated using the parameters of Figure 8.2.

It is more useful to work in terms of the specific on-resistance, or resistance-area product given by
RON,SP = RON ⋅ W ⋅ S, where RON is the resistance of one cell of the device, W is the width in the z direc-
tion (perpendicular to the page in Figure 8.1), and S is the width of the cell in the y direction (to be
illustrated later). With this in mind, the specific on-resistance can be written

RON,SP = W ⋅ S

dID

dVD

|||||VD=0

(8.17)
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We now wish to evaluate RON,SP for the two cases. For the double-gated case, we take the derivative of
Equation 8.11, evaluate at VD = 0, and insert into the denominator of Equation 8.17 to obtain

RON,SP = L ⋅ S
q𝜇N(2aN+

D)

⎛⎜⎜⎝1 −

√
2𝜀S

(
𝜓BI − VG

)
qNDa2

⎞⎟⎟⎠
−1

(VG1 = VG2 = VG) (8.18)

For the single-gated case, we take the derivative of Equation 8.12, evaluate at VD = 0, and insert in the
denominator of Equation 8.17, yielding

RON,SP = L ⋅ S
q𝜇N(2aN+

D)

[
1 − 1

2

√
2𝜀S

qNDa2

(√
𝜓BI +

√
VBI − VG

)]−1

(VG1 = VG,V2 = 0) (8.19)

The (2aN+
D) term in the denominator is the total ionized dopant concentration per unit area in the channel,

a quantity that in bipolar transistors is called the Gummel number. RON,SP is directly proportional to
channel length L and the cell pitch S, and inversely proportional to the Gummel number. It is obviously
desirable to reduce the channel length L and to reduce the surface area of the cell by minimizing the cell
pitch S.

Figure 8.4 plots RON,SP as a function of (𝜓BI − VG) for double-gated and single-gated devices hav-
ing the same channel doping and thickness. The viable operating range for gate voltage is between VP

where the drain current is zero and 𝜓BI where the gate current becomes extremely large. We note that
the double-gated device goes from pinch-off to full conduction over a smaller gate voltage swing, since
the channel is gated from both sides. As VG becomes more negative (moving to the right on the figure)
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Figure 8.4 Specific on-resistance as a function of (VBI − VG) using the parameters of Figure 8.2. The
viable gate voltage range is between VP and 𝜓BI.
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device are twice as large as for the double-gated device.

the on-resistance increases dramatically, since the channel is approaching pinch-off. This can also be
seen from the slopes of the ID − VD curves at the origin in Figure 8.2. On the other hand, as VG becomes
less negative (moving to the left in the figure), the channel opens up and RON,SP decreases. For positive
gate voltages corresponding to the region to the left of the VG = 0 line, the double-gated device exhibits
lower on-resistance than the single-gated device, but as VG approaches 𝜓BI the gate current increases
exponentially, and this establishes an upper limit on VG for either configuration.

In spite of its higher on-resistance, lower saturation current, and lower transconductance, the
single-gated JFET is often used in practice because of its simpler fabrication. The reduced transconduc-
tance may be partially compensated by increasing the gate voltage steps. This is illustrated in Figure 8.5,
where the voltage steps for the single-gated configuration are twice as large as for the double-gated
configuration. However, we cannot continue this compensation indefinitely because we cannot allow VG

to approach 𝜓BI. To compare gate currents for the two configurations, it is instructive to consider actual
gate voltages rather than (VG − VP). The gate voltages for the two upper curves (1 and 2) in Figure 8.5
are 1.55 V for the double-gated configuration (curve 1) and 2.55 V for the single-gated configuration
(curve 2). Since 𝜓BI of the gate-channel junction is 2.57 V in this example, the single-gated device
at VG = 2.55 V (curve 2) will draw substantial gate current. The second single-gated curve (curve 3)
corresponds to an actual gate voltage of 1.55 V, and it is this curve that should be compared to curve
1 for the double-gated device. We can see that the double-gated device has a lower on-resistance and
higher saturation current when each configuration is operating near the maximum practical gate voltage
(curves 1 and 3).

8.1.5 Enhancement-Mode and Depletion-Mode Operation

Another important consideration in the operation of a power JFET is whether the device is depletion
mode (normally on at VG = 0) or enhancement mode (normally off at VG = 0). Depletion-mode devices
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Figure 8.6 Channel thickness (2a) as a function of doping to achieve a VP of zero, valid for both
single-gated and double-gated configurations.

are problematic in power circuits, since a failure that removes gate voltage from the device would
result in uncontrolled drain current. However, a depletion-mode JFET can be safely used if combined
with an enhancement-mode metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) in a cascode
arrangement, as will be discussed below. For a JFET to be enhancement mode (normally-off), the deple-
tion regions of the two gates must touch at zero gate bias. This is equivalent to requiring that VP ≥ 0, so
that when VG = 0 the gate voltage is more negative than the pinch-off voltage and the channel is pinched
off. For the double-gated device, setting VP ≥ 0 in Equation 8.4 leads to the requirement that

NDa2 ≤ 2𝜀S𝜓BI∕q (8.20)

Applying the same procedure for the single-gated device using Equation 8.5 leads to the same result,
namely Equation 8.20. Taking account of the dependence of 𝜓BI on N+

D given by Equation 8.2, we plot
the maximum channel thickness (2a)MAX as a function of channel doping in Figure 8.6. For channel
thicknesses above the line, the JFET is depletion mode (normally on), while for thicknesses below the
line the JFET is enhancement mode (normally off).

Figure 8.7 shows the pinch-off voltage given by Equations 8.4 and 8.5 as a function of NDa2. Combi-
nations of ND and 2a that give positive VP produce enhancement-mode devices. The borderline between
enhancement- and depletion-mode operation (VP = 0) is given by Equation 8.20 for both double-gated
and single-gated configurations.

Enhancement-mode operation involves trade-offs. First, as seen in Figure 8.6, an enhancement-mode
device has a thinner channel at the same doping, so the specific on-resistance will be higher than for a
depletion-mode device at the same gate voltage, as can be seen from the prefactors in Equations 8.18 and
8.19. Second, the operating gate voltage range is from VP to just below 𝜓BI, and since VP is positive in an
enhancement-mode device, the working gate voltage range becomes smaller and control of VP becomes
more critical.

For the reasons given above, power circuits often utilize a depletion-mode SiC JFET and achieve
normally-off behavior by connecting the JFET in cascode with a low-voltage enhancement-mode
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Figure 8.8 A cascode circuit incorporating a depletion-mode SiC JFET and a low-voltage enhance-
ment-mode silicon power MOSFET.

silicon MOSFET, as shown in Figure 8.8. In this arrangement, the on-state current is controlled by the
low-voltage silicon MOSFET, while the blocking voltage in the off state is supported by the high-voltage
SiC JFET. The circuit behavior can be understood as follows: In operation, terminal S is grounded and
terminal D is connected through a load to a positive voltage. When terminal G is above the MOSFET
threshold, the MOSFET turns on, and node A is pulled toward ground by the low resistance of the
silicon MOSFET. The depletion-mode JFET has a negative pinch-off voltage, and will be turned on
whenever its gate-source voltage is more positive than this negative VP. As node A (which was originally
positive) approaches ground potential, the JFET gate-source voltage (which was originally negative)
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also approaches ground and the JFET turns on, allowing a large current flow. When terminal G is then
taken to ground, the MOSFET turns off, and node A begins rising to increasingly positive voltages. This
makes the gate-source voltage of the JFET more negative, and the JFET quickly turns off. The high
voltage at terminal D is now held off by the gate-to-drain junction of the JFET, which is designed to
have a high breakdown voltage, as will be discussed below. Thus, the cascode arrangement successfully
achieves the normally-off behavior of a low-voltage silicon MOSFET with the high blocking voltage of
a SiC depletion-mode JFET.

8.1.6 Power JFET Implementations

We have discussed the operation of the JFET structure of Figure 8.1 in detail, and we turn now to the
implementation of the JFET as a power switch. To provide a high blocking voltage, the basic JFET is
fabricated on a thick, lightly-doped n-type drift region located between the channel and the substrate,
which acts as the drain terminal. Figure 8.9 shows three such implementations. The illustrated half-cells
are reflected about their centerlines, and the cell pitch S is the width of the half-cells shown. In the
first two implementations, the channels are horizontal and gate 2 is grounded to the source, forming
a single-gated JFET. In the third implementation, the channel is vertical and is gated from both sides,
forming a double-gated JFET.

In all implementations, the drift region is designed to withstand the desired blocking voltage while
introducing the minimum possible specific on-resistance. Design of drift regions to achieve a desired
blocking voltage was discussed in Section 7.1.1, and the blocking voltage is shown as a function of drift
region doping and thickness in Figure 7.3. Since the JFET is a unipolar device, RON,SP of the drift region
is given by Equation 7.6. We will discuss how to maximize the drift region figure of merit, V2

B∕RON,SP,
in Section 10.2.

It is clear from Figure 8.9 that the JFET current also flows through the drift region and the substrate,
adding additional voltage drops in series with the JFET. The full on-state characteristics of the power
JFET can be found by using Equation 8.11 or 8.12 to calculate J = ID∕W as a function of the internal
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Figure 8.9 Three illustrative implementations of SiC power JFETs. In all cases, the current is controlled
by a JFET on the surface of a thick, lightly-doped n-type epilayer that serves as the drift layer.
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voltage VD that develops across the JFET channel, then writing the terminal drain voltage VD,TERM as
VD + J (RON,DR + RSUB), where RON,DR is the specific resistance of the drift region given by Equation 7.6
and RSUB is the specific resistance of the substrate. The on-resistance of the full JFET can be calculated
by simply adding Equation 8.18 or 8.19, Equation 7.6, and RSUB, noting that the ND

+ in Equation 7.6 is
that of the drift region, while the ND in Equation 8.18 or 8.19 is the higher doping of the JFET channel.
It is this overall on-resistance that must be minimized, as will be discussed in Section 10.2.

8.2 Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MOSFETs)
As discussed in Chapter 6, SiC can be thermally oxidized in the same manner as silicon, except that the
chemical reaction produces both SiO2 and CO. The CO escapes as a gas, while the SiO2 forms a native
passivation layer on the SiC. SiC is the only wide bandgap semiconductor whose native oxide is SiO2, and
this makes it possible to form the entire range of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)-based devices in SiC.
In this section we consider the simplest MOS-based power device, the power MOSFET. In Section 9.2
we will discuss another MOS-based power device, the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT).

8.2.1 Review of MOS Electrostatics

To begin our discussion of SiC MOSFETs, we will first review the concepts of MOS electrostatics. Since
MOS electrostatics are covered in many semiconductor textbooks, we will simply present the outline here
and refer the reader to the literature for detailed derivations. We initially assume an ideal MOS structure
with no charges in the SiO2, no interface states or fixed charges at the oxide/semiconductor interface, and
zero metal-semiconductor work function difference (𝛷MS = 𝛷M −𝛷S = 0). Figure 8.10 shows energy
band and block charge diagrams for an ideal MOS capacitor on p-type SiC at three bias points: flat band,
depletion, and inversion. We define an x-coordinate system with the origin at the oxide/semiconductor
interface and positive x into the semiconductor. The oxide thickness is tOX and the gate is assumed to be
metal, with work function 𝛷M. The semiconductor substrate at x = ∞ is taken as our ground reference.

For future analyses, we now define two important parameters of the MOS structure. The Fermi poten-
tial 𝜓F is the potential difference between midgap and the Fermi level far from the surface, as indicated
in Figure 8.10. 𝜓F is determined by doping and temperature, and is given by

𝜓F = kT
q

ln

(
N−

A

ni

)
(8.21)

where N−
A is the ionized dopant concentration. For acceptors in 4H-SiC, the ionized dopant concentration

N−
A at room temperature will be less than the total dopant concentration, as discussed in Appendix A.

The surface potential 𝜓S is the total band bending from the substrate to the surface at x = 0. 𝜓S depends
on the gate voltage, oxide thickness, and doping, and the exact relationship will be developed shortly.

We now wish to consider the three biasing conditions presented in Figure 8.10. Flat band is the special
biasing condition where the bands in the semiconductor are flat (𝜓S = 0), and the flat-band voltage VFB

is defined as the gate voltage that produces this condition. In an ideal MOS structure such as illustrated
in Figure 8.10, flat-band occurs at VG = 0, since the metal and semiconductor Fermi levels line up at flat
band. This is not always the case, and we will subsequently consider situations where VFB is non-zero.
The block-charge diagram for an ideal structure at flat band is particularly simple: no charges exist in the
semiconductor, at the interface, or on the gate.

If the gate voltage is taken positive as in Figure 8.10b, holes are repelled from the surface of the
semiconductor, forming a depletion region of width xD. From elementary electrostatics, the depletion
region width is given by

xD =
√

2𝜀S𝜓S∕(qNA) (8.22)
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Figure 8.10 Band diagrams of a p-type MOS capacitor biased (a) at flat band, (b) in depletion, and
(c) in inversion. In the delta-depletion approximation, the inversion charge QN is a sheet charge (delta
function) at x = 0, and the surface potential 𝜓S is defined on the semiconductor side of QN.

where 𝜓S is the surface potential, or the band bending from the substrate to the surface at x = 0, as
indicated in the figure. Since no holes are present in the depletion region, the depletion region has a net
charge due to the negatively-charged acceptor dopant atoms, and the total charge in the depletion region
can be written

QD = −qNAxD = −
√

2q𝜀SNA𝜓S (8.23)

The negative charge in the depletion region is balanced by an equal and opposite positive sheet charge
on the surface of the gate, as shown.

Further increases in gate voltage from this point produce a wider depletion region and more band
bending, until eventually the surface potential 𝜓S = 2𝜓F. At this point the density of electrons per unit
volume at the surface exactly equals the density of holes per unit volume in the bulk, and the surface is
said to be inverted to n-type. The gate voltage at which this occurs is known as the threshold voltage VT.
If VG is increased further, we enter the biasing regime known as inversion, as shown in Figure 8.10c.

As we develop the equations describing MOS electrostatics, we will utilize the “delta-depletion”
approximation. In this approximation we represent the charge density in the depletion region as uni-
form with respect to x and equal to −q NA to a distance xD from the surface, then zero beyond. We
represent the charge in the inversion layer as an infinitely thin sheet, or delta function, at x = 0. We also
assume that any additional charges that develop in the semiconductor for VG > VT lie entirely in the
inversion layer. This is equivalent to saying that every additional positive charge on the gate for VG > VT

induces one additional negative charge in the electron inversion layer, and the additional field lines from
these positive gate charges all terminate on additional negative charges in the inversion layer. Under this
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assumption, none of these additional field lines penetrate the semiconductor, and the electric field in the
semiconductor remains constant at the value it had when VG = VT. Since the electric field in the semi-
conductor does not increase, there is no increase in band bending, and the surface potential in inversion
is the same as its value at threshold, namely 𝜓S(inv) = 2𝜓F, where the surface potential is defined just
on the semiconductor side of the inversion sheet charge, if present. It then follows from Equation 8.22
that the depletion width in inversion also remains fixed at

xD(inv) =
√

2𝜀S𝜓S(inv)∕(qNA) (8.24)

As illustrated in Figure 8.10c, when VG is increased beyond VT the Fermi level of the gate continues to
move down in the band diagram, and the oxide electric field, given by the slope of the bands in the oxide,
continues to increase. However, since the new charges on the gate are completely screened by the new
charges in the inversion layer, the bands in the semiconductor remain unchanged.

We now return to the question we postponed earlier, namely how do we calculate the surface potential
for a given gate voltage? We can write the total gate voltage, that is, the offset between the Fermi levels
in the gate and semiconductor, as follows

(VG − VFB) = 𝜓S + Δ𝜓OX = 𝜓S + EOXtOX

(VG − VFB) = 𝜓S +
𝜀S

𝜀OX

ES(0)tOX

(8.25)

In writing Equation 8.25, we are simply expressing (VG − VFB) as the sum of the potential drop across
the semiconductor 𝜓S plus the potential drop across the oxide Δ𝜓OX. The electric field in the oxide EOX

is, by Gauss’ law, equal to the surface electric field in the semiconductor ES(0) multiplied by the ratio
of dielectric constants across the interface. Again using Gauss’ law, ES(0) is simply the integral of the
charge in the semiconductor divided by 𝜀S. For biases in depletion (VFB ≤ VG ≤ VT), the only charge in
the semiconductor is the depletion charge QD, so we can write

ES(0) = −QD∕𝜀S =
√

2qNA𝜓S∕𝜀S (8.26)

where we have made use of Equation 8.23 for QD. The minus sign is inserted because the electric field
of the negative QD forces holes in the +x direction, and hence is a positive field. Inserting Equation 8.26
into Equation 8.25 yields the desired relationship between surface potential and gate voltage,

(
VG − VFB

)
= 𝜓S +

√
2V0𝜓S (8.27)

where the new constant V0 is given by

V0 =
q𝜀SNA

C2
OX

(8.28)

Here COX is the capacitance per unit area of the oxide, COX = 𝜀OX∕tOX. The term V0 has no physical
significance, and simply collects several parameters that often appear together in our equations. V0 is
determined by the doping and oxide thickness, and has the units of volts. Equation 8.27 can be put in a
more useful form by solving for 𝜓S in terms of VG, yielding

𝜓S =
(
VG − VFB

)
+ V0 −

√
V2

0 + 2V0

(
VG − VFB

)
(8.29)

Under the delta-depletion approximation, we said that the surface potential in inversion remains fixed
at its value at the threshold of inversion, namely 𝜓S (inv). We can use this fact to obtain an equation for
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Figure 8.11 Surface potential–gate voltage relationship at room temperature for a 4H-SiC sample with
an oxide thickness of 40 nm and several values of doping, calculated using Equation 8.29.

the threshold voltage VT, the gate voltage at the onset of inversion. Setting VG = VT and 𝜓S = 𝜓S (inv)
in Equation 8.27, we can write

VT = VFB + 𝜓S (inv) +
√

2V0𝜓S (inv) (8.30)

where in the MOS capacitor, 𝜓S (inv) = 2𝜓F.
Figure 8.11 plots the surface potential–gate voltage relation of Equation 8.29 for an oxide thick-

ness of 40 nm and several values of doping. In this figure, we have set 𝜓S = 0 for VG ≤ VFB and 𝜓S =
2𝜓F for VG ≥ VT, in accordance with the assumptions in our delta-depletion model. We could have
derived the exact 𝜓S − VG relationship without invoking the delta-depletion approximation. The exact
curves would follow the delta-depletion curves very closely for VFB < VG < VT. For VG > VT the exact
curves would rise slightly above 𝜓S = 2𝜓F, while for VG < VFB the exact curves would lie slightly below
𝜓S = 0. These differences are not essential for our analysis of the MOSFET, and will be ignored in this
presentation.

8.2.2 MOS Electrostatics with Split Quasi-Fermi Levels

At this point we have developed all the equations needed for the MOS capacitor, and they will prove useful
in analyzing the MOSFET. But before considering the MOSFET, we need to modify the above equations
for the situation where the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels in the semiconductor are unequal. This
will allow us to analyze conditions in the MOSFET when a non-zero drain voltage is applied. Figure 8.12
shows the band diagram of an MOS capacitor biased in inversion when the electron quasi-Fermi level
FN lies below the hole quasi-Fermi level FP by an amount qVR. For the moment, we will not concern
ourselves with how the quasi-Fermi levels become split, but this will become apparent when we discuss
the MOSFET.

In examining Figure 8.12, we recall the definition of the onset of inversion as the bias condition where
the electron density per unit volume at the surface is equal to the hole density per unit volume in the bulk.
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FP = EF
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ψS = 2ψF + VR

Figure 8.12 Band diagram of a p-type MOS capacitor in inversion with the electron and hole
quasi-Fermi levels split by an amount qVR.

The electron density at the surface depends on the electron quasi-Fermi level FN as

nS = ni exp

[
FN − Ei (0)

kT

]
(8.31)

while the hole density in the bulk is given by

PB = ni exp

[
Ei (∞) − FP

kT

]
(8.32)

Setting nS = pB at the threshold of inversion, we can write

FN − Ei (0) = Ei (∞) − FP = q𝜓F (8.33)

Equation 8.33 tells us that at the onset of inversion, the electron quasi-Fermi level is as far above midgap
at the surface as the hole quasi-Fermi level is below midgap in the bulk, where the latter quantity is q𝜓F.
By reference to Figure 8.12, we see that the surface potential in this condition is

𝜓S (inv) = 2𝜓F + VR (8.34)

This is the surface potential in inversion for the general case where the quasi-Fermi levels are split by
qVR. Of course, if VR = 0, Equation 8.34 reverts to our earlier definition: 𝜓S(inv) = 2𝜓F.

8.2.3 MOSFET Current–Voltage Relationship

We are now ready to develop the current–voltage equations of the MOSFET. Figure 8.13 shows the struc-
ture of a basic MOSFET, along with relevant dimensions. The gate can be made of any high-conductivity
material, such as doped polysilicon, but we will assume a metal gate in our discussions. The p-type body
is grounded, and serves as our voltage reference. The source is usually also grounded, but we will derive
our equations for the general case where the source may be at a voltage VS ≥ 0. The channel length L is
measured from the edge of the source to the edge of the drain, and the oxide thickness is tOX.

To begin, we apply a gate voltage VG that is above threshold so that an inversion layer exists at the
oxide/semiconductor interface. We will invoke the gradual-channel approximation, which assumes that
the potential at any point y in the channel can be evaluated using one-dimensional electrostatics based on
a vertical slice at point y. We assume no x-directed currents, and we neglect velocity saturation so that
the electron drift velocity at point y is given by

𝑣y = 𝜇
∗
NEy (y) (8.35)
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Figure 8.13 Structure of the basic MOSFET with important dimensions defined. The body contact is
grounded, and all terminal voltages are referenced to the bulk.

where 𝜇∗
N is the electron mobility at the oxide/semiconductor interface and Ey(y) is the y-directed

component of the electric field at point y in the channel. For now, we assume a continuous inversion
layer exists between the source and drain. Considering a thin slice of the inversion layer of length dy at
point y, we can write the electron current flowing through this slice as

ID = −W𝜇
∗
NnS

dFN

dy
= W𝜇

∗
NQN

d
dy

(
FN

q

)
(8.36)

where W is the width of the channel in the direction perpendicular to the page in Figure 8.13, nS is the
electron density in the inversion layer per unit area, and FN is the electron quasi-Fermi level at point y. QN

is the charge per unit area in the inversion layer, given by QN = −q nS. We note that for a positive drain
bias, dFN∕dy is negative (recall FN is an energy, not a potential), and the minus sign in Equation 8.36 is
chosen so that a positive ID corresponds to a positive current into the drain terminal. The majority carrier
holes are in equilibrium with the bulk, so FP = 0 everywhere and we can write

VR = −(FN − FP)∕q = −FN∕q (8.37)

Substituting Equation 8.37 into Equation 8.36 leads to

ID = −W𝜇
∗
NQN

dVR

dy
(8.38)

This expression for the drain current at point y includes both drift and diffusion currents, since it is written
in terms of the gradient of the electron quasi-Fermi level. We now multiply both sides of Equation 8.38
by dy and integrate from the source to the drain,

∫
L

0
IDdy = −W𝜇

∗
N∫

VD

VS

QNdVR (8.39)

Since the current is uniform along the channel, ID is not a function of y and can be taken out of the
integral, yielding the desired result

ID = −
W𝜇

∗
N

L ∫
VD

VS

QN

(
VR

)
dVR (8.40)
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To obtain an analytical equation for the MOSFET drain current, we need to find an expression for the
inversion charge QN as a function of the local quasi-Fermi splitting VR, then evaluate the integral in
Equation 8.40.

The relation between QN and VR can be obtained by recalling that in the delta-depletion approximation,
all the additional charges added to the semiconductor for VG > VT reside in the inversion layer. Hence
we can write

QN = −COX

(
VG − VT

)
(8.41)

where the threshold voltage VT is given by Equation 8.30. Substituting Equation 8.34 into Equation 8.30
yields

VT = VFB +
(
2𝜓F + VR

)
+
√

2V0

(
2𝜓F + VR

)
(8.42)

Equation 8.42 gives the local threshold voltage at a point in the channel where the quasi-Fermi splitting is
qVR. The threshold voltage of the transistor is given by Equation 8.42 evaluated at the source where VR =
VS, and in most cases the source is grounded, that is, VS = 0. Inserting Equation 8.42 into Equation 8.41
leads to

QN = −COX

[(
VG − VFB

)
−
(
2𝜓F + VR

)
−
√

2V0

(
2𝜓F + VR

)]
(8.43)

We next insert Equation 8.43 into Equation 8.40 and perform the indicated integral to obtain

ID = 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
L

{(
VG − VFB − 2𝜓F − VS

)
VDS −

1
2

V2
DS −

2
3

√
2V0

[(
2𝜓F + VS + VDS

)3∕2

−
(
2𝜓F + VS

)3∕2
]} (8.44)

where we have made use of the fact that VDS = VD − VS. This is the desired equation for MOSFET drain
current.

The approach we have employed above is referred to as the “bulk-charge” theory, because we have
accounted for the variation in bulk charge QD along the channel due to the varying VR. The “bulk-charge”
effect is represented by the term in square brackets that is multiplied by (2V0)1∕2. This term depends on
doping through the factor V0, and hence makes Equation 8.44 doping-dependent. In the limit of light
doping or thin oxide, V0 → 0 and the bulk charge term vanishes. In this case Equation 8.44 reduces to

ID = 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
L

[(
VG − VFB − 2𝜓F − VS

)
VDS −

1
2

V2
DS

]
(8.45)

The MOSFET threshold voltage is given by Equation 8.42 with VR evaluated at the source. If the source
is grounded, then VR = VS = 0. If we also assume a light doping or a thin oxide, so that V0 terms can be
neglected, Equation 8.42 simplifies to

VT ≈ VFB + 2𝜓F (8.46)

Inserting Equation 8.46 into Equation 8.45 yields the familiar “square-law” equation for the MOSFET:

ID ≈ 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
L

[(
VG − VT

)
VDS −

1
2

V2
DS

]
(8.47)

The square-law result is a special case of the more complete bulk-charge theory when the bulk doping
is light or the oxide is thin. While simpler to use, the square-law equation overestimates the current, and
the error increases as the doping increases.
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8.2.4 Saturation Drain Voltage

Continuing now with the bulk-charge approach, we note that Equation 8.44 was derived assuming a con-
tinuous inversion layer from source to drain. As VDS increases, the inversion layer narrows near the drain,
and eventually pinches off. When this occurs, Equation 8.44 is no longer valid. The drain voltage that
causes pinch-off can be found by setting the charge in the inversion layer at the drain to zero. Applying
Equation 8.43 at y = L, we set QN = 0 and VR = VS + VDS = VS + VDS,SAT. Solving for VDS,SAT yields

VD,SAT =
(
VG − VFB − 2𝜓F − VS

)
+ V0 −

√
V2

0 + 2V0

(
VG − VFB

)
(8.48)

As with the JFET, for drain voltages beyond pinch-off the drain current saturates at the value it had
at pinch-off, and the saturation drain current can be found by inserting Equation 8.48 in place of VDS in
Equation 8.44. In the case of light doping or thin oxide, we may neglect the V0 terms, and VD,SAT becomes

VD,SAT ≈
(
VG − VFB − 2𝜓F − VS

)
VD,SAT ≈

(
VG − VT

) (8.49)

Substituting Equation 8.49 for VDS in Equation 8.47 gives the saturation current for the simple square-law
theory.

8.2.5 Specific On-Resistance

The on-resistance at low drain voltages is of great interest, since this is the region of the I − V character-
istics where the power MOSFET operates in the on state. The specific on-resistance, or resistance–area
product, is given by Equation 8.17, which is repeated below

RON,SP = W ⋅ S

dID

dVD

|||||VD=0

(8.17)

Since VD = VS + VDS and VS is constant, the derivative in Equation 8.17 can be taken with respect to
VDS. Evaluating this derivative at the origin, VDS ≈ 0, we obtain

dID

dVDS

|||||VDS=0

= 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
L

{
VG −

[
VFB + 2𝜓F + VS +

√
2V0

(
2𝜓F + VS

)]}
(8.50)

The term in square brackets in Equation 8.50 is readily identified as the MOSFET threshold voltage,
given by Equation 8.42 with VR = VS, so we can write

dID

dVDS

|||||VDS=0

= 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
L

(
VG − VT

)
(8.51)

Inserting Equation 8.51 into Equation 8.17 gives the specific on-resistance of the MOSFET as

RON,SP = L ⋅ S

𝜇
∗
NCOX

(
VG − VT

) (8.52)

We should reiterate that in all our equations the gate voltage VG is referred to the bulk rather than to
the source. In power MOSFETs the source is normally grounded, so VG is the same as VGS. If for some
reason the source is not grounded, RON,SP will be modified through the dependence of VT on VS, given
by Equation 8.42 with VR = VS.
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8.2.6 Power MOSFET Implementations: DMOSFETs and UMOSFETs

We have now derived all the equations needed to describe the operation of the basic MOSFET, and we
now turn to the implementation of a SiC MOSFET as a power switch. The power MOSFET incorporates
the basic MOSFET structure of Figure 8.13 on a thick, lightly-doped n-type epilayer on an n+ substrate.
The n+ drain is no longer at the surface, and instead the current exits the inversion channel and flows
vertically through the lightly-doped n-drift region to the n+ substrate, which acts as the drain terminal.
Consequently, the on-resistance of the power MOSFET is the sum of the on-resistance of the MOS-
FET channel plus the on-resistance of the drain drift region and the substrate. Depending on the actual
geometry of the power MOSFET, other resistance components may also contribute, as will be discussed
shortly.

Figure 8.14 shows two implementations of the power MOSFET in the form of a vertical, planar DMOS-
FET and a vertical, trench UMOSFET. The term DMOSFET derives from the silicon device of the same
name, where the n+ source and p base regions are formed by diffusion of n-type and p-type impurities
through the same mask opening (hence “double-diffused” MOSFET). In SiC the same structure is formed
by double implantation, as will be discussed below. The term UMOSFET derives from the U-shaped
geometry, but the term “trench MOSFET” is also used. Historically, the first SiC power MOSFETs were
UMOSFETs [1], since they could be made without ion implantation, but these were soon joined by
ion-implanted DMOSFETs [2] (sometimes called DIMOSFETs, or double-implanted MOSFETs).

As shown in Figure 8.14, both DMOSFETs and UMOSFETs consist of a MOSFET formed above
a thick n-drift region, with the n+ substrate serving as the drain terminal. The blocking voltage in the
off state is supported by the reverse-biased junction between the base and the drift region, but it is also
supported by the MOS capacitor formed by the gate and the drift region.

Figure 8.15 illustrates the electric field lines in the DMOSFET in the blocking state. Also shown are
electric field profiles along vertical cross-sections taken through the pn junction and the MOS capacitor.
The field in the oxide of the MOS capacitor is higher than the peak field in the semiconductor by the
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Figure 8.14 Two implementations of SiC power MOSFETs, the planar DMOSFET and the trench
UMOSFET. Each cell is reflected left and right about the dashed centerlines.
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Figure 8.15 Electric fields in the DMOSFET in the blocking state. The blocking voltage must be sup-
ported by both the reverse-biased pn junction and the MOS capacitor.

ratio of dielectric constants, as required by Gauss’ law, namely

EOX =
𝜀S

𝜀OX

ES (0) (8.53)

For SiO2∕SiC (and SiO2/silicon), 𝜀S∕𝜀OX ≈ 2.5, meaning the oxide field is 2.5× higher than the peak
field in the semiconductor. The breakdown field of SiO2 is about 10 MV cm−1, but for good long-term
reliability it is advisable to keep the oxide field below about 4 MV cm−1, as will be discussed in Section
8.2.11. In silicon this is not a problem, since ES(0) is limited to about 0.3 MV cm−1 by the critical field for
avalanche breakdown. This corresponds to an oxide field of 0.75 MV cm−1, well below the 4 MV cm−1

upper limit imposed by oxide reliability. However, in SiC the semiconductor field can reach 1.5 MV cm−1

due to the higher critical field. The corresponding oxide field is 3.75 MV cm−1, close to the maximum
allowable field, and even a small amount of field crowding can result in local fields above the acceptable
value.

A similar situation exists in the UMOSFET geometry. Figure 8.16 illustrates the electric field lines
in the UMOSFET in the blocking state, along with field profiles along two vertical slices. As in the
DMOSFET, the oxide field is 2.5× higher than the peak semiconductor field, but there is significant field
crowding at the trench corners, producing much higher local fields at these points. This is an important
consideration in the design of SiC UMOSFETs, as will be discussed shortly.

Both DMOSFETs and UMOSFETs have undergone considerable development and optimization, and
several features have been added to the basic structures of Figure 8.14 to improve their performance
and reliability. In the following sections we will discuss these features and show how they improve the
performance. Finally, we will consider limitations imposed by material properties and point out areas
where further improvements may be realized.

8.2.7 Advanced DMOSFET Designs

In addition to the resistance of the MOSFET channel RCH,SP given by Equation 8.52 and the resistance of
the drift region RDR,SP given by Equation 7.6, the DMOSFET includes several other resistive components,
as illustrated in Figure 8.17. The current flow in the structure is two-dimensional, making it difficult to
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Figure 8.16 Electric fields in the UMOSFET in the blocking state. There is significant field crowding
at the trench corners, making the oxide field higher at that point.
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Figure 8.17 Cross-section of a full DMOSFET cell showing the important resistance components.

define individual “lumped” resistance elements, but it is conceptually useful to approximate the situation
as shown. Here RS represents the resistance of the source contact and the n+ source region, RJFET is the
resistance of the vertical JFET gated by the grounded p base regions, and RSUB is the resistance of the
substrate and its ohmic contact. We can express RON,SP of the DMOSFET as

RON,SP = RCH,SP + RDR,SP + W ⋅ S
(
RS + RJFET + RSUB

)
(8.54)

where W and S are the width and half-pitch of the cell in Figure 8.17.
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Figure 8.18 An advanced DMOSFET incorporating several features to enhance performance. In the
actual device, the entire top surface is covered with Ni contact metal and thick Au (not shown).

As discussed in Section 7.1, the goal of the designer is to maximize the unipolar figure of merit
VB

2∕RON,SP. Stated another way, for a given blocking voltage VB our goal is to minimize the specific
on-resistance given by Equation 8.54. This involves adjusting device parameters (dopings, thicknesses,
and lateral dimensions) to minimize the total resistance and the surface area (W ⋅ S), while maintaining
the required blocking voltage. We must keep in mind that the blocking voltage may be limited by an oxide
field that exceeds the limit for satisfactory oxide reliability, typically about 4 MV cm−1. A comprehen-
sive analysis must also include the two-dimensional effects due to current crowding and field crowding.
Current crowding occurs at the end of the MOS channel as current spreads into the JFET region, and
again at the bottom of the JFET region as current spreads into the wider drift region. In the blocking
state, field crowding occurs at the corners of the p base regions within the cell and at the periphery of the
full DMOSFET. These effects are usually analyzed by computer simulation.

The goals of minimizing resistance, minimizing area, and maintaining blocking voltage have resulted
in several innovations. Figure 8.18 illustrates a modern SiC power DMOSFET [3] that incorporates
many novel features, including (i) a self-aligned sub-micron MOS channel, (ii) a more heavily doped
JFET region, (iii) a current spreading layer (CSL), (iv) source ohmic contacts that are self-aligned to
the polysilicon gate, and (v) p base contacts that are segmentented along the length of the fingers. The
parameters of this structure provide a blocking voltage of 1200 V with the minimum RON,SP. The new
features and design considerations are discussed below.

The self-aligned sub-micron channel reduces the channel resistance by minimizing L in Equation 8.52.
Simulations have shown that for typical base dopings, a channel length between 0.3 and 0.5 μm does not
lead to punch-through of the channel at the maximum blocking voltage. The self-aligned process also
reduces the cell pitch S. We will not describe the fabrication process here, but the reader is referred to
the literature.
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The CSL and more heavily doped JFET region are easily incorporated by specifying a higher doping
for the top layer of epigrowth that forms the drift layer. Increasing the doping of the JFET region
to about 1 × 1017 cm−3 allows the JFET width WJFET to be reduced to about 1 μm. This has several
beneficial effects: reduced cell pitch S, reduced field crowding at the corners of the base in the block-
ing state, and a lower field in the gate oxide in the blocking state. Of course, reducing WJFET also
increases RJFET, so a trade-off is necessary, and this is done so as to maximize the overall figure of merit
VB

2∕RON,SP [3].
The CSL below the base regions reduces current crowding where electrons flow from the JFET region

into the drift region, thereby reducing the resistance. In the blocking state, this thin layer of higher doping
leads to a small increase in the peak electric field under the base, but the higher field is offset by an
increase in the critical field for breakdown due to the higher doping, and the actual breakdown voltage
is not reduced.

The use of self-aligned source contacts allows the source ohmic metal and top metal to be deposited
directly over the polysilicon gate, isolated from the gate by a thick oxide. This reduces cell area by
eliminating an alignment tolerance, reduces the source resistance by shortening the n+ source region,
and reduces the resistance of the top metal in the direction along the fingers by extending the metal across
the entire width of the cell.

The cell pitch S is further reduced by eliminating the p+ base contacts along the length of the fingers
and inserting them only at isolated points, as shown in Figure 8.18. This can be done because very little
current flows through the base regions. However, we must ensure that holes generated in the depletion
region under reverse bias do not produce enough voltage drop as they flow laterally across the base to
forward bias the source–base junction, as this would reduce the blocking voltage due to the gain of the
parasitic bipolar transistor formed by the source, base, and drift regions.

Although not a new structural feature, the width of the source ohmic contact LS is another relevant
parameter. To minimize cell pitch, we would like to reduce LS, but this increases the contact resistance.
In general, we can reduce LS until the source resistance begins to become a significant contributor to
RON,SP in Equation 8.54. A width of 1–2 μm is typically optimum.

The structure of Figure 8.18 is certainly not the end of SiC DMOSFET optimization, and the technol-
ogy continues to advance. The reader is referred to the current literature for the latest developments.

8.2.8 Advanced UMOS Designs

Because of their trench geometry, UMOSFETs present both opportunities and challenges relative to
planar devices such as the DMOSFET. The UMOSFET can be fabricated in a smaller surface area than
the DMOSFET, since the MOS channel is oriented perpendicular to the surface. It is also easier to form
a short (sub-micron) channel, since the channel length is determined by epigrowth. However, the MOS
channel is formed on an etched non-polar face of the crystal, and the properties of the gate oxide and
MOS interface are different from those on the (1000) plane. Critical parameters include interface state
density, fixed charge density, inversion layer mobility, oxide reliability, and maximum allowable oxide
field. We will discuss these parameters in more detail later, and for now we will confine ourselves to
issues related to geometry and design optimization.

Figure 8.19 shows the major resistances in the vertical UMOSFET and it is apparent that the geometry
of the device effectively eliminates the JFET resistance present in the DMOSFET. Since the current flow
in the UMOSFET is two-dimensional, accurate analysis requires computer simulations.

Figure 8.16 illustrates the electric fields in the UMOSFET in the blocking state, and we noted earlier
that the trench corners are locations of significant field crowding. Because the oxide field is∼ 2.5× higher
than the peak field in the semiconductor, this is a serious problem. Fortunately, it is possible to reduce
these oxide fields by modifications to the design. Figure 8.20 shows a modern SiC UMOSFET [4] that
incorporates two features to reduce the oxide field and facilitate current spreading into the drift region, a
p-type implant self-aligned to the bottom of the trench, and an n-type CSL incorporated below the base
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Figure 8.19 Cross-section of a full UMOSFET cell showing the important resistance components.
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Figure 8.20 A UMOSFET design incorporating several features to enhance performance, including a
p-type implant self-aligned to the bottom of the trench and a current spreading layer (CSL) below the
base epilayer.

layer during epigrowth. In addition, the p+ base contact has been eliminated by placing the contact at
the periphery of the cell array.

The p-type trench implant is performed immediately following trench etch using the same masking
material as the etch. The implant is grounded by an ohmic contact at the periphery of the cell array (not
shown). In the blocking state, the trench implant functions in the same manner as the p-type base epilayer.
Just as field lines in the pn portion of Figure 8.16 terminate on the p base, field lines in the region under
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the trench now terminate on the trench implant and do not penetrate the oxide. As a result, the high oxide
fields at the trench corners are drastically reduced, and do not limit the blocking voltage.

An undesirable side effect of the trench implant is to re-introduce a JFET constriction at the bottom
end of the MOSFET channel. To alleviate this problem, a more heavily doped n-type CSL is incorporated
under the base layer during epigrowth, as shown in the figure. The CSL minimizes the JFET resistance
and facilitates lateral current spreading from the MOS channel into the drift region.

The reader will also notice that the UMOSFET channel length in Figure 8.20 is longer than the chan-
nel length in the DMOSFET of Figure 8.18. While the longer LCH does not increase cell area, it does
increase channel resistance, as shown by Equation 8.52. It would be easy to reduce LCH by specifying a
thinner base epilayer, but this could lead to punch-through of the base at high drain voltages. We could
avoid punch-through by increasing the base doping, but this would raise the surface doping of the MOS
channel, increasing the threshold voltage. This in turn would increase the channel resistance, as shown
by Equation 8.52, negating the benefit of reducing LCH. This conundrum is avoided in the DMOSFET
by the retrograde doping profile of the base implant [3].

8.2.9 Threshold Voltage Control

Threshold voltage control during production and threshold stability during operation are critical issues
for power MOSFETs. The threshold voltage of the MOSFET is given by Equation 8.42 evaluated at the
source. Since the quasi-Fermi level splitting at the source VR(0) = VS, we can write

VT = VFB +
(
2𝜓F + VS

)
+
√

2V0

(
2𝜓F + VS

)
(8.55)

where 𝜓F is given by Equation 8.21 and V0 by Equation 8.28. In power MOSFETs the source is typically
grounded, so VS = 0. 𝜓F is determined by doping and temperature, and V0 is determined by doping and
oxide thickness. Both doping and oxide thickness are well controlled in manufacture, and present no
serious repeatability issues. The most critical term in Equation 8.55 is the flat-band voltage VFB, defined
as the gate voltage required to produce a flat-band condition in the semiconductor, that is, 𝜓S = 0. The
flat-band voltage is derived in most standard device textbooks, and can be written

VFB =
𝛷GS

q
−

QF

COX

−
QIT

(
𝜓S = 0

)
COX

(8.56)

where𝛷GS is the gate-semiconductor work function, given by the difference in work functions of the gate
material and the semiconductor, QF is the density of fixed charge at the oxide/semiconductor interface,
and QIT(𝜓S = 0) is the charge in interface states at flat band. An additional term can be added to account
for charges distributed within the gate oxide, if desired. In the ideal structure discussed earlier, 𝛷GS,QF,
and QIT were zero, resulting in VFB = 0. We now consider the more general situation when these terms
are not zero.

We begin with the gate-to-semiconductor work function𝛷GS. Figure 8.21 shows band offsets between
several materials of importance in SiC MOS technology. The vacuum energy EVAC represents the energy
of an electron that has escaped the material into the vacuum with no remaining kinetic energy. The
electron affinity 𝜒 of any material is the energy required to promote an electron from the conduc-
tion band to the vacuum, and the work function 𝛷 of any material is the energy required to move an
electron from the Fermi level to the vacuum. All the quantities shown in Figure 8.21 are fundamen-
tal properties of the materials, and are not affected by processing. The gate-to-semiconductor work
function 𝛷GS is the difference in work functions between the gate material and the semiconductor,
that is,

𝛷GS = 𝛷G −𝛷S (8.57)
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Figure 8.21 Band alignments of SiO2, SiC, silicon, and a typical metal.

If the gate is metal, 𝛷G is a fixed constant 𝛷M that depends on the metal. If the gate is a semiconductor,
𝛷G will depend upon the doping of the gate. The work function of a semiconductor can be written

𝛷S = 𝜒 + (EC − EF) = 𝜒 +
EG

2
± kT ln

(
N−,+

A,D

ni

)
(8.58)

where N−,+
A,D is the ionized dopant concentration in the semiconductor. Figure 8.22 shows the band dia-

gram of an n-channel 4H-SiC MOSFET with a degenerately doped p-type polycrystalline silicon gate,
placing the gate Fermi level at the valence band edge. For a degenerately doped p-type polysilicon gate,
𝛷G = 𝜒 + EG = 5.17 eV, and for 4H-SiC with an acceptor doping 2 × 1017 cm−3

, 𝛷S = 6.64 eV at room
temperature, as given by Equation 8.58, allowing for the incomplete ionization of aluminum acceptors.
Therefore the gate–semiconductor work function 𝛷GS = −1.47 eV.

We now turn to the fixed oxide charge and interface state charge terms in Equation 8.56. In thermally
oxidized SiC, a fixed charge QF is present in a thin sheet at the oxide/semiconductor interface. This charge
is typically positive and is determined solely by oxidation and anneal conditions, independent of oxide
thickness and substrate doping. In addition, a thin sheet of interface states is also present at the interface,
distributed with respect to energy across the bandgap. These states can exchange charge with the minority
and majority carrier bands in the semiconductor, and the charge in interface states QIT depends on band
bending. In equilibrium, states below the Fermi level are occupied and those above the Fermi level are
empty. We represent the net charge in interface states at flat band by the value QIT(𝜓S = 0). We should
note that because both QF and QIT lie in a thin sheet at the interface, their effect on the electrostatics is the
same, as seen from Equation 8.56. For this reason it is not possible to independently determine QF and
QIT(0) from electrical measurements, and it is common practice to represent the total interface charge at
flat band by an effective fixed charge Q∗

F.
Since the charge in interface states depends on band bending, our expression for threshold voltage,

Equation 8.55, needs to be modified to reflect the fact that QIT is larger at threshold than at flat band. The
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Figure 8.22 Band diagram of an n-channel 4H-SiC MOSFET with acceptor doping 2 × 1017 cm−3 with
a degenerately doped p-type polysilicon gate. Here we assume no net charge at the interface, that is,
QF = 0.

more complete expression can be written

VT =

[
𝛷GS

q
−

QF

COX

−
QIT

(
𝜓S = 2𝜓F + VS

)
COX

]
+
(
2𝜓F + VS

)
+
√

2V0

(
2𝜓F + VS

)
(8.59)

where the interface charge term is evaluated at a band bending corresponding to inversion at the surface.
The threshold voltage is a function of temperature. As temperature is raised, the band bending (2𝜓F +

VS) required to induce an inversion layer decreases due to the rapid increase in intrinsic carrier concen-
tration in Equation 8.21. This is partially offset by the temperature pre-factor in Equation 8.21 and by the
increased ionization of acceptors N−

A as temperature is raised. Figure A.1 shows the ionization fraction
of aluminum acceptors in 4H-SiC as a function of temperature for several acceptor doping levels, and
Figure A.3 shows 𝜓F computed using Equation 8.21 and the ionization fractions of Figure A.1. As tem-
perature is increased, the Fermi level moves closer to midgap, and therefore the band bending (2𝜓F + VS)
needed to reach threshold decreases. This reduces the threshold voltage, as shown by Equation 8.59.

Two other factors influence the temperature dependence of VT. Since the Fermi level lies closer
to midgap at threshold, there will be less negative charge in interface states, so QIT(𝜓S = 2𝜓F + VS)
decreases in magnitude. A less-negative QIT means a less positive threshold voltage. The semiconductor
work function 𝛷S given by Equation 8.58 is also a function of temperature. 𝛷S decreases with tempera-
ture for a p-type substrate (n-channel MOSFET) and increases with temperature for an n-type substrate
(p-channel MOSFET). The threshold variation with temperature can be minimized by reducing the
density of interface states, but the decrease in band bending and the change in semiconductor work
function cannot be mitigated by improved materials or processing techniques.

Control of threshold voltage is essential for a commercial process. One method for tailoring threshold
voltage in production is to incorporate a thin n-type semiconductor layer immediately below the interface.
This layer may be formed either by epitaxy or ion implantation, with the doping and thickness chosen to
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Figure 8.23 Doping profile and band diagram for MOSFETs with an n-type surface layer. The surface
electric field is proportional to the slope of the bands at the surface, and is reduced in this structure.

ensure the layer is completely depleted at threshold. If the layer is sufficiently thin, the net charge in the
layer can be regarded as a sheet charge at the interface. We can then add this donor charge to the effective
oxide fixed charge, and the flat-band voltage can be written

VFB =
𝛷GS

q
−

Q∗
F

COX

−
QSURF

COX

(8.60)

where QSURF is the sheet charge added by the surface n-layer. This allows the designer some latitude in
adjusting the threshold voltage in Equation 8.55, provided the effective fixed charge Q∗

F is well controlled.
Although not shown in the figure, both the DMOSFET of Figure 8.18 and the UMOSFET of

Figure 8.20 have thin n-type layers at the surface of the p-type base regions. In the UMOSFET, a
150 nm, 1 × 1017 cm−3 n-type epilayer is grown following the trench etch and implant activation, but
prior to gate oxidation [4]. The main reason for this layer is to reduce the threshold voltage, but it also
increases the mobility. This is because the surface n-layer is wide enough to affect the band diagram near
the surface, as shown in Figure 8.23. Here we see that the electric field has been reduced near the surface
(note the bands are concave upward near the surface). The lower field normal to the surface reduces
interface scattering, increasing the inversion layer mobility. Devices with this feature are sometimes
referred to as doped-channel FETs or accumulation-layer field-effect transistors (ACCUFETs). The
DMOSFET of Figure 8.18 has a doped channel formed by implantation of nitrogen into the top 100 nm
of the p-base at a dose of 5 × 1012 cm−2 [3]. In both the DMOSFET and UMOSFET, part of the surface
layer is consumed during gate oxidation, so the remaining sheet concentration is somewhat lower than
quoted above.

8.2.10 Inversion Layer Electron Mobility

8.2.10.1 Mechanisms Affecting Inversion Layer Mobility

In the development of the current–voltage characteristics of the MOSFET in Section 8.2.3, we denoted
the mobility of electrons in the inversion layer by the symbol 𝜇∗

N. At inversion biases, electrons are
confined to the oxide/semiconductor interface by the strong band bending in the semiconductor. The
mobility of electrons in the inversion layer is lower than in the bulk semiconductor due to increased
scattering at the oxide/semiconductor interface. Moreover, the mobility decreases with increasing gate
voltage, since higher gate voltages increase the electric field confining electrons to the interface, resulting
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in increased scattering. The gate voltage dependence can be described by the empirical equation

𝜇
∗
N ≈

𝜇
∗
0

1 + 𝜃
(
VG − VT

) (8.61)

where 𝜇∗
0 is the peak mobility at threshold and 𝜃 is a parameter characterizing the rate of decrease

with field.
In silicon MOSFETs, the inversion layer mobility near threshold is about half the bulk mobility, but

in 4H-SiC the inversion layer mobility on the silicon face is only about 5–10% of the bulk mobility.
This impacts the performance of power MOSFETs by increasing the specific on-resistance, as shown
by Equation 8.52. The low inversion layer mobility is a major limitation for MOSFETs and IGBTs in
4H-SiC, and inversion layer transport is the subject of intensive research.

Electron mobility in the inversion layer is limited by several scattering mechanisms, including sur-
face phonon scattering, Coulomb scattering by fixed charges and charged interface states, and surface
roughness scattering due to the structural and stoichiometric disorder at the interface. In addition, inver-
sion electrons are also subject to the same scattering mechanisms as electrons in the bulk semiconductor.
Mobility is inversely proportional to the total scattering rate, and assuming that scattering rates from the
different processes add, the resultant mobility can be expressed using Matthiesson’s rule as

1
𝜇
∗
N

= 1
𝜇B

+ 1
𝜇
∗
PH

+ 1
𝜇
∗
C

+ 1
𝜇
∗
SR

(8.62)

where 𝜇B is the mobility of electrons in the bulk semiconductor, 𝜇∗
PH is the mobility due to surface

phonon scattering, 𝜇∗
C is the mobility due to Coulomb scattering, and 𝜇∗

SR is the mobility due to surface
roughness scattering. The inversion layer mobility is therefore determined by the interplay of several
scattering mechanisms whose magnitudes are affected by device processing and operating conditions.
Many of these dependences can be related to the effective normal field, defined as the electric field in the
semiconductor normal to the surface, evaluated at the centroid of the inversion layer [5]. Before consid-
ering the scattering mechanisms individually, we will examine how the effective normal field depends
on parameters such as gate voltage, doping, and temperature.

In silicon, inversion layer mobility follows a universal curve when plotted against the effective normal
field EEFF, which can be written [5]

EEFF =
(
QN∕2 + QD

)
∕𝜀S (8.63)

Here QN is the sheet charge density in the inversion layer and QD is the charge per unit area in the
semiconductor depletion region. In an operating transistor, both QN and QD are functions of position y
along the channel. Using Equations 8.23, 8.29, and 8.34, the depletion charge can be written

QD = −COX

√
2V0

(
2𝜓F + VR

)
(8.64)

where 𝜓F is given by Equation 8.21 and V0 by Equation 8.28. The quasi-Fermi level splitting VR is a
function of position along the channel, going from VR = VS at the source to VR = VD at the drain. Under
delta-depletion electrostatics, the charge in the semiconductor depletion region does not depend on gate
voltage in inversion, as shown by Equation 8.64. A more exact analysis would reveal a weak dependence
that we will neglect in the present discussion.

The inversion charge QN can be obtained from the gate voltage/surface potential relation of
Equation 8.27 after appropriate modifications. Equation 8.27 is derived assuming depletion-region
biasing with no inversion layer present. To apply Equation 8.27 in inversion, we must replace VG with
an “effective” gate voltage that includes the screening effect of the inversion charge. Performing this
modification and setting the surface potential in inversion 𝜓S(inv) = (2𝜓F + VR), we obtain

VG − VFB + QN∕COX = (2𝜓F + VR) +
√

2V0(2𝜓F + VR) (8.65)
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Solving for QN, and expanding the VFB term to include charge in interface states QIT, we can write

QN = −COX

[
VG −

𝛷GS

q
+

QF

COX

+
QIT

(
𝜓S = 2𝜓F + VR

)
COX

− (2𝜓F + VR) −
√

2V0(2𝜓F + VR)

]
(8.66)

We can apply Equations 8.64 and 8.66 at the source by setting VR = VS. Then using Equation 8.59, the
inversion charge at the source reduces to the simple expression QN(y = 0) = −COX(VG − VT), showing
that the inversion charge increases linearly with gate voltage once VG exceeds VT.

QN and VT depend on temperature through two effects. As shown in Figure A.3, the Fermi potential 𝜓F

decreases with temperature, that is, the Fermi level moves closer to midgap as the temperature is raised.
This means that less band bending is required to reach inversion, and this is represented in Equations 8.59
and 8.66 by the 2𝜓F terms. The QIT term in these equations is the charge in interface states, which depends
on the position of the Fermi level at the surface. For an n-channel MOSFET in inversion, the Fermi level
lies above midgap at the surface by an amount equal to 𝜓F. As the temperature is raised and the Fermi
level moves closer to midgap, the negative charge in interface states decreases and QIT becomes less
negative. For an n-channel MOSFET, both these effects make QN more negative and VT less positive as
the temperature is raised. In contrast, QD becomes less negative with temperature, since 𝜓F decreases
with temperature (Figure A.3). Since QN and QD change in opposite directions as the temperature is
raised, it often turns out that the effective normal field at a fixed gate voltage is only a weak function of
temperature, as can be verified using the above equations.

Equations 8.63 and 8.64 indicate that samples with heavier substrate doping (larger V0 and 𝜓F) have a
higher normal field at the same inversion charge density, and this is expected to increase scattering and
reduce mobility by confining electrons closer to the interface. In addition, in heavier-doped samples the
Fermi level lies closer to the conduction band in inversion, so there is more negative charge in interface
states, and this can increase Coulomb scattering.

We will now consider each of the four scattering mechanisms in Equation 8.62. The mobility due to
scattering in the bulk semiconductor depends on doping and temperature, and can be described by an
equation of the form [6]

𝜇B =
𝜇MAX(300∕T)𝜂

1 +
(

N+
D + N−

A

NREF

)𝛾
(8.67)

where 𝜇MAX is the peak mobility at 300 K, T is absolute temperature, N+
D and N−

A are the ionized dopant
concentrations (which depend upon temperature), and 𝜂 and 𝛾 are constants. Values for these parameters
in 4H-SiC are given in Table 8.1, and Appendix A gives equations for N+

D and N−
A as a function of

temperature and doping. For normal operating conditions, the bulk mobility term is not the limiting
factor in SiC inversion layer mobility.

Surface phonon scattering is the deflection of electrons by acoustic phonons at the surface. The
phonon-limited mobility can be written [7]

𝜇
∗
SP = A

EEFF

+ B

TE1∕3
EFF

(8.68)

where A and B are parameters evaluated by fitting theory to experiment and have typical values given in
Table 8.1. The phonon-limited mobility decreases with increasing normal field (increasing gate voltage)
and decreases with increasing temperature, since higher temperatures are associated with larger lattice
vibrations. Although acoustic phonon scattering is important in silicon samples, this term is typically not
the limiting factor in SiC MOSFETs fabricated to date.

Coulomb scattering is the deflection of electrons by charged centers at the interface, such as fixed
charges QF and charged interface states QIT. The scattering effect is independent of the charge polarity,
and depends on the total density of charged centers rather than on the net charge density. A number of
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Table 8.1 Parameters of the inversion layer mobility model,
Equations 8.67–8.70.

Parameter Value Units References

𝜇MAX 1141 cm2 V−1 s−1 [8, 9]
NREF 1.94 × 1017 cm−3

𝜂 2.8 –
𝛾 0.61 –
A 7.82 × 107 cm s−1 [7]
B 9.92 × 106 (V cm−1)−2∕3 K cm s−1

𝛤C 1.5 × 1011 eV−1 cm−2 [6]
nC 1.5 × 1018 cm−3

𝜁C 0.8 –
𝛤SR 1.55 × 1013 V s−1 [10]

different formulations have been proposed for Coulomb scattering, but a commonly accepted form that
captures the essential physics is [6]

𝜇
∗
C =

𝛤C

(NF + NIT)
T

(
1 +

nS

nC

)
𝜍C

(8.69)

where NF is the total density of fixed charges (sum of positive and negative charges), NIT is the total
density of charged interface states (both positive and negative), nS is the electron density per unit vol-
ume at the surface, and 𝛤C, nC, and 𝜁C are parameters with typical values given in Table 8.1. Coulomb
scattering limits inversion layer mobility at gate voltages near threshold where nS is small, but drops
rapidly at higher gate voltages (higher ns values) due to carrier screening by inversion electrons. In sam-
ples with high fixed charge NF or high interface state density NIT, Coulomb scattering can limit 𝜇∗

N to
single digits, but improvements in oxidation and anneal processes have reduced both NF and NIT to
the point that Coulomb scattering is comparable to surface roughness scattering in limiting inversion
layer mobility.

Surface roughness scattering is the deflection of electrons by structural defects at the interface. In
silicon, surface roughness scattering is attributed to surface steps and residual unoxidized silicon particles
at the interface. However, in SiC the situation is more complex, and there is evidence for a transition
layer at the interface where the chemical composition changes gradually from pure SiC to pure SiO2

over a distance of several nanometers. The transition layer can be seen in high-resolution transmission
electron microscope (TEM) images, where it has an apparent width of several nm [11]. Spatially-resolved
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) shows a gradual transition of the C/Si ratio, beginning about
3 nm inside the SiC and extending about 5 nm into the SiO2. The surface layer of the SiC also exhibits
some structural disorder resulting from the oxidation process, and the first monolayers of SiO2 contain
excess carbon [11]. The width of the transition layer is influenced by oxidation and anneal procedures,
and samples with thinner transition layers have higher peak inversion mobilities [12].

Surface roughness scattering can be characterized by an expression borrowed from the silicon litera-
ture, having the general form [13]

𝜇
∗
SR =

𝛤SR

E2
EFF

(8.70)

where 𝛤SR is a parameter that depends on the correlation length and mean height of the assumed
roughness. This equation has been applied to 4H-SiC by several authors [7, 14], although the more
complex nature of the SiC interface suggests the need for further studies. Nevertheless, the general
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Figure 8.24 General dependence of surface scattering mechanisms on inversion charge density and
temperature. The parameters used to generate these plots were modified slightly from those of Table 8.1
to produce results that are generally consistent with a broad range of reports in the literature.

form of Equation 8.70 indicates the strong dependence of surface roughness scattering on normal field.
Roughness scattering limits the mobility of SiC MOSFETs at high normal fields and accounts for the
decrease in mobility with gate voltage above threshold. This scattering is essentially independent of
temperature, provided the normal field is held constant.

Figure 8.24 illustrates how the four scattering mechanisms vary with inversion charge density (or gate
voltage) and temperature. Results are shown for two temperatures, 23 and 344 ∘C. The arrows indicate the
trend of the particular scattering mechanism as temperature is increased. At room temperature, Coulomb
scattering limits the mobility in most samples at low electron densities (gate voltages close to threshold)
and surface roughness scattering limits at high electron densities (strong inversion). Bulk and surface
phonon scattering do not play a significant role at room temperature. As temperature increases, Coulomb
and surface roughness scattering decrease, while surface and bulk phonon scattering increase. The overall
mobility decreases slightly with temperature, mainly due to the strong increase in bulk phonon scattering.
This figure illustrates general trends in a way that is consistent with a broad range of reports in the
literature, but it does not describe any particular device. As technology advances, interface state density
and surface roughness scattering should continue to decrease, leading to higher mobilities and better
MOSFET performance.

8.2.10.2 Device-Related Definitions of Inversion Layer Mobility

Having discussed the physical mechanisms governing electron transport in inversion layers, we now wish
to consider three different device-related definitions of inversion mobility: effective (or conductivity)
mobility 𝜇∗

EFF, field-effect mobility 𝜇∗
FE, and Hall mobility 𝜇∗

H. While closely related, each definition
provides a slightly different perspective on conditions and processes within the device.

Equation 8.47 gives the MOSFET current using the “square law” approximation with the source
grounded (the effect of a non-zero source voltage is included in Equation 8.44). The effective (or
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conductivity) mobility is the value deduced by measuring the drain conductance gD at small drain
voltages where the V2

DS term in Equation 8.47 can be neglected. Neglecting the V2
DS term, we can write

gD =
𝜕ID

𝜕VDS

= 𝜇
∗
EFFCOX

W
L
(VG − VT) (8.71)

Thus,

𝜇
∗
EFF(VG) =

L
COXW(VG − VT)

gD(VG) (8.72)

In practice, 𝜇∗
EFF is calculated as a function of gate voltage from the slope of the ID − VDS relation at

the origin, VDS = 0. This mobility should be used for 𝜇∗
N in Equations 8.44 and/or 8.47 to calculate the

current. Since the mobility varies with gate voltage, 𝜇∗
EFF is usually approximated using the empirical

expression in Equation 8.61.
The mobility most often quoted in the literature is the field-effect mobility, obtained from the transcon-

ductance measured at a small drain voltage. From Equation 8.47 evaluated at low VDS with 𝜇∗
N = 𝜇

∗
EFF,

the transconductance may be written

gM =
𝜕ID

𝜕VG

= COX
W
L

VDS
d

dVG

[𝜇∗
EFF(VG − VT)]

= COX
W
L

VDS

[
𝜇
∗
EFF +

(
VG − VT

) d𝜇∗
EFF

dVG

]

= 𝜇
∗
FECOX

W
L

VDS

(8.73)

Thus,

𝜇
∗
FE(VG) =

L
COXWVDS

gM(VG) (8.74)

From Equation 8.73, the field-effect mobility is related to the effective mobility by

𝜇
∗
FE = 𝜇

∗
EFF + (VG − VT)

d𝜇∗
EFF

dVG

(8.75)

Since 𝜇∗
EFF decreases with VG, the partial derivative is negative and 𝜇∗

FE < 𝜇
∗
EFF at any gate voltage.

Figure 8.25 illustrates how 𝜇
∗
EFF and 𝜇

∗
FE vary with gate voltage. Near threshold the effective and

field-effect mobilities are equal, but 𝜇∗
FE decreases more rapidly than 𝜇∗

EFF as gate voltage is increased.
It is important to note that using 𝜇∗

FE instead of 𝜇∗
EFF in Equation 8.44 or 8.47 would underestimate the

current. Since 𝜇∗
FE is a differential mobility, calculating the current based on 𝜇∗

FE would require integration
of the 𝜇∗

FE versus VG relation. From Equation 8.73, we can write

ID = ∫
VG

0
gMdV ′

G = COX
W
L

VDS∫
VG

0
𝜇
∗
FEdV ′

G (8.76)

Thus the current at a given gate voltage is proportional to the integral of 𝜇∗
FE(VG) up to that gate voltage,

and not to the value of 𝜇∗
FE at that gate voltage. For this reason, any process that increases the peak

field-effect mobility in the region just above threshold will increase the current at all gate voltages, even
if 𝜇∗

FE at high gate voltages is not improved.
Finally, we turn to the Hall mobility 𝜇∗

H. Hall mobility is of interest because it allows us to account for
the effect of charge sequestration by interface states. In deriving the current Equations 8.44 and 8.47 we
assumed all the additional positive charge placed on the gate beyond threshold is balanced by an equal
negative charge induced into the inversion layer, as evident from Equation 8.41. However, if interface
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Figure 8.25 Relationship of effective mobility and field-effect mobility, with values typical of 4H-SiC
MOSFETs on the (0001) face after thermal oxidation and post-oxidation anneal in nitric oxide.

states are present, some of the charge placed on the gate beyond threshold is balanced by additional
charge in interface states, and this reduces the charge density in the inversion layer. Without knowing
the distribution of interface states across the bandgap, it is not possible to calculate how much charge is
trapped in interface states and how much remains in the inversion layer. If the actual inversion charge
density is less than given by Equation 8.41, measurements of 𝜇∗

EFF and 𝜇∗
FE using Equations 8.72 and

8.74 will underestimate the true carrier mobility. The effective mobility is the correct mobility to use in
the current Equations 8.44 and 8.47, since 𝜇∗

EFF includes the combined effects of inversion layer mobility
and charge sequestration by interface states, but the Hall mobility is the correct mobility to use if we are
concerned with the true carrier mobility in the inversion layer.

The Hall technique is discussed extensively in the literature, and only an outline will be presented here.
When used to study the inversion layer in an MOS transistor, the Hall technique imposes a magnetic field
Bx perpendicular to the surface with a constant drain current Jy flowing along the channel. The magnetic
field exerts a Lorentz force on the moving electrons given by

Fz = −q𝑣yBx (8.77)

where Fz is the force directed across the width of the channel (z direction) and 𝑣y is the velocity of
electrons along the channel in the y direction. The Lorentz force deflects electrons to one side of the
channel, creating a lateral electric field Ez perpendicular to the current flow. In steady state the z-directed
force due to the lateral electric field exactly balances the oppositely-directed z-directed Lorentz force, so
q Ez = −q 𝑣yBx. The electric field Ez produces a lateral potential drop called the Hall voltage, given by

VH = −
( JyBxW

qnS

)
(8.78)

Here, W is the width of the channel, and we have used the fact that Jy = −q nS𝑣y. The Hall voltage can
be measured by high-impedance probes that contact the inversion layer on opposite sides of the channel.
Since we know the current density and magnetic field, we can determine the mobile electron density nS

using Equation 8.78. The mobility can then be deduced from the measured current, given knowledge of
the true carrier density in the channel. The mobility thus determined is known at the Hall mobility 𝜇∗

H.
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Figure 8.26 Field-effect mobility as a function of temperature for a 4H-SiC MOSFET on a p-type
epilayer ([16] reproduced with permission from IEEE).

A more careful analysis that includes momentum relaxation effects would lead to a slightly modified
form for Equation 8.78, namely

VH = −rH

( JyBxW

qnS

)
(8.79)

Here rH is the Hall factor given by rH =< 𝜏m
2
>∕< 𝜏m>

2, where 𝜏m is the mean time between electron
scattering events. In 4H-SiC the Hall factor at room temperature typically lies in the range 0.96–0.99
[15], and in experimental work it is common to simply set rH = 1.

Since Hall measurements are based on the actual mobile carrier density, the Hall mobility represents
the true mobility of electrons in the inversion layer, and 𝜇∗

H is invariably higher than 𝜇∗
EFF.

8.2.10.3 Experimental Results on Inversion Layer Mobility in 4H-SiC

Figure 8.26 shows field-effect mobility measured as a function of temperature for a 4H-SiC MOSFET
on a 3 μm p-type epilayer doped 2.5 × 1016 cm−3 with aluminum [16]. The p+ (0001) substrate is grown
8∘ off-axis. A 54 nm gate oxide was formed by pyrogenic oxidation at 1150 ∘C, followed by 30 min in
situ argon anneal, a 950 ∘C re-oxidation anneal for 2 h, and a nitric oxide (NO) post-oxidation anneal at
1175 ∘C for 2 h. The final NO anneal is used to reduce the interface state density in the upper half of the
bandgap [17]. Polysilicon gates were deposited at 625 ∘C and doped at 900 ∘C. At room temperature,
the peak mobility is about 50 cm2V−1s−1, decreasing to about 30 cm2V−1s−1 at 15 V. As temperature is
increased, the peak low-field mobility increases to approximately 60 cm2V−1s−1 at 167 ∘C, consistent
with Coulomb scattering, then decreases to about 50 cm2V−1s−1 at 344 ∘C. At higher fields the mobility
decreases monotonically with temperature. The decrease in mobility with temperature is suggestive of
bulk phonon scattering, as can be inferred from the curves in Figure 8.24. At 344 ∘C the field-effect
mobility has dropped to about 80% of its room temperature value over much of the gate voltage range.

Figure 8.27 shows Hall mobility as a function of sheet carrier density for an n-channel MOSFET on a
p-type epilayer doped 5 × 1015 cm−3 with aluminum [18]. The substrate is (0001) 4H-SiC, cut 4∘ off-axis.
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Figure 8.27 Hall mobility of inversion electrons as a function of effective normal field at several tem-
peratures. The sample was prepared by a similar oxidation process to the MOSFET in Figure 8.26 ([18]
reproduced with permission from Trans Tech Publications).

The oxidation was performed in dry oxygen at 1175 ∘C, followed by a wet re-oxidation anneal at 950 ∘C
and an 1175 ∘C post-oxidation anneal in NO for 2 h, resulting in a 53 nm oxide. This is a similar oxidation
process to the MOSFET of Figure 8.26, but with a slightly lower epilayer doping. Hall mobility increases
with temperature below 20 ∘C, suggesting that transport at these temperatures is limited by Coulomb
scattering. Above room temperature the mobility increases only slightly with temperature, suggesting
that transport here is dominated by surface roughness scattering. These conclusions are consistent with
the trends illustrated in Figure 8.24.

The MOSFET process described above has been investigated by several groups, all of which report
increased mobilities as a result of the NO anneal. Recently, however, a number of alternative oxidation
processes have been explored, some of which have produced even greater improvements in mobility. We
will briefly discuss two of these processes next.

Post-oxidation annealing in phosphorus has been shown to reduce the interface state density and
increase the mobility, even compared to the standard NO process. Figure 8.28 shows measured inter-
face state density and field-effect mobility for several 4H-SiC MOSFETs [19]. The MOSFETs were
formed on p-type epilayers doped 7 × 1015 cm−3 with aluminum, and interface state density was mea-
sured on MOS capacitors on n-type epilayers doped 8 × 1015 cm−3 with nitrogen. The substrate is n+
(0001), grown 4∘ off-axis. A 56 nm gate oxide was formed by dry oxidation at 1000 ∘C, followed by a
post-oxidation anneal in POCl3 at 900, 950, or 1000 ∘C for 10 min and a 30 min nitrogen anneal at the
same temperature. Aluminum was evaporated to form the gate electrodes. Other samples were fabri-
cated by dry oxidation at 1000 ∘C followed by a 1250 ∘C nitric oxide (NO) anneal for 90 min. As seen
in the figure, the 900 ∘C phosphorus anneal did not reduce the interface state density, but anneals at 950
and 1000 ∘C decreased the interface state density below that of the NO sample in the upper half of the
bandgap. The field-effect mobility of the 1000 ∘C POCl3 sample is much higher than the 1250 ∘C NO
sample, reaching a peak value of 89 cm2V−1s−1 before dropping to 58 cm2V−1s−1 at 20 V. If this result
is compared to the MOSFET of Figure 8.26, the mobility improvement is not as great, but is still about
a factor of 2.

The improved mobility is explained as a reduction in Coulomb scattering by charged interface states,
but the phosphorus process may also introduce a shallow n-type layer at the surface of the SiC. This seems
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Figure 8.28 (a) Interface state density and (b) field-effect mobility for dry oxidized samples with no
post-oxidation anneal, with a post-oxidation anneal in nitric oxide, and with a post-oxidation anneal in
POCl3. The large increase in mobility for the POCl3 sample is correlated with a reduction in interface
state density ([19] reproduced with permission from IEEE).

plausible, since phosphorus can be activated as a dopant in 4H-SiC at normal oxidation temperatures.
This would produce a situation similar to the doped-channel FET discussed in Section 8.2.9. As shown in
Figure 8.23, surface doping reduces the surface normal field at a given inversion electron density, which
would lead to higher mobility. However, phosphorus annealing also converts the oxide to phosphosilicate
glass (PSG), a polar material having piezoelectric properties that introduce an instability in the threshold
voltage [20]. Phosphorus atoms are distributed throughout the gate insulator, and they act as electron
traps that introduce a positive threshold shift at high electric fields [21]. Instabilities of this type would
make it difficult to use this process in a production environment.

Several groups have explored inversion layer transport on alternative crystal faces such as the (1120)
a-face, where mobilities are typically higher than on the (0001) silicon face. These results are impor-
tant for devices such as the UMOSFET (or UMOS IGBT) whose inversion layers are on the a-face.
Figure 8.29 shows measured interface state density and field-effect mobility for 4H-SiC MOSFETs on
both the silicon face and the (1120) a-face [22]. Planar MOSFETs were formed on p-type epilayers
doped 1 × 1016 cm−3 with aluminum, and interface state density was measured on MOS capacitors on
n-type epilayers doped 1 × 1016 cm−3 with nitrogen. All samples were oxidized in dry oxygen at 1150 ∘C.
Some samples received a post-oxidation anneal in NO at 1175 ∘C for 2 h, and others received a phospho-
rus post-oxidation anneal at 1000 ∘C for 4 h using a planar diffusion source. On a given crystal face, the
field-effect mobility is 1.5–2 × higher with the phosphorus anneal compared to the NO anneal. For the
same post-oxidation process, the mobility is also 1.5–2 × higher on the (1120) face than on the silicon
face. The highest mobility is obtained with the phosphorus anneal on the (1120) face.

With the phosphorus anneal on the silicon face, the higher mobility is correlated with a lower interface
state density, suggesting the mobility is limited by Coulomb scattering, at least at biases near threshold.
However, on the (1120) face the opposite is true: higher mobilities are obtained with the phosphorus
anneal, but the interface state density is similar on both faces. Comparing phosphorus anneals on the two
faces, a higher mobility is obtained on the (1120) face even though that face has a higher interface state
density. Two possibilities present themselves. Yoshioka et al. [23] have reported that certain annealing
procedures create interface states with large capture cross sections whose frequency response is so fast
that they are not detected with conventional CV methods, so the conclusion that the silicon face has lower
total interface state density may be incorrect. On the other hand, if phosphorus achieves high mobility
by creating a thin n-doped layer at the surface, this doping process could be more effective on the (1120)
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Figure 8.29 (a) Interface state density and (b) field-effect mobility for dry oxidized samples on
two crystal orientations, the (0001) silicon face and the (1120) a-face. Mobility is shown for both
nitrogen and phosphorus post-oxidation anneals, and interface state density is shown for unannealed,
nitrogen-annealed, and phosphorus-annealed samples ([22] reproduced with permission from IEEE).

face than on the silicon face. These issues can only be resolved by further experiments and the reader is
advised to consult the literature for the latest information.

An intriguing result is the high mobility observed in samples oxidized in an alumina furnace tube
[24], as shown in Figure 8.30 [25]. The high mobility is correlated with the presence and position of
sodium ions in the oxide, introduced from impurities in the alumina tube. These ions are mobile in SiO2

at elevated temperatures, and can be drifted toward the interface or toward the gate by application of a
positive or negative gate voltage. The highest mobilities are observed when the sodium ions are close to
the interface, the “initial” and “recovered” curves in Figure 8.30. When the sodium ions are drifted to
the gate by negative bias-temperature stress, the threshold voltage increases, and the mobility decreases.
Measurements of interface state density on n-type MOS capacitors indicate that the position of the sodium
ions has no effect on interface state density [25], suggesting that a reduction of Coulomb scattering is not
the mechanism responsible for the mobility improvement. It is also significant that the mobility at high
gate fields is not affected by the ions. In other words, sodium enhances the mobility at low gate fields
but not at high fields. The physical mechanism responsible for these observations is not understood. As
might be expected, the instability in threshold voltage associated with sodium precludes the use of this
process in practical devices.

Even though both phosphorus and sodium processes introduce threshold instabilities, the results are
still encouraging because they show that significantly higher mobilities are possible in 4H-SiC MOS
devices. The goal now is to understand the mechanisms for the mobility improvement and develop pro-
cesses that deliver the improvement without introducing instabilities.

8.2.11 Oxide Reliability

Two of the main advantages of SiC compared to silicon are its higher bandgap energy and higher crit-
ical field for avalanche breakdown. The critical field in 4H-SiC is 6–7 times higher than in silicon
(Figure 10.5) and, as discussed in Chapter 7, the on-resistance of SiC unipolar devices is about 400
times lower than silicon devices of the same blocking voltage. However, the higher critical field means
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Figure 8.30 Field-effect mobility of a MOSFET whose oxide is contaminated with sodium ions. Nega-
tive bias-temperature stress (BTS) draws the positive sodium ions to the gate, where they have no effect on
the electrostatics. This shifts the threshold positive and reduces the mobility. After the stress is removed,
the threshold and mobility gradually recover to their pre-stress values ([25] reproduced with permission
from Trans Tech Publications).

that gate oxides in SiC MOS devices may be subjected to higher fields than oxides in silicon devices.
The oxide field is related to the surface field in the semiconductor by Gauss’ law, so we can write

EOX =
𝜀S

𝜀OX

ES(0) ≈
10
3.9

ES(0) ≈ 2.6ES(0) (8.80)

where ES(0) is the perpendicular component of the semiconductor field at the surface. In SiC, ES(0) (and
therefore EOX) can be 6–7 times higher than in silicon. The oxide field may be increased even further by
fixed charges QF and interface trapped charges QIT. In addition, the barrier heights for electron and hole
injection into SiO2 are lower for SiC, as shown in Figure 8.21. The higher oxide field and lower barrier
height raise concerns for the long term reliability of SiC MOS devices, particularly at high temperatures.

The literature contains very few careful studies of SiC MOS reliability. One reason is the large number
of samples (20–50) and long measurement times (weeks to months) needed to obtain an adequate data
set. Most studies make use of constant-voltage stress at elevated temperatures. The procedure is to sub-
ject a number of identical devices, either MOS capacitors or MOSFETs, to accelerated stress conditions
(high oxide fields and high temperatures) and monitor the leakage currents through the gate oxides. A
certain current density is chosen as indicative of oxide failure, and a set of devices is stressed simultane-
ously while the gate currents are monitored. As devices fail, their failure times are recorded and the test
continues until the entire set of devices has failed. The failure times are plotted on a Weibull plot, where
it is possible to distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic failures. In this context, “extrinsic” refers to
early failures due to oxide defects, and “intrinsic” refers to failure of an intrinsically good oxide. Since
the extrinsic failures do not represent the fundamental properties of the oxide, they are eliminated from
the distribution and the mean-time-before-failure (t50) or the 63% failure time (t63) of the remaining
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Figure 8.31 63% failure time as a function of oxide field for 4H-SiC MOS capacitors on n-type epi-
layers at two temperatures ([26] reproduced with permission from IEEE).

intrinsic set is determined. Constant-voltage stress is considered fairly representative of actual operating
conditions. A quicker procedure, known as constant-current stress, forces a constant current through
the oxide and measures the total charge-to-breakdown, or QBD. The discussion below deals only with
constant-voltage stress.

Figure 8.31 shows 63% failure times as a function of oxide field for 4H-SiC MOS capacitors on n-type
epilayers from two vendors [26]. As is the case in silicon [27], the time-to-failure increases exponentially
as the oxide field is reduced, and a constant field acceleration factor 𝛾 is observed. At 225 ∘C, extrapo-
lation to lower fields predicts a t63 of 100 years if the oxide field is kept below 5.9 MV cm−1. The oxide
field must be kept below 3.9 MV cm−1 if a t63 of 100 years is to be obtained at 375 ∘C. Although 100 year
lifetimes may seem excessive, this is the time for 63% of the samples to fail. Failure times for lower fail-
ure percentages, say 10%, can be determined by examining the failure distributions in the Weibull plots
at each field.

Figure 8.32 shows t63 failure time versus oxide field for 4H-SiC power DMOSFETs at three tempera-
tures [28]. The n-channel DMOSFETs are formed on implanted p-type base regions, and a portion of the
gate extends over implanted n+ source regions. Oxides over heavily-implanted regions are not as robust
as those over epitaxial layers, and the t63 times for the DMOSFET are shorter than the MOS capacitors of
Figure 8.31. Extrapolation of the high-field data indicates that a t63 of 100 years can be realized at 175 ∘C
by keeping the oxide field below 6.5 MV cm−1. The same lifetime can be obtained at 275 ∘C by keeping
the oxide field below 4 MV cm−1, and at 300 ∘C by keeping the oxide field below 1.5 MV cm−1.

The data in Figure 8.32 also illustrate the danger in extrapolating high-field data to lower fields.
At 275 and 300 ∘C the field acceleration factor 𝛾 is not independent of field, but exhibits a break at
an oxide field around 8 MV cm−1. If extrapolations were made using only data above 8 MV cm−1,
unrealistically long lifetimes would be predicted at normal operating fields. This brings into question the
practice of predicting low-field reliability by extrapolation from high-field data. However, it seems safe
to assume that the low-field reliability will not be better than predicted by extrapolating from high-field
data. The severity of the change in field acceleration factor in Figure 8.32 decreases as temperature
is reduced, and at 175 ∘C it appears that extrapolation using the high-field acceleration factor is
reasonable.

Finally, we should point out that the operational lifetime of the MOSFET may be limited not by catas-
trophic oxide failure, but by a gradual drift in parameters such as threshold voltage or on-resistance.
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Figure 8.32 63% failure time as a function of oxide field for 4H-SiC power DMOSFETs at three tem-
peratures ([28] reproduced with permission from Trans Tech Publications).

Unfortunately, no studies of long-term parameter drift have been published for SiC devices, leaving the
question of parameter stability largely unanswered.

8.2.12 MOSFET Transient Response

One of the motivations for using MOSFETs in power switching systems is their high switching frequency
and low switching loss. This allows the entire system to operate at a high frequency, leading to significant
reductions in the volume and weight of passive components, such as transformers and filter capacitors,
that often dominate system cost. In this section we will consider the transient response of the power
MOSFET in some detail.

The switching transients of the power MOSFET can be analyzed using the clamped inductive load cir-
cuit of Figure 8.33. The inductor is representative of the windings of an electric motor, and its inductance
is assumed large enough that the current IL cannot change appreciably during the switching transient. RG

represents the internal resistance of the bond wires and the distributed gate resistance of the MOSFET.
CGS and CGD are the gate-source and gate-drain capacitances of the MOSFET, RS is the source resistance,
and RD = RJFET + RDR + RSUB is the lumped drain resistance of the MOSFET.

Since the p-type body regions of power MOSFETs are not lightly doped, the V0 terms in Equations 8.44
and 8.48 cannot be ignored, and the simplified Equations 8.47 and 8.49 will overestimate the current and
underestimate the switching time. However, retaining all the V0 terms would make the mathematics very
cumbersome. Therefore, to illustrate the main features of the switching transient, we will utilize the
approximate Equations 8.47 and 8.49 and assume the source resistance RS is negligible. This will not
provide numerically precise answers, but will capture the qualitative features of the transient. A more
quantitative analysis can be performed using the full MOSFET equations and a nonlinear circuit simulator
such as SPICE™.

The turn-on transient will be considered first. Prior to t = 0 the MOSFET is off, and the inductor current
circulates through the clamping diode. If we neglect the forward drop of the diode, which is likely to be
a SiC junction-barrier Schottky (JBS) or merged pin-Schottky (MPS) diode, the drain voltage of the
MOSFET is the supply voltage VDD. The turn-on process can be divided into four phases, as illustrated
in Figure 8.34.
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8.2.12.1 Turn-On, 0< t< t1

At t = 0 the voltage at the gate terminal is stepped to VGG > VT, but the MOSFET does not turn on until
VGS has charged to VT through the RC input circuit. The gate voltage during the charging process can
be written

VGS(t) = VGG

[
1 − exp (−t∕𝜏)

]
(8.81)

where 𝜏 is given by
𝜏 = RG

(
CGS + CGD

)
(8.82)

Setting VGS(t1) = VT allows us to calculate t1,

t1 = 𝜏 ln

(
VGG

VGG − VT

)
(8.83)

The gate current during this phase is of interest, and can be written

IG (t) =
VGG − VGS (t)

RG

(8.84)

8.2.12.2 Turn-On, t1 < t< t2

At time t1 the MOSFET turns on and its drain current increases, but the clamping diode remains forward
biased until the drain current through the MOSFET equals the inductive load current IL. As long as the
diode is forward biased, the drain-source voltage of the MOSFET remains at VDD and the gate-source
voltage continues to increase according to Equation 8.81. Since VDS ≫ VD,SAT = (VG − VT), the MOS-
FET is in its saturation region and the drain current can be described by Equation 8.47 with VDS set equal
to VD,SAT, namely

ID(t) = 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
2L

[VGS(t) − VT]
2 (8.85)

The drain current will increase according to Equations 8.85 and 8.81 until time t2 when ID = IL, at which
point the MOSFET is carrying all the load current and the diode becomes reverse biased. The trajectory
between times t1 and t2 is illustrated on the ID − VDS characteristics of the MOSFET in Figure 8.34.
Time t2 can be calculated by setting ID(t2) = IL in Equation 8.85 to obtain VGS(t2), and inserting this into
Equation 8.81 to solve for t2. The result is

t2 = 𝜏 ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
VGG

VGG − VT −
√(

2ILL
)
∕
(
𝜇
∗
NCOXW

)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

(8.86)

8.2.12.3 Turn-On, t2 < t< t3

When the diode becomes reverse biased, the drain voltage of the MOSFET is no longer clamped at VDD,
and is free to decrease. However, the drain current is now held fixed at IL by the inductor. With the drain
current constant, the gate-source voltage cannot change, as shown by Equation 8.85. Since VGS has not
yet reached VGG, gate current continues to flow through RG and passes as displacement current through
CGD. (Although VGS is constant, VDS is now falling, and this draws displacement current through CGD.
In claiming that ID is constant, we are assuming this displacement current is small compared to IL.) The
gate current can now be written

IG =
VGG − VGS

(
t2

)
RG

= CGS

dVGS

dt
+ CGD

dVGD

dt
(8.87)
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Writing VGD = VGS − VDS and setting dVGS∕dt = 0 yields

IG =
VGG − VGS

(
t2

)
RG

= −CGD

dVDS

dt
(8.88)

Since VGS and IG are constant during this period, Equation 8.88 tells us that the drain voltage decreases
linearly with time. The drain voltage transient can be calculated by integrating Equation 8.88,

VDS (t) = VDD − ILRD −

[
VGG − VGS

(
t2

)
RGCGD

]
(t − t2) (8.89)

The above analysis holds so long as the MOSFET remains in its saturation region, where the drain current
is given by Equation 8.85. When VDS falls below VD,SAT, the MOSFET enters its quasi-linear region and
ID must be calculated using Equation 8.47. This marks the end of the third portion of the transient, and
the time t3 can be found by setting VDS(t3) equal to VD,SAT,

t3 = t2 + RGCGD

[
VDD − ILRD + VT − VGS

(
t2

)
VGG − VGS(t2)

]
(8.90)

8.2.12.4 Turn-On, t> t3

For t > t3 the MOSFET is in its quasi-linear region. The gate current can be written

IG =
VGG − VGS(t)

RG

= CGS

dVGS

dt
+ CGD

dVGD

dt

= CGS

dVGS

dt
+ CGD

(
dVGS

dt
−

dVDS

dt

) (8.91)

Since VDS is now≪ VDD, we can set dVDS∕dt ≈ 0, so

IG =
VGG − VGS(t)

RG

≈
(
CGS + CGD

) dVGS

dt
(8.92)

Cross-multiplying,
dt

RG

(
CGS + CGD

) ≈
dVGS(

VGG − VGS

) (8.93)

Integrating Equation 8.93 from t3 to t yields

VGS(t) = VGG −
[
VGG − VGS

(
t3

)]
exp

[
−
(
t − t3

)
∕𝜏
]

(8.94)

where we are reminded that VGS(t3) = VGS(t2). During the period t > t3 the drain voltage decreases toward
the steady-state drain–source voltage of the MOSFET. Setting ID in Equation 8.47 equal to IL and solving
for VDS yields

VDS (t) =
(
VGS − VT

)
−
√(

VGS − VT

)2 − 2ILL∕(𝜇∗
NCOXW) (8.95)

As the device approaches steady state, VGS approaches VGG. Inserting VGG into Equation 8.95 yields

VDS (∞) =
(
VGG − VT

)
−
√(

VGG − VT

)2 − 2ILL∕
(
𝜇
∗
NCOXW

)
(8.96)
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The total gate charge during turn-on is found by setting QG = CGSΔVGS + CGDΔVGD. VGS goes from
zero to VGG during the transient, while VGD goes from −VDD at t = 0 to VGG − VDS(∞) at t = ∞. Using
Equation 8.96 for VDS(∞) yields

QG = CGSVGG + CGD

[
VDD + VT +

√(
VGG − VT

)2 − 2ILL∕
(
𝜇
∗
NCOXW

)]
(8.97)

Figure 8.35a–c show gate voltage, drain current, and drain voltage for the MOSFET of Figure 8.34
as calculated using the above equations with parameters typical of a modern commercial power DMOS-
FET. In these calculations, the supply voltage VDD = 800 V, the terminal gate voltage VGG = 20 V, and
the inductive load current IL = 20 A. The time t1 for VGS to reach threshold is short, only 0.52 ns. The
MOSFET drain current then rises according to Equation 8.85 until reaching the 20 A load current at time
t2 = 3.97 ns. At this point the diode becomes reverse biased and the MOSFET drain voltage decreases
linearly according to Equation 8.89 until time t3 = 13.6 ns. During this period VGS remains constant at
11.8 V, IG is constant at 1.78 A, and ID is constant at 20 A. At time t3 the drain voltage has reached
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Figure 8.35 Transient waveforms during the turn-on transient, assuming RG = 4.6 Ω,CGS =
0.944 nF,CGD = 21.6 pF. (a) Internal gate-source voltage VGS, (b) drain current ID, (c) drain-source volt-
age VDS, and (d) instantaneous power dissipation within the MOSFET.
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Figure 8.36 Idealized switching trajectory of the MOSFET during turn-off.

VD,SAT = VGS(t2) − VT = 9.6 V and the MOSFET enters its quasi-linear region. From this point, VDS

declines according to Equation 8.95 to a final value of VDS(∞) = 0.26 V.
The instantaneous power dissipated during the turn-on transient is given by

P(t) = ID(t)
2(RS + RD) + ID(t)VDS(t) + IG(t)

2RG (8.98)

The instantaneous power dissipation is plotted in Figure 8.35d, and the integral of this waveform gives the
turn-on energy, 102 μJ in this example. From Equation 8.97, the gate charge during the turn-on transient
is 36.6 nC.

The turn-off transient follows the same trajectory as the turn-on transient, but in the opposite direction,
as illustrated in Figure 8.36. Prior to the start of the transient at t = 0, the MOSFET is in its conducting
state with a very low forward voltage drop. The clamping diode is reverse biased, and all the load current
flows through the MOSFET.

8.2.12.5 Turn-Off, 0< t< t4

At t = 0 the voltage at the gate terminal is switched to zero, but the MOSFET does not turn off immedi-
ately because the RC input circuit must discharge. As VGS decreases, VDS must increase to keep the drain
current at a constant value equal to IL, but the change in VDS during this period is small compared to the
change in VGS, so we can write the gate voltage as

VGS(t) ≈ VGG exp(−t∕𝜏) (8.99)

where 𝜏 is the time constant of the gate circuit, given by Equation 8.82. However, as VDS increases, it
eventually reaches VD,SAT and the MOSFET enters saturation. At this point we can write

ID = ID,SAT = 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
2L

(VGS − VT)
2 (8.100)
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Defining this point as t = t4 and solving for VGS(t4),

VGS(t4) = VT +
√

2ILL∕(𝜇∗
NCOXW) (8.101)

Inserting Equation 8.101 into Equation 8.99 gives

t4 = 𝜏 ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
VGG

VT +
√

2ILL∕
(
𝜇
∗
NCOXW

)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

(8.102)

While the MOSFET is in its quasi-linear region, the drain current is given by

ID = IL = 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
L

[(
VGS − VT

)
VDS −

1
2

V2
DS

]
(8.103)

Solving for VDS, we can write

VDS(t) = [VGS(t) − VT] −
√

[VGS(t) − VT]2 − 2ILL∕(𝜇∗
NCOXW) (8.104)

with VGS(t) given by Equation 8.99.

8.2.12.6 Turn-Off, t4 < t< t5

Between times t4 and t5 the MOSFET is in saturation and the drain current is fixed at IL. Since the
drain current remains constant, the gate voltage cannot change, and remains at the value given by
Equation 8.101. The gate current can be written

IG =
0 − VGS(t4)

RG

= CGS

dVGS

dt
+ CGD

dVGD

dt
(8.105)

Writing VGD = VGS − VDS and setting dVGS∕dt ≈ 0 yields

IG = −
VGS(t4)

RG

= −CGD

dVDS

dt
(8.106)

Equation 8.106 tells us that the drain voltage increases linearly with time,

VDS(t) = VDS(t4) +
VGS(t4)
RGCGD

(t − t4) (8.107)

At t = t5,VDS = VDD − ILRD, so from Equation 8.107 we have

t5 = t4 + RGCGD

[
VDD − ILRD + VT − VGS

(
t4

)
VGS(t4)

]
(8.108)

where we have made use of the fact that VDS(t4) = VD,SAT = VGS(t4) − VT.

8.2.12.7 Turn-Off, t5 < t< t6

As VDS tries to rise above VDD, the clamping diode becomes forward biased and holds VDS at VDD plus a
diode drop (which we will neglect). The diode carries an increasing fraction of the load current, and the
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MOSFET drain current decreases toward zero. Since ID decreases with VDS held constant, VGS must also
decrease. Writing the equation for the gate current,

IG =
0 − VGS(t)

RG

= CGS

dVGS

dt
+ CGD

dVGD

dt

= CGS

dVGS

dt
+ CGD

(
dVGS

dt
−

dVDS

dt

)

=
(
CGS + CGD

) dVGS

dt

(8.109)

Solving Equation 8.109 for VGS(t),

VGS(t) = VGS(t4) exp
[
−
(
t − t5

)
∕𝜏
]

(8.110)
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At t = t6,VGS reaches VT and the MOSFET turns off. Setting VGS(t6) = VT in Equation 8.110, we find
that

t6 = t5 + 𝜏 ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
VT +

√
2ILL∕

(
𝜇
∗
NCOXW

)
VT

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(8.111)

During the period from t5 to t6, the MOSFET is in its saturation region and ID is given by Equation 8.85,
with VGS(t) given by Equation 8.110.

8.2.12.8 Turn-Off, t> t6

For times t > t6 the MOSFET is off, and the gate voltage VGS decreases toward zero according to
Equation 8.110.

The gate charge QG removed by the input circuit during the turn-off transient is precisely the same as
the charge supplied during the turn-on transient, since at the end of the turn-off process both CGS and
CGD have returned to their original charge states.

Figure 8.37a–c show gate voltage, drain current, and drain voltage for the MOSFET of Figure 8.36.
The time t4 for VDS to rise to VD,SAT is 2.33 ns. During this time the change in VDS, 9.63 V, is almost
imperceptible on the scale of Figure 8.37c. The MOSFET enters saturation at t4 and the drain current
remains fixed at the load current, 20 A. According to Equation 8.85, VGS must also remain constant.
However, VDS can rise because ID is independent of VDS in saturation. The increase in VDS is just sufficient
to create the displacement current in CGD required to satisfy Equation 8.106. The drain voltage reaches
the supply voltage at time t5 = 8.96 ns. At this point the clamping diode becomes forward biased and
holds VDS constant at VDD. After t5 the diode carries an increasing fraction of the load current, and ID

decreases. The drain current reaches zero at t6 = 16.4 ns, when VGS has fallen to VT. The gate voltage
continues to decrease as the input circuit completes its discharge. Figure 8.37d shows the instantaneous
power during the turn-off transient, and the integral of this waveform is the turn-off energy, 79.6 μJ.
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9
Bipolar Power Switching Devices

9.1 Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTs)
Bipolar transistors were the first power transistors developed in silicon, but they have now been largely
displaced by silicon insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and thyristors. This occurred because
silicon bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) suffer from a phenomenon known as “second breakdown”
that limits the safe operating area (SOA) of the device. As will be shown below, the higher critical field
for avalanche breakdown in SiC essentially eliminates second breakdown, making high-performance
power BJTs practical. BJTs are particularly attractive for high-temperature applications, since they are
not dependent on a gate oxide for their operation, and are not subject to the oxide reliability limitations
of metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) and IGBTs.

As is our custom when considering a new device, we begin our discussion with a review of the basics of
BJT operation. We then consider a number of special effects that occur during high-current operation of
power BJTs. Figure 9.1 shows a basic n+∕p∕n− BJT, along with standard current and voltage definitions.
In these devices the emitter is more heavily doped than the base, and the base is more heavily doped than
the collector, so NDE ≫ NAB ≫ NDC. We can identify four internal junction currents, the hole and electron
currents crossing the emitter–base (EB) junction (IEP and IEN) and the hole and electron currents crossing
the collector–base (CB) junction (ICP and ICN). The polarities in the figure correspond to positive current
flow, and we should remember that electron flux is opposite to direction of electron current. Voltages
VBE and VBC are developed across the junction depletion regions, shown cross-hatched in the figure. The
widths of the emitter, base, and collector, measured from the metallurgical junctions, are WE,WB, and
WC, and the width of the neutral portion of the base, measured between the edges of the depletion regions,
is simply W.

9.1.1 Internal Currents

Our first goal is to obtain equations for the four internal currents IEP, IEN, ICP, and ICN in terms of the
device parameters and the terminal voltages VBE and VBC. We can then write expressions for the terminal
currents IE, IB, and IC, and from these we will obtain equations for important performance parameters
such as current gain, specific on-resistance, and so on. We initially assume low-level injection in all
regions, since this allows us to use the minority carrier diffusion equations (MCDEs) to obtain the desired
internal currents. We will later remove this restriction in the base and collector.

The solution to the MCDE in the emitter and collector proceeds in the same way as in the neutral
regions of a pn diode discussed in Section 7.3. We first write the general solution of the MCDE in the
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Figure 9.1 Basic structure of an n+∕p∕n− BJT showing internal current components IEN, IEP, ICN, and
ICP, terminal currents IE, IC, and IB, and x, x′, and x′′ coordinate systems. The arrows indicate assumed
directions for positive current.

emitter and collector, subject to two boundary conditions in each region. One boundary condition, the
carrier density at the edge of the depletion region, is provided by the law of the junction, Equation 7.25.
The second boundary condition is based on the assumption that the minority carrier densities far from
the junctions remain at their equilibrium values. However, in SiC BJTs it may not be accurate to assume
that the emitter ohmic contact is infinitely far from the junction. In this case, we must set the minority
carrier density at the position of the ohmic contact to its equilibrium value. The solution for ΔpE(x) in
the emitter involves hyperbolic functions (see Appendix B), and can be written

ΔpE(x) =
n2

iE

N+
DE

[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1]
sinh[(WE − x)∕LPE]

sinh(WE∕LPE)
(9.1)

Here niE is the intrinsic carrier concentration in the emitter, NDE
+ is the ionized dopant concentration

in the emitter, and LPE = (DPE𝜏PE)0.5 is the hole diffusion length in the emitter, where DPE is the hole
diffusion coefficient and 𝜏PE is the hole lifetime. We specify niE in the emitter separately from ni in the
other portions of the device, since the emitter is usually so heavily doped that bandgap narrowing occurs,
resulting in a higher intrinsic carrier concentration. The hole current crossing the EB junction is obtained
from the derivative of Equation 9.1 at the depletion edge x= 0,

IEP =
qADPE

LPE

n2
iE

N+
DE

cosh(WE∕LPE)
sinh(WE∕LPE)

[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1] (9.2)

where A is the area of the junction. In the case of a “long” emitter where WE ≫ LPE, Equation 9.2
reduces to

IEP =
qADPE

LPE

n2
iE

N+
DE

[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1], (WE ≫ LPE) (9.3)

The solution in the collector is similar to that in the emitter. By analogy with Equation 9.2 we can write
the hole current crossing the CB junction as

ICP =
qADPC

LPC

n2
i

N+
DC

cosh(WC∕LPC)
sinh(WC∕LPC)

[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1] (9.4)
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which in the case of a “long” collector reduces to

ICP =
qADPC

LPC

n2
i

N+
DC

[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1], (WC ≫ LPC) (9.5)

Equations 9.3 and 9.5 are similar in form to the Shockley diode Equation 7.26.
The solution for the minority carrier density in the base is obtained in the same manner – we find the

general solution of the MCDE, subject to the boundary conditions at the EB and CB junctions provided
by the law of the junction. In a typical SiC BJT we cannot always assume W ≪ LNB, and the full solution
for Δn(x) will involve hyperbolic functions, namely

ΔnB(x) =
n2

i

N−
AB

[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1]
sinh[(W − x)∕LNB]

sinh(W∕LNB)
+

n2
i

N−
AB

[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1]
sinh(x∕LNB)
sinh(W∕LNB)

(9.6)

The electron current crossing the EB junction is obtained from the derivative of Equation 9.6 evaluated
at x = 0, and the electron current crossing the CB junction is obtained from the derivative evaluated at
x = W. After some algebra, we can write

IEN =
qADNB

LNB

n2
i

N−
AB

{
cosh

(
W∕LNB

)
sinh(W∕LNB)

[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1] − 1
sinh(W∕LNB)

[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1]

}

(9.7)

and

ICN =
qADNB

LNB

n2
i

N−
AB

{
1

sinh
(
W∕LNB

) [exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1] −
cosh(W∕LNB)
sinh(W∕LNB)

[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1]

}

(9.8)

If the base width is much shorter than the minority carrier diffusion length in the base, we can set W ≪

LNB, and the above equations reduce to

IEN = ICN =
qADNB

W

n2
i

N-
AB

[exp(qVBE∕kT) − exp(qVBC∕kT)], (W ≪ LNB) (9.9)

Equations 9.2, 9.4, 9.7, and 9.8 are the desired equations for the four internal currents in the BJT of
Figure 9.1.

9.1.2 Gain Parameters

We can now write equations for some of the important performance parameters of the BJT. The
common-base current gain 𝛼 is defined as the ratio of collector current to emitter current. We assume
the BJT is operated in the forward-active mode with the EB junction forward biased and the CB
junction reverse biased, so that VBE ≫ kT∕q and VBC ≪ −kT∕q. Under forward-active biasing the
[exp(qVCB∕kT) − 1] terms in the above equations are small compared to the [exp(qVEB∕kT) − 1] terms,
and the −1 terms are small compared to the exp(qVEB∕kT) terms. The current component ICP represents
the reverse-bias leakage current of the CB junction, and from Equation 9.4 we see it is very small and
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can be neglected. Therefore, the common-base current gain can be written

𝛼 =
IC

IE

≈
ICN

IEN + IEP

=
(

ICN

IEN

)(
IEN

IEN + IEP

)
= 𝛼T𝛾 (9.10)

where 𝛼T is defined as the base transport factor and 𝛾 is the emitter injection efficiency. The base transport
factor is the fraction of electrons injected from the emitter that diffuse across the base and are swept
across the collector junction. The emitter injection efficiency is the fraction of current crossing the EB
junction that is due to electrons injected from the emitter into the base. The base transport factor is
obtained by dividing Equation 9.8 by Equation 9.7. Under forward-active biasing, 𝛼T can be simply
written

𝛼T = 1
cosh(W∕LNB)

(9.11)

Likewise, using Equations 9.7 and 9.2, the emitter injection efficiency is

𝛾 = 1

1 +
DPE

DNB

LNB

LPE

N-
AB

N+
DE

n2
iE

n2
i

cosh(WE∕LPE)
sinh(WE∕LPE)

sinh(W∕LNB)
cosh(W∕LNB)

(9.12)

Inserting Equations 9.11 and 9.12 into Equation 9.10, we can write the common-base current gain as

𝛼 = 1

cosh

(
W

LNB

)
+

DPE

DNB

LNB

LPE

N−
AB

N+
DE

n2
iE

n2
i

coth

(
WE

LPE

)
sinh

(
W

LNB

) (9.13)

The common-emitter current gain 𝛽 is the ratio of collector current to base current,

𝛽 =
IC

IB

=
IC

IE − IC

=
IC∕IE

1 − IC∕IE

= 𝛼

1 − 𝛼
(9.14)

Inserting Equation 9.13 into Equation 9.14, we can write

𝛽 = 1

cosh(W∕LNB) +
DPE

DNB

LNB

LPE

N−
AB

N+
DE

n2
iE

n2
i

cosh(WE∕LPE)
sinh(WE∕LPE)

sinh(W∕LNB) − 1

(9.15)

We can simplify the above equations under certain conditions. If the base is narrow compared to a
diffusion length, the hyperbolic functions involving W∕LNB can be replaced by the first term of their
Taylor series expansions, namely,

sinh (𝜃) ≈ 𝜃

cosh(𝜃) ≈ 1

}
(𝜃 ≪ 1) (9.16)

Moreover, if the emitter is long compared to a diffusion length, the hyperbolic functions involving
WE∕LPE can be simplified using

cosh(𝜃)
sinh(𝜃)

≈ 1, (𝜃 ≫ 1) (9.17)
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Under these conditions, 𝛼T ≈ 1 and we can write

𝛼 ≈ 𝛾 ≈ 1

1 +
DPE

DNB

W
LPE

N−
AB

N+
DE

n2
iE

n2
i

(9.18)

From this, it follows that

𝛽 ≈
DNB

DPE

LPE

W

N+
DE

N-
AB

n2
i

n2
iE

(9.19)

If the emitter is short compared to a diffusion length, WE ≪ LPE, we simply replace LPE by WE in the
above equations. Although these simplifications are appealing, a word of caution is in order. The “narrow
base” and “long emitter” assumptions are often invoked for silicon BJTs, but they may not be accurate
for all SiC power BJTs. When in doubt, it is advisable to use the full expressions that involve hyperbolic
functions.

9.1.3 Terminal Currents

We next wish to obtain expressions for the terminal currents IE, IC, and IB. This is easily done
by recognizing that IE = IEN + IEP, IC = ICN + ICP, and IB = IE − IC. Adding Equations 9.7 and 9.2
we obtain

IE = qA

[
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LNB

n2
i
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(
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)
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DE
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]
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]
[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1]

(9.20)

Similarly, adding Equations 9.8 and 9.4 yields

IC = qA

[
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LNB

n2
i

N−
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1

sinh
(
W∕LNB

)
]
[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1]
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(
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+
DPC
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N+
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cosh(WC∕LPC)
sinh(WC∕LPC)

]
[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1]

(9.21)

The equation for IB follows by subtracting Equation 9.21 from Equation 9.20.
The above equations initially seem formidable, but a closer analysis reveals symmetries that lead to a

simpler formulation. We note that each equation is the algebraic sum of two Shockley diode equations
of the form given in Equation 7.26. We can exploit this symmetry by writing Equations 9.20 and 9.21 in
the alternate forms

IE = IF0[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1] − 𝛼RIR0[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1] (9.22)
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and

IC = 𝛼FIF0[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1] − IR0[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1] (9.23)

Equations 9.22 and 9.23 are known as the Ebers–Moll equations for the BJT. The four constants in the
Ebers–Moll equations can be determined by comparing Equations 9.22 and 9.23 to Equations 9.20 and
9.21. For convenience, we summarize these parameters below.
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(9.24)

As before, the approximations in Equations 9.16 and 9.17 can be applied to the above equations, if
justified in a particular situation.

Equations 9.24 allow us to calculate all four constants in the Ebers–Moll equations for the BJT termi-
nal currents. The Ebers–Moll equations are associated with a simple and easily-remembered equivalent
circuit for the BJT known as the Ebers–Moll model, shown in Figure 9.2. The Ebers–Moll equations and
model are valid in all biasing regimes of the BJT: forward-active, saturation, inverse-active, and cutoff,
and they form the basis for the BJT model used in popular circuit analysis programs such as SPICE™.

Consider the Ebers–Moll model for a BJT in the forward-active mode, with the EB junction forward
biased and the CB junction reverse biased. With the CB junction reverse biased, the diode current IR

is just the reverse leakage current −IR0, which is small and can be neglected. Likewise, the dependent
current generator 𝛼R IR can be neglected. Diode IF then represents the hole and electron currents crossing
the EB junction under forward bias, and the dependent current generator 𝛼F IF represents the fraction of
electron current injected from the emitter that reaches the collector (keep in mind that the flow of electrons
is opposite to the positive direction of electron current). If the BJT were operated in the inverse-active

IF = IF0 [exp(qVBE/kT) –1]

IR = IR0 [exp(qVBC/kT) –1]

αFIF

αRIR

IE IC

IB

Emitter Collector

Base

Figure 9.2 The Ebers–Moll equivalent circuit model of the npn BJT. This model can be used in all
operating regimes: forward-active, saturation, inverse-active, and cutoff.
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mode with the EB junction reverse biased and the CB junction forward biased, the roles of the IF and IR

diodes would be reversed: the collector would inject electrons into the base, and the emitter would sweep
them out. In saturation, both junctions are forward biased and all four elements of the Ebers–Moll model
are active.

9.1.4 Current–Voltage Relationship

The Ebers–Moll model can be used to obtain a single equation for the IC –VCE characteristics with base
current as a parameter. We first write IB in terms of the Ebers–Moll circuit model as

IB = (1 − 𝛼F)IF + (1 − 𝛼R)IR (9.25)

where, as illustrated in Figure 9.2,

IF = IF0[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1] (9.26)

and
IR = IR0[exp(qVBC∕kT) − 1] (9.27)

We can eliminate VBC in Equation 9.27 by writing VBC = VBE − VCE, resulting in

IR = IR0[exp(qVBE∕kT) exp(−qVCE∕kT) − 1] (9.28)

Inserting Equations 9.26 and 9.28 into Equation 9.25 then provides an equation for IB in terms of VBE

and VCE,

IB = (1 − 𝛼F)IF0[exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1] + (1 − 𝛼R)IR0[exp(qVBE∕kT) exp(−qVCE∕kT) − 1] (9.29)

Equation 9.29 can be solved for exp(qVBE∕kT), yielding

exp(qVBE∕kT) =

[
IB +

(
1 − 𝛼F

)
IF0 + (1 − 𝛼R)IR0

(1 − 𝛼F)IF0 + (1 − 𝛼R)IR0 exp(−qVCE∕kT)

]
(9.30)

From the Ebers–Moll model we can write the collector current as

IC = 𝛼FIF − IR (9.31)

We now substitute Equation 9.30 into Equations 9.26 and 9.28 to eliminate VBE, then insert Equations 9.26
and 9.28 into Equation 9.31 to obtain the desired equation for IC as a function of VCE with IB as a param-
eter. After some algebra we can write

IC = [𝛼FIF0 − IR0 exp(−qVCE∕kT)]

[
IB +

(
1 − 𝛼F

)
IF0 + (1 − 𝛼R)IR0

(1 − 𝛼F)IF0 + (1 − 𝛼R)IR0 exp(−qVCE∕kT)

]
− 𝛼FIF0 + IR0

(9.32)

Equation 9.32 is valid in all biasing regimes: forward-active, saturation, inverse-active, and cut-off.
Despite its apparent complexity, Equation 9.32 is a simple algebraic equation involving four con-
stants (the four Ebers–Moll parameters) and the variables VCE and IB. Equation 9.32 can be used to
generate a plot of IC as a function of VCE for various values of base current IB, and such a plot is
shown in Figure 9.3. The parameters used to generate this plot are representative of a typical 4H-SiC
n+∕p∕n− BJT.
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Figure 9.3 Current–voltage characteristics of an n+∕p∕n− BJT in 4H-SiC at room temperature,
calculated using Equation 9.32. In this example, NDE = 1 × 1019 cm−3

,NAB = 2 × 1017 cm−3
,NDC =

2 × 1015 cm−3, and W = 1 μm.𝜏PE, 𝜏NB, and 𝜏PC are 1 ns, 10 ns, and 2 μs, and 𝜇PE, 𝜇PC, 𝜇NB, and 𝜇NC

are 78, 123, 565, and 1075 cm2V–1s−1, respectively. The common-emitter current gain is 25 in the
forward-active region and 1.1 in the inverse-active region.

The equations developed to this point involve a number of assumptions that may not be valid in all
regions of operation. This is especially true of power BJTs, since they operate at high current densities
where our assumptions of low-level injection fail, first in the collector and then in the base. Other effects
occur at high voltages, and still others at high temperatures. In addition, there are important lateral effects
that are not captured in our one-dimensional analysis. In the following sections we will discuss the most
important of these effects, and how they influence practical SiC power BJTs.

9.1.5 High-Current Effects in the Collector: Saturation
and Quasi-Saturation

To support a high blocking voltage in the off state, the power BJT incorporates a thick, lightly-doped
collector drift region between the CB junction and the n+ substrate, as shown in Figure 9.4. As with the
power junction field-effect transistor (JFET) and power MOSFET, this drift region is designed to support
the desired blocking voltage, with doping and thickness given by Equations 7.10 and 7.11. In the absence
of conductivity modulation, the drift region would add a series resistance given by Equation 7.12 to the
basic BJT described above, but in the saturation regime the drift region is partially or totally conductivity
modulated. The actual resistance and associated voltage drop added by the collector drift region will be
considered next.

Figure 9.5 illustrates the IC –VCE relationships of an n+∕p∕n− power BJT with a thick lightly-doped
collector drift region, and Figure 9.6 shows the corresponding minority carrier densities in the device at
operating points (a), (c), and (e). The behavior in saturation consists of two distinct regimes: saturation
and quasi-saturation. This can be understood as follows. In the forward-active region (a), the CB junc-
tion is reverse biased and minority carriers are not injected into the collector drift region. The drift region
is not conductivity modulated, and the carrier densities are illustrated in Figure 9.6a. As VCE is reduced,
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Figure 9.4 Implementation of a practical power BJT. All layers are epitaxially grown to avoid the
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Figure 9.5 Illustration of the IC –VCE characteristics of a power BJT with a thick drift region.

the reverse bias on the CB junction is reduced and VBC eventually reaches zero at point (b) in Figure 9.5.
This is the boundary between the forward-active and saturation regimes. As VCE is reduced further, the
CB junction becomes forward biased, injecting holes into the n− collector drift region. Since the col-
lector is lightly doped, even a small injection of holes places the region near the junction into high-level
injection, and the minority carrier density at bias point (c) is shown in Figure 9.6c. Here the drift region
is conductivity modulated out to a distance xM

′, but not beyond. The carrier densities vary linearly with
distance from x′ = 0 to x′ = xM

′, as will be explained below. As we continue to reduce VCE, the CB junc-
tion becomes even more forward biased, increasing the injection of holes into the drift region, and at bias
point (d) the modulated portion extends across the entire drift region, that is, xM

′ = WC. The resistance of
the drift region has now reached a very low value, and the IC –VCE characteristic in Figure 9.5 follows a
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Figure 9.6 Minority carrier densities in the neutral regions of a power BJT in (a) forward-active,
(c) quasi-saturation, and (e) saturation biasing regimes (see points a, c and e in Figure 9.5).

steep slope toward the origin. Thus, the term “saturation” in the power BJT refers to the condition where
the drift region is fully conductivity-modulated, and the term “quasi-saturation” refers to the condition
where the drift region is partially conductivity-modulated.

We will now develop equations describing the carrier density in the drift region and the voltage drop
across the drift region in saturation and quasi-saturation. Since the region must remain charge neutral,
we can write

n(x′) = p(x′) + N+
DC (9.33)

The hole concentration at x′ = 0 is given by the law of the junction, Equation 7.25,

p(0) = pNC0 exp(qVBC∕kT) (9.34)

Since the drift region is lightly doped, p(0) can exceed NDC at even moderate forward biases VBC, so
high-level injection prevails, and in this region we can write

𝜕p

𝜕x′
= 𝜕n
𝜕x′

(9.35)

The electron and hole currents in the drift region are

JN = q𝜇NCn(x′)E(x′) + qDNC
𝜕n
𝜕x′

(9.36)

JP = q𝜇PCp(x′)E(x′) − qDPC

𝜕p

𝜕x′
(9.37)

We now assert that the injected hole current flowing into the drift region from the base, JP(0), is small
compared to the electron current flowing across the base from the emitter, JN(0). The situation in the
BJT is obviously different from the pin diode, where electrons are injected from the n+ region and holes
from the p+ region. In the BJT drift region, the primary electron current comes from electrons injected
from the emitter (IEN) that diffuse across the base into the collector. The hole current injected from the
base into the collector is much smaller, due to the gain of the transistor. Recall that IB = IC∕𝛽. Assuming
𝛽 ≫ 1, the base current is much smaller than the collector current. The base current in saturation consists
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of holes injected into the emitter (IEP) plus holes injected into the collector (ICP) plus holes recombining
in the base, so we can be sure that ICP < IB ≪ IC. Thus the collector current is almost totally due to
electrons, and we can set JP ≈ 0 in Equation 9.37. Solving for the electric field and employing the Einstein
relationship, we find that

E(x′) ≈ kT
q

1
p

𝜕p

𝜕x′
(9.38)

The collector current, which is due primarily to electrons, can be obtained by combining Equation 9.36
with Equations 9.33, 9.35, and 9.38,

−JC ≈ JCN = q𝜇NC(p + N+
DC)

(
kT
q

1
p

)
𝜕p

𝜕x′
+ qDNC

𝜕p

𝜕x′
(9.39)

Again using the Einstein relationship, Equation 9.39 can be written

−JC ≈ 2qDNC

(
1 +

N+
DC

2p

)
𝜕p

𝜕x′
(9.40)

This equation can be solved by cross-multiplying both sides by 𝜕x′ and integrating with respect to x′.
Performing the integration and solving for p(x′) yields

p(x′) = p(0) −
JCx′

2qDNC

+
N+

DC

2
ln

[
p (0)
p(x′)

]
(9.41)

Since p(x′)≫ NDC
+ in saturation, the third term can be dropped, making the hole density a linearly

decreasing function of position,

p(x′) ≈ p(0) −
JCx′

2qDNC

(9.42)

The reader should recognize that the transport parameters 𝜇NC and DNC in Equation 9.39 and the
following equations are those of majority carriers (electrons) in the n-type collector drift region. This
is different from our earlier development in Equations 9.1–9.32, where the transport parameters in each
region were those of minority carriers.

As an aside, we note that Equation 9.42 could have been deduced directly from the ambipolar diffusion
equation (ADE) Equation 7.39. If recombination in the drift region is negligible, we can setΔp∕𝜏A ≈ 0. In
steady-state 𝜕p∕𝜕t = 0, so the ADE reduces to simply 𝜕2p∕𝜕x2 = 0. This means p(x′) is a linear function
of position, and we can write

p(x′) = p(0) +
𝜕p

𝜕x′
x′ (9.43)

Since p ≫ NDC
+, Equation 9.40 can be rewritten in the form

𝜕p

𝜕x′
= −

JC

2qDNC

(9.44)

Inserting Equation 9.44 into Equation 9.43 leads directly to Equation 9.42.
Having obtained an expression for the electron and hole densities in the collector drift region as a

function of current, Equation 9.42, we now wish to calculate the voltage drop across the drift region.
This voltage drop can then be added to the VCE in Equation 9.32 to obtain an IC –VCE relation for the
power BJT. To begin, we note from Equation 9.42 that the x′ value at which the hole density equals the
background doping density is

xM
′ =

2qDNC

JC

[p(0) − N+
DC] (9.45)
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Inserting Equation 9.34 for p(0) yields

xM
′ =

2qDNC

JC

[
n2

i

N+
DC

exp
(
qVBC∕kT

)
− N+

DC

]
(9.46)

Here, VBC refers to the voltage drop across the internal CB junction, which is less than the voltage
between the collector and base terminals because of the voltage developed across the collector drift region
and the substrate. In Equation 9.46, VBC is obtained from the internal VCE by setting VBC = VBE + VCE,
with VBE given by Equation 9.30.

We assume the drift region is conductivity modulated over the region 0 < x′ < xM
′ where the hole

density exceeds the background doping density, but not in the region xM
′
< x′ < WC. The voltage drop

VUM across the unmodulated portion of the drift region is then given by

VUM =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

JC

(
WC − xM

′
)

q𝜇NCN+
DC

, xM
′
< WC

0, xM
′ ≥ WC

(9.47)

The voltage drop across the conductivity-modulated portion VM is obtained by integrating the electric
field given by Equation 9.38 over the region 0 < x′ < xM

′. Thus we can write

VM =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
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0
E
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q ∫
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q
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p (0)
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E(x′)dx′ = −kT

q ∫
p(WC)

p(0)

dp

p
= kT

q
ln

[
p (0)

p(0) − JCWC∕(2qDNC)

]
, xM

′ ≥ WC

(9.48)

where p(0) is given by Equation 9.34. In evaluating Equation 9.34, we set VBC = VBE + VCE, with VBE

given by Equation 9.30. For SiC power BJTs, VM is typically less than −15 mV and can be neglected
compared to other voltage drops in the device.

Having obtained expressions for the voltage drop across the collector drift region, we are now in a posi-
tion to modify the IC –VCE relation given in Equation 9.32 to include these effects. The procedure is as
follows. We chose a value for base current IB and step the internal VCE to calculate IC using Equation 9.32.
To obtain the terminal VCE, we add Equations 9.47 and 9.48 to the internal VCE using Equation 9.46 for
xM

′. Figure 9.7 shows IC –VCE curves for the transistor of Figure 9.3 with the drift region voltage included
(solid lines). For reference, the dotted lines show the curves of Figure 9.3 that do not include the drift
region voltage. Points (a) and (b) on the JB = 5 A cm−2 curve denote boundaries between different mod-
ulation modes. From the origin to point (a), the drift region is fully conductivity modulated (xM

′ ≥ WC)
and its differential resistance is very small. Between (a) and (b), the drift region is partially conductivity
modulated (0 < xM

′
< WC) and the differential resistance is higher. To the right of point (b), the injection

level p(0) is insufficient to produce any conductivity modulation (xM
′ ≤ 0), and the differential resistance

is that of the full unmodulated drift region.
Characteristics like those in Figure 9.7 are often not seen in experimental devices, for several rea-

sons. First, at the somewhat higher dopings needed to maximize VB
2∕RON,SP, the drift region often never

reaches full conductivity modulation as IC → 0, and point (a) lies very close to the origin. Figure 9.8
shows the device of Figure 9.7 with a drift region doping of 1 × 1016 cm−3 instead of 2 × 1015 cm−3. For
the 10 μm drift region used here, this doping provides the optimum VB

2∕RON,SP and a theoretical blocking
voltage of 1580 V. At this higher doping, the device remains in quasi-saturation almost to the origin. A
second reason is that lateral effects such as current spreading in the drift region and the voltage drop due
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Figure 9.7 IC –VCE characteristics including the voltage drop across the collector drift region in the
BJT of Figure 9.3. The dotted curves are the characteristics of the BJT given by the basic Ebers–Moll
model of Figure 9.3, without the voltage drop across the collector drift region.
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Figure 9.8 IC –VCE of the BJT of Figure 9.7 with collector doping of 1 × 1016 cm−3 instead of 2 ×
1015 cm−3. The higher doping prevents complete modulation of the drift region, leaving the device in
quasi-saturation until very near the origin.
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to spreading resistance in the base often obscure the breakpoints in the idealized situation of Figure 9.7.
Finally, we should caution that the development leading to Equation 9.32 assumes low-level injection in
all regions, whereas in quasi-saturation and saturation the collector drift region is in high-level injection.
This will alter the parameters IR0 and 𝛼R in Equation 9.24 and subsequent equations, and this effect has
not been included in Equation 9.32 or Figures 9.7 and 9.8.

9.1.6 High-Current Effects in the Base: the Rittner Effect

We have discussed high-level injection in the collector and examined how conductivity modulation can
reduce the drift region voltage drop in saturation. We now turn to high-level injection in the base. When
the BJT is operated at high currents, the injection of electrons from the emitter into the base can become
large enough that the electron density in the base exceeds the ionized dopant density. When this occurs,
charge neutrality demands that the hole concentration in the base also increase so that Δp(x) ≈ Δn(x).
The higher hole concentration increases the back injection of holes from the base into the emitter. This is
intuitively reasonable, since if we have more holes per unit volume in the base, we expect a greater flow
of holes from base to emitter under forward bias conditions. The increased hole flow must be supplied
by an increased base current, and this means a lower current gain, since 𝛽 = IC∕IB. This phenomenon
is known as the Rittner Effect. We will now develop equations to describe this effect, culminating in an
expression for 𝛽 as a function of collector current.

To solve for 𝛽, we need to obtain expressions for the collector and base currents under conditions
of high-level injection in the base. If we neglect recombination in the base, the base current in the
forward-active region consists exclusively of holes injected from the base into the emitter, the com-
ponent identified as IEP in Figure 9.1. Since the emitter remains in low-level injection, this current can
be found by solving the MCDE in the emitter, subject to the boundary condition imposed by the hole
density at the depletion edge, pE(x′′ = 0). Our first task is to find this boundary condition.

Invoking the law of the junction on the emitter side of the EB depletion region, we can write

pE(0
′′)nE(0

′′) = n2
iE exp(qVBE∕kT) (9.49)

Likewise, on the base side of the EB depletion region, we can write

pB(0)nB(0) = n2
i exp(qVBE∕kT) (9.50)

In these equations, 0′′ denotes the edge of the depletion region in the emitter and 0 denotes the edge of
the depletion region in the base. The above equations can be combined to give the hole density in the
emitter at the depletion edge,

pE(0
′′) = pB(0)

nB(0)n2
iE

nE(0′′)n2
i

(9.51)

Since the emitter remains in low-level injection, the electron density nE(0′′) remains at its equilibrium
value NDE. However, if the base is in high-level injection, the hole density pB(0) will be greater than the
doping density in the base. Charge neutrality in the base requires that

ΔpB(x) = pB(x) − pB0 = ΔnB(x) = nB(x) − nB0 (9.52)

Solving for pB(x), we can write

pB(x) = pB0 + nB(x) − nB0 = N−
AB + nB(x) −

n2
i

N−
AB

≈ N−
AB + nB(x) (9.53)

Evaluating Equation 9.53 at x = 0 and inserting into Equation 9.51 yields

pE(0
′′) = [N−

AB + nB(0)]
nB(0)
N+

DE

n2
iE

n2
i

(9.54)
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We see that the boundary condition for holes in the emitter pE(0′′) now depends on the injection level in
the base nB(0). From the law of the junction, we can write

nB(0) = nB0 exp(qVBE∕kT) =
n2

i

N−
AB

exp(qVBE∕kT) (9.55)

Inserting Equation 9.55 into Equation 9.54 yields

pE(0
′′) =

[
1 +

nB (0)
N−

AB

]
n2

iE

N+
DE

exp(qVBE∕kT) (9.56)

Having obtained the boundary condition for the hole density in the emitter, we are now in a position
to write expressions for the base and collector currents, and from their ratio we can find 𝛽. Assuming the
emitter width WE is long compared to the minority diffusion length LPE, the solution of the MCDE for
holes in the emitter is a decaying exponential,

ΔpE(x
′′) = ΔpE(0) exp(−x′′∕LPE) (9.57)

The hole current flowing into the neutral emitter at x′′ = 0 is given by

IEP = −qADPE

𝜕ΔpE

𝜕x′′
||||x′′=0

=
qADPE

LPE

ΔpE(0
′′) ≈

qADPE

LPE

pE(0
′′) (9.58)

As stated earlier, with negligible recombination in the base, IB ≈ IEP. The collector current IC is the elec-
tron current flowing across the base from the emitter, namely, the components ICN ≈ IEN in Figure 9.1
(recall that electron particle flow is in the opposite direction to electron current). With negligible recom-
bination in the base, the electron density decreases linearly from the emitter edge to the collector edge
(see Figure 9.6a), and the collector current can be written

IC = qADNB

nB(0)
W

(9.59)

This gives us another expression for nB(0), namely

nB(0) =
JCW

qDNB

(9.60)

We now divide Equation 9.59 by Equation 9.58 to obtain

𝛽 =
IC

IB

=
DNB

DPE

LPE

W

nB(0)
pE(0′′)

(9.61)

Inserting Equation 9.55 for nB(0) and Equation 9.56 for pE(0′′), and substituting Equation 9.60 into
Equation 9.56 yields

𝛽 =
(

DNB

DPE

)(
LPE

W

)(
N+

DE

N−
AB

)(
n2

i

n2
iE

)(
1 +

JCW

qDNBN−
AB

)−1

(9.62)

The last factor in Equation 9.62 describes the decrease in 𝛽 due to high-level injection in the base.
As the collector current density JC is reduced, Equation 9.62 approaches the low-injection 𝛽0 given in
Equation 9.19, and we can rewrite Equation 9.62 in the form

𝛽 =
𝛽0

1 + JC∕JR

(9.63)
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where JR is the Rittner current density given by

JR = qDNBN−
AB∕W (9.64)

The Rittner current can be regarded as the collector current density where 𝛽 has fallen to half of its
low-injection value. It is obviously desirable to have a high value of the Rittner current, which sug-
gests increasing the base doping and/or reducing the base width. However, 𝛽0 given in Equation 9.19 is
inversely proportional to N−

AB, so increasing the doping has the undesirable effect of reducing 𝛽0. Reduc-
ing base width increases both 𝛽0 and JR, but to avoid punch-through in the base, the doping-thickness
product needs to obey

NABW ≥ 𝜖SEC∕q (9.65)

Taking the equality in Equation 9.65, the optimum 𝛽0 and JR can be written in terms of the critical field
as

𝛽0 =
(

DNB

DPE

)(
qN+

DELPE

𝜖SEC

)(
NAB

N−
AB

)(
n2

i

n2
iE

)
(9.66)

and

JR =
𝜖SDNBEC

W2

(
N−

AB

NAB

)
(9.67)

Thus, for highest gain and highest Rittner current, we should reduce W while increasing NAB to satisfy the
equality in Equation 9.65, thereby preventing punch-through. Equation 9.67 indicates another advantage
of SiC for power BJTs, namely a higher Rittner current due to the higher critical field, but the Rittner
current is reduced somewhat at room temperature by the incomplete ionization of acceptor dopants in
the base.

9.1.7 High-Current Effects in the Collector: Second Breakdown
and the Kirk Effect

In the forward-active region of operation, the n+ emitter injects electrons into the base, where they
diffuse to the reverse-biased CB junction and are swept into the n− collector drift region. At high current
densities, typical of power BJTs, a significant density of electrons exists in the base, throughout the CB
depletion region, and in the collector drift region. As discussed in the previous section, when the density
of electrons in the base exceeds the base doping, the base enters high-level injection, and this leads to
a reduction in current gain 𝛽 through the Rittner Effect. We now wish to consider conditions in the CB
depletion region and the n− collector drift region.

Focusing first on the CB depletion region, the electric field at any point within the depletion region
must obey Poisson’s equation. On the collector side of the metallurgical junction we may write

𝜕E(x)
𝜕x

= −
q

𝜖S

[NDC − n(x)] (9.68)

where n(x) is the density of electrons drifting across the depletion region, and we have redefined our
x coordinate system to place the origin at the CB metallurgical junction. NDC here represents the total
donor density, since donors atoms in the depletion region are fully ionized. The CB junction is strongly
reverse biased and the electric field is high, so we may assume that electrons are moving at their saturated
drift velocity 𝑣SAT ≈ 2 × 107 cm s−1. Under this assumption, the electron density in the depletion region
is uniform with respect to position, and we can write

n(x) = JC∕(q𝑣SAT) ≠ f (x) (9.69)
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We can calculate the electric field by inserting Equation 9.69 into Equation 9.68 and integrating with
respect to x, resulting in

E(x) = E(0) −
q

𝜖S

(
NDC −

JC

q𝑣SAT

)
x (9.70)

In equilibrium the collector current JC is zero, and Equation 9.69 shows there are no electrons in the
depletion region. The electric field in this case is illustrated by curve (a) in Figure 9.9. The depletion
region spreads much further into the n− collector due to the asymmetry in doping between the base and
collector. As the collector current is increased, the electron density given by Equation 9.69 becomes
significant compared to the (very low) doping density NDC, and the field taper given by Equation 9.68
is reduced, resulting in profile (b) in Figure 9.9. Here the depletion region extends through the entire
collector drift region, and the field falls rapidly inside the n+ substrate. If the current is increased even
more, the electron density given by Equation 9.69 will eventually equal the doping density NDC, at which
point the slope of the field profile becomes zero, curve (c). At even higher currents, the electron density
will exceed the doping density and the net charge density changes sign. The electric field now increases
with distance, resulting in profile (d). Here the peak field has shifted from the CB junction to the n−∕n+
junction. If the current continues to increase, the field at the CB junction eventually goes to zero, profile
(e). The current density corresponding to profile (e) is called the Kirk current, and can be calculated from
Equation 9.70 by setting E(0) = 0, x = WC, and E(WC) = 2 VBC∕WC, resulting in

JK = q𝑣SAT

(
NDC +

2𝜖SVBC

qW2
C

)
(9.71)

If JC exceeds the Kirk current JK, the electric field shifts toward profile (f). When the peak field at
the n−∕n+ junction reaches the critical field for avalanche breakdown, as illustrated by profile (f), the
device enters second breakdown. Holes generated by impact ionization in the high-field region at the
n−∕n+ junction flow toward the base and are injected into the emitter, acting as additional base current.

n+ p n– n+

E(x)

x

WC

WCIB

a

b

c

d
e f

f

e

d

c

b

EC

Figure 9.9 Electric field profiles in the collector when the BJT is carrying a high current density in the
forward-active region. The device cross-section illustrates only the emitter, base, and collector doping
regions, and does not distinguish between depletion and neutral regions.
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This results in a much larger electron current from the emitter, further increasing the collector current
and providing positive feedback to the breakdown process. It is important to note that this can occur at
collector voltages below that required to cause avalanche breakdown at zero current. This is because at
high current densities the field taper in the collector drift region given by Equation 9.70 and shown as
profile (f) can exceed the normal field taper when the current is zero, profile (a). Since the area under the
electric field remains equal to VBC, which is held constant, the peak field in (f) can be higher than the
peak field in (a), even though the voltage has not increased.

Now let us see how these concepts can be related to the critical field of the semiconductor. When
the device is in the blocking state with JC = 0, the electric field is shown in profile (a). As discussed in
Section 7.1.1, in a non-punch-through (or NPT) design, the drift layer is totally depleted when the peak
field just equals the critical field. Gauss’ law and Poisson’s equation lead to the relations

NDC = 𝜖SE2
C∕(2qVB) (9.72)

and
WC = 2VB∕EC (9.73)

Inserting these expressions into Equation 9.71 yields

JK =
𝑣SAT𝜖SE2

C

2VB

(
1 +

VBC

VB

)
(9.74)

This indicates that for a given blocking voltage VB, the Kirk current increases as the square of the crit-
ical field. The higher critical field of SiC leads to a much higher value for the Kirk current, effectively
eliminating second breakdown as an issue in SiC BJTs.

We note that when the electric field has the form of profile (f), the field is zero over the portion of the
collector drift region nearest the CB metallurgical junction. Poisson’s equation requires that when the
field is uniform (and in this case it is uniform at zero), the region must be charge neutral. This neutral
region is referred to as the current-induced base, and has width WCIB as indicated in Figure 9.9. Since the
field is zero in this region, there can be no electron drift, and the collector current is supported entirely by
electron diffusion. Since diffusion requires a concentration gradient, and since the region must remain
charge neutral throughout, additional holes must be present in a concentration to exactly balance the
additional electrons at each point. Electron diffusion in a charge-neutral region is the same process that
takes place in the neutral base and, therefore, the current-induced base acts as an extension of the metal-
lurgical base. This effect is referred to as base push-out, and results in a reduction in the current gain in
the forward-active region at high current densities.

9.1.8 Common Emitter Current Gain: Temperature Dependence

The common emitter current gain of a narrow-base npn BJT under low-level injection was given in
Equation 9.19, where the density of ionized acceptors in the base NAB

− appears in the denominator. As
discussed in Appendix A, aluminum acceptors in 4H-SiC have an ionization energy around 200 meV
and not all the acceptors are ionized at room temperature. Figure A.1 shows that at a doping density of
2 × 1016 cm−3 only about 30% of the acceptors in the base are ionized and contribute holes at 23 ∘C.
The low density of holes in the base increases both the emitter injection efficiency (Equation 9.18) and 𝛽
(Equation 9.19). However, as temperature goes up, a larger fraction of the acceptors become ionized, and
this causes 𝛽 to decrease. For a BJT with base doping of 2 × 1016 cm−3, the common emitter current gain
will fall to one-third of its room temperature value at 300 ∘C. For this reason, it is important to evaluate
the performance of the BJT, indeed all SiC power devices, at the highest junction temperature envisioned
for the particular application.
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The decrease in 𝛽 with temperature is actually beneficial in one respect, since it helps prevent thermal
runaway. This makes it possible to parallel multiple BJTs in high-current modules.

9.1.9 Common Emitter Current Gain: the Effect of Recombination

The current gain in SiC BJTs is profoundly affected by recombination taking place in the base and emitter
regions, at the surfaces of the base and emitter, at the EB and CB junctions, and in the p+ implanted
regions typically used to facilitate base contacts. We will discuss each of these effects below.

Recombination (and generation) is treated in most standard device textbooks. We are concerned here
with recombination through deep levels in the bandgap associated with crystal defects, a process known
as Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombination. The net recombination rate per unit volume through
single-level SRH centers in a bulk crystal can be written

R =
𝜎N𝜎P𝑣TNT(pn − n2

i )
𝜎N(n + n1) + 𝜎P(p + p1)

=
pn − n2

i

𝜏P(n + n1) + 𝜏N(p + p1)
(9.75)

where 𝜎P and 𝜎N are hole and electron capture cross sections, 𝑣T is the thermal velocity (̃107 cm s−1 at
room temperature), NT is the density of SRH centers per unit volume, 𝜏P and 𝜏N are the hole and electron
minority carrier lifetimes, and n1 and p1 are given by

n1 = ni exp[(ET − Ei)∕kT] and p1 = ni exp[(Ei − ET)∕kT] (9.76)

where ET is the energy of the SRH center in the bandgap. For midgap centers, n1 and p1 are each equal
to ni.

With appropriate modifications, Equation 9.75 can also be applied to two-dimensional crystal surfaces
or interfaces where we have a distribution of states with respect to energy across the bandgap. In these
cases, the net recombination rate per unit area can be written

RS =
𝜎N𝜎P𝑣TNIT(pn − n2

i )
𝜎N(n + n1) + 𝜎P(p + p1)

=
pn − n2

i

(n + n1)∕sP + (p + p1)∕sN

(9.77)

where NIT is the density of recombination centers per unit area at the surface or interface, and sP and
sN are the surface recombination velocities for holes and electrons, respectively. In both Equations 9.75
and 9.77 the net recombination rate goes to zero in equilibrium (pn = ni

2), and becomes negative (net
generation) when pn < ni

2. Both surface and bulk recombination rates are proportional to the density of
SRH centers NT or NIT, so minimizing the density of such centers is essential to reducing recombination.

In SiC BJTs, recombination events remove electrons injected from the emitter into the base, preventing
them from contributing to collector current. Recombination also removes holes injected from the base
into the emitter. This increases the gradient of hole density in the emitter, which increases the base current.
Both of these effects reduce 𝛽.

The dominant recombination sites in the BJT are illustrated schematically in Figure 9.10. Recombina-
tion can occur through defects in the neutral base and neutral emitter, indicated by (a) in the figure. We
will discuss this recombination momentarily. Surface recombination can occur at the top surfaces of the
base and emitter, and at the sidewalls of the emitter, labeled (b) in the figure. To minimize surface recom-
bination, it is important to employ the best possible surface passivation, typically a thermal or deposited
oxide followed by post-oxidation anneal in nitric oxide [1]. In addition, orienting the emitter fingers so
their sidewalls lie on the (1100) plane can reduce emitter sidewall recombination, since this plane has a
lower surface recombination velocity [1].

Recombination can also occur in the implanted p+ regions under the base contacts, region (c) in
the figure, due to crystal damage caused by the implantation [2]. An effective solution is to locate
the p+ implants several diffusion lengths (or several base widths, whichever is shorter) away from
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Figure 9.10 Illustration of the important recombination sites in a SiC power BJT.

the emitter edge. Recombination also occurs through defects at the pn junctions, shown as (d) in the
figure, especially when the epigrowth is interrupted at these interfaces. This recombination can be
reduced by growing the entire npn structure using continuous epigrowth [1]. Finally, we must consider
recombination at the emitter ohmic contact, region (e) in the figure. This increases the hole current
injected from the base and reduces 𝛽, but this degradation can be minimized by making the emitter
thicker than the hole diffusion length LPE.

Since surface recombination occurs along or close to the emitter edges, 𝛽 can often be increased by
using wide emitter fingers, thereby decreasing the perimeter-to-area ratio of the emitter [1]. However,
this has to be balanced against the increase in specific on-resistance RON,SP. At first glance, increasing
the emitter area relative to cell area would seem to make the cell more efficient, but we need to consider
the effect of base spreading resistance. The lateral sheet resistivity of the base is given by

𝜌S = 1∕(q𝜇PN−
ABW) (9.78)

This resistance can be significant in SiC BJTs due to the low hole mobility 𝜇P and low acceptor ionization
percentage NAB

−. Base current flowing from the base contact through the lateral resistance of the base
produces a lateral voltage drop that reduces VEB under the center of the emitter, reducing both electron
and hole currents IEN and IEP. This does not affect 𝛽, since IEN and IEP are reduced by the same factor,
but it makes the interior of the emitter inactive and increases the on-resistance. In choosing the width of
the emitter, the designer must evaluate the trade-off between enhancing 𝛽 and degrading RON,SP.

Process (a) in Figure 9.10 represents SRH recombination within the neutral base and neutral emitter,
and this can obviously limit 𝛽. The dominant SRH centers in bulk 4H-SiC are Z1∕Z2 centers associated
with carbon–silicon divacancies, and EH6∕EH7 centers associated with carbon vacancies. These deep
levels can be minimized by a 5-h thermal oxidation at 1150 ∘C prior to the implant activation anneal,
followed by another 5-h oxidation after the implant activation anneal [1]. SiC power BJTs receiving
such anneals, along with the other measures discussed above, have demonstrated 𝛽s above 250 at room
temperature [1].
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9.1.10 Blocking Voltage

In the previous sections we considered the on-state performance of the BJT. We now turn to the blocking
voltage. In the blocking state, the CB junction is reverse biased and supports the entire collector voltage.
The maximum voltage that can be applied to the collector is limited either by punch-through of the neutral
base or by avalanche breakdown of the CB junction.

Punch-through occurs when the depletion region of the CB junction extends across the neutral base
and merges with the depletion region of the EB junction. When this occurs, the potential barrier confining
electrons to the emitter is reduced and a large electron current flows from emitter to collector. The current
is no longer controlled by the base, since the neutral portion of the base has vanished. As discussed in
Section 10.1, punch-through can be prevented by insuring that the doping-thickness product of the base is
large enough that the base cannot be completely depleted before the onset of avalanche breakdown at the
CB junction. This condition is given by Equation 10.1. Since Equation 10.1 is satisfied in a well-designed
BJT, the blocking voltage will normally be limited by avalanche breakdown.

Avalanche breakdown and edge termination techniques are discussed in Chapter 10, but there is one
aspect of the BJT that requires special attention, namely the role of the internal current gain of the BJT.
In the blocking state the base current is held at zero, which is equivalent to an open-circuit condition at
the base terminal. As will be discussed in Section 10.1.1, avalanche breakdown is the result of impact
ionization of carriers in the high-field region of the reverse-biased CB junction. Impact ionization gen-
erates electron–hole pairs in the depletion region, and the electric field separates the carriers, drawing
the electrons into the collector and holes into the base. With IB set to zero, these holes cannot flow out
the base terminal and instead must flow into the emitter. This is equivalent to an internal base current
that is amplified by the gain of the BJT. In other words, for every hole flowing into the emitter, approx-
imately 𝛽 electrons are injected from the emitter into the base. These electrons diffuse across the base
and are swept into the CB depletion region where they initiate additional impact ionization. The holes
generated by these new ionization events are themselves swept toward the emitter where they cause the
injection of even more electrons, and so on. Once initiated, this process increases without bound, result-
ing in an uncontrolled increase in collector current at a reverse voltage that would be insufficient to cause
avalanche breakdown in an isolated CB junction. As discussed in many textbooks, the blocking voltage
of the BJT with base open-circuited VB,CEO is related to the breakdown voltage of an isolated CB junction
VB,CBO by the equation

VB,CEO =
VB,CBO

(𝛽 + 1)1∕m
(9.79)

where m is a constant, typically between 3 and 6. Since the denominator in Equation 9.79 is greater than
unity, the open-base blocking voltage of the BJT is less than the breakdown voltage of the CB junction
in isolation.

9.2 Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs)
We now turn our attention to the IGBT. The silicon IGBT was developed to reduce the drift region
resistance RDR of power MOSFETs through the use of conductivity modulation. Indeed, an early term
for the IGBT was “COMFET”, short for conductivity-modulated field effect transistor. Structurally, an
n-channel IGBT can be viewed as a vertical n-channel power MOSFET, such as shown in Figure 8.17,
where the n+ substrate has been replaced by a p+ substrate. In the conducting state, current flows through
the channel of the MOSFET, vertically through the n− drift region, then through the forward-biased
n−∕p+ diode into the substrate. However, the physics of the IGBT is much richer than this. A more
insightful interpretation would view the IGBT as an n-channel MOSFET merged with a pnp BJT. In
the conducting state, the thick n-base of the pnp BJT is in high-level injection, resulting in conductivity
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modulation that reduces the voltage drop across this region. The penalty we pay for this benefit is the
additional forward diode drop across the n−∕p+ junction and a significant increase in turn-off time due
to the minority carriers that must be removed from the base during turn-off.

To flesh out these concepts more thoroughly, we now consider a specific example. For our working
example we chose a p-channel IGBT rather than an n-channel IGBT. This is done to avoid the use of
a p+ substrate. p+ substrates in SiC are highly resistive due to the low mobility of holes and the low
ionization fraction of acceptors at these doping levels, as shown in Figure A.1. Our p-channel IGBT is
shown schematically in Figure 9.11. This structure can be viewed as a p-channel MOSFET that supplies
base current to an npn BJT. In contrast to the narrow-base BJT discussed in the last section, this BJT has
a thick, lightly-doped base that produces a current gain 𝛽 in single digits. The IGBT also incorporates a
thin p+ buffer layer between the drift region and the substrate to prevent punch-through of the drift region
in the blocking state. The buffer layer has minimal effect on the on-state performance, but it becomes
important in switching, as will be discussed shortly.

9.2.1 Current–Voltage Relationship

The current–voltage characteristics of the IGBT are illustrated in Figure 9.12. These characteristics
resemble those of a power MOSFET except for the offset voltage near the origin, caused by the potential
drop across the forward-biased p−∕n+ substrate junction. Another difference that is not apparent from
this figure is the steeper slope of the I –V characteristics in the linear region. This is due to the lower
on-resistance of the drift region caused by conductivity modulation, as will be discussed below.

To derive the operating equations of the IGBT, we will first consider conduction in the thick p− drift
region. Since this region is lightly doped, we can assume high-level injection conditions prevail in the
on state. The approach we use is similar to that employed in the pin diode discussion in Section 7.3, and
we will emphasize comparisons with the pin diode as we go forward. Consider first a one-dimensional
vertical slice through the drift region, as shown in Figure 9.11. We redraw this region in Figure 9.13,
along with a coordinate system for analysis. In this representation we have neglected the p+ buffer layer,
since it has negligible effect on the on-state operation.
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Figure 9.11 Cross-section of a p-channel IGBT in 4H-SiC. This device can be viewed as a p-channel
MOSFET that supplies base current to an internal npn BJT. The dashed box indicates a one-dimensional
slice that will be used for analysis.
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Figure 9.12 Current–voltage characteristics of a 4H-SiC IGBT. The offset voltage at the origin is due
to the potential drop across the forward-biased substrate diode that serves as the emitter junction of the
internal BJT.
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Figure 9.13 Simplified one-dimensional section of the IGBT used for analysis.

In the conducting state, the internal BJT is operating in the forward-active region, with the n+ substrate
acting as emitter and the p− drift region acting as the base. Base current is supplied through the p-channel
MOSFET, which is not shown in Figure 9.13, but we can assume that holes will be made available as
needed to satisfy recombination in the base.

Our first objective is to obtain an expression for the potential drop across the p− base under high-level
injection. The approach is the same as employed for the pin diode in Section 7.3, where we assumed
Δn ≈ Δp and applied the ambipolar diffusion equation, Equation 7.39, subject to the boundary conditions
at x = 0 and x = d. The general solution to the ambipolar diffusion equation is given by Equation 7.40,
which is repeated here for convenience:

Δn(x) = Δp(x) = C1 sinh(x∕LA) + C2 cosh(x∕LA) (7.40)
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where LA is the ambipolar diffusion length. All electrons that reach the reverse-biased CB junction are
immediately swept across by the electric field, so the boundary condition here is Δn(WD) = 0. For now,
we will denote the boundary condition at the EB junction as Δn(0). Inserting these boundary conditions
into Equation 7.40 leads to two equations that can be solved for the constants C1 and C2. Performing the
solution, we find

C1 = −Δn(0)
cosh(WD∕LA)
sinh(WD∕LA)

C2 = Δn(0) (9.80)

Inserting C1 and C2 into the general solution Equation 7.40 yields

Δn(x) = Δn(0)
sinh[(WD − x)∕LA]

sinh(WD∕LA)
(9.81)

To obtain the boundary condition Δn(0), we proceed as we did with the pin diode and assume unity
injection efficiency at the EB junction, that is, we assume hole injection into the emitter is negligible
compared to the total current. Writing the expressions for hole and electron current at x = 0, we obtain
results analogous to Equation 7.42, namely

JN(0) = −JTOTAL = q𝜇Nn(0)E(0) + qDN
𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=0

JP(0) = 0 = q𝜇Pp(0)E(0) − qDP

𝜕p

𝜕x

||||x=0
(9.82)

where the minus sign in front of JTOTAL arises because we define positive current to be in the negative
x direction, as shown in Figure 9.13. We now set n(x) ≈ p(x) in the p− base to insure charge neutrality
(since the doping is small compared to the injection level), and solve the second equation to obtain the
electric field at x = 0,

E(0) = kT
q

1
n(0)

𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=0
(9.83)

Substituting Equation 9.83 into the first Equation 9.82 and solving for 𝜕n∕𝜕x at x = 0 yields the desired
boundary condition at x = 0,

𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=0
= −

JTOTAL

2qDN

(9.84)

Inserting Equation 9.81 into Equation 9.84 and noting that in high-level injection Δn(x) ≈ n(x), we find
that

Δn(0) =
JTOTALLA

2qDN

tanh(WD∕LA) (9.85)

Inserting this into Equation 9.81 leads to the desired equation for carrier density,

Δn(x) = Δp(x) =
JTOTALLA

2qDN

sinh[(WD − x)∕LA]
cosh(WD∕LA)

(9.86)

This result may be compared with Equation 7.46 for the pin diode. The differences arise from the nature
of the boundary condition at x = WD (or x = +d in the pin diode coordinate system). In the IGBT this
boundary extracts electrons and injects no holes. In the pin diode this boundary extracts no electrons,
and injects holes with unity injection efficiency. We should also point out that Equation 9.86 involves the
electron diffusion coefficient, while Equation 7.46 involves only ambipolar factors. Figure 9.14 shows
carrier densities in the pin diode and IGBT at the same total current, computed using Equations 7.46 and
9.86. Here we see the effect of the reverse-biased CB junction that quickly extracts all arriving electrons.
As a result, the IGBT exhibits less conductivity modulation than the pin diode.
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Figure 9.14 Excess electron and hole densities in the p-channel IGBT and the pin diode as a function
of position.

Continuing to work toward an expression for the total potential drop across the p− layer, we next wish
to find an expression for the electric field as a function of position. We can write the total current as

−JTOTAL = JN(x) + JP(x) = q𝜇N

[
n (x)E(x) + kT

q
𝜕n
𝜕x

]
+ q𝜇P

[
p (x)E(x) − kT

q

𝜕p

𝜕x

]
(9.87)

where the minus sign in front of JTOTAL again enters because the terminal current is defined to be positive
in the negative x direction. We now set n(x) = Δn(x) and p(x) = Δp(x) + NA

−, with Δp(x) = Δn(x) for
charge neutrality. Solving for E(x) yields

E(x) =
−JTOTAL − kT(𝜇N − 𝜇P)(𝜕n∕𝜕x)

q(𝜇N + 𝜇P)Δn(x) + q𝜇PN−
A

(9.88)

Inserting Equation 9.86 into Equation 9.88 yields, after some algebra,

E(x) = kT
qLA

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

−2𝜇N(
𝜇N + 𝜇P

) cosh

(
WD

LA

)
+

(𝜇N − 𝜇P)
(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

cosh

(
WD − x

LA

)
sinh[(WD − x)∕LA] + 𝜃

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(9.89)

where

𝜃 =
qDAN−

A

JTOTALLA

cosh

(
WD

LA

)
(9.90)

The electric field within the p− drift layer is independent of current in the regions where high-level
injection prevails, that is, where Δp(x)≫ NA

−. In these regions, 𝜃 can be neglected compared to the sinh
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Figure 9.15 Electric field as a function of position in the IGBT and the pin diode. The electric field is
negative, and tends to drive holes to the left and electrons to the right.

term in the denominator of Equation 9.89. The region very close to x = WD is not in high-level injection,
since Δp approaches zero near the collector, but the 𝜃 term in the denominator prevents the electric field
from becoming infinite at x = WD.

The electric field calculated using Equation 9.89 is shown in Figure 9.15 for the same conditions as
Figure 9.14. The electric field is negative, which drives holes to the left and electrons to the right. The
diffusion process, on the other hand, carries holes and electrons in the same direction, since dΔp(x)∕dx ≈
dΔn(x)∕dx. From Figure 9.14 we see that diffusion moves both electrons and holes to the right throughout
the IGBT whereas, in the pin diode, diffusion brings carriers into the drift region from both edges.

Having an expression for the electric field, we simply need to integrate Equation 9.89 with respect to x
to obtain the electrostatic potential as a function of position. We choose to write the potential in the form

𝜓(x) = 𝜓(0) − ∫
x

0
E(x)dx (9.91)

Inserting Equation 9.89 and performing the integral, we obtain the rather intimidating expression

𝜓(x) = 𝜓(0) + kT
q

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

(
𝜇N − 𝜇P

)
(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
sinh

(
WD − x

LA

)
+ 𝜃

sinh(WD∕LA) + 𝜃

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
−

4𝜇N

(𝜇N + 𝜇P)
cosh(WD∕LA)√

𝜃
2 + 1

×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
tanh−1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝜃 tanh

(
WD − x

2LA

)
− 1√

𝜃
2 + 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
− tanh−1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝜃 tanh

(
WD

2LA

)
− 1√

𝜃
2 + 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭

(9.92)
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Figure 9.16 Potential drop as a function of position in the drift region of a p-channel IGBT and a
comparable pin diode. The total drop in the IGBT is much higher than in the pin diode, since the drift
region is only modulated from one side.

Figure 9.16 shows the electrostatic potential given by Equation 9.92, along with the potential in a com-
parable pin diode. The potential drop in the IGBT is much greater than in a pin diode because injection
occurs at only one boundary of the drift region rather than two. Nevertheless, the potential drop is much
less than would be expected in the unmodulated drift region of a power MOSFET.

The total electrostatic potential drop across the p− drift layer can be found by setting x = WD in
Equation 9.92. However, this is not the voltage drop across the drift layer. The electrostatic potential
drop in Equation 9.92 describes the band bending, or change in Ei(x), across the drift layer, whereas the
voltage drop is the change in the hole quasi-Fermi level FP. The difference can be understood from the
band diagram in Figure 9.17. The splitting in FP across the n+∕p− junction, designated VN+P, will be
calculated in a few moments. The additional change in FP across the drift region is labeled VP, and this
is the voltage drop we desire.

To calculate VP, we need an expression for the hole quasi-Fermi level, or the electrochemical potential
for holes in the drift region. We note that the hole density at any point is related to FP by

p(x) = Δp(x) + N−
A = ni exp

[
Ei (x) − FP(x)

kT

]
(9.93)

From this it follows that

Ei(x) − FP(x) = kT ln

[Δp (x) + N−
A

ni

]
(9.94)

Defining the hole quasi-Fermi potential 𝜓P(x) = −FP(x)∕q and noting that the electrostatic potential
𝜓(x) = −Ei(x)∕q, we can write

𝜓P(x) = 𝜓(x) + kT
q

ln

[Δp (x) + N−
A

ni

]
(9.95)
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Figure 9.17 Band diagram along the 1-D slice in Figure 9.11. VN+P is the quasi-Fermi level splitting
across the EB junction, VP is the hole quasi-Fermi level change across the base region, and VPN+ is the
quasi-Fermi level splitting across the CB junction.

Fortunately we have already solved for 𝜓(x) and for Δp(x). Inserting Equations 9.92 and 9.86 into
Equation 9.95 and working through the algebra, we obtain

𝜓P(x) = 𝜓(0) + kT
q

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

(
𝜇N − 𝜇P

)
(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
sinh

(
WD − x

LA

)
+ 𝜃

sinh(WD∕LA) + 𝜃

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
JTOTALLA

2qDNni

sinh

(
WD − x

LA

)
cosh(WD∕LA)

+
N−

A

ni

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
−

4𝜇N

(𝜇N + 𝜇P)
cosh(WD∕LA)√

𝜃
2 + 1

×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
tanh−1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝜃 tanh

(
WD − x

2LA

)
− 1√

𝜃
2 + 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
− tanh−1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝜃 tanh

(
WD

2LA

)
− 1√

𝜃
2 + 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭

(9.96)

Equation 9.96 describes the variation in hole quasi-Fermi potential across the drift layer, where 𝜃 is given
by Equation 9.90. The total voltage drop across the drift layer can be written

VP = 𝜓P(WD) − 𝜓P(0)

= kT
q

{(
𝜇N − 𝜇P

)
(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

ln

[
𝜃

sinh
(
WD∕LA

)
+ 𝜃

]
− ln

[
JTOTALLA

2qDNN−
A

tanh
WD

LA

+ 1

]
−

4𝜇N

(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

×
cosh

(
WD∕LA

)
√
𝜃

2 + 1

[
tanh−1

(
−1√
𝜃

2 + 1

)
− tanh−1

(
𝜃 tanh

(
WD∕2LA

)
− 1√

𝜃
2 + 1

)]} (9.97)
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Before calculating other voltage drops in the structure, we pause for a moment to consider the
common-emitter current gain, or 𝛽, of the internal npn BJT. Since we now have expressions for the
carrier densities and electric field as a function of x in the base, we can evaluate these expressions at the
collector edge x = WD to determine the collector and base currents in the internal BJT. We can then use
the ratio JC∕JB to determine 𝛽. The electron and hole currents at x = WD can be written

JN(WD) = q𝜇Nn(WD)E(WD) + qDN
𝜕n
𝜕x

||||x=WD

JP(WD) = q𝜇Pp(WD)E(WD) − qDP

𝜕p

𝜕x

||||x=WD

(9.98)

Inserting E(WD) from Equation 9.89 and setting n(WD) = 0 and p(WD) = NA
−, we can write

JN(WD) = −
𝜇NJTOTAL

(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

[
1 +

𝜇P

𝜇N

1

cosh
(
WD∕LA

)
]

JP(WD) = −
𝜇PJTOTAL

(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

[
1 − 1

cosh
(
WD∕LA

)
]

(9.99)

The hole current is negative, since the factor in square brackets is always positive. A negative hole current
corresponds to holes moving into the p− drift region at x = WD. These holes are not flowing across the
CB junction, since this junction is reverse biased. Rather, they are flowing into the drift region through
the p-channel MOSFET, and this constitutes the base current of the BJT. The electron current is also
negative, and corresponds to electrons flowing across the CB junction into the collector. This is the
collector current of the BJT, so the current gain can be written

𝛽 =
JC

JB

=
JP(WD)
JN(WD)

=

(
𝜇N

𝜇P

)
cosh

(
WD

LA

)
+ 1

cosh(WD∕LA) − 1
(9.100)

Figure 9.18 shows the current gain given by Equation 9.100 as a function of base width. For the param-
eters used in Figures 9.14–9.16, the current gain is 8.44. This may seem a low value, but a high 𝛽
is not necessary for a successful IGBT, since the base current is not supplied from an external cir-
cuit but rather is “borrowed” from the collector current through the integral MOSFET, as can be seen
from the equivalent circuit in Figure 9.11. We note that Equation 9.100 becomes inaccurate at large val-
ues of WD∕LA, since the carrier densities at large x are no longer high enough to constitute high-level
injection.

As an aside, we also note that the base current JP(WD) in Equation 9.99 can also be calculated from the
total hole charge stored in the drift region. The stored hole charge is found by integrating Equation 9.86
from x = 0 to x = WD, resulting in

QSTORED =
JTOTALL2

A

2DN

[
1

cosh
(
WD∕LA

) − 1

]
(9.101)

Setting JP(WD) equal to the total recombination current in the base, QSTORED∕𝜏A, we obtain the same
result as in Equation 9.99.

We now return to the task of calculating the total voltage drop across the IGBT as a function of cur-
rent. The next voltage drop to be determined is the drop across the forward-biased EB junction, VN+P.
Employing the law of the junction, the electron density at the edge of the p− drift region at x = 0 can be
written

p(0)n(0) = n(0)2 = n2
i exp(qVN+P∕kT) (9.102)
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Figure 9.18 Common emitter current gain of the internal BJT in the IGBT as a function of base width
using Equation 9.100.

Solving Equation 9.102 for VN+P and inserting n(0) from Equation 9.86 leads to

VN+P = 2
kT
q

ln

[
JTOTALLA

2qDNni

tanh

(
WD

LA

)]
(9.103)

The voltage drop VPN+across the reverse-biased CB junction does not need to be calculated, since this
voltage is controlled by the voltage drops across the p-channel MOSFET and the vertical p-channel JFET,
as will be discussed next.

Current flowing through the p-channel MOSFET produces two voltage drops: the drop across the
MOSFET channel and the drop across the vertical p-channel JFET that is gated by the grounded n+
collector regions. The MOSFET is operating in the linear region and the channel resistance is given by
the p-channel analog to Equation 8.52, namely

RMOS,SP =
LCH • S

𝜇
∗
PCOX(VG − VT)

(9.104)

where 𝜇P
∗ is the inversion layer hole mobility and LCH is the channel length. The voltage drop is obtained

by multiplying by the current density passing through the MOSFET, which is the base current given by
the second equation in Equation 9.99. The result is

VMOS =
𝜇PJTOTAL

(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

[
1

cosh
(
WD∕LA

) − 1

][
LCH • S

𝜇
∗
PCOX

(
VG − VT

)
]

(9.105)

The first bracketed factor is negative, so the voltage at the drain end of the MOSFET channel will also
be negative, as expected for a p-channel MOSFET.

The voltage drop across the vertical JFET region can be obtained by multiplying the base current by
the linear region resistance of the JFET. Here we can use Equation 8.11, which gives the current–voltage
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relationship of a double-gated JFET, with the following modifications: Recalling that the JFET within
the IGBT is oriented vertically, we replace L in Equation 8.11 with the channel length LJ and (2a) with
the JFET width WJ, where LJ and WJ are illustrated in Figure 9.11. The drain current in Equation 8.11
includes both halves of the channel, but we now wish to calculate the potential drop using only one half
of the channel, so we replace ID in Equation 8.11 with (2 IB). Since we now have a p-channel JFET, we
replace 𝜇N by 𝜇P and ND by NA. Finally, we set VG = 0, since the n+ collector regions that serve as the
gates of the JFET are grounded. We also need to account for the fact that the source of the JFET is not
at ground, as assumed in Equation 8.11, but rather at a negative potential VMOS due to the potential drop
across the MOSFET channel. Making the indicated modifications, we can write

ID

2
= IB = q𝜇PN−

A

W • (WJ∕2)
LJ

{
VDS −

4
3

√
2𝜖S∕qNA

WJ

[(
𝜓BI + VDS + VS

)3∕2 − (𝜓BI − VS)
3∕2

]}
(9.106)

where we have made use of the fact that VDS = VD − VS. The specific resistance of the JFET is given by

RJFET,SP =
W • (WJ∕2)(

𝜕IB∕𝜕VDS

)|||VDS=0

(9.107)

Taking the derivative of IB with respect to VDS using Equation 9.106 and evaluating at VDS = 0, then
inserting into Equation 9.107 yields

RJFET,SP =
LJ

q𝜇PN−
A

⎛⎜⎜⎝1 −

√
2𝜖S

(
𝜓BI + VS

)
qNA(WJ∕2)2

⎞⎟⎟⎠
−1

(9.108)

Equation 9.108 may be compared with Equation 8.18, keeping in mind that Equation 9.108 refers to a
vertical JFET with VG = 0 and VS ≠ 0, while Equation 8.18 refers to a lateral JFET with VS = 0. Finally,
the voltage drop across the JFET can be found by multiplying the on-resistance by the base current
density from the second Equation 9.99,

JJFET =
𝜇PJTOTAL

(𝜇N + 𝜇P)

[
1

cosh
(
WD∕LA

) − 1

] ⎡⎢⎢⎣
LJ

q𝜇PN−
A

⎛⎜⎜⎝1 −

√
2𝜖S

(
𝜓BI + VS

)
qNA(WJ∕2)2

⎞⎟⎟⎠
−1⎤⎥⎥⎦ (9.109)

where the source voltage VS is set equal to the voltage drop across the MOSFET channel given by
Equation 9.105. To minimize the voltage drop across the JFET, the doping NA in the JFET region is
often made higher than in the IGBT drift region, and it is important to keep in mind that NA in the drift
region and NA in the JFET region may be different.

The total voltage drop across the IGBT, that is, the emitter-to-collector voltage, can be found as a
function of current by adding the individual voltage drops already computed:

VEC = VMOS + VJFET − VP + VN+P + VSUB (9.110)

where Equations 9.105, 9.109, 9.97, and 9.103 are used in Equation 9.110, and VSUB accounts for the volt-
age drop across the substrate. The negative sign for VP arises from the polarity assumed in the derivation
of Equation 9.97.

It is important to point out the limitations of the above analysis. First, we have assumed linear-region
operation of the MOSFET and JFET channels. This is acceptable since we are primarily interested in the
on state, which implies a low VEC and hence low VDS across the channels. However, our equations will
not describe the full JC –VEC characteristics. To do this we must replace Equations 9.105 and 9.109 with
equations that are valid for large VDS. Secondly, we have implicitly assumed one-dimensional current
flow in each section of the device and have not considered the effects of current spreading as carriers
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flow from one region to another. This is a major shortcoming, and the current–voltage relation given by
Equation 9.110 will not provide a quantitatively accurate description of conditions inside a real device;
a quantitative description requires full two-dimensional computer simulations. Finally, it is important
to consider the effects of operating temperature, particularly with respect to incomplete ionization of
dopants, dependence of mobility on temperature, and the strong dependence of lifetime on temperature.
Power switching devices operate from ambient temperature to the maximum temperature limit of the
device and package, and their performance parameters vary significantly over this range. It is essential
to evaluate operation at both the highest and lowest junction temperatures anticipated for the particular
application.

9.2.2 Blocking Voltage

If the IGBT is in the conducting state and the gate of the IGBT is taken below threshold, current flow
within the device ceases and the IGBT enters the forward blocking state. In the blocking state, the device
is required to block a large (negative) VEC with minimal leakage. This large VEC is supported by the
reverse-biased CB junction whose depletion region extends primarily into the lightly-doped base, as
shown in Figure 9.19a. However, the depletion region in the base cannot be allowed to penetrate to the
emitter, because this would constitute punch-through, and a large current would flow. The diagram on
the left shows the electric field just at the onset of punch-through. The emitter-collector voltage VEC is
the area under the electric field profile, and this represents the maximum blocking voltage of the device.
In the asymmetrical structure in Figure 9.19b, a thin p+ buffer layer is inserted between the p− base
and the n+ emitter, making the electric field profile trapezoidal. Assuming the peak field is equal to the
critical field EC in both cases, the asymmetrical IGBT has a larger area under the electric field profile
than the symmetrical IGBT. This results in a higher forward blocking voltage for the same base thickness
(of course, to achieve the trapezoidal profile, the base doping in the asymmetrical case will be lower than
in the symmetrical structure for the same base thickness).
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As is the case with the power MOSFET, the blocking voltage can also be limited by the field in the
gate oxide. This can be seen by reference to the cross-section in Figure 9.11. If the gate is at ground
potential and the emitter is at a large negative voltage, a depletion region will be present under the gate
oxide over the JFET region (center of the drawing in Figure 9.11). As VEC becomes more negative,
the depletion region expands, and the electric field at the oxide/semiconductor interface approaches EC,
the critical field for avalanche breakdown. By Gauss’ law, the electric field in the oxide is related to the
semiconductor surface field by the ratio of the dielectric constants, Equation 8.80. For SiO2 on SiC,
this ratio is approximately 2.6, meaning the oxide field is 2.6 times higher than the semiconductor field.
In SiC, EC is in the range 1.5–2.5 MV cm−1 for dopings of 1014 –1016 cm−3, so the oxide field will
be approximately 4–6.5 MV cm−1. As discussed in Section 8.2.11, the field in SiO2 must typically be
kept below about 4 MV cm−1 to prevent gradual degradation of the oxide and premature device failure.
Therefore, the blocking voltage of the IGBT is the largest value of VCE that does not cause avalanche
breakdown in the CB junction and maintains the oxide field below 4 MV cm−1.

As with all power devices, the maximum blocking voltage of the IGBT is usually limited by field
crowding at the edges of pn junctions. This can be mitigated by the use of edge terminations, as will be
discussed in Section 10.1. The designer can also take advantage of two-dimensional effects to increase
the blocking voltage, such as when pn junctions are used to shield the oxide from high electric fields.
In the IGBT, this is accomplished by reducing the spacing between n+ collector regions, that is, by
reducing the JFET width WJ in Figure 9.11. This allows field lines to terminate on the grounded n+
collectors rather than penetrate the oxide to the grounded gate, thereby reducing the oxide field. However,
this must be balanced against the increase in on-resistance of the narrower JFET channel. In all such cases,
accurate analysis involves two-dimensional effects that require computer solutions.

9.2.3 Switching Characteristics

A major consideration with IGBTs is the transient power dissipated during the switching event or the
switching loss. The problem is particularly acute during the turn-off transient, due to the large minority
carrier charge that must be removed when the device is turned off.

The switching power is proportional to the frequency of switching events and the energy dissipated
per event, as shown by Equation 7.15. Equation 7.16 expresses the switching energy as the sum of the
energy dissipated during the turn-off transient EOFF and during the turn-on transient EON. In the IGBT
the turn-on energy loss is small, and we will therefore concentrate on the turn-off loss.

During on-state operation, the thick base region of the BJT is flooded with holes and electrons, and
operates in high-level injection. The total charge stored in the base is given by Equation 9.101. When the
gate is taken below threshold, the MOSFET no longer supplies holes to the base of the BJT, but the holes
already stored in the base continue to undergo recombination until they are all removed. Since the base
current is equal to the total recombination current in the base, we can regard these stored holes as a source
of base current. The turn-off transient is therefore intimately related to the time required for all the stored
holes to recombine. Since Δn(x) ≈ Δp(x) for charge neutrality, and since VEB = kT∕q ln[Δn(0)∕nP0] by
the law of the junction, the presence of holes will keep the EB junction forward biased, and current will
continue to flow through the BJT portion of the IGBT until all the holes have been removed. We will
now consider the transient removal of holes in more detail.

To illustrate the different phases of the turn-off transient, we consider an IGBT whose base width
WD is large compared to the ambipolar diffusion length [3, 4]. Figure 9.20 shows the cross-section of
the device to be examined, which is driving a clamped inductive load, represented here by a current
source. The IGBT base is 175 μm thick and doped 2 × 1014 cm−3, resulting in a theoretical plane-junction
breakdown of 25 kV. The ambipolar diffusion length in the base is 22.5 μm, so WD∕LA ≈ 7.8. The
IGBT incorporates a p-type current spreading layer (CSL), similar to the advanced double-diffused
metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor (DMOSFET) of Section 8.2.7. The clamped inductive
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Figure 9.20 Cross-section of a p-channel IGBT driving a clamped inductive load. The IGBT incorpo-
rates a p-type current-spreading layer (CSL) and a non-punch-through p+ buffer layer ([3] reproduced
with permission from IEEE).

load circuit is modeled by a 50 A current source with a clamping voltage of 12 kV, and the device active
area is assumed to be 1 cm2.

Figure 9.21 shows simulated current and voltage waveforms at 175 ∘C during the turn-off transient. At
t = 4 μs the gate voltage is switched from −20 to 0 V. The turn-off transient begins at 5 μs, and consists
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of four phases, labeled Δt1 − Δt4. We will discuss each phase in more detail below. We notice that the
current remains constant at 50 A cm−2 as the emitter voltage rises to −12 kV. The instantaneous power
dissipated in the device is the product of the current and voltage waveforms. The total switching energy
EOFF is the integral of the instantaneous power, represented by the shaded region in the figure. The peak
power dissipation is about 600 kW cm−2 occurring at 9.5 μs, and the total switching energy is 2.4 J cm−2.

We will now discuss each phase of the transient. Figure 9.22 shows the electron density n(x) in the p−
base and p+ buffer layer as a function of time during the transient. In time period Δt1 the emitter voltage
rises rapidly. During this period the electron density in the portion of the base closest to the collector falls
rapidly, and by 6.0 μs the base is depleted to a distance of 145 μm from the collector junction. The reverse
voltage across the collector junction is the integral of the electric field, which is shown in Figure 9.23.
The base-collector voltage at 6.0 μs is approximately −3.8 kV.

In time period Δt2 the emitter voltage rises more slowly. This can be understood as follows. The
emitter current is held constant at 50 A cm−2 by the current source, and the base current is given by
JB = JC∕𝛽 ≈ JE∕𝛽. During time period Δt1 the neutral base becomes progressively narrower, and by the
end of Δt1 the neutral base width W is approximately equal to the diffusion length LA = 22.5 μm. The
dependence of 𝛽 on base width is given by Equation 9.100 and plotted in Figure 9.18. We see that when
W is large compared to the diffusion length, 𝛽 is constant, but as W drops below the diffusion length, 𝛽
rises rapidly. If 𝛽 increases but JC remains constant, JB must decrease. Recall that JB represents the total
recombination in the base. So during time period Δt2, 𝛽 is increasing and the recombination current is
decreasing. As a result, the charge density in the base decreases more slowly and the depleted portion of
the base expands more slowly. This results in a slower increase in VBC (and VEC), as seen in Figure 9.21.
By the end of Δt2 at 8.3 μs, the base is completely depleted (Figure 9.22b) and the electric field profile
is shown in Figure 9.23. The BC voltage at 8.3 μs is approximately −5.5 kV.

During time period Δt3 the emitter voltage rises rapidly as the depletion region penetrates the more
heavily doped buffer layer. The electric field profile is now trapezoidal, as shown in Figure 9.23. Because
the doping in the buffer layer is high, the electric field in the base increases rapidly as the depletion region
spreads into the buffer layer, and VBC and VEC rise rapidly.

By 9.66 μs, the integral of the electric field has reached −12 kV and the clamping diode becomes
forward biased. This is the beginning of time period Δt4. During this period the forward-biased diode
clamps the emitter voltage at −12 kV, and the emitter current falls as the remaining electrons and holes
recombine. The emitter current is proportional to the slope of the electron density in the buffer layer, and
Figure 9.22d shows this slope gradually decreasing as the last electrons and holes recombine. The 50 A
current is increasingly carried by the clamping diode, and the IGBT eventually turns off.

We now consider how the stored charge, instantaneous power, and switching energy are affected by
the lifetimes in the base and the p+ buffer layer. Carrier lifetimes are a strong function of temperature, as
will be discussed below. The lifetime values we will quote are room-temperature lifetimes, even though
all simulations are conducted at 175 ∘C. The upper portion of Figure 9.24 shows that as the drift region
(base) lifetime is increased from 1 to 10 μs, the stored charge increases slightly and the turn-off time also
increases slightly. However, the strongest effect comes from the lifetime in the buffer layer, as shown in
the lower portion of Figure 9.24. As the buffer lifetime is decreased from 500 to 20 ns, the stored charge
drops dramatically and the turn-off transient becomes much shorter. When the lifetime falls below about
100 ns, the ambipolar diffusion length in the buffer becomes shorter than the buffer layer thickness, and an
increasing fraction of the injected electrons recombine in the buffer layer before reaching the drift layer.
Consequently, the stored charge decreases, shortening the turn-off time. Of course, less stored charge
means less conductivity modulation of the drift region, and the on-state power dissipation is higher.

How can we evaluate the trade-off between switching loss and on-state loss as we vary the lifetimes?
This can be done using the procedure described in Section 7.1.3. The total power dissipation, includ-
ing on-state loss and switching loss, depends on the on-state current density and switching frequency,
and is given by Equation 7.17. The total power dissipation is set equal to the package power limit, say
300 W cm−2, and Equation 7.17 is solved by iteration at each frequency to determine the on-state current
that produces a power dissipation equal to the package limit. This gives us a plot of maximum current
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density versus frequency. We then repeat this procedure for different assumed values of buffer layer and
drift layer lifetimes, and the results for the example device at a junction temperature of 175 ∘C are shown
in Figure 9.25 [4]. Here we see that increasing the base lifetime leads to a higher maximum current at
low switching frequencies, where switching loss is less important, but the maximum current falls rapidly
with frequency, since switching loss is proportional to frequency. The maximum current of an optimized
DMOSFET with the same theoretical blocking voltage is shown for comparison. The MOSFET maxi-
mum current is almost independent of frequency, since the MOSFET switching energy is low. Figure 9.25
also shows that decreasing the buffer lifetime from 500 to 20 ns increases the maximum current. This is
because of the drastically reduced switching loss associated with the reduced charge storage shown in
Figure 9.24. Comparing the p-channel IGBT and the n-channel MOSFET at the specified blocking volt-
age and temperature, we conclude that the IGBT is superior at switching frequencies below 0.5–1 kHz,
while the MOSFET is superior at frequencies above 0.5–1 kHz.
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9.2.4 Temperature Dependence of Parameters

Almost all our critical device parameters are functions of temperature, and their variation has a strong
influence on device performance. Table 9.1 gives equations for several important 4H-SiC parameters as
functions of absolute temperature and doping density (where applicable).

Figure 9.26 shows the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, ambipolar lifetime, and ambipolar diffusion
length in lightly-doped 4H-SiC as a function of temperature. For comparison, the electron mobility is
also shown. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient decreases with temperature due to increased phonon
scattering, but this is more than compensated by the increase in lifetime with temperature. As a result,
the diffusion length increases slightly with temperature. This makes the on-state performance of the
IGBT almost independent of temperature. By comparison, the power MOSFET on-resistance degrades
significantly with temperature, since the decreasing electron mobility increases the resistance of the
unmodulated drift region. This is the reason why the performance comparison in the last section was
conducted at 175 ∘C.
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Table 9.1 Temperature and doping dependence of semiconductor parameters in 4H-SiC.

Parameter Equation Units

Electron mobility 𝜇N 𝜇N =
1141(T∕300)−2.8

1 + [(NA + ND)∕1.94 × 1017]0.61
cm2 V−1 s−1

Hole mobility 𝜇P 𝜇P =
124(T∕300)−2.8

1 + [(NA + ND)∕1.76 × 1019]0.34
cm2 V−1 s−1

Ambipolar lifetime 𝜏A 𝜏A = 57.9 𝜏A|300 K exp(−0.105∕kT) μs

Ionized donor density
ND

+
N+

D =
ND

1 + 2 exp[(FN − EC + 0.066 eV − 1.9 × 10−8N1∕3
D )∕kT]

cm−3

Ionized acceptor
density NA

−
N−

A =
ND

1 + 4 exp[(EV − FP + 0.191 eV − 3.0 × 10−8N1∕3
A )∕kT]

cm−3

Bandgap energy EG EG = 3.23 + 7.036 × 10−4[49.751 − T2∕(T + 1509)] eV
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Figure 9.26 Ambipolar diffusion coefficient, lifetime, and diffusion length in lightly-doped 4H-SiC as
a function of temperature. For comparison, electron mobility is also shown. A room temperature lifetime
of 1.0 μs is assumed in these calculations.

9.3 Thyristors
The final power device to be considered is the pnpn thyristor. The thyristor is a four-layer, three-junction
power switch that can be thought of as two merged bipolar transistors, as illustrated in Figure 9.27. The
pnp BJT has a narrow base, and its emitter serves as the anode. The npn BJT has a wide, lightly-doped
base, and its emitter acts as the cathode. The base of the pnp BJT is provided with an external contact
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Figure 9.27 Cross-section of a pnpn thyristor with a p+ buffer layer to prevent punch-through in the
blocking state. The dashed box identifies a one-dimensional slice that will be used for analysis.

called the gate, whose purpose will be described below. SiC thyristors are typically fabricated on n+
substrates because of the high resistance of p+ substrates.

As seen in Figure 9.27, the collector of the pnp BJT is the base of the npn BJT, and the collector
of the npn is the base of the pnp. Consequently, when both BJTs are conducting there is no need to
supply external base current, since the collector of each BJT supplies base current to the other BJT,
and conduction through the four-layer structure is self-sustaining. If both BJTs are off and there is no
external supply of base current, the structure is non-conducting. This gives rise to two distinct regimes for
VAK > 0, as illustrated in Figure 9.28. These are the forward blocking mode and the forward conducting
mode. In the blocking mode the thyristor holds off a large VAK with very little current, while in the
conducting mode the thyristor carries a large current with very low voltage drop. Forward operation is
therefore bi-stable, since the device can be in either of two regimes at the same VAK. The thin dotted
lines depict a negative resistance regime where the anode–cathode voltage snaps back to a low value
once a triggering threshold is reached. The triggering threshold can be varied by supplying external
base current to the pnp BJT through the gate terminal. Once the BJTs begin to conduct and conduction
becomes self-sustaining, the gate current can be removed and the device will remain in conducting state
until the current falls below the holding current IH, or VAK is reduced below the holding voltage VH. We
will now consider the two forward modes in more detail.

9.3.1 Forward Conducting Regime

In the forward conducting regime both BJTs are operating in saturation, and all three junctions in the
thyristor are forward biased. As stated above, forward conduction is self-sustaining, but this requires that
the increase in current around the loop formed by the interconnected collector and base regions is unity.
The increase in current in each BJT is the ratio IC∕IB, which is the common-emitter current gain 𝛽, so
we require that 𝛽NPN ⋅ 𝛽PNP = 1. Since 𝛼 = 𝛽∕(𝛽 + 1), this is equivalent to requiring that the sum of the
alphas is unity, or 𝛼NPN + 𝛼PNP = 1.

To analyze the conduction in more detail, we refer to the one-dimensional slice shown in Figure 9.29.
Here we illustrate the hole and electron densities as a function of position throughout the device. As
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ties, and coordinate axes assumed in the analysis. All three junctions are forward biased, and both BJTs
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noted, all three junctions are forward biased and injecting carriers. The p− drift region is in high-level
injection, but we assume all the other regions are in low-level injection. This is reasonable, since their
doping levels are orders of magnitude higher than the drift region. We also assume that the gate region
is short compared to the minority-carrier diffusion length, that is, WG ≪ LPG.

The total anode-cathode voltage VAK is the difference in the quasi-Fermi levels from anode to cathode,
as illustrated in the band diagram of Figure 9.30. With reference to the band diagram, we can write VAK as

VAK = (VAG − VDG) + VP(−d) + Δ𝜓DR + VN(+d) (9.111)
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Figure 9.30 Band diagram through the thyristor in the forward conducting regime, showing the differ-
ent potentials and voltages used in the analysis.

We first consider the potential drop across the drift region, Δ𝜓DR. Since this region is in high-level
injection, we can set n(x) = p(x) and obtain an expression for n(x) = p(x) by solving the ambipolar dif-
fusion equation, subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. We assume unity injection efficiency at
both ends of the drift region, which allows us to set JP(+d) = 0 and JN(−d) = 0. Setting JN(−d) = 0 is
equivalent to assuming the hole current diffusing across the n-type gate region from the anode is much
larger than any electron current injected into the drift region from the gate. Under these assumptions,
the development is the same as for the pin diode in Section 7.3, and the carrier densities are given by
Equation 7.46, which can be written

Δn(x) = Δp(x) =
𝜏ADJK

2qLAD

[
cosh

(
x∕LAD

)
sinh(d∕LAD)

−
(𝜇ND − 𝜇PD)
(𝜇ND + 𝜇PD)

sinh(x∕LAD)
cosh(d∕LAD)

]
(9.112)

Here 𝜏AD,LAD, 𝜇ND, and 𝜇PD refer to parameters in the lightly-doped drift region. To obtain the potential
drop across the drift region, we again proceed as with the pin diode: We write an expression for the
total current as a function of the electric field, solve for the electric field as a function of current, then
integrate the electric field to obtain the potential as a function of position using Equation 9.112 for the
carrier densities. We then evaluate this expression at the two ends of the drift region x = ±d to calculate
the potential drop. The result is the same as Equation 7.51, and can be written

Δ𝜓DR =kT
q

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
8b

(b + 1)2

sinh(d∕LAD)√
1 − B2tanh2(d∕LAD)

tan−1[
√

1 − B2tanh2(d∕LAD) sinh(d∕LAD)]

+B ln

[
1 + Btanh2 (d∕LAD

)
1 − Btanh2(d∕LAD)

]} (9.113)

where b = 𝜇ND∕𝜇PD and B = (𝜇ND − 𝜇PD)∕(𝜇ND + 𝜇PD). Δ𝜓DR is the change in electrostatic potential, or
the change in the intrinsic Fermi level Ei, across the drift region.
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We will next obtain an expression for the sum VP(−d) + VN(+d). Referring to the band diagram in
Figure 9.30, the electron density at x = +d can be written

n(+d) = ni exp[qVN(+d)∕kT] (9.114)

where VN(+d) is the difference between the electron quasi-Fermi level and the intrinsic level at x = +d,
a quantity known as the chemical potential for electrons. Likewise, at x = −d the hole density can be
written

p(−d) = ni exp[qVP(−d)∕kT] (9.115)

where VP(−d) is the difference between the intrinsic level and the hole quasi-Fermi level at x = −d, or
the chemical potential for holes. Solving Equations 9.114 and 9.115 for VN(−d) and VP(+d) and adding
yields

Vp(−d) + VN(+d) = kT
q

ln

[
n (−d) n(+d)

n2
i

]
(9.116)

When evaluated in equilibrium, Equation 9.116 gives the built-in potential of the junction. We can
express Equation 9.116 in terms of current using Equation 9.112 to evaluate n(−d) and n(+d),
resulting in

VP(−d) + VN(+d) = 2kT
q

ln

(
JTOTAL

2qni𝜃

𝜏AD

LAD

)
(9.117)

where 𝜃 is

𝜃 =
{[

coth

(
d

LAD

)
+ B tanh

(
d

LAD

)][
coth

(
d

LAD

)
− B tanh

(
d

LAD

)]}−1∕2

(9.118)

We note that this treatment parallels that of the pin diode, and Equation 9.118 is simply a re-statement
of Equation 7.59.

The quasi-Fermi level splitting at the GD junction VDG can be obtained from the law of the junction
evaluated at x = −d,

p(−d)n(−d) = n(−d)2 = n2
i exp(qVDG∕kT) (9.119)

Solving for VDG and employing Equation 9.112 for n(−d) yields

VDG = 2
kT
q

ln

{(
JTOTAL

2qni

𝜏AD

LAD

)[
coth

(
d

LAD

)
+ B tanh

(
d

LAD

)]}
(9.120)

Finally, we need to calculate the quasi-Fermi level splitting at the AG junction, VAG . The anode and gate
are assumed to be in low-level injection and the electric fields in the quasi-neutral regions are negligible,
so current flow in these regions is due to diffusion. The total current crossing the AG junction is the sum
of electron and hole diffusion currents, and can be written

JTOTAL = −qDPG

𝜕p

𝜕x′
||||x′=0

− qDNA
𝜕n
𝜕x′′

||||x′′=0
(9.121)

where DPG is the hole diffusion coefficient in the gate region and DNA is the electron diffusion coefficient
in the anode. The electron and hole densities in the anode and gate regions are obtained by solving the
minority carrier diffusion equations in each region. If the anode is long compared to the electron diffusion
length, the electron density in the anode can be written

n(x′′) ≈
n2

iA

N−
AA

exp

(
qVAG

kT

)
exp

(
− x′′

LNA

)
(9.122)
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From this it follows that
𝜕n
𝜕x′′

||||x′′=0
= −

n2
iA

LNAN−
AA

exp

(
qVAG

kT

)
(9.123)

Since the gate region is short compared to the hole diffusion length, the hole density in the gate is a linear
function of position, and we can write

𝜕p

𝜕x′
||||x′=0

=
p(𝑤G) − p(0)

WG

(9.124)

Using the law of the junction, the pn product throughout the GD depletion region can be written

p(WG)n(WG) = p(WG)N
+
DG = n2

i exp(qVDG∕kT) = n(−d)2 (9.125)

Thus
p(WG) = n(−d)2∕N+

DG (9.126)

and we can write Equation 9.124 as

𝜕p

𝜕x′
||||x′=0

=
n(−d)2 − n2

i exp(qVAG∕kT)
WGN+

DG

(9.127)

Inserting Equations 9.123 and 9.127 into Equation 9.121 and using Equation 9.112 for n(−d) yields

JTOTAL =
qDPG

WGN+
DG

{
n2

i exp

(
qVAG

kT

)
−

(
JTOTAL𝜏AD

2qLAD

)2[
coth

(
d

LAD

)
+ B tanh

(
d

LAD

)]2
}

+ q
n2

iA

N−
AA

DNA

LNA

exp

(
qVAG

kT

)
(9.128)

Equation 9.128 is a quadratic equation in JTOTAL, and can be written more compactly as

C1J2
TOTAL + JTOTAL = C2 exp(qVAG∕kT) (9.129)

where

C1 =
qDPG

WGN+
DG

(
𝜏AD

2qLAD

)2[
coth

(
d

LAD

)
+ B tanh

(
d

LAD

)]2

(9.130)

C2 = q

(
DPGn2

i

WGN+
DG

+
DNAn2

iA

LNAN−
AA

)
(9.131)

We note that C1 and C2 are constants that depend only on device parameters. Solving Equation 9.129 for
JTOTAL gives

JTOTAL =

√(
1

2C1

)2

+
C2

C1

exp

(
qVAG

kT

)
−

(
1

2C1

)
(9.132)

We now express VAG in Equation 9.132 in terms of VAK using Equation 9.111,

VAG = VAK + VDG − Δ𝜓DR − [VP(−d) + VN(−d)] (9.133)

Inserting Equation 9.120 for VDG and Equation 9.117 for [VP(−d) + VN(−d)] into Equation 9.133 allows
us to write

exp(qVAG∕kT) = C3 exp(qVAK∕kT) (9.134)
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where

C3 = exp

(−qΔ𝜓DR

kT

)
𝜃

2

[
coth

(
d

LA

)
+ B tanh

(
d

LA

)]2

(9.135)

Once again we note that the new parameter C3 is a computable constant that depends only on
device parameters. Inserting Equation 9.134 into Equation 9.132 gives the desired expression for the
current–voltage characteristics in the forward conducting regime:

JK = JTOTAL =

√(
1

2C1

)2

+
C2C3

C1

exp

(
qVAK

kT

)
−

(
1

2C1

)
(9.136)

At the high current densities at which thyristors typically operate, the exponential term in the square root
dominates all other terms, and we can write

JK ≈ J0 exp(qVAK∕2kT) (9.137)

where

J0 =

√
1 +

DNA

DPG

WG

LNA

N+
DG

N−
AA

n2
iA

n2
i

(
2qni

LAD

𝜏AD

𝜃

)
exp

(−qΔ𝜓DR

2kT

)
(9.138)

Here 𝜃 and Δ𝜓DR are constants that depend only on device parameters, and are given by Equations 9.118
and 9.113 respectively.

The result of this long derivation is perhaps somewhat anticlimactic. Equation 9.137 tells us that the
thyristor current in the forward conduction regime increases exponentially with VAK, with an exponential
slope of 1/2. This is the same dependence as the pin diode, Equation 7.57. Moreover, the prefactor J0 in
Equation 9.138 is identical to the prefactor of the pin diode in Equation 7.58 except for the square root
factor, which has a value close to unity. Thus we conclude that the forward I –V characteristics of the
thyristor are almost identical to those of a comparable pin diode.

The above analysis assumed that the anode is thick compared to an electron diffusion length, WA ≫

LNA. If the anode is thinner than a diffusion length, we simply replace LNA with WA in all the foregoing
equations.

9.3.2 Forward Blocking Regime and Triggering

We turn now to the forward blocking regime and consider how the thyristor is switched from the forward
blocking to the forward conducting regimes. Figure 9.28 contains a simple circuit with the thyristor con-
nected to a resistive load. Kirchoff’s current and voltage laws tell us there are two stable operating points,
formed by the intersections of the resistive load line (dashed) with the thyristor I–V characteristics. If
the supply voltage VS = 0, the thyristor is in the forward blocking mode at the origin. As VS is increased
with IG = 0, the operating point (1) moves laterally along the forward blocking characteristics until VS

becomes greater than the forward blocking voltage VBF, when the circuit abruptly switches to operating
point (2). As we shall see, the switching threshold can be reduced in a controllable manner by drawing
current out of the gate.

The switching threshold is best understood by considering the internal currents in two cross-coupled
BJTs, as illustrated in Figure 9.31, where the npn BJT is designated BJT-1 and the pnp BJT is designated
BJT-2. The cathode current can be written

IK = IC1 + IC2 = 𝛼1IE1 + 𝛼2IE2 = 𝛼1IK + 𝛼2IA = 𝛼1IK + 𝛼2(IK + IG) (9.139)

Solving for IK gives

IK =
𝛼2IG

1 − (𝛼1 + 𝛼2)
(9.140)
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Figure 9.31 Visualization of the thyristor as two cross-coupled BJTs. The collector of each BJT sup-
plies base current to the other BJT, and the gate terminal allows base current to be supplied to BJT-2
externally.

Equation 9.140 shows that the cathode current becomes infinite when the sum of the alphas equals one.
The alphas are evaluated in the forward blocking mode where very little current flows and all regions are
in low-level injection. Equation 9.10 defines the common-base current gain 𝛼 as the product of the base
transport factor 𝛼T and the emitter injection efficiency 𝛾 . For wide-base npn BJT-1 the base transport
factor 𝛼T is given by Equation 9.11,

𝛼T = 1
cosh(W∕LNB)

(9.11)

The emitter injection efficiency 𝛾 is the fraction of emitter current due to electrons injected into the base,
so 𝛾 = IEN∕IE. Equation 9.10 specifies the emitter current IE as (IEN + IEP), but when the currents are
small, as in the forward blocking regime, IE must also take into account the current due to recombination
in the EB depletion region. With this in mind, 𝛾 can be written

𝛾 =
IEN

IE

=
IEN

IEN + IEP + IR

≈
IEN

IEN + IR

(9.141)

Here IR is the recombination current in the depletion region of the EB junction, and IEP ≪ IEN due to the
large doping asymmetry between the n+ emitter and the p− base. For an n+∕p− one-sided step junction,
the recombination current can be written

IR ≈ 2
√

2A

(
ni

𝜏G

)
kT√

qNAB(𝜓BI − VBE)∕𝜖S

exp

(
qVBE

2kT

)
(9.142)

where A is the junction area and the generation lifetime 𝜏G = 𝜏N + 𝜏P is the same as the ambipolar lifetime
𝜏A. Note that NAB is the total dopant concentration in the base, rather than the ionized concentration.
Combining Equation 9.142 with Equation 9.7 and assuming the CB junction is strongly reverse biased,
we can write Equation 9.141 in the form

𝛾 ≈ 1

1 +
2
√

2 kT∕q√
qNAB(𝜓BI − VBE)∕𝜖S

(
LNB

DNB𝜏G

)(
N−

AB

ni

)
tanh

(
W

LNB

)[
exp

(
qVBE∕2kT

)
exp(qVBE∕kT) − 1

] (9.143)

Equation 9.143 can now be combined with Equations 9.10 and 9.11 to calculate 𝛼.
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Examining Equation 9.143, we see that 𝛾 in the low-current regime is no longer a constant, but instead
depends on VBE and hence on the current. When VBE is small, 𝛾 approaches zero. As VBE increases, 𝛾
increases, and at sufficiently high VBE, 𝛾 → 1. Figure 9.32a is a plot of 𝛾 versus JEN for several values
of W∕LNB, using Equation 9.143 for 𝛾 and Equation 9.7 for JEN. As seen, 𝛾 (and therefore 𝛼) increases
monotonically with current. The same general arguments apply to the narrow-base pnp BJT-2.

The dependence of 𝛼 on current can also be illustrated using a Gummel plot, shown in Figure 9.32b.
This presentation depicts JC and JB on a log scale as a function of VBE, and we have also included
𝛼 and 𝛽 to aid the discussion. For VBE < 2.4 V, JB is dominated by recombination in the depletion
region, Equation 9.142, whereas for VBE > 2.4 V, JB is dominated by hole injection into the emitter,
Equation 9.2. Recombination in the neutral base is small, since the base is short compared to a diffusion
length. At high currents the ratio 𝛽 = JC∕JB is constant, independent of current, but at low currents 𝛽 and
𝛼 increase with increasing current.

The thyristor’s triggering threshold is reached when the sum of the alphas equals one, as shown by
Equation 9.140. Considering the thyristor in the forward blocking regime, we can now ask how the alphas
of the internal BJTs depend on VAK. As VAK is increased, the alphas increase through two mechanisms.
The first mechanism is base width modulation. Figure 9.33 illustrates the depletion regions in the device
in the forward blocking mode. The middle junction is reverse biased, and its depletion region spreads
mainly into the lightly-doped drift region, the base of BJT-1. As VAK increases, xP expands, W1 shrinks,
and 𝛼1 increases. The second mechanism is more subtle. As VAK increases and xP widens, the thermal
generation current within the depletion region of the middle junction increases. The generation current
is identified in Figure 9.33, and can be written

IGEN = qA

(
ni

𝜏G

)
xP ≈ qA

(
ni

𝜏G

)√
2𝜖S

qNAB

VAK (9.144)

where we have assumed all the applied voltage VAK appears across the reverse-biased middle junction.
As seen, the generation current increases as the square root of VAK. Since IG = 0, Figure 9.33 shows that
this generation current must flow through the emitters of both BJTs. When the currents are small, as they
are in the forward-blocking mode, 𝛼 is an increasing function of current, as shown in Figure 9.32a. Thus,
increasing VAK increases IGEN, which increases the current, which increases 𝛼.

Although the above analysis of the triggering threshold appears reasonable, it turns out that triggering
does not actually require IK to become infinite, as suggested by Equation 9.140. Instead, triggering only
requires that 𝜕IK∕𝜕IG becomes infinite. When this condition is met, any small fluctuation in gate current
will produce an unlimited increase in cathode current, and the thyristor switches on. By reference to
Figure 9.31 we can write

𝜕IK = 𝜕IC1 + 𝜕IC2 =
𝜕IC1

𝜕IE1

𝜕IK +
𝜕IC2

𝜕IE2

𝜕IA = 𝛼1𝜕IK + 𝛼2𝜕IA (9.145)

where 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 are small-signal alphas defined by

𝛼 =
𝜕IC

𝜕IE

= 𝜕

𝜕IE

(𝛼IE) = 𝛼 + IE
𝜕𝛼

𝜕IE

(9.146)

If 𝜕𝛼∕𝜕IE > 0, the small-signal 𝛼 will be greater than the DC 𝛼, and this is usually the case. Returning
to Figure 9.31, we can also write

𝜕IA = 𝜕IK + 𝜕IG (9.147)

Substituting Equation 9.147 into Equation 9.145 yields

𝜕IK

𝜕IG

=
𝛼2

1 − (𝛼1 + 𝛼2)
(9.148)
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Figure 9.32 (a) Emitter injection efficiency as a function of current, calculated using Equation 9.143
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Figure 9.33 One-dimensional slice through the thyristor in the forward blocking state, showing the
generation current in the depletion region of the middle junction. The depletion regions are shaded.

Equation 9.148 indicates that the thyristor actually triggers when the sum of the small-signal alphas
equals one. The small-signal alphas are defined by Equation 9.146, but how do we calculate 𝜕𝛼∕𝜕IE?
We know from Equation 9.143 that the emitter injection efficiency increases with current, so alpha also
increases with current. Thus 𝜕𝛼∕𝜕IE > 0, as postulated, and the small-signal alphas are indeed slightly
higher than the DC alphas. The expressions for the small-signal alphas can be calculated by writing
Equation 9.143 in terms of current and then differentiating. The resulting expressions have been derived
by Yang and Voulgaris [5], and the reader is referred to this reference for the details.

Once the triggering threshold is reached, the thyristor switches quickly from the blocking to the con-
ducting state, and the internal BJTs go from their forward-active regimes to their saturation regimes.
This process can be understood by reference to Figure 9.34. Here we assume the thyristor is driving a
resistive load, and the gate current is zero. As the supply voltage VS is increased from zero, the thyristor
is initially in the blocking mode, and the operating point moves along the lower part of the characteristic,
as illustrated by points (1) and (2). The internal BJTs likewise move along their IB = 0 lines from point
(1) to point (2), as shown. When the supply voltage reaches the switching threshold, which happens just
beyond point (2), the thyristor switches to the conducting state and comes to rest at point (5). Once at
point (5), if VS is increased or decreased, the operating point moves along the conducting characteristic,
so long as the current remains above the holding current. For reference, the carrier densities and band
diagrams in the thyristor at points (1) and (5) are illustrated in Figure 9.35.

We will now examine the trajectory in more detail. While the thyristor is in the blocking state, the
product 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝛽2 < 1 (remember the npn BJT has a very wide base, and the emitter injection efficien-
cies are very low when the currents are low). As VS approaches the switching threshold, three effects
occur. First, the current gain of the npn BJT increases due to base width modulation as W1 shrinks. This
increases the product 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝛽2. Second, the widening depletion region of the middle junction increases the
leakage current IG, which increases the injection efficiencies of both BJTs according to Equation 9.143.
This also increases the product 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝛽2. Third, avalanche multiplication in the reverse-biased middle junc-
tion adds more current, further increasing the injection efficiencies and increasing 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝛽2. At some point
𝛽1 ⋅ 𝛽2 will exceed 1. When this happens, the current around the loop formed by the interconnected col-
lectors and bases begins to increase. This corresponds to the BJT operating point moving from (2) to
(3), (4) and (5) as the base currents increase, as shown in Figure 9.34b. The situation stabilizes when
the internal BJTs enter saturation at point (5). Why is this point stable? In saturation the effective 𝛽, the
ratio of actual collector current to base current in a BJT, is lower than in the forward active region.
This reduces the 𝛽 product to 1 and operation stabilizes at point (5). To see why the circuit is sta-
ble at point (5), imagine that the cathode current tries to increase. With a higher cathode current, the
voltage drop across the load increases, the voltage drop across the thyristor VAK therefore decreases,
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Figure 9.34 Illustration of the trajectory of the thyristor and its internal BJTs during the turn-on
transient.
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Figure 9.35 Band diagrams and minority carrier densities in the thyristor in the forward-blocking mode
(a) and forward-conducting mode (b).

the depletion width xP decreases, the base width W1 increases, and 𝛽1 decreases, reducing the cur-
rent. If the cathode current tries to decrease, the opposite happens. These forces maintain the circuit
at point (5).

The switching threshold can be reduced by supplying an external gate current IG > 0. This acts as base
current to BJT-2, and the collector of BJT-2 then supplies base current to BJT-1. These higher currents
increase the betas, allowing 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝛽2 to reach 1 at a lower value of VAK. This makes it possible to trigger
the thyristor at a specific VAK < VBF under the control of an external circuit.
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Figure 9.36 Three phases of the turn-on transient.

9.3.3 The Turn-On Process

The turn-on process occurs in three phases that can be considered sequentially, as illustrated in
Figure 9.36. The three critical times are (i) the delay time, (ii) the rise time, and (iii) the spreading time.
We will discuss each of these in turn.

Let us assume the thyristor is initially in the forward-blocking mode, and is triggered to switch on by
a gate current pulse IG that begins at t = 0. Conditions inside the device prior to t = 0 are as indicated
in Figure 9.35a; both BJTs are in their forward-active modes but there is essentially no minority carrier
injection into either base region. Referring to Figure 9.31, the gate current pulse that begins at t = 0
supplies base current to pnp BJT-2. This causes injection of holes from the p+ emitter into the narrow
n-type base. The holes diffuse across the base, and the first holes arrive at the collector of BJT-2 in a base
transit time 𝜏B2 given by

𝜏B2 =
W2

B2

2DP,B2

(9.149)

where WB2 is the width of the neutral base and DP,B2 is the diffusion coefficient for holes in the base. Once
the holes reach the collector of BJT-2, they act as base current to npn BJT-1. This causes the injection
of electrons from the n+ emitter of BJT-1 into the wide p− base. These electrons diffuse toward the
collector of BJT-1, and the first electrons reach the collector in a transit time 𝜏B1 given by

𝜏B1 =
W2

B1

2DN,B1

(9.150)

where WB1 is the width of the neutral base and DN,B1 is the diffusion coefficient for electrons in the wide
p− base. At this point, the regenerative build-up of current within the thyristor begins. The delay time is
then approximately given by the sum of the base transit times, or

tD ≈ 𝜏B1 + 𝜏B2 (9.151)

The second phase is characterized by regenerative current feedback between the two BJTs, and the
current rapidly builds up until a steady state is reached. The current rise time tR can be calculated by
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considering the build-up of stored charge in the base regions of the BJTs. We assume the build-up of
stored charge is due only to carriers that flow in as base current, and we neglect recombination since the
rise time tR is short compared to the minority carrier lifetimes in the base. Again referring to Figure 9.31,
the build-up of charge in the base of BJT-1 can be written

𝜕QB1

𝜕t
≈ IB1 = IC2 = 𝛼2IE2 = 𝛼2IA (9.152)

Likewise, the build-up of charge in the base of BJT-2 can be written

𝜕QB2

𝜕t
≈ IB2 = IC1 + IG = 𝛼1IE1 + IG = 𝛼1IK + IG (9.153)

Focusing on Equation 9.152, we can write 𝛼2IA as

𝛼2IA = IC2 = QB2∕𝜏B2 (9.154)

where the collector current is expressed as the base minority carrier charge divided by the diffusion transit
time across the base (note that in the forward-active mode, QB2 = qAp(0)WB2∕2, so Equation 9.154 is
equivalent to setting JC = qDP,B2 p(0)∕WB2 = qDP,B2 𝜕p∕𝜕x, which is the usual expression for diffusion
current in the base). Inserting Equation 9.154 into Equation 9.152 and differentiating yields

𝜕
2QB1

𝜕t2
= 1
𝜏B2

𝜕QB2

𝜕t
= 1
𝜏B2

(𝛼1IK + IG) (9.155)

where we have used Equation 9.153 for 𝜕QB2∕𝜕t. However, we can also write

𝛼1IK = IC1 = QB1∕𝜏B1 (9.156)

so Equation 9.155 becomes
𝜕

2QB1

𝜕t2
=

QB1

𝜏B1𝜏B2

+
IG

𝜏B2

(9.157)

Equation 9.157 is a second-order differential equation describing the build-up of minority carrier charge
in the base of BJT-1, and the solution can be written

QB1(t) = (𝛼1IK,SS − IG)𝜏B1 exp[(t − tR)∕
√
𝜏B1𝜏B2] − 𝜏B1IG (9.158)

where IK,SS is the steady-state value of the cathode current. Equation 9.158 tells us that the charge in the
thyristor base builds up exponentially with a time constant given by the square root of the product of the
base transit times: (𝜏B1𝜏B2)1∕2. The rise time tR can be found by setting the base charge QB1 to zero at
t = 0, resulting in

tR =
√
𝜏B1𝜏B2 ln(𝛼1IK,SS∕IG + 1) (9.159)

In a real thyristor, two-dimensional effects play a major role, and the third phase of the turn-on process
represents the lateral spread of regenerative action from the region near the gate contact into the interior
of the device. When the gate pulse is applied, charge injection occurs initially in the region near the
gate contact, and regenerative action begins there first. As the charge builds up, this conducting region
supplies base current to adjacent regions, and regenerative action spreads across the device until nearly
homogeneous current flow is established. The time required for this stabilization is the spreading time tS.
It has been found that the spreading is characterized by a spreading velocity 𝑣S, and the spreading time
can be written

tS ≈ SA∕𝑣S (9.160)
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where SA is the half-width of the anode, as shown in Figure 9.27. In silicon, the spreading velocity
has been found to be proportional to (JA𝜏A)1∕2∕WB1, with a typical value in the range 5 × 103 to 1 ×
104 cm s−1. The spreading velocity therefore increases with anode current density and ambipolar lifetime,
and is inversely proportional to the thickness of the wide p-base region. The base-width dependence
means that the spreading velocity will be lower for devices designed for high blocking voltages.

SiC thyristors differ from silicon thyristors in several important respects. First, due to incomplete
ionization of acceptors in the heavily-doped p+ anode, the emitter injection efficiency of the pnp BJT,
𝛾2, is less than 1. This is different from silicon, where the injection efficiencies are routinely assumed
to be 1. As temperature is increased, the acceptor ionization increases, as shown in Figure A.1, and 𝛾2

increases. One result is that the rise time tR decreases with increasing temperature due to the increased
injection efficiency. Secondly, as noted by Levinshtein et al. [6], the turn-on process in SiC thyristors
is more homogeneous than in silicon devices. In silicon, the three phases of the turn-on transient have
the relationship tR < tD ≪ tS, and the turn-on transient is dominated by the spreading time tS, which is
50 to 500 μs for a 4 kV device. In SiC, the three phases of turn-on transient are nearly equal, tR ≈ tD ≈
tS ≈ 50–100 ns for the same 4 kV device. Thus the SiC thyristor switches to the conducting state about
3 orders-of-magnitude faster than a comparable silicon thyristor.

9.3.4 dV/dt Triggering

When the thyristor is in the forward-blocking mode, a rapid rise in anode-cathode voltage VAK can cause
the device to switch on prematurely. This is known as dV∕dt triggering, and can be understood as follows.
The middle junction is reverse biased, and its depletion region extends primarily into the lightly-doped
p− drift region, as shown in Figure 9.33. As VAK is increased, the depletion region widens and the neutral
base of the npn BJT-1 shrinks, increasing 𝛼1. In addition, the majority carriers moving out of the widening
depletion region represent an internal current of magnitude CMdVAK∕dt, where CM is the capacitance
of the middle junction. This can be viewed as base current to both BJT-1 and BJT-2, which in turn
induces additional emitter current, causing the alphas to rise, as shown in Figure 9.32a. The increasing
alphas and increasing base currents can enable the coupled BJTs to reach a self-sustaining condition,
whereupon the thyristor switches on. The effect increases with both the magnitude and the first derivative
of VAK.

The dV∕dt effect can be reduced by (i) reverse biasing the gate with respect to the anode to prevent
injection from the emitter of the pnp BJT, (ii) reducing the lifetime in the base regions of the BJTs to
reduce the alphas, although this degrades on-state performance, or (iii) providing anode shorts. Anode
shorts have the desirable effect of reducing the effective current gain of the pnp BJT when the current
is low, while allowing the gain to increase rapidly at higher currents. The basic concept is equivalent to
placing a resistor across the EB junction of the BJT-2, as shown in Figure 9.37. The effective current
gain of this composite structure can be written

𝛼EFF =
IC2

IA

=
IC2

IE2

IE2

IA

= 𝛼2

IE2

IE2 + ISHUNT

=
𝛼2

1 + ISHUNT∕IE2

(9.161)

As shown by the I –V characteristics in Figure 9.37b, at low currents ISHUNT > IE2 and 𝛼EFF < 𝛼2.
However as VAG increases, IE2 increases more rapidly than ISHUNT, and 𝛼EFF → 𝛼2. The use of anode
shorts also has the desirable effect of increasing the forward blocking voltage, as will be discussed
below.

Anode shorts can be implemented by simply extending the top metal layer across the entire cell area
in Figure 9.27, thereby connecting the anode ohmic contacts to the gate ohmic contacts. The lateral
spreading resistance of the n-type gate layer provides the desired resistance, which can be adjusted by
the spacing of the anode and gate contacts. The anode shorts do not interfere with turn-on initiated by a
gate current pulse, provided the shunt current IR is small compared to the gate current IG.
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Figure 9.37 Illustration of the effect of anode shorts on thyristor operation. (a) The basic concept and
(b) the I –V characteristics.

9.3.5 The dI/dt Limitation

When the turn-on process is initiated by a gate current pulse, regenerative action occurs first in the region
adjacent to the gate contacts, then spreads laterally into areas further removed from the gate contacts. The
time required for the thyristor to stabilize is the spreading time tS. During the initial part of the spreading
transient, conduction occurs mainly within a very small area near the gate contacts, and the high local
current density can lead to extreme local heating that can destroy the device. While this is an important
limitation in silicon thyristors, it is much less severe in SiC devices for several reasons: (i) the thermal
conductivity of SiC is twice as high as in silicon, (ii) the maximum allowable temperature is higher than
in silicon, due to the lower intrinsic carrier concentration and more robust material properties, and (iii) the
plasma spreading time in SiC thyristors is orders-of-magnitude shorter than in silicon devices, leading
to more homogeneous turn-on.

9.3.6 The Turn-Off Process

There are two principal ways in which the thyristor may be turned off. If the supply voltage VS is
reversed, the thyristor naturally transitions into the reverse-blocking mode. The cathode current imme-
diately reverses direction, and a large reverse current flows until all stored charge is extracted from the
interior of the device. This form of turn-off is used in AC applications where VS reverses every half
cycle, and is the only method of turn-off for two-terminal thyristors (semiconductor-controlled recti-
fiers, or SCRs). In DC applications the supply voltage remains positive, and to quench the current the
thyristor must transition to the forward-blocking mode. This can be accomplished by a suitable negative
pulse applied to the gate. This method of turn-off requires careful design so that the reverse gate current
can break the self-sustaining current feedback of the internal cross-coupled BJTs. Such a device is known
as a gate turn-off thyristor or GTO. We will first describe the turn-off process by VS reversal, and then
consider gate-controlled turn-off in the GTO.

9.3.6.1 Turn-Off due to Voltage Reversal

Figure 9.38 shows the current and voltage waveforms for turn-off by supply voltage reversal. The turn-off
process can be described qualitatively as follows. The thyristor is initially in the forward-conducting
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Figure 9.38 Three phases of a turn-off transient initiated by supply voltage reversal.

mode and driving a resistive load, as illustrated in Figure 9.39. At time t = 0 the supply voltage is sud-
denly switched from +VS1 to −VS2. The cathode current will immediately change sign, as stored carriers
are drawn out of the device. The reversal of current only requires a change in the slope of the carrier
distributions at the edges of J1 and J3, as illustrated in Figure 9.40a, and this can happen very quickly.
However both junctions remain forward biased until the carrier densities at the junction edges drop below
their equilibrium values. This can be understood by recalling the law of the junction, Equation 7.25,

pn = n2
i exp(qVJ∕kT) (7.25)

which shows that VJ remains positive until the pn product at the junction edges falls below ni
2. As a

result, the voltage across the thyristor VAK remains positive, although the current switches immediately
from (+VS1 − VAK)∕RL to (−VS2 − VAK)∕RL, as shown in Figures 9.38 and 9.39. The current and voltage
then remain almost constant during the first phase of the turn-off, shown as 1© in the figure, as carriers
are removed from the base regions of the BJTs. Since the pnp BJT has a narrow base, it discharges more
rapidly than the wide base npn BJT, and at the end of phase 1 the carrier density at the edge of J3 drops
below its equilibrium value, and J3 becomes reverse biased, Figure 9.40a. This marks the beginning of
phase 2.

Because the emitter and base are heavily doped, J3 enters avalanche breakdown at a low reverse volt-
age, and VAK drops to approximately −VBR,J3, a negative value that is small compared to −VS2, as shown
in Figure 9.38. The cathode current drops slightly as the voltage drop across RL decreases. The current
and voltage remain constant during phase 2, shown as 2© in the figure, and the next major event comes at
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Figure 9.39 Operating points and load lines for a thyristor in the forward-conducting mode and the
reverse-blocking mode. If VS changes instantly from VS1 to −VS2, the thyristor operating trajectory is
depicted by the dotted line.

the end of phase 2 when the carrier density at J1 falls below its equilibrium value and J1 becomes reverse
biased, Figure 9.40b. This marks the beginning of phase 3.

Since the p− drift region is wide and lightly doped, J1 can support a large reverse voltage, and VAK

becomes increasingly negative as the depletion region expands during phase three, Figure 9.40c,d. As
VAK becomes more negative, the thyristor supports more of the negative supply voltage, reducing the
voltage drop across RL, and the current falls, as shown in Figures 9.38 and 9.39. During the entire turn-off
transient, J2 remains forward biased and the npn BJT operates in the inverse-active mode, with J2 forward
biased and J1 reverse biased. The n-type collector of the npn BJT (the gate layer of the thyristor) injects
electrons into the p− base, while the reverse-biased J1 sweeps electrons out of the base. Because of the
low injection efficiency for holes from the base into the collector, very few holes are injected into the
collector, and the hole charge in the base decays mainly by recombination. Recombination is a relatively
slow process, and this phase tends to be the longest portion of the turn-off transient.

An estimate of the recombination time can be obtained from the charge-control equation for base
charge,

𝜕QP

𝜕t
= −

QP

𝜏AD

(9.162)

where QP is the total hole charge in the p− base and 𝜏AD is the ambipolar lifetime in the drift region.
This assumes that the majority of the base charge is removed by recombination, and not by diffusion.
Equation 9.162 has the solution

QP(t) = QP(0) exp(−t∕𝜏AD) (9.163)

where QP(0) is the total charge stored in the conducting state, and can be written

QP(0) = 𝜏AD𝛼1IF (9.164)
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Figure 9.40 (a–d) Illustration of conditions in the thyristor during the turn-off transient.
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We now define the critical charge as the base charge corresponding to the holding current in the
forward-conducting mode,

QPC ≡ 𝜏AD𝛼1IH (9.165)

The turn-off can be considered complete when the base charge falls below the critical charge, since at that
point the regenerative feedback is insufficient to sustain forward operation, and the device is incapable
of spontaneously turning on. Combining Equations 9.163–9.165 and setting tREC equal to the time when
QP(t) = QPC, we can write

tREC ≈ 𝜏AD ln(IF∕IH) (9.166)

tREC is the approximate duration of the third period of the thyristor turn-off, which typically dominates
the transient.

In the above discussion, the supply voltage is suddenly switched from a positive to a negative value
at t = 0. However, in most practical applications the thyristor is operated with an AC power source, and
the voltage reversal occurs at the zero crossing of the sinusoidal VS(t) waveform. This tends to obscure
the first two periods of the turn-off transient, and a triangular reverse current waveform is observed,
followed by a recombination tail, as illustrated in Figure 9.41 for two values of rREC. To shorten the
current tail, we could reduce the lifetime 𝜏AD in the p− base region as shown by Equation 9.166, but this
would increase the forward voltage drop in the conducting state and also increase the leakage current
that triggers avalanche breakdown in the forward-blocking mode.

9.3.6.2 Turn-Off due to a Negative Gate Pulse

In DC applications the supply voltage remains positive, and the thyristor turns off by transitioning to the
forward-blocking mode, moving from point (2) to point (1) in Figure 9.28. This is accomplished in the
gate-turn-off (GTO) thyristor by a negative pulse to the gate that diverts base current from the pnp BJT
and breaks the regenerative feedback that sustains forward conduction.

VS(t)

t

IK(t)

t

Gate

Trigger

Pulse

Short tREC
Long tREC

Figure 9.41 Thyristor waveforms when operating with an AC power source. Current tails are illustrated
for two values of recombination time tREC.
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We will first consider the GTO turn-off process using a simplified one-dimensional model, then we
will discuss two-dimensional effects. The first question is: “What magnitude of gate current is needed to
turn the device off?” To answer, we note with reference to Figure 9.31 that when the thyristor is stabilized
in forward conduction, the base current of the pnp BJT is given by

IB2 = IA − IC2 = IA − 𝛼2IA = (1 − 𝛼2)IA (9.167)

Since this is the base current required to sustain stable conduction, we require a negative gate pulse IG
−

applied to the base of BJT-2 that brings IB2 below this value, namely,

IB2 = IC1 − I−G = 𝛼1IK − I−G < (1 − 𝛼2)IA = (1 − 𝛼2)(IK − I−G) (9.168)

Note that IG
− has the opposite polarity to IG in Figure 9.31. Solving for IG

− yields

I−G >

(
𝛼1 + 𝛼2 − 1

𝛼2

)
IK (9.169)

The negative gate current required to turn off the thyristor is proportional to the cathode current IK, and
this ratio can be expressed in the form of a turn-off gain,

𝛽OFF = IK∕I−G =
𝛼2

𝛼1 + 𝛼2 − 1
(9.170)

A large turn-off gain is desirable to simplify operation, and this requires that 𝛼2 be close to unity and 𝛼1

be small. A high 𝛼2 occurs naturally in the GTO, since the base of the pnp BJT is narrow and the emitter
is heavily doped. However, to take advantage of the high 𝛼2 we must avoid anode shorts. 𝛼1 is naturally
low due to the wide base of the npn BJT, and it can be reduced further by inserting a thin heavily-doped
p+ buffer between the p− drift region and the n+ substrate, as shown in Figure 9.27. This layer reduces
the injection efficiency of the npn emitter, thereby reducing 𝛼1.

Since the GTO is designed for DC operations under a positive supply voltage, a high reverse blocking
capability is not needed. This allows us to optimize the forward blocking voltage without regard to the
reverse blocking voltage. The p+ buffer layer has a beneficial effect in this regard, since it permits a
punch-through design, as illustrated in Figure 9.42b. Here the p+ buffer layer prevents the depletion
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J3

J1

n+ Substrate
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(b)

p–
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p+

n EC EC

J3

J2

J1

Figure 9.42 Comparison of a non-punch-through drift region (a) and a punch-through drift region (b).
The punch-through design allows a thinner drift region for the same blocking voltage (note that the areas
under the electric fields are the same).
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Figure 9.43 Three phases of a GTO turn-off transient, initiated by a negative gate pulse.

region of the J2 junction from reaching the substrate in the forward-blocking mode, allowing the desired
VBF to be achieved with a thinner p− base. This reduces the forward voltage drop of the thyristor in the
conducting state, as shown by Equation 9.113 and Figure 7.13.

The turn-off process in the GTO can be described in three phases, as shown in Figure 9.43. Conditions
inside the thyristor during the transient are illustrated in Figure 9.44. In the first phase, stored holes are
removed from the base of the pnp BJT by the negative gate current. The process is as follows: A negative
gate current corresponds to the flow of majority electrons out of the base. This reduces the injection of
electrons from the base into the emitter, which reduces VBE. The reduced VBE reduces the injection of
holes from the emitter, lowering the hole density in the base. At the end of the storage phase, junction J2
becomes reverse biased and both BJTs enter their forward-active regions. During the second phase, the
depletion region of J2 spreads into the p− base layer, and the reverse voltage supported by J2 increases.
As a result, the voltage drop across the thyristor VAK rises, and the current, limited by the load resistance,
falls. The final phase corresponds to the recombination of the remaining electrons in the base of the
npn BJT.

We now consider each of the three phases in turn. During the first (storage) phase, the injection of holes
from the pnp emitter is reduced until J2 becomes reverse biased and the BJTs enter their forward-active
modes. This process is inherently two-dimensional, since injection is first reduced in the regions adjacent
to the gate contacts, and the quenching process spreads laterally into areas further removed from the gate
contacts. This is the inverse of the turn-on process, where the electron–hole plasma spreads laterally
from the gate into the interior with a spreading velocity 𝑣S. Here we talk of a squeezing velocity, as
the injection is squeezed into a smaller and smaller region under the center of the anode before being
quenched entirely. The situation can be visualized by reference to Figure 9.27. Since gate current flows
laterally through the n-type base, a lateral voltage drop develops due to the sheet resistivity of the base,
given by Equation 9.78, and the voltage drop across the EB junction of the pnp BJT is reduced as we
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Figure 9.44 Illustration of conditions in the GTO during the turn-off transient, assuming a
one-dimensional structure.

proceed toward the edges of the anode. This reduces the injection near the anode edges, squeezing the
current into a small region under the center of the anode. The effect of base spreading resistance in BJTs
was discussed in Section 9.1.9.

An approximate analysis of the storage time given by Wolley [7] shows that tS increases with turn-off
gain 𝛽OFF, and can be approximated by

𝜏S ≈
W2

G

2DPG

(𝛽OFF − 1) ln

(
SALPG∕W2

G + 2L2
PG∕W2

G − 𝛽OFF + 1

4L2
PG∕W2

G − 𝛽OFF + 1

)
(9.171)

Here DPG is the hole diffusion coefficient in the gate layer, LPG is the hole diffusion length in the gate
layer, and WG is the thickness of the gate layer, that is, the base of BJT-2. Equation 9.171 shows that there
is a conflict between the desire for a high 𝛽OFF to reduce drive requirements, and a low 𝛽OFF to speed the
turn-off process.

At the end of the storage phase, the entire area of junction J2 is reverse biased. During the second
phase, the depletion region of J2 expands into the base of the npn BJT. As this occurs, the reverse voltage
supported by J2 increases. With more voltage dropped across the thyristor, the current (limited by the
load resistance) falls. An approximate expression for the time for the current to fall to 10% of its initial
value can be derived by considering the rate of expansion of the depletion region [8]. The result is

𝜏F ≈ cosh−1(
√

10)
qAn∗

√
VS

(VS∕RL)

√
2𝜖S

qNAD

= 1.82
qn∗

√
VS

JK(0)

√
2𝜖S

qNAD

(9.172)
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where n∗ is the average electron density in the undepleted portion of the drift region. We note that the fall
time is proportional to the square root of supply voltage and inversely proportional to the initial cathode
current density, JK(0).

9.3.7 Reverse-Blocking Mode

The reverse-blocking mode is important for thyristors that operate under AC conditions, where the sup-
ply voltage oscillates between positive and negative values. We will discuss avalanche breakdown and
blocking voltage in Chapter 10.
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10.1 Blocking Voltage and Edge Terminations for SiC Power Devices
An essential requirement of all semiconductor power devices is the ability to withstand a large terminal
voltage with minimal leakage current in the off state. The maximum terminal voltage a device can with-
stand is called the blocking voltage. The blocking voltage is generally determined by material properties
as well as device design. The limiting mechanism may be any of the following: (i) punch-through of the
base region in a MOSFET (metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor), BJT (bipolar junction tran-
sistor), IGBT (insulated-gate bipolar transistor), or thyristor; (ii) avalanche breakdown in a reverse-biased
pn or Schottky junction, either as a discrete rectifier or as a part of a switching transistor or thyristor; (iii)
excessive leakage current in a reverse-biased pn or Schottky junction; or (iv) excessive electric field in
the oxide of an MOS-based power device such as a MOSFET or IGBT.

Punch-through can be avoided by making the doping-thickness product of the base region large enough
that the base cannot be completely depleted before the onset of avalanche breakdown. This requires

N ⋅ W > 𝜀SEC∕q (10.1)

where N and W represent the doping and width of the base region and EC is the critical field for avalanche
breakdown, to be discussed below. Since this restriction is typically observed for all power switching
devices, punch-through will not be considered further.

In an MOS-based device such as a power MOSFET or IGBT, the blocking voltage is often limited
by the oxide field. As discussed in Sections 8.2.6 and 8.2.11, the oxide field must be kept below about
4 MV cm−1 for long-term device reliability. Care must be exercised in the design of MOSFETs and
IGBTs to make sure the oxide field does not exceed this value prior to avalanche breakdown of the
blocking junction. This typically requires numerical simulations due to the two-dimensional nature of
the fields, particularly in trench-gate or UMOS structures.

In well-designed devices, the blocking voltage is ultimately limited by avalanche breakdown of the
reverse-biased blocking junction. The blocking voltage is reduced by two-dimensional field crowding at
the edges of the device, which can be mitigated by the use of special edge terminations. In the sections
below, we will first consider avalanche breakdown in planar SiC junctions using a one-dimensional anal-
ysis. We will then discuss two-dimensional field crowding and show how it can be minimized by different
edge termination techniques.

Fundamentals of Silicon Carbide Technology: Growth, Characterization, Devices, and Applications, First Edition.
Tsunenobu Kimoto and James A. Cooper.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd. Published 2014 by John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd.
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Figure 10.1 Ionization rate coefficients in 4H-SiC measured at room temperature ([1] reproduced with
permission from AIP Publishing LLC).

10.1.1 Impact Ionization and Avalanche Breakdown

Avalanche breakdown is caused by the impact ionization of electrons and holes in a high-field region.
The impact ionization process can be understood by considering the behavior of electrons and holes as
they move through the crystal. As charged entities, electrons and holes are accelerated by the electric
field, and their kinetic energy increases until they undergo a collision. The collision is a scattering event
that takes the electron (or hole) into a lower energy state, with its energy typically transferred to the crys-
tal lattice as heat. Immediately following the scattering event, the electron or hole is again accelerated,
and the process is repeated as holes and electrons transit the high-field region. If the field is sufficiently
high, the electron or hole may acquire enough kinetic energy between collisions that the energy lib-
erated is sufficient to break a covalent bond, creating a new hole–electron pair. This process is called
impact ionization.

The number of impact ionization events initiated by an electron (or hole) per unit length traveled is
known as the ionization rate for electrons 𝛼N or the ionization rate for holes 𝛼P. 𝛼N and 𝛼P are strong
functions of the electric field. Figure 10.1 shows the ionization rates for transport along the c-axis in
4H-SiC at room temperature, measured by Konstantinov et al. [1] This data can be represented by the
empirical expressions [2]

𝛼N(E) ≈ 1.69 × 106 (cm−1) exp
⎡⎢⎢⎣−

(
9.69 × 106 (

V cm−1
)

E

)1.6⎤⎥⎥⎦ (10.2)

and

𝛼P(E) ≈ 3.32 × 106(cm−1) exp
⎡⎢⎢⎣−

(
1.07 × 107 (

V cm−1
)

E

)1.1⎤⎥⎥⎦ (10.3)

Figure 10.2 compares the ionization rates for silicon and 4H-SiC. The ionization rates for 4H-SiC at a
given field are orders-of-magnitude lower than for silicon.

Avalanche breakdown in 4H-SiC is typically initiated by holes, since the ionization rates are higher
for holes than for electrons. Figure 10.3 shows the ionization rates for holes in 4H-SiC for several tem-
peratures [3]. The lines represent the empirical equation

𝛼P(E) ≈ (6.09 × 106 − 9.23103T) (cm−1) exp

[
−
(

8.90 × 106 − 4.95 × 103T
E

)1.09
]

(10.4)
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where T is the absolute temperature. The decrease in ionization rates with temperature occurs because of
increased phonon scattering, making it less likely that a hole can acquire enough kinetic energy between
collisions to create a hole–electron pair.

We will now apply the ionization rate expressions to calculate the breakdown voltage of a
reverse-biased p + n one-sided step junction, such as shown in Figure 7.1. The depletion region extends
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Figure 10.4 One-dimensional cross-section of a high-field region, illustrating generation of new
electron–hole pairs by impact ionization.

from x = 0 to xD and the electric field decreases from a peak value at x = 0 to zero at x = xD. Any
electrons and holes in the depletion region are subject to an electric field and can potentially initiate
impact ionization events. Consider the cross-section of the depletion region shown in Figure 10.4.
We assume hole current JP(0) is entering at x = 0 and hole current JP(x) is flowing at point x. Impact
ionization in the differential slice at x creates additional holes and electrons, and the increase in hole
current across the dx region is

dJP = 𝛼PJP(x)dx + 𝛼NJN(x)dx (10.5)

which we can write as
dJP

dx
= 𝛼PJP(x) + 𝛼NJN(x) (10.6)

Since JP(x) + JN(x) = JTOTAL is not a function of x, we can write Equation 10.6 as

dJP

dx
= (𝛼P − 𝛼N)JP(x) + 𝛼NJTOTAL (10.7)

Since 𝛼P and 𝛼N are functions of electric field and the electric field is a function of position, Equation 10.7
can be written in the form

df

dx
= P(x)f (x) + Q(x) (10.8)

where f (x),P(x), and Q(x) are functions of x. The differential Equation 10.8 has the formal solution

f (x) =
∫

x

0
Q(x) exp

[
−∫

x

0
P
(
x′
)

dx′
]

dx + f (0)

exp

[
−∫

x

0
P (x) dx

] (10.9)

Substituting for f (x),P(x), and Q(x) in Equation 10.9 yields

JP(x) =
∫

x

0
𝛼N(x)JTOTAL exp

[
∫

x

0

(
𝛼N

(
x′
)
− 𝛼P(x

′)
)

dx′
]

dx + JP(0)

exp

[
∫

x

0

(
𝛼N (x) − 𝛼P(x)

)
dx

] (10.10)

We define the hole multiplication factor MP as the fractional increase in hole current across the
depletion region due to impact ionization, MP = JP(xD)∕JP(0). Since we assumed no electron current at
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x = xD, JN(xD) = 0 and we can set JP(xD) = JTOTAL. Under these assumptions, if we now evaluate
Equation 10.10 at x = xD we can write

JTOTAL = JP(xD) = JTOTAL

∫
xD

0
𝛼N(x) exp

[
∫

x

0

(
𝛼N

(
x′
)
− 𝛼P(x

′)
)

dx′
]

dx + 1∕MP

exp

[
∫

xD

0

(
𝛼N (x) − 𝛼P(x)

)
dx

] (10.11)

The complicated fraction on the right-hand side must be equal to 1, so MP is given by

MP = 1

exp

[
∫

xD

0

(
𝛼N (x) − 𝛼P(x)

)
dx

]
− ∫

xD

0
𝛼N(x) exp

[
∫

x

0

(
𝛼N

(
x′
)
− 𝛼P(x

′)
)

dx′
]

dx

(10.12)

The exponential factor in the second term in the denominator can be rewritten using the identity

exp

[
∫

xD

0
g (x) dx

]
= exp

[
∫

x

0
g (x) dx

]
exp

[
∫

xD

x

g (x) dx

]
(10.13)

resulting in

MP =
exp

[
∫

xD

0

(
𝛼P (x) − 𝛼N(x)

)
dx

]

1 − ∫
xD

0
𝛼N(x) exp

[
∫

xD

x

(
𝛼P

(
x′
)
− 𝛼N(x

′)
)

dx′
]

dx

(10.14)

Avalanche breakdown occurs when the multiplication factor MP goes to infinity, or when

∫
xD

0
𝛼N(x) exp

[
∫

xD

x

(
𝛼P

(
x′
)
− 𝛼N(x

′)
)

dx′
]

dx → 1 (10.15)

Equation 10.15 is known as the ionization integral for holes. The above analysis could also have been
conducted assuming only an electron current entering at x = xD. In this case we would have defined an
electron multiplication factor MN, and avalanche breakdown would occur when MN goes to infinity, or
when

∫
xD

0
𝛼P(x) exp

[
∫

x

0

(
𝛼N

(
x′
)
− 𝛼P(x

′)
)

dx′
]

dx → 1 (10.16)

Considering that both holes and electrons are present in the device, avalanche breakdown will occur at
the lowest voltage where either Equation 10.15 or 10.16 is satisfied.

It is customary to designate the peak field EM at the onset of breakdown as the critical field for
avalanche breakdown, EC. EC can be computed from the ionization integrals by an iterative procedure, as
follows: For a given doping of the n− layer, select a value of reverse voltage and calculate the ionization
integrals using Equations 10.15 and 10.16. If both integrals are less than 1, chose a slightly higher voltage
and repeat the calculation. The lowest voltage for which either Equation 10.15 or 10.16 is satisfied is the
breakdown voltage for that doping, and the peak field at the junction is the critical field for that doping.
The critical field for a one-sided step junction in 4H-SiC at room temperature can be approximated using
an empirical expression given by Konstantinov et al. [1],

EC ≈ 2.49 × 106V (cm)
1 − 0.25log10(N (1016cm−3))

(10.17)
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Figure 10.5 Critical field for room temperature avalanche breakdown in a 4H-SiC one-sided step junc-
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where N is the doping of the lightly-doped side of the junction. Figure 10.5 shows the critical field
in silicon and 4H-SiC as a function of doping. The critical field is only a weak function of doping,
and at doping levels below 1015 cm−3 the critical field in 4H-SiC is approximately seven times higher
than in silicon. Since the power-device figure of merit scales inversely as the cube of critical field (see
Section 7.1), this represents about a 350 × advantage for 4H-SiC.

As might be expected from the temperature dependence of the ionization rates, the avalanche break-
down voltage in 4H-SiC increases with temperature, as shown in Figure 10.6 [4]. A positive temperature
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Figure 10.6 Temperature dependence of avalanche breakdown voltage in 4H and 6H-SiC. The tem-
perature coefficient of breakdown is positive in 4H-SiC and negative in 6H-SiC ([4] reproduced with
permission from AIP Publishing LLC).
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coefficient of breakdown is desirable, since devices with negative temperature coefficient of breakdown
are potentially unstable.

It is important to recognize that the critical field in Equation 10.17 was calculated assuming a
non-punch-through structure such as in Figure 7.1. In the punch-through structure of Figure 7.2,
evaluation of the ionization integral yields a critical field that depends not only on doping, but also on
the thickness of the lightly-doped region. Figure 10.7 shows the critical field in 4H-SiC calculated using
the ionization integrals for both punch-through and non-punch-through structures [2]. The dashed line
is the non-punch-through critical field given by Equation 10.17. In punch-through designs, the critical
field for breakdown is higher than the value given by Equation 10.17.

10.1.2 Two-Dimensional Field Crowding and Junction Curvature

In most of our discussions to this point, we have considered only one-dimensional slices within our
devices. This allows us to calculate carrier densities, current flows, and electrostatic potentials using
one-dimensional analyses. In some cases this approach gives quantitatively accurate answers, but it often
happens that the two-dimensional (or three-dimensional) nature of real devices necessitates a computer
simulation. This is certainly true in the calculation of blocking voltage. The results in the preceding
subsection were obtained using a one-dimensional analysis, but in real devices the blocking voltage is
invariably limited by two-dimensional field crowding at the periphery of the device. Next, we will discuss
how to evaluate the field crowding and consider techniques to mitigate it.

Consider the cylindrical p + ∕n− one-sided step junction illustrated in Figure 10.8. The p+ region has
radius rJ and the depletion edge has radius rD. Poisson’s equation in cylindrical coordinates is

1
r
𝜕

𝜕r

(
r
𝜕𝜓

𝜕r

)
= 𝜌

𝜀S

= −
qND

𝜀S

(10.18)

where r is the radial coordinate, rJ ≤ r ≤ rD, and 𝜌 is the charge per unit volume in the depletion region.
Integration with respect to r yields

r
𝜕𝜓

𝜕r
= −

qND

2𝜀S

r2 + C (10.19)
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Figure 10.8 Cross-section of a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction with cylindrical geometry, such as
occurs at the edges of real structures. rJ is the radius of the junction and rD is the radius of the depletion
region edge.

Noting that 𝜕𝜓∕𝜕r = −E(r) and choosing the constant of integration such that E(rD) = 0, we can write

E(r) =
(
−

qND

2𝜀S

)(
r2

D − r2

r

)
(10.20)

The peak field occurs at the metallurgical junction at r = rJ,

EM = E(rJ) =
(
−

qND

2𝜀S

)(
r2

D − r2
J

rJ

)
(10.21)

Integrating Equation 10.20 with respect to r to calculate the potential 𝜓 (r), and setting 𝜓(rJ) = 0, we
obtain

𝜓(r) =
(

qND

2𝜀S

)[(
r2

J − r2

2

)
+ r2

D ln

(
r
rJ

)]
(10.22)

The total voltage across the depletion region is the potential difference 𝜓(rD) − 𝜓(rJ),

VR = 𝜓(rD) =
(

qND

2𝜀S

)[(
r2

J − r2
D

2

)
+ r2

D ln

(
rD

rJ

)]
(10.23)

The peak field can be plotted as a function of reverse voltage by choosing successively larger values of
rD and evaluating Equations 10.21 and 10.23. Figure 10.9 shows the effect of junction curvature on the
peak field for several values of rJ at an assumed doping of 2 × 1015 cm−3. The peak field of a planar
junction of the same doping is also shown for comparison. Reducing the junction radius rJ increases the
peak field at a given reverse voltage, and this will significantly reduce the breakdown voltage. Because
of this effect, the blocking voltage of practical devices is normally limited by edge breakdown unless
special edge termination techniques are employed.

Edge terminations used in SiC devices fall into five general classes: trench isolation, beveled junctions,
junction termination extension (JTE), floating field rings (FFRs), and multiple floating zone (MFZ-) or
space-modulated (SM-) JTE. We will discuss each of these below.

10.1.3 Trench Edge Terminations

Trench isolation is useful when the reverse voltage is below about 2 kV and the depletion width at break-
down is on the order of 10 μm or less. Under these conditions it is possible to etch an isolation trench
extending ∼15–20% through the lightly-doped drift region, as illustrated in Figure 10.10. This simple
technique is often sufficient because it tends to linearize field lines near the p + ∕n− junction where the
field is highest. Although field crowding occurs at the corner of the trench, the field here is considerably
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Figure 10.10 Cross-section of a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction terminated by trench isolation.

lower than the peak field, reducing the negative impact of field crowding. A high-quality passivation
layer is required to control surface charges and prevent surface leakage.

10.1.4 Beveled Edge Terminations

At higher blocking voltages, an effective way to provide edge termination is the use of a beveled junction
profile. A positive bevel is one in which the junction area decreases with distance into the lightly-doped
side, as illustrated in Figure 10.11 for a p + ∕n− junction. The requirement for charge balance on either
side of the junction causes an increase in the depletion width on the lightly-doped side near the beveled
surface. In this case, the charge balance is restored by replacing the positive charge missing from area
Q1 by a roughly equal additional charge Q2. As a result, the depletion width along the beveled surface
WS is larger than the depletion width W in the bulk. Since the potential drop across the junction is the
same everywhere, the electric field along the surface is reduced relative to that in the bulk. Numerical
simulations confirm that the surface field is reduced below the bulk field for all bevel angles 0 < 𝜃 < 90∘
[5]. In practice, most SiC power devices are fabricated with the heavily-doped layer on top, making it
difficult to achieve a positive bevel in real devices.
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A negative bevel is one in which the junction area increases with distance into the lightly-doped side, as
illustrated in Figure 10.12 for an n + ∕p− junction. In this case the depletion region on the lightly-doped
side shrinks near the surface to balance the missing charge in the heavily-doped side. This tends to make
the depletion width along the surface WS smaller than the depletion width W in the bulk, increasing
the surface field above the bulk field. However, at very small bevel angles the shallow slope makes the
increase in depletion width on the heavily-doped side exceed the decrease in depletion width on the
lightly-doped side, as illustrated in the lower part of Figure 10.12. When this occurs, the peak surface
field is once again lower than the peak field in the bulk.

The exact conditions under which a negative bevel reduces the surface field can be predicted by a
two-dimensional numerical solution of Poisson’s equation. Adler and Temple have studied negative
bevels in silicon junctions where the heavily-doped layer is formed by diffusion [6]. After extensive
simulations, they found that for negative beveled junctions the normalized breakdown voltage (as a frac-
tion of the ideal breakdown voltage) can be represented by a universal curve that depends on an effective
bevel angle 𝜃EFF given by

𝜃EFF = 0.04𝜃(x-
DB∕x+DB)

2 (10.24)

Here 𝜃 is the actual bevel angle, xDB
− is the depletion width on the lightly-doped side at breakdown,

and xDB
+ is the depletion width on the heavily-doped side at breakdown. Figure 10.13 shows normalized
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Figure 10.13 Normalized breakdown voltage as a function of effective bevel angle 𝜃EFF for a
negatively-beveled silicon junction with a graded doping profile ([6] reproduced with permission from
IEEE).

breakdown voltage as a function of effective bevel angle. For sufficiently small angles the breakdown
approaches the ideal planar-junction value. However, these simulations were carried out for graded, dif-
fused junctions with a complementary error function doping profile, and the results may not be accurate
for the abrupt junctions typically formed in SiC.

Figure 10.14 shows the maximum field at the surface and the maximum field in the bulk material,
normalized to the ideal breakdown field, as a function of effective bevel angle [6]. At small bevel angles
the maximum surface field is well below the ideal (planar) breakdown field, but the maximum field in the
bulk is slightly higher than the ideal breakdown field. This means that avalanche breakdown first occurs
in the bulk near the surface, rather than at the surface itself, and the breakdown voltage is therefore lower
than the ideal (planar) value. As the effective bevel angle is increased, both the maximum surface field
and the maximum bulk field increase and the breakdown voltage is further reduced.

10.1.5 Junction Termination Extensions (JTEs)

The third form of edge termination used in SiC is junction termination extension (JTE) [7]. This ter-
mination consists of one or more concentric p-type rings of carefully-controlled dopant concentration
surrounding the main junction, as shown in Figure 10.15. The key requirement is that the total dopant
concentration per unit area in each ring be low enough that the ring will be completely depleted before
avalanche breakdown occurs at the edge of the ring. The exposed acceptor atoms in the depleted rings
then terminate field lines that otherwise would crowd into the corner of the main junction. The field lines
in this situation are illustrated schematically in Figure 10.16.

Because of the two-dimensional nature of the fields, optimization of JTE ring design is best performed
by computer simulations. Figure 10.17 shows breakdown voltage as a function of dose for single-zone
JTE terminations of various widths on a 100 μm n− SiC drift region doped 6 × 1014 cm−3 [8]. The
breakdown voltage peaks at the dose where the ring becomes depleted just before reaching breakdown.
For higher doses, the ring does not fully deplete and breakdown occurs at the outer edge of the ring. For
lower doses, the ring depletes without breaking down, and breakdown occurs at the edge of the main
junction.
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effective bevel angle for negatively-beveled silicon junctions with a graded doping profile ([6] reproduced
with permission from IEEE).
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Figure 10.15 Cross-section of a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction protected by a two-zone junction
termination extension (JTE).
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Figure 10.16 Illustration of field lines in a two-zone JTE termination under reverse bias.
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single-zone JTE terminations with ring width as a parameter. The n− drift region has a theoretical planar
breakdown voltage of 13.8 kV ([8] reproduced with permission from Imran A. Khan).

For a given ring width, the breakdown voltage falls rapidly for doses higher than the optimum dose.
For this reason, it is customary to select a dose that is approximately 75% of the optimum, to allow for
variation in implant activation percentage during processing. The maximum breakdown voltage increases
with ring width until the width is about twice the thickness of the depletion region at breakdown.

The narrow dose window to achieve a high breakdown voltage can be mitigated by the use of multiple
JTE rings. Figure 10.18 shows the breakdown voltage for a three-zone JTE system on a 100 μm n− drift
region doped 8 × 1014 cm−3 [9]. The dose of the inner ring is fixed at three times that of the outer ring,
and the dose of the middle ring is twice that of the outer ring. The breakdown voltage exhibits three peaks
as a function of dose. These correspond to transitions in the location of the breakdown point within the
structure. At high doses, none of the rings deplete and breakdown occurs at the edge of the outer ring. As
the outer ring dose falls below 1.1 × 1013 cm−2, this ring becomes completely depleted before breaking
down and the breakdown point shifts to the edge of the middle ring. When the outer ring dose falls below
7 × 1012 cm−2, corresponding to a middle ring dose of 1.4 × 1013 cm−2, the middle ring also depletes
before breaking down and breakdown shifts to the edge of the inner ring. When the outer ring dose falls
below 4.5 × 1012 cm−2, corresponding to an inner ring dose of 1.3 × 1013 cm−2, the inner ring depletes
and breakdown moves to the edge of the main junction. By including multiple rings, the range of dose
over which a high breakdown voltage is achieved is widened considerably.

Simulations indicate that the depth and dopant profile of the JTE implant have little effect on per-
formance [9], but surface charge can play an important role and should be controlled by the use of a
high-quality oxide passivation layer.

10.1.6 Floating Field-Ring (FFR) Terminations

Floating field-ring (FFR) terminations consist of a series of isolated concentric p+ rings surrounding the
main junction, and are usually formed in the same processing step as the main junction so that no addi-
tional processing is required. Since the rings are heavily doped, the performance of a floating field-ring
system does not require precise control of activated implant dose.
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Figure 10.19 Cross-section of a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction protected by four floating field rings
(FFRs). Several equipotential lines under reverse bias are illustrated.

Figure 10.19 illustrates a four-ring FFR termination along with equipotential lines under reverse
bias. As the reverse voltage is increased from zero, the depletion region of the main junction gradually
expands until it reaches the first field ring. This ring then acts as an equipotential region and the
depletion region continues to expand outward from this ring. The equipotential lines in the figure may
be taken as representative of the successive positions of the depletion edge as the reverse voltage is
gradually increased. The effect of the FFRs is to spread out the potential distribution laterally along
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nation on a 25 μm n− drift region doped 3.4 × 1015 cm−3. The reverse voltage is 1.975 kV and the ring
parameters are S1 = 2 μm,W∕S = 1, and XFFR = 1.25 ([10], reproduced with permission from James A.
Cooper).

the surface, reducing the lateral electric field that would otherwise initiate avalanche breakdown at the
main junction.

Figure 10.20 shows electric field and potential along the surface under 1975 V reverse bias for a
four-ring FFR termination on a 25 μm drift region doped 3.4 × 1015 cm−3 [10]. The highest field val-
ues occur at the outer edges of the field rings. The ring system spreads the potential laterally along the
surface, as seen from the potential plot.

Since the field rings are all heavily doped, doping is not a design variable, but the number of rings,
the width of each ring, and the spacing of each ring from the next inner ring are all design parameters.
To be effective, the ring system should extend laterally at least twice the depth of the depletion region
at breakdown. For high-voltage devices it is not unusual to incorporate several tens of concentric rings,
and this introduces an inordinate number of free design parameters. Therefore, it is helpful to adopt a
systematic method of specifying ring widths and spacings. For example, one approach is to require that
the width and spacing of every ring have the same ratio W∕S, and that the width (and spacing) increase
with successive rings by a fixed expansion ratio defined as

XFFR = Wi+1∕Wi = Si+1∕Si (10.25)

In this implementation, the period Pi = Wi + Si also increases with successive rings by the expansion
ratio XFFR. Under these constraints, one can evaluate FFR system performance as a function of the initial
spacing of the first ring S1, the W∕S ratio, the expansion ratio XFFR, and the total number of rings in
the system. Figure 10.21 shows breakdown voltage obtained by numerical simulation for a number of
different ring systems on a 25 μm SiC n-type drift layer doped 3.5 × 1015 cm−3 [10]. This layer has a
theoretical planar breakdown voltage of 3.5 kV. In the plot, each point denotes a specific number of rings
and total width of the ring system for a particular design, and the expressions in parentheses give the
initial spacing S1, expansion ratio XFFR, and width-to-spacing ratio W∕S.

Although no specific algorithm for optimum design emerges, we can make some general observations.
First, increasing the total width of the ring system increases the breakdown voltage, but the improvement
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Figure 10.21 Blocking voltage versus total ring width for a variety of FFR terminations on a 25 μm n−
drift region doped 3.5 × 1015 cm−3 [9]. Each point represents a possible ring system, with the total width
of the ring system given on the horizontal axis ([10], reproduced with permission from James A. Cooper).

saturates when the ring system extends beyond the lateral depletion width at breakdown. Second,
comparing curve (a) to (c) and curve (b) to (d) we conclude that an expansion ratio of 5% (1.05) gives
a higher blocking voltage than a uniform ring spacing at a given total FFR width. Third, comparing (a)
to (b) and (c) to (d) we see that in the regime where breakdown voltage is increasing with ring width,
a W∕S ratio of 1 gives a higher blocking voltage at a given total FFR width than a W∕S ratio of 1.4.
Finally, comparing (c) to (d) we conclude that a W∕S ratio of 1.4 may allow a higher saturation value of
blocking voltage than a W∕S ratio of 1.0.

To summarize, floating field rings can provide blocking voltages of 75–80% of the ideal planar break-
down. They are not sensitive to the activated dopant concentration, and can be fabricated without any
additional processing steps. High-voltage SiC devices have been fabricated with as many as 50 concentric
rings in their edge termination structure.

10.1.7 Multiple-Floating-Zone (MFZ) JTE and Space-Modulated (SM) JTE

As discussed above, single-zone JTE is sensitive to the activated dopant concentration, and the tight pro-
cessing tolerance is a challenge in manufacturing. Multi-zone JTE reduces the sensitivity to activated
dopant concentration, but brings added processing complexity and cost. The tight processing tolerance
of JTE can be avoided with floating field rings, since they are insensitive to the activated dopant concen-
tration. However, it is difficult to identify an algorithm for optimizing FFR terminations.

A fifth termination method combines concepts from both JTE and FFR terminations. Multiple floating
zone (MFZ) JTE [11] and space-modulated (SM) JTE [12] are closely-related techniques that achieve
the broad dose window of multi-zone JTE with a single implant step. MFZ-JTE employs a series of
concentric floating rings having a dose that allows each ring to fully deplete before reaching breakdown.
The structure, shown in Figure 10.22, is similar to the FFR structure in Figure 10.19, but the rings are
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Figure 10.22 Cross-section of a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction protected by multiple-floating-zone
JTE termination. The period of each zone is the same, but the W∕S ratio decreases from the inner to the
outer ring.
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minations on a 120 μm n− drift region doped 8.9 × 1014 cm−3 ([11] reproduced with permission from
IEEE).

more lightly doped. A careful examination will also reveal that each zone has the same period P = Wi +
Si, but the W∕S ratio of successive zones decreases as we move away from the main junction. In this
way the effective termination charge in each zone can be tapered smoothly from the full dose at the
main junction to zero at the edge of the ring system. Figure 10.23 shows the breakdown voltage on a
120 μm, 8.9 × 1014 cm−3 n-type drift layer for single-zone JTE, a 36-zone MFZ-JTE and a 72-zone
MFZ-JTE, as a function of ring dose [11]. All three terminations have a total width of 450 μm. The
MFZ-JTE system provides a much broader range of acceptable doses than the single-zone JTE.
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Figure 10.24 Cross-section of a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction protected by a space-modulated JTE
termination, consisting of a single JTE ring whose outer edge is split into a number of concentric floating
rings.
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Space-modulated (SM) JTE consists of a single broad JTE ring whose outer edge is broken into a
number of isolated concentric rings of the same dose, as shown in Figure 10.24. Figure 10.25 shows the
breakdown voltage on a 120 μm, 1 × 1014 cm−3 n-type drift layer for a single-zone JTE, a five-ring
SM-JTE with constant W∕S ratio, and a five-ring SM-JTE with a decreasing W∕S ratio [12]. Both
SM-JTE terminations have a constant ring period P = Wi + Si = 20 μm, and all three terminations have
a total width of 600 μm. The five-ring SM-JTE with decreasing W∕S ratio provides the broadest range
of acceptable doses.

The termination techniques discussed above can be applied with only minor modifications to all the
SiC power devices discussed in this book.
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10.2 Optimum Design of Unipolar Drift Regions
Unipolar devices such as the Schottky diode, JFET and MOSFET have negligible stored charge, and their
switching loss is small compared to their on-state power dissipation. The on-state power dissipation of a
unipolar device was given in Equation 7.5 as

PON = RON,SPJ2
ON (7.5)

where RON,SP is the specific on-resistance and JON is the on-state current density. The unipolar device
figure of merit was defined in Equation 7.9 as

FOM = A
√

PMAXV2
B∕RON,SP (7.9)

where A is the area of the device, PMAX the maximum allowable power dissipation, and VB the block-
ing voltage. The area A is limited by material, yield, and cost considerations, and the maximum power
dissipation PMAX is limited by the thermal capability of the device and package. The remaining quantity
VB

2∕RON,SP is the figure of merit for the device, and it is the goal of the designer to maximize this quantity.

10.2.1 Vertical Drift Regions

All power devices support the terminal voltage in the blocking state by a reverse-biased junction, and for
most vertical SiC power devices this is a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction, such as shown in Figure 7.1.
If we neglect field crowding and assume uniform doping in the n− region, the blocking voltage can be
written

VB =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(
𝜀SE2

C

)
∕
(
2qND

)
, xDB ≤ WN(

E∗
C −

qNDWN

2𝜀S

)
WN, xDB > WN

(10.26)

Here xDB is the depletion width at breakdown for a p + ∕n− one-sided step junction with an infinitely
wide n− region, such as shown in Figure 7.1, and EC

∗ will be defined below. Assuming a triangular field
profile, xDB is given by

xDB = 𝜀SEC∕(qND) (10.27)

The critical field EC is given as a function of doping in Equation 10.17 and is plotted in Figure 10.5.
We define EC

∗ as the effective critical field in a truncated p + ∕n − ∕n+ junction with a trapezoidal field
profile, such as shown in Figure 7.2, and its dependence on doping and width of the drift region is shown
in Figure 10.7. The resulting dependence of VB on doping and width of the drift region is given by
Equation 10.26 and is plotted in Figure 7.3.

The specific on-resistance of a unipolar device is the sum of all the resistance elements between the
terminals, but if the blocking voltage is high the on-resistance is dominated by the resistance of the drift
region. The specific on-resistance of the drift region can be written

RON,SP = WN∕(q𝜇NN+
D) (10.28)

where ND
+ is the ionized dopant density in the drift region. The mobility parallel to the c-axis in 4H-SiC

can be described by the empirical expression [2]

𝜇N =
1141(T∕300)−2.8

1 + (ND∕1.94 × 1017)0.61
(10.29)

which is plotted in Figure 10.26.
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For the unipolar drift region, Equations 10.26–10.29 establish a relationship between on-resistance
and blocking voltage. We can examine this relationship by stepping the doping through a series of values
and calculating RON,SP and VB at each doping, with the mobility and critical field re-evaluated at each
doping. The on-resistance can then be plotted as a function of blocking voltage, as shown in Figure 10.27.
The points on each curve correspond to different values of doping, decreasing from 2 × 1017 cm−3 on
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the left to 1.5 × 1013 cm−3 on the right (in the sequence 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2). As the doping
is decreased, the depletion region width at breakdown xDB increases, following Equation 10.27, and the
blocking voltage increases according to Equation 10.26. Eventually the depletion region extends through
the entire drift region and the blocking voltage increases more slowly, finally saturating at the value
EC

∗ WN, as shown by Equation 10.26. The electric field profiles are illustrated in Figure 7.2. Note that
even after the blocking voltage saturates, the on-resistance continues to increase as doping is reduced, as
shown by Equation 10.28, and the RON,SP –VB characteristic becomes almost vertical.

The optimum design point for the unipolar drift region is the doping – thickness combination that
produces the lowest on-resistance at a specified blocking voltage. The dashed line tangent to the curves
in Figure 10.27 is the locus of optimum design points and can be described by the empirical equation [2]

RON,SP(opt) ≈ 2.8 × 10−8(T∕300)2.8V2.29
B (mΩ cm2) (10.30)

To illustrate the use of these curves, suppose the specified blocking voltage is 3 kV. Then Figure 10.27
tells us the optimum design has a drift region width of 20 μm and a doping of about 5 × 1015 cm−3

(the doping can be found by counting points on the 20 μm curve from 2 × 1017 cm−3 on the left to
5 × 1015 cm−3 at the optimum point, in the sequence 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, etc.). To facilitate identification of
the optimum doping, Figure 10.28 plots the figure of merit as a function of doping, with drift region
width as a parameter. For a 20 μm drift region, the optimum doping is very close to 5 × 1015 cm−3. The
optimum doping and drift region width for a desired blocking voltage are independent of temperature
and are given by the empirical equations [2]

ND(opt) ≈ 1.1 × 1020V−1.27
B (cm−3) (10.31)

WN(opt) ≈ 2.62 × 10−3V1.12
B (μm) (10.32)

For easy reference, Figure 10.29 plots the optimum doping and drift region width from Equations 10.31
and 10.32 as a function of blocking voltage.
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10.2.2 Lateral Drift Regions

When the blocking voltage is not too high, it is feasible to implement power devices using a lateral
structure rather than a vertical structure. This places all electrical terminals, the source, gate, and drain,
on the top surface. The lateral structure is particularly suited to power integrated circuits, where the
power transistor is monolithically integrated with control electronics on the same chip.

Figure 10.30 shows the cross-section of a lateral MOSFET that employs the reduced-surface-field
(RESURF) concept [13]. The lightly-doped drain (LDD) extends laterally a distance L along the surface
and has thickness T . In the blocking state, a reverse bias exists between the n-type drain and the grounded
p-type body layer underneath, and the LDD is designed so that it completely depletes before the field at
the junction reaches the critical field for avalanche breakdown. This requires

qNDT < 𝜀SEC (10.33)

where ND is the LDD doping and EC is the critical field. The significant feature of this structure is that
when the LDD is fully depleted, all the field lines from donor charges in the LDD extend vertically,
terminating on acceptor charges in the base layer below, as illustrated in Figure 10.31. Since all the

p Base

n+ n+

n+, p+, or Semi-Insulating Substrate

n-LDD

Source DrainGate

L

T

Figure 10.30 Cross-section of a lateral power MOSFET using the reduced-surface-field (RESURF)
concept. The p-type base layer is at ground potential.
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Figure 10.31 Illustration of electric field lines in a lateral RESURF MOSFET in the blocking state.
The surface electric field is plotted below the figure, and the dashed line indicates the approximate field
when two-dimensional effects are included.

donor charges in the LDD are terminated on acceptors in the base layer, x-directed field lines do not
terminate on charges in the LDD layer, and there is no field taper in the x-direction, as indicated in the
plot. This means that we can increase the drain voltage until EX reaches the critical field EC, at which
point the blocking voltage is given by

VB ≈ ECL (10.34)

The specific on-resistance of the LDD is

RON,SP = R ⋅ A =
(
𝜌L
WT

)
(WL) = L2

q𝜇NNDT
(10.35)

where 𝜌 is the resistivity of the LDD layer and W is the width of the device. Note that the on-resistance
depends only on the doping-thickness product NDT and the length of the LDD region.

We can calculate the figure of merit for the RESURF structure, assuming the LDD resistance dominates
the device resistance. Using Equations 10.33–10.35 we can write

V2
B

RON,SP

= V2
B

(
q𝜇NNDT

L2

)
= V2

B

(
𝜇N𝜀SEC

V2
B∕E2

C

)
= 𝜇N𝜀SE3

C (10.36)

Comparing Equation 10.36 to Equation 7.13, we find that the theoretical limit of a RESURF device is
actually four times larger than that of a comparable vertical unipolar power device. However, the situation
is not as simple as our analysis would indicate, since we have neglected two-dimensional effects. In
practice, field crowding at the ends of the LDD produces field spikes, and the true field is like the dashed
line in Figure 10.31. Nevertheless, lateral RESURF devices are a viable alternative to vertical devices in
cases where the blocking voltage is not too high.

Although Figures 10.30 and 10.31 illustrate a lateral MOSFET, the same discussion applies to any
unipolar device with a lateral drift region, such as a lateral JFET. A modified version of the RESURF
principle is also utilized in silicon super-junction MOSFETs, where the drift regions are vertical. To date,
no vertical super-junction devices have been reported in SiC.
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10.3 Comparison of Device Performance
We conclude this chapter by considering how the different types of power devices may be compared in
terms of performance. A fair comparison requires that we evaluate all devices as a function of both block-
ing voltage and switching frequency, since switching loss is a major limitation on device performance. As
discussed in Section 7.1, our figure of merit is the on-state current density JON that each device can carry
at a specified switching frequency and blocking voltage, subject to the requirement that the total power
dissipation in the device be less than the package limit, which we will arbitrarily take as 300 W cm−2.
We designate this current density as J300, and the device with the highest J300 at a given blocking voltage
and switching frequency is the preferred device for that application.

The above relationships can be visualized using the construction of Figure 10.32, which compares
a power MOSFET and an IGBT in a three-dimensional JON –VB – f parameter space. The two surfaces
represent the loci of constant power dissipation equal to 300 W cm−2. Let’s first examine how these
surfaces depend on blocking voltage and frequency.

To achieve a higher blocking voltage, it is necessary to use a thicker and more lightly-doped drift
region. This increases the on-resistance of the device, and hence the on-state power dissipation. To keep
the total power below the assumed package limit of 300 W cm−2, we must reduce the current density as
the blocking voltage is increased. This explains why the surfaces slope downward as VB is increased.

Frequency enters the picture through the switching loss. The switching power dissipation is directly
proportional to switching frequency. If we are required to operate at a higher frequency where the
switching loss is higher, we must again decrease the current to keep the total power dissipation below
300 W cm−2. This explains the slope of the surfaces downward as frequency is increased. The effect is
stronger for bipolar devices such as the IGBT, since they dissipate more energy per switching event.

The constant-power surfaces of the MOSFET and the IGBT intersect along a line that can be projected
down to the VB – f plane. This line represents the design points where the two devices have equal perfor-
mance, in that they permit the same maximum on-state current for operating points along this line. In this
example, the IGBT carries higher current at low switching frequencies, while the MOSFET carries higher
current at high frequencies. Constructions such as this enable us to visualize the relative performance of
different devices in the full current–voltage–frequency parameter space.

The above visualization can be made quantitative as follows. For unipolar devices we can usually
assume (i) the I–V characteristics near the origin are linear, and hence can be described by an

VB
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IG
BT
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Figure 10.32 Surfaces of constant power dissipation of a MOSFET and an IGBT in three-dimensional
JON –VB – f parameter space ([15] reproduced with permission from Trans Tech Publications).
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on-resistance, and (ii) the switching power is small compared to the on-state power dissipation. These
assumptions led to Equations 7.8 and 7.9, and the figure of merit for unipolar devices was taken to be
VB

2∕RON,SP. However, in bipolar devices the current passes through one or more forward-biased pn
junctions, and these inject minority carriers that must be removed during the turn-off transient. Hence we
must consider the energy dissipated during each switching cycle ESW. The switching power dissipation
is proportional to the switching energy and the frequency, as given in Equation 7.15. Moreover, since
the current path in bipolar devices goes through forward-biased diodes whose I–V characteristics are
nonlinear, the on-state I–V characteristics often cannot be described by a simple resistance. (This
statement depends on the number of forward-biased junctions in the current path. The pin diode,
IGBT, and thyristor have an odd number of forward-biased junctions in the current path, and their I–V
characteristics are nonlinear near the origin. The BJT has an even number of forward-biased junctions,
and its I–V characteristics near the origin are linear.)

To account for both the switching loss and the nonlinear I–V characteristics, we use the procedure
described in Section 7.1, which is summarized as follows:

1. Determine the dependence of switching energy ESW on on-state current JON using two-dimensional
transient computer simulations. These simulations should include the energy dissipated in the external
circuit during switching, and hence a specific load circuit must be assumed.

2. Determine the dependence of on-state power PON on JON using two-dimensional steady-state com-
puter simulations and obtain a value for POFF at the assumed blocking voltage.

3. For a given switching frequency f , adjust JON using Equation 7.17 until the total power dissipation
PTOTAL equals 300 W cm−2. The resulting current is the desired figure of merit J300 for that particular
blocking voltage and switching frequency.

This procedure has been used to compare the performance of power MOSFETs and IGBTs at block-
ing voltages of 15 and 20 kV [14, 15] and will serve as an example of the technique. First, an n-channel
DMOSFET and a p-channel DMOS IGBT were individually optimized for the desired blocking voltage,
15 or 20 kV, using computer simulations. The on-state I–V characteristics of the 20 kV devices are
shown in Figure 10.33 at two temperatures, 27 and 175 ∘C. The I–V characteristics of the IGBT are
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Figure 10.34 On-state power dissipation of the DMOSFET and IGBT of Figure 10.33 as a function of
on-state current density, (a) at 27 ∘C and (b) at 175 ∘C ([14] reproduced with permission from Tomohiro
Tamaki).

nonlinear, and cannot be represented by an on-resistance. The MOSFET I-V characteristics are linear,
but the on-resistance degrades with temperature due to the decrease in mobility with temperature shown
in Figure 10.26. In contrast, the IGBT is relatively insensitive to temperature. This is because the ambipo-
lar diffusion length depends on both the diffusion coefficient and the lifetime. As shown in Figure 9.26,
the lifetime increases faster with temperature than the diffusion coefficient decreases, and the diffusion
length increases slightly with temperature, improving device performance.

The on-state power PON = JONVDS or PON = JONVCE can be calculated at any JON directly from
Figure 10.33, and is plotted as a function of current in Figure 10.34. The switching energy is obtained as
a function of on-current from transient simulations using a clamped inductive load (modeled by a current
source of magnitude JON), and the resulting ESW is plotted as a function of current in Figure 10.35. These
plots are used in conjunction with Equation 7.17 to determine the JON that corresponds to a total power
dissipation of 300 W cm−2. This is the desired figure of merit J300. Figure 10.36 shows J300 for each
device as a function of switching frequency. We observe that at low switching frequencies, the IGBT
provides higher current than the MOSFET. This is due to conductivity modulation of the drift region,
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which reduces the forward voltage drop at high currents, as seen in Figure 10.33. However, the minority
carriers that provide the conductivity modulation must be removed during each turn-off event, and the
reverse current transient gives rise to a power dissipation that is proportional to frequency. As frequency
is raised, the on-current JON must be reduced to keep the total power dissipation below 300 W cm−2,
and at higher switching frequencies the on-current of the IGBT falls below that of the MOSFET. Thus
the MOSFET is the preferred device for high-frequency applications, while the IGBT is superior at low
frequencies.

The methodology above can be used to compare bipolar or unipolar devices for any desired blocking
voltage and switching frequency. In general, bipolar devices perform better at high blocking voltages
and low frequencies, while unipolar devices are superior at low blocking voltages and high frequencies.
However, at sufficiently low blocking voltages, MOSFETs and JFETs are superior to IGBTs and thyris-
tors, regardless of the frequency. Why is this? There are two reasons. First, at low blocking voltages
the drift region resistance is relatively small, and does not need to be reduced by conductivity modula-
tion. Second, IGBTs and thyristors have an odd number of pn junctions in their current paths. When all
junctions are forward biased, a net voltage drop of one forward-biased diode appears in series with the
remainder of the device. This adds an additional component to the static power dissipation of the IGBT
and thyristor. (In contrast, the BJT has an even number of junctions in its current path, and the voltage
drops of two oppositely-directed junctions cancel out.)

At sufficiently high frequencies, unipolar devices are superior at all blocking voltages, as seen in the
comparison of pin and Schottky diodes in Figure 7.9. This is because the switching loss of bipolar devices
is proportional to frequency and becomes the dominant loss at high frequencies, forcing a continuous
reduction in JON to keep PTOTAL below 300 W cm−2.

In all comparisons involving power devices, it is important to consider both high and low tempera-
ture extremes, since device performance is sensitive to temperature. A device dissipating 300 W cm−2

will have a junction temperature well above ambient. For this reason, analyses performed only at room
temperature provide an incomplete picture of device performance.
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11
Applications of Silicon Carbide
Devices in Power Systems

11.1 Introduction to Power Electronic Systems
The topic of power electronic systems is both broad and deep, and we will only present an overview
in this chapter. Our objective is to consider those systems in which the substitution of silicon carbide
devices may produce significant advantages in performance, efficiency, reliability, and/or overall system
cost. The discussion will be limited to the basic circuit topology and device requirements, and will not
explore second-order effects that are also important for a practical design. For these, the reader is referred
to one of the specialty texts on power systems [1], and thence to the literature.

A block diagram of a generic power processing system is shown in Figure 11.1. This system provides
an interface between two ports, typically a source of electric power and a load to which electric power is
delivered. In the general case, the power processor may consist of three elements: an electronic converter
connected to port 1, an electronic converter connected to port 2, and an energy storage element between
the two converters. The converters may include one or more power semiconductor devices, along with
passive components such as resistors, inductors, and capacitors. The energy storage element between the
converters is typically either an inductor or a capacitor. In most cases the power processor is designed to
be unidirectional, with power flowing from the source port to the load port, but in some cases the power
flow can be bidirectional, as in motor drives for electric vehicles where regenerative braking is used to
return kinetic energy to a storage device.

Electronic converters may be classified based on whether their inputs and outputs are DC or AC.
The four possible input–output combinations are listed in Table 11.1. Converters may also be classi-
fied according to the switching mode upon which their operation is based. The four possible switching
modes are

1. Uncommutated (e.g., diode rectifiers)
2. Line-frequency commutated (e.g., thyristor rectifiers and inverters)
3. Switch-mode (e.g., pulse-width modulated waveform generators)
4. Resonant (switching occurs at a zero crossing of the voltage or current waveform).

Converters may employ any of the semiconductor devices discussed in Chapters 7–10, with the type of
device depending on the application and the circuit topology employed. Often, the designer has the choice
of several possible devices. For example, when a switching device is required, the designer might choose
a JFET (junction field-effect transistor), a MOSFET (metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor),

Fundamentals of Silicon Carbide Technology: Growth, Characterization, Devices, and Applications, First Edition.
Tsunenobu Kimoto and James A. Cooper.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd. Published 2014 by John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte Ltd.
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Figure 11.1 Schematic of a generic power processor.

Table 11.1 Classification of electronic power converters.

Input Output Designation Possible switching modes

Uncommutated
(e.g., diodes)

Line-frequency
commutated

Switch mode Resonant

AC DC Rectifier X X – X
DC AC Inverter – X X X
AC AC AC converter – X X
DC DC DC converter – – X –

a BJT (bipolar junction transistor), or an IGBT (insulated-gate bipolar transistor), depending on the
requirements of the application.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 11.2 we introduce three basic converter circuits:
(i) line-frequency-commutated rectifiers and inverters, (ii) switch-mode DC converters and power sup-
plies, and (iii) switch-mode inverters. In Section 11.3 we discuss motor drives for DC motors, induction
motors, synchronous motors, and hybrid and electric vehicles. Section 11.4 covers the applications of SiC
power devices in renewable energy, and Section 11.5 deals with switch-mode power supplies. Finally, in
Section 11.6 we summarize the present state-of-the-art of SiC power devices, as compared to the silicon
devices with which they compete.

11.2 Basic Power Converter Circuits

11.2.1 Line-Frequency Phase-Controlled Rectifiers and Inverters

Line-frequency phase-controlled converters are used to transfer power between a line-frequency AC
environment and a controlled DC environment. Thyristor-based line-frequency converters are used pri-
marily in high-power three-phase applications, especially in cases where bidirectional power flow is
desired. Examples include high-voltage DC transmission systems and high-power AC and DC motor
drives where regenerative braking is employed. In line-frequency converters, turn-off of the thyristors
occurs at zero crossings of the thyristor current, which are naturally synchronized with the terminal
voltage of the AC port.

A basic thyristor converter driving a resistive load is illustrated in Figure 11.2, along with its opera-
tional waveforms. The thyristor is triggered at an arbitrary phase angle 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ π by a short gate pulse.
Once triggered, the thyristor remains in its forward-conducting mode until the cathode voltage changes
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Figure 11.2 Schematic of a simple thyristor-based line-frequency phase-controlled converter driving
a resistive load.
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Figure 11.3 A line-frequency phase-controlled converter driving an inductive load.

sign at 𝜔𝜏 = π, whereupon it enters its reverse-blocking mode. When the cathode voltage again becomes
positive at 𝜔𝜏 = 2π, the thyristor enters its forward-blocking mode until the next gate trigger pulse at
𝜔𝜏 = 2π + 𝛼. In this analysis the forward voltage drop of the thyristor is neglected, and the load voltage
𝑣2 is equal to the source voltage during the period when the thyristor is conducting. The current wave-
form is a truncated half-sinusoid, and the average power delivered to the load can be varied from zero to
(𝑣1,RMS)2∕(2R) by adjusting the phase angle 𝛼 of the triggering pulse.

Figure 11.3 shows a thyristor driving an inductive load from a sinusoidal source. Prior to triggering of
the thyristor, the current is zero. Once the thyristor is triggered, a current begins to flow and the inductor
voltage depends on the current according to

𝑣L = L
𝜕i
𝜕t

= 𝑣i − iR (11.1)

In Figure 11.3, the inductor voltage is shown graphically as the difference between the source voltage 𝑣1

and the resistor voltage 𝑣R = i R when the thyristor is on. As long as 𝑣L is positive, 𝜕i∕𝜕t is positive and
the current increases. When the resistor voltage 𝑣R equals the source voltage 𝑣1, the inductor voltage 𝑣L

changes sign and the current begins to decrease. When the current reaches zero, the thyristor enters its
reverse-blocking mode and the current remains zero until the source voltage becomes positive again and
the next trigger pulse arrives. When the source voltage is negative and the current is positive, reactive
power stored in the inductor is being returned to the source. Stored power is also delivered to the resistive
load during this period, since the resistor voltage and current are both positive.

Figure 11.4 shows a thyristor driving a load consisting of an inductor in series with a voltage source.
This type of circuit is representative of a DC motor, where the voltage source E2 represents the back-emf
induced in the stator windings by the rotating magnetic field of the rotor. The current is initially zero and
the thyristor voltage is 𝑣1 − E2. As 𝑣1 increases during the first half-cycle, 𝑣1 − E2 eventually becomes
positive and the thyristor enters its forward-blocking mode. The current remains zero until the thyristor is
triggered, at which point the load is effectively connected to the source (𝑣2 = 𝑣1) and the current begins
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to increase. The inductor voltage is given by

𝑣L = L
𝜕i
𝜕t

= 𝑣2 − E2 (11.2)

and is shown in Figure 11.4. When 𝑣L = 𝑣2 − E2 becomes negative, 𝜕i∕𝜕t is negative and the current
decreases. When the current reaches zero, the thyristor enters its reverse-blocking mode. With zero cur-
rent, all the source voltage develops across the thyristor, and 𝑣2 → E2. The current remains zero until
the thyristor is triggered after the start of the next AC cycle.

The converter of Figure 11.4 only delivers power to the load during the first half-cycle. A converter
capable of delivering power during both half-cycles is shown in Figure 11.5. We assume that the load
inductance is large, and may be represented by an equivalent DC current source I2. The operation can
be understood as follows. During the half-cycle preceding 𝜔𝜏 = 0, thyristors 3 and 4 are conducting and
the load voltage 𝑣2 is equal to −𝑣1, since T3 and T4 cross-connect the load to the source. When the
source voltage goes positive at 𝜔𝜏 = 0, thyristors 1 and 2 enter their forward-blocking modes and the
load voltage 𝑣2 goes negative through the conduction of T3 and T4 (the ideal current source develops
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Figure 11.4 A line-frequency phase-controlled converter driving an inductive load and an opposing
voltage source.
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whatever voltage is necessary to maintain a constant current I2). T1 and T2 are triggered at 𝜔𝜏 = 𝛼.
With T1 and T2 conducting, the load voltage 𝑣2 switches rapidly to +𝑣1, and T3 and T4 enter their
reverse-blocking modes.

The line-frequency phase-controlled converters of Figures 11.2–11.5 can operate in two quadrants of
the V2 –I2 plane as either rectifiers or inverters, as illustrated in Figure 11.6. During the portion of the ac
cycle where 𝑣2 and i2 are positive, power is delivered from port 1 to port 2, and the converter is operating
as a rectifier. For the portion of the cycle where 𝑣2 is negative and i2 is positive, power is delivered from
port 2 to port 1, and the converter is operating as an inverter. The portions of the AC cycle over which
rectification and inversion occur are determined by the triggering angle 𝛼.

Consider the converter of Figure 11.5. For triggering angles 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ π∕2 the converter operates in the
rectifier mode, while for triggering angles π∕2 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ π it operates in the inverter mode. In the rectifier
mode, the converter can be used as a battery charger or a DC motor drive. In this case, the generalized
load, Figure 11.7a, is replaced by a voltage source E2 representing the battery or the back-emf in the
stator windings of the motor, as shown in Figure 11.7b. The same converter can be used in the inverter
mode to transfer power from an energy source such as a solar array to the AC power grid. In this case the
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Power transferred
from port 1 to port 2

(Rectifier Mode)

Power transferred

from port 2 to port 1

(Inverter Mode)

Figure 11.6 The V2 –I2 plane. Operation in the first quadrant means that port 2 is absorbing power
from port 1, and represents rectification. Operation in the fourth quadrant means that port 2 is delivering
power to port 1, and corresponds to the inverter mode of operation. Bidirectional converters may operate
in either quadrant, depending on the triggering angle.
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Figure 11.7 The generalized load of Figure 11.5, shown in (a), can be replaced by a positive DC source
(b) to represent a battery or a DC motor, or by a negative DC source (c) to represent a photovoltaic power
source.
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load is replaced by a DC source of the opposite polarity, as shown in Figure 11.7c. This configuration
can also be used as a motor drive for high-power AC synchronous motors.

11.2.2 Switch-Mode DC–DC Converters

DC–DC converters are used to transfer power between two DC environments. Typical applications
include switch-mode DC power supplies and DC motor drives. Consider the generic power processor
of Figure 11.1 where the source at port 1 is the AC line and the load at port 2 requires regulated DC
power. In this case, a switch-mode DC converter would be used as converter 2 and a rectifier used as
converter 1. In this section we will focus on converter 2, which converts unregulated DC to regulated
DC. The circuit topologies to be considered are (i) step-down (buck) converters, (ii) step-up (boost)
converters, (iii) step-down/step-up (buck/boost) converters, and (iv) full-bridge DC converters.

Figure 11.8 shows a schematic of a step-down or buck converter. In this figure we use a generic cir-
cuit symbol for a transistor switch, keeping in mind that the actual switching device might be a JFET,
MOSFET, BJT, or IGBT, depending on the application. As the name implies, the buck converter delivers
regulated DC power to the load at a lower voltage than the unregulated DC power at the source. The
regulation is accomplished by adjusting the duty factor of a periodic rectangular waveform applied to
the control electrode of the transistor. When the transistor is on, current flows from the source to the
load through a low-pass filter formed by the inductor and capacitor. When the transistor is off, the cur-
rent through the inductor cannot change instantaneously and the current path is through the inductor, the
load, and the diode. If the period of the switching waveform is short compared to the time constant of
the filter, the load voltage V2 and load current I2 may be regarded as DC quantities. In this case, the load
voltage is simply the source voltage multiplied by the duty factor: V2 = 𝛿 V1, where 0 ≤ 𝛿 ≤ 1.

Figure 11.9 shows a step-up or boost converter. With the transistor on, current flows through the induc-
tor, storing reactive energy in the inductor. When the transistor turns off, the inductor current cannot
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Figure 11.8 A step-down or buck converter. A generic switch symbol is used for the transistor, which
may be either a JFET, MOSFET, BJT, or IGBT.
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Figure 11.9 A step-up or boost converter.
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change instantaneously, and flows through the diode to the capacitor and load resistor. With the transis-
tor on, the diode prevents the capacitor from discharging through the transistor, and the capacitor instead
supplies current to the load. In this way the inductor and capacitor function as a low-pass filter, keeping
the current through the load constant, provided the period of the switching waveform is short compared
to the RC and LC time constants of the circuit.

In steady state, the integral of the inductor voltage over one period must be zero. To see this, recall
that

𝑣L = L
𝜕i1

𝜕t
(11.3)

Cross-multiplying and integrating over one period yields

∫
T

0
𝑣Ldt = L∫

i1(T)

i1(0)
di1 = 0 (11.4)

since in steady state i1(T) = i1(0). When the transistor is on, 𝑣L = V1, and when the transistor is off, 𝑣L =
V1 − V2 (neglecting voltage drops across the transistor and diode). Thus Equation 11.4 can be written

(V1)(𝛿)T + (V1 − V2)(1 − 𝛿)T = 0 (11.5)

from which we obtain

V2 =
V1

(1 − 𝛿)
(11.6)

Since 𝛿 ≥ 0, we are guaranteed that V2 ≥ V1, hence the name “boost converter.” Note that V2 can become
arbitrarily large as 𝛿 approaches unity.

It is sometimes necessary to provide an output voltage that may be either larger or smaller than the input
voltage. This can be done using the step-down/step-up or buck/boost converter shown in Figure 11.10.
This converter is obtained from the circuit of Figure 11.8 by interchanging the inductor and diode. When
the transistor is on, current flows through the inductor, storing reactive energy. When the transistor turns
off, the inductor current cannot change instantaneously, and flows through the capacitor and load resistor
and back through the diode. With the transistor on, the diode prevents source current from flowing to
the load, and the load current is supplied by the capacitor. Note that the polarity of the output voltage is
opposite to the two previous converters. Since the integral of the inductor voltage over one period must
be zero, we can write

(V1)(𝛿)T − (V2)(1 − 𝛿)T = 0 (11.7)
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Figure 11.10 A step-down/step-up or buck/boost converter.
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Figure 11.11 A full-bridge DC–DC converter.

where we have again neglected voltage drops across the transistor and diode. Solving for V2 gives

V2 =
(

𝛿

1 − 𝛿

)
V1 (11.8)

If 0 ≤ 𝛿 < 0.5,V2 ≤ V1 and the circuit functions as a buck converter, while if 0.5 < 𝛿 ≤ 1,V2 ≥ V1 and
the circuit functions as a boost converter.

The final DC converter to be considered is the full-bridge converter of Figure 11.11. This same basic
circuit configuration appears often in power electronics, and is used in switch-mode inverters to be dis-
cussed in the next section. Here we consider only the conversion of unregulated DC to regulated DC.
In this implementation, one of the transistors in the TA

+∕TA
− pair is on and the other off at all times,

and similarly for the transistors in the TB
+∕TB

− pair. Switching of transistors in the TA
+∕TA

− pair occurs
simultaneously with switching of transistors in the TB

+∕TB
− pair. In this way, the load is continually con-

nected to the source, either directly connected through TA
+ and TB

−, or cross-connected through TA
−

and TB
+. The diodes are used to clamp excursions in the load voltage that exceed the source voltage,

either positive or negative.
In DC converter applications, the load contains one or more energy storage elements, such as the induc-

tance of a DC motor winding illustrated in Figure 11.11. The transistors in the converter are switched
at a frequency whose period is short compared to the RL time constant of the load. If the load is a DC
motor, this ensures that the load current and the emf eA induced in the motor winding are DC quantities.

The magnitude and polarity of V2 are determined by the duty factor 𝛿 of the switching waveforms.
The time-average load voltage can be written

V2 =
(V1)(𝛿)T − (V1)(1 − 𝛿)T

T
= (2𝛿 − 1)V1 (11.9)

Equation 11.9 shows that the average load voltage varies linearly with the duty factor, increasing from
−V1 when 𝛿 = 0, to +V1 when 𝛿 = 1. Thus, both polarities of output voltage can be obtained simply by
varying the duty factor, independent of the direction of the current. Consider the DC motor load shown in
Figure 11.11. If the induced emf eA exceeds the source voltage, as happens during regenerative braking,
the current is in the opposite direction to that indicated in the figure, and power flows from the load back
to the source. Thus the full-bridge converter is capable of operation in all four quadrants of the I2 –V2

plane, as illustrated in Figure 11.12.
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Figure 11.12 Operation of the full-bridge DC–DC converter in the I2 –V2 plane. In the first or third
quadrants power is transferred from port 1 to port 2, while in the second or fourth quadrants power is
transferred from port 2 to port 1.

As an aside, we note that four-quadrant operation is available in this converter even if the transistors
have a preferential direction for current flow. For example, BJTs and IGBTs have much higher gain in the
forward direction than in the reverse direction. In the full-bridge converter, BJTs or IGBTs are connected
so that their preferential current direction is opposite to that of their parallel diode. This way the diode
carries most of the current when the current flow is opposite to the preferential direction of the transistor.

11.2.3 Switch-Mode Inverters

Switch-mode inverters convert unregulated DC into sinusoidal AC of variable amplitude and frequency.
Typical applications are in AC motor drives and uninterruptible AC power supplies. If the application
calls for conversion from line-frequency AC, the generic power processor of Figure 11.1 will consist
of a rectifier as converter 1 and a switch-mode inverter as converter 2. The switch-mode inverter uses
pulse-width-modulated (PWM) switching to synthesize a sine wave output.

Figure 11.13 shows a single-phase half-bridge switch-mode inverter. The DC source V1 is bridged by
two equal capacitors, with each capacitor charging to a voltage of 1∕2 V1. We assume the capacitors are
large enough that their voltages remain essentially constant during one cycle. Transistors TA

+ and TA
−

are switched with opposite polarity signals so that at any given time one transistor in the pair is on and
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Figure 11.13 A single-phase half-bridge switch-mode inverter. The switching waveform is modulated
to synthesize a sine wave across the load, as shown in Figure 11.14.
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Figure 11.14 Waveforms of the half-bridge switch-mode inverter (a) and its frequency spectrum (b).
The fundamental Fourier component of the output waveform is the dashed sinusoid at frequency f2.

the other off. When TA
+ is on, the A terminal of the load is connected to +V1 and the B terminal to the

capacitor midpoint at 1∕2 V1. When TA
− is on, the A terminal of the load is connected to −V1 and the

B terminal to the capacitor midpoint at 1∕2 V1. Thus the load voltage V2 switches between +1∕2 V1 and
− 1∕2 V1, as shown in Figure 11.14. The V2 output waveform is pulse-width modulated at frequency fS to
synthesize a sine wave of frequency f2 at the output.

The harmonic content of the output waveform can be obtained by Fourier analysis and contains com-
ponents at the fundamental frequency f2, and at integral multiples of f2 with the (much higher) switching
frequency fS, along with sidebands as shown in the figure. It is desirable that fS ≫ f2 so that these har-
monics are well above the response capability of the load being driven. When this is the case, the load
responds as if driven by the fundamental Fourier component.

The frequency fS of the switching waveform should satisfy the following criteria:

1. fS ≫ f2, where f2 is the frequency of the synthesized sine wave. Higher fS values push the harmonics
to higher frequencies and make the load respond as if driven by a pure sinusoid at the fundamental
frequency f2.

2. For (fS∕f2) ≤ 21, fS should be an odd integer multiple of f2. This eliminates the even harmonics of fS

from the Fourier analysis (as shown in Figure 11.14) so that only odd harmonics are present, that is,
fS, 3fS, 5fS … Although the even harmonics are removed, their sidebands remain, but they have lower
amplitude and are less disruptive.

3. For (fS∕f2) > 21 the harmonics are small, and fS does not have to be an integer multiple of f2, that is,
the switching waveform and the output waveform may be asynchronous. This makes it possible to
vary the frequency of the output waveform without changing the switching waveform. (An exception
occurs when driving an AC motor, since even small sub-harmonics can produce undesirably large
stator currents.)
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4. fs should lie outside the audible frequency range. In most cases fS is chosen to be either below 6 kHz
or above 20 kHz. Higher fS produces a higher quality sine wave, but leads to proportionally higher
switching losses in the transistors of the converter.

For low-frequency applications (f2 ≤ 200 Hz), fS∕f2 may be in the range 9–15, whereas for
high-frequency applications (f2 ≥ 20 kHz), fS∕f2 may be larger than 100. The switching frequency is an
important parameter in selecting the optimum device for the application, especially when high blocking
voltages are required, since switching loss in bipolar devices such as BJTs, IGBTs, and thyristors is
often the dominant loss, and is proportional to fS.

Figure 11.15 shows a single-phase full-bridge switch-mode inverter. This is the same circuit as the
full-bridge DC converter of Figure 11.11, with the only operational difference being the PWM waveforms
applied to the transistors. Like the converter of Figure 11.11, the full-bridge inverter of Figure 11.15 is
capable of operation in all four quadrants, permitting bidirectional power flow. The full-bridge inverter
can also be obtained from the half-bridge inverter of Figure 11.13 by connecting the B terminal of the
load to the positive and negative terminals of the source through a second pair of switching transistors
TB

+ and TB
−.

There are two possible PWM schemes for the full-bridge inverter. In bipolar modulation, the wave-
forms applied to transistors TA

+ and TA
− in the full-bridge inverter are the same as for the half-bridge

inverter, while the waveforms applied to transistors TB
+ and TB

− are the inverse. The control wave-
form thus consist of two sub-periods. During the first sub-period, transistors TA

+ and TB
− are on while

transistors TA
− and TB

+ are off. This connects the load directly across the source so that V2 = +V1.
During the second sub-period, transistors TA

+ and TB
− are off while transistors TA

− and TB
+ are on.

This cross-connects the load to the source so that V2 = −V1. As a result, the output voltage V2 alternates
between +V1 and −V1 (hence the name “bipolar”), and the fraction of time allotted to each state is mod-
ulated to synthesize a sine wave output similar to that of Figure 11.14, with one important difference:
Because of the symmetrical transistor configuration, the output voltage swing of the full-bridge inverter,
shown in Figure 11.16, is twice as large (±V1) as the half-bridge inverter (±1∕2 V1). Thus the full-bridge
inverter can deliver the same output power using half the current. This is an important advantage, since
it reduces the need for paralleling devices in high-power applications.

The second PWM scheme for the full-bridge inverter is called unipolar modulation. This scheme
has the same effect as doubling the switching frequency, in terms of the harmonics present in the out-
put waveform, without actually changing the frequency fS at which the transistors are switched. Stated
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Figure 11.15 A single-phase full-bridge switch-mode inverter. The control waveforms are designed to
synthesize a sinusoidal output, shown dashed in Figure 11.16.
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Figure 11.16 Waveforms (a) and output spectrum (b) of the full-bridge switch-mode inverter when
operated using bipolar PWM.

another way, with unipolar modulation one can achieve the same harmonic content at half the switch-
ing frequency of bipolar modulation. This is a significant advantage, since transistor switching loss is
proportional to switching frequency. Unipolar modulation requires separately-timed control signals to
transistors TA

+ and TA
− and transistors TB

+ and TB
−, rather than inverse-polarity signals with the same

timing, as in bipolar modulation. The resulting output waveform, shown in Figure 11.17, steps between
+V1 and zero during the first half-cycle and between −V1 and zero during the second half-cycle, hence
the name “unipolar”. In unipolar modulation, the ratio (fS∕f2) should be an even integer, as compared to
an odd integer in bipolar modulation. With this choice, all odd harmonics are eliminated from the output
spectrum along with their sidebands, as seen in Figure 11.17. What remains are the sidebands of the even
harmonics at 2(fS f2), 4(fS f2), and so on. Note that the principal harmonics at 2(fS f2), 4(fS f2), and so on
are also suppressed, and only their sidebands remain.

Many applications, such as uninterruptible AC power supplies and AC motor drives, require
three-phase AC outputs. Figure 11.18 shows a three-phase switch-mode inverter driving a three-phase
AC motor. The three-phase inverter can be envisioned as three single-phase half-bridge inverter sections
of the type shown in Figure 11.13, driven by waveforms of the type shown in Figure 11.14, where the
control waveforms for the a, b, and c phases are displaced 120∘ with respect to each other. Unlike the
single-phase half-bridge inverter of Figure 11.13, the line-to-neutral voltages of the three-phase inverter
VAN,VBN, and VCN switch between +V1 and zero rather than from +1∕2 V1 to −1∕2 V1. Because of the
120∘ relationship between phases, the line-to-line voltages VAB,VBC, and VCA swing between +V1 and
−V1. Since one of the two switches in each leg is always on at any instant in time, the output voltage
is independent of the magnitude and direction of the output current. Thus, this inverter is capable of
operating in all four quadrants, permitting bidirectional power flow.

In three-phase inverters, the only harmonics of concern are those of the line-to-line voltages. The
frequency spectra of the line-to-neutral voltages are the same as the half-bridge inverter shown in
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Figure 11.17 Waveforms (a) and output spectrum (b) of the full-bridge switch-mode inverter when
operated using unipolar PWM.
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Figure 11.18 A three-phase switch-mode inverter driving a three-phase AC motor.

Figure 11.14. However, when the line-to-neutral signals are combined algebraically to obtain the
line-to-line voltages, their 120∘ phase shift results in cancellations that eliminate some of the harmonics.
This is particularly true if the ratio fS∕f2 is an odd integer multiple of three (i.e., 3, 9, 15… ), since this
removes all principal harmonics of f2 from the spectrum, leaving only their sidebands. An example of a
line-to-line waveform and the associated frequency spectrum are shown in Figure 11.19.
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Figure 11.19 Line-to-line waveforms (a) and output spectrum (b) of the three-phase switch-mode
inverter of Figure 11.18.

The switching waveform of the three-phase switch-mode inverter should satisfy the following criteria:

1. For (fS∕f2) ≤ 21, (fS∕f2) should be an odd integer multiple of 3 (i.e., 3, 9, 15, or 21). This is required
to cancel all direct harmonics of f2 from the output spectrum.

2. For (fS∕f2) > 21 the harmonics are small, and fS does not have to be an integer multiple of f2, that is,
the switching waveform and the output waveform may be asynchronous. This makes it possible to
vary the frequency of the output waveform without changing the switching waveform. (An exception
occurs when driving an AC motor, since even small sub-harmonics can produce undesirably large
stator currents.)

11.3 Power Electronics for Motor Drives

11.3.1 Introduction to Electric Motors and Motor Drives

Electric motors can be classified into three primary types: DC motors, induction (or asynchronous)
motors, and synchronous motors. The drive requirements for the three types are different, and will be
considered below. Electric motor applications range from low power (a few watts) to very high power
(megawatts), and from high precision, such as servo drives for robotics, to less critical applications, such
as adjustable speed drives for pumps and fans. The applications may call for single-quadrant operation
(motoring), two-quadrant operation (motoring plus regenerative braking), or four-quadrant operation
(reversible motoring and braking). All of these factors play a role in the design and performance speci-
fications of the electronic motor drive.

In general, the current rating of the motor drive is dictated by the torque required of the motor in the
particular application, since electromechanical torque is proportional to current. The voltage rating of the
motor drive is determined by the rotational speed and controllability requirements, based on the following
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Figure 11.20 Generic equivalent circuit of a motor and its associated drive circuit.

considerations. In both DC and AC motors, rotation produces a back-emf in the motor windings, and the
equivalent circuit presented by the motor to the drive circuit can be represented as a voltage source (the
back-emf) in series with the winding inductance, as illustrated in Figure 11.20. The rate of change in
current (and therefore torque) is given by

𝜕i
𝜕t

= 𝑣 − e
L

(11.10)

where 𝑣 is the output voltage of the drive, e is the back-emf of the motor, and L is the inductance of the
motor windings. The back-emf, in turn, is proportional to the rotational speed of the rotor. To achieve a
short response time to speed and position commands, the output voltage of the drive 𝑣 must exceed the
back-emf e by a sufficient margin. Thus the voltage rating of the motor drive is determined by the speed
of the motor (through the back-emf) and the rate at which motor torque needs to be changed. We now
consider drive circuits for the three primary types of motors.

11.3.2 DC Motor Drives

DC motors are typically used for speed and position control in applications where low initial cost and
good performance characteristics are desired. In DC motors, the stator establishes a stationary magnetic
field using either permanent magnets or stator field windings. When the field is provided by windings, the
stator current controls the field flux 𝜙F. If magnetic saturation is neglected, the field flux is proportional
to the field current,

𝜙F = kFIF (11.11)

where kF is the field constant of the motor. The rotor carries the armature windings that supply variable
power to the motor and the load. The armature windings are connected to a segmented copper commutator
that rotates with the shaft and is contacted by stationary carbon brushes mounted on the stator.

In a DC motor, the electromechanical torque is produced by an interaction between the stator’s field
flux and the rotor’s armature flux. The rotor flux is proportional to the armature current, and the elec-
tromechanical torque can be written

TEM = kT𝜙FiA (11.12)

where kT is the torque constant of the motor. In addition, a back-emf is induced in the armature windings
by their rotation through the stator field. This back-emf is proportional to the field flux and the angular
velocity,

eA = kE𝜙F𝜔M (11.13)
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Figure 11.21 A DC motor with single-quadrant operation driven by a simple buck converter similar to
that of Figure 11.8.

where kE is the voltage constant of the motor and 𝜔M is the angular velocity of the rotor. Setting the
electrical power delivered to the motor (eA iA) equal to the mechanical power delivered by the motor to
the load (𝜔M TEM), we find that kT = kE, with kT in units of [N m / A Wb] and kE in units of [V s / Wb].

The right side of Figure 11.11 shows the equivalent circuit of the armature windings in a DC motor,
where RA is the winding resistance, LA the winding self-inductance, and eA the back-emf given by
Equation 11.13. In the normal mode of operation, iA and eA are positive, and the motor produces positive
torque, Equation 11.12, and a positive rotational velocity, Equation 11.13, delivering mechanical power
𝜔M TEM to the load. However, it is often desirable to use the motor for regenerative breaking. To do this,
the terminal voltage V2 is reduced below the induced emf eA so that the direction of current is reversed,
that is, iA becomes negative. This has the effect of reversing the torque, Equation 11.12, thereby slowing
the rotation of the motor and the load. In addition, the mechanical power delivered to the load 𝜔M TEM

and the electrical power drawn from the source eA iA both become negative, which represents net power
taken from the kinetic energy of the load and returned to the source (note that eA remains positive, since
the rotational velocity 𝜔M has not changed sign). Eventually the back-emf is reduced to zero when the
motor comes to a stop. If the terminal voltage V2 is made negative, the torque is negative, and the motor
rotates in the opposite direction, producing a negative back-emf. Thus it is possible to reverse the direc-
tion of a DC motor simply by reversing the voltage and current polarities applied to the armature, and
the DC motor is capable of operating in all four quadrants of Figure 11.12.

The selection of a power converter to drive a DC motor depends on whether single-quadrant,
two-quadrant, or four-quadrant operation is desired. If the rotation is unidirectional and braking is not
required, single-quadrant operation can be provided by the simple buck converter of Figure 11.21. If
rotation is unidirectional but braking is required, two-quadrant operation can be obtained using the
converter of Figure 11.22. In this circuit, TA and TB are switched so that only one is on at any time.
When TA is on and TB is off, i2 and 𝑣2 are positive (motoring). When TB is on and TA is off, the back-emf
of the motor causes i2 to reverse direction (braking).

Applications that require reversible-speed operation at moderate power, along with regenerative brak-
ing, call for a four-quadrant converter such as the full-bridge DC converter of Figure 11.11. An approach
for high-power, fully reversible applications is to connect two line-frequency phase-controlled invert-
ers of the type shown in Figure 11.5 in anti-parallel to achieve four-quadrant operation, as shown in
Figure 11.23. For forward rotation, converter 1 operates in the rectifier mode for motoring, while con-
verter 2 operates in the inverter mode for braking. For reverse rotation, converter 2 operates in the rectifier
mode for motoring and converter 1 operates in the inverter mode for braking.

11.3.3 Induction Motor Drives

Induction motors or “asynchronous motors” are AC motors that supply power to the rotor by electro-
magnetic induction rather than by brushes or slip rings. Induction motors are preferred in applications
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Figure 11.23 A DC motor with reversible rotation and regenerative braking, driven by two anti-parallel
line-frequency phase-controlled converters of the type shown in Figure 11.5.

where low cost and rugged construction are desired. They operate at nearly constant rotational speed
determined by the angular frequency of the AC drive signal.

Most induction motors are driven by a three-phase AC power source. The stator of an induction motor
usually contains multiple poles of three-phase windings, as illustrated in Figure 11.24. The wiring dia-
gram for the stator windings is shown at the top. Phase 1 produces four poles, two “N” and two “S”.
In the motor diagram, stator current is flowing away from the reader in the “1+” segments and toward
the reader in the “1−” segments, producing magnetic field lines that penetrate the rotor. The rotor itself
has no external electrical connections, and can be one of three types. Squirrel-cage rotors have a series
of conducting bars around the periphery, oriented parallel to the rotor axis and shorted at each end by
conducting rings, thereby forming a cage-like structure. Slip-ring rotors have windings connected to slip
rings that replace the bars of a squirrel-cage design. Solid-core rotors are made from magnetically soft
steel.

In operation, the stator windings create a rotating magnetic field that rotates at the synchronous speed
𝜔S given by

𝜔S = 2𝜔∕p (11.14)

where 𝜔 is the angular frequency of the driving voltage and p is the number of poles. The field lines
from the stator penetrate the rotor, inducing currents in the bars or windings of the rotor. These currents,
in turn, create a rotor field that rotates at the synchronous speed with respect to the stator. However, the
rotor itself does not rotate at the synchronous speed, because if it did there would be no relative motion
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Figure 11.24 Schematic diagram of a four-pole three-phase squirrel-cage induction motor.

between the rotor and the rotating stator field, and hence no induced currents in the rotor. Instead, the
rotor rotates in the same direction as the stator field, but at a speed 𝜔R that is slightly less than 𝜔S . This
means the rotor is “slipping” with respect to the stator field at a relative speed, called the “slip speed”
𝜔SL, given by

𝜔SL = 𝜔S − 𝜔R (11.15)

It is customary to refer to the “slip” of the motor, where the slip s is the normalized slip speed defined by

s ≡ (𝜔S − 𝜔R)∕𝜔S (11.16)

The rotor field is synchronous with the stator field, but rotates at speed𝜔SL with respect to the rotor, since
the rotor is slipping by that amount with respect to the stator field.

The electrical response of the motor can be represented by the per-phase equivalent circuit of
Figure 11.25, where VS is the rms line-to-line voltage of the three-phase motor drive and IS is the rms
phase current. Here EAG is the back-emf induced in the stator windings by the rotor field. The stator
current IS consists of two components: IM is the portion of the stator current that establishes the air-gap
flux, and IR represents the interaction with the rotor field that produces the electromechanical torque.
RS and LS are the resistance and self-inductance of the stator windings, and LM is the magnetizing
inductance of the stator windings. RR and LR are the resistance and inductance of the rotor. RR∕s is the
effective resistance of the rotor as reflected back into the stator circuit, where s is the slip between the
rotor and the stator fields. For small values of slip corresponding to normal operation, the rotor current
IR is small compared to the magnetizing current IM, and RS and LS can be neglected, making VS ≈ EAG.

The electromagnetic torque is produced by the interaction between the rotating stator field flux 𝜙AG

and the flux of the rotor field. Since the rotor field is proportional to the rotor current, we can write

TEM ≈ kT𝜙AGIR (11.17)
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Figure 11.25 Per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor.

where kT is the torque constant of the motor. Equation 11.17 for the induction motor is analogous to
Equation 11.12 for the DC motor. In the induction motor, the induced rotor current IR is proportional to
the air-gap flux 𝜙AG and the slip frequency 𝜔SL, so Equation 11.17 can also be written

TEM ≈ k′T𝜙
2
AG𝜔SL = k′T𝜙

2
AGs𝜔S (11.18)

For zero slip (synchronous rotation), the effective resistance RR∕s in the rotor leg of the equivalent circuit
of Figure 11.25 is infinite and no rotor current flows, meaning no torque is delivered to the load, as
indicated by Equations 11.17 and 11.18. Torque is only produced when the rotor speed 𝜔R is less than
the synchronous speed 𝜔S, and Equations 11.18 and 11.16 tells us the torque is proportional to this
difference.

Under normal operating conditions, the voltage drops across the stator winding resistance RS and
self-inductance LS are small compared to the back-emf EAG. The back-emf, in turn, is proportional to the
stator field and the angular frequency. Thus, we can write

VS ≈ EAG = kE𝜙AG𝜔S (11.19)

where kE is the voltage constant of the motor. Equation 11.19 for the induction motor is analogous to
Equation 11.13 for the DC motor.

The torque-speed relation given by Equation 11.18 is only valid for small values of slip, which is the
normal operating regime of the motor. The full torque-speed curve is illustrated in Figure 11.26. The
rated torque and rated speed are normally specified on the nameplate of the motor, and correspond to the
upper limit of torque (and lower limit of speed) for which the linear relationship in Equation 11.18 applies.
The steady-state speed is determined by the intersection of the torque-speed curves of the load and the
motor, as shown in Figure 11.27 for different values of synchronous frequency 𝜔S. The synchronous
frequency is controlled by the power electronic converter driving the motor. For the torque provided by
the motor to equal the rated torque at any frequency, Equation 11.18 requires that the air-gap flux remain
constant as frequency is varied. Equation 11.19 then shows that the source voltage VS provided by the
drive electronics must scale directly with frequency 𝜔S.

Figure 11.27 also allows us to visualize how an induction motor accelerates from a dead stop. At
zero rotation (𝜔R = 0) the motor torque exceeds the load torque by a wide margin, resulting in angular
acceleration of the motor and load. As the rotor speed increases, the motor and load torques eventually
balance, resulting in a steady-state rotation at a speed determined by the synchronous frequency of the
drive electronics.

Induction motors are also capable of electromagnetic braking, which occurs when the rotor speed 𝜔R

exceeds the rotational speed of the stator field 𝜔S. In this mode the induction motor acts as a generator,
transferring power from the rotating shaft back to the source. This can be understood by extending the
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Figure 11.27 Torque-speed diagram of an induction motor and its load. The steady-state operating
point is the intersection of the load torque and motor torque curves, and can be modulated by varying the
frequency 𝜔S of the driving waveform.

torque-speed curve of Figure 11.26 to rotational speeds greater than 𝜔S, as shown in Figure 11.28. For
𝜔R > 𝜔S the torque is negative, which decelerates the rotor and transfers inertial energy back into the
power source. Consider a specific example. Suppose the motor is initially operating with positive torque
at a steady-state speed𝜔R = 0.95𝜔S. If the drive frequency is reduced to𝜔S

′ = 0.9048𝜔S, the rotor speed
(assuming it has not yet changed) is given by 𝜔R = 0.95 𝜔S = 0.95 (𝜔S

′∕0.9048) = 1.05𝜔S
′. The rotor

speed now exceeds the synchronous speed of the stator field, placing the motor in the negative-torque
regime, and the motor decelerates until the torque again becomes positive. The motor can be decelerated
smoothly to a full stop if the stator frequency is reduced gradually.

Based on the above considerations, power electronic converters for induction motor drives must pro-
duce three-phase AC with variable frequency and magnitude. The frequency is adjusted to control the
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Figure 11.28 Torque-speed diagram of an induction motor for rotor speeds above and below the syn-
chronous speed. For 𝜔R > 𝜔S the rotor currents, torque, and slip are negative, and the motor is in the
generator mode, transferring inertial energy back to the source.

speed of the motor, and the magnitude is adjusted to insure constant air-gap flux as the speed is varied,
in accordance with Equation 11.19. If electromagnetic braking is desired, the converter must be capable
of at least two-quadrant operation.

Referring to the generic power processor of Figure 11.1, the induction motor drive may utilize either a
diode rectifier or a four-quadrant switch-mode converter as converter 1, depending on whether regenera-
tive braking is required. The three-phase switch-mode inverter of Figure 11.18 can be used as converter
2 to provide variable-frequency, variable-magnitude AC power to the motor. This inverter is capable
of four-quadrant operation, allowing for electromagnetic braking. During braking, inertial energy is
absorbed from the load and transferred back to the power electronics through converter 2. This energy
must either be dissipated within the power processor or returned to the AC source. If dissipative braking
is used, a resistor is switched in parallel with the filter capacitor in the power processor during braking, as
illustrated in Figure 11.29a. If regenerative braking is employed, a four-quadrant switch-mode converter
must be used as converter 1, allowing power to be returned to the AC line, as shown in Figure 11.29b.

11.3.4 Synchronous Motor Drives

Synchronous motors are AC motors that employ a permanent-magnet rotor or a DC-wound rotor along
with a three-phase AC stator, where the rotor rotates at the synchronous speed of the stator field.
Synchronous motors are used as servo drives in robotic applications and as adjustable-speed drives
in high-power applications. Low-power applications usually employ permanent-magnet synchronous
motors, also called “brushless DC” motors, while high-power applications use wound-rotor synchronous
motors, also called “salient-pole” motors. Figure 11.30 illustrates these two motor types.

In both brushless and wound-rotor motors, the rotor field flux 𝜙F is stationary with respect to the
rotor, and rotates at the synchronous speed 𝜔S with respect to the stator and motor housing. The angular
frequency of the stator currents is 𝜔 = (p∕2) 𝜔S, where p is the number of poles on the rotor (two are
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Figure 11.30 Schematic diagram of synchronous motors using a permanent magnet rotor (a) and a
wound rotor (b). The rotor establishes a DC magnetic field that rotates at the synchronous speed of the
stator field.

shown in Figure 11.30). The rotor field induces a voltage in the stator windings that is proportional to
the rotor flux and the synchronous speed. For stator phase “a”, the rms value of the induced voltage is
given by

EFA =
𝜔NS√

2
𝝓F (11.20)

where NS is the equivalent number of turns in the stator phase windings.
The three-phase stator windings produce a stator field 𝜙S that rotates at the synchronous speed𝜔S with

an amplitude proportional to the fundamental frequency component of the stator current. Like the rotor
field, the rotating stator field induces a voltage in the stator windings. For phase “a”, the induced voltage
due to all three stator windings can be written

ESA = j𝜔LAIA = 𝜔LAIA exp(j𝛿) (11.21)
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Figure 11.31 Per-phase equivalent circuit of a synchronous motor.

where LA is the armature inductance (3/2 the self-inductance of phase “a”), IA is the stator current in
phase “a,” and ESA is a phasor having a torque angle 𝛿 with respect to EFA. The fluxes of the stator and
rotor add in phasor fashion to produce the air gap flux 𝝓AG. Similarly, the induced voltages EFA and ESA

add in phasor fashion to produce the net air-gap voltage EAG in the stator windings. These relationships
can be understood using the per-phase stator equivalent circuit shown in Figure 11.31, where RS and LS

are the resistance and self-inductance of the stator phase windings and EFA and ESA are induced emfs
due to the rotor and stator fields, respectively. The per-phase stator terminal voltage is

VA = EAG + (RS + j𝜔LS)IA (11.22)

The electromagnetic torque is proportional to the phasor product of the rotor and stator fluxes, and can
be written

TEM = kT𝜙FIA sin(𝛿) (11.23)

where kT is the torque constant of the motor and 𝛿 is the torque angle between the rotor and stator flux
phasors.

Synchronous motors are often operated with sinusoidal induced-voltage waveforms, particularly in
servo applications. In this case the torque angle 𝛿 is maintained at 90∘, and for a fixed field flux 𝜙F,
the electromagnetic torque is proportional to the stator current, as given by Equation 11.23. The stator
current waveforms are sinusoidal with a 120∘ phase relationship, and are synchronized to the position of
the rotor, which is monitored by a rotational position sensor.

Synchronous motors may also be designed with magnetic structures that produce trapezoidal
induced-voltage waveforms. In this case the drive waveforms are rectangular, with constant amplitude
+IS for 120∘ of rotation, zero amplitude for the next 60∘ of rotation, constant amplitude −IS for the next
120∘ of rotation, then zero amplitude for another 60∘ of rotation. As before, the three drive waveforms
have a 120∘ phase relationship with each other, resulting in a constant torque with minimum ripple.

For either sinusoidal or trapezoidal operation, the three-phase current-regulated voltage-source inverter
of Figure 11.18 may be used to drive the stator windings, and the waveforms ia(t), ib(t), and ic(t) are either
sinusoidal or rectangular, depending on the type of motor. The complete drive circuit includes position
feedback from a sensor monitoring the rotor position, along with electronics to generate the control
signals to the inverter. Since the timing of the stator currents is synchronized to the instantaneous rotor
position, the torque angle is always maintained at its optimal value of 90∘, and the torque is determined
by the magnitude of the stator drive currents according to Equation 11.23.

In very high power applications (>1000 hp), thyristor-based load-commutated inverters are used.
Figure 11.32 shows a thyristor-based current-source inverter (CSI) driven by a line-voltage-commutated
thyristor-based rectifier. The phase waveforms ia(t), ib(t), and ic(t) are rectangular, as described above
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converter 2. The per-phase equivalent circuit of both the rectifier and inverter is given in Figure 11.5.

for the trapezoidal motor operation, and although the induced-voltage waveforms in each phase are
trapezoidal, the line-to-line voltages are sinusoidal. The line-voltage-commutated rectifier has the
per-phase equivalent circuit of Figure 11.5, and the load-commutated inverter has the same per-phase
circuit, but is operated in the inverter mode, as in Figure 11.7c.

11.3.5 Motor Drives for Hybrid and Electric Vehicles

With the growing emphasis on energy independence and environmental sustainability, electric vehicles
and hybrid electric vehicles are assuming increased importance. This represents a large potential market
for SiC power devices.

In a pure electric vehicle (EV), the wheels are driven by an AC electric motor powered by a recharge-
able storage battery. In a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), an internal combustion engine is combined with
an electric drive system. Figure 11.33 presents block diagrams of a pure internal combustion drive, a
pure electric drive, and two forms of hybrid drives: the parallel hybrid and the series hybrid. The parallel
hybrid drive obtains motive power from either the internal combustion engine or from an electric motor
powered by a battery. The series hybrid drive obtains motive power from an electric motor energized
either by the battery or by a generator driven by the internal combustion engine. Both series and parallel
drives are capable of regenerative braking, where kinetic energy of motion is returned to the battery.

Figure 11.34 shows a high-capacity series drive (a) typical of diesel-electric locomotives or military
tanks, where separate traction motors are placed on each wheel. Figure 11.34 also shows a combined
hybrid drive (b) used in automotive applications. The combined hybrid allows energy to flow along
four different pathways: (i) from the internal combustion engine through the transmission to the wheels,
(ii) from the internal combustion engine through a generator and power converter to the battery, (iii) from
the battery through a power converter to the electric motor and thence to the wheels, and (iv) from the
wheels to the battery by regenerative braking, with the electric motor operating in the generator mode
and the bi-directional converter operating in the rectifier mode.
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The drive motor in electric vehicles is typically either an AC induction motor (or “asynchronous
motor”) or an AC synchronous motor with a permanent-magnet rotor (also called a “brushless DC”
motor). Neither motor requires electrical connection to the rotor. In the induction motor, the rotor field
is established by currents induced in the rotor by the rotating field of the stator. In the permanent-magnet
synchronous motor, the rotor field is established by a permanent magnet. Both motors require three-phase
AC drive to the stator windings to establish a rotating magnetic field in the air gap. This drive is supplied
by the three-phase converter located between the battery and the motor in Figures 11.33 and 11.34. The
frequency of the AC drive is adjusted to control the speed of the motor, and the magnitude is adjusted to
control the torque produced by the motor, as discussed below.

The control circuits for the converter will be different depending on whether the inverter is driving
an induction motor or a permanent-magnet synchronous motor. In an induction motor, the rotor slips
with respect to the stator field, and the torque is given by Equation 11.18. For constant slip s, the torque
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is proportional to the square of the air-gap flux, which is established by the stator drive current. In a
permanent-magnet synchronous motor, the rotor turns at synchronous speed established by the stator and
the torque is given by Equation 11.23. If the synchronous motor is operated with sinusoidal waveforms,
the torque angle 𝛿 is maintained at 90∘ by position sensors, and the torque is proportional to the stator
drive current.

Electric motors in EVs and HEVs operate at AC drive voltages in the 600 V range, while the
battery voltage is typically 200–300 V. The power converter between the battery and electric motor
in Figures 11.33 and 11.34 employs the bidirectional three-phase switch-mode inverter shown in
Figure 11.18. A 600 V output voltage requires switching transistors with blocking voltages around
1200 V. In the past, these converters have been implemented with silicon IGBTs. However, as will
be discussed in Section 11.6, SiC unipolar power switching devices (MOSFETs and JFETs) have
performance parameters superior to silicon MOSFETs and IGBTs at 600 V and above, and are expected
to replace silicon components in many EV and HEV applications.

11.4 Power Electronics for Renewable Energy
Solar and wind-energy farms provide renewable energy with minimal pollution, and are rapidly growing
components of worldwide energy production. Both these energy sources require power electronics to
convert DC power (solar) or asynchronous AC power (wind) to AC power synchronized to the electric
utility grid.

11.4.1 Inverters for Photovoltaic Power Sources

Solar cells are large-area pn diodes specially designed to admit light into the depletion region, where
photogenerated carriers are separated by the built-in electric field. Electrons and holes flow to their
majority-carrier sides of the junction, giving rise to a reverse photocurrent IPH. The I –V characteris-
tics are given by the Shockley diode equation, Equation 7.26, with an additive term that represents the
reverse photocurrent,

I = I0[exp(qVJ∕kT) − 1] − IPH ≈ I0[exp(qVJ∕kT) − 1] − kPH𝛷PH (11.24)

The photocurrent IPH is proportional to the photon flux 𝛷PH, and the proportionality constant kPH

is only a weak function of junction voltage. The I –V characteristics are illustrated schematically in
Figure 11.35. The photocurrent subtracts from the ideal diode current, causing the I –V characteristics
to enter the fourth quadrant, where power is delivered by the cell to the external circuit. Silicon solar
cells operate with an open-circuit voltage in the range 0.5–0.65 V, depending on photon flux and
temperature. The power delivered by the cell is given by P = I ⋅ V , and the maximum power point is
obtained when the I –V product is a maximum, illustrated by the points in Figure 11.35. Commercial
solar arrays are maintained at the optimum power point by a perturb-and-adjust technique, where slight
adjustments are made to the operating point every few seconds to automatically seek the maximum
power point.

Since the solar array produces low-voltage DC, power electronics is needed to convert this to
high-voltage sinusoidal AC that is synchronized to the utility grid at near-unity power factor. For power
levels below a few kilowatts, such as produced by single-home solar arrays, the connection is typically
made to a single-phase AC line. The conversion occurs in four stages: (i) low-voltage DC from the
solar array is converted to high-frequency low-voltage AC by a switch-mode inverter, (ii) this is passed
through a step-up transformer to produce high-voltage high-frequency AC, (iii) which is rectified
and filtered, yielding high-voltage DC, (iv) which is converted to high-voltage line-frequency AC,
synchronized to the AC utility grid. Figure 11.36 shows a solar converter consisting of a switch-mode
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Figure 11.35 Current–voltage characteristics of a solar cell under different illumination intensities,
expressed as the ratio of photocurrent IPH to diode saturation current I0.

inverter, a high-frequency step-up transformer, a diode rectifier, and a thyristor-based line-commutated
inverter. The thyristor-based inverter is the same converter shown in Figure 11.5, now operating in the
inverter mode. For single-phase utility connections, the converter output voltage is typically in the range
208–240 V.

At power levels above a few kilowatts, such as produced by commercial solar arrays, the interface
to the utility grid is a three-phase connection. Figure 11.37 shows a solar converter for this application.
This circuit is similar to the single-phase converter of Figure 11.36 except the output inverter has been
implemented as a three-phase switch-mode inverter similar to that shown in Figure 11.18. For three-phase
connections, the converter output is typically 480 V, and is stepped to 12 kV or higher by a line-frequency
transformer connected to the converter output (not shown).

11.4.2 Converters for Wind Turbine Power Sources

A growing fraction of renewable energy worldwide is supplied by wind farms. Each wind turbine drives
a three-phase AC generator with a permanent-magnet rotor. The power produced is proportional to the
cube of wind velocity, and the optimum shaft speed varies with wind conditions, making it impracti-
cal to generate AC at a constant frequency. Therefore, power electronics is used to interconnect this
variable-frequency power to the utility grid.

Figure 11.38 shows a three-phase AC converter suitable for moderate-power wind turbines or small
hydroelectric power sources. In this converter, variable-frequency three-phase AC is converted to DC
by a diode rectifier, filtered, and converted to three-phase line-frequency AC by a switch-mode inverter
similar to that of Figure 11.18. The inverter is controlled to ensure that its output is synchronized to the
utility grid at near-unity power factor.

The permanent-magnet AC generators in large commercial wind turbines have voltage outputs of
3–5 kV and power ratings up to 10 MVA. The converter interface to the utility grid is also around
3–5 kV. At these power levels, thyristor-based converters are typically used. Figure 11.39 shows a
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high-power converter that incorporates a three-phase source-commutated thyristor rectifier followed by
a three-phase line-commutated thyristor inverter. Both the rectifier and inverter are three-phase versions
of the phase-commutated converter shown in Figure 11.5. Commercial units currently use silicon
gate-turn-off thyristors (GTOs) or integrated gate-commutated thyristors (IGCTs).

11.5 Power Electronics for Switch-Mode Power Supplies
Regulated power supplies deliver stable DC power to a load. Over a range of output loading, the power
supply acts as an ideal voltage source, providing a controlled voltage that is independent of the load
current. In most cases the output must be electrically isolated from the input, that is, the output must be
floating with respect to the ground reference of the input supply. In the past, most regulated power sup-
plies used analog circuits, but the availability of advanced semiconductor devices has made it possible to
implement switch-mode power supplies that are smaller, lighter, and more efficient than analog supplies.

Figure 11.40 shows a generic block diagram of a regulated switch-mode power supply. Line-frequency
AC is rectified and filtered to produce unregulated DC, which is inverted to high-frequency AC, passed
through a high-frequency isolation transformer, rectified, and filtered to produce regulated DC at the
output.

In this section we will focus on the DC–DC conversion portion of the power supply, and consider
five topologies: (i) flyback converters, (ii) forward converters, (iii) push-pull converters, (iv) half-bridge
converters, and (v) full-bridge converters. The first two converters take the isolation transformer only
into the first quadrant of its B–H loop, because the magnetizing current in the primary winding is always
positive. Depending on the topology of the converter, this can lead to residual magnetization of the core
that must be eliminated by a demagnetizing winding. The last three converters produce bidirectional
magnetizing currents in the primary winding, taking the transformer alternately into the first and third
quadrants of its B–H loop, and residual magnetization is not an issue.

We begin with the flyback converter, shown in Figure 11.41. This topology is derived from the
buck-boost converter of Section 11.2.2, shown in Figure 11.10. In the flyback converter, the simple
inductor has been replaced by a two-winding inductor that functions as an isolation transformer, shown
in Figure 11.41 along with its magnetizing inductance LM. The operation of the circuit can be understood
as follows. When the transistor is on, current flows through the primary winding of the transformer,
and magnetic energy is stored in the core of the transformer. During this time, the diode is reverse
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Figure 11.40 Block diagram of a switch-mode power supply.
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Figure 11.41 A flyback converter derived from the buck-boost converter of Figure 11.10.

biased and the capacitor supplies current to the load R. The flux 𝜙 in the transformer can be found using
Ampere’s law,

N1𝜙 = LMi1 (11.25)

where N1 is the number of turns in the primary winding. From Faraday’s law we obtain the voltage across
the primary winding,

𝑣P = N1

d𝜙
dt

= LM

di1

dt
(11.26)

Using Equations 11.25 and 11.26 we can obtain an expression for the build-up of flux as a function of
time,

𝜙(t) = 𝜙(0) +
LM

N1

i1 = 𝜙(0) + 1
N1 ∫ 𝑣Pdt (11.27)

where𝜙(0) is the flux at the start of the switching cycle. During the time when the transistor is on, 𝑣P = 𝑣1

and Equation 11.27 can be written

𝜙(t) = 𝜙(0) +
𝑣1

N1

t (11.28)

Equation 11.28 shows that the flux increases linearly with time while the transistor is conducting. The
maximum flux is attained at the point when the transistor switches off,

𝜙MAX = 𝜙(0) +
𝑣1

N1

tON (11.29)

where tON is the length of time the transistor is on. When the transistor is off, the voltage across the
primary is determined by the turns ratio of the transformer N1∕N2 times the secondary voltage 𝑣2. In
analogy with Equation 11.28, since the primary voltage is now negative, the flux decreases as

𝜙(t) = 𝜙MAX −
𝑣2

N2

(t − tON) (11.30)

In steady state, the flux at the end of the switching period 𝜙(T) is equal to the flux at the start of the
switching period 𝜙(0). Inserting Equation 11.29 into Equation 11.30, we can write

𝜙(T) = 𝜙MAX −
𝑣2

N2

(T − tON) = 𝜙(0) +
𝑣1

N1

tON −
𝑣2

N2

(T − tON) = 𝜙(0) (11.31)

Using the relation in the last equality to solve for 𝑣2 yields

𝑣2 =
N2

N1

(
𝛿

1 − 𝛿

)
𝑣1 (11.32)
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where 𝛿 is the duty factor, 𝛿 = tON∕T . Equation 11.32 is analogous to Equation 11.8 for the non-isolated
buck-boost converter. In the present circuit, the output voltage is related to the input voltage by the turns
ratio of the transformer and the duty cycle of the switching waveform.

Using Equation 11.32, the maximum voltage across the transistor in the off state can be written

𝑣T,MAX = 𝑣1 − 𝑣P = 𝑣1 +
N1

N2

𝑣2 =
( 1

1 − 𝛿

)
𝑣1 (11.33)

Equation 11.33 specifies the voltage rating of the switching transistor in the flyback converter.
The transformer in the flyback converter serves a dual purpose. It functions as an energy storage device,

like the inductor in the buck-boost converter, and it also provides the desired input–output isolation.
When the transistor is on, current flows in the primary while the diode blocks reverse current in the
secondary. Energy is stored in the magnetic field while the transistor is conducting, and that energy is
delivered to the load when the transistor is off. The longer the transistor is on, the greater the energy that
is transferred to the load. At a 50% duty factor, the output voltage is equal to 𝑣1, and the output voltage
can be controlled to be above or below 𝑣1 by adjusting the duty factor.

The second converter topology is the forward converter, shown in Figure 11.42. This circuit is derived
from the buck converter of Figure 11.8 by inserting a transformer in series with the transistor. When the
transistor is on, current flows through the secondary of the transformer, through the series diode and the
inductor to the load. The inductor voltage during this period is

𝑣L =
N2

N1

𝑣1 − 𝑣2, 0 < t < tON (11.34)

When the transistor is off, the inductor current flows through the shunt diode, and the voltage across the
inductor is

𝑣L = −𝑣2, tON < t < T (11.35)

Since

𝑣L = L
diL

dt
(11.36)

we can write

∫
T

0
𝑣Ldt = L∫

i(T)

i(0)
diL = 0 (11.37)

Using Equations 11.34 and 11.35 in Equation 11.37 yields(
N2

N1

𝑣1 − 𝑣2

)
tON + (−𝑣2)(T − tON) = 0 (11.38)
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Figure 11.42 A forward converter derived from the buck converter of Figure 11.8.
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from which we obtain

𝑣2 =
N2

N1

𝛿𝑣1 (11.39)

Because of the current flow directions in the transformer, the forward converter tends to build up
residual magnetization in the transformer core. This magnetization can be removed by including a third
demagnetizing winding on the transformer core, wound in the opposite direction to the primary and con-
nected across 𝑣1 through a diode (not shown). Alternatively, the core can be demagnetized by connecting
a zener diode across the transistor.

The remaining three converters establish bi-directional current flow in the primary winding of the
transformer, taking it into both the first and third quadrant of its B–H loop. A two-transistor push-pull
converter is shown in Figure 11.43. Transistors T1 and T2 are turned on alternately, each for a time tON,
with a short blanking interval Δt during which both are off. Hence tON + Δt = T∕2. We define the duty
factor 𝛿 = tON∕T and note that with this definition, 0 < 𝛿 < 0.5. During the first half-cycle, T1 is on and
current flows through the inductor through the upper diode, as shown in the figure. The inductor voltage
during this period is given by Equation 11.34. During the blanking interval Δt when both transistors are
off, the inductor current splits through the two secondary windings and the inductor voltage is given by

𝑣L = −𝑣2, tON < t < tON + Δt (11.40)

Setting the integral of the inductor voltage over one half-cycle to zero and using Equations 11.34 and
11.40 allows us to solve for 𝑣2, yielding

𝑣2 = 2
N2

N1

𝛿𝑣1 (11.41)

The half-bridge converter is shown in Figure 11.44. The switching waveforms are the same as the
push-pull converter just described. Transistors T1 and T2 are turned on alternately, each for a time tON,
with a blanking interval Δt during which both are off. Again, tON + Δt = T∕2 and the duty factor 𝛿 < 0.5.
During the first half-cycle, T1 is on and current flows through the inductor through the upper diode, as
shown in the figure. The inductor voltage during the period when T1 is on is given by

𝑣L =
N2

N1

𝑣1

2
− 𝑣2, 0 < t < tON (11.42)
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Figure 11.43 A push-pull converter, derived from the buck converter discussed earlier. This converter
requires two transistors and a center-tapped transformer.
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Figure 11.44 A half-bridge converter. This converter has the same output circuit as the push-pull con-
verter of Figure 11.43.
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Figure 11.45 A full-bridge converter. This converter is similar to the half-bridge converter of
Figure 11.44, and employs four transistors, each with half the current rating of the half-bridge
converter.

During the blanking interval both transistors are off, and the inductor voltage is given by Equation 11.40.
Setting the integral of the inductor voltage over one half-cycle to zero and using Equations 11.40 and
11.42 allows us to solve for 𝑣2,

𝑣2 =
N2

N1

𝛿𝑣1 (11.43)

The full-bridge converter is shown in Figure 11.45. Transistors T1 and T2 are switched together, and
transistors T3 and T4 are switched together, using the same switching waveforms as the two previous
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converters. The analysis of the full-bridge converter proceeds in the same way as the previous converters,
and the output voltage is again given by Equation 11.41 with the duty factor 𝛿 < 0.5. The full-bridge
converter has the advantage that the current flowing through the transistors is half that of the half-bridge
converter, allowing the use of smaller transistors. However, the transistors in both converters must support
the full supply voltage 𝑣1.

11.6 Performance Comparison of SiC and Silicon Power Devices
In the previous sections, we reviewed the fundamentals of power electronic systems, discussed basic con-
verter circuit topologies, and considered several power systems that can benefit from SiC devices. Having
established the general device requirements for various systems, it is natural to ask how the performance
of today’s SiC power devices compares to the existing technology. In this section we will present actual
performance data for several types of SiC power devices and compare their performance to existing sili-
con devices and emerging GaN devices (where available). We caution that the discussion in this section
represents only a snapshot in time. Silicon technology is mature and approaching its fundamental limits
dictated by material parameters. SiC is in its adolescence and experiencing rapid growth. GaN is in its
infancy, with great promise for the future. Because of the continuing evolution of all three technologies,
the comparisons presented in this section are fleeting, and the reader should consult the literature for the
latest information.

The most straightforward device comparison deals only with on-state performance, and neglects
switching losses. This approach is acceptable when comparing unipolar devices such as Schottky diodes,
JFETs, and MOSFETs, but a more sophisticated approach is needed to evaluate bipolar devices such as
pin diodes, BJTs, IGBTs, and thyristors.

As discussed in Section 7.1, the unipolar device figure of merit (FOM) is VB
2∕RON ,SP. This FOM has

a theoretical maximum dictated by the mobility, dielectric constant, and breakdown field of the material,
and is given by Equation 7.13, repeated here for a punch-through design:

V2
B∕RON,SP =

𝜇N𝜀SE3
C

(3∕2)3
(7.13)

On a logarithmic plot of RON.SP versus VB, the theoretical maximum unipolar FOMs are diagonal lines
with a slope close to 2 (a precise calculation deviates slightly from 2 due to the dependence of mobility
and critical field on doping). Figure 11.46 shows the unipolar limits for silicon, SiC, and GaN devices
(note that these limits must be modified in the case of superjunction devices, which are vertical RESURF
structures whose FOM has a slope of 1 instead of 2). Highest performance corresponds to the lower
right corner of the figure, and all real devices have on-resistances above their respective limit lines. The
right-hand axis shows maximum on-state current density at a power dissipation of 300 W cm−2, calculated
using Equation 7.5. Owing to their higher critical field, the theoretical performance limits for SiC and
GaN are significantly higher than for silicon, which accounts for the great interest in these technologies.

The first SiC devices to enter commercial production were Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs) and their
cousins, JBS (junction-barrier Schottky) diodes. These are used as clamping diodes across transistor
switches in all the half-bridge and full-bridge converter circuits discussed in this chapter. Inserting SiC
SBDs and JBS diodes instead of silicon pin diodes reduces the switching loss in these circuits due to
the faster turn-off of unipolar diodes, as discussed in Chapter 7. This can lead to significant increase in
efficiency in switch-mode power supplies used, for example, in file servers in large data centers. (It is
not practical to use silicon SBDs for these applications because of their large reverse leakage currents,
arising from the lower barrier heights of Schottky metals on silicon.)

Figure 11.47 shows the FOMs for a number of SiC SBDs reported to date [2–7]. Since Schottky diodes
have an offset voltage in their I –V characteristics, the maximum current cannot be calculated directly
from Equation 7.5, which assumes no offset voltage. The power dissipation must include both the offset
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Figure 11.46 A standard device performance plot relating specific on-resistance to blocking voltage.
The theoretical maximum unipolar FOMs are shown for silicon, SiC, and GaN.
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voltage and the voltage across the differential on-resistance and can be written

PON = JONVF = JON(VOFFSET + JONRON,SP) = JONVOFFSET + J2
ONRON,SP (11.44)

To calculate the on-state current for a given power dissipation, Equation 11.44 is solved for JON, yielding

JON =

√(
VOFFSET

2RON,SP

)2

+
PON

RON,SP

−
(

VOFFSET

2RON,SP

)
(11.45)

The maximum on-state current is obtained from Equation 11.45 by setting the on-state power to some
limiting value, say 300 W cm−2, and the offset voltage to the appropriate value for the device, which
for SiC SBDs is around 1 V. In the plot of Figure 11.47, the gray diamonds are the on-resistances of the
SBDs reading to the left-hand axis, and the black crosses are the maximum on-state currents of the same
SBDs reading to the right-hand axis.

Figure 11.48 shows representative performance metrics for silicon LDMOSFETs, superjunction MOS-
FETs, and IGBTs [8]. IGBTs are bipolar devices and are not subject to the unipolar device theoretical
limits, since their drift regions are conductivity modulated. Moreover, IGBTs have an offset voltage of
about one forward-biased diode drop in their I –V characteristics, so Equation 11.45 is used to calculate
their maximum current, assuming an offset voltage of 0.8 V (for silicon). In the plot of Figure 11.48,
the light gray crosses are the on-resistances of silicon IGBTs reading to the left-hand axis, and the black
crosses are the maximum on-state currents of the same IGBTs reading to the right-hand axis. The MOS-
FET points may be read to both the left- and right-hand axes, since they have no offset voltage.

Figure 11.49 presents the reported on-state performance for a number of SiC power DMOSFETs and
UMOSFETs [8]. For blocking voltages in the range from 600 V to 2 kV, both types of SiC MOSFETs
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Figure 11.48 State-of-the-art performance of silicon lateral DMOSFETs, superjunction MOSFETs,
and IGBTs ([8] reproduced with permission from IEEE).
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Figure 11.49 State-of-the-art performance of SiC DMOSFETs and UMOSFETs, with silicon MOS-
FET and IGBT regimes indicated ([8] reproduced with permission from IEEE).

have maximum currents much higher than silicon devices. For example, at a blocking voltage of 1 kV,
SiC UMOSFETs provide current densities as much as 3 × higher than silicon IGBTs at the same power
dissipation. We also note that the best SiC UMOSFETs carry about 50% higher on-current than SiC
DMOSFETs, as indicated by the SoA lines in the figure. Above 2 kV the on-state performance of SiC
DMOSFETs approaches that of silicon IGBTs, but extrapolation of the UMOS SoA line to higher block-
ing voltages suggests that SiC UMOSFETs may retain their advantage over silicon IGBTs to 5 kV or
higher.

It is important to emphasize that any comparison of MOSFETs and IGBTs must take into account
the switching losses of both devices. The switching loss in IGBTs is substantial, due to the large stored
minority charge that must be removed before the device can fully turn off. This loss mechanism is absent
in unipolar devices such as MOSFETs and JFETs. Switching loss is proportional to switching frequency,
as shown by Equation 7.15, and switching loss can become the dominant power dissipation mechanism
at high frequencies. This can force a reduction in maximum current to keep the total power dissipation
below 300 W cm−2. The reader is referred to Section 10.3 for a more complete discussion.

Figure 11.50 shows performance metrics for SiC JFETs, SiC BJTs, and GaN HEMTs (high-electron-
mobility transistors) [8–13]. SiC JFETs have achieved blocking voltages up to 10 kV with on-state cur-
rents similar to SiC MOSFETs [10, 11]. Because they do not rely on a gate oxide, JFETs avoid issues
related to oxide reliability, and are particularly suited for high-temperature operation. SiC BJTs have been
demonstrated with blocking voltages as high as 21 kV and performance very close to the SiC unipolar
limit [9]. Like JFETs, BJTs do not depend on a gate oxide and are therefore capable of operation at tem-
peratures well above 200 ∘C. A drawback of BJTs is their base drive requirement, which adds a power
dissipation term that has been neglected in this figure. However, BJTs with common-emitter current gains
as high as 257 have recently been reported [14], easing the demands on base drive circuits.

GaN HEMTs have demonstrated impressive performance in the lower blocking voltage regime. GaN
technology is in an earlier stage of development than SiC, but has the potential for significant improve-
ment in the future. The reader is referred to the current literature for details.
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Figure 11.50 State-of-the-art performance of SiC JFETs, BJTs, and GaN heterojunction field-effect
transitors (HFETs), with SiC MOSFETs in the background ([8] reproduced with permission from IEEE).
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Figure 11.51 On-state performance of SiC IGBTs and thyristors, with SiC MOSFETs, JFETs, and
BJTs in the background ([8] reproduced with permission from IEEE).
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Figure 11.51 shows on-state performance for selected SiC IGBTs and thyristors reported to date
[15–19]. The on-resistance axis has been removed from this figure, since the plotted points indicate
only the maximum current density. Like silicon IGBTs, SiC IGBTs and thyristors have offset voltages,
and their maximum on-state current is calculated using Equation 11.45 with an offset voltage of 2.8 V.
From the figure we see that SiC IGBTs and thyristors have performance metrics similar to the best SiC
BJTs. All three are bipolar devices, capable of operation beyond the SiC unipolar limit. It is expected that
as material quality improves and more applications arise at blocking voltages above 10 kV, development
of high-voltage SiC BJTs, IGBTs, and thyristors will accelerate.
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12
Specialized Silicon Carbide
Devices and Applications

Because of its wide bandgap, high thermal stability, and resistance to corrosive environments, SiC
is an enabling technology for many applications that cannot be served by conventional semicon-
ductors. Among these applications are high-power microwave devices for commercial and military
systems; high-temperature electronics for automotive, aerospace, and well-logging; rugged MEMSs
(micro-electro-mechanical sensor) devices for hostile environments; gas and chemical sensors for
internal combustion engines, furnaces, and boilers; and solar-blind UV photodetectors. We will discuss
each of these applications in this chapter.

12.1 Microwave Devices
SiC has a higher breakdown field, higher saturation drift velocity, and higher thermal conductivity than
silicon or GaAs, making it an ideal material for microwave power generation at frequencies in the L
and S bands (1–2 and 2–4 GHz). SiC devices are extremely robust, and both microwave MESFETs
(metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors) and static induction transistors (SITs) have entered com-
mercial production.

12.1.1 Metal-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MESFETs)

SiC microwave MESFETs were developed between 1995 and 2002 as replacements for GaAs microwave
field-effect transistors (FETs) [1]. Figure 12.1 shows the cross-section of a SiC MESFET, along with
typical dopings and dimensions. The gate metal forms a Schottky contact with the n-type channel layer,
and negative gate voltages create a depletion region under the gate that extends into the channel, reducing
the current. At sufficiently negative gate voltages the depletion region reaches completely through the
channel, and the drain current is pinched off. The p-type buffer layer prevents channel electrons from
entering the semi-insulating substrate where they could be trapped in deep levels. Figure 12.2 shows
the ID –VDS characteristics of a typical SiC microwave MESFET [2]. MESFET I –V characteristics are
derived in many textbooks [3, 4] and the reader is referred to these for the relevant equations.

The performance characteristics of microwave power transistors are typically summarized in plots of
microwave output power, power gain, and power-added efficiency (PAE) as a function of input power at a

Fundamentals of Silicon Carbide Technology: Growth, Characterization, Devices, and Applications, First Edition.
Tsunenobu Kimoto and James A. Cooper.
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Figure 12.2 Conceptual ID –VDS characteristics of a microwave MESFET. The sketch illustrates the
input waveform as it moves the operating point along a hypothetical load line ([2] reproduced with per-
mission from The Electrochemical Society (ECS)).

fixed frequency. To interpret such a plot, it will be helpful to review a few basic concepts from microwave
theory.

Microwave power gain and output power are typically expressed in units of dB and dBm, respectively.
The power gain in dB is given by

G (dB) = 10log10(POUT,RF∕PIN,RF) (12.1)

which can be inverted to yield the power ratio,

G = POUT,RF∕PIN,RF = 10G(dB)∕10 (12.2)

The output power in dBm is given by

POUT,RF (dBm) = 10log10

(
POUT,RF (mW)

1 (mW)

)
(12.3)
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Table 12.1 Power gain and output power expressed in decibels
and in absolute units.

G(dB) G(ratio) POUT,RF(dBm) POUT,RF(mW)

50 105 50 105

40 104 40 104

30 103 30 103

20 102 20 102

10 101 10 101

0 100 0 100

−10 10−1 −10 10−1

which can be inverted to yield,

POUT,RF (mW) = (1 mW)10
POUT,RF (dBm)

10 (12.4)

Table 12.1 gives power gain G and output power POUT,RF in both numerical values and in dB units.
Power-added efficiency (PAE) is the increase in RF power produced by the amplifier, divided by the

total DC input power,

PAE ≡ 100

(
POUT,RF − PIN,RF

PIN,DC

)
(12.5)

The drain efficiency is the rf (radio frequency) output power divided by the DC input power

Drain Efficiency ≡ POUT,RF

PIN,DC

=
POUT,RF

VDCIDC

(12.6)

The total efficiency or overall efficiency is the rf output power divided by the total input power

Total Efficiency =
POUT,RF

PIN,DC + PIN,RF

=
POUT,RF

VDCIDC + PIN,RF

(12.7)

Referring to Figure 12.2 we note that as the amplitude of the input signal increases, the transistor is
eventually driven into the nonlinear portion of the ID –VDS characteristics, and the output power begins
to saturate. This is accompanied by a reduction in gain and the introduction of harmonics into the output
waveform due to the nonlinearities of the amplification. Therefore, as the input power is increased we
expect the output power to eventually saturate and the PAE and gain to decrease.

Figure 12.3 shows output power, power gain, and PAE measured on a 4H-SiC microwave MESFET
with 0.25 mm gate width, operated at 10 GHz [1]. The maximum output power is 30.4 dBm (1.1 W or
4.3 W mm−1) at an input power of 21.4 dBm (138 mW) and PAE of 20%. The power gain is flat at 10.6 dB
(gain = 11.5) up to an input power of 19.6 dBm. Figure 12.4 shows output power and PAE for a much
larger device with a total gate width of 48 mm, operated at 3.1 GHz [1]. The total output power reaches
49.1 dBm (80 W) at a PAE of 38%.

12.1.2 Static Induction Transistors (SITs)

The static induction transistor (SIT) was introduced by J. I. Nishizawa in 1950 [5–7], and the first SiC
SIT was reported in 1995 [8, 9]. Figure 12.5 shows the cross-section of a vertical microwave SIT with
a recessed Schottky gate. Electrons flow from the n+ source regions on the top surface to the n+ drain
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Figure 12.4 Output power and power-added efficiency for a 4H-SiC microwave MESFET with
48 mm gate width, operated at 3.1 GHz ([1] reproduced with permission from Cambridge University
Press).

region on the bottom, with the current modulated by depletion regions extending from the embedded
Schottky gates. In this sense, the SIT functions like a vertical JFET or MESFET, but with a critical
difference: the gate length LG, defined by the thickness of the gate electrodes, is small compared to the
width of the channel between gates (i.e., LG ≪ 2a). When this is the case, the current does not saturate, as
in a MESFET or JFET, but increases with increasing drain voltage for a fixed gate voltage, as illustrated
in Figure 12.6.

We can identify three conduction regimes in the characteristics of Figure 12.6. At gate voltages near
zero, regime (1), the depletion region surrounding the gate is small and the vertical channel is not pinched
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Figure 12.5 Cross-section of a SiC microwave static induction transistor (SIT) ([10] reproduced with
permission from Andreas Przadka).
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Figure 12.6 Illustration of the ID –VDS characteristics of a microwave SIT ([10] reproduced with per-
mission from Andreas Przadka).

off (xD < a). Under these conditions the current flow is ohmic, controlled primarily by the gate voltage.
At large negative gate voltages, regime (2), the channel is fully depleted and current flow is by thermionic
emission over a potential barrier at the saddle point of the channel, as illustrated in Figure 12.7. Here
the current increases exponentially as the potential barrier is lowered. In the SIT geometry, the potential
barrier is modulated by both the gate voltage and the drain voltage. This is different from a MESFET
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Figure 12.8 Capacitive model showing how the electrostatic potential at the saddle point is determined
jointly by the source, gates, and drain ([10] reproduced with permission from Andreas Przadka).

or JFET, where LG ≫ 2a and the gate has sole control over the channel. The behavior of the SIT in this
regime can be understood by the simple equivalent circuit of Figure 12.8. Here the potential at the saddle
point G′ is determined by capacitive coupling from the gate, source, and drain. In the SIT, the very small
LG reduces the gate coupling, allowing the drain to modulate the potential barrier, and an increase in
drain voltage is accompanied by an exponential increase in current. Finally, at high currents, regime (3)
in Figure 12.6, the electron density in the channel exceeds the doping density, and the electrons drift at
their saturated drift velocity. Consequently, the current here becomes space-charge limited.

The static ID –VDS relationship of the SIT is complicated by two-dimensional effects and the competing
conduction mechanisms, and a straightforward analytical solution is not available. For this reason, the
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and channel width 2a, obtained by two-dimensional numerical simulation. For all plots, ND = 5 ×
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,LSG = 0.5 μm,LGD = 2 μm,LS = 0.5 μm, and T = 1.5 μm ([10] reproduced with permission
from Andreas Przadka).

behavior is best studied by two-dimensional numerical simulations. Figure 12.9 shows how the ID –VDS

characteristics depend on LG and a [10]. As the gate length is reduced or the channel thickness is increased
(moving toward the upper left in the figure), the gate loses control over the potential barrier, and the
current increases rapidly with drain voltage. On the other hand, as the (LG∕a) ratio is increased (moving
toward the lower right in the figure), the gate exerts more control and the characteristics approach those
of a conventional MESFET or JFET. SIT-like behavior corresponds roughly to the region between the
dashed lines.

Practical SITs have hundreds of parallel channels or mesas. To reduce the gate-source capacitance and
enhance microwave performance, the source contacts on top of the mesas are typically interconnected
with airbridges. Figure 12.10 shows a photograph of a SIT employing airbridge source connections [11].
The mesa width is 0.5 μm and the trench width is 1 μm. The airbridge is formed by electroplating gold
to a thickness of 1.2 μm.

SiC SITs deliver the highest pulsed power density of any microwave transistor from UHF through
S-band. Table 12.2 lists performance figures for several devices reported in the literature. Power densities
range from 1 to 2 W mm−1, with PAEs of 30–50% and power gains of 7–10 dB.

The maximum power available from a SIT is limited by thermal considerations. To gain insight into the
thermal limitation, it is instructive to consider a specific example. From Table 12.2 we see that a typical rf
output power POUT,RF is about 1.5 W mm−1, a typical power gain G is about 9.5 dB (gain = ∼9∶1), and a
typical PAE is about 45%. Inserting these values into Equation 12.5 allows us to solve for PIN,DC, giving
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Figure 12.10 Photograph of a C-band SiC SIT with source airbridge interconnects ([11] reproduced
with permission from IEEE).

Table 12.2 Performance figures for SiC microwave static induction transistors.

Band Frequency (GHz) POUT,RF(W mm−1) PAE or (drain
efficiency) (%)

Gain (dB) References

UHF 0.6 1.35 47 8.7 [8]
UHF 0.95 0.6 27 14 [11]
L 1.3 1.67 55 7.7 [12]
L 1.3 1.55 (52) 7.0 [13]
S 1.3 1.6 (40) – [14]
S 2.9 1.55 (40) – [11]
S 3.0 1.2 42 9.5 [15]
S – C 3–4 1.27 40 9.5 [16]
S – C 4.0 0.91 (30) 7.0 [11]
S – C 4.0 – – 10 [13]

about 3 W mm−1 of DC power dissipated within the device. The finger pitch (2a + T) of the device in
Figure 12.10 is 1.5 μm, so the power per unit area would be (3 W mm−1)∕(1.5 μm) ≈ 2 × 105 W cm−2.
This power is dissipated in heating the device, and this heat must be removed by the thermal management
system.

To continue the calculation, suppose the SIT is operated in the pulsed mode, and we wish to find the
maximum pulse duration to keep the temperature rise across the SiC wafer below 200 ∘C (to simplify
the problem, we assume the time between pulses is long enough for cooling to take place). Figure 12.11
shows numerical calculations of transient temperature rise at the surface of a uniform semiconductor
slab of thickness L whose surface is subjected to a heat flux F0 within a circle of radius R0 [17]. The
left-hand axis represents normalized temperature rise, with K the thermal conductivity of the slab. The
bottom axis is normalized time, with 𝜅 the thermal diffusivity of the slab. The right-hand axis and top
axis are absolute temperature rise and absolute time for a specific device, as will be described below.

The different curves in the figure correspond to different heated radii R0. Early in the pulse the sur-
face temperature increases as t2, but eventually the heat distribution in the slab reaches steady state
and the surface temperature stabilizes. For large-area devices (R0∕L ≫ 1), the heat flow is essentially
one-dimensional and the final temperature saturates at ΔT = (L∕K)F0 (upper curve), just the heat flux
times the thermal resistance of the slab. For small-area devices (R0∕L ≪ 1), the final temperature satu-
rates at ΔT ≈ (L∕K) (R0∕L)F0 (one of the lower curves).
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Figure 12.11 Transient temperature rise at the top of a cylindrical slab as a function of heated radius
R0 and thickness L ([17] reproduced with permission from James A. Cooper).

If we insert numerical values for the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of 4H-SiC (K =
3.0 W cm−1 K−1

, 𝜅 = 1.25 cm2 s−1) and if we assume a substrate thickness L and heat flux F0, we can
relabel the axes in Figure 12.11 in terms of absolute temperature and time. Taking L = 400 μm and
F0 = 2 × 105 W cm−2 (from the calculations above) gives us the labels on the right and top axes of
Figure 12.11. If we wish to keep the temperature rise across the SiC wafer less than 200 ∘C, and assuming
the lateral dimensions of the SIT are large compared to the wafer thickness (R0 ≫ L), the top axis tells
us the duration of the rf pulse must be less than 5.8 μs. In reality, we must use an even shorter pulse if we
take into consideration incomplete cooling of the slab between pulses. Alternatively, if we wish to operate
the SIT in continuous-wave (cw) mode, again assuming the lateral dimensions are large compared to the
wafer thickness, then in steady state we can write ΔT = (L∕K)F0. To keep ΔT < 200 ∘C we must restrict
F0 to less than 1.5 × 104 W cm−2. The corresponding rf output power, using the gain and PAE values
assumed earlier, would be 0.112 W mm−1, far less than the full 1.5 W mm−1 output power of which the
device is capable. Note that these calculations only consider the thermal resistance of the SiC chip, and
do not include the thermal resistance of the package.

Another limitation on maximum available power comes from the requirement for impedance matching
at the output. For most microwave systems the characteristic impedance is 50 Ω. Figure 12.12 illustrates
the ID –VDS of a SIT operating along a 50Ω load line (here we neglect reactive excursions). Assuming that
under rf conditions the SIT can follow the DC ID –VDS characteristics, the rf output power is proportional
to the gray shaded area under the load line, and is given by

POUT,RF = (VDS,RMS)(ID,RMS) =

(
1√
2

1
2
ΔV

)(
1√
2

1
2
ΔI

)
= 1

8
ΔVΔI (12.8)

The load line in Figure 12.12 represents the equation

RL = ΔV∕ΔI (12.9)

Combining Equations 12.8 and 12.9, we can write

POUT,RF = 1
8
ΔV2

RL

(12.10)
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Figure 12.12 Power triangle illustrating rf operation of a SIT with a load line of resistance RL ([10]
reproduced with permission from Andreas Przadka).

Equations 12.8–12.10 can be interpreted as follows: ΔV is determined by the maximum voltage VMAX

supported by the device, which is independent of device area. However, ΔI is proportional to the device
area. Since RL is typically 50 Ω and ΔV < VMAX, Equation 12.9 imposes an upper limit on ΔI, and
hence on the size of the device to achieve impedance matching at the output. Similarly, Equation 12.10
represents an upper limit on the output power available from the device, subject to impedance matching.
SiC can support higher voltages ΔV than silicon or GaAs due to its higher critical field, and the ΔV2

factor in Equation 12.10 explains why SiC SITs are capable of much higher power densities.

12.1.3 Impact Ionization Avalanche Transit-Time (IMPATT) Diodes

Impact-ionization avalanche transit-time (IMPATT) diodes are two-terminal microwave oscillators that
generate rf power by means of a transit-time effect. Structurally, an IMPATT diode is a reverse-biased
pin diode where the lightly-doped drift region includes a thin “avalanche region” with higher doping
adjacent to the p+ region. The avalanche region is totally depleted, and the higher doping results in an
electric field that is sharply peaked at the metallurgical junction. IMPATT diodes produce the highest
cw microwave power of any semiconductor device at millimeter-wave frequencies (30–300 GHz). The
theory and operation of IMPATT diodes are discussed in several texts [4], and the reader is referred to
these for operational details.

The advantage of SiC for IMPATT diodes can be summarized in two important figures of merit. The
electronic limit for IMPATT diodes is given by [4]

POUT,RFf 2 =
(EC𝑣sat)2

4πXC

(12.11)

where EC is the critical field for avalanche breakdown and 𝑣SAT is the saturation drift velocity. XC is the
capacitive reactance of the diode, given by

XC = 1∕(2πf CD) (12.12)

where CD is the capacitance of the depletion region. Owing to the higher critical field and higher satura-
tion velocity, the electronic limit for 4H-SiC IMPATT diodes is approximately 5 × higher than for silicon
and 19 × higher than for GaAs.
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The thermal limit for IMPATT diodes is given by [4]

POUT,RFf = KΔT
2π𝜀SXC

(12.13)

where K is the thermal conductivity and ΔT is the maximum temperature rise across the device. Because
of its higher thermal conductivity, higher permissible ΔT, and higher critical field (leading to lower
XC), the thermal limit for 4H-SiC IMPATT diodes is approximately 400 × higher than for silicon and
350 × higher than for GaAs.

Although SiC appears to be a superior material for IMPATT diodes, only limited development has
taken place to date [18].

12.2 High-Temperature Integrated Circuits
With the increasing emphasis on energy efficiency, especially in the manufacturing and transportation
sectors, distributed sensing and control electronics are being seen as key enablers for progress. In many
cases the optimum location for these electronic elements is in a high-temperature environment. For
example, in automobiles powered by internal combustion engines, the placement of sensors and control
electronics directly on the engine can lead to increased efficiencies and lower emissions. Incorporating
control electronics on individual brakes enables automatic stability algorithms that enhance safety and
prevent accidents. Both of these applications require electronics that operate at temperatures above the
capability of silicon. As a robust wide-bandgap semiconductor, SiC is well suited for these applications.
The status and prospects for high-temperature SiC integrated circuits have been reviewed by Neudeck
et al. [19].

The economic benefit of high-temperature electronics to an overall system can be orders of magnitude
greater than the added cost of the specialized components, especially when amortized over the lifetime of
the system. In well drilling operations, for example, the use of down-hole electronics to relay directional
and compositional information to the surface can pay dividends in more precise and effective drilling. In
commercial passenger aircraft, sensors and associated electronics on the hot sections of turbine engines
can be used to optimize the combustion process, enabling increases in fuel efficiency that translate to
significant savings over the multi-decade lifetime of the aircraft.

From a systems perspective, there is considerable benefit in co-locating amplifiers and control elec-
tronics along with the sensors and actuators in the high-temperature environment. Consider again the
case of commercial passenger aircraft. Although it is possible to place only the sensor or actuator in
the hot zone, keeping the control electronics in a cooler environment, this requires more wiring and
longer wiring runs. Several widely-reported aviation accidents involving numerous fatalities have been
traced to electrical fires or explosions triggered by damaged wiring insulation. The solution to both the
weight and reliability concerns is to partition the system with the interface electronics located in the
hot zone. This makes it possible to replace noisy analog interconnects with digital interconnects, or to
implement optical data links that further reduce weight and eliminate sparking hazards. All these consid-
erations provide impetus to the development of analog and digital integrated circuits that can be located
in high-temperature environments.

Some systems simply would not be feasible without high-temperature electronics. Examples include
space missions to the inner planets, where surface temperatures on Venus and Mercury can approach
450 ∘C, or in situ sensors and controls for nuclear reactors, where temperatures can also reach 450 ∘C.
These environments can only be accessed by electronics based on a high-temperature semiconductor
such as SiC.

Figure 12.13 charts several end-use applications for high-temperature electronics, along with the capa-
bilities of bulk silicon and silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology, SiC MOSFET technology, and SiC
JFET and BJT technology. Silicon integrated electronics has several limitations. The intrinsic carrier
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concentration ni is a strong function of temperature, and because of its lower bandgap, the intrinsic car-
rier concentration in silicon approaches normal dopant densities at temperatures as low as 250 ∘C. In
addition, thermal generation in depleted regions is proportional to ni, so the leakage in reverse-biased
silicon pn junctions also becomes a limitation, which is the main reason for utilizing SOI. Based on
these considerations, bulk silicon and SOI integrated circuits are generally limited to temperatures below
250–300 ∘C.

As discussed in Section 8.2.11, MOS devices in SiC (and in silicon) are limited in temperature by oxide
reliability issues. These include not only catastrophic failure of the oxide, but also more subtle mecha-
nisms such as threshold drift and interface degradation, leading to out-of-spec performance. MESFETs
do not have a critical gate oxide, but suffer from excessive gate leakage at elevated temperatures. This
effectively limits SiC MESFETs to temperatures below about 250 ∘C.

Much higher temperature operation can be achieved using SiC JFETs or BJTs, since these devices do
not rely on a critical gate oxide and do not suffer from the high gate leakage of a Schottky barrier. Here, the
most serious limitation is the thermal stability of metallurgy used for interconnects, ohmic contacts, and
packaging. The conventional ohmic contact to p-type SiC involves aluminum, but aluminum is unsuited
for high-temperatures because of its high reactivity. At present there is no known metallurgy that provides
good ohmic contacts to p-type SiC with long-term reliability at temperatures above 300 ∘C. This is a
serious limitation for SiC BJTs because they require low-resistance contacts to both n- and p-type layers.
N-channel JFETs are more forgiving in this regard, since a p-type contact is made only to the p+ gate,
which carries little current. Ohmic contacts to n-type SiC are robust at elevated temperatures. Multilayer
combinations of Ti∕TaSi2∕Pt have demonstrated stable ohmic behavior to n+ SiC for over 1000 hours at
600 ∘C [20, 21]. These considerations tend to favor SiC JFETs over SiC BJTs for extreme temperature
applications.
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Several bipolar and JFET integrated circuits have been developed in SiC. Bipolar integrated circuits
based on the transistor–transistor logic (TTL) family were reported by Lee et al. [22]. Singh and Cooper
[23] fabricated TTL integrated circuits on semi-insulating 4H-SiC, achieving stage delays of 9.8 ns at
room temperature and 11.7 ns at 355 ∘C. Lanni et al. [24] reported SiC bipolar integrated circuits based
on emitter-coupled logic (ECL) that operate at 300 ∘C with a stage delay of 62 ns. In spite of these demon-
strations, long-term stability of bipolar circuits at elevated temperature has not yet been demonstrated.

The most impressive results to date have been achieved using SiC JFET technology. NASA Glenn
Research Center has demonstrated stable operation of analog and digital JFET integrated circuits for
thousands of hours at 500 ∘C [25]. Although circuit failures began to occur after a few thousand hours,
all could be traced to interconnect failures, and no device failures were observed in tests exceeding
6000 hours at 500 ∘C. This demonstrates the inherent stability of SiC JFET devices, but also shows the
need for continued improvement in metallization systems for elevated temperatures.

12.3 Sensors
In the most general sense, a sensor is any device that provides information on some environmental vari-
able. Examples include devices to measure temperature or humidity; mechanical sensors to measure
pressure, force, acceleration, or displacement; chemical sensors to measure the composition of gases or
fluids; biological sensors to detect the presence or concentration of biological agents; optical sensors to
detect light or perform optical or infrared imaging; and radiation detectors.

Silicon carbide has a number of unique material properties that make it suitable for sensor applica-
tions beyond the capabilities of silicon. These include a bandgap (for the 4H-polytype) 2.9 × higher than
silicon, critical electric field 7 × higher than silicon, thermal conductivity 2.5 × higher than silicon, and
Young’s modulus 3.5 × higher than silicon. The sublimation temperature of SiC is 2830 ∘C, compared to
a melting point of 1412 ∘C for silicon, and SiC does not undergo thermally-induced plastic deformation
observed in silicon at temperatures above 500 ∘C. SiC is one of the hardest materials known to man. It
is impervious to most room-temperature chemical etchants, including the strongest acids. Because of its
chemical stability, SiC is suitable for applications in corrosive environments, but the lack of chemical
etchants makes it difficult to form complex three-dimensional structures in the material.

To date, SiC sensor development has focused mainly on applications that cannot be easily served by
silicon devices. These typically fall into one of three categories: mechanical sensors, gas sensors, and
optical sensors. SiC sensor technology has been reviewed in several publications [26, 27].

12.3.1 Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sensors (MEMS)

Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) take advantage of the excellent mechanical properties and
inherent high-temperature capability of SiC, as cited above. Many of these applications do not require
single-crystal material, and can be fabricated from cheaper polycrystalline SiC. MEMS devices are gen-
erally fabricated using one of two techniques: bulk micromachining or surface micromachining. In bulk
micromachining, suspended mechanical structures are formed by the selective removal of the underly-
ing substrate. In surface micromachining, suspended mechanical structures are formed by the selective
removal of an underlying thin film. An excellent review of SiC MEMS technology has been given by
Zorman and Parro [28].

In one form of bulk micromachining, a thin film of 3C-SiC is epitaxially grown on a silicon wafer,
and portions of the silicon wafer are selectively removed to produce free-standing SiC structures. This
approach has several advantages. First, silicon can be easily removed by wet chemical etching, leaving
the thin SiC regions untouched. This makes it easy to form complex free-standing SiC structures that
would be difficult if formed from bulk SiC. In addition, silicon substrates are larger and cheaper than
SiC wafers, leading to further cost savings.
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The second form of bulk micromachining makes use of single-crystal or polycrystalline SiC wafers that
are patterned and etched in a series of steps to form the required mechanical structures. Vertical features
such as pits, mesas, and trenches can be fabricated by conventional dry etching using inductively-coupled
plasma (ICP) or deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) techniques, but the greater challenge is to form com-
plex free-standing structures that require lateral undercutting of SiC layers. This can be done using
doping-selective electrochemical or photoelectrochemical etching, as discussed in Section 6.2.3. In these
techniques, selectively-doped regions are formed by patterned ion implantation, broad-area epitaxy, or
repeated sequences of implantation and epitaxy, depending on the three-dimensional geometry to be
formed. p-type regions can be selectively removed using electrochemical etching. In this process the
sample is immersed in a dilute HF solution, and the presence of holes stimulates anodic oxidation at the
interface between p-type SiC and the solution, where the oxide is removed by the dilute HF. The chemical
process proceeds by the following reactions (although the first reaction appears to be dominant) [29]:

SiC + 2H2O + 4h+ → SiO + CO + 4H+

SiC + 4H2O + 8h+ → SiO2 + CO2 + 8H+ (12.14)

where h+ denotes a hole in the valence band of the SiC. The etching process is selective due to the absence
of holes in n-type material.

A modified version of electrochemical etching, called photoelectrochemical etching, can be used to
selectively remove n-type layers [21]. In this process the sample is immersed in a dilute HF solution and
anodically etched under UV illumination. Photogenerated holes collect at the surface of n-type regions
due to the surface band bending, leading to oxidation and etching. However, the etching is not uniform,
but instead forms porous SiC. The pores have diameters from 10 to 30 nm, spaced 10 to 50 nm apart,
resulting in a porosity of about 53% [21]. Since holes are depleted from the surface of p-type regions,
these regions experience negligible etching. The porous n-type layers can be subsequently removed by
thermal oxidation followed by an HF dip.

A wide variety of MEMS sensors have been built in the 3C-SiC-on-silicon system because of its ease of
fabrication and lower cost. Pressure sensors that make use of the piezoresistance of SiC were developed
for the automotive industry in 1999 [30]. These structures utilize 3C-SiC grown on SOI wafers, and
take advantage of the high-temperature electrical stability of SiC. Pressure sensors can also be based on
changes in capacitance rather than piezoresistance [31]. In these devices, pressure causes a deformation
of a thin SiC membrane that serves as one plate of a capacitor, and the deformation is detected by a
change in capacitance. 3C-SiC is attractive in these applications because of its excellent high-temperature
mechanical properties.

Although micromachining of bulk SiC wafers is considerably more difficult than SiC-on-silicon, sub-
stantial progress has been made. Photoelectrochemical etching has been used to fabricate pressure sensors
in bulk 6H-SiC that operate from room temperature to 500 ∘C [32]. High-g piezoresistive accelerometers
in 6H-SiC have been fabricated using deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) [33]. These devices function at
temperatures well beyond the capabilities of silicon parts.

Because of its chemical inertness, SiC is also of interest in the emerging field of biological MEMS or
bio-MEMS. SiC is biocompatible and sterilizable [34], and porous SiC is being explored for biofiltration
applications because of its resistance to biofouling [35]. These same properties make SiC MEMS suitable
for implantable medical devices for both therapeutics and diagnostics [36].

12.3.2 Gas Sensors

Gas sensors are a subset of chemical sensors that detect the presence of specific molecules in a gas
stream. The most important application of gas sensors is in the field of combustion control. For example,
gas sensors in the exhaust stream of gasoline and diesel engines can enable closed-loop control sys-
tems that optimize the combustion process, increasing fuel efficiency and minimizing pollution. Similar
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applications exist in the operation of boilers and furnaces used for residential and commercial heating.
The high-temperature capability of SiC sensors make them ideal for these applications.

In automotive applications, SiC gas sensors have response times in the millisecond range, short enough
to distinguish the exhaust products of individual cylinders. These sensors can monitor the fuel/air mixture
and detect molecules such as carbon monoxide, nitrous oxides, and sulfur oxides, all of which contribute
to atmospheric pollution. In diesel engines, the major pollutants are nitrous oxides. These are removed
from the exhaust stream by the introduction of ammonia ahead of a catalytic converter. Monitoring the
ammonia content at the input and output of the catalytic converter can enable more efficient control of
the conversion process.

SiC gas sensors have been implemented using Schottky barrier diodes, MOS capacitors, and MOS-
FETs. The sensing action of all three devices is based on the chemical reactions that occur at high
temperatures between a catalytic metal such as Pt or Pd, and hydrogen- or oxygen-containing species in
the gas stream. These species are adsorbed on the surface of the catalytic metal where they dissociate,
releasing hydrogen or oxygen atoms that diffuse through the metal to the interface with SiC or SiO2. At
high temperatures, atomic hydrogen and oxygen diffuse rapidly, often reaching the interface in millisec-
onds to microseconds, where they chemically alter the metal work function. This can be detected through
the I –V characteristics of a Schottky diode, the C–V characteristics of an MOS capacitor, or the ID –VDS

characteristics of a MOSFET.
In Schottky diode sensors, the catalytic metal forms a Schottky barrier with the SiC. The metal work

function is directly related to the Schottky barrier height, as illustrated in Figure 7.4. Thus we can write

𝛷B = 𝛷M − 𝜒 (12.15)

where 𝛷M is the metal work function and 𝜒 is the electron affinity of the semiconductor. The current in
a Schottky diode depends exponentially on 𝛷B, as can be seen by reference to Equation 7.18, and the
current is therefore a sensitive measure of the work function. Figure 12.14 shows the effect of alternately
exposing a SiC Schottky diode gas sensor to atmospheres containing oxygen or propane at 550 ∘C [37].
The decomposition of propane releases atomic hydrogen that diffuses through the catalytic metal to the
interface, reducing the barrier height. Exposure to oxygen removes hydrogen through the production of
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Figure 12.14 Current–voltage characteristics of a SiC Schottky diode gas sensor with a catalytic
Schottky metal after exposure to oxygen and propane (hydrogen) atmospheres at 550 ∘C ([37] reproduced
with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH).
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water vapor, resulting in an increase in barrier height. The I –V characteristics can be repeatedly cycled
between the two cases by alternating exposure to oxygen and propane.

The sensing process for all types of SiC gas sensors can be summarized as follows: a catalytic reaction
that releases atomic hydrogen decreases the effective work function of the metal gate or anode. This
occurs with any hydrocarbon molecule that can be catalytically decomposed at high temperatures. Any
reaction that releases atomic oxygen increases the effective work function of the metal. The change in
work function can be detected through its influence on the terminal characteristics of the device.

Turning now to the MOS capacitor sensor, the flat-band voltage is given by Equation 8.56, repeated
below

VFB =
𝛷M

q
−

QF

COX

−
QIT(𝜓S = 0)

COX

(12.16)

Here QF is the area density of fixed charges at the oxide/semiconductor interface and QIT(𝜓S) represents
the charge trapped in interface states, which varies with surface potential 𝜓S. The main point is that the
flat-band voltage scales directly with the metal work function 𝛷M. Since the effective work function
of a catalytic metal gate can be modified by exposure to hydrogen- or oxygen-containing gases, the
capacitance–voltage curve of the MOS capacitor will be shifted along the voltage axis as a result of such
exposure. This makes it possible to detect the presence of hydrocarbons or oxygen-containing species
in a gas stream by monitoring the capacitance at a constant gate voltage, or by varying the gate voltage
to maintain a constant capacitance. Figure 12.15 shows C–V curves of a Pt∕SiO2∕SiC MOS capacitor
on n-type 6H-SiC after exposure to oxidizing and reducing ambients at 800 K (527 ∘C) [38]. Hydrogen
exposure reduces the metal work function and hence the flat-band voltage, while exposure to oxygen
increases the work function and flat-band voltage. Oxygen exposure also creates new interface states
that broaden the C–V curve along the voltage axis. Removing the oxygen by exposure to hydrogen
passivates the interface states, reducing the width of the C–V curve. The C–V curve can be repeatedly
cycled between the two cases by alternating exposure to hydrogen and oxygen.

MOS capacitor sensors require external circuitry to measure capacitance, either to monitor its change
or to maintain a constant capacitance by adjusting the gate voltage. These circuits are unnecessary if
we measure the drain current in a MOSFET with a catalytic metal gate [29]. In MOSFET sensors, the
channel doping is adjusted so that the device is normally on (depletion mode), and the gate is connected to
the source, resulting in a two-terminal device. The drain current is monitored at a constant drain voltage
that places the MOSFET in saturation, that is, VD > (VG − VT) = −VT (note that VG = 0 and VT < 0).
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Figure 12.15 Capacitance–voltage curves of a Pt∕SiO2∕6H − SiC MOS capacitor gas sensor after
exposure to hydrogen- and oxygen-containing atmospheres at 800 K ([38] reproduced with permission
from IEEE).
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The saturation drain current can be found from Equations 8.47 and 8.49. For the case where the gate is
connected to the source (VG = VS = 0), and assuming the threshold voltage VT < 0, the saturation current
can be written

ID,SAT ≈ 𝜇
∗
NCOX

W
2L

V2
T (12.17)

where VT is given by Equation 8.59, rewritten below with VS = 0,

VT =

[
𝛷M

q
−

QF

COX

−
QIT

(
𝜓S = 2𝜓F

)
COX

]
+ 2𝜓F +

√
2V0(2𝜓F) (12.18)

Since the MOSFET is depletion-mode, VT is negative, implying that the negative terms in Equation 12.18
are larger than the positive terms. As we introduce hydrogen-bearing compounds to the catalytic gate,
atomic hydrogen is released, reducing 𝛷M, which is positive. As a result, the threshold voltage becomes
more negative and the saturation current increases. Conversely, oxygen-bearing molecules increase 𝛷M,
making VT less negative, and the saturation current decreases. This can be seen in Figure 12.16, where a
depletion-mode SiC MOSFET is repeatedly exposed to nitric oxide at 525 ∘C [39]. The NO decomposes,
releasing oxygen that increases𝛷M, reducing the drain current. A gradual reduction in the baseline signal
is observed over time, suggesting that more work is needed to obtain stable performance under repeated
cycling.

Each of the sensor types described above, Schottky diodes, MOS capacitors, and MOSFETs, have
their limitations. Schottky diodes suffer from gradual degradation of characteristics under long-term
operation due to chemical changes at the metal/semiconductor interface. MOS capacitors and MOSFETs
are limited by oxide reliability issues at elevated temperatures, as discussed in Section 8.2.11. In all cases,
the repeatability and stability of sensor response needs to be improved to allow quantitative measurements
to be made with a high level of confidence.
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Figure 12.17 Schematic diagram illustrating the operation of a pin photodiode.

12.3.3 Optical Detectors

The wide bandgap of SiC makes it transparent to visible light, since photons in the visible spectrum
have energies less than the bandgap and are not absorbed. This is an advantage in applications where
the desired optical signal may be overwhelmed by ambient light in the visible spectrum. As a result,
SiC is primarily used for ultraviolet or “solar-blind” photodetectors. The most common photodetectors
in SiC are pin photodiodes and avalanche photodiodes (APDs). We will begin our discussion with pin
photodiodes, then consider the modifications required to convert them into APDs.

The basic structure of a pin photodiode, shown in Figure 12.17, consists of an n+ substrate with a thick
lightly-doped region (the “i” region) and a thin heavily-doped p+ region at the surface. Ohmic contacts
to the p+ region are spaced apart on the surface to permit the entry of light, and the surface is coated
with an anti-reflective coating. In normal operation, the photodiode is reverse biased so that the i-region
is fully depleted, and the electric field sweeps electrons toward the n+ region and holes toward the p+
region. Incident photons having energies greater than the bandgap can generate electron–hole pairs, and
carriers generated in the i-region or within a diffusion length of the i-region are swept out of the device
as photocurrent.

The optical power per unit area penetrating the semiconductor decreases exponentially with distance
from the surface, and can be written

P(x) = P(0) exp(−𝛼x) (12.19)

where 𝛼 is the absorption coefficient, measured in units of cm−1. The absorption coefficient is a strong
function of photon energy (or wavelength). Photons with energy less than the bandgap cannot generate
electron–hole pairs, and hence are not absorbed. Photons with energy equal to the bandgap have enough
energy to promote electrons from the top of the valence band to the bottom of the conduction band, but all
such transitions must satisfy momentum conservation (k conservation). Since SiC is an indirect bandgap
semiconductor, states at the bottom of the conduction band do not lie at the same k value as states at the top
of the valence band, and direct transitions between the two are not possible. At photon energies somewhat
greater than the bandgap, pairs of valence and conduction band states can be found at the same k values
with ΔE equal to the photon energy. The lowest energy at which this occurs represents the absorption
edge of SiC, and the absorption coefficient increases rapidly at higher energies as more states that satisfy
k-conservation become available. Figure 12.18 plots the absorption coefficient for several semiconductors
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Figure 12.18 Room temperature absorption coefficients for several semiconductors. Measurements
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as a function of photon energy [40–44]. The absorption depth 1∕𝛼 is shown on the right-hand axis. This
is the depth at which the optical power has fallen to 1∕e of its value at the surface. The visible portion
of the spectrum lies between about 1.8 and 3.2 eV. Compared to the more conventional semiconductors,
4H- and 6H-SiC are relatively non-absorptive in the visible spectrum, which makes them ideal for use
as UV photodetectors where response to visible light is to be minimized.

Returning to Figure 12.17, we now wish to define some relevant figures of merit for the photodiode.
The responsivity R is defined as the photocurrent flowing out of the terminals, divided by the incident
optical power reaching the surface, AP(0). We assume all electron–hole pairs generated in the depletion
region and in the neutral regions within a diffusion length of the depletion edge are separated by the
electric field and flow out of the terminals as photocurrent. This defines the collection region, indicated
by x1 and x2 in Figure 12.17. Applying Equation 12.19, the optical power per unit area absorbed in the
collection region is

PABS = P(x1) − P(x2) = P(0)[exp(−𝛼x1) − exp(−𝛼x2)] (12.20)

This may be written as
PABS = P(0) exp(−𝛼x1)[1 − exp(−𝛼Δx)] (12.21)

where Δx = x2 − x1 is the width of the collection region. The factors preceding the square brackets rep-
resent the optical power reaching the collection region at x = x1, and the bracketed factor represents the
fraction of that power absorbed within the collection region. Since all the electrons and holes generated
within the collection region flow out of the terminals, the photocurrent may be written

IPH = qA
PABS

h𝜈
(12.22)

where h is Planck’s constant, 𝜐 is the photon frequency, and h𝜐 is the photon energy EPH. Inserting
Equation 12.21 into Equation 12.22 yields

IPH = qA
P(0)
h𝜈

exp(−𝛼x1)[1 − exp(−𝛼Δx)] = qA
P(0)
h𝜈

𝜂 (12.23)
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where 𝜂 is the quantum efficiency,

𝜂 = exp(−𝛼x1)[1 − exp(−𝛼Δx)] (12.24)

The quantum efficiency can also be interpreted as the photocurrent, measured in electrons per second,
divided by the optical flux, measured in photons per second. Using Equation 12.23, the responsivity can
be written as

R =
IPH

AP(0)
=

q𝜂

h𝜈
=

q𝜆

hc
𝜂 [A∕W] (12.25)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. In using Equations 12.24 and 12.25, we must keep in mind that
the quantum efficiency and the responsivity depend on the wavelength, through the energy dependence
of the absorption coefficient shown in Figure 12.18. It is also useful to recall that energy and wavelength
are related by

EPH = hc
𝜆

= 1.24 (eV)
𝜆 (μm)

(12.26)

The wavelength dependence of responsivity can be understood as follows. At short wavelengths (high
photon energies) the absorption coefficient 𝛼 is large, and most of the incident photons are absorbed near
the surface. Consequently, few photons reach the collection region. Although photogeneration occurs
in the near-surface region, there is no electric field to separate the carriers, and they recombine before
they can contribute to current. At long wavelengths the photons have insufficient energy to generate
electron–hole pairs, and the absorption coefficient is very small. Consequently, most of the photons pass
completely through the collection region without being absorbed. At intermediate wavelengths such that
the absorption depth 1∕𝛼 lies within the collection region, significant photocurrent can be obtained, and
the responsivity is a maximum.

Figure 12.19 shows the measured responsivity of a 4H-SiC photodiode [45]. This particular device
is an APD, which will be discussed below, but the figure is used here to illustrate the relationship
between responsivity R and quantum efficiency 𝜂. For a constant value of quantum efficiency, respon-
sivity increases linearly with wavelength, as shown by Equation 12.25, so lines of constant quantum
efficiency correspond to the diagonal lines in the figure. Two experimental curves are shown, one for a
bare photodiode and one for a photodiode with a HfO2∕SiO2 dielectric coating that acts as a narrow-band
optical filter. The filtered diode achieves a quantum efficiency of 40% over a narrow band from 260 to
280 nm, and has a rejection ratio of 106 to photons in the visible spectrum.

Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) resemble the pin photodiode of Figure 12.17, but have a region where
photogenerated carriers can impact ionize, increasing the current. Figure 12.20 shows a lo–hi–lo APD
structure where a thin, heavily-doped n layer is inserted partway through the n-collection region. Under
reverse bias, the electric field is relatively constant in the lightly-doped regions, but rises rapidly through
the heavily-doped layer, resulting in the field profile shown. Electron–hole pairs generated in the col-
lection region are separated by the electric field, with the electrons drifting toward the n+ contact and
holes drifting toward the high-field region. If the field in the avalanche region is close to the critical field,
holes can impact ionize as they drift through this layer, creating new electron–hole pairs that add to the
current.

It is important that holes are drawn toward the avalanche region, and not electrons. Holes have a higher
ionization coefficient than electrons, as shown in Figure 10.1, and they undergo impact ionization at lower
fields than electrons. With this APD design, the field in the avalanche region can be adjusted so that holes
ionize but electrons do not. This ensures that electrons generated in the avalanche region do not initiate
new ionization events, which could lead to runaway breakdown.

It is possible to construct very sensitive photodetectors using the APD structure, since many
electron–hole pairs may be produced for each incident photon. Unfortunately, the avalanche process
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Figure 12.20 Structure of a lo–hi–lo avalanche photodiode.

is inherently noisy, due to the random nature of impact ionization. However, it often happens that
the photodiode noise is overshadowed by noise in the circuits used to amplify the optical signal, so
that introducing electrical gain into the photodiode using the avalanche process may not degrade the
overall signal-to-noise ratio of the system. By careful design it is possible, using SiC APDs, to achieve
performance that exceeds the capability of photomultiplier tubes, as we shall see in a moment.

To discuss detector sensitivity, we need to introduce two new parameters. The noise equivalent power
(NEP) is defined as the optical power that produces a detector current equal to the rms noise current of
the detector per unit bandwidth. Stated a different way, the NEP is the optical power in the signal required
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to produce a unity signal-to-noise ratio when measured over a unit bandwidth. Thus, the signal-to-noise
ratio may be expressed as the ratio of the actual incident optical power (the signal) to the noise-equivalent
optical power,

SNR = P(0)∕NEP (12.27)

Clearly, a smaller value of NEP (i.e., lower noise) results in a larger signal-to-noise ratio for a given
optical signal.

The noise current in the photodiode arises primarily from shot noise due to both the signal current
and the thermally-generated leakage current in the diode (dark current). The thermal generation rate in a
semiconductor is given in Equation 7.35. In the depletion region of a reverse-biased diode, the electron
and hole concentrations are negligible and, assuming midgap traps, Equation 7.35 reduces to

G ≈ ni∕(𝜏N + 𝜏P) (12.28)

This tells us that the dark current is proportional to the intrinsic carrier concentration. Since ni in SiC is
many orders-of-magnitude lower than in silicon, the dark current and associated noise in a SiC photo-
diode are also orders-of-magnitude lower than in silicon. This leads to a lower NEP, and is a significant
advantage for the detection of single-photon events.

The specific detectivity D∗ is defined as the inverse of the NEP for a diode of unit area measured over
unit bandwidth, or

D∗ =
√

AB

NEP
(cm Hz1∕2 W−1) (12.29)

where A is the area of the diode and B is the measurement bandwidth. The low NEP of SiC photodiodes
is expected to lead to higher values of detectivity. Figure 12.21 shows the specific detectivity for several
types of photodetectors, including SiC pin and Schottky diodes. Also shown for comparison is a con-
ventional photomultiplier tube [46]. The figure shows that the best SiC photodiodes have performance
comparable to photomultiplier tubes. By operating a SiC APD very near breakdown, multiplication gains
of 106 have been demonstrated, making it possible to achieve single-photon detection [38].
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Figure 12.21 Specific detectivity for several types of photodetectors, including SiC pin and Schot-
tky diodes and conventional photomultiplier tubes ([46] reproduced with permission from Trans Tech
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Appendix A

Incomplete Dopant Ionization
in 4H-SiC

Dopants atoms in silicon carbide are incorporated substitutionally in place of either a silicon or carbon
atom in the hexagonal crystal lattice. Due to the stacking sequence of the polytype, not all silicon or
carbon sites are equivalent in terms of their surroundings, and each donor or acceptor can exhibit mul-
tiple site-dependent energy levels. Dopants on cubic sites typically have higher ionization energies than
dopants on hexagonal sites.

Aluminum is the principal p-type dopant in 4H-SiC, and occupies either a hexagonal or a cubic silicon
site, having ionization energies of 197.9 and 201.3 meV respectively [1]. The primary n-type dopants are
nitrogen and phosphorus. Nitrogen substitutes for carbon, and on a hexagonal C-site it has an ionization
energy of 61.4 meV. Phosphorus substitutes for silicon, and on a cubic Si-site it has an ionization energy
of 60.7 meV [1].

Because of its high ionization energy, aluminum acceptors in neutral regions of 4H-SiC are not fully
ionized at room temperature. The density of ionized acceptors (and donors) is denoted by NA

− (and ND
+),

respectively. Incomplete ionization has a profound effect on device performance, and must be taken into
consideration in our equations. Nitrogen and phosphorus donors have lower ionization energies and tend
to be fully ionized at room temperature, so in most cases ND

+ = ND. However, it is important to include
the correct expression for the ionized acceptor density in all equations.

In depletion regions, the band bending moves the donor and acceptor energy levels far enough from
the Fermi energy that even deep aluminum acceptors are fully ionized (occupied by electrons) at room
temperature. In determining whether to use the ionized concentration NA

− or the total concentration NA

in an equation, we must decide whether the expression refers to the charge density in a depletion region
(use NA), or to the carrier density in a neutral region (use NA

−). In all equations developed in this book,
care has been taken to distinguish these two situations and include the correct representations.

We now consider numerical values typical of 4H-SiC. The equilibrium hole and electron concentra-
tions in extrinsic material (NA ≫ ND or ND ≫ NA) at moderate temperatures (ni ≪ NA,D) are given by
p = NA

− (p-type material) or n = ND
+ (n-type material). The ionized dopant concentrations NA

− or ND
+

in a neutral region can be calculated from the charge neutrality condition, and the equilibrium density of
holes in p-type material can be written [2]

p = N−
A = 𝜂

2

⎛⎜⎜⎝
√

1 +
4NA

𝜂

− 1
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (A1)
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where 𝜂 is given by

𝜂 =
NV

gA

exp

(
−

EA − EV

kT

)
(A2)

Here EA is the energy level of the acceptor impurity, gA is the degeneracy factor for acceptors (typically
taken as 4), and NV is the effective density of states in the valence band, given by

NV = 2

(
2πm∗

dhkT

h2

)3∕2

(A3)

where mdh
∗ is the density-of-states effective mass for holes and h is Planck’s constant. Similarly, the

equilibrium density of electrons in n-type material is given by

n = N+
D = 𝛾

2

⎛⎜⎜⎝
√

1 +
4ND

𝛾

− 1
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (A4)

where

𝛾 =
NC

gD

exp

(
−

EC − ED

kT

)
(A5)

Here ED is the donor energy level, gD is the degeneracy factor for donors (typically taken as 2), and NC

is the effective density of states in the conduction band, given by

NC = 2

(
2πm∗

dekT

h2

)3∕2

(A6)

where mde
∗ is the density-of-states effective mass for electrons.

Figure A.1 shows the ionization fraction for aluminum acceptors in neutral regions of 4H-SiC, com-
puted using an ionization energy of 200 meV. Room temperature is indicated by the dashed line. At a
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Figure A.1 Ionization fraction for aluminum acceptors in 4H-SiC, computed using an ionization
energy of 200 meV. Room temperature is indicated by the dashed line.
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Figure A.2 Ionization fraction for nitrogen or phosphorus donors in 4H-SiC, computed using an ion-
ization energy of 61 meV. Room temperature is indicated by the dashed line.
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doping of 1 × 1017 cm−3, only about 15% of the acceptors are ionized at room temperature, and the
equilibrium hole concentration is only about 1.5 × 1016 cm−3. The ionization fraction increases with
temperature, reaching about 75% at 300 ∘C.

Figure A.2 shows the ionization fraction for nitrogen or phosphorus donors in 4H-SiC, computed using
an ionization energy of 61 meV. At a doping of 1 × 1017 cm−3, approximately 90% of the donor atoms
are ionized at room temperature.

Figure A.3 shows the Fermi potential𝜓F for aluminum-doped 4H-SiC calculated using Equations 8.21
and A1–A3, including the dependence of EG on temperature. As temperature increases, the Fermi level
moves closer to the midgap, and the change is more dramatic for lighter dopings. The reduction in 𝜓F is
caused by the rapid increase of ni with temperature, as shown in Figure A.4. Figure A.5 shows similar
calculations for the Fermi potential in nitrogen or phosphorus-doped 4H-SiC.

The above equations assume that the doping is not so high as to create an impurity band. However, at
doping levels above 1019 cm−3 the mean spacing between dopant atoms is less than 5 nm, and electron
wavefunctions from adjacent atoms overlap, giving rise to an impurity band that reduces the effective
bandgap. This reduces the dopant ionization energies EA,D, leading to more complete ionization than
predicted by Equations A1 and A4.
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Appendix B

Properties of the Hyperbolic
Functions

Hyperbolic functions occur frequently when describing conduction in bipolar devices, and it is helpful
to list some of their important properties here. The hyperbolic functions are defined as follows:

sinh(𝜃) =
exp(𝜃) − exp(−𝜃)

2

cosh(𝜃) =
exp(𝜃) + exp(−𝜃)

2

tanh(𝜃) = sinh(𝜃)
cosh(𝜃)

=
exp(𝜃) − exp(−𝜃)
exp(𝜃) + exp(−𝜃)

coth(𝜃) = 1
tanh(𝜃)

= cosh(𝜃)
sinh(𝜃)

=
exp(𝜃) + exp(−𝜃)
exp(𝜃) − exp(−𝜃)

sech(𝜃) = 1
cosh(𝜃)

= 2
exp(𝜃) + exp(−𝜃)

csch(𝜃) = 1
sinh(𝜃)

= 2
exp(𝜃) − exp(−𝜃)

(B1)

These functions can be easily visualized, as shown in Figures B.1 and B.2. From these figures we see that
sinh, tanh, coth, and csch are odd functions, positive for positive arguments and negative for negative
arguments. cosh and sech are even functions, positive for both positive and negative arguments. Thus we
can write

sinh(−𝜃) = − sinh(𝜃)

cosh(−𝜃) = cosh(𝜃)

tanh(−𝜃) = − tanh(𝜃)

coth(−𝜃) = − coth(𝜃)

sech(−𝜃) = sech(𝜃)

csch(−𝜃) = −csch(𝜃) (B2)
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It is also useful to note that

cosh2(𝜃) − sinh2(𝜃) = 1

coth2(𝜃) − csch2(𝜃) = 1

tanh2(𝜃) + sech2(𝜃) = 1 (B3)

Hyperbolic functions of the sum of two arguments can be written

sinh(𝜃 + 𝜙) = cosh(𝜃) sinh(𝜙) + sinh(𝜃)cosh(𝜙)

cosh(𝜃 + 𝜙) = sinh(𝜃) sinh(𝜙) + cosh(𝜃)cosh(𝜙) (B4)

The inverse hyperbolic functions can be written in terms of logarithms as

sinh−1(𝜃) = ln
(
𝜃 +

√
𝜃

2 + 1
)

cosh−1(𝜃) = ln
(
𝜃 +

√
𝜃

2 − 1
)
, 𝜃 ≥ 1

tanh−1(𝜃) = 1
2

ln
(1 + 𝜃

1 − 𝜃

)
, |𝜃| < 1

coth−1(𝜃) = 1
2

ln
(1 + 𝜃

1 − 𝜃

)
, |𝜃| > 1

sech−1(𝜃) = ln

(
1 +

√
1 − 𝜃2

𝜃

)
, 0 < 𝜃 ≤ 1

csch−1(𝜃) = ln

(
1
𝜃

+
√

1 + 𝜃2|𝜃|
)
, 𝜃 ≠ 0 (B5)

The derivatives of the hyperbolic functions are

d
d𝜃

sinh(𝜃) = cosh(𝜃)

d
d𝜃

cosh(𝜃) = sinh(𝜃)

d
d𝜃

tanh(𝜃) = sech2(𝜃) = 1

cosh2(𝜃)
= 1 − tanh2(𝜃)

d
d𝜃

coth(𝜃) = −csch2(𝜃) = − 1

sinh2(𝜃)
= 1 − coth2(𝜃)

d
d𝜃

csch(𝜃) = − coth(𝜃)csch(𝜃)

d
d𝜃

sech(𝜃) = − tanh(𝜃)sech(𝜃) (B6)

The equations dealing with conduction in bipolar devices often involve integrals of hyperbolic functions.
Some useful integrals are listed below:

∫
d𝜃

[sinh(𝜃) + a]
=

2tanh−1

[
a tanh (𝜃∕2) − 1√

a2 + 1

]
√

a2 + 1
, a > 0, 𝜃 > 0 (B7)
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∫
d𝜃

cosh(𝜃) + a sinh(𝜃)
=

2tan−1

[
a + tanh (𝜃∕2)√

1 − a2

]
√

1 − a2
(B8)

∫
sinh(𝜃) + a cosh(𝜃)
cosh(𝜃) + a sinh(𝜃)

d𝜃 = ln[cosh(𝜃) + a sinh(𝜃)] (B9)

∫
[sinh(𝜃) + b]cosh(𝜃)

[sinh(𝜃) + a][sinh(𝜃) + c]
d𝜃 = (a − b) ln[sinh(𝜃) + a] + (b − c) ln[sinh(𝜃) + c]

a − c
(B10)



Appendix C

Major Physical Properties
of Common SiC Polytypes

C.1 Properties

All measurements at room temperature if not specified otherwise. Values taken from [1–19].

Properties/polytype 3C-SiC 4H-SiC 6H-SiC

Stacking sequence ABC ABAC ABCACB
Bandgap (eV) 2.36 3.26 3.02
Exciton gap (eV), 2 K 2.390 3.265 3.023

Lattice constant

a (Å) 4.3596 3.0798 3.0805
c (Å) – 10.0820 15.1151

Density (g cm−3) 3.21 3.21 3.21

Electron effective mass

m∕∕(m0) 0.67 0.33 2.0
m⟂(m0) 0.25 0.42 0.48

Hole effective mass

m∕∕(m0) ∼1.5 1.75 1.85
m⟂(m0) ∼0.6 0.66 0.66

Number of conduction band
minima

3 3 6

Effective density of states in
the conduction band
(cm−3)

1.5 × 1019 1.8 × 1019 8.8 × 1019

Effective density of states in
the valence band (cm‘−3)

1.9 × 1019 2.1 × 1019 2.2 × 1019

(continued overleaf )
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Properties/polytype 3C-SiC 4H-SiC 6H-SiC

Intrinsic carrier density
(cm−3)

0.1 5 × 10−9 1 × 10−6

Electron mobility (cm2 V–1 s−1) (at low doping)

𝜇 perpendicular to c-axis ∼1000 1020 450
𝜇 parallel to c-axis ∼𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 1200 100

Hole mobility (cm2 V–1 s−1)
(at low doping)

100 120 100

Electron saturated drift
velocity (cm s−1)

∼2 × 107a 2.2 × 107 1.9 × 107

Hole saturated drift velocity
(cm s−1)

∼1.3 × 107a ∼1.3 × 107a ∼1.3 × 107a

Breakdown electric field (MV cm−1) (at ND = 3 × 1016 cm−3)

EB perpendicular to c-axis 1.4 2.2 1.7
EB parallel to c-axis 1.4 2.8 3.0

Ionization energy of dopants (meV)

Nitrogen (hexagonal/cubic) 55 61/126 85/140
Aluminum
(hexagonal/cubic)

250 198/201 240

Relative dielectric constant

𝜀s perpendicular to c-axis 9.72 9.76 9.66
𝜀s parallel to c-axis 9.72 10.32 10.03

Thermal conductivity
(W cm−1 K−1)

3.3–4.9a 3.3–4.9 3.3–4.9

Young modulus (GPa) 310–550 390–690 390–690
Poisson’s ratio 0.24 0.21 0.21

aEstimated values.

C.2 Temperature and/or Doping Dependence of Major Physical
Properties

1. Temperature dependence of bandgap [4]

Eg(T) = Eg0 −
𝛼T2

T + 𝛽
(C1)

Eg0: bandgap at 0 K, T: absolute temperature,

𝛼 = 8.2 × 10−4eV K−1
, 𝛽 = 1.8 × 103K.

2. Doping dependence of carrier mobility (perpendicular to the c-axis) [12–17]

𝜇e(4H–SiC) =
1020(T∕300)−n

1 +
(

ND + NA

1.8 × 1017

)0.6
cm2 V–1 s−1 (C2)
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𝜇e(6H–SiC) =
450(T∕300)−n

1 +
(

ND + NA

2.5 × 1017

)0.6
cm2 V–1 s−1 (C3)

𝜇h(4H–SiC) =
118(T∕300)−m

1 +
(

ND + NA

2.2 × 1018

)0.7
cm2 V–1 s−1 (C4)

𝜇h(6H–SiC) =
98(T∕300)−m

1 +
(

ND + NA

2.4 × 1018

)0.7
cm2 V–1 s−1 (C5)

ND: donor density, NA: acceptor density given in units of cm−3.
n = 2.4∼2.8 for lightly-doped material (1014∼1015 cm−3), 240 K < T < 600 K
= 1.8∼2.4 for moderately-doped material (1016∼1017 cm−3), 280 K < T < 600 K

m = 2.2∼2.5 for lightly-doped material (1014∼1015 cm−3), 240 K < T < 600 K
= 1.8∼2.2 for moderately-doped material (1016∼1017 cm−3), 280 K < T < 600 K

3. Doping dependence of critical electric field strength (4H-SiC, parallel to the c-axis) [19]

EC(4H-SiC) = 2.49 × 106

1 − 0.25log10

(
N

1 × 1016

) V cm−1 (C6)

N: doping density of the lightly-doped side of the junction (cm−1).

4. Impact ionization coefficients [19, 20]

𝛼N(E) = 1.69 × 106 cm−1 exp
⎡⎢⎢⎣−

(
9.69 × 106 V cm

E

−1
)1.6⎤⎥⎥⎦ (electron) (C7)

𝛼P(E) = 3.32 × 106 cm−1 exp

[
−
(

1.07 × 107 V cm−1

E

)1.1
]

(hole) (C8)

E: electric field strength.
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Index

(1120), 16, 49, 58, 108, 196, 214, 241, 252
(1100), 16, 49, 58, 108, 196, 214, 241

A face, 16, 196, 214, 241
ab-initio calculation, 171, 248
above-gap excitation, 126
absorption

coefficient, 18–9, 125–6, 504–5
depth, 20, 126, 504–5
edge, 504

AC motor (or motor drive), 453–71
accelerometer, 500
acceptor-like state, 63, 104, 167, 173, 234
accumulation-layer FET (ACCUFET), 329
Acheson process, 3
activation (of dopants), 189, 194, 198
airbridge, 493
Al/Ti contact, 261
alphabet line, 133
ambipolar

diffusion coefficient (DA), 140, 176, 289, 392
diffusion equation (ADE), 289–90, 363, 375,

395
diffusion length (LA), 176, 290, 376, 392
lifetime (𝜏A), 289–90, 392

amorphization, 195
Ampere’s law, 477
amphoteric impurity, 63
anisotropy

of breakdown electric field, 29, 522
of mobility, 24, 522

annealing
hydrogen, 236
in-situ, 195
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metallization, 258
nitridation, 236–8, 336–7
POCl3, 239, 337
post-implantation, 189
post-metallization, 239
post-oxidation (POA), 239, 336–7
rapid thermal (RTA), 196, 260
re-oxidation, 236, 336–7

anode shorts (in a thyristor), 406
anodic oxidation, 500
anti-phase domain, 112
anti-site defect, 133, 154, 171
armature flux (of a motor), 459
asymmetrical IGBT, 384
asynchronous (induction) motor (or motor drive),

460–5, 470
atomic force microscopy (AFM), 87, 202
Auger recombination, 174
avalanche breakdown, 28, 373, 418–23
avalanche multiplication, 28, 402
avalanche photodiode, 506–8
avalanche region

in an avalanche photodiode (APD),
506–7

in an IMPATT diode, 496

back-emf (in a motor), 459
Baliga’s figure-of-merit, 32, 280
band (also energy band)

conduction band minima, 17, 22, 521
diagram, 62, 150, 216, 249, 254
offset, 216, 327–8
structure, 16
surface band bending, 312–16
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bandgap
energy, 17, 521
narrowing, 354
temperature dependence of, 17, 522

barrier height
for injection into SiO2, 215, 327–8, 340
inhomogeneity, 254
metal-semiconductor (Schottky), 249, 252,

282–3
lowering of (Schottky barrier lowering), 253,

283
barrier metal, 259
basal plane dislocation (BPD), 54, 98, 143, 156,

161, 208
basal plane slip, 56
base

push-out, 370
spreading resistance, 366, 372, 413
transit time, 404
transport factor (𝛼T), 356, 399
width modulation, 400

battery charger, 449
BCF (Burton-Cabrera-Frank) theory, 78
beveled edge termination, 425–7,
bias-temperature instability, 241, 339
binding energy (of exciton), 126–7
biofiltration, 500
biological MEMS, 500
bipolar degradation, 98, 156–61
bipolar device figure of merit, 281
bipolar junction transistor (BJT), 161, 353–73,

484
bipolar modulation (of switch-mode inverters),

455
blocking voltage, 277

of a BJT, 373
of an IGBT, 384–5
of a planar junction, 279, 417–24

blue light-emitting diode, 1, 4
boost (step-up) converter, 450
bond energy, 11
boron (B), 21, 93, 104, 129, 172
bound exciton, 126
BPD conversion, 98, 160
breakdown

avalanche, 28, 373, 418–23
electric field, 28, 522–3
charge-to-breakdown, 216
Zener, 28

Brillouin zone, 16, 134
brushless dc motor, 465, 470

buck (step-down) converter, 450
buck/boost (step-down/step-up) converter, 451
buffer layer, 384, 387, 487
built-in potential, 249, 282, 294, 301, 396–7
bulk-charge theory, 318
bulk growth, 39
Burgers vector, 50, 53–4, 95, 99, 145
buried-channel MOSFET, 240

C/Si ratio, 49, 83, 91, 104, 107
capacitance-voltage (C–V) characteristic

high-frequency, 220, 224–5
low-frequency, 225
of MOS, 223
photo, 221
of Schottky barrier, 136, 250

capture cross section, 150, 230, 371
carbon

C-core partial, 157
cap (implant annealing), 202
displacement, 168, 203
face, 16, 49, 59, 80, 91, 104, 107, 213,

241–3, 252
vacancy, 63, 154, 165, 175, 203

carbon-cluster model, 235
carbonized buffer layer, 112
carrier

density, intrinsic, 21, 288, 514, 522
lifetime (see: lifetime)
lifetime killer, 104, 169, 174
scattering (see: scattering)

carrot defect, 94, 161
cascode circuit configuration, 310
catalytic metal (in sensors), 501
Caughey-Thomas equation, 23
CC-DLTS (constant-capacitance deep-level

spectroscopy), 233
CCP-RIE (capacitively-coupled plasma reactive

ion etching), 208
center (also defect center)

D, 104, 198
DI, 133
DII, 133
EH6/7, 103, 165
HK4, 104, 165
Z1∕2, 103, 165, 174, 204, 372

channel
mobility (MOSFET), 242–4, 329–39
resistance (JFET), 305–8
resistance (MOSFET), 319

channeling effect, 191
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charge
charge-to-breakdown, 216, 341
injection, 241
in MOS depletion region, 313
in MOS inversion layer, 245, 318
neutrality, 289, 362
neutrality level, 234
pumping method, 233
state (of a defect), 167, 171, 175
to breakdown (MOS oxides), 341

chemical etching (wet etching), 142, 212
chemical potential, 294, 396
chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

chlorine-based, 106, 108
cold-wall, 89
high-temperature (HTCVD), 64
hot-wall, 89
reactor, 89
warm-wall, 89

chemo-mechanical polishing (CMP), 68
chlorine-based epitaxy, 106, 108
chromium (Cr), 132, 173
Chynoweth equation, 28
clamped inductive load, 342, 385
clamping diode, 342, 387
co-implantation, 198
cold-wall CVD, 89
comet defect, 94, 161
common-base current gain (𝛼), 355
common-emitter current gain (𝛽), 356, 367,

370–2, 381, 484
compensation of dopant, 23, 62
condensation energy, 42
conductance method, 229
conduction band minima, 17, 22, 522
conductivity modulation, 281, 360, 364
conductivity-modulated FET (COMFET),

373
constant-current stress, 216, 341
constant-voltage stress, 216, 340
constitutional supercooling, 52
contact

Al/Ti, 261
as-deposited ohmic, 260
contact reliability, 261
contact resistivity, 255, 258, 260
metal-semiconductor, 249
Ni, 259
ohmic (non-rectifying), 255
Schottky (rectifying), 249

continuity equations, 288
converter, power, 445–58

boost (step-up), 450
buck (step-down), 450
buck/boost (step-down/step-up), 451
dc, 450–3, 476–81
flyback, 476–8
forward, 478
full-bridge, 452, 455, 480
half-bridge, 453–5, 479
line-frequency commutated (phase-

controlled), 445–50
load-commutated (inverter), 472, 467, 476
push-pull, 479
resonant (soft-switching), 445
switch-mode, 445, 450–8
uncommutated, 445

Coulomb scattering, 246, 330
counter-doped MOSFET, 329, 338
covalent radius, 21
C–𝜓s method, 228, 247
critical

charge (thyristor), 411
field (non-punch-through drift region), 277,

421–3, 523
field (punch-through drift region), 423, 435
field for avalanche breakdown (EC), 29,

421–3, 435
implant dose, 195
normal stress, 56
shear stress, 45, 56
supersaturation ratio, 79–80

crystal field, 17
crystal structure, 11
cubic site, 13
current

crowding (or spreading), 323, 364, 383
reverse leakage (SBD), 285, 296, 300
saturation (SBD), 282
saturation (pin diode), 295
saturation (JFET), 304
saturation (MOSFET), 319

current-induced base (BJT), 370
current spreading layer (CSL), 323–4, 385
current-voltage relationship

BJT, 359–60
IGBT, 374–84
JBS/MPS diode, 297–9
JFET, 303–8
MOSFET, 316–19
pin diode, 293–7
SBD, 282–4
thyristor, 393–8

cylindrical junction (electric field), 423–4
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D center, 104, 172, 198
DI center, 133
DII center, 133
Dit distribution, 227, 231–5, 237, 242
dc converter, 450–3, 476–81
dc motor (or motor drive), 447, 449, 450–3,

459–60
damage-enhanced diffusion, 197
dangling bond, 235
dark current, 508
dB, dBm, 488
Deal-Grove model, 213
deep depletion (MOS), 219, 315–16
deep interface state, 220
deep junction, 190
deep level, 62, 102, 150, 165, 203
deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), 102,

150, 165, 203
defect

carrot, 94, 161
comet, 94, 161
defect center (see center)
device-killing, 161
down-fall, 94, 161
extended, 50, 93, 142, 155, 161, 205
point, 64, 102, 131, 165
triangular, 94, 161

delay time (thyristor), 404
delta-depletion approximation (MOS), 313
density (or concentration)

carrier, excess, 140, 387
interface state (DIT ) (or interface state

charge), 228, 232–7, 242, 326–8,
336–8

intrinsic carrier, 21, 288, 514, 522
ionized acceptor or donor, 22, 288, 301, 392,

511–13
net doping, 136, 250
of states, effective, 21, 521

depletion
biasing region, 312
charge, 313, 330
mode (JFET), 308
region, width of, 278, 312

deposited oxide, 239
device-killing defect, 161–5
dI/dt limitation (thyristor), 407
dielectric

breakdown, 215
constant, 219, 287, 314, 522
high-k, 240

diffraction vector, 145
diffusion

carrier, 140
damage-enhanced, 191, 197
impurity, 189–90
in-diffusion, 198
out-diffusion, 198
surface, 78

diffusion coefficient
ambipolar, 176, 289, 392
electron, 24, 287
hole, 24, 287, 353
minority carrier, 287

diffusion equation
ambipolar, 289–90, 363, 375, 395
minority carrier, 140, 287, 353, 396

diffusion length
ambipolar, 176, 290, 376, 392
minority carrier, 288, 354

diode
pn junction, 286–95
pin, 156, 161, 286–95
junction-barrier Schottky (JBS), 296–300
merged pin-Schottky (MPS), 161, 296–300
Schottky barrier (SBD), 161, 249, 282–95,

481–2
dislocation

basal plane (BPD), 54, 98, 143, 156, 161,
208

conversion, 98, 160
density, 50, 59, 156
glide, 100, 157, 228
half-loop, 68, 208
half-loop array, 100, 160
edge, 54
Frank partial, 98
grown-in, 55
interface, 100, 208
misfit, 100
mixed, 53
screw, 53
Shockley partial, 99, 157
superscrew, 51
threading edge (TED), 54, 97, 143, 156, 161
threading screw (TSD), 46, 53, 97, 143, 156,

161
displacement energy, 168
divacancy, 63, 133, 154
DMOSFET

lateral, 438–9
vertical, 320–4
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donor-acceptor-pair (DAP) recombination, 126,
128

donor-like state, 63, 234
dopant

activation, 193, 197
background, 59, 90, 109
ionization (or freezeout), 22, 288, 301, 392,

511–13
double positioning domain, 76, 114
double positioning twin, 76, 114
double Shockley stacking fault, 61
down-fall defect, 94, 161
drain efficiency, microwave, 489
drift region

lateral, 438–9
non-punchthrough, 278, 280, 370
punchthrough, 279, 412, 423
unipolar, design of, 435–9
unipolar, doping of, 437–8
unipolar, specific resistance of, 436–7,
unipolar, width of, 437–8

drift velocity (saturated), 27, 368, 492, 522
dry oxidation, 213, 242
duty cycle (duty factor), 281
dV/dt triggering (thyristor), 406

Ebers-Moll equations, 358
Ebers-Moll model, 358
edge dislocation, 54, 97
edge termination, 423–34

beveled, 425–7
floating field ring (FFR), 429–32
junction termination extension (JTE), 427–9
multiple floating zone (MFZ) JTE, 432–3
space-modulated (SM) JTE, 434
trench, 424–5

effective beta (forced beta), 402
effective density of states, 21, 521
effective fixed charge, 221, 327
effective gate voltage, 330
effective mass, 17, 521
effective mobility, 244, 334
effective normal field (EEFF), 330
effective Richardson’s constant, 249
EH6/7 center, 103, 165, 204, 372
Einstein relation, 24, 289, 363
elastic constant, 32
elastic energy, 98
electric vehicle (EV), 468–71
electrochemical etching, 212, 500
electrochemical potential, 292, 379

electroluminescence, 3, 157
electron

affinity (𝜒), 216, 256, 282, 326
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), 218
irradiation, 133, 167, 177
paramagnetic resonance (EPR), 153
trap, 150
trapping effect, 235, 244

electrostatic potential, 292, 379
emission

time constant, 150, 219
field (FE), 254, 256
thermal, 150
thermionic field (TFE), 254, 256, 285
thermionic (TE), 249, 491

emitter-coupled logic (ECL), 499
emitter injection efficiency (𝛾), 356, 399–401
energy

band, 16
efficiency, 1
switching loss (ESW ), 281, 385, 387, 441–2,

484
enhancement mode JFET, 308
epitaxial growth, 75
epitaxy

chlorine-based, 106, 108
embedded, 110
fast, 105
hetero-, 111
homo-, 75
liquid phase (LPE), 110
metastable solvent, 111
molecular beam (MBE), 111
site competition, 4, 60, 90
step-controlled, 4, 76
sublimation, 111
vapor phase (VPE), 75

equilibrium vapor pressure, 42, 80
equivalent oxide thickness (EOT), 219
etch pit, 143
etching

gas (dry), 211
electrochemical, 212, 500
inductively-coupled plasma (ICP), 208, 500
in-situ, 68, 75, 211
mask, 210
molten KOH, 143, 212
photoelectrochemical, 212, 500
reactive ion (RIE or DRIE), 208, 500
selectivity, 210–211
wet, 212
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excess carrier densities, 140, 287
exciton

binding energy, 126–7
bound, 127
free, 126
gap, 17, 127, 521

extended defect, 50, 93, 142, 155, 161, 177,
205

extra half plane, 54
extra plane, 205

face (of crystal)
A, 16, 196, 214, 241–3
carbon, 16, 49, 59, 80, 91, 104, 107, 213,

241–3, 252
M, 16, 214, 241–3
silicon, 16

facet growth, 60
failures, intrinsic, 340
failures, extrinsic, 340
fall time (thyristor), 414
Faraday’s law, 477
Fermi level (or Fermi energy), 23, 62, 175, 234,

245, 249, 256, 292, 315–16, 379
Fermi-level pinning, 62, 200, 252
Fermi potential, 292, 312
field acceleration factor (oxide reliability),

341
field constant (of a motor), 459
field, critical (non-punch-through drift region),

277, 421–3
field, critical (punch-through drift region), 423,

435
field crowding, 321, 323, 423–4
field emission, 254, 256
field-effect mobility, 244, 334, 336
field flux (of a motor), 459
figure of merit (FOM)

bipolar, 281
power device, 281, 441
unipolar (lateral device), 439
unipolar (vertical device), 280, 481

fixed charges (MOS), 221, 327
flat-band condition, 223, 312
flat-band voltage, 220, 312, 326
flat-band voltage shift (see also: threshold

voltage instability), 200
floating field ring (FFR) edge termination,

429–32
flyback converter, 476–8
folded mode, 31, 134

forward-active biasing mode (BJT), 355, 358
forward blocking mode (thyristor), 398–403
forward conducting mode (thyristor), 393–8
forward converter, 478
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current, 215
Frank partial dislocation, 95, 98
Frank-Read mechanism, 57
Frank-type stacking fault, 53, 95
free exciton, 126
free-standing SiC, 145, 154
free-to-acceptor (FA) recombination, 126, 129
freezeout (of dopants), 288, 392, 511–13
frequency dispersion, 224
frequency, switching, 281, 385, 441–3, 454–6,

458
full-bridge converter, 452, 480

gallium nitride (GaN), 1–2, 254
GaN high-electron-mobility field-effect

transistor (HEMT or HFET), 2, 484
gas etching, 211
gas-phase reaction, 85
gate charge (MOSFET transient), 346, 350
gate-controlled diode, 233
gate turn-off thyristor (GTO), 407, 411–15,

476
Gauss’ law, 314, 321, 340, 385
generation

lifetime, 399
photo (see also: photocurrent), 287
thermal (Shockley-Read-Hall), 174, 289, 371,

400, 508
generator (electric power), 472
g-factor, 154
gradual-channel approximation, 316
graphene, 84
graphitization, 42, 84
grown-in dislocation, 55
growth, crystal

bulk, 39
epitaxial, 75
facet, 60
growth front, 45
growth simulation, 44, 85
repeated a-face, 57
solution, 66
spiral, 46, 108
step-flow, 48
sublimation, 39

Gummel number, 307
Gummel plot, 400–1
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half-bridge converter, 479
Hall

effect, 136, 334
mobility, 244, 334, 337
(scattering) factor, 137, 336
voltage, 335

hardness, 32
HEMT (high electron mobility transistor), 2, 484
heteroepitaxy, 111
hexagonal close-packed system, 11
hexagonal site, 13
hexagonality, 17
HFET (high electron mobility field-effect

transistor), 2, 484
high-frequency C–V , 224–5
high-k dielectric, 240
high level injection, 138, 288–9, 361–2, 375,

395
high-low (hi-lo) CV method, 225, 247
high-purity semi-insulating wafer, 64, 154
high-temperature chemical vapor deposition

(HTCVD), 64
high-temperature integrated circuit, 497–9,
high-voltage dc transmission, 446
HK4 center, 104, 165, 204
hole trap, 150
holding current or voltage (thyristor), 402
hollow core screw dislocation, 51
homoepitaxy, 75
homogeneous nucleation, 105
hot-wall CVD, 4, 89
hydrogen annealing, 236
hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), 468–71
hyperbolic functions, 517–20
hysteresis (C-V of MOS), 221

ICP-RIE (inductively-coupled plasma reactive
ion etching), 208, 500

ideality factor, 249, 295
image force, 99, 253
impact ionization, 28, 369, 373, 418–19, 506,

523
impact ionization avalanche transit-time

(IMPATT) diode, 496
impedance matching (microwave), 495–6
implantation

aluminum, 197
boron, 197
carbon, 169, 198
co-implantation, 198
hot, 195–6, 200

implantation angle, 191
implantation tail, 191, 198, 205
multi-step, 191, 198
nitrogen, 191
phosphorus, 191
vanadium, 201

impurity
amphoteric, 63
doping, 20, 59, 91
incorporation, 49, 59, 91
metallic, 59, 131, 172

incomplete ionization of dopants, 21–3, 288,
392, 511–13

in-diffusion, 198
induction motors (or motor drives), 460–5, 470
inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) etching, 208,

500
in-grown stacking fault, 101, 161
injection

efficiency, 290
high-level, 138, 288–9, 361–2, 375, 395
low-level, 138, 287, 353, 360
minority carrier, 284

in-situ annealing, 195
in-situ etching, 68, 75, 211
instability, bias-temperature (BTI), 241, 339
instability, interface, 241
insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), 161,

373–91, 486
asymmetrical, 384
silicon, 483
switching, 385–91

integrated circuit, 497–9
integrated gate-commutated thyristor (IGCT),

476
interface dislocation, 100, 208
interface instability, 241
interface state

capacitance, 223–5, 229
conductance, 223, 229
density (or charge), 223–5, 326–8, 336–8
deep, 221, 234
fast, 229, 238
shallow, 234–5
slow, 238

internal photoemission (IPE), 251
interstitial atom, 154, 168, 170–1
intervalley scattering, 26
intrinsic carrier concentration (or density), 21,

288, 514, 522
intrinsic (point) defect, 165, 200, 203
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inverse-active biasing mode (BJT), 358
inversion (biasing region, MOS), 312
inversion charge, 245, 313, 331
inversion layer, 233, 244, 317
inversion layer mobility, 244, 317, 329
inverters (power switching), 446
invisibility criteria, 145
ion implantation (see: implantation)
iconicity, 12
ionization

coefficient (or rate) (𝛼N or 𝛼P), 28, 418–19
of dopants, 22, 288, 392, 511–13
energy, 21, 130
integral, 28, 421
impact, 28, 369, 373, 418–19

ionized dopant concentration, 22, 288, 301, 392,
511–13

iron (Fe), 172
isothermal capacitance transient spectroscopy

(ICTS), 152

Jagodzinski’s notation, 11
Jahn-Teller effect, 165
junction barrier Schottky (JBS) diode, 296–300
junction curvature, 423–4
junction field-effect transistor (JFET), 301–12,

484
double-gated / single-gated, 302
depletion / enhancement mode, 308–10
pinch-off voltage (threshold voltage), 302,

308–10
saturation drain voltage, 304
specific on-resistance, 305–7
region (in an IGBT), 382–3
region (in a MOSFET), 322

junction termination extension (JTE), 427–9

Kelvin structure, 258
kick-out mechanism, 197
Kirchoff’s current or voltage law, 398
Kirk current (BJT), 369–70
Kirk effect (BJT), 368–70

Langer-Heinrich rule, 173
lateral DMOSFET (LDMOSFET), 438–9, 483
lateral drift region, 438–9
lattice constant, 14, 521
lattice mismatch, 15, 111
lattice recovery, 189
law of the junction, 288, 354, 362, 381, 385, 396,

408

leakage current (SBD), 163, 285, 296, 300
Lely method, 4, 39
lifetime

as a function of temperature, 392
ambipolar, 289–90, 392
control of, 177
electron, 287
generation, 399
hole, 287, 354
minority carrier, 137, 287

lightly-doped drain (LDD), 438
line-frequency commutated converter, 445–50
line-frequency commutated rectifier, 467, 476
linear rate constant, 213
liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), 110
LO phonon-plasmon coupled mode, 32, 135
load-commutated inverter, 472, 467, 476
Lorentz force, 335
low-level injection, 138, 287, 353, 360
low-frequency C–V , 225, 228, 247
low-temperature growth, 78, 108

M face, 16, 214, 241–3
macrostep, 68, 88
mass transport, 44
Matthiessen’s rule, 26, 330
mechanical property (of SiC), 32
medical devices, 500
MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems),

113, 211, 499–500
merged-pin-Schottky (MPS) diode, 296–300
metal-added solvent, 67
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor

(MOSFET), 161, 312–29
accumulation-channel (ACCUFET), 329
buried-channel, 240
gate charge, 346, 350
DMOSFET, 4, 320, 483
lateral DMOSFET (silicon), 483
specific on-resistance, 319
superjunction (silicon), 439, 481, 483
transient response, 342–50
turn-off energy, 350
turn-on energy, 347
trench (UMOSFET), 4, 242, 320, 483

metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MESFET), 487–9

metal-semiconductor work function, 252, 256,
282–3, 312, 326–8

metallic impurity, 59, 131, 172
metallization, 248
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metastable solvent epitaxy, 111
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS),

113, 211, 499–500
micromachining

bulk, 499–500
surface, 499

micromasking, 210
micropipe, 51, 97, 161
micropipe closing, 52, 97
microplasma, 162
microwave

devices, 487–97
drain efficiency, 489
impact ionization avalanche transit-time

(IMPATT) diode, 496
metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor

(MESFET), 487–9
oscillator, 496
output power, 487–9, 495
photoconductance decay, 138, 175
power gain, 487–8
power-added efficiency, 487, 489
static induction transistor (SIT), 489–96
total efficiency, 489

Miller index, 15
Miller-Bravais index, 15
minority carrier diffusion equation (MCDE),

140, 287, 353, 396
misfit dislocation, 100
misfit stress, 100
mismatch-induced stress, 15
missing half plane, 54
mixed dislocation, 53
mobile ion, 241
mobility

bulk, 23, 330–1
Coulomb-scattering-limited, 331–2
dependence on gate voltage, 330, 336
effective (or conductivity) (𝜇EFF), 244, 334
electron (𝜇N), 23, 392, 435, 522–3
field-effect (𝜇FE), 244, 334, 336
Hall effect (𝜇H), 244, 334, 337
hole (𝜇P), 22, 392, 522–3
inversion layer (or channel) (MOS), 242–4,

317, 329–39
surface-phonon-limited, 331
surface-roughness-limited, 332

modified Lely method, 4, 39
Moissanite, 3
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), 111
molten KOH etching, 143, 212

molybdenum (Mo), 132, 173
momentum conservation, 504
MOS electrostatics, 312–16
MOS Hall effect, 244, 334–7
mosaicity, 57
MOSFET (see: metal-oxide-semiconductor

field-effect transistor)
motor (or motor drive), 458–71

ac, 453–71
brushless dc, 465, 470
dc, 447, 449, 450–3, 459–60
induction (asynchronous), 460–5, 470
salient-pole, 465
synchronous, 450, 465–8

MPS (merged pin-Schottky) diode, 296–300
multiple floating zone (MFZ) edge termination,

432–3
multiplication factor (MP or MN), 28, 420–1

near-interface trap (NIT), 235
negative-U center, 165
Ni contact, 259
nitridation

by nitric oxide (NO), 236–8, 336–9
by nitrous oxide (N2O), 236–8

noise equivalent power (NEP), 507
Nomarski microscopy, 48, 76, 87
non-basal plane, 108, 241
non-punchthrough (NPT) drift region, 278, 280,

370
normal field, effective, 330
neutron transmutation doping (NTD), 262

off-axis epitaxial growth, 75, 78
off-direction, 77
offset voltage (turn-on voltage), 284, 374–5,

483, 486,
ohmic contact

as-deposited, 260
n-type, 259
p-type, 261

on-axis epitaxial growth, 77, 107
on-resistance, specific (RON,SP) (see: specific

on-resistance)
on-state loss (or on-state power dissipation),

279, 281, 285, 442
one-sided step junction, 277
open-base blocking voltage (BJT), 373
open-circuit voltage decay, 140
optical absorption coefficient, 18–9, 125–6,

504–5
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optical detectors, 504–8
optical power (absorbed), 504–5
out-diffusion, 198
oxidation

dry, 213, 242
N2O, 236
re-oxidation, 236
sodium-enhanced, 239, 339,
thermal, 170, 213
wet, 214, 242

oxide
breakdown strength, 215, 321
capacitance, 223, 314
dielectric constant, 219, 321
electric field, 215, 240, 314, 321, 340
maximum allowable field, 323
reliability, 164, 216, 339–42
thickness, 213

oxygen (O), 172

parabolic rate constant, 213
Pearson distribution, 191, 197
Peierls potential, 55, 157
performance comparison of SiC devices,

481–6
performance of SBD vs. pin diode, 286
persistent photoconductivity, 62
phase diagram, 39
phonon

dispersion, 31
LO phonon-plasmon coupled mode, 32, 105
replica, 32, 127–8
scattering, surface phonon, 26, 330–1
zero-phonon line, 126–7

phosphorus post-oxidation annealing, 239, 337
phosphosilicate glass (PSG), 338
photo C–V technique, 221
photoconductance decay, 138, 175
photocurrent, 471, 504–5
photodetector, 504–8
photodiode

avalanche (APD), 506–8
pin, 504–6

photoelectrochemical (PEC) etching, 212, 500
photoluminescence (PL), 126, 160

imaging, 101, 149
mapping, 101, 147
time-resolved, 138

photomultiplier tube, 508
photovoltaic power sources, 449, 471–2
physical vapor transport (PVT), 39
piezoresistance, 500

pin diode, 286–95,
pinch-off voltage (JFET), 302, 309
pitch, cell of power device, 311, 322, 325, 365,

374, 393
Planck’s constant, 505
planetary reactor, 89
pn junction, 198–9, 286–95
POCl3 annealing, 239, 337–8
point defect, 64, 102, 150, 165

extrinsic, 131, 172
intrinsic, 132, 165

Poisson’s equation, 368, 423
Poisson’s ratio, 32, 522
polarity, 15, 49
polishing, 67
polycrystalline SiC, 499
polycrystalline silicon, 323, 328
polytype, 11

control, 46
replication, 48, 75
stability, 46
transformation, 14, 50

polytypism, 11
porous SiC, 500
post-implantation anneal, 189
post-metallization anneal, 235
post-oxidation anneal (POA), 235

in nitric oxide (NO), 236–8, 336, 338
in phosphorus, 239, 337–8
re-oxidation, 236, 336–7

potential
built-in, 249, 282, 294, 301, 396–7
chemical, 294, 396
drop, 292, 297
electrochemical, 292, 379
electrostatic, 292, 379
Fermi, 292, 312
surface, 223, 228–9, 312

power-added efficiency (PAE), 487, 489
power converter (see: converter, power)
power dissipation (or loss)

maximum allowable, 280
off-state, 281, 441
on-state, 279, 281, 285, 442
package limit, 280
switching, 281, 385, 387, 441–2, 484
total, 281, 441

power electronics, 1, 445–81
power gain, microwave, 487–8
power integrated circuits, 438
power output, microwave, 487–9, 495
power processing system (generic), 445
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power supplies, switched mode, 450–3, 476–81
prism plane slip, 56, 96
projected range (of implantation), 191, 197
pulse-width modulation (PWM), 453–8
punch-through, 373, 384, 417
punch-through drift region, 279, 412, 423
push-pull converter, 479

quantum efficiency, 506
quasi-Fermi level, 153, 293, 315
quasi-saturation biasing (BJT), 360

Raman scattering, 32, 134
Ramsdell’s notation, 11
rapid thermal annealing (RTA), 196, 260
ray-tracing simulation, 145
RCA cleaning, 240
reactive-ion etching (RIE or DRIE), 208, 500
reciprocal space mapping, 207
recombination

Auger, 174
donor-acceptor-pair (DAP), 126, 128
free-to-acceptor (FA), 126, 129
in a BJT, 371–2
in a pn junction of a thyristor, 399
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH), 174, 289, 371
surface, 140, 371–2
time (thyristor turn-off), 409, 411
recombination-enhanced glide

(of dislocations), 157
rectifier, 446
reduced surface field (RESURF) principle, 438
refractive index, 20
regenerative braking, 445–6, 460, 468
rejection ratio (optical), 506
reliability

contact, 261
device, 156, 161
oxide, 164, 216, 339–42

renewable energy, 471–6
re-oxidation annealing, 236, 336–7
repeated a-face growth, 57
resistance

base spreading, 366, 372, 413
channel (JFET), 366, 372, 413
channel (MOSFET), 319
contact, 258
drift region, 279–80, 311, 322, 436–7
sheet, 196, 200
source, 322
substrate, 322

resistivity
bulk, 25, 61, 63
contact, 255

resonant (soft-switching) converter, 445
responsivity (optical), 505–6
retrograde doping profile, 326
reverse recovery (pin and Schottky diode), 138,

284
Richardson’s constant, 249, 282
rise time (thyristor), 405
Rittner current (BJT), 368
Rittner effect (BJT), 366
rotational speed (velocity) (of a motor), 459
rotor (of a motor), 459, 461, 465
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS),

194

saddle point (SIT), 491–2
safe operating area (SOA), 353
salient-pole motor (or motor drive), 465
saturated drift velocity, 27, 368, 492, 522
saturation biasing (BJT), 359–60
saturation drain current / voltage

JFET, 304
MOSFET, 319

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 97, 211
scattering

bulk, 26, 330–331
Coulomb, 246, 331–2
Hall factor, 137, 336
impurity, 26
intervalley, 26
phonon, 26
Raman, 32, 134
surface phonon, 331
surface roughness, 247, 332

Schottky barrier
diode (SBD), 151, 161, 249, 282–95, 481–2
lowering, 253, 283
height, 249, 252, 282–3

Schottky contact, 252
Schottky-Mott limit, 252
screw dislocation, 46, 53, 97, 145
second breakdown (BJT), 353, 368–70
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), 191,

197
seeded sublimation method, 4, 39
selective impurity doping, 189
self-aligned short channel (DMOSFET), 323
Sellmeier equation, 20
SEMI standard (wafer), 68
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semiconductor-controlled rectifier (SCR), 407
semi-insulating substrate, 62
sensor, 499–508

accelerometer, 500
biological, 500
gas (or chemical), 500–503
micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS), 499–500
MOS capacitor, 502
MOSFET, 502–3
optical, 504–8
pressure, 500
Schottky barrier diode (SBD), 501

shallow junction, 192
shear modulus, 51
sheet resistance, 196, 200
Shockley diode equation, 288, 355, 357, 471
Shockley partial dislocation, 99, 157
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) generation/

recombination, 174, 289, 371, 400, 508
Shockley-type stacking fault, 54, 99, 156
Shockley-type stacking fault, single, 99, 156
shot noise, 508
SiC-on-silicon, 500
signal-to-noise ratio, 508
silicon

cluster, 105
desorption, 202
displacement, 203
droplet, 43, 84, 105
face, 16
melt, 39, 67
on-insulator (SOI), 497–8
Si-core partial, 157
vacancy, 63, 133, 154, 171

sintering, 258
site competition epitaxy, 4, 60, 90
site effect, 13, 126
slip (or slip speed) (induction motor), 462
small-signal alpha (�̃�), 400
sodium-enhanced oxidation (SEO), 239, 339
solar cell, 471–2
solar (photovoltaic) power source, 449, 471–2
solubility limit, 21, 196
solution growth, 66

top seeded solution growth, 66
sp3-hybrid orbital, 11
space-charge limited current, 492
space group, 12
space-modulated junction termination extension

(SM-JTE), 434
specific contact resistance, 255

specific detectivity (photodiode), 508
specific on-resistance

JFET, 305, 307
lightly-doped drain (LDD), 439
MOSFET, 319
Schottky barrier diode (SBD), 283
unipolar device, 279, 435, 437

SPICE™, 342, 358
spin-orbit interaction, 17
spiral growth, 46, 108
spreading resistance (BJT or thyristor), 366, 413
spreading time (thyristor), 405
spreading velocity (thyristor), 405
square-law equations (MOSFET), 318
squeezing velocity (thyristor), 413
SRIM, 191
stacking fault, 50

8H-type, 101
double Shockley, 61
energy of, 50
Frank, 53, 95, 205
in-grown, 101, 161
single Shockley, 99, 156
stacking mismatch, 52

standard deviation of surface potential (𝜎US),
226, 229–30

static induction transistor (SIT), 489–96
stator (of a motor), 459, 461, 465
step bunching, 68, 88, 202
step dynamics, 87
step-controlled epitaxy, 4, 76
step-flow growth, 48, 75, 78
Stephan flow, 44
stoichiometric condition, 83
stoichiometry, 11
storage time (thyristor), 414
straggle (implantation), 191, 197
strain field, 51
stress

critical normal, 56
critical shear, 56
misfit, 100
thermal, 45, 55, 100, 208

sublimation growth, 39
sublimation epitaxy, 111
sublimation, seeded, 39
suboxide, 236
subthreshold slope (MOSFET), 247
superjunction MOSFET (silicon), 439, 481, 483
supersaturation, 43, 79

critical ratio, 79
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superscrew dislocation, 51
surface

band bending, 312–16
cleaning, 240
diffusion length, 79, 81
energy, 80
morphological defect, 93
morphology, 48, 76, 87, 150
passivation, 175
potential, 223, 228–9, 312–16
phonon scattering, 330
surface potential / gate voltage relationship,

223, 314–16
pit, 95, 163
reaction, 85
recombination, 140, 174, 371
recombination velocity, 140, 174, 371
roughening, 201
roughness, 202, 247
roughness scattering, 247, 330
state (or interface state), 249

switch-mode
dc-dc converters, 450–3, 476–81
inverters, full-bridge, 452, 455, 480
inverters, half-bridge, 453–5, 479
inverters, three-phase, 456–8, 465, 467,

471–2
power supplies, 450–3, 476–81

switching
energy (ESW ) (or switching loss), 281, 385,

387, 441–2, 484
frequency, 281, 385, 441–3, 454–6, 458

synchronous motor (or motor drive), 450, 465–8
synchronous speed (ac motor), 461, 465

t63 (63% failure time), 341
temperature coefficient of breakdown, 422–3
temperature gradient, 43, 56, 65
temperature rise (across the device), 494
Terman method, 224
thermal conductivity, 30, 494, 522
thermal diffusivity, 494
thermal dielectric relaxation current (TDRC),

233
thermal emission (from a trap), 150
thermal expansion coefficient, 15
thermal generation, 289, 371, 400
thermal oxidation, 170, 213
thermal resistance, 494–5
thermal runaway, 371
thermal stress, 45, 55, 100

thermal velocity (vT ), 150, 371
thermal limit

IMPATT diode, 497
of package, 280
static induction transistor (SIT), 493–5

thermionic emission, 249, 491
thermionic-field emission (TFE), 254, 256, 285
thermodynamic equilibrium, 42, 44
threading edge dislocation (TED), 54, 97, 143,

156, 161
threading screw dislocation (TSD), 46, 53, 97,

143, 156, 161
threshold voltage

of a JFET (pinch-off voltage), 302
of a MOSFET or MOS capacitor, 241, 245,

313, 315, 318, 328
control of, 326–9
instability, 241, 339

thyristor, 161, 392–415, 446–50, 486
time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB),

216, 339–42
time-resolved photoluminescence, 138
titanium (Ti), 104, 131–2, 173
top-seeded solution growth, 66
torque

angle (synchronous motor), 467
constant of a motor, 459, 463, 467
of a motor, 459, 462, 467
torque-speed relation (induction motor), 463

transconductance
JFET, 305, 308
MOSFET, 334

transfer length method (TLM), 258
transient response of a MOSFET, 342–50
transistor-transistor logic (TTL), 499
transit-time (microwave), 496
transition layer (at MOS interface), 218, 332
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 101,

156, 205, 218
transmission line model (TLM), 258
trench filling, 110
trench edge termination, 424–5
triangular defect, 94, 161
triggering (thyristor), 400–403
triggering threshold (thyristor), 400
tungsten (W), 132, 172
tunneling, 28, 215, 254, 256
turn-off gain (thyristor), 412
turn-off energy (MOSFET), 350
turn-on energy (MOSFET), 347
turn-off process (thyristor), 407–15
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turn-on process (thyristor), 404–6
two-dimensional nucleation, 77, 79
Twyman effect, 69

ultraviolet (UV) photodetector, 504–8
UMOSFET (trench MOSFET), 242, 320, 324–6
uncommutated converter, 445
uninterruptable power supply (UPS), 453–8,

456–8
unipolar device figure of merit, 280, 439, 481
unipolar modulation (switch-mode inverter), 455

vacancy
carbon, 64, 154, 165, 175, 203
divacancy, 64, 133, 154, 171
silicon, 64, 133, 154, 171, 203

van der Pauw method, 193
vanadium (V), 63, 132, 173
VB,CBO (BJT), 373
VB,CEO (BJT), 373
vacuum energy level, 256, 326
velocity

drift, 27
saturation, 27, 368, 492, 522
thermal, 150, 371

voltage
constant (of a motor), 460, 463
flat-band, 220, 312, 326,
pinch-off (JFET), 302, 308–10
saturation drain (JFET), 304
saturation drain (MOSFET), 319,
threshold (MOSFET), 241, 245, 326–9

wafer specification, 68
wafering, 67
warm-wall CVD, 89
Weibull plot, 216, 340
wet etching, 212
wet oxidation, 214, 242
wind turbine power source, 472–6
work function

metal, 252, 256, 282, 312
metal-semiconductor, 252, 256, 312
semiconductor, 326
gate-semiconductor, 312, 327

wurtzite structure, 12

x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 216
x-ray topography, 144

yield (in production), 164
yield strength, 32
Young modulus, 32, 522

Z1∕2 center, 103, 165, 174, 204, 372
Zeeman effect, 154
Zener breakdown, 28
Zerbst method, 233
zero-phonon line, 126–7
Zhdanov’s notation, 12
zincblende structure, 12

α-SiC, 12
β-SiC, 11
χmin, 194


